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Introduction 

I apologise on behalf of the Norwegian police and those involved in the deportation of Norwegian Jews to 

concentration camps. 

Odd Reidar Humlegård, Norwegian National Police Commissioner, 20121 

On 27 January 2012, Prime Minister Jens Stoltenberg took to the podium during the annual Holocaust 

commemoration day in Oslo. In his speech, he expressed his ‘deepest regrets’ for the fact that Jews 

were arrested and deported from Norway. ‘Without taking responsibility away from the Nazis’, 

Stoltenberg said, ‘it is time to face the fact that police officers and other Norwegians participated in 

the arrests and deportations of Jews.’2 Later that year, in connection with a ceremony commemorating 

the departure of the SS Donau bound for Auschwitz with Norwegian Jews on board, Norwegian 

National Police Commissioner Odd Reidar Humlegård also formally apologised for the role of the 

Norwegian police in the arrests of Jews in Norway.3  

Two years later, journalist Marte Michelet published her book Den største forbrytelsen (The Greatest 

Crime).4 The book was met with great interest and acclaim, showing that the questions why and how 

Norwegians contributed to the Holocaust, and how this fact has been portrayed and understood, 

remain of interest to many members of the Norwegian public. Gripping in its storytelling, Michelet’s 

book, and many of its reviewers, mercilessly criticised the role of Norwegians and the Norwegian 

police. The newspaper Aftenposten wrote of a ‘shame that was collective and national’, and Bergens 

Tidende of how ‘The Holocaust was also a Norwegian crime against humanity’, with Jews being ‘herded 

together by Norwegian police and sent to their deaths.’5 This was however not the first time the role 

of the Norwegian police in the Holocaust had been severely questioned. In the 1980s, Nils Johan 

Ringdal, in his history of the Norwegian police during the war, wondered ‘what kind of attitudes’ 

prevailed towards Jews in the Norwegian police force, since the police officers ‘accepted this 

discriminatory treatment of a group in Norwegian society.’6 Per Ole Johansen also sharply criticised 

the police’s role, seeing them as a ‘velvet glove’ covering the German iron fist, with their defensive 

arguments, and that the likelihood they would be more ‘considerate’ being precisely why the Germans 

wanted them for the job rather than do it themselves.7  

Shortly after the war, the focus was quite different. The Norwegian role in the arrests was rarely 

mentioned.8 In the major work Norges Krig, aimed at providing the Norwegian public with an overview 

of important events during the war, the chapter on the role of the police did not mention the arrests 

                                                

1 ‘Historisk unnskyldning’, Dagsavisen, 28 November 2012. 
2 ‘Tale ved minnemarkeringen på Holocaustdagen’, speech by Prime Minister Jens Stoltenberg, 27 January 2012, 
available at https://www.regjeringen.no/no/aktuelt/minnemarkering-pa-holocaustdagen/id670621/. Accessed 3 
September 2018. 
3 ‘Historisk unnskyldning’, Dagsavisen, 28 November 2012. 
4 Michelet 2014. 
5 ‘Marte Michelet bretter ut vår nasjonale skam’, Aftenposten, 25 October 2014, ‘Den svarteste norske historien’, Bergens 
Tidende, 23 October 2014. For a thorough critique of Michelet’s book and its reception by critics and audiences, see 
‘Holocaust-historie uten nyanser’, Aftenposten, 2 November 2014. 
6 Ringdal 1987, 233. 
7 Johansen 1984, 166. 
8 For more, see Corell 2010 and Refseth 2016. 

https://www.regjeringen.no/no/aktuelt/minnemarkering-pa-holocaustdagen/id670621/
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of the Jews with a single word. Instead, the focus was on those who ‘failed’ by joining the Norwegian 

Nazi party Nasjonal Samling (NS), the heroic efforts of resistance fighters in the police force, and the 

mass arrests of police officers in August 1943.9 The chapter on people who were arrested during the 

war describes how the Jews were ‘taken’ – but the fact that most were arrested by Norwegians is not 

mentioned.10 In 1947, Minister of Justice Oscar Gundersen held a speech during the Nordic Police 

Conference in Oslo. Keeping quiet about the dark aspects of the police’s wartime history, he exalted 

the resistance demonstrated by police officers, stating that the resistance movement had in the police 

‘a core of efficient and professional people we could hardly be without.’ Indeed, the police had ‘upheld 

the rule of law’, and could after liberation be used to defend it.11  

There is much to be said for being willing to confront history and even apologise for past events. The 

value of such initiatives, however, is reduced if one does not take the totality of reasons why something 

happened into account. Stopping at moral judgement of past deeds or focusing on ‘commitment to 

fight attitudes and actions that lead us away from decency and civilisation’, as Prime Minister 

Stoltenberg said in his apology, could risk leaving us without a thorough understanding of why even 

‘good people’ sometimes end up contributing to horrible outcomes. By emphasising the active will of 

participants, we could risk overlooking the reality of the choices before them. As Victoria J. Barnett 

puts it: ‘The dilemma is that, in any dictatorship, the individual’s perception of powerlessness does 

reflect an actual reality.’12 The regime offers two choices: join us or be crushed. Or as Vidkun Quisling, 

leader of Nasjonal Samling, put it in a speech in September 1941: ‘We shall … overcome or subjugate 

all resistance until the whole nation is won for the New Order.’13  

Nevertheless, even in this difficult situation, possibilities for individuals to make an impact remained. 

While it is exceedingly difficult to destroy the totalitarian machine of oppression, one can still choose 

to either grease the cogs or throw sand in them, accelerating or slowing down the machinery of 

oppression. The fewer who support the regime, inform on their neighbours or otherwise further the 

regime’s goals, the less effective it will be, and the more resources will be needed to control the 

population. Indeed, if one follows Erwin Staub’s understanding of a ‘successful’ totalitarian society as 

one characterised by ‘the lack of dissenting voices that offer a perspective different from that 

cultivated by authorities or that engender inner conflict or sympathy with victims’, then wartime 

Norway can hardly be classified as a totalitarian ‘success’ at all.14 To a far higher degree than in 

Germany and, as we shall seed despite the best efforts of the German occupier and its Norwegian 

henchmen in Nasjonal Samling, oppositional voices continued to be heard, providing hope and 

direction to spiritual and physical opposition to the regime. Most Norwegians never accepted the 

legitimacy of the new Nazi regime, providing hope and shelter for those more actively opposing the 

New Order, including from inside the police. 

A desire to understand the totality of the situation faced by those working in state institutions in 

occupied Norway was one of the reasons a group led by Odd-Bjørn Fure at the Norwegian Center 

for Holocaust and Minority Studies formulated the research project ‘Democratic Institutions Facing 

                                                

9 L'Abée-Lund 1950. 
10 Holmboe 1950. 
11 ‘Statsråd Gundersens tale ved åpningen av den 4. Nordiske Politikonferanse i Oslo, 2. Juni 1947’, Norsk Politiblad, no. 
16-17, 1947. 
12 Barnett 2000, 86-87. 
13 Quisling 1944. 
14 Staub 1989, 122-125. 
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Nazi Occupation – Norway in a Comparative Perspective’. Its objective was to chart the complex 

realities of collaboration and resistance in three sectors: the school system, government ministries and 

the police force, and to compare them with similar groups in other Western European societies. By 

doing so we sought to understand the dilemmas faced by those working in these sectors. We wanted 

to show why and how patterns of behaviour changed in each sector and why and how this impacted 

those they came into contact with. Perhaps most fundamentally, we wanted to see how resilient were 

systems created and socialised by a liberal democratic society in the face of totalitarian onslaught, and 

what scope existed for action based on individual political and moral convictions.  

Structure 

I begin the thesis in chapter 1 by presenting my research questions and discuss problems regarding 

sources and method. I then outline existing research in the field. Chapter 2 is an overview of the 

development of the German police under National Socialism. This is done for two reasons: first, 

because this development became the blueprint for similar attempts in Norway and the Netherlands; 

and second, because throughout the occupation, the German police acted as overseers and overlords 

of their local counterparts. The ethos and organisation of the German police thus came to have very 

important consequences for policemen in occupied countries. In chapter 3 I turn to the pre-war 

Norwegian police force, looking at its values, culture and organisation. This is necessary to understand 

the new reforms and to gain insight into the cultural, ideological and organisational distance between 

the Norwegian and the German police.  

Entering the period of the occupation, chapter 4 examines the offensive initiated by German authorities 

and their Norwegian partners and henchmen in Nasjonal Samling to reorganise the police and win 

them for National Socialism. Providing such an overview of the developments on the macro level is 

crucial to understand the new reality for police on the local level. I then turn to what this meant in 

practice, and how susceptible were police officers in the three police districts examined were to calls to 

support the New Order. In chapter 5 I examine the new repressive apparatus established by the new 

Nazi rulers. I then detail who the police was now told to control or arrest, and how to do it, before 

examining how and by whom these orders were executed on the local level.  

The patterns I uncover of course need to be further analysed and put into perspective. I therefore in 

chapter 6 discuss the choices police officers took in the situation they now found themselves in, offering 

a range of explanations for their choices. In order to put these choices further into perspective, I then 

in chapter 7 move on to the Dutch and Danish police, describing the situation they found themselves 

in and how they handled their respective scenarios. Of particular importance here are the important 

differences between the occupation regimes of the respective countries. As we shall see, these 

differences had decisive impacts on the organisation of the local police and the lives of police officers.  

Finally, I in chapter 8 conclude the thesis. As part of this, I also discuss a range of alternative scenarios 

for the Norwegian police, and try to put my findings into a broader contemporary hysterographic 

context. 

Research questions and considerations of the study 

During the German occupation of Norway, attempts were made to transform the Norwegian police 

force into an eager and efficient enforcer of Nazi policies. Men with ‘proper’ ideological sympathies 

were systematically recruited and promoted, and all police officers were exposed to Nazi propaganda 

intended to increase support for National Socialism. Many known political opponents were sacked or 

arrested, both to remove them from the service and to make examples of them to others. At the same 
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time, the police were given increasingly radical orders targeting people or activities deemed dangerous 

for the new National Socialist Norway. Failure to carry out these orders could result in sacking, arrest 

or, from late August 1943 onwards, even execution.  

The goal of this thesis is to explore the nature of this intense Nazification offensive and how police 

officers reacted to their new reality. To what extent did the new rulers of Norway manage to transform 

the ideological views, organisation and practice of the Norwegian police force? Were Norwegian 

police officers willing and able to muster resistance in various forms against the new system? And 

which factors can help explain what I find? This also has the goal of providing the context for the 

police’s participation in the arrests of Jews. Why did they participate? Was this participation different 

from roughly comparable cases, such as the mass arrests of teachers in March 1942? How important 

were the ideological views of police officers? Did they arrest Jews because they were anti-Semites, or 

were other factors such as personality, situational dynamics and outright coercion more important? 

To answer these questions, I will look at developments on both the macro level and micro level, and 

to some extent compare events in Norway with events in Germany, the Netherlands and Denmark. 

On the macro level, I will chart central policies and initiatives implemented by the new German and 

Norwegian rulers. On the micro level, I will try to depict how these policies impacted the lives and 

work of local police officers. The police forces in three Norwegian towns – Stavanger, Ålesund and 

Skien – have been chosen for detailed study. There were several reasons for choosing these districts. 

First, the known variations in NS membership rates, ranging from negligible in Ålesund, a substantial 

minority in Stavanger to collective membership in Skien. This allows me to examine what this meant, 

and what the ‘content’ of such membership entailed. Second, the presence of a local office of the 

German Sicherheitspolizei (Sipo) to see what effect this had. This was the case in Ålesund and Stavanger, 

but not in Skien. Finally, the existence of a State Police unit in Stavanger allows for study of the new 

political police corps and how its members impacted the work and lives of their colleagues in the Order 

Police and Criminal Police.  

Focusing on three police districts has both advantages and drawbacks. The main reason for choosing 

such an approach is that the reference work on the Norwegian police during the war, Nils Johan 

Ringdal’s Mellom barken og veden, is based on material from towns all over Norway, at the cost of 

individual nuance and detail. A micro approach thus complements his work while highlighting where 

it perhaps falls short. The cost is of course representativity; while it is reasonable to expect that police 

all over the country show similarities, they also show major differences, and this would certainly have 

been the case had more or other districts been chosen for study. To some extent I will try to mitigate 

this weakness by including known episodes from other police districts to help demonstrate that my 

findings are not necessarily universal.  

Within each police district, I have tried to chart every officer with police authority serving in the Order 

Police, Criminal Police and State Police. To somewhat limit the workload, police clerks without police 

authority have not been studid, nor have members of new police units with less political tasks, most 

notably the Price and Rationing Police (Pris- og rasjoneringspolitiet), tasked with controlling prices and 

rationing. In contrast to many prior works, I have chosen to provide the names of every police officer. 

This is mainly due to the decision of the Norwegian National Archives to open the treason trials archive 

for everyone, which means that this information is no longer considered sensitive enough to warrant 

limited access.  
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Finally, some words are needed on language. A thesis written in English based on Norwegian and 

German sources necessarily involves many translations, all of which have been done by me. Ideally, 

one might have provided the original text for each translation, but this would have further inflated an 

already large text. Direct references to all the original texts have therefore been provided. For 

translations of police ranks, I have used the official Norwegian translations, slightly simplified to take 

into account the fact that fewer ranks existed at the time in question than do today.15 

Sources 

My work on this study presented four problems when handling available sources. First, although an 

abundance of source material from the wartime police exists, much of has little or no relevance to the 

study’s research question. Second, despite this abundance, sources have been destroyed, lost or 

displaced. Many documents, often the most incriminating, were often removed from their original 

archives and are now found in various treason trial archives instead. Third, the arguably best sources – 

such as evaluations of individuals and events during the post-war treason trials – are inevitably partial 

and were intended for use in the trials, thus necessitating a cautious approach to their use. Finally, much 

important information was never written down. This is a problem when trying to document resistance 

within the police force, where participants naturally were extremely cautious about writing anything 

down during the war for fear of it falling into the wrong hands.  

For documenting developments both on the macro and micro level, the archives from the Ministry of 

the Police (RA-S-3978) in the Norwegian National Archives (Riksarkivet) have been crucial. Not only 

do they contain internal Norwegian correspondence both at national level and between police districts 

and central authorities, they also often include letters from German authorities. Given that the Sipo 

archives were burned in the last days of the war, the Norwegian archives thus offer sources 

documenting both Norwegian and to some extent German intents and orders. The separate archives 

of the State Police (RA-S-1329) offer similar opportunities. As contemporary, first-hand sources, both 

archives are highly valuable. Moreover, apart from some documents removed and now found in various 

treason trial files, they are largely intact, having been captured by the resistance movement in a daring 

coup in the last days of the occupation.  

Caution must nevertheless still be taken, as the individuals who wrote these documents still worked in 

the context of a Nazi dictatorship. While criticism or evaluation of the state of things is often 

surprisingly frank, self-censorship was needed for the sake of self-preservation. Another problem is the 

sheer size and scope of these archives. While the Norwegian National Archives has done a good job at 

cataloguing the content, particularly that of the State Police, one nevertheless risks finding much of 

limited relevance, such as discussions of logistical problems. The Ministry of the Police’s folder on the 

actions against the teachers, for instance, was found mainly to contain receipts for the costs incurred 

by the German police for handling and transporting prisoners rather than documents describing the 

processes leading to the arrests.  

Another problem when trying to ascertain what lay behind certain events is of a more general character 

and relates to the nature of decision-making in the Third Reich. As Bjarte Bruland points out, with 

                                                

15 For example, ‘Politiadvokat’ and ‘Politibetjent 2 og 3’ did not exist during the war. ‘Insignia of the Norwegian Police 
Service’, available at 
https://web.archive.org/web/20110726023833/http://www.pdmt.politiet.no/publikasjoner/reglement/politi/604104_
police_rank_and_insignia_table/604104.htm. Accessed 4 September 2018. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20110726023833/http:/www.pdmt.politiet.no/publikasjoner/reglement/politi/604104_police_rank_and_insignia_table/604104.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20110726023833/http:/www.pdmt.politiet.no/publikasjoner/reglement/politi/604104_police_rank_and_insignia_table/604104.htm
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reference to the German historian Uwe Adam, there was a negative correlation between the radicalism 

and consequences of a measure and its paper trail.16 In other words, many of the most important 

decisions were discussed or ordered verbally rather than in writing. Consequently, most of these 

decisions can only be verified by post-war accounts of how they came about rather than by 

contemporary documentation. Moreover, attempts to establish the truth of events often run into the 

problem that many of the participants in important discussions were now dead and thus unable to 

respond to accusations levelled at them by people eager to present themselves in the best possible light 

during post-war trials.17  

This leads us to my second major source: the Norwegian treason trials archive (Landssvikarkivet). I have 

examined all local police officers I could find cases against, some key national police leaders, and a few 

local party leaders closely involved with the police. Particularly the cases against major personalities of 

the regime or notorious local actors represent vast treasure troves of documents collected from a 

multitude of sources, as well as witness statements by both the actors themselves and people who 

worked or otherwise came into contact with them. Freed from many of their wartime constraints, they 

could now give more detailed accounts of how they experienced events and persons. Of course, this 

archive harbours many pitfalls. The documents and witness statements were gathered and selected by 

the investigators with the intent of producing a verdict against the accused. On the other hand, they 

and their colleagues had every reason to present themselves as less guilty than they perhaps were, while 

witnesses for the prosecution might have reasons to take revenge on former enemies or rivals.  

Moreover, the purpose and the economic and temporal constraints of a criminal case meant that many 

important questions were never asked, and important leads often left unexplored.18 The absence or 

presence of written evidence often determined whether a particular act became part of a case or not. 

For example, I found that questions about participation in the arrests of Jews varied greatly between 

places and even between investigators, with some being more interested in such issues than others. 

Furthermore, the fact that everyone spoke years after events had taken place also affects the ability to 

accurately describe past events, a fact that is often admitted (and exploited) by both witnesses and the 

accused.19  

Finally, from the historian’s perspective, the treason cases are fundamentally incomplete: rather than 

being a complete evaluation of the actions and roles of police officers during the war, it only includes 

those deemed to have transgressed the thresholds defined by the prosecution authorities, most notably 

NS membership. This means that a comparatively richer material exists for evaluating the actions and 

attitudes of those accused and sentenced than for those on ‘the other side’ who not subjected to such 

evaluations. Consequently, great care must be taken when using this material. Accordingly, I have tried 

as far as possible to point out in the text when a claim lacks solid verification by other types of sources 

such as contemporary documents.  

My third major source has been the local archives of the three examined police districts, Stavanger, 

Ålesund and Skien, found in the State archives in Stavanger, Trondheim and Kongsberg respectively. 

The case archive of the Stavanger State Police is part of the central State Police archive in Oslo. As 

                                                

16 Bruland 2017, 210. 
17 In Norway Minister of Police Jonas Lie, State Police leader Karl A. Marthinsen as well as Reichskommissar Josef 
Terboven, HSSPF Wilhelm Rediess and BdS Heinrich Fehlis were all dead by the end of the war, meaning that many 
crucial witness accounts were never available. 
18 See here Grimnes 1999, 53-54. 
19 For a comprehensive overview of the problems of these sources, see Grimnes 1977, 32. 
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with the central archives, one quickly runs into problems of what to prioritise in these archives. Notably, 

they include thousands upon thousands of investigations of criminal cases and misdemeanours, 

including both cases that were dropped and cases that were brought to court. It has simply been 

logistically impossible for me to go through all these cases, a reality which has troubled me somewhat 

throughout the process. I would argue, however, that this does not represent a critical problem. I have 

examined a selection of the justice protocols (for the month of July in 1940–1944 and February of 1945) 

for both the regular and the State Police. The protocols provide summaries of the cases and notes on 

their final outcomes. These and other summaries produced by the police districts themselves allowed 

me to paint a somewhat representative picture of the types of cases the police handled and their 

outcomes. Moreover, during the treason trials, many – perhaps even most – of the most controversial 

cases were taken from the case file archives and used in the trials and are found in the treason trial 

archive instead. Consequently, going through all the cases would result mostly in looking at 

investigations of stolen goods rather than at the persecution of political crimes, which, after all, is my 

focus.  

In addition to investigations, the local police archives include other relevant material such as duty 

reports [vaktjournalar], detailing daily events involving the police force, and to some extent the police’s 

response. Another category is that of correspondence files and attachments, documenting some of the 

correspondence conducted between the police district and outside actors, including German authorities. 

Moreover, there exist several archives unique to each district. I have read the file attachments, as well 

as a selection of correspondence files and duty reports, mainly for the same months as the justice 

protocols, and in connection to particular events, such as arrests of the local Jews. The special archives 

available were examined if found to be relevant to my research questions.  

Looking through these archives, a major problem quickly became apparent: official reports would of 

course only detail what was acceptable to report to the Nazi authorities. Looking exclusively at such 

documents risked leaving me with a completely one-sided perspective, as police officers naturally would 

not report attempts to sabotage investigations or to aid individuals in their official reports or letters. 

While some documentation of resistance could be found in treason trials and in notifications of arrested 

policemen in local archives, a more thorough examination of police resistance required visits to the 

Norwegian Resistance Museum (Norges Hjemmefrontmuseum). Here, numerous sources were able to 

provide me with more insight into the extent and forms of resistance among police officers. Of 

particular importance was the material gathered and deposited there by Ragnar Ulstein, which had 

served as source material for his numerous books on the Norwegian resistance movement and which 

included interviews with several police officers. Second, Nils Johan Ringdal’s source material for his 

book Mellom barken og veden, which also included many interviews conducted in the 1980s, has also been 

extremely useful for providing context and perspectives for all aspects of police activities during the 

war. Ringdal’s archives also held several other useful documents gathered during his work. Based on 

tips from Sigurd Stenwig at the museum, I have also examined relevant parts of several other archives, 

including the personal archives of Rolf Berg, Arild Sollied and Arne Qvenild, relevant parts of the 

archive gathered by the Home Front’s historical institute (HHI), along with elements from the British 

Special Operations Executive (SOE) archive.  

Trying to document resistance activity thus made a fundamental challenge clear: while it is 

comparatively easy to document how the police aided in the repression and persecution of people in 

Norway, their claims to have aided exposed individuals usually rest on shakier ground. While 

corroborating evidence, such as arrests of officers by the Sipo, sometimes exists, one is often left with 
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nothing but the claims of officers intent on embellishing their own actions. This is even more 

problematic in the case of claims of having aided Jews, where failed attempts usually resulted in their 

death, thus leaving them unable to confirm such claims. Ultimately, this represents an unsolvable 

dilemma, one I again have tried to make clear by stating when something rests simply on claims by the 

actors themselves.  

To gain insight into conflicts and viewpoints within the police and into wartime propaganda, I have 

looked at every issue of the police unions’ publications, Norsk Politiblad and Politiembetsmennenes Blad, 

from 1931 to 1948 and the wartime publication Kunngjøringer til politiet from 1941 to 1945.  

The material deposited in the Stavanger town archive by Thorleif Karlsen and Knut Stahl’s archive 

from his work on the wartime history of the town proved useful.  

Finally, I gained access to several useful archives along the way through contact with various individuals. 

These included a local archive for the Ålesund police, material from Øyvind Roth about his father, 

coverage of the post-war purge in the Varden and Telemark Arbeiderblad newspapers from Tommy 

Natedal, source tips from Frode Sæland and Kjell Skorgevik, and material from Olaf Bergland.  

Research status 

Compared to many other Norwegian state institutions or organisations, the Norwegian police are 

poorly studied. No comprehensive work covering the entire police force has been written. Instead, the 

historiography of the Norwegian police is dominated by small-scale studies of varying character and 

quality, many of them written by police officers with an interest in history, often in the form of memoirs 

or in connection with various local and national celebrations.20Among the more scholarly works in this 

category are Fartein Valen-Sendstad’s history of the Oslo police and Anders B. Fossen and Egil 

Ertresvaag’s history of the police in Bergen.21 Thorleif Karlsen’s analyses and descriptions of events in 

Stavanger in his memoir Lang dag i politiet was particularly valuable for my own research.22 The colourful 

life of minister of Police Jonas Lie has been examined twice first by Sverre Rødder, and more recently 

by Bernt Roughtvedt.23 Both contain vital information about Lie’s self-perception and development, 

and how this impacted the Norwegian police.  

One of the most dramatic events for the Norwegian police during the war – the arrest of almost 500 

men and subsequent deportation of 271 to the Stutthof camp for ‘re-education’ – has been portrayed 

several times. The first work, written by former prisoner Olaf R. Walle with support from many other 

prisoners, is a sober account of their experience. It emphasises that they had relatively lenient conditions 

and were not there as resistance fighters.24 Walle’s book can be supplemented by the personal accounts 

of Finn Dahlin, Birger Kolstad, Karl M. Haugan and Olav Skjerven.25 

The most analytical and critical works on the Norwegian police during the war have been written by 

Per Ole Johansen and Nils Johan Ringdal. Johansen’s works on the State Police both before and during 

the war and his examination of how Norwegian institutions handled Jews provide insightful and critical 

observations, in a nuanced way pointing out similarities and differences between pre-war and wartime 

                                                

20 For a comprehensive overview of the historiography of the Norwegian police, see Singsaas 2011. 
21 Valen-Sendstad 1953, Ertresvaag and Fossen 1992. 
22 Karlsen 1979. 
23 Rødder 1990, Rougthvedt 2011. 
24 Walle 1947. 
25 See Dahlin 2001, Nøkleby (ed.) 1991, Haugan 2007, Brekke 2008. 
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developments.26 Ringdal’s work Mellom barken og veden remains the most comprehensive portrayal of the 

Norwegian police during the war. Ringdal conducted major archival research and interviewed scores of 

former policemen. Ringdal’s work remains highly relevant and contains numerous observations which 

are supported by my own findings. It has two weaknesses, however: first, while I find that his claims 

are often mirrored by my own, the connection between his sources and his claims is often opaque, with 

sources very indirectly referenced. Consequently, his claims are often difficult to verify and assess, and 

many of his assessments appear too sweeping based on the limited sources he cites to support them. 

Second, by trying to cover most of the country, Ringdal could not go into depth in any police district. 

Consequently, some depictions of local events are lacking in detail.  

Several master and doctoral theses have also added valuable knowledge about the police. In 1976, Jan 

A. Arnli wrote a thorough analysis of the question of why so many police officers joined NS.27 My 

project colleague Kjetil Simonsen’s investigation of two Norwegian ministries, one of them being the 

Ministry of the Police provides considerable insight into the dynamics of collaboration and resistance.28 

Sivert Haugejorden’s analysis of the State Police’s Bergen unit mirrors my own analysis of the Stavanger 

unit. 29  Jo Refseth and Terje H. Røysum provide insight into the post-war history of the police, 

examining the police’s own history production and the post-war legal purge, respectively.30 

Apart from works dealing specifically with the police, many more general works also contain articles or 

passages examining the role of the Norwegian police. The anthology Krig og moral: kriminalitet og kontroll 

i Norden under andre verdenskrig has a useful article on the State Police by Arnt Selliaas containing much 

original research.31 På siden av rettsoppgjøret, edited by Per Ole Johansen, contains an article by Tore Pryser 

on how the arrests of Jews were handled in the post-war purge, as well as an article by Johansen on 

how the State Police was judged.32 Historian Bjarte Bruland’s thorough and balanced work Holocaust i 

Norge from 2017 also deals extensively with the role of the Norwegian police during the registration 

and arrests of Jews in Norway.33  

Broadly speaking, research into the Norwegian police can be divided into two categories: one dealing 

with the police in general, often ending up, as Nils Johan Ringdal did, in portraying the police as having 

been ‘between a rock and a hard place’. In earlier and less scholarly works, an apologetic tone is often 

the result, with a sharp division between the good and patriotic ‘jøssing police’ on the one hand and the 

treacherous ‘Quislings’ or others who ‘failed’ on the other. The acts carried out by the jøssings is often 

minimised or described as a tragic consequence of the conditions of the war. The other trend focuses 

on the police’s role as perpetrators, in particular their role in the arrests of Jews. The result is a more 

critical approach, vividly illustrated by Per Ole Johansen’s portrayal of the Norwegian police as a 

deceptive ‘velvet glove covering the German iron fist’, easing the work of the Germans by appearing 

less threatening to Norwegian Jews. By looking almost exclusively at the anti-Jewish role, however, one 

                                                

26 Johansen 1984, Johansen 1989. 
27 Arnli 1976. 
28 Simonsen 2016. 
29 Haugejorden 2016. 
30 Refseth 2016, Røysum 2008. 
31 Takala and Tham (ed.) 1987. 
32 Johansen (ed.) 2006. 
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risks losing sight of the wider context, for example whether the police acted differently towards Jews 

than towards other groups, and what alternatives they faced in their situation.  

The overlords of the Norwegian police during the war – the SS, the German police and the Sipo – have 

been studied exhaustively as a natural consequence of their leading role in the Holocaust and the fight 

against resistance movements all over Europe. Their role in Norway is thoroughly examined in Terje 

Emberland and Matthew Kott’s Himmlers Norge and Sigurd Sørlie’s Solkors eller hakekors, both invaluable 

for understanding the thinking of the SS leadership regarding Norway and Norwegians. 34  Berit 

Nøkleby’s Hitlers Norge and Robert Bohn’s Reichskommissariat Norwegen provide useful overviews of the 

position of the SS and the police in the larger German apparatus in Norway, as well as a depiction of 

its development over time.35 Nøkleby has also written a useful book about the organisation of the 

Gestapo in Norway, as has Odd Bergfald.36  

Internationally, excellent and exhaustive analyses exist of the SS and the German police’s overall 

organisation and development.37 Michael Wildt’s study of the leadership of the RSHA, Ulrich Herbert’s 

biography of Werner Best, Peter Longerich’s biography of Heinrich Himmler and Robert Gerwath’s 

biography of Reinhard Heydrich provide crucial insight into the ideas and personalities that shaped the 

new Nazified German police.38 Studies by Gerhard Paul, Klaus-Michael Mallmann, Eric A. Johnson 

and Robert Gellately have examined in detail just how this relationship between the police and the 

German population played out in practice.39 Many have examined the devastating role of the German 

police outside Germany, including Edward B. Westermann, Christopher Browning, Gerhard Paul, 

Klaus-Michael Mallmann and Wolfgang Curilla.40 

Terms and concepts 

Throughout this thesis, I use several terms often used in different ways in the literature and in the 

broader discourse on the war. Four terms in particular need clarification because of their importance: 

Nazification, New Order, collaboration, and resistance.  

Nazification and the New Order 

In the coming chapters, I will use the terms Nazification and New Order (Nyordningen) quite liberally. Both 

were already in use during the war for describing the attempted changes imposed by the new Nazi 

rulers, with ‘Nazification’ usually used by opponents of these changes and the 'New Order' by their 

supporters. In their broadest sense, the terms meant changing society to bring it into line with Nazi 

ideals, for example by replacing opponents with supporters of Nazi ideology in key positions. Following 

my colleague Kjetil Simonsen, my understanding of Nazification is as follows: ‘Attempts to transform 

the institutions, values and norms of various sectors of society, with the aim to bring them into 

accordance with the political and ideological goals of National Socialism’.41 As such, Nazification 

describes a process towards an ideal-typical end state – a completely Nazified society, where everything 

and everyone works and thinks in accordance with Nazi principles. Complicating the term is the fact 

that National Socialists themselves were often vague about what this end state ought to be. Various actors 

                                                

34 Emberland and Kott 2012, Sørlie 2015. 
35 Nøkleby 2016, Bohn 2000. 
36 Nøkleby 2003, Bergfald 1978. 
37 For a good overview of the literature on the police, see Dams and Stolle 2008, 231 ff.. 
38 Wildt 2003, Herbert 2001, Longerich 2008, Gerwarth 2011. 
39 Paul 1996, Paul and Mallmann (ed.) 1995, Johnson 1999, Gellately 2001. 
40 Westermann 2005, Browning 1992, Paul and Mallmann (ed.) 2000, Curilla 2011. 
41 For a detailed discussion of the concept and its problems, see Simonsen 2016, 26 ff.. 
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all describing themselves as National Socialists could harbour widely diverging views of what 

constituted essential components of such a society, and the desirable means and speed to best make it 

a reality. This was true both in Germany, where the SS espoused a more radical and race-focused 

National Socialism than many others in the NSDAP, and in relationships between German and foreign 

National Socialists, where for example the status of their countries vis-à-vis Germany in a coming ‘New 

Europe’ was a constantly contentious subject.  

As we shall see, exploring these differences and conceptions of Nazification won or lost in the power 

struggle between Nazi actors in occupied Norway form an important part of my examination of the 

development on the macro level. At times, different conceptions would clash and most often the 

conception of the more powerful actor win out, at least on the surface. We will see this particularly 

clearly in the question of what training future Norwegian police officers should undergo, but also 

regarding the importance of the rule of law in a National Socialist state.  

Collaboration 

Few terms commonly used to describe behaviour during World War II have the same negative 

connotations as the term ‘collaboration’. Carrying with it, as Gerhard Hirschfeld points out, the taint 

of treason, it remains a difficult term to use.42 Such problems, however, should not lead to abandoning 

it. Despite its problems, it remains useful for describing interactions in a particular situation. In fact, 

the ‘taint’ of the word can, as Ole Kristian Grimnes argues, be an advantage, because it reminds us 

that all forms of collaboration were problematic due to the aid it provided the occupier. This was the 

case no matter how understandable or morally justifiable it might have felt to those involved. 

Moreover, alternative terms such as ‘cooperation’ or ‘accommodation’ have their own problems. 

‘Cooperation’ underplays the asymmetrical relationship between the two interacting parties, and, as 

Grimnes points out, ‘accommodation’ paints an unduly passive image of the behaviour of the 

occupied population.43  Consequently, the project of which this thesis forms a part developed a 

definition of collaboration without any normative components: 

A spectrum of asymmetrical relationships between states and institutions, collective actors, and between groups 

and individuals in occupied societies. The degree of asymmetry is dependent upon the power relationship between 

the occupier and the occupied, which also varies between spheres of society.44 

This basic definition can be further refined by operating with understandings of collaboration 

according to the motivation of the collaborator and the perceived level of pressure to collaborate. 

Ideological collaboration denotes collaboration motivated primarily by ideological goals shared with the 

occupier. In a Norwegian context, this most accurately describes the collaboration of the NS 

leadership and many of their followers, who desired to turn Norway into a National Socialist society 

through the process of Nazification. A second motivation is opportunistic collaboration. Here, the 

motivation is to maximise the material position or status of oneself or a group to which one belongs 

or with which one identifies, without sharing the overall ideology of the occupier. The archetypical 

example of this is the entrepreneur who establishes a new company to enrich himself by building 

goods wanted by the occupier. A third motivation is pragmatic collaboration, best summed up in the 

                                                

42 Hirschfeld 1988, 1-2. 
43 Grimnes 1999, 49 ff). 
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idea of ‘choosing the lesser evil’. An example of this is the bureaucrat who remains in his job to secure 

food supplies for the population, despite having to make deals with the occupier to obtain them. The 

final and more distinct variant is forced collaboration, where the less powerful party does as the occupier 

wants out of fear of severe physical consequences for himself or those he cares about. Here, the true 

power relationship of the occupation becomes apparent. The man who gives up the names of people 

in hiding out of fear of severe torture is an example of this.  

It is crucial to underline that these categories are intertwined and their borders somewhat fluid, and 

that assessing motivation remains difficult in many cases. Many ideological collaborators certainly 

benefited materially from their support for the new regime. Ideological or opportunistic collaborators 

often tried to portray their motivation as pragmatic or even forced, particularly when facing legal 

scrutiny after the war. This was particularly important given that assessment as an ideological, 

opportunistic or pragmatic collaborator frequently decided one’s fate after the war, as will be shown 

later. Nevertheless, these concepts remain useful for describing broad motivational tendencies, and 

the perceived existence and importance of distinct differences in motivation were confirmed again 

and again, not only in court verdicts after the war, but also in orders and directives during the war 

itself.  

Resistance 

‘Resistance’ presents many of the same problems as the term ‘collaboration’, though at the opposite 

end of the spectrum: it evokes images of heroic deeds by people risking severe or even fatal 

consequences should they be caught. Such tales were extremely useful after the war, not only for 

creating yardsticks of morality and bravery for the people, but also for advancing people’s careers. As 

we shall see, proven resistance activity could cancel out many acts which otherwise might land you in 

prison for having collaborated during the war. From the 1970s onwards, historians increasingly 

criticised the prevailing images of resistance, particularly that of a nation largely ‘united in resistance’ 

against the occupier, in favour of a more differentiated approach.45 

Such criticism, while a useful corrective, nevertheless risk underplaying the totalitarian nature of the 

Nazi occupation regime. In ‘Germanic’ countries, the German occupier actively sought to win the 

ethnic majority population for National Socialism. Moreover, it had extremely low tolerance for any 

form of opposition. These huge ambitions, combined with a willingness to use force against 

adversaries, led to a situation where it did not take much to see oneself as an opponent of the New 

Order. After all, the Nazis could brand you as one for even minor acts of opposition. 

Given such ambitions, it seems overly restrictive to limit the term ‘resistance’ to activities which put 

one’s life at risk, as proposed by historian Pieter Lagrou, among others.46 Doing so leaves it up to the 

whims of the occupier to define ‘resistance’. As we shall see later, it was in fact often difficult for 

anyone opposed to the Nazi regime to know exactly what would befall them should they be caught, 

as this was increasingly left to the discretion of those tasked with combatting opposition against the 

New Order. Instead, I follow my colleague Kjetil Simonsen’s definition of resistance as all acts that 

‘sought to limit, stop or counteract the bans, orders or plans of the occupier’.47 Given the role of 
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Nasjonal Samling in these plans, resistance against the party and its plans is also included in this 

definition. The effectiveness of such resistance attempts will be further specified in each case.  
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Exemplars 

No history of the Norwegian police during World War II is complete without an understanding of 

the nature of their new overlords: the SS, and its police branch in particular. Terje Emberland and 

Matthew Kott show in their book Himmlers Norge the elaborate plans the SS had for the Norwegian 

police, which it wanted to reshape into a police force adhering to SS principles, with the goal of 

ultimately creating a larger Germanic State Protection Corps (Staatsschutzkorps).48 As I will show in 

detail later, this had a major impact on the lives of Norwegian police officers, through measures such 

as the creation of the political State Police (Statspolitiet), and the introduction of ideological and 

militarised training of police recruits. As we shall see, the SS also played the role of the dangerous 

overseer, tasked with making sure its Norwegian counterparts did as was expected of them. 

Norwegian police officers quickly learned that this meant that their new German overlords could at 

any time interfere in their work. For some, this led to imprisonment, torture and even death for 

opposing the New Order. Understanding the nature of the police’s new SS masters thus becomes 

paramount if one is to grasp the reality faced by the Norwegian police during the war.  

The gradual takeover of the German police by the SS was one of the most fateful developments under 

the Third Reich. It provided the ideological radicals within the SS with a power base and a weapon to 

wield against its enemies, and it thoroughly changed the nature of the German police. The goal of the 

SS leadership was to create a Staatsschutzkorps – a fusion of the SS and the police, unquestioningly 

enforcing the will of Hitler and Himmler against imagined or real enemies. The leaders of the SS were, 

however, keenly aware of the fact that the existing police force, albeit no anti-Nazi bastion, did not 

fully share its worldview. It was impossible to immediately replace the existing police corps with men 

sharing the SS ethos without inviting chaos and a breakdown of public order. Moreover, the ideology 

and ethos of the SS was itself a continuous process, including the role of the police. Furthermore, just 

how far and how fast this merger of the SS and the police could proceed was dependent upon the 

wider context of Nazi Germany, including competition with other power blocs, the macropolitical 

situation, the desires and priorities of Hitler and, after 1939, the state of the war.  

Ideology 

National Socialism was never a movement characterised by respect for or focus on the development 

of stringent political theories, favouring instead more open-ended and malleable myths and 

stereotypes as a basis for its worldview. Nevertheless, these vague concepts were still of crucial 

importance for guiding policy, and their flexible character meant that they were adaptable to changing 

events and developments. Some aspects of the SS worldview, such as its ancestral cult and its rejection 

of Christianity, are not as relevant in the context of the police. But some, such as the definition of the 

Volk and Volksgemeinschaft, and the concept of the enemy and its fate, were to be of crucial importance 

for the development and tasks of the police, and thus are worth closer examination. 

The Volk, the Volksgemeinschaft and the question of race 

Fundamental to National Socialist ideology was the concept of the Volk.49 This was much more than 

simply a group of individuals sharing some features such as language or place of origin. Instead, the 
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Volk was a metaphysical ‘blood community’. In 1937 Heinrich Himmler succinctly described his 

conception of the Volk and the policies he saw as resulting from this worldview:  

The National Socialist idea, which today rules both the German people and the German Reich, sees in the 

Volk, not in the individual, the real manifestation of humanity. The Volk is understood not as a random 

collection of individuals, not even as the sum of all living people with the same blood, but rather as a 

suprapersonal and timeless collective being, incorporating all generations sharing the same blood, spanning from 

the earliest ancestors to their youngest descendants. This Volkskörper is seen as an organic entity ruled by its 

own special law, dictating its development and form. The individual only has purpose and value as a cell within 

this Volkskörper. It can never be the purpose, only the means for political plans and actions. … The tasks of 

the leaders and the institutions created by them are aimed solely at the preservation and expansion of all energies 

of the Volk. The happiness of the individual must give way during the execution of such tasks, because the 

true meaning and the realisation of the individual lies in the Volk, not in the ‘I’.50  

Werner Best, one of the leading ideologues within the SS, demonstrated in his 1940 text ‘Die Deutsche 

Polizei’ – which became obligatory reading for German policemen seeking higher positions – the 

radical consequences of such a worldview:  

The Volk is the ultimate manifestation of life. Thus, all principles for human will and action – the yardsticks 

of morality – must have the preservation and betterment of the Volk as their objective. Any limit imposed on 

this highest principle is thus immoral. All secondary values – including the individual – must serve this higher 

principle, and, when necessary, be sacrificed. No human entities exist beyond the Völker.51  

This was a blueprint for a radical tribal moral relativism. According to Best, there can be no morality 

beyond the Volk – and no binding rules regulating the relationship between Völker. He is, in other 

words, completely rejecting any notion of universal human rights or universal morality, while denying 

the individual value beyond its function as part of the larger Volk. Best expressly distanced himself 

from universalistic ideas, be they communism, liberalism or Catholicism, all seen to represent a 

‘universalistic’ worldview. 

Accepting this idea of the Volk also had radical consequences for the view of the organisation of the 

modern state, including the police. Under National Socialism, authority was no longer ultimately 

rooted in the state, but in the Volk. Reinhard Heydrich, later head of the Reichssicherheitshauptamt, put 

it like this:  

[National Socialism] does not spring from the state, but from the people. This was stated by the Führer already 

in ‘Mein Kampf’. He characterised the state as a ‘tool for a purpose’ and as ‘an institution of the people 

[Volkstum] in question’ for the preservation and improvement of a ‘community of physically and spiritually 

similar organic beings.52  

Indeed, if the Volk was the ultimate subject of history, no higher authority existed which could create 

rules, laws or regulations that were binding on a Volk. The ultimate objective of National Socialism 

was thus not preservation of the state, but of the people. The existence of an authority superior to 
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that of the state – the will of the Volk – also meant that rules laid down by the state had to be ignored 

if they conflicted with the basic interests of the Volk. If a law or an institution created by the state 

was deemed to conflict with the true interests of the people, as articulated by the Führer, it had to be 

ignored or destroyed.53 Himmler argued in 1935:  

We National Socialists have done our work based on what’s right, if not always based on law. I have long ago 

taken the view that it’s totally irrelevant to me if a paragraph stands in the way of our actions. Fundamentally 

I do whatever I can do in good conscience and in accordance with healthy common sense to accomplish my tasks 

for Volk and Führer.54  

Arguing for the existence of a distinct Volk was only a first step, however. Each Volk was assumed 

to be directed by its own natural set of laws, determining the ‘proper’ way of life for a given Volk. 

The concept and borders of the so-called Volksgemeinschaft was essentially an attempt to define what 

this meant in the German case. Who, and what kind of behaviour, fit into Nature’s plan for the 

Germans, and what had to be discarded as entartet – alien – in a proper German community? Historian 

Detlev Peukert summarises the function of the concept of the Volksgemeinschaft thus: ‘The concept of 

the National Socialist utopia of the Volksgemeinschaft aimed at the creation of an ideologically 

homogenous, socially well-adjusted, performance-oriented and hierarchically organised society by 

furthering “sound” elements and eliminating “degenerate” elements.’55  

The idea of the Volk had an ambiguous relationship with the concept of race. Problems arose from 

the consensus among racial theorists in Germany that the German Volk consisted of elements from 

several assumed European races. Within the SS, however, Nordicism, which argued the superior 

civilisation-building qualities of the ‘Nordic’ race over other races, gained much greater traction than 

in the larger National Socialist movement, including with Hitler.56 It was easier to emphasise ‘the 

Nordic element’ in an elite organisation such as the SS than it was in a movement encompassing the 

entire German people, which included many not deemed particularly ‘Nordic’. Also, emphasising the 

unique qualities of the Nordic ‘race’ would necessarily lead to questioning why it was that the Germans, 

not the assumed more ‘Nordic’ Scandinavians, were the leading people of Europe.57  

The main idea of Nordicism was that only the Nordic race had the capacity to build advanced 

civilisations. The greater the ‘Nordic racial element’ of a given Volk, the greater its creative abilities. 

The German Volk could thank its Nordic element for its tremendous achievements. But this ability 

was under threat from mixing with ‘lesser races’, particularly the Jews, a Volk whose racial mix was 

the antithesis of the Nordic race. The ‘solution’ was selective breeding, avoiding mixing with ‘lesser 

races’ and emphasising supposed ‘Nordic’ racial qualities when choosing a mate, along with 

encouraging such couples to have many children.58 This line of thought established a distinct hierarchy 

of races, with the value of each Volk being derived from its racial mix, with Völker containing a 
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particularly high ‘Nordic’ element – the ‘Germanic’ peoples – deemed racially valuable and fit for 

alliances and interbreeding with Germans.  

Defining enemies 

A ‘positive’ vision of just who belonged to the Volk and the Volksgemeinschaft necessarily excluded 

those who through biology, origin, behaviour or ideas were deemed alien or degenerate threats to the 

Volksgemeinschaft. Indeed, the process of excluding certain groups was an essential part of creating the 

Volksgemeinschaft in the first place.59 Among these groups, Jews were ranked as the most dangerous. In 

a speech in 1920 Hitler outlined why Jews could never be a part of this community:   

Embedded in the races themselves are two enormous differences: to be an Aryan means having a moral 

relationship to labour, and from this flows the familiar concepts of socialism, public spirit, the common good 

over the desires of the individual. Jewishness [Judentum] means an egoistic relationship to labour and from this 

mammonism and materialism, the opposites of socialism. In this trait, which he cannot transcend, which is in 

his blood, and which he himself recognises, is embedded the necessity for the Jew to always work towards the 

destruction of states. He can do nothing else, whether he wants to or not.60  

For Hitler Jews could, in other words, never be part of a German Volksgemeinschaft. Indeed – they 

represented opposites, destructive ‘parasites’ and ‘vermin’, living off the work of other peoples and 

conspiring across borders to further ‘Jewish interests’ and undermine National Socialism. Any 

strengthening of the German community would thus be limited if this imagined Jewish influence was 

not crushed. And, since these traits were supposed to be ‘in their blood’, only a physical ‘solution’ – 

expulsion or death – could remedy the ‘problem’.  

Jews were not the only group permanently excluded from the Volksgemeinschaft due to biology. Sinti 

and Roma had long faced discrimination and persecution in Germany, but the National Socialists 

took it to an entirely new level. In 1935 Roma and Sinti were seen as ‘carriers of alien blood’, which 

meant that they should not be permitted to have sexual relations with Germans. SS theory on Sinti 

and Roma was largely formulated by Robert Ritter, who promulgated a theory of Roma and Sinti 

originally being ‘Aryans’ who had interbred with ‘lesser races’, producing a mongrel Volk prone to 

antisocial and criminal behaviour. There still existed a small percentage of ‘pure’ Roma and Sinti, who 

could be permitted to live on, but those of ‘mixed race’ had to be removed.61 This theory was accepted 

by Himmler and formed the basis for later policies.62 

Not only people with ‘alien blood’ were deemed unworthy of a place in the new Volksgemeinschaft; 

members of the German Volk who did not live up to the new expectations or who rejected them 

socially or politically were also excluded. Within this group a distinction existed between those who 

could ‘repent’ or ‘convert’, and those who, due to their genes, were irredeemable enemies of or 

burdens to the Volksgemeinschaft. Political and religious opponents of the regime belonged to the 

former group, and many ‘criminals’, ‘antisocials’ and people with genetic diseases to the latter. For 

such ‘irredeemables’, only lifelong imprisonment, sterilisation or death would satisfy security needs, 

and these tasks would be assigned to the new police force.  
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Guardians of the Volksgemeinschaft 

The takeover of the German police by the SS was a gradual process, beginning in 1933. While the SS 

gained control over the police, the SS leadership adopted and developed its ideological concepts to fit 

the particularities of the police. Over the years this led to a conception of the role of the police in the 

National Socialist state that radically diverged from the role of a police force in a liberal and democratic 

state.  

The fundamental understanding of the role of the police in the new National Socialist state was one 

of ‘guardians of the Volksgemeinschaft’.63  The police should be Janus-faced – smiling and helpful 

towards conforming members of the Volksgemeinschaft, and merciless against its enemies. Posters 

depicting smiling policemen helping children and old ladies cross the street announced that the police 

were ‘your friend and helper’.64 Himmler, in a 1934 speech to the Prussian Political Police, underlined 

that the people must come to see them as ‘people of human benevolence, with warm hearts, 

representing absolute justice.’65 Simultaneously, however, Himmler acknowledged and approved of 

the fear inspired by the secret police. In a speech to German farmers in November 1935 he underlined 

the role of the security apparatus: ‘All who love Germany should and will respect us. But those without 

a clear conscience regarding the nation or the Führer should fear us.’66 In a speech on the ‘Day of the 

German Police’ in 1937 Himmler succinctly summarised the principles guiding the German police: 

‘Hard and unyielding where necessary, understanding and generous where possible.’67 

The desired role of the police can be further illustrated by two concepts used by Werner Best: Innere 

Wehrmacht and Arzt des Volkskörpers. Best argued that the same principles applied to the police as to 

the military: ‘Just like the operations of an army against a foreign enemy and the means by which the 

army defeats this enemy cannot be proscribed, so must the political police be given a free rein in 

choosing the appropriate methods of combatting forces hostile to the state.’68 Himmler drew another 

parallel with the military in 1937: like the Wehrmacht, a police ‘could not act based on laws, but only 

on the basis of orders from the leaders.’69 Similar to how the Wehrmacht defended Germany from 

exterior enemies, the police had to protect the German people from interior enemies. This implied 

adopting the argument of ‘military necessity’ – doing whatever was necessary to annihilate an enemy 

– for domestic operations.  

The analogy to the military was not limited to adopting the transgressive norms of war to a domestic 

context. Military values, appearance and attitudes were also to be normative for the police. The leaders 

of the German police would repeatedly emphasise how their policemen ought to view themselves as 

soldiers and behave accordingly.70 The soldierly ideal was to influence all aspects of police training, 
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ranging from weapons training to tactics.71 But it also included an emphasis on attaining the proper 

instincts of a soldier, which in a German context meant being capable of acting instinctively and with 

a high degree of individual initiative within the context of a general order, so-called Auftragstaktik.72  

This required knowing the intentions of one’s superiors, which ultimately meant understanding Hitler. 

This was only possible by sharing and understanding his worldview. Heydrich therefore emphasised 

that the struggle against the hidden and treacherous enemies of National Socialism could only be won 

if traditional ‘non-political’ policemen eventually were replaced by ideological warriors (Kämpfer) who 

were to be ‘absolutely in sync’ (gleichgeschaltet) ideologically. The goal was a fusion of SS and the police, 

and through this the creation of a National Socialist Staatsschutzkorps consisting of ‘ideological storm 

troopers’ acting as ‘protectors of the Führer’s idea.’73 The importance of knowing and subsequently 

acting in accordance with the Führer’s will is underlined by Best’s concept of ‘justice’ in a National 

Socialist state: ‘The will of the leaders, irrespective of form, creates new laws and changes old laws. … 

If the police act in accordance with this will, they act justly. If a police officer fails to carry out the will 

of the leaders, then he is guilty of misconduct.’74  

Just what the concept of the police as an ‘Arzt des Volkskörpers’ implied is illustrated by another quote 

from Best:  

 [The political police] are an institution which carefully monitors the political health of the German 

Volkskörper, quickly identifies any symptom of disease and destroys any harmful germs with all necessary 

means, irrespective of whether these germs originate from within or are brought in from the outside. That is the 

idea and the ethos of the political police in the völkisch Führer state of our time.75  

This biological terminology is echoed by Himmler: ‘[It is the task of the Sicherheitspolizei] to defend 

against all forces which in any form threaten the people and the state’s health, vigour and capacity to 

act.’ The Criminal Police – Kriminalpolizei – was tasked with dealing with those who ‘due to physical 

or mental degeneration have parted ways with the natural relationships of the Volksgemeinschaft and 

through unbridled pursuit of their own personal interests violate the edicts created to protect the 

Volk.’76 Baked into this biological terminology was also a distinction between the two types of ‘illness’: 

infections, which could be cured, and inheritable conditions, which could not. Whereas Germanic 

freemasons, religious dissidents or political opponents could be ‘treated’ and become productive 

members of the Volksgemeinschaft, such a ‘recovery’ was not possible for Jews or those with ‘criminal’ 

or ‘antisocial’ genes.77 In the case of such irredeemable enemies there was no need to wait until their 

inherently hostile intent towards the Volksgemeinschaft manifested itself in concrete actions. Indeed, a 

new goal for the police would be to identify members of these incurable hostile groups and separate 
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them from society before they could constitute an even greater threat. In a speech to German generals 

in 1944 Himmler explained the rationale behind this ‘preventive’ fight against criminals: 

I have of course in many cases lacked legal backing for detaining a criminal who had not yet committed a crime. 

The law demanded that I as a policeman had to wait until a man who had previously committed four break-

ins, in the process perhaps killing two people and consequently having served 15 years in prison, once again was 

caught by us in the process of or after committing a new criminal act. 78  

The result of all these ideas was an ideological basis for a potentially unlimited expansion of police 

scope and methods. A sharp division was created between members of the Volksgemeinschaft and those 

outside it – between friends and foes. The terror of the police, based on the primacy of the collective 

over the individual, sometimes hit those seen as members of the Volksgemeinschaft. Nevertheless, the 

dividing line between those deemed worthy members and those who were not still determined 

whether one could live in relative safety, enjoying many benefits of the rule of law, or be exposed to 

the whims of whatever the police deemed prudent in their fight against enemies.  

The Nazification of the German police 

Initial steps 

After coming to power in 1933, the National Socialists were quickly confronted by radically new types 

of problems. During the previous Kampfzeit they had systematically undermined the German state’s 

monopoly of the use of violence, which included the authority of the police. The party’s paramilitary 

SA (Sturmabteilung) had grown accustomed to using violence even against the police to achieve its goals. 

On the other hand, Hitler had promised the German people a positive vision of the Volksgemeinschaft, 

where order and harmonious relations reigned. Consequently, a balance had to be found between 

arbitrary use of violence for political means and respect for rules and laws providing Germans with 

predictability and stability in their daily life. The police were at the core of this conflict. It was obvious 

that the National Socialists would not accept a police force which opposed or did not promote their 

political objectives. At the same time, it was impossible to simply replace the old police overnight with 

members of Nazi organisations or to fully abandon the rule of law. This would have undermined 

Hitler’s promise of peace and order and endangered the still fragile position of the National Socialist 

regime.  

In the first months following Hitler’s appointment as chancellor, these conflicts became obvious, but 

were largely resolved more easily than the National Socialist might have feared. Hermann Göring’s 

ominous warning to the police in February 1933 – that failure to make ‘ruthless’ use of their weapons 

against political enemies would have consequences for their careers – proved largely superfluous. The 

German police proved mostly accommodating towards the National Socialist regime, abdicating its 

role as the sole legitimate user of violence.79 Notably, it did not intervene against the widespread 

violence used by the SA against political enemies and Jews. This did not mean that everyone accepted 

or supported this new development, and party activists often complained about the lack of eagerness 
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shown by veteran police officers for promoting the National Socialist cause. A few even rendered aid 

to Jews.80  

Several factors combined to make the police sympathetic, or at least not openly antagonistic, towards 

the new regime. First, the German police had a more militaristic character than their counterparts in 

most other countries. This applied to its organisation and training and to the background of police 

officers, who were largely recruited from the army.81 After World War I the police, in cooperation 

with the far-right Freikorps and the military, had put down communist attempts at revolution. 

Afterwards, many Freikorps members became policemen, bringing their ideology with them. The 

spectre of communist revolution continued to haunt the police, which suffered numerous casualties 

putting down communist unrest and riots during the 1920s and 1930s.  

All of this pushed the police towards right-wing attitudes, sharing many of the preconceptions of the 

National Socialists.82 Historian Eric Kohler concludes that ‘the Schupo [Schutzpolizei] officers were 

never very reliable defenders of the Republic ... one may even legitimately question whether it was 

ever a dependable servant of Weimar democracy at all.’83 Attitudes not far from those of the National 

Socialists could also be found within the Criminal Police. Many were frustrated by the limits placed 

on them by the Weimar Rechtsstaat, which they felt prevented them from fighting crime effectively.84 

A new generation of criminalists, far more often academics than had been the case earlier, increasingly 

turned towards a biological explanation for crime: criminality was a consequence of bad genes, which 

resulted in a group of irredeemable professional criminals incapable of changing their ways.85 Against 

such people, only permanent removal from society would suffice if crime was to be fought efficiently. 

Hitler was appointed chancellor on 30 January 1933. But it was another event which truly marks the 

beginning of National Socialist terror in Germany: the Reichstag fire and the subsequent declaration of 

the Decree of the Reich President for the Protection of the German People on 28 February 1933, 

described by political scientist Ernst Fraenkel as the ‘true constitution’ of the Third Reich.86 The 

decree suspended political rights for German citizens, and allowed for suppression of all other political 

parties. Members of the SS, SA and Stahlhelm were now given the status as an auxiliary Hilfspolizei. 

Along with the regular police, they arrested scores of political opponents of the regime, demonstrating 

the affinity between the two groups and the lack of resistance within the police towards the new 

regime.87 This helped legitimise SA and SS terror by associating them with the police, pushed the 

police towards acceptance of their methods, and facilitated subsequent entry by members of 

paramilitary groups into the police proper.88  

In the first months of 1933 the National Socialists further strengthened their hold on the police by 

replacing ‘uncooperative’ police leaders with dependable National Socialists. Members of the SS, SA 

and Stahlhelm were given preferential treatment when filling vacant positions, and the state’s police 
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forces were submitted to oversight by reliable National Socialists, a policy which, as we shall see later, 

was also employed in occupied countries.89 In December 1935 Kurt Daluege could boast that 20 per 

cent of his policemen were party members, and that all leading positions were in the hands of 

dependable men, only two of whom were not members of the SA or SS.90 A radical political purge of 

the police force had proven unnecessary. In Prussia, 12.8 per cent of officers and 2.7 per cent of 

patrolmen were removed after the Nazi takeover in 1933.91 Most policemen had seemingly accepted 

the new regime without major reservations.92  

Himmler takes over 

The initial phase of the changes within the German police had mostly taken place under the auspices 

of Reich Minister of the Interior Wilhelm Frick and Prussian Minister of the Interior Hermann Göring. 

In Prussia Göring had had the political police removed from oversight by the Ministry of the Interior, 

creating a new political police headquarters and placing it under his personal command. It would 

quickly be known as the Geheime Staatspolizei (Gestapo). He allowed it to use extraordinary methods, 

resulting in over 15,000 political prisoners in Prussia by the end of July 1933. Reich Minister of the 

Interior Frick saw this as a worrying development, and sought to bring the Prussian political police 

back under his control, now as part of a unitary political police at the Reich level. The SA and regional 

Gauleiter were also interested in securing control over political police functions.93  

Himmler had been appointed provisional Police President of Bavaria in 1933 and had quickly created 

a comprehensive system for dealing with political enemies. This included an independent political 

police force controlled by Himmler, and a seemingly ‘orderly’ concentration camp for incarcerating 

political prisoners (Dachau), exempt from oversight by the Bavarian justice authorities. This ‘Bavarian 

model’ seemed to combine ‘order’ with brutality, thus soothing Hitler’s conservative allies’ fear of the 

‘wild’ actions of the SA while simultaneously establishing a brutal policy towards political enemies, 

much to Hitler’s liking.94 The ‘success’ of this model, together with the increasing fear of the ambitions 

of the SA (against which the SS seemed to be the best counterweight) and Göring and other National 

Socialists’ scepticism towards Frick’s bureaucratic tendencies enabled Himmler to best all his 

opponents. By April 1934 he had gained control over all political police forces in the Reich, which 

were now independent of other police authorities.95  

SS control over the political police resulted in a systematic attack on the legal rights of those deemed 

‘enemies’ of the regime. In January 1935 Werner Best, in a circular letter to the leaders of the 

concentration camps, underlined that their prisoners had no right of assistance from lawyers.96 This 

was not accepted without protest by institutions and organisations more rooted in the traditional 

norms of the rule of law. Both the Ministries of Justice and Interior protested, but perhaps the most 

remarkable reaction came from the Union of National Socialist German Legal Professionals (Bund 

Nationalsozialistischer Deutscher Juristen). It argued that Best’s order was ‘completely incompatible with 
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the National Socialist concept of legal security’ and that it lent credence to the claims of opponents 

of the regime that the Gestapo, like the Soviet Cheka, ‘operates outside of the judicial sphere and 

represents pure arbitrariness’. In the short run, the protests proved successful, and in June 1935 Best 

had to rescind his order.97 Best and Himmler reacted quickly. Evoking a menacing communist danger, 

‘proven’ through a number of large-scale raids against communist remnants in Germany98 , they 

forcefully argued that ‘the methods of the judiciary are, under the current conditions, simply 

inadequate.’99  

Their efforts succeeded. In November 1935 Himmler checkmated the Ministry of Justice by 

presenting it with a direct Führerbefehl stating that prisoners in concentration camps had no right to 

aid from a lawyer.100 The correlation between the wishes of the SS leadership and Hitler’s own 

radicalism had proven decisive. In February 1936 a new law regulating the Gestapo consolidated 

Himmler’s vision of a political police freed from oversight by the judiciary.101  

During this process, Himmler had gained more than just Hitler’s acceptance for his vision for the 

political police. On 18 October 1935, again conjuring menacing visions of the numerous deadly 

threats facing the German people, Himmler convinced Hitler that he should oversee the whole 

German police. Opposition from Minister of the Interior Wilhelm Frick delayed the formal takeover 

by Himmler. His appointment as Reichsführer-SS und Chef der Deutschen Polizei took place on 17 June 

1936. As head of the German police, Himmler was formally subordinate to Frick. But through his 

position as Reichsführer-SS and a direct subordinate to Hitler, he was able to sidestep this formality, 

and increasingly directed the police according to his own ideas.102  

Himmler wasted no time in getting to work on realising his twin goals for the police: centralisation 

and Verschmelzung (fusion) of the SS and the police. In 1936 he established Hauptämter in charge of 

each section of the police, the term indicating that the SS rather than existing state institutions would 

be the model for the reorganisation. 103  Hauptamt Ordnungspolizei was led by Kurt Daluege, with 

underlying institutions responsible for the urban Schutzpolizei, the Gendarmerie responsible for smaller 

towns and the rural Gemeindepolizei. The Prussian Landeskriminalpolizeiamt under Arthur Nebe was 

elevated to serve as the headquarters for the entire Kriminalpolizei of the Reich, and on 16 July 1937 

was re-designated as the Reichskriminalpolizeiamt, organised in parallel with the Gestapo in the new 

Hauptamt Sicherheitspolizei under the leadership of Reinhard Heydrich. Parallel to these official state 

institutions, the SS Sicherheitsdienst, originally an internal party intelligence service, continued to be led 

by Heydrich and thus became ‘attached’ to the police apparatus. Its role relative to the police 

institutions, however, remained unclear and shifting. Heydrich attempted to clarify this in 1937, when 

he decreed which areas of society were to be watched by the SD and which by the Gestapo.104 
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The association of the SD, a pure SS institution, with the state institution of the police was a clear 

indication of Himmler and Heydrich’s goal: to create, in the words of Werner Best, ‘a unitary 

Staatschutzkorps of a new type.’105 The SS, particularly the SD, and the police were to become one. To 

facilitate this, beginning in 1937, regional Inspekteure der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD (IdS) were installed. 

Tellingly, they were all SD commanders, operating outside of normal administrative structures.106 

Their task was to improve cooperation between the Kripo and the Gestapo, and to strengthen the 

position of the SD in the Sicherheitspolizei and vis-a-vis other state authorities.107 Another important 

measure to promote Verschmelzung was the establishment of the position of the Höhere SS- und 

Polizeiführer (HSSPF) in 1937. They could give orders to all SS and police units within their district, 

underlining the affinity between the two groups. Simultaneously, members of the SS continued to be 

channelled into important positions in the police, while existing police officers were encouraged to 

become members of the SS.108 To promote this measure, the criteria for SS membership were relaxed 

for members of the police.109  

To further the fusion of the SS and the police the Sipo, Kripo and SD were formally merged on 27 

September 1939 into the Reichssicherheitshauptamt (RSHA). Heydrich and Himmler had no interest in 

seeing this new organisation dominated by ‘lawyers and state officials’.110 The SS political Kämpfer, not 

the policeman or the state official, was to be dominant. The RSHA initially consisted of six 

departments, or Ämter: I – Administration and personnel, II – Intelligence on enemies, III – Domestic 

SD, IV – Gestapo, V – Kripo, and VI – SD Abroad. Each Amt was further divided into Gruppen, and 

then into Referate, varying in size according to the relative importance placed on their respective tasks.  

Persecution of domestic enemies 

As noted, the Reichstag fire provided the National Socialists with a firm basis for arguing that the 

communists posed a serious threat to public security and order. Consequently, the National Socialists 

invoked Article 48 of the Weimar Constitution, using it to abolish fundamental rights granted by the 

Constitution, rights which would never again be restored. This move formed the legal basis for the 

Nazi state’s persecution of its enemies. 111  Its legitimacy, however, rested upon the presumed 

continued existence of a dangerous and existential enemy justifying the extraordinary National 

Socialist political measures. 

The communists and other leftists had been the first group hit, with mass arrests taking place all over 

Germany, particularly in 1933. The next wave of repression hit the opposition on the right. The 

ambitions of the SA leadership worried leaders in the NSDAP, the SS and the Reichswehr. They joined 

forces to crush the SA. The SD and the Gestapo were instrumental in coming up with charges against 

the SA leadership and in arresting and executing not only leaders of the SA, but also other opposition 
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figures on the right. Most killings were performed by the Gestapo. The role of the SS, SD and Gestapo 

in this action did much to increase the power and standing of the SS, particularly with Hitler.112 

By 1935, following another large wave of arrests of communists, the regime and the police were 

running out of obvious enemies. The German communists and social democrats had largely been 

defeated. Their leaders sat in concentration camps or had fled the country, and their organisations 

had mostly been crushed.113 In order to defend the radical methods and expand the role of the political 

police, new enemies had to be found.114 Consequently, Heydrich argued that the enemies of National 

Socialism were in no way defeated. Instead, ‘Bolshevism’, which until now had been the foremost 

enemy, was merely a surface phenomenon masking the ‘true spiritual enemies’ of the German people. 

These true enemies were eternal: ‘world Jewry’, Freemasonry and organised political religion.115 This 

initiated a new phase of persecution of members of these groups.  

The SD and Gestapo initially sought to solve the ‘Jewish problem’ by pushing the Jews to emigrate 

through discriminatory laws and confiscation of Jewish property. Adolf Eichmann gradually gained 

much responsibility for anti-Jewish policies.116 After the Anschluss of Austria, Eichmann established a 

‘successful’ system of emigration whereby richer Jews financed the emigration of poorer Jews. After 

the public backlash against the party-initiated anti-Jewish pogrom of the Kristallnacht, which was not 

desired by Heydrich, the SD and Gestapo were assigned responsibility for carrying out anti-Jewish 

measures in Germany. Their ‘rational’ and systematic way of solving the Jewish ‘problem’ by pushing 

them to emigrate became the official policy of the regime before the war.117  

In 1937 Heydrich again expanded his list of enemies to include ‘antisocials’, criminals, homosexuals 

and others who led non-conforming lives. Dealing with such ‘non-political criminals’ became a task 

for the Kripo. In January 1937 local Kripo offices were ordered to create lists of individuals they 

considered ‘professional criminals or habitual sex offenders’. In March, some 2,000 of these were 

arrested and put in concentration camps. In 1938 both the Gestapo and the Kripo conducted new 

mass arrests of the ‘workshy’ and ‘antisocials’, which led to them greatly outnumbering political 

prisoners in the concentration camps.118 Best’s concept of the police as ‘doctor of the Volksgemeinschaft’ 

was fast becoming reality.  

Relationship with the German population 

As noted earlier, the new German police was supposed to be Janus-faced – ruthless against those 

deemed by the regime to be enemies, smiling and helpful to good ‘Volkgenossen’. Indeed, the police 

emphasised that it was not like the reviled Soviet Cheka or GPU in that it respected law and order, 

albeit only up to a certain point. If laws hampered protecting the Volk’s ‘true’ interests, then the latter 

took precedence.119 
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Studies by Gerhard Paul120, Gisela Diewald-Kerkmann121, Eric A. Johnson122 and Robert Gellately 

have examined in detail just how this relationship between the police and the German population 

played out in practice.123 Crucially, while the potential scope of police action was immense, lack of 

resources and the desire to avoid unnecessary conflicts and negative responses from good 

Volksgenossen limited the ability and desire of the police to punish every minor transgression against 

Nazi edicts or laws.  

To a large extent, police behaviour reflected the pattern described by Ernst Fraenkel in 1941 as a ‘dual 

state’.124 Very different standards were applied for dealing with groups defined as enemies of the Volk 

on the one hand and the Volksgenossen on the other. Whereas communists or Jews could land in major 

trouble with the police for uttering negative statements about Germany, Hitler or the NSDAP or for 

listening to foreign radio, others often had their cases dropped or got away with warnings. Based on 

data from the town of Krefeld, Johnson estimates that only 1 per cent of Germans not belonging to 

a targeted group had run-ins with the Gestapo in the 1930s.125 Jews were four times more likely to 

have had such contact, and the consequences were far more severe.126 Initially, police attention was 

centred on communists and social democrats. The number of cases concerning Jews and religious 

sects began to increase from 1936 onwards.127 Moreover, the resources invested by the Gestapo in 

persecuting different groups varied immensely. Whereas cases against communists almost always 

resulted from active investigation by the police, most cases against ‘ordinary’ Germans, along with 

many cases against Jews, resulted from denunciations by civilians.128 This pattern should not be seen 

as particular to the Gestapo. In smaller communities, where the Gestapo had no presence, it was left 

to policemen formally part of the Order Police to deal with political cases.129  

The policy of targeting specific groups such as communists, Jews, criminals and ‘antisocials’, who 

many Germans viewed with suspicion or even hatred, meant that persecution could actually enhance 

the popularity of the Nazi regime.130 Undesirable behaviour was limited by sometimes making public 

examples of ‘ordinary’ Germans who had transgressed Nazi laws. On the other hand, to avoid 

overburdening the police and alienating the population unnecessarily, most of the population could 

get away with ‘minor’ acts of insubordination. In fact, many ended up trying to use the police for their 

own personal benefit. Examples abound of husbands denouncing wives, workers getting back at their 

bosses, and neighbours trying to use the police to get the upper hand in quarrels. The number of 

frivolous denunciations became a major problem for the police, to the extent that Heydrich in 1940 

ordered the Gestapo to take all necessary steps against ‘denouncers, who out of personal motives 

came up with unjustified or exaggerated charges’ against other citizens.131  
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The police at war 

In October 1937 Himmler issued training instructions to the head of the Order Police (Orpo), Kurt 

Daluege, to the effect that ‘the training shall put the Orpo policeman in a position to be able to handle 

the tasks he will confront in peace and war.’ These were no empty words. The instructions called for 

the establishment of special police companies (Polizeihundertschaften) that were to receive military 

training, including the use of heavy machine guns, and tactical training for units up to battalion 

strength.132 Orpo police companies and Sipo/SD units played an important role in the Anschluss of 

Austria and the subsequent occupations of the Sudetenland, Bohemia and Moravia, with the Orpo 

helping secure German control and the Gestapo arresting tens of thousands of assumed enemies of 

the new regime.133 

The German invasion of Poland on 1 September 1939 would dramatically radicalise the German 

police. Planning for the police role in Poland began during the summer of 1939. At the core stood 

the creation of five Einsatzgruppen. They were mostly led by former SD members.134 The other men 

were drawn from the ranks of the Orpo, Waffen-SS, Sipo and SD.135 According to an agreement 

between Heydrich and the Wehrmacht, the Einsatzgruppen would follow the advancing German troops 

and ‘fight against all elements hostile to Germans or the Reich behind the front’. They were to arrest 

some 30,000 persons deemed particularly hostile and secure buildings and documents.136  

This list of seemingly ‘limited’ tasks was quickly abandoned, spurred on by developments in Poland. 

In the first days, Wehrmacht units repeatedly reported about franc-tireurs (literally: ‘free shooters’). The 

fear of combatants without uniforms – franc-tireurs – had been an obsession in the German army since 

the Franco–Prussian war of 1870–1871, and within military circles there was consensus that such 

behaviour legitimised extremely harsh reprisals.137 In the city of Bydgoszcz (Bromberg), Poles had 

killed many ethnic Germans, following a German uprising. When German troops reached the city on 

5 September, this massacre became proof of the Poles’ alleged barbarism. Together, these events 

provided the arguments Himmler and Heydrich needed to expand their authority and escalate the use 

of violence. Hitler approved ‘the harshest possible measures’ against insurgents, which Himmler used 

to legitimise executions by the Einsatzgruppen.138  

In a meeting with the leaders of the Gestapo, Kripo and SD on 7 September 1939, Heydrich told 

them that what their real goal now was: to ‘eliminate the Polish elite’.139 On the ground in Poland the 

Einsatzgruppen, personally urged on by Himmler and Heydrich, exceeded or stretched their mandates 

to the limit. Crucially, they specifically targeted Jews, who were assumed to be inherently hostile to 

the Reich. Eventually, the army expressed concern that the expanding use of executions by the SS 

undermined what was supposedly its prerogative, and achieved some superficial concessions from 

Heydrich.140  
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The Einsatzgruppen were not the only police forces used during the Polish campaign. Twelve Orpo 

battalions, expanded to 21 battalions plus two mounted units by the end of September, followed army 

units into Poland.141 They were tasked with mopping-up operations behind the front, which, given 

the merciless attitude towards alleged franc-tireurs, implied numerous executions and other acts of 

brutality.142 Due to the rapid and fluid German advance, the battalions frequently found themselves 

embroiled in regular combat with Polish units.143 Due to their equipment and training, they acquitted 

themselves well in these actions.144  

Racial reorganisation: the occupation of Poland 

The rapid defeat of Poland allowed Himmler to begin his next project: the ethnic reorganisation of 

Poland, involving mass ethnic cleansing of areas in western Poland designated to become 

‘Germanised’, the helotisation of ethnic Poles, the elimination of the Polish elite and the destruction 

of Polish Jewry. The police would be the enforcers of these draconian policies.145 In the period from 

1 to 17 December 1939 alone, some 88,000 Jews and Poles were expelled from the Warthegau to the 

General Government.146 By the end of 1940, some 308,000 had been forced to leave.147 Jews were 

forced into work camps and then ghettos with appalling conditions.148  

Simultaneously, the police were tasked with pacifying Poland. From the very beginning, the low racial 

status of Poles, and the even lower status of Jews, meant that the threshold for using violence was 

extremely low. Executions and mass arrests consequently became common responses to even minor 

perceived offences by the Polish population.149 In November 1939 a fire in the town of Ostrów was 

blamed on the Jewish inhabitants of the town. In retaliation, Polizei-Bataillon 91 killed the entire 

Jewish population of the town, totalling 364 men, women and children.150 The atrocities committed 

by police and SS units shocked some high-ranking Wehrmacht officers, including the new 

Oberbefehlshaber Ost, Johannes Blaskowitz.151 Again, however, it was the actions of the SS which most 

closely correlated with Hitler’s wishes. He was clear about how he saw the war and what it implied: ‘a 

harsh racial struggle [Volkstumskampf] allows no judicial bindings. The methods used will be 

incompatible with our normal principles.’ In line with this, Hitler ridiculed Blaskowitz’ protests, saying 

that one could not conduct war using ‘Salvation Army methods’.152 To further underline his support 

for the SS and the police, they were removed from the jurisdiction of the Wehrmacht on 17 October 

1939. From now on, the SS and the police were only subject to oversight by themselves, and ultimately, 

by Hitler.  

The German police in spring 1940 

While not quite living up to the vision of merged ‘SS-ified’ Staatsschutzkorps, the German police had 

nevertheless been profoundly changed. The new German police’s primary task was not, as in liberal 
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democracies, to protect the individual. Instead, the focus was on the supposed collective German or 

Germanic Volksgemeinschaft, where the individual only had worth as a tool for the collective community 

and could be sacrificed if the community demanded it. The defined ‘enemies’ of this Volksgemeinschaft, 

on the other hand, were to be dealt with according to the norms of war, not according to the rule of 

law. This ultimately allowed practically any measure deemed necessary to protect the Volk against 

threats.  

More than anything, it is the fact that the radicalism of the SS was mirrored by Hitler’s own which 

helps explain how Himmler and the SS could gradually gain control over police matters and 

simultaneously expand the tasks and reach of the police. The SS-ification of the German police is thus 

inextricably linked to the progressing radicalisation of police measures against those declared enemies 

by the regime. The SS gained power by proving to Hitler that it was the institution within the Third 

Reich willing to go furthest to destroy his enemies. As we shall see, however, this radical 

transformation of the German police had not been fully grasped by its Norwegian counterpart, which 

was ill-prepared for its coming encounter with their new German colleagues and masters. 
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Origins 

What kind of Norwegian police faced the German onslaught in 1940? What was its structure, its ethos 

and its position in society? And to what extent could these advance or hamper Nazification? The lack 

of research on the pre-war Norwegian police force makes these questions difficult to answer. 

Nevertheless, an examination of the police remains essential to understanding why the Norwegian 

police reacted as it did to the Nazi challenge, including why several leading representatives of the 

Norwegian police of the 1930s willingly stepped up to lead the attempts to transform the Norwegian 

police during the war.  

Organisation and development 

The pre-war Norwegian police force was organised into two distinct institutions: the urban police 

(politiet) and the rural sheriffs (lensmenn). The institution of sheriff dates back to the Middle Ages. They 

traditionally performed more administrative tasks as well as police tasks. I will not discuss them further 

here, given my focus on the urban police. Norwegian towns nominally gained a police force by royal 

decree in 1738, headed by local chiefs of police (politimeistrar).153 In 1859 the night-watchman was 

replaced by a constable corps in Oslo, heralding a new era for the Norwegian police.154  

Of crucial importance for overall tendencies in the Norwegian police was the fact that the police also 

formed part of the Norwegian prosecution authority. This meant that senior police officers were 

required to possess a law degree, as they had to be able to present cases before the courts. As such, 

chiefs of police and police prosecutors, as royally appointed state officials (embetsmenn), were paid by 

the state, while junior police officers were paid by local districts (kommunar). Consequently, the question 

of who should finance policing services became a constant source of friction between local and central 

authorities.155  

Norwegian police legislation was outdated and inadequate for dealing with the rapid modernisation and 

urbanisation of Norwegian towns. Attempts during the 19th century to create a new national Police Act 

failed. The Ministry of Justice admitted its failure to create a national law regulating the police, and 

allowed local by-laws to be created to remedy the most glaring deficiencies of the current police 

legislation.156 All of this, along with the lack of a central police authority, resulted in the Norwegian 

police acquiring a distinctly local character, with each town defining much of the outlook of its own 

police. This tendency was reinforced by the fact that each chief of police possessed great authority over 

his local police corps. He alone decided appointments, dismissals, promotions and disciplinary 

measures against members of his corps, making it possible for him to mould it according to his own 

wishes.157 This also meant that each town could have a distinct organisation. In a few larger towns, 

separate divisions were eventually established for order police and criminal police, as in Oslo in 1866–

1867,158 but in smaller towns, the same police officers performed the duties of both divisions.  

In the 1920s and early 1930s, conflicts involving the police escalated to such a level that the calls for 

reorganisation and professionalisation became urgent. The 1920s were hard times in Norway, 
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characterised by deflation leading to debt crises, unemployment and lower wages. Along with other 

factors such as the influence of the Russian revolution, this led to political radicalisation on both sides 

of the political spectrum. This naturally affected the police, who due to their duty to maintain order 

and control often had to intervene in bitter work disputes and other political conflicts. Many police 

officers could identify with the plight of workers because they came from similar social backgrounds. 

Moreover, they themselves were under the thumb of authoritarian chiefs of police. A national 

federation of local unions for junior police officers, Norsk Politiforbund, had therefore been established 

in 1905 to strengthen their position.159  

Fearful of a left-wing revolution, bourgeois circles viewed the attitudes of subordinate police officers 

and their attempts to unionise with suspicion. In 1919 police officers in Trondheim had gone on a four-

hour strike following calls for a general strike.160 In 1924 Oslo’s chief of police, Christian Grundt, sacked 

ten members of the local union when they declared that they would not become strike-breakers by 

performing work normally done by striking workers. The case caused public uproar, but Grundt was 

relentless, declaring that reinstating them would amount to ‘the struggle against communism being 

abandoned’.161  

Many in the labour movement, too, had little respect for the police. The radical labour leader Martin 

Tranmæl argued that the police force ‘was for the employer and against the worker’.162 In districts where 

the Labour Party gained seats, it could use this leverage to threaten to deprive the local police of funds. 

A policeman in Østfold county pleaded not to be sent to a work conflict in 1925, saying that he feared 

that the local council would ‘make good on its threat to deprive the local police of their livelihoods.’163 

This was not the only potential challenge to police authority from the left. The labour movement had 

initially employed its own guards for keeping order during meetings, but towards the end of the 1920s 

these evolved into more militant organisations designed to protect the labour movement from right-

wing attacks.164 Fearing that the police lacked the capability and will to suppress worker unrest, right-

wing groups organised a volunteer guard, Samfundsvernet, which could be mobilised to deal with worker 

uprisings. Despite an ambivalent attitude towards this organisation by central bourgeois politicians, in 

1928 it was even granted status as an auxiliary police force under the command of local chiefs of police 

by the social liberal (Venstre) government.165 

These tendencies lent new urgency to police reform efforts, and in 1927 a new Police Act was passed. 

It granted police officers new rights, reducing the rights of chiefs of police to treat their subordinates 

as they pleased. But it also prohibited police officers from becoming members of organisations that 

could ‘order them to neglect their duties’. Moreover, the law required all local districts to have a police 

force and allowed the state to requisition local police forces during emergencies, irrespective of local 

wishes.166  
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The year 1931 arguably marked the zenith of political antagonism in Norway. In March, communists 

in Trondheim called for the creation of an armed guard, a move which was seen by some as the 

beginnings of a Norwegian Red Army. A group of leading bourgeois politicians strongly urged the 

prime minister to create a comprehensive plan for how to secure ‘the life and property of law-abiding 

citizens’ in any situation. 167  Then, in June, an event took place which would have important 

consequences for the Norwegian police, known as the Battle of Menstad.  

During an industrial dispute at Menstad, close to the towns of Porsgrunn and Skien, police units were 

deployed to protect workers deemed by the unions to be strike-breakers. The local chief of police, Roll-

Hansen, saw a ‘soft’ conciliatory approach as both most fruitful and the only possible course of action, 

given his limited resources.168 He even allowed demonstrators to employ tough verbal pressure against 

the strike-breakers. For the company involved, Norsk Hydro, this was unacceptable, a sentiment shared 

by the bourgeois press and central authorities in Oslo. Roll-Hansen was side-lined in favour of police 

prosecutor Thinn, who had a reputation for favouring a tougher line. One hundred and thirty policemen 

from other towns were brought to Menstad, the government exercising its right under the new law to 

requisition local police forces.169 Thinn aimed to stop a large demonstration headed for the alleged 

strike-breakers by force, but failed. Scuffles between police and demonstrators ensued, ending in a 

decisive defeat for the police, who had to retreat to the harbour at Menstad. Several demonstrators and 

policemen were injured. One policeman lost an eye.170 Only after the subsequent deployment of military 

forces and further strengthening of the police were the authorities able to regain authority. 

The Battle of Menstad came as a shock to bourgeois circles, and to the police itself. The humiliation of 

the police seemed to confirm its inability to contain any significant worker unrest, not to mention any 

attempt at revolution. Politiembedsmennenes blad, the union magazine for senior police officers, used the 

fear of another Menstad to argue for a new type of police force, better training for policemen, and 

leadership by ‘real policemen’ instead of ‘bureaucrats’.171  Bourgeois politicians agreed that a new 

solution had to be found.172 The approved measure was the creation of a new police unit under explicit 

state control, capable of handling future situations such as the one at Menstad. It would replace the 

current system dependent upon men drawn from local police districts. Plans for such a permanent state 

police force had been on the drawing board for some time. News of the events at Menstad came during 

the Norwegian parliament’s discussion of the matter and added urgency to the matter.173 Funding was 

rapidly approved by the Agrarian Party (Bondepartiet) government, with support from other bourgeois 

parties. The leader of the Conservatives (Høire), C. J. Hambro, supported funding a new police force, 

and stated, with obvious reference to the events at Menstad, that ‘further specifying the reasons for this 

ought to be superfluous’.174 The new State Police force, Statspolitiet, came into being in January 1932 

and initially consisted of 72 hand-picked and politically reliable men. It was headed by Bernhard Askvig, 
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with Jonas Lie as his deputy, both of whom would become leading promoters of Nazification during 

the war.175  

The State Police represented a fundamental breach with Norwegian policing traditions. Whereas the 

regular police had until then been integrated into their local districts and handled a wide variety of cases, 

the State Police was to serve as a national police force tasked primarily with riot control but also with 

combatting the illegal production and consumption of alcohol. In many ways it resembled a continental 

gendarmerie more than the traditional Norwegian police. State funding and lack of local ties meant that 

the State Police was largely immune to local pressure. Prime Minister Peder Kolstad summarised both 

the expectations of the new force and the force’s own identity when he called it ‘society’s iron fist.’176 

Jonas Lie greeted his recruits in April 1932 wearing a steel helmet, pistol bandoliers, riding boots and 

riding pants, a clear departure from the traditional uniform of the Norwegian police. The recruits were 

trained in riot control, martial arts and the use of guns and batons, and were equipped with their own 

transport vehicles and tents so as to be independent of potentially hostile local conditions.177  

While the new State Police had strong supporters, it was also met with considerable scepticism. The 

Labour Party’s spokesman denounced it as a ‘White Guard’.178 Even within the police force there was 

considerable opposition to this new unit. A commission consisting of the chiefs of police of Stavanger, 

Ola Kvalsund, and Oslo, Kristian Welhaven, among others, was set up to evaluate it in 1933. The 

commission’s majority, which included Welhaven, but not Kvalsund, concluded that having a parallel 

organisation to that of the regular police would create numerous conflicts and organisational 

problems.179 Moreover, it was the opinion of the majority that ‘such a gendarmerie corps would quickly 

lose contact with the wider population and in the mind of the population not be what the police are 

supposed to be: the people’s protector and servant.’180 In other words, the commission’s majority saw 

the State Police as an alien and undesirable form of police in Norway.  

A unanimous commission concluded that one solution to the problem of parallel organisations was to 

simply make all Norwegian police units directly subordinate to and paid by the state. The majority 

recommended replacing the State Police with a system whereby some members of the police forces of 

larger towns were also members of a special riot control unit, the Mobile Police Service 

(Utrykningspolitiet), which could be mobilised whenever the need arose.181 Political consensus gradually 

developed in support of these notions, which could also help end the endemic conflicts between the 

central authorities and local councils regarding the funding and use of police forces.  

Meanwhile, the political situation had changed radically, undermining some of the reasons for the 

existence of the State Police. The 1935 election had brought the Labour Party to power following a 

deal with its former bitter opponents in the Agrarian Party, thus making the former revolutionaries the 

legitimate democratic government. In February 1936 an agreement to reorganise the police was reached 

which largely followed the commission’s proposals. From 1937 onwards, the Norwegian police would 

be formally subordinated to state control, the State Police would be replaced by the Mobile Police 
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Service, and State Police officers would be assigned to local police districts. The new organisation would 

now formally be known as the National Police (Rikspolitiet).182 The new Minister of Justice, Trygve Lie, 

counted on this having a moderating effect on former members of the State Police.183 

Although the police had been placed under state control, it managed to retain its fundamentally local 

character. No national police authority existed between the Ministry of Justice and the local police 

districts. Consequently, there were no truly national police institutions, and no undisputed professional 

top leader for the Norwegian police below the Minister of Justice. Internationalisation and 

modernisation of police work made the need for such bodies increasingly apparent. As often before, 

however, it was initially remedied using ad hoc measures, which meant that in practice national tasks 

were delegated to the largest police district, namely Oslo.  

In 1907 the Oslo police district had been made responsible for keeping a central national register of 

fingerprints taken of criminals, and in 1918 this became a separate, state-financed institution, 

Identificeringssentralen under Kristiania politikammer.184 In 1901 an office for the control of foreign citizens, 

Fremmedkontoret, was established as a subsidiary office under Oslo’s Criminal Police division. During 

World War I this office focused on counterintelligence for the whole country, with a special section 

dedicated to this task established in 1917. After the war, this activity was greatly reduced.185 In 1928, 

after an initiative from the Oslo police district, a new, albeit tiny, political office tasked with cataloguing 

members of revolutionary political movements was established in Oslo, and in 1930 another was 

created in Bergen. In May 1935 the Oslo office was expanded somewhat and given a new name, Oslo 

politikammers efterforskningskontor. The focus shifted back to counterintelligence, reflecting the changing 

internal and external political situation.186 In 1937, mirroring increasing fears of war, a police intelligence 

service, Overvåkningspolitiet, was officially created, and new offices were established in Trondheim and 

Harstad. But leadership of the police intelligence service remained with Kristian Welhaven as chief of 

police in Oslo, and no attempt was made to create a central national institution independent of local 

police districts. 187  Welhaven and the Oslo police district’s dominance did not go unchallenged.  

Bernhard Askvig, head of the State Police, wanted to make the State Police a national Criminal Police 

unit. Moreover, he wanted to take over political surveillance activities.188 His efforts met with no success, 

however. The commission appointed to evaluate the State Police in 1934 concluded that making the 

State Police responsible for political intelligence would harm its legitimacy among the population.189  

The outbreak of World War II in September 1939, and particularly the Soviet attack on Finland in 

November, led to a marked increase in tasks and awareness of potential spies or fifth columnists on 

part of the Norwegian police. Contingency plans were created in case war came to Norway. In October 

the Labour government appointed Jonas Lie Wartime Minister of the Police in the event of mobilisation, 

with Christopher Lange as his deputy. This was an interesting choice, given both men’s far-right 

sympathies. Lange had even joined NS in September 1933.190  
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In November 1939 Welhaven, as head of the police intelligence service, asked local chiefs of police for 

lists of leading communists. Jonas Lie was sent to Finnmark by the Ministry of Justice to conduct 

surveillance of communists, creating a register consisting of 450 cards by mid-February. In February 

1940 Welhaven asked for lists of National Socialists who could represent a danger to state security in 

the case of armed conflict. In the same month he also asked for lists of persons who had to be 

interrogated or interned in the event of war.191 Simultaneously, discussions and planning of internment 

camps for potential fifth columnists began, with the Ministry of Justice asking Welhaven in March to 

provide an overview of the number of people to be interned and the practical details relating to how 

such camps could be organised.192 In February the police were given expanded powers for intercepting 

mail, telegram and telephone communication, and in March the police in areas deemed particularly 

important were even obliged to perform postal censorship.193 In other words, the Norwegian police 

had taken rather radical steps in the months before the German invasion, perhaps creating a greater 

understanding for measures taken during the occupation.  

The threat of war meant more work for the police in other areas, too. To deal with the potential threat 

of air raids, a new institution called the Civilian Air Defence (Det sivile luftvern) was created and placed 

under the auspices of the local police. Moreover, it was up to the police to enforce new rationing 

policies on food and fuel.194 To help cope with these new tasks, the ranks of the police were expanded 

by hiring reserve constables, many of whom would later become police officers.195  

Personnel and training 

The character and training of police officers in Norway mirrored both the police’s generally local and 

improvised character and broader trends in Norwegian society. Moreover, a fundamental division 

existed within the police between senior officers (chiefs of police, assistant chiefs of police and police 

prosecutors), who had to hold law degrees, and junior officers (police superintendents, chief inspectors, 

inspectors, sergeants and constables), who required no formal training. This meant that the police were 

divided internally by educational level and social class. In many ways these two groups lived in different 

worlds.196  

The status of police officers in society varied over time. Descriptions of the early Norwegian police 

officer tend to describe the role as rather unattractive. In 1900 Oslo’s chief of police complained that 

the poor pay for police officers made recruitment difficult.197 The pay for police prosecutors made it 

difficult to fill these positions, too.198 According to Fartein Valen-Sendstad, lower-rank police officers 

often had military backgrounds, usually as non-commissioned officers, or were formerly farmers or 

craftsmen. The level of training was poor, though probably slightly better than average in the 

Norwegian population.  
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This pattern, according to Valen-Sendstad, continued into the 1920s, when a dramatic change 

occurred.199 In an article in Norsk Politiblad in 1945, policeman Tor Haugen argued that there was a 

considerable difference between those recruited during and shortly after World War I, who had been 

poorly qualified, and those recruited during the 1930s, who were better qualified both physically and 

intellectually.200 In support of the latter, Jan A. Arnli found that 50 per cent of those admitted to the 

Oslo police force in 1939 had passed Examen Artium, the exam qualifying students for higher 

education, representing a far higher percentage than for the wider population. Only 0.3 per cent of 

recruits had only primary school education.201 To Nils Johan Ringdal, the change seemed radical enough 

to formulate a ‘cohort’ hypothesis, where he postulated the existence of distinct ‘generations’ of police 

officers, with highly divergent intellectual and educational starting points for their service as police 

officers, with potentially important consequences for their ability to withstand pressure during the 

occupation.202 As we shall see later, this hypothesis finds support in my data.  

Two developments can help explain the police’s improved recruitment situation. First, unemployment 

rose sharply because of the worldwide depression starting in 1929, making a stable job as a police officer 

far more lucrative. A policeman interviewed by Nils Johan Ringdal felt extremely lucky, as a young 

unemployed legal scholar, to get a job as a common police constable; he had been one of 995 applicants 

for eight positions as constables in Bergen.203  

The second important development was the establishment of a formal police academy. Except for short 

courses for police officers which had been established by some districts, beginning with Oslo in 1898204, 

there was no formal training for junior police officers, who had to learn their profession ‘in the field’.205 

But the creation of a national police academy in 1919, with Ola Kvalsund as its leader, eventually 

represented an upgrade not only of skills but also of status. The first curriculum included Norwegian 

language, law, national and local government administration, police studies, investigation techniques, 

identification and description of perpetrators, report writing, first aid and gymnastics, including boxing 

and self-defence.206 The junior police officers’ union, Norsk Politiforbund, was acutely aware of the 

academy’s importance. In a memorandum from 1923 both the perceived lack of education and the 

desire for higher status were apparent:  

It seems natural to compare the junior police officers with teachers and non-commissioned military officers. The 

work of the police must be said to be just as important to society as that of the two other groups. And regarding 

the difficulty of the work, it is a known fact that the required knowledge, skills and character of a police officer 

ought to be higher than those of a common teacher or military sergeant. And despite this, we see that the state 

pays for several years of education for these other groups.  207  

The union recommended making the training obligatory for all new police officers, a demand which 

was not realised until 1958. The academy rapidly became popular. Only a limited number of applicants 

were accepted, which made it necessary to continue the local courses. During the 1920s the length of 
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the courses at the academy was increased, reflecting experiences gained from the initial courses. 

Eventually they lasted for six months.208  

All of this, combined with the takeover of the police by the state in 1937, boosted professional pride 

among police officers.209 One policeman in Oslo put it like this:  

It was a mark of nobility to be a policeman. After finishing officer candidate school, twenty of us sought positions 

in the police. Only two were accepted, those best suited physically and mentally. We had attractive uniforms and 

a first-class tailor close to the parliament building. Welhaven said, and he meant it, that he had the best police 

officers in the world.210  

Interests 

The Norwegian police did not exist in a vacuum. National and international trends invariably 

influenced how the police understood its role and what it aspired to be. Whatever the dominant forces 

in society defined as crime or undesirable behaviour would eventually become the task of the police 

to deal with. Divisions between groups in society could lead to a perception of the police as defenders 

of the interests of the ruling elites. And police officers were of course themselves a group in society, 

while simultaneously belonging to other groups, and thus had dual identities: as policemen and as 

members of other groups. Where did Norwegian police officers place themselves politically and 

socially? How did they see themselves, and who were their role models?  

When talking about the police’s interests one must make the distinction between the interests of the 

police and the interests of the state and society, as well of conflicts of interest within the police itself. 

Within the Norwegian police the sharp division between the law graduates occupying higher ranks 

and their subordinates was an important basis for identities, interests and values. The expense and 

difficulty of obtaining higher education invariably meant that most law graduates came from a 

privileged background and thus, initially at least, tended to share the values and interests of the upper 

classes. Junior police officers, on the other hand, came largely from the common people, though 

demographically skewed by the tendency towards having military backgrounds. This dividing line 

would again and again lead to conflict and antagonism within the police corps. 

Class conflicts 

Many junior police officers resented the power wielded by the chiefs of police, who could decide their 

fates more or less as they saw fit. The authority of the chiefs of police and senior officers led to an 

impression of widespread problems of bootlicking and favouritism, with several complaints of good 

police officers being passed over for promotion by the police chief’s favourites.211 The passing of the 

Police Act of 1927, which limited the power of the police chiefs, helped ease tensions between the 

leaders and their subordinates. In 1929, Norsk Politiblad concluded that ‘The Police Act has come into 

effect. The old arbitrary dictatorial rule, which existed with the help of a number of irresponsible 

middlemen, has been broken – most likely forever.’ Kristian Welhaven, Oslo’s chief of police, 

embodied a new spirit of cooperation: ‘Welhaven has understood how to create excellent cooperation 
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between leaders and the wider corps.’212 And in 1935, a leading article of Norsk Politiblad concluded 

that ‘it would not be an exaggeration to say that, in general, the relationship between leaders and 

subordinates is now largely very good.’213  

While the new Police Act helped remedy the feeling among subordinate officers of being at the mercy 

of their leaders, another source of tension between the two classes within the police remained. 

Subordinate police officers argued that newly graduated law students were not suited to police work, 

not to mention to giving orders to experienced subordinate police officers. In 1923 the union, in a 

comment on the Police Academy, described the situation thus:  

The senior officer possesses the theoretical and judicial education, but not the professional police training (at 

least not all aspects of it, as is the case with the subordinate). The junior officer possesses the long, practical 

training. Partly it is thus the case that what the one has, the other lacks. Undoubtedly there is now less 

cooperation and mutual understanding than what is desirable for the service.  214   

In 1929, the leading article in Norsk Politiblad argued that ‘to become a police leader, it seems that law 

studies are all that is required. Whether a candidate has the skills necessary to be a police officer, not 

to mention a police leader, seems to be of little concern’. And ‘as long as advancement is dependent 

upon exams … and not on skills and character’, a cleft would continue to exist within the police 

force.215 Unsurprisingly, the demand for opportunities for police officers without law degrees to 

advance beyond the rank of superintendent would become a recurring theme for the police union, 

and to some extent would, as we shall see, become a reality during the war.216  

The officers holding law degrees, particularly those who primarily saw themselves as policemen, were 

not immune to this criticism. In 1932, Politiembedsmennenes Blad suggested that the senior police officers’ 

union, Politiembedsmennenes Landsforening, should join forces with Norsk Politiforbund, urging the 

politicians to create a committee to consider abolishing the requirement of a law degree for 

advancement beyond a certain rank. The magazine acknowledged that lawyers were inadequately 

prepared for the tasks facing the police.217  

Lack of appreciation  

The internal differences were not the only source of conflict for the police. The police also had 

collective interests and values vis-à-vis wider society and politicians. Here a recurring theme was the 

sense within the police of being unappreciated and underpaid. Norsk Politiforbund’s memorandum from 

1923 comparing the training of police officers with non-commissioned officers and teachers is one 

example. Police officers often thought the wider public ought to be more appreciative. One writer in 

Norsk Politiblad argued that ‘one gets the impression that many see the police as a necessary evil, a 

pariah caste one should use every opportunity to denigrate, whose lot is to crawl around in the mud 

for us.’218 The editor saw it similarly in 1938:  
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The policeman has waited and listened, looking for full acknowledgement and recognition by the people. If we 

did anything good, there was seldom a word of appreciation to be heard. But the moment a police officer had 

committed an alleged ‘mistake’, heaven and earth were put in motion: imagine – a police officer doing something 

like this! We have always, and probably always will be targets for ire of both the authorities and the public. 

Over the years we have gotten used to it. 219 

Here too, however, the lot of the police seemed to be improving. During the 1930s, more and more 

commented that the relationship with the population was getting better. Commenting on the 

introduction of rationing and other wartime measures in 1939, the editor of Politiembedsmennenes Blad 

argued that ‘it is an indisputable fact that in the course of the last decades the Norwegian police have 

built up a reservoir of trust, respect and useful fear, leading to it being far easier to cooperate with the 

public than was the case of, say, 25 years ago, when the World War broke out.’220 

Values 

As shown earlier, the job of a Norwegian police officer was not an easy one in the interwar period. 

The tense political situation, both at home and abroad, necessarily challenged the role of the 

policeman. In the totalitarian states, the police increasingly became the rulers’ indispensable tools 

against their political enemies. Considering this, how did Norwegian police officers view their own 

role in society? How did view the political system and their potential role in it? What kind of reflections 

did they have regarding the use of violence? Who were they to guard, and in what manner? And what 

qualities characterised a good police officer?  

Political neutrality 

More than anything, political neutrality, understood as abstaining from political activism, was seen as 

a key value of the police officer. This did not mean that police officers did not harbour political 

sympathies. But acting on them by running for office or becoming active members of political parties 

was frowned upon. Even more unacceptable was letting political sympathies colour the performance 

of one’s duties. A leading article in Norsk Politiblad in 1930 can provide a starting point, outlining the 

basic self-understanding among police officers: 

 The police shall be a loyal tool for the legal government, acting in accordance with the decisions made by the 

legislature. The basis for the police’s actions must always be found in the laws or decrees valid at any given time.  

In any society, however, there will be laws or decrees that will seem unreasonable or unjust to some individuals 

or groups of individuals – even outrageously so. But this cannot influence the attitude of the police. The police 

have no right to change laws or make new ones. The police have only to enforce the laws that exist.  

Then the writer turns to the greatest challenge facing the police when acting in accordance with these 

principles, while revealing latent sympathies for the labour movement: 

Because of the police’s duty to step in against illegal acts, the police, particularly in the last few years, have 

become more and more involved in the social and economic struggle between the different classes of society – in 

the struggle between the interests of capital and labour. Given that the former has hitherto been dominant in 

the legislature, it is no wonder that the laws have been coloured by this fact. A range of laws are obviously 
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directed against labour’s struggle for liberation. Therefore, it cannot be denied that the acts of the police have 

favoured the interests of capital to the detriment of the interests of labour. But it must be underlined that this 

is not the fault of the police. It is, and must be, the laws that dictate the conduct of the police.  221 

In other words, the writer accepted the accusation that the police de facto favoured the interests of 

particular groups, while maintaining that the police had no choice but to adhere strictly to the letter 

of the law. The thanklessness of such a task is often mentioned by police officers. Commenting on 

the 1933 elections and on how the police had been attacked in the press from both left and right, one 

writer stated that ‘the complaints and accusations show that the police have acted correctly. The 

impertinence and groundlessness of these accusations can be taken by the police as a confirmation of 

impartial behaviour.’222  

Yet how far did this ‘neutral’ and ‘impartial’ attitude go? Or, in other words, what kind of political 

activity was acceptable for police officers and police organisations? These questions produced quite 

heated debates within the ranks of the police itself. A test case emerged in 1931. In November 1931 

the local police union in Oslo decided to give 200 kroner to the Labour Party’s election campaign. A 

heated debate ensued, both within the wider press and within the police itself. The Minister of Justice 

in the Agrarian Party government sent a memorandum to Welhaven, Oslo’s chief of police, claiming 

that the contribution ran counter to the ban on police membership in organisations that could hamper 

police officers in doing their jobs, adding that the decision was ‘highly unfortunate’ and had ‘left a bad 

impression among the public’.223  

Reactions also came from within the police itself. In Norsk Politiblad, ‘L’ argued that the individual 

policeman, and the police corps as a whole, ought to ‘remain impartial and avoid the ire of other 

political parties by, as is done by this, supporting a single party.’224 A policeman in Trondheim argued 

that ‘it is every policeman’s right to vote for whatever party he favours’, but, he argued, ‘that the union 

involved itself in the class struggle by giving funds to a revolutionary party is abominable.’225 A leading 

article in Norsk Politiblad subsequently harshly criticised the ministry’s memorandum, seeing it as an 

attempt to ‘rob police officers of some of their civic rights’, but added that the decision by the local 

Oslo union had been unwise.226  

Politiembedsmennenes Blad ascribed the decision to sheer lack of knowledge about the role of the police. 

The magazine’s editor, Ola Kvalsund, also argued that poor pay had made ‘the task easier’ for ‘the 

destructive forces’, urging the ‘society-preserving parties’ to be conscious of their responsibility. The 

stakes were high, he emphasised, because ‘the day the police fail, the rule of law goes with it.’ And 

even if ‘left-wing radicals’ had hitherto been the only ones threatening with violence in Norway, ‘one 

did not have to go further than Finland or Germany to see how similar threats could come from right-

wing radicals.’ He concluded that the entire Norwegian police had to reject the Oslo union’s 

contribution to the Labour Party, stating that it constituted ‘a severe breach with one of the 
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fundamental rules for all police service: the police ought to scrupulously avoid any impression of 

favouring anyone’.227  

In 1933 another discussion of the limits of political involvement by police officers took place. While 

defending the right of police officers to actively participate in politics, the lead writer of Norsk Politiblad 

drew the line at parties that ‘more or less openly declare to seek a radical change of society using more 

or less legal methods.’ Consequently, it is dangerous when ‘a policeman has not only joined a party 

with fascist tendencies, but is one of the leading figures of said party’. It would be ‘difficult’ for such 

a man to be trusted when trying to deal with conflicts between employers and employees. Simply by 

appearing, he would ‘add fuel to the fire’. Worse still, ‘he would be a constant danger to public peace 

and order’.228 In other words, the writer argued that being a member of a party without a clear 

commitment to legality was incompatible with the position as a police officer. Despite this, 

membership in the fascist party Nasjonal Samling does not appear to have been seen to make one 

unfit for the role as a police officer, likely reflecting pre-war views of NS as, after all, a legitimate 

political party.229  

An article in Politiembedsmennenes Blad from 1933 with the title ‘The limits of the policeman’s free speech’ 

illustrates another aspect of this political impartiality. The article argues that the police officer ‘has no 

right to work towards the destruction of the state or of the existing legal order.’ Moreover, a police 

officer who ‘draws the ire and contempt of those of another opinion, by choosing an improper form 

of criticism of, for instance, their religious beliefs, commits a grave offence against his duties.’230 

A very telling episode occurred in 1936, again vividly demonstrating what value police officers placed 

on the ideal of the impartial guardian of law and order. During an NS election meeting at Gjøvik, 

labour movement activists had pelted NS members and police with stones. The new Labour 

government’s Minister of Justice, Trygve Lie, sent police reinforcements and harshly criticised the 

activists in parliament, stating that in his opinion, there was ‘no defence for using sticks and stones 

against a speaker, almost whatever he says.’ Norsk Politiblad, which acknowledged that ‘with or without 

reason, there had been questions whether the Labour government would in all cases respect and 

protect the democratic principles of our society, in particular the right of free speech and assembly’, 

stated the following: 

The policemen of this country have every reason to thank the Minister of Justice for his clear and manly words. 

Now they at least know that it is the will of their highest leader that law and order will rule in our country. 

Even the political struggle is to be fought using words, not weapons. Unambiguity is the most important and 

valuable characteristic of a leader and the Minister’s words cannot be misunderstood. They were words fitting 

the highest leader of the police. Thank you, Mr. Minister of Justice!’  231  

In other words, Lie had managed to dispel much of the scepticism within the police towards the 

Labour Party’s intentions.  
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These examples are representative of the widespread and clear dedication to the concept of police 

neutrality found by going through all issues of Norsk Politiblad and Politiembedsmennenes Blad in the 1930s. 

The view of the police officer is above all to be a neutral guardian of law and order, ‘above’ politics. 

They mirror the conclusion of Nils Johan Ringdal, who argues that ‘One did not discuss politics within 

the police. Political activism was usually seen as a breach of the dominant norms of impartiality. 

Policemen looking back at the occupation all emphasise this.’232 

Soft or hard policing? 

Another important question was how much leniency and flexibility the police should employ when 

dealing with complex and volatile situations. Should the Norwegian police be ‘soft’ and ‘friendly’ or 

‘hard’ and ‘unyielding’? Here, two distinct influences on the police force pulled in different directions. 

On one hand, many police officers had military backgrounds, likely making them more sympathetic 

to ‘military’ solutions. On the other hand, all police leaders held law degrees, and their focus on the 

importance of the rule of law could serve to temper demands for militant action. Moreover, the daily 

experience of Norwegian police officers in small towns, with large riots and brutal criminality being 

very rare, would help undermine the argument for the need for a ‘harder’ police force. The difference 

between the two approaches and the existence of both lines of thought within the Norwegian police 

was, as demonstrated during the already mentioned Battle of Menstad. Related to this was the question 

of whether the Norwegian police should carry guns daily, and the police’s practice of military 

traditions and methods.  

Stavanger chief of police Ola Kvalsund was one of the leading proponents for a harder line within 

the Norwegian police. In his comment on the events at Menstad, he argued that it ‘bordered on 

manslaughter’ to send a policeman into ‘battle with an enemy that outnumbered him fifty to one’, 

equipped only with a ‘soft rubber baton and a cloth cap’. The police leaders, Kvalsund argued, were 

also in no way up to the task, being mostly used to office work. They had to be taught riot control. 

While he welcomed the creation of the State Police, he argued that this was far from enough – one 

could neither predict the scale nor the location of the next riot. In other words, only a vastly expanded 

training programme for the entire police force would suffice. And, Kvalsund argued, the police 

needed real policemen as leaders, not ministerial bureaucrats: ‘the experience at Menstad shows the 

wisdom of what probably every police leader long has known: the country’s police must appoint real 

policemen as leaders as soon as possible.’233  

Others were more lenient. Commenting on the Oslo police’s handling of a work conflict in Oslo in 

1931, an officer in Oslo sharply distinguished between ‘the public’ and ‘provocateurs’ who only 

‘waited for the police to draw their batons’, which would ‘transform the public into a screaming horde, 

which could offer the cover the provocateurs needed to operate’. Through their ‘cold-blooded’ 

behaviour, the Oslo police had prevented riots.234 This line of thought was criticised by a policeman 

from Rjukan, who argued that the Oslo police through their ‘toleration’ of minor offences like the 

breaking of windows had failed in their duty as law enforcers, which he defined as arresting those 

who broke the law.235 The officer from Oslo defended his position by citing the police instructions, 
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emphasising the duty of the police to maintain public order and saying that if men sharing his 

opponent’s opinion had been in command in Oslo, there would be far more lawbreakers, and many 

innocent people would suffer.236  

Constable (and, as he eagerly pointed out, army lieutenant) Ingvald B. Eikeland, who in 1938 also 

became the editor of Norsk Politiblad237, was a leading advocate of a more military outlook for the 

Norwegian police.238 In 1931 he proposed a militarised rank hierarchy, arguing that it would represent 

‘a colossal advantage’. ‘Efficiency would improve, and the whole of society would benefit.’ 

Recruitment would also follow military lines, with everyone beginning at the bottom, advancing solely 

on skill.239 Eikeland’s proposals were met with fierce opposition. One writer argued that he could in 

no way agree with the proposal to infuse the police with a more military spirit. After all, he argued, 

‘we are not at war with society; we are only here to maintain peace and order. In the war against the 

individuals we deal with, military methods are of little use.’240  He was not alone in opposing a 

militarised police force. In 1936 a constable in Trondheim, reacting to military-inspired uniform 

elements, asked ‘Is military likeness beneficial to the police? Is the daily work of the Norwegian 

policeman of a military character? One must answer: no. Is the military man the ideal for most 

Norwegian people today? I believe: no.’241 He received a strong response: a constable in Bergen argued 

that those opposed to the military uniform elements were ‘old-timers’, and that the Trondheim 

constable was a representative of the ‘narrow-minded ones within the profession’.242  

Undeterred, Eikeland raised the suggestion of military ranks again in 1935, carefully underlining that 

military ranks as such ‘were in no way political. If they had been, he would have been the first to reject 

them.’243 In 1937 he argued that it was ‘just as bad putting a non-military man in command as it was 

appointing someone with no legal training as prosecutor.’ He argued that the Mobile Police Service 

had to become more of a gendarmerie, with military training being a necessity for both junior and 

senior officers.244 Again, this did not go unopposed. Christian Rynning-Tønnesen, police prosecutor 

and later chief of police in Kristiansand, argued that Eikeland’s suggestion smacked of a ‘junta’ 

mentality, where ‘military training and rank are ascribed absolute importance.’ 245  Eikeland and 

Rynning-Tønnesen would later play important roles on opposite sides during the war.  

The debate about whether Norwegian police officers should be armed while on regular patrol has 

been a recurring topic, even up to the present day. During the first national congress of the national 

federation of local unions for junior police officers, a motion calling for arming patrolling officers 

with guns was only defeated by the leader’s double vote.246 Following the killing of two sheriffs by a 

mentally unstable person, the debate over arming the Norwegian police resurfaced. One officer made 

an emotional plea in favour: ‘Let us avoid more murders of police officers – no more widows and 
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starving fatherless children. It’s a shame for the state that such things happen.’247 But both the editors 

of Norsk Politiblad and Politiembedsmennenes Blad rejected universal arming of Norwegian police officers. 

Norsk Politiblad favoured arming police officers patrolling at night and on special missions, but found 

it ‘absurd’ to arm police officers patrolling main streets during the day, given the ‘cold-blooded, 

balanced and perhaps more honest’ character of the average Norwegian compared to other peoples.248 

Politiembedsmennenes Blad argued that it was imperative to make every police officer comfortable using 

weapons, but warned of going from ‘one extreme position – the absence of guns – to the other, to 

every officer walking around armed, even in completely peaceful conditions.’ It was imperative to 

‘find ways to avoid repetitions [of what we have seen], without a brutalisation of the relationship 

between the police and the public.’249 Arming police officers remained a contentious issue, and they 

were not universally armed on 9 April.  

Racism and biological explanations of crime 

Given what happened during the war, when Norwegian police officers arrested scores of Norwegian 

Jews, it is of course important to ask what role anti-Semitism played in the Norwegian police force. 

Jews were not the only group to be singled out by Nazi authorities, however; the same fate awaited 

Roma, Sinti and individuals deemed ‘antisocial’. To what extent could Norwegian police officers’ 

antipathy towards such groups help explain their actions during the war? 

Interestingly, anti-Semitic statements are almost completely absent in both Norsk Politiblad and 

Politiembedsmennenes Blad during the 1930s. Not a single article discusses any kind of ‘Jewish problem’ 

or Jews in particular. One of the few instances of anti-Semitism is a poem by the above-mentioned 

Ingvald B. Eikeland which reveals his adherence to a race-based worldview. In the poem, titled The 

White Race, the following lines appear: ‘Using [the white man’s] own scales: speed, machines, iron and 

steel, he measures the other races. And by their skulls he quickly sees that a Chinese, Indian or Javanese, 

Jew or Moroccan, Negro or Indian, ‘schlechter ist als ein Germaner’. The poem decries the ‘dominance 

of the white man’ doomed to pass due to the destructive influence of passions, ‘making the giant soft 

and weak’.250 The poem, however, does not rank Jews in a particular role compared to other ‘races’, 

as anti-Semites tended to do. Another remark shows the same tendency to view the Jews as a distinct 

‘other’: in a 1931 review of a book on the trustworthiness of testimonials, Helge Refsum, an instructor 

at the police school, gives an example taken from a German article, stating that ‘people of Jewish 

origin were generally very poor at describing and recognising people.’251  

This lack of interest in the Jews should not come as a surprise. Anti-Semitism certainly existed in 

Norway; anti-Semitic stereotypes, for example, were widely used in the press.252 But it remained 

relatively subdued compared to countries on the continent, with few political organisations focusing 

strongly on the issue.253 It is unlikely that the ideas of police officers differed radically from this overall 

picture, as the lack of interest in Jews in the police publications indicates. Per Ole Johansen, in his 

analysis of Norway and the Jews in the period 1914–1943, provides a succinct assessment of anti-
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Jewish attitudes in the police and state administration. According to him, ‘There is no evidence 

showing that the central administration or police sympathised with or was impressed by this type of 

political anti-Semitism, be it Norwegian or German in form.’ But he adds: ‘The Norwegian central 

administration discriminated against Jewish refugees, in accordance with the wishes of ruling 

governments. Some prejudices are likely to have accumulated among officials over time, particularly 

within the police. But these were policies and attitudes ‘in their own right’, with their own societal 

preconditions and history.’254 The complex attitudes towards Jews are also pointed out by Oskar 

Mendelssohn in his history of the Jews in Norway. Noting that examples of poor treatment of Jews 

existed, he nevertheless said that ‘these were not typical of the attitudes of Norwegian police 

authorities’ and that ‘Jewish-German refugees were surprised by the correct attitude or even kindness 

they were shown by Norwegian police.’255 All of this should not be interpreted to mean that strong 

anti-Semitic sentiments within the police force were unheard of. In the 1920s, for instance, Criminal 

Police leader Johan Søhr in Oslo often expressed his racist hostility towards Jews in the press.256  

Far more prevalent and obvious was the hostility towards Roma and Romani. One of the most striking 

examples is again provided by Ingvald B. Eikeland, who in an article about vagrancy writes the 

following: 

In the last century it was mostly people of foreign origin who formed the ranks of the ‘army’ [of vagrants]. They 

were the gypsies and travellers. The gypsies we are luckily done with. There are practically no gypsies left in 

Norway. And our laws prohibit immigration of gypsies. A couple of years ago, as we recall, a whole tribe of 

gypsies tried to gain entry to Norway. They were simply emigrated Norwegians who in all modesty wanted to 

go home again. Nothing came of that journey home. The police in all three Nordic countries formed a common 

front. It was relatively unproblematic to rid ourselves of the gypsies. They constituted a state within the state, 

because they seldom mixed blood with natives. They were used to roaming from country to country and could 

never dream of being refused re-entry. They travelled out of the country, but found the door shut when they 

wanted to return.  

But the travellers are still with us, and we cannot seem to get rid of them. They are Norwegian citizens of 

foreign origin, who over time have crystallised into a criminal substratum. They are descendants of traveller 

families who immigrated in the past and form the central core of our criminal world.257    

According to him, ‘[physician Johan Scharffenberg] has proven that the Norwegian ethnic body has 

sustained an almost unhealable wound through the uncontrolled immigration of criminal traveller 

families.’ His solution, after despairingly noting that ‘but we are all too humane here in Norway to do 

anything about it’, is to suggest state-run labour camps in every district.  

Eikeland is a radical voice, but by no means the only one concerned with a dire ‘vagrancy menace’. 

Police officers had been deeply involved in anti-Roma measures in the early 20th century, culminating 

in a ban on them entering the country in 1927.258 The leader of the Norwegian Mission for the 
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Homeless held lectures at the Police Academy about the ‘vagrancy and gypsy menace’.259 Helge 

Refsum praised the Bavarian Gypsy Register, stating that the ‘vagrancy problem’ was also highly 

relevant in Norway, and wished for similar registration. He complained that Norway, which used to 

be at the forefront, had ‘fallen behind’ in the fight against vagrancy.260 In 1931, the chief of police in 

Arendal told the local newspaper that ‘the most efficient way to get rid of the traveller menace … 

would be … to get a law allowing the authorities to render people like them unable to have children.’261  

In 1927 the Norwegian Mission for the Homeless appointed a committee to ‘efficiently combat or 

regulate the vagrancy menace’. Three of the six committee members were police officers, including 

the head of the Oslo Criminal Police, Reidar Sveen, and the chief of police in Aker and Sveen’s 

predecessor, Johan O. Søhr. In 1933 the committee presented its recommendations, which included 

a ‘vagrant office’ with police authority, registration of all ‘vagrants’ (to be done by the police, and 

implemented already in 1927 and completed in 1929262), a printed overview of all ‘itinerants’, an 

inquiry into the place of origin of inmates, internment of ‘especially antisocial vagrants’ and 

sterilisation of ‘the most primitive vagrants’. Even more extensive measures were desired but had 

been found too expensive. 263  In 1936 Kristian Welhaven, as Norway’s representative at the 

Internationale Kriminalipolizeiliche Kommission (IKPK) established connections with the Internationale 

Zentralstelle zur Bekämpfung des Zigeunerunwesens (International Centre for Combating the Gypsy Menace), 

created in 1936. Welhaven kept the Ministry of Justice informed about the centre’s work and 

participated actively himself.264 As we shall see later, Norwegian police authorities later formulated 

far-reaching plans to combat the ‘traveller menace’ during the war. 

Ideas of an intimate connection between biology and behaviour were by some applied not only to 

Roma and Romani. In an article published in 1938, police prosecutor Anton Lahlum in Stavanger 

argued in favour of sterilising criminals.265 He cited international research to support his argument 

that many criminals were ‘mentally retarded, individuals with various psychological defects, where the 

primary reason for committing crime can be found in poor genes.’ Consequently, ‘societal reasons 

make it important to do something to stop undesirable breeding. It is a question of getting to the core 

of the issue. Consequently, many countries have passed laws enabling sterilisation.’ Lahlum then 

discussed the Norwegian sterilisation law of 1934, which had made sterilisation possible with the 

consent of either the individual or his or her guardian. He concluded that ‘an evaluation of the law 

will likely show that it has had positive effects both for society and for those who have undergone 

surgery. The question of an expansion of the law, to make it more suitable and efficient, must be 

raised simultaneously.’ During the war Lahlum would become a central NS member in the Stavanger 

police department.  

A German ideal? 

How the Norwegian police viewed the situation and their colleagues in Germany is another important 

question. Personal connections and shared attitudes would likely make initial cooperation easier and 
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outright rejection harder. Moreover, a firm negative attitude towards Germany or the German police 

would make resistance a far more obvious response during the occupation. 

The police of the Weimar period seem to have been admired at least by some for their perceived 

professionalism. In 1932 Haakon Schønning, a police prosecutor in Oslo, gave a detailed description 

of the Prussian police, which impressed him greatly: 

The present officer corps of the contemporary police is largely composed of former army officers. The outstanding 

discipline, attitude and politeness characterising the German policeman of today are the results of the 

perseverance of these men to create a modern and vigilant police force.  

The German policeman makes a good impression. He is polite and helpful, calm and determined. The ‘Schupo’ 

is undoubtedly popular. Both young and old turn to him, and he happily provides aid through words and deeds.  

If one were to characterise the Prussian police, one must immediately emphasise its strong and thorough 

organisation, from top to bottom. It is vigilant and mobile. Night and day, it zealously guards the rule of law 

in the German capital and the provinces. It responds to any sign of irregularity. During the present political 

‘Sturm und Drang’ period Germany currently is undergoing, the police have again and again demonstrated 

their skill.  266  

A review of all articles dealing with Germany in Norsk Politiblad and Politiembedsmennenes Blad from 

1933 onwards reveals a clear reluctance to comment on or criticise the political situation in Germany. 

This could reflect the general reluctance to discuss macro-political events in general, due in part to 

the ideal of political neutrality discussed earlier. In Haakon Schønning’s book From Singapore to Scotland 

Yard, he states his reasons for his reluctance to talk about the current state of German politics:  

It is perhaps easy enough to criticise the situation. I, however, prefer to stay neutral, given that there could be 

much an outside observer does not know about domestic German political issues since the war that could provide 

a plausible explanation for the turn of events. I therefore find it wisest to abstain from critical political comments 

and instead focus on technical police studies. That field is, after all, large and interesting.   267  

Views of the regime did, nevertheless, occasionally emerge in the form of brief commentaries or 

analogies. One such example is a 1936 letter to Norsk Politiblad titled ‘Circus Hagen-Hem: The Nazi 

dictatorship is here’, harshly criticising the leadership of the Oslo police union and clearly attributing 

negative connotations to the term ‘Nazi dictatorship’.268  

The reluctance to criticise Nazi Germany is starkly illustrated by the case of Emil Winkler. Winkler 

was the head of the International Police Union, of which Norsk Politiforbund was a member, and 

Winkler was a guest during its national congress in 1932. In September 1933 he was murdered by the 

SS in a makeshift concentration camp, despite being a member of the NSDAP since April 1933.269 

Norsk Politiblad wrote that it had received the sad news that ‘Emil Winkler has suddenly died’ and 

commented that ‘the present regime in Germany did perhaps not have a use for Emil Winkler. But 
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we in Norsk Politiforbund will keep and honour the memory of him as an ardent fighter for the interests 

of police officers.’270 Whether this reserved language was due to not knowing what really happened to 

him or a desire to avoid anything smacking of politics is unknown. During the national congress in 

1934, the ‘circumstances regarding Winkler’s tragic death’ were elaborated on, without the minutes of 

the congress mentioning what was said.271 Similarly, the dissolution of the Prussian police union in 

1933 was referred to and the official explanation published but not commented on.272  

Nevertheless, the German police is less talked about in the late 30s than it was before the Nazi 

takeover, perhaps indicating that it is no longer seen as something to be inspired by. In 1930, for 

instance, Germany was the topic of nine articles in Norsk Politiblad. In 1937, the number was down to 

one. The articles dealing with the new German police, however, tended to downplay or omit the 

increasingly politicised and arbitrary nature of the German police. In 1935 Haakon Schønning gave 

an overview of changes within the Berlin police. He began by welcoming the promotion of Paul Riege, 

‘the knowledgeable friend of the Norwegian police’.273 He then acknowledged that ‘the Berlin police 

has undergone quite a few changes during the past few years’, noting the extensive reorganisation and 

militarisation of the Order Police, which he did not criticise. 274  

In some cases, radical political measures were understood not as part of a wider political vision, but 

rather as non-political measures to fight crime. In 1936 Helge Refsum praised the Nazi regime’s 

measures against pimps and prostitutes in Bremen, stating that ‘the laws of 1934 against habitual 

criminals have provided the police with several tools in the fight against pimps, improving the 

situation’. He concluded that ‘the results of the reforms have been the best possible. Streets and public 

houses have been cleansed of prostitution. The secret bordellos and pimps have disappeared, and 

secret prostitution reduced to a minimum’.275  

In a 1936 article in Politiembedsmennenes Blad Jonas Lie, at that time deputy leader of the State Police, 

showed considerable understanding for developments in Germany. He ignored many aspects of 

police activity in Germany and instead focuses on the new measures against crime, saying that ‘even 

though a new regime’s police force will also assume other tasks which – in its own eyes – are perhaps 

more important, time and resources will always be available for society’s ancient struggle against the 

criminal. And in this latter area policemen of other countries could benefit from studying the new 

measures and experiences.’ Given the extraordinary level of crime in the Weimar period, wrote Lie, it 

was clear that ‘a cleansing was needed’. To accomplish this, he said, the police needed ‘other and 

stronger weapons in their own hands, it was now the goal to prevent [crime]’ (Lie’s emphasis). He then 

described two new laws in Germany that gave the police the power to imprison people suspected of 

planning a crime and to take ‘habitual criminals’ into protective custody (Schutzhaft), which he called 

‘a very efficient weapon’. He went on to describe the edicts concerning police control of habitual 

criminals as being ‘of great interest’. And while he admitted that the new measures had been in force 

for only a short time, he cited statistics purportedly showing a drastic and impressive decline of crime 
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in Prussia. All the information in the article had been gathered from official National Socialist 

publications. Lie concluded by saying that ‘this overview is not an attempt at a critical evaluation, for 

which the time probably is not right. It has been my sole intent to point out the fact that the German 

police is on a rapid march towards the future, and that this march deserves to be followed – with all 

possible criticism – but also with all possible interest.’276  

One clear warning about developments in Germany came from Ola Kvalsund in 1933. But even hedid 

not comprehend the radicalism of what had happened, instead comparing it to the situation in the 

United States: ‘In America, chiefs of police, hired by the former political leaders, are sacked after each 

election. In Germany after 1918, tailors and shoemakers were made chiefs of police, people who never 

were and never became policemen. But they were loyal party thralls, and capable of destroying their 

police corps … As Papen and later Hitler gained power, they threw out the political chiefs of police 

– and employed their own party members, in American fashion.’ And consequently: ‘Stopping a 

development like the one in America is one of the most important tasks for Norwegian chiefs of 

police.’277  

Summary 

Unsurprisingly, the Norwegian police force was strongly impacted by broader developments in 

Norwegian society. The 1920s were a time of intense conflict, where the police were often deployed 

in a way which left-wing elements within the police and the labour movement perceived as partisan. 

Many subordinate police officers could identify with the labour movement’s demands, given their 

own vulnerability to the whims of their superiors and their lack of efficient weapons for promoting 

their own demands. They felt unappreciated, underpaid and undertrained. These class and political 

conflicts reached their zenith in 1931 with the dramatic events at Menstad, which led many to call for 

a much more hard-line approach within the Norwegian police. These political conflicts were mirrored 

by the fierce debate over the Oslo police union’s contribution to the Labour Party election campaign 

in 1931.  

The foundations for a more harmonious future were created gradually. The passing of the Police Act 

in 1927, which limited the scope for arbitrary behaviour by chiefs of police, was a crucial first step. 

This, combined with gradual improvements in training and recruitment and the takeover by the state 

in 1937, laid the foundation for considerably improved morale and standards within the police. Their 

job and their relationship with the public were also made much easier by the radical political 

developments taking place in the 1930s, culminating in the ‘crisis agreement’ between the Agrarian 

Party and the Labour Party in 1935 and resulting in a Labour government. The new minister of justice, 

Trygve Lie, did much to alleviate the fear and scepticism many police officers harboured towards his 

party through his firm commitment to a state and a police force governed by the rule of law, not 

political arbitrariness.  

The political development side-lined right-wing hardliners. Notably, this meant that the State Police, 

created in the wake of the events at Menstad, which at the time were expected to mark the beginning 

of a wave of riots and uprisings, increasingly found their original role to be more and more irrelevant 

as work conflicts became rarer. It was eventually reorganised into the Mobile Police Service in 1937, 
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embedded in the local police districts. This move left many members of the State Police bitter and 

resentful.278 Some of them, such as the two erstwhile leaders Jonas Lie and Bernhard Askvig, would 

later play crucial roles in the effort to Nazify the Norwegian police. 

Ideologically there are few reasons to portray the police as strongly deviating from wider tendencies 

in Norway. While it might be argued that anti-Ziganism was stronger within the police than in other 

groups, flirting with racial hygiene and racial theories, particularly in the case of Roma and Romani, 

was not limited to the police.279 Anti-Semitism, while present in the form of prejudices and anti-Jewish 

stereotypes, was not a major political issue in Norwegian society. There is little to support a very 

different picture within the police. Consequently, while there certainly was scepticism towards Jews, 

there is little reason to believe that the average Norwegian policeman was a fervent anti-Semite. 

Whether anti-Jewish prejudice could reduce the willingness to aid Jews is another matter, however, to 

which we will return later.  

The police force’s highest held value was its role as a neutral arbiter and guardian of society. This 

strong commitment to political neutrality could, however, have rendered them blind to or unwilling 

to judge political issues, as seen in the portrayals of the changes in the German police. There seems 

to have been a widespread belief in professionalism on the part of the police, where it was assumed 

that police officers could prevent their political views from influencing their work. This theory is 

supported by the fact that police officers who expressed political sympathies were in not ostracised; 

for example, Karl O. Karlsen was a leading pre-war NS politician in Stavanger and simultaneously a 

central member of Norsk Politiforbund, and Ingvald B. Eikeland’s political sympathies were known, yet 

he was elected editor of Norsk Politiblad by a large majority of the votes at the national congress. 

Interestingly, this tendency seems to be shared by the Labour government before the occupation. 

How else can one explain the fact that in 1939 it appointed Jonas Lie and Christopher Lange, both 

known for their right-wing and pro-German sentiments, and both leading National Socialists during 

the war, to lead the Norwegian police in the event of war?  

While many of the issues concerning the police had been resolved by 1940, some remained. Some 

were widely shared and long-standing demands, such as a larger police force, genuine promotion 

opportunities for the lower ranks, appointment of a central police leader between the chiefs of police 

and the political leadership and obligatory police academy training for all new recruits. Others, such 

as the arming or militarisation of the police, were favoured only by groups within the police. As we 

shall soon see, Jonas Lie knew these desires well and used them to his advantage during the first 

months of the occupation. He now used the prospect of a new and brighter future for the police to 

gain support for his new project: the Nazification of the Norwegian police.  
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Men 

Most policemen in our unit were friendly towards England and professed their sympathies towards England 

daily … Discussions often became so heated that many had problems controlling themselves.  

Today the atmosphere is different. The discussions have stopped, and I have the impression that most try to be 

loyal. But we know their [true] point of view.  

Sverre Haugland, NS member in Stavanger, 1941280 

It has been my opinion as a police officer that I ought not to take political considerations but work loyally under 

the prevailing governing system, which would allow me to perform my work in the best possible manner. I am 

still of this opinion and am thus not a member of Nasjonal Samling.  

Olav Omenås, Ålesund, 1941281 

Visions of a New Order 

As Hannah Arendt pointed out, the police represent a totalitarian system’s most important tool.282 

Without an effective and reliable police force, attempts to fundamentally reshape a society are almost 

bound to fail. Indeed, as new Order Police leader Egil Olbjørn put it in 1942, a ‘National Socialist 

state’ required a ‘police which it could trust completely’, ‘of a high professional standard, ideologically 

schooled and thoroughly disciplined’.283 In Germany the police proved crucial for solidifying National 

Socialist control and to hunt down whoever the system’s rulers deemed to be their enemies. Given 

this, it would have been surprising indeed if the Norwegian police had escaped attempts by the new 

German rulers and NS to turn it into a similarly potent instrument for promoting the Nazification of 

Norway.  

The goal of this chapter is to show these efforts and their consequences. I begin by describing 

dominant actors promoting and potentially limiting Nazification, exploring the motives and interests 

and the power at their disposal. I then look at the main distinctly National Socialist initiatives and 

policies undertaken in Norway, divided into two areas: institutional changes, and the promotion of 

National Socialist ideology. I then turn to the three towns of Stavanger, Ålesund and Skien to examine 

the consequences this formidable offensive had on the ground.  

Actors and interests 

The eventual outcome of the Nazification offensive against the Norwegian police was in no way a 

given. Instead, it was the result of power struggles between four predominant actors within the 

occupation regime, each with their own ideology and interests: the Reichskommissariat, Nasjonal 

Samling, the SS and the Ministry of the Police led by Jonas Lie. Given the crucial position of the 

police in enforcing any state policy, all the actors in this drama had a vested interest in making the 

Norwegian police a tool for their own purposes. Against such efforts stood the nascent resistance 

movement, and to some extent the government in exile. We will now turn to what these interests 
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were, the actors’ relationship to each other, and the means available to them to influence the 

Norwegian police in their desired direction.  

The Reichskommissar 

On 9 April 1940 the Germans offered similar ultimatums to Denmark and Norway: submit to 

occupation, and in return you will retain a high level of internal self-rule. The Norwegian government’s 

rejection of the German demands and the resulting continuation of hostilities destroyed the Germans’ 

initial plans and exposed their lack of an alternative plan for the administration of Norway. This left 

both Germans and Norwegians scrambling for a new arrangement, with numerous actors seeing it as 

a chance for gaining power and influence. The highly complex and controversial events of this period 

have been the subject of numerous studies, and I will therefore just mention the major developments 

here.284  

The man initially responsible for negotiations with Norwegian authorities, the Foreign Ministry’s 

envoy Curt Bräuer, was removed on 16 April due to Hitler’s dissatisfaction with the fact that the new 

Norwegian ‘Administrative Council’ set up on 15 April to administer the occupied areas did not see 

itself as an alternative to the legal Labour Party government of Johan Nygaardsvold. His replacement 

was Josef Terboven, former Gauleiter of Essen. The appointment of Terboven meant the 

introduction of both a new institution – the Reichskommissariat – and wide-ranging powers for the 

new Reichskommissar, outlined in a Führererlass by Hitler on 24 April 1940.285 Crucially, this decree 

gave him the power to create new laws, to make use of the Norwegian state apparatus, including the 

police, and to employ German police forces in Norway for security purposes.  

Terboven initially continued his predecessor’s policy of reaching an agreement with the political elite 

in Norway, an endeavour which ultimately failed. More than anything else, this was a result of Hitler’s 

continued insistence on a role for Nasjonal Samling. Both Bräuer and Terboven correctly saw Quisling 

as an impediment to any political arrangement with the remnants of the democratic system in Norway, 

and Bräuer had managed to push Quisling aside after his coup attempt on 9 April. Infuriated by the 

politically marginal Quisling’s obvious act of treason, keeping Quisling and NS away from power 

became a strong motivating factor for most Norwegians. At the same time, Quisling and his followers 

systematically attempted to use the new situation to gain influence. Demoralised by the capitulation 

of France and wishing to keep Quisling out, the presidency of the Norwegian parliament was willing 

to go far to reach an agreement. Ultimately, however, German demands for an ever larger role for NS 

proved too much to stomach, leading to the collapse of the negotiations. The consequences of the 

failure of the negotiations with the remaining members of the Storting were profound. It meant that 

the Reichskommissariat became a permanent feature of the occupation regime, and held a formidable 

position as the highest authority in Norway, subservient only to Hitler.  

While the Germans generally had kept a moderate profile for as long as the negotiations with the 

remnants of the Norwegian parliament continued, the breakdown of the negotiations changed the 

situation radically. Terboven was ordered by Hitler to support Quisling and his party, despite 
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Terboven’s complete lack of faith in their ability to succeed.286 In a crucial speech on 25 September 

1940, Terboven stated categorically that the only path to Norwegian freedom and independence was 

now through support for NS. Simultaneously, Terboven issued a decree outlawing all political parties 

but Nasjonal Samling, abolishing any remaining semblance of Norwegian parliamentary democracy.287 

At the same time he appointed new ‘commissary’ ministers directly subordinate to himself and under 

the oversight of a German advisor (Berater). Jonas Lie became leader of the new Ministry of the Police, 

created after splitting the former Ministry for Justice and the Police, with Sverre Riisnæs assuming 

leadership of the Ministry of Justice. On 4 October Terboven issued a new decree giving ministers 

the power to dismiss, without any right of appeal, any state employee or civil servant who ‘due to their 

political attitudes cannot guarantee that they to the utmost of their ability will strive for the new 

political order’. They also gained the right to transfer disagreeable employees to new locations.288 

These were clear signals that any opposition to the new order would not be tolerated, and provided 

the new commissary ministers with the legal instruments to remove opponents of the New Order. 

The basis for Nazification had thus been created.  

In the context of the police, two aspects of Terboven’s personality and convictions are of particular 

importance. First, Terboven did not share the Nordenschwermerei of Himmler and some other National 

Socialists, particularly within the SS. He had little interest in Norway, nor much faith in the greater 

Germanic visions of Himmler.289 This left him at best ambivalent and at worst negative towards 

efforts to win Norwegians for the German cause through accommodation and leniency. Second, 

Terboven was a harsh autocrat willing to use brutal methods.290 This was clearly demonstrated in 

March 1941 after a British commando raid on Lofoten. Upon hearing that locals had aided the British, 

Terboven ordered mass arrests by German police forces and the burning of houses of people who 

had left with the British soldiers. Moreover, he made sure his actions were made public knowledge to 

serve as a warning to others.291 Such swift and brutal actions against perceived enemies would be a 

recurring feature in the coming years, with important consequences for the Norwegian police.292  

Nasjonal Samling 

Within the ranks of Nasjonal Samling (NS), Terboven’s announcement on 25 September caused 

elation and produced a surge of energy and initiatives. The party leaders had not gained everything 

they wanted. For instance, party leader Vidkun Quisling was not among the new commissary ministers. 

But the party had made the transition from an irrelevant political sect to the only legal political party. 

All but four of the new ministers were NS members, and they coordinated their work with Quisling.293 

The NS leadership now had two goals: to realise their own political programme and to convince the 
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Germans that they could rule Norway, thus building what NS leaders hoped would be the foundation 

for greater Norwegian independence under their leadership.294 

To realise these goals, the party leaders employed a three-pronged strategy. First, given the dismal 

number of NS members, it was crucial to strengthen the party itself if there was to be any hope of 

convincing the Germans that it was a force to be reckoned with. Some initial successes were achieved. 

New members flocked to the party – by the end of 1940 it had 25,000 members, up from 1,500 in 

April. Ultimately, however, the party failed to gain the 100,000 members it deemed necessary.295 The 

Germans channelled considerable funds to the party, to a large extent from the liquidation of now 

forbidden parties and organisations. This allowed for expansion of party activities and publications.296 

The party’s paramilitary organisation, the Hird, became much more active, seeking to assert its newly 

gained power through marches, political demonstrations and fights with political opponents. The 

party partly restored and partly built from scratch an ostensibly formidable organisation based on the 

Führer principle, with Quisling as undisputed leader. Each county had its own fylkesfører, responsible 

for and in charge of party activities in his area. The terrain never came to match the map, however, 

with many positions remaining impossible to fill with reliable party members.297  

On 1 February 1942 NS achieved what on paper appeared to be a great victory: the appointment of 

Quisling as ‘Ministerpresident’ and the creation of a ‘national government’. While many in NS 

nurtured hopes that this was the beginning of true Norwegian independence, the reality was succinctly 

summed up by Goebbels, who laconically commented on the event with the words ‘The 

Reichskommissar is still by his side’.298 Indeed, while Quisling’s new position gave him a little more 

leeway and power, it never changed the fundamental political realities: NS remained dependent upon 

German might and had to obey the wishes of Terboven and Hitler.  

Second, NS tried to realise its programme, which included establishing firm political control of public 

institutions and civil society, and thus create a centrally coordinated society governed on the Führer 

principle.299 To achieve this, the new NS ministers, under the supervision and subject to the approval 

of their German advisors, produced a veritable wave of new decrees and laws. Local democracy was 

abolished in December 1940 when the Führer principle was introduced in Norwegian county councils. 

Chairmen of the county councils (ordførarar) were now appointed by the state, resulting in some 70 

per cent of them eventually becoming members of NS.300 In a similar vein, the state’s representatives 

in the counties (fylkesmenn) were replaced by NS members. In agreement with the Germans, the press, 

libraries and theatres were all subjected to political control, with measures taken against material 

deemed undesirable. Later NS also went on the offensive against the Church and the teachers, which 

we will return to in a later chapter. 

Of particular importance in our context was the creation of Nasjonal Samlings Personaltjeneste for Offentlige 

Tjenestemenn (Office for Personnel in Public Office (NSPOT)). This office had been created by the 
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Minister of the Interior, Hagelin, in October 1940.301 In February 1941 it announced that in future all 

appointments, promotions and transfers of public servants had to be accepted by NSPOT, a policy 

clearly aimed at removing or marginalising political opponents.302 This represented nothing less than 

a total subversion of the principle of political impartiality within the civil service.  

Third, in order not to appear weak or ineffective, opposition had to be crushed or at least suppressed. 

Even minuscule acts such as wearing a red cap or a paperclip eventually came to be interpreted as acts 

of opposition or resistance that had to be punished. To do so, new institutions and laws were created 

to combat ‘political crimes’. Among them was the so-called People’s Court (Folkedomstolen), officially 

established by an edict from the Reichskommissar on 25 October 1940. It is natural to see similarities 

with the German People’s Court (Volksgerichthof), established in 1934 to deal with political crimes. In 

a similar manner, the People’s Court was to judge cases of political nature, based on Terboven’s edict 

forbidding activities supporting the Norwegian royal family and the now dissolved political parties.303 

Despite its creation by the Reichskommissar, it was seen by NS as a sign of trust, a chance for the 

Norwegians to deal with political ‘crimes’ themselves.304 The second pillar of this attempt at creating 

an independent Norwegian system for dealing with political crimes was, as we shall see later, the State 

Police (Statspolitiet), assuming the role the Gestapo played in Germany. We will go further into detail 

about both institutions in a later chapter.  

It would be well-nigh impossible for NS to achieve its objectives with a hostile police force unwilling 

to enforce its new laws and policies. NS therefore quickly ramped up its pressure on the police at both 

central and local levels. Complaints about the police’s unenthusiastic or even negative attitude towards 

the new NS initiatives were legion. Demands were made regarding the political views of individual 

police officers and how they performed their duties, with NS members trying to transform the police 

from a neutral actor into an active supporter of NS policies and NS members. Perhaps the most 

serious challenge was posed by members of the Hird, who particularly in 1940–1941 directly 

challenged police authority by ‘arresting’ and beating up political opponents and in some cases even 

police officers.305 As we shall see many examples of later, around the country, NS members and in 

particular NS leaders sought to use the police to advance their objectives. This ranged from 

complaining about harassment or vandalism directed against NS to outright denunciation of political 

opponents, including some within the police force.   

The SS 

Norway, with its ‘Germanic’ majority population, was of great ideological interest for the SS, which 

consequently had established a presence in Norway even before the invasion. Shortly after the 

invasion, the Reichssicherheitshauptamt (RSHA) had sent several men to Norway to evaluate and 

report on the situation. To avoid the ire of the Wehrmacht, however, they had been presented as 

civilians with seemingly innocent tasks such as the preservation of historic artefacts.306 At the same 

time, another small group led by Walter Stahlecker arrived, a result of successful negotiations with the 
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Foreign Ministry. Stahlecker’s task was to supervise the Norwegian administration, including the 

police, with the goal of a ‘seamless execution of the campaign and occupation’ and the main 

consideration being ‘the security of the occupying forces’.307  

Terboven’s appointment as Reichskommissar, however, enabled the SS to establish a stronger 

presence in Norway. Before leaving for Norway, Terboven had entered into an alliance with Himmler, 

who could provide him with a security apparatus and enable him to be much less dependent upon the 

Wehrmacht for maintaining internal security in Norway.308 Part of the deal was the installation of a 

Höherer SS- und Polizeiführer (HSSPF) in Norway. Fritz Weitzel was appointed the first HSSPF, but he 

died in a bombing of Düsseldorf already in June 1940, leading to Wilhelm Rediess being appointed 

HSSPF on 19 June 1940, a position he held until the end of the war.309 In return for giving space to 

the SS, Terboven gained the right to make use of the services of the Sicherheitsdienst and the German 

police in Norway for security and intelligence purposes.310  

The first sign of the increased presence of the SS in Norway in the wake of Terboven’s appointment 

was the creation of an Einsatzgruppe Norwegen, led by Stahlecker and composed of personnel from the 

Gestapo, Kripo and SD, with subordinate units (Einsatzkommandos) in Oslo, Stavanger, Bergen, 

Trondheim and later Tromsø. The group arrived on 29 April.311 They were briefed by Reinhard 

Heydrich, who was already in place in Norway. He gave them strict orders to tread carefully for, he 

reminded them, this was not a mission ‘in a hostile country’. Whoever disobeyed this order would be 

‘ruthlessly and harshly punished’.312  

There were several reasons for this. Norway was, as Heydrich emphasised, not considered a country 

to be subjugated and systematically exploited, like Poland. Rather, the Germans officially claimed to 

be simply defending Norway from British aggression. Second, the role of the Sipo remained 

ambiguous while hope remained on the German side that a political arrangement with the remaining 

members of the Norwegian parliament could be negotiated. Siegfried Fehmer, who arrived on 29 

April and later became infamous for his role in the fight against the resistance movement, noted that 

it was apparent that the initial deployment was not meant to last more than a couple of weeks.313 

According to Heinrich Fehlis, eventually Befehlshaber of the Sipo/SD (BdS) in Norway, the expectation 

within the newly established Reichskommissariat was that after the creation of a new Norwegian 

government the German police and the Reichskommissar would be called home and replaced with a 

Reichsbevollmächtigter, similar to the situation in Denmark.314 As long as negotiations to create a new 

political arrangement continued, it was imperative to avoid episodes that might endanger them. Finally, 

there was the racial aspect; the Norwegians were considered racially equal to Germans, and thus 

deserved decent treatment.315 All of this meant that the SD/Sipo sharply limited their activities, and 
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above all the use of force. Punishments and judgements of Norwegian citizens in the first phase of 

the occupation were usually carried out by the Wehrmacht.316  

The Sipo/SD was not the only part of the German police that gained a foothold in Norway under 

the deal between Himmler and Terboven. Accompanying Terboven to Norway was the newly 

appointed Befehlshaber der Ordnungspolizei (BdO) in Norway, Paul Riege. In the following months Riege 

assumed command of five Orpo battalions, an exceedingly large force given Norway’s small 

population, a force which provided the HSSPF and, by extension, Terboven with a powerful executive 

force which could be used independently of the Wehrmacht.317 Like the Sipo, the first Orpo battalions 

deployed to Norway were given strict orders to behave. In a speech on 23 April Kurt Daluege, head 

of the Orpo, reminded them that ‘the conditions in Norway were not comparable to those in Poland’ 

due to the Norwegians being ‘racial relatives’ of the Germans. The German police should consider 

themselves ‘friends and guests’, yet should also respond ‘firmly and justly’ if faced with resistance.318 

In the coming years, the Orpo battalions would act as border and prison camp guards, train 

Norwegian police officers, and serve as anti-resistance units.  

It seems unlikely that Riege was a random choice. During the 1930s he had served as a liaison between 

the German and the Norwegian police. Such was his position that his picture hung on the wall of the 

police barracks in Oslo.319 Hans Richter, a German police officer posted to Norway, writes that Riege 

knew Norway well from previous visits and ‘treasured’ the Norwegians, was full of understanding for 

Norwegian reservations about the Germans, and did not think badly of them because of it.320 Riege 

was thus an optimal choice for fostering a climate of cooperation and mutual trust between the 

German and the Norwegian police forces, underlining the initial German policy aimed at appearing 

amiable. Riege did not remain BdO for long. Already in October, after the changed political situation 

in Norway, he was replaced by August von Meyszner. The post was subsequently filled by Emil 

Höring, Jürgen von Kamptz, Lothar Mackeldey and, finally, Hermann Franz.321 

Terboven’s proclamation of a new political order in Norway on 25 September 1940 dispelled much 

of the uncertainty regarding the future occupation regime in Norway, and allowed the SS to establish 

more long-term institutions and policies. HSSPF Rediess now became formally responsible for 

overseeing Lie and the Norwegian police. On 25 October he wrote to Lie and underlined that all 

major decisions affecting the Norwegian police had to be approved by him. As Sverre Kjelstadli 

pointed out, the Norwegian police was now de facto under the direct control of Rediess.322 

The new political situation also meant that Himmler now had the opportunity to realise his dream of 

a Germanic brotherhood between Germans and Norwegians under the banner of the SS.323 The 

importance he placed on Norway was demonstrated by his visit to the country from 28 January to 15 
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February 1941 – an exceedingly long visit given Himmler’s many tasks.324 Upon his arrival in Oslo, he 

is alleged to have said to Minister of Justice Sverre Riisnæs that ‘he loved Norwegians’. 325 His affinity 

for anything ‘Nordic’ was also shared by a considerable number of his subordinates, particularly within 

the SD and the SS-Hauptamt. 326  In many cases this attitude could – and indeed did – prove 

advantageous for Norwegians.327  

Not all SS members were as fascinated by Norwegians as their leader, however. Indeed, in many ways 

it is sensible to divide the SS opinions on the right policy in ‘Germanic’ countries in two: one faction, 

dominated by the Sipo, focused on immediate security needs. The other, dominated by the SD and 

SS-Hauptamt, focused more on long-term policies for promoting Germanic brotherhood and 

cooperation. The first faction came to be more closely aligned with Terboven, with the second often 

criticising the Reichskommissar’ policies.328 Both factions, however, had to deal with the frustrating 

intransigence of most of the Norwegian population, which to some extent also materialised in 

concrete acts of resistance threatening German goals.  As an institution entrusted with maintaining 

security and promoting pan-German ideas in Norway, the SS had to show Terboven and ultimately 

Hitler that it could suppress Norwegian resistance while simultaneously winning Norwegians for their 

pan-Germanic vision. But achieving the former was more than likely to be detrimental to the latter, 

with stories of German brutality embittering attitudes towards Germany. Indeed, the two objectives 

could and would conflict over the coming years, leading to disputes with Terboven and within the SS 

itself regarding the proper course of action.  

To be able to realise both goals, the SS gradually built up a formidable organisation in Norway, as 

shown on the next page.  329  
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Organisation of the SS in Norway (summer 1944)330 

 

The wide network of regional Dienststellen, with personnel who increasingly built up networks of 

contacts and came to know their districts, made the Germans increasingly capable of controlling and 

supervising local Norwegian police forces and of conducting independent investigations and 

operations.331  

Despite the strength built up by the SS, the Norwegian police still represented a great asset for 

achieving both its goals. The smooth cooperation with the Norwegians during the first months of the 

occupation and the role given to the SS as advisors and overseers of the Norwegian police seemed to 
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offer good prospects for the project of winning the Norwegian police for the SS.332 Indulgence of the 

SS towards Norwegian police officers had its limits, however. It could not endanger their mission of 

crushing resistances or of implementing unpopular policies. Consequently, the SS would appear Janus-

faced to the Norwegian police: on the one hand there were public declarations promising a bright 

future of cooperation between Norwegians and their German colleagues, on the other hand constant 

surveillance and intervention in the lives and work of Norwegian police officers.  

The SS was not blind to the difficulty of winning Norwegian police officers for the cause, given the 

marginal position of National Socialism in Norwegian society and in the police force. Norwegian 

police officers would have to be ‘seduced’ by material advantages and arguments for supporting the 

New Order, offered by men with trust and respect in the ranks of the Norwegian police. Fortunately 

for them, such men seemed to exist, the foremost being Jonas Lie.  

Jonas Lie  

On the surface, Jonas Lie was a perfect candidate for achieving a gradual alignment of the Norwegian 

police with the interests of the SS. He was an admirer of Germany, having been a war reporter on the 

Eastern Front during World War I and an international police officer during the Saar referendum in 

1934. There he had shown a clear pro-German attitude, which had been noted by the leaders of the 

German police, who thus became aware of Lie.333 During the 1930s Lie had first been second-in-

command of the old State Police, then leader of its successor, the Mobile Police Service. Lie obviously 

felt at home in the militarised State Police, where camaraderie, anti-communist sentiments and a 

fascination for weapons and the use of force could be cultivated. Concern about such tendencies was, 

as noted earlier, one of the reasons for splitting the unit into the Mobile Police Service. Lie took over 

leadership of this new decentralised formation, but it was obvious that he strongly disapproved of the 

change, seeing it as a blatant betrayal by the politicians.334 

Lie’s obvious sympathies for Germany and right-wing political stance did not render him a pariah in 

Norwegian society in the same way as they did Quisling on the eve of the occupation. Indeed, as 

noted previously, in October 1939 the Labour government designated Jonas Lie Wartime Minister of 

the Police in the event of mobilisation, with Christopher Lange, a member of NS since 1933, as his 

deputy.335 In December, after the Soviet attack on Finland, Jonas Lie was sent to Finnmark by the 

Ministry of Justice to conduct surveillance of communists. By mid-February he had created a register 

consisting of 450 cards.336 Criminologist Per Ole Johansen argued that ‘Jonas Lie’s work in Finnmark 

represented a synthesis of political surveillance and counterintelligence. But it was a synthesis in other 

ways too; he was able to combine military and police intelligence gathering.’337 Indeed, Lie’s own work 

in Finnmark was in many ways the beginning of what would later become the State Police. In 

Finnmark Lie met and cooperated with people who would come to play crucial roles in this new unit: 

Karl A. Marthinsen and Erling Søvik. Lie was still in Finnmark when Norway was invaded on 9 April. 

On 10 April, he was informed by the local military commander that Quisling had appointed him 
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minister of justice in his coup government. In a radio broadcast the same evening, Lie publicly denied 

any role in the coup and declared his loyalty to the legal government.338 He then made his way to 

southern Norway to join the fighting there and was taken prisoner by the Germans on 30 April.339 

Lie did not remain a prisoner for long. On 4 May he returned, in full uniform, to Oslo, where he 

spoke to the press, stating how horrified he had been when he got news of Quisling’s coup attempt 

and his own appointment as minister of justice.340 Stahlecker, Himmler’s top man in Oslo, was quick 

to see the opportunity Lie represented for the SS. Only five days after Lie’s return to Oslo, the 

Administrative Council received news from Stahlecker that he wanted to create a new position for 

Jonas Lie as police supervisor (politiinspektør). When the Administrative Council proposed another 

candidate, its request was denied.341 No wonder – Lie had by now become Himmler’s man in Norway, 

pledging to place the police under the SS and eventually even agreeing to a scheme by Himmler and 

Terboven to replace Quisling as leader of NS.342 On 30 May, Lie was formally appointed by the 

Administrative Council, and his tasks were specified in a letter to the police districts on 4 June. His 

main task was to be supervisor of the Criminal Police, responsible for ‘cases of a political nature’, with 

the right to instruct local chiefs of police in these matters. All such cases were to be reported to Lie. 

In this function, Lie was also to act as a liaison between the Norwegian police and the German Sipo.343 

Parallel to this, Lie continued in his pre-war position as leader of the Mobile Police Service, which 

had been mobilised to deal with the extraordinary situation. Its tasks were legion during the summer 

and autumn of 1940.344 

The importance of Jonas Lie can hardly be underestimated. Arnt-Erik Selliaas aptly characterised 

Jonas Lie as a ‘Trojan horse’.345 Few, if any, police officers were in a position where they could gain 

knowledge of Lie’s deals with Himmler over the future of the Norwegian police. What they saw was 

a respected Norwegian policeman who had denounced Quisling’s coup attempt appealing to their 

duty and honour as police officers, while praising them for remaining steadfast in their posts in hard 

times. Simultaneously he promised a long-awaited strengthening of the police.346  

Lie commanded considerable respect among many Norwegian police officers for his skills and 

personality. During his period in the pre-war State Police, Stavanger police officer Thorleif Karlsen, 

later an ardent anti-Nazi, had worked as a driver for Lie. After the war he described him as ‘an 

agreeable and just leader whom we could trust and cooperate with’ and added that ‘most of us [officers 

in State Police] liked Jonas Lie quite well.’347 Lie had one important adversary, however: Oslo’s chief 

of police Kristian Welhaven, who, as previously mentioned, had been a prominent enemy of the pre-

war State Police. Welhaven saw Lie’s new position as police supervisor as a threat to his own 

leadership role as primus inter pares among Norwegian chiefs of police, which included liaising with the 
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German authorities. He also seemed to dislike Lie personally, deeming him ‘capable of anything’. 

Fearing that his register of communists would fall into German hands following Lie’s appointment, 

he had it burned, much to the disapproval of the Sipo.348 This problem was removed when Welhaven 

lost his job in September and was replaced by Lie’s old boss in the State Police, Bernhard Askvig, as 

chief of police in Oslo.  

When trying to defend the appointment of Lie, which in retrospect seemed a very questionable 

decision, Ole Harbek, who was responsible for judicial matters within the Administrative Council, 

claimed that he never heard of Lie doing anything ‘harmful to Norwegian interests’ during the period 

the Administrative Council was in operation.349 This downplays Lie’s activities, however. While still a 

supervisor, Lie already began planning the future reorganisation of the Norwegian police. He seems 

to have gained the approval of HSSPF Weitzel for setting up six militarised police companies in the 

autumn of 1940. They were to mark the beginning of a new and very different way of organising and 

recruiting Norwegian police officers.350 Lie, through his dual positions as supervisor for the Criminal 

Police and head of the Mobile Police Service, also began the process of transforming the task of the 

unit from riot control to investigating political crimes.351 This process would culminate in employees 

of the Mobile Police Service forming the core of the new political police – the State Police – in 1941.  

Lie’s position after his appointment to the position of commissary minister on 25 September 1940 

was somewhat difficult. He had the support of Himmler and the SS, and thus had powerful allies in 

case of conflict with other Norwegian or German actors regarding the role of the Norwegian police. 

The support of the SS came at a high price, however. The ambitious dual objectives of the SS already 

described and the role of the Norwegian police in realising them meant that Lie would be watched 

closely. Moreover, Terboven was unlikely to accept any perceived failures on the part of the 

Norwegian police to enforce his wishes.  

Lie’s relationship with NS was tenuous. Sverre Rødder claims that Lie had been a member of NS 

already in 1934.352 Lie’s membership card in the NS ‘combat organisation’ (NSKO) also stated NS 

membership from that year.353 Moreover, Quisling would hardly have appointed him minister in his 

coup government had he not thought of him as an ideological compatriot. Lie’s renewed membership 

in September 1940 thus represented no great ideological leap. But it was also a question of political 

expediency: if he were to assume the position of minister of the police, he would have to join NS.354 

On the other hand, his public repudiation of Quisling after the coup attempt had earned him the ire 

of staunch Quisling loyalists. One of them, Odd Melsom, wrote after the war that Lie never became 

‘one of us’.355 His position in NS was thus rather weak, and now he had to deal with a party on the 

offensive, eager to gain influence over law enforcement and to use it to systematically promote 
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Nazification and the general interest of NS and its members. As mentioned, the paramilitary Hird 

sharply stepped up its activity in 1940, seeking physical confrontation with political opponents and 

even police officers, thus publicly challenging the authority of the police. This alarmed local chiefs of 

police, who feared the undermining of their own authority and chaos if the activities of the Hird were 

not circumscribed.356 Lie was put in a very difficult position, forced to have to choose between the 

interests of the party and those of his own men, with obvious negative consequences for choosing 

one over the other.357  

Lie also faced the difficult task of winning his men for his new National Socialist cause. What the NS 

and the Germans eventually would demand from him was no less than the transformation of the 

Norwegian police force into active promoters of National Socialism. That meant abandoning the 

hitherto treasured idea of political impartiality. This was no easy task given the unpopularity of NS, 

the challenges against police authority by its paramilitary fighters and the reality of foreign occupation. 

Police officers risked being branded traitors by the general population if they followed Lie’s path. Lie 

had, however, a crucial advantage over many of his fellow NS ministers: his standing as a respected 

police officer. His long police experience provided him with valuable insights into the mentality and 

desires of his fellow policemen. His years in the police had left him with many friends and 

acquaintances within its ranks.  

Finally, Lie had professional desires of his own. Resenting what he perceived as the weak and soft 

pre-war Norwegian police, he wanted a stronger, larger, professionalised and militarised police corps 

inspired by the German model. In a series of speeches during the summer and autumn of 1940 he 

outlined how the old system had ‘failed’ the police, just as it had the military, noting that Norway had 

0.9 police officers for every 1,000 citizens, compared to an average of 2.63 in Europe, and promised 

to rectify this situation.358 If working with the SS and NS was the price to be paid to ‘improve’ the 

situation, Lie was more than willing to do so.  

The government in exile  

The legal Norwegian government, led by Johan Nygaardsvold, faced a difficult position. In contrast to 

the Danish government, it had chosen to fight, thus denying the German occupation any form of 

sanction from the legal government. On 9 April the Norwegian parliament had provided the 

government with the authority to take care of the country’s interests and to pass new laws. To some 

extent, then, the government was in a position to issue authoritative instructions to Norwegians back 

home. However, its position and authority were seriously undermined by the widely perceived 

incompetence of the Norwegian and Allied military efforts against the Germans, by scepticism towards 

the Labour Party in parts of the population, and by the generally depressive mood following the fall of 

France. 

The government possessed a crucial asset: the physical presence and support of the staunchly 

democratic king Haakon, whose position in the Norwegian population was far more solid than that of 
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his government. King Haakon systematically supported the decisions of his government, most 

importantly to continue the fight as part of the Allied efforts, and the rejection of a letter from the 

presidency of the Storting asking him to abdicate. He thus contributed to making the government in 

exile the sole legitimate Norwegian government authority in the eyes of the majority of the Norwegian 

population and of foreign powers. The king became a unifying figure for all anti-Nazis, even for former 

anti-monarchists such as the communists.359  

The exiled government’s capacity for more directly influencing developments in Norway, however, was 

very limited. This was simply the consequence of basic physical realities: the Germans completely 

controlled Norway with a large military force, and the government possessed extremely limited 

resources to challenge them. Moreover, any such efforts had to be deemed acceptable as part of the 

Allied war effort. One crucial resource at the government in exile’s disposal was the radio transmissions 

used to influence popular opinion, subject to British approval. Radio broadcasts were in fact used to 

convey certain crucial messages, such as the king and his government’s rejection of the Storting’s 

negotiations with the Germans. This had a strong effect on public opinion in Norway, showing the 

impact the use of radio could have.360 In line with this, NS members and torturers were explicitly warned 

in 1942 and 1943 that they would face trial after the war, including the possibility of the death penalty.361  

The government could also actively support groups back home in more secret ways, providing them 

with money and other resources. A good example of this was the creation of a police office in October 

1942, led by Andreas Aulie. His formal title from September 1943 was head of the so-called National 

Police (Rikspolitiet), with offices in both the United Kingdom and Sweden. The unit’s most important 

task was to prepare for the transition of power in Norway, including preparing the treason trials, 

establishing principles for the political purge of the police and creating a reserve police force consisting 

of Norwegians who had fled to Sweden. A further task was to investigate suspected informers and 

other risks for resistance fighters. Both tasks were conducted in cooperation with resistance leaders in 

Norway.362 

In general, apart from warning against explicit support of the Nazi regime, the government was very 

reluctant to issue demands on how resistance against the occupier and NS should be practised or on 

how Norwegians in general should live their lives.363 A broadcast from London in April 1942 was typical 

in this respect: ‘We have no demands to make of the home front. Our people know what they want’.364 

The general policy was to encourage calm, which implied acceptance of pragmatic collaboration within 

limits, while specifying that ideological collaboration was unacceptable. This was a continuation of the 

policy from spring 1940, when the king had reacted to the creation of the Administrative Council by 

stating that ‘the population within German-occupied areas must behave calmly and not conduct illegal 

acts. But no one can expect that I or the Crown Prince should encourage the people to obey German 

authorities’.365 Ole Kristian Grimnes succinctly sums up the government’s position to the fight against 

Nazification: ‘It was the Government’s right to decide whether it wanted to support the civil resistance 

at home. It did so in various ways, and the struggle increasingly came to depend upon this support. But 
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the Government did not try to dictate the form of the struggle’.366 That was up to resistance leaders 

living in Norway. 

Organised resistance 

As Ivar Kraglund and Arnfinn Moland point out, the initial reaction to the occupation by the majority 

of the population was one of resigned obedience. After the events of spring of 1940, however, which 

were seen by many as a humiliating debacle, there was latent frustration and willingness to oppose the 

new regime.367 Resistance activities gradually grew in terms of scope as well as in complexity, militancy 

and secrecy. This was in response to the fact that the occupier and its Norwegian henchmen increasingly 

violated the provisions of the Hague Conventions, and that Terboven’s increasingly brutal crackdown 

on dissent quickly made the first types of open protest – such as collective demonstrations or petitions 

– dangerous and pointless.368  

In sharp contrast to Denmark, the Norwegian government’s decision to fight, its subsequent flight to 

Great Britain to continue the fight and, finally, Terboven’s proclamation of the New Order and the 

ensuing systematic Nazification of Norway on 25 September 1940 created a situation whereby 

resistance quickly gained legitimacy. Terboven’s actions in September signalled that the occupier had 

thrown the Hague Conventions overboard, and with it much of the legitimacy they bestowed on an 

occupier. Moreover, Quisling and his party, politically marginalised and tainted by treason, had nowhere 

near the degree of domestic legitimacy enjoyed by for example the war hero Philippe Petain as head of 

the Vichy government in France. This situation made resistance easy to justify. Tore Gjelsvik, a 

prominent member of the civilian resistance leadership, described the effect Terboven’s proclamation 

had:369 

The events of 25 September 1940 roused national forces which since 9 April had been paralyzed in most of 

us. After the initial emotions of anger, sorrow and embitterment towards the dishonourable negotiations 

[between the Storting and the Germans] a liberating feeling of fresh air arrived. We finally had clear front lines, 

and now the only path was that of resistance, no matter how heavy or long that road might be.  

The question now was not, as in Denmark, whether it was legitimate to act against the laws and edicts 

of the occupier and its henchmen, but rather what kind of resistance furthered national interests, and 

what relationship should there be between domestic resistance, the government in exile and the larger 

Allied war effort.  

Resistance came to encompass a wide variety of actions, requiring different levels of personal effort 

and risk. The totalitarian ambitions of the regime, which meant banning nearly every act or symbol that 

could be interpreted as a form of political protest, meant that it became comparatively easy to feel part 

of a collective anti-Nazi ‘jøssing’ community opposed to the traitorous ‘quislings’. Through acts such as 

listening to broadcasts from London, reading illegal newspapers or wearing a paper clip or a red cap, 

you could fortify your anti-Nazi attitude and show to yourself and to others which ‘team’ you supported, 

a phenomenon often dubbed the ‘struggle for values’ (haldningskampen).370  
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Not satisfied with simply displaying antipathy towards the new regime, some became involved in more 

organised forms of resistance. The most consequential of these were the civil non-violent resistance 

organisations created to thwart Nasjonal Samling’s attempt to Nazify Norwegian society, often 

described as the civil resistance organisation (Sivorg). The core of the civil resistance would be anti-Nazi 

leaders working in professions and organisations affected by the new Nazification measures. In the 

autumn 1940, oppositional leadership groups were formed and began planning countermeasures against 

the new policies. Teachers, lawyers, judges and civil servants were prominent in these efforts. From 

April to June 1941 the opposition leaders sent three letters to Terboven protesting against the policy 

of hiring people based on political rather than professional criteria. Terboven responded by ordering 

arrests and installing NS leaders in the organisations concerned, resulting in member flight. The groups 

then created a new secret Coordinating Committee (Koordinasjonskomiteen (KK)) to continue the fight. 

Members of the committee established firm links with a group of prominent men from Oslo, including 

two former members of the Supreme Court, known as the ‘Circle’ (Kretsen). Together, they would 

eventually form the national leadership of the civilian resistance and be acknowledged by the 

government in exile.371  

The civil resistance leadership’s primary means of fighting the Nazification efforts of the new regime 

was the formulation of common stances, often in the form of directives (paroler) aimed at particular 

groups, describing how the resistance leaders thought a group should act in a given situation, thus trying 

to define what constituted ‘patriotic’ behaviour. As such, they served as a form of social pressure and 

as a standard around which members of a group could rally. These directives could then be distributed 

through illegal newspapers, organisational networks and, from 1944, through broadcasts from 

London.372  

In parallel with civil resistance, military resistance by Norwegians began already in 1940. A number of 

Norwegians left the country and entered Allied service before later re-entering the country to carry out 

acts of sabotage or to gather military intelligence as members of the British Special Operations 

Executive (SOE) and Secret Intelligence Service (SIS). Furthermore, domestic armed groups (Milorg) 

were organised and made ready to mobilise in case of invasion or German collapse. They gradually 

became more active, carrying out acts of sabotage and liquidating collaborators. Another domestic 

organisation was the XU, responsible for gathering intelligence. The communist party had its own 

resistance organisations, operating in a tenuous relationship with them, sometimes cooperating and 

sometimes regarded to endanger the policy of the government and the non-communist resistance 

leadership. In contrast to the civil resistance, where domestic leadership was given the leading role, 

military resistance was from the outset subjected to external control by either the British or the 

Norwegian government. It played a very limited role in directly combating the Nazification of 

Norwegian society, and did not begin aiding civil resistance efforts until the final phase of the war by 

carrying out acts of sabotage and liquidations.373 

Given the importance of civil servants, judges and lawyers in the civil resistance movement, the low 

representation of police officers is striking. As Ola Kvalsund pointed out after the war, in the difficult 

times in late 1940 and 1941 no effective resistance leadership emerged within the police ranks, meaning 
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that there was no common rallying cry against the measures introduced by Lie.374  Tore Gjelsvik 

described ‘poor leadership of the police’s organisation and lack of countermeasures’. This was in stark 

contrast to groups such as the teachers, with the teacher unions in November 1940 distributing a 

directive to all their members to stand up against pressure from NS to join the party, with reference to 

the Hague Conventions.375 Moreover, no police representatives signed the letters to Terboven in 1941 

protesting about the Nazification of public institutions.376 We will return to possible reasons for this 

later. 

Nonetheless, it was not the case that some sort of national police resistance never emerged. Already in 

the autumn of 1940, a few anti-Nazi police officers began connecting with like-minded colleagues with 

the goal of coordinating resistance. According to Hermann Lunde, they took several initiatives in late 

1940, including steeling the resolve of Police Academy students facing pressure to join NS and 

distributing articles to police officers underlining that NS membership would not be required to remain 

in the police. Moreover, a first attempt at a police intelligence organisation was made.377  

In the spring of 1942 a national resistance leadership for the police was formally created, known as the 

‘Police Leadership’ (Politiledelsen). Members of the civilian and military resistance leadership took the 

initiative. Lawyer Sven Arntzen became leader, aided by several men who had left or had been sacked 

from the police due to their anti-Nazi attitudes. The goal was to align resistance within the police with 

the wider resistance efforts, most importantly the police’s role during a potential Allied invasion or 

German capitulation. This work was coordinated with the government in exile. By the end of the war, 

lists had been prepared of individuals who were to be arrested, of loyal and disloyal police officers, and 

of individuals who would take over as chiefs of police. Moreover, directives on how police officers 

ought to behave were issued, one dated May 1943 urging people not to seek jobs in the police and 

another dated August 1943 urging loyal police officers to remain in the force, despite this meaning that 

they would end up carrying out ‘illegal orders to a certain degree’. The group was also formally 

responsible for the registration of informers, surveillance of the State Police and Sipo and for issuing 

warnings of coming arrests.378  

Views vary on the importance and influence of this national police leadership. Nils Johan Ringdal 

claimed that it was ‘mostly an Oslo phenomenon’ but gained ‘national importance’ in May 1945 due to 

its preparations for the transition of power. Several of Ringdal’s informants described the group as ‘boy 

scouts’.379 As we shall see later, its importance for local police resistance did indeed vary.  

The reorganisation of the Norwegian police force 

A desire for an institutional reform of the Norwegian police force was shared by many of the central 

figures in the occupation regime in Norway. Lie’s keen interest in this has already been mentioned. 

Reorganisation plans were also under way in the SS. According to Egil Olbjørn, a draft for the 

complete reorganisation of the Norwegian police force along German lines had been created by the 
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Hauptamt Sicherheitspolizei already in 1940.380 This was allegedly based on ‘previous and thorough 

studies of the Norwegian police before 1940’.381 For Terboven and NS it was imperative that the 

Norwegian police force was capable of suppressing resistance to the Nazification of Norway. Changes 

of organisation were welcomed if necessary to achieve this. It was natural to assume that Jonas Lie, 

as Himmler’s trusted man and now a member of NS and newly appointed Minister of the Police, 

would take over the reins. Anything else would have represented a major undermining of his status.  

The subsequent developments can be divided into two distinct phases. The first was dominated by 

Lie and his compatriots, who in the first period after the introduction of the new regime could produce 

their own plans for the reorganisation of the Norwegian police. The second was characterised by 

heavy-handed German intervention, changing and even partly setting aside the plans produced by Lie 

and his men.  

Lie’s plans  

In a speech to representatives of Norsk Politiforbund during a meeting in Oslo on 9 and 10 October, 

Lie presented a veritable smorgasbord of plans and wishes for the future Norwegian police force. 

Lie’s goal was clear: ‘our intention is that the day will come when we take over all matters [from the 

German police], and deal with them ourselves’. To achieve this, a ‘professional police force able to 

maintain peace and order’ was necessary. This required reform. The local police corps would be 

enlarged. A police reserve corps for mobilisation during emergencies would be created. The pre-war 

State Police would be ‘restored’, only far more powerful than before. Leadership of the police would 

be centralised, which would also help facilitate cooperation with the Germans. Special courses would 

be held to improve efficiency in ‘all areas’, police dogs and police sports would gain importance, the 

latter to ensure that ‘all police officers were mentally and physically suited to the demands of the 

service’. And of course, added Lie, the police had to have guns, as a matter of ‘honour’ and ‘trust’. A 

central register of crimes and serious misdemeanours would be created. Lie also satisfied the union 

representatives’ long-standing demand: junior officers would now be allowed to advance to higher 

positions, even without a law degree.382 Lie had a vital advantage; most of these initiatives, while 

certainly acceptable to the Germans, could be presented as neutral measures intended to enhance 

police efficiency and status, appealing particularly to hardliners within the ranks. In his study of the 

Ministry of the Police, Kjetil Simonsen argues that in the crucial period of late 1940 and early 1941, 

the appeal of such promises contributed to weakening potential opposition to Lie’s project.383 

Lie’s henchmen 

Lie could hardly realise these plans on his own. Luckily for him, men with similar political sympathies 

or opportunists were willing and available to aid him with the planning and practical reorganisation. 

For some, the occupation represented a golden opportunity to realise changes they had long seen as 

desirable for the service – a clear example of opportunistic collaboration.384 One of these men was 

Egil Y. Olbjørn. He was an old friend of Lie from the pre-war State Police and was now offered the 
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position of police supervisor within the new Ministry of the Police. In reality he worked without 

intermediates, answering directly to Lie.385 Already on 17 September, while still in the position of 

police supervisor, Lie requested that four military officers – Ola Fritzner, Hans P. L’Orange, Erling 

Søvik and Karl A. Marthinsen – be transferred to the Mobile Police Service.386 Like Olbjørn, Fritzner 

was an old friend of Lie, and they had served together in the police mission to the Saar.387 Lie had 

worked closely with both Søvik and Marthinsen in Kirkenes, and they had sent their intelligence 

reports to the Norwegian General Staff in Oslo where Hans P. L’Orange had received them.388 All of 

them were either already NS members or quickly joined, as did Olbjørn.  

More surprising was Lie’s appointment of Gard Holtskog, at that point working as an auxiliary police 

prosecutor in Aker, as his adjutant from 15 November to 28 March 1941.389 This was a man who, 

according to Nils Johan Ringdal, ‘made enemies wherever he went’ with behaviour ‘only a mother 

could love’. According to Ringdal, Lie was his ‘only’ ally.390 However, Lie’s favour, combined with his 

own ideological zeal, sufficed to provide Holtskog with a meteoric career.391 Lie was not completely 

free to choose his aides. Long-time NS member Christopher Lange, who in 1939 had been appointed 

Lie’s deputy as wartime Minister of the Police, took over Lie’s position as head of the Mobile Police 

Service and the responsibility for political cases after Lie’s appointment to the position of minister.392 

Lange was not Lie’s preferred choice, but he was stuck with him due to Lange’s support from Quisling. 

According to Lange, Lie worked tirelessly to have him moved to a less central position.393 During the 

autumn and winter of 1940–1941, Lange and Olbjørn served as Lie’s personal envoys, travelling to 

several local police districts troubled by political conflicts and trying to mediate.394 Meanwhile, Lie’s 

other chosen men were hard at work planning the restructuring of the Norwegian police force.  

The position of the Ministry of the Police 

On the surface, the creation of a separate police ministry seemed like a tremendous boon and 

achievement for Lie, promising strengthened central leadership and more independence for the police 

vis-à-vis other state institutions. It was a powerful symbol of the new respect and status ascribed to 

the police by the new rulers of Norway. Notably, the Ministry of the Police was a unique institution 

with no direct parallel in Germany, where Himmler’s police formally remained part of the Ministry of 

the Interior. According to historian Robert Bohn, the creation of a police ministry in Norway was 

Terboven’s idea, one that Himmler embraced wholeheartedly, seeing it as a potential model for later 

changes in Germany. 395  In the Netherlands Reichskommissar Seyβ-Inquart, fearful of the SS 
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becoming too powerful, managed to block the creation of a similar ministry.396 In other words, there 

was an expectation on the part of Himmler that this could indeed become a potent institution.  

As historian Kjetil Simonsen points out, however, the new ministry was initially characterised by 

continuity in norms, organisation and personnel.397 This can help explain why Lie brought in so many 

men from outside rather than relying on existing personnel inherited from the previous regime. After 

the state takeover of the Norwegian police in 1937, a special police office (Politikontoret) had been 

created in what now was called the Ministry of Justice and Police. During the time of the 

Administrative Council, this was expanded to a section (avdeling), led by a deputy undersecretary and 

with three sub-offices. After the formal creation of the Ministry of the Police, this structure was 

initially maintained, with the ministry being organised into three police offices, the whole section led 

by an undersecretary. Continuity initially also characterised the ministry’s employees, with Heinrich 

Meyer serving as undersecretary until 10 February 1941, when he left in protest. Later on, he would 

become part of the resistance Police Leadership.  

Fundamentally, Kjetil Simonsen concludes that, apart from its leader, the ministry was not a leading 

driver of Nazification of the Norwegian police in the initial phase after the proclamation of the New 

Order on 25 September 1940. Symptomatically, the proportion of employees within the ministry who 

were NS members in this initial phase was far smaller than in the police force overall.398 This should 

not be interpreted to mean that the ministry was a ‘non-political’ institution. As we shall see later, it 

gradually became involved in many ‘political’ questions and policies. But even then demands for more 

radical measures nevertheless predominantly came from outside actors who often complained about 

the ministry’s relative restraint. Among them were the German Sipo, NS and a unit operating largely 

outside of Ministry control: the revived State Police, which Simonsen characterises as ‘the core of the 

Nazi repression apparatus on the Norwegian side’.399  

The State Police reborn 

The process of reviving the State Police is a good illustration of the confusion and improvisation that 

characterised the process of reorganising the Norwegian police. Lie had suggested restoring the State 

Police in its pre-war form to the Administrative Council already in June 1940.400 After Lie became 

minister, the plans were expedited. Symbolically, in October 1940, the name Statspolitiet was 

reintroduced and gradually replaced Utrykningspolitiet.401 An extraordinary budget proposal for 1940–

1941 elaborated on the plans for a ‘restoration’ of the pre-war organisation, retaining its focus on riot 

control. It underlined that it was imperative that Norwegians themselves were able to maintain peace 

and order to avoid German interference and promote Norwegian independence. Its strength would 

be approximately 300 officers, far greater than that of the old State Police (76 officers). This was partly 

justified by the fact that after the dissolution of the Norwegian armed forces, the police could no 

longer call on military support, requiring a stronger police force to compensate.402  The subunit 

stationed in Oslo would be based in an old military barracks, underlining its military character. The 
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proposal also hinted at its future role by mentioning the State Police taking over surveillance and 

control of foreigners, and plans to conduct ‘special investigations’, though without specifying any 

further.403 

Events quickly made Lie’s initially proposed State Police obsolete. During the summer and autumn 

of 1940, members of the Mobile Police Service summoned to Oslo, led initially by Lie himself and 

then by Christopher Lange, had continued to carry out the unit’s original function of riot control. In 

parallel, however, members had also begun investigating ‘political’ cases.404 In practice the latter role 

quickly became dominant. This was a consequence of the growing resentment to the NS Nazification 

offensive, as political opponents responded with vandalism and other attacks on NS symbols and 

harassment of party members. In January 1941, Lie’s new friend Karl A. Marthinsen had begun work 

on political cases directly under Lie. Gard Holtskog allegedly performed a similar role, building up an 

intelligence service with a network of agents on Lie’s orders. In February this network provided 

information about a nascent resistance group, including the subsequently famous Max Manus. Men 

from the State Police arrested members of the group before later handing the case over to the German 

Sipo.405 According to State Police officer Arne Tollefsen, Lie and Marthinsen were personally involved 

in the case, conducting the first interrogations themselves before handing the case over to him.406 On 

10 March, Marthinsen took over Lange’s job while Lange was on a trip to Trondheim. Upon his 

return, Lange allegedly found Marthinsen sitting in his chair, a turn of events he found ‘humiliating’. 

Lange further claimed that planning for the future organisation of the State Police, based on 

Marthinsen as its leader, had proceeded behind his back.407  

Members of the Mobile Police Service were not the only ones dealing with political cases in the 

autumn and winter of 1940–1941. In Oslo, 23 officers in the intelligence unit (Overvåkningsavdelingen) 

were also working on political cases.408 Underlining the improvisation typical of this initial period, the 

practice for dealing with political cases varied between police districts.409 As we shall see, in Stavanger 

a practice evolved whereby NS members in the crime unit dealt with political cases.410 Police officers 

working in the Mobile Police Service, however, do not appear to have been specifically tasked with 

political cases.411 This improvised way of doing things would soon change through the formal creation 

of the State Police, to which we will return later.  

The Police Academy and the National Police Training Corps 

After being summoned by Lie, Erling Søvik and Hans P. L’Orange were put in charge of a new 

institution: the Police Staff (Politistaben), which was explicitly placed directly under the control of Lie, 
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outside the remit of the ministry.412  Their task was primarily to hammer out a plan for a new 

recruitment and reserves system for the Norwegian police, as had been promised by Lie in his speech 

to Norsk Politiforbund in October. This resulted in plans for a ‘National Police Training Corps’ 

(Rikspolitiets skolekorps).  

As mentioned earlier, the general concept, according to Jonas Lie, had been approved in the summer 

of 1940 by the first HSSPF in Norway, Fritz Weitzel.413 The plans progressed rapidly. Funding for the 

new corps was included in the extraordinary budget proposal of December 1940. The unit was to 

train approximately 2,100 men the first year, 700 of whom were to be employed in the police force 

and the rest to make up a reserve force to be deployed in emergencies. The goal was to rapidly 

establish a force to compensate for the loss of the army as a potential strategic police reserve. The 

training provided by this new corps would ultimately be the only way to become a policeman. The 

corps would consist of initially four, subsequently three, battalions stationed in western, eastern and 

northern Norway. The equipment for the new police battalions would include machine guns, hand 

grenades, bayonets and mortars.414 On 5 December Lie approved temporary instructions for the new 

unit. The men would be trained to demolish buildings and bridges and be imprinted with ‘thorough 

discipline and absolute obedience to their superiors’.415  

The plans were obviously of a military nature, given the fact that the leadership recruited that autumn 

consisted exclusively of Norwegian ex-officers. Konrad Sundlo, a diehard NS member infamous for 

his surrender of Narvik on 9 April and by autumn 1940 leader of the Hird, was appointed corps 

commander.416 Ola Fritzner wanted the position, but according to him Sundlo’s connections to 

Quisling proved decisive.417 In November adverts for officer positions were published in the papers, 

and by January the successful candidates had been chosen.418 They attended a course in January. 

Olbjørn, Søvik, L’Orange and Lange were among the instructors. 419  Adverts for recruits were 

published in early May.420  

The planners worked in the belief that they had the support of the Germans. HSSPF Rediess was 

kept informed of what was going on.421 After a personal meeting with him on 28 January, an optimistic 

Sundlo sent Rediess his plans and ambitious wishes for equipment, including armoured cars, mortars 

and machine guns.422 In May the officers of the new corps were sent on a training course ‘as guests 

of the German Reich’ at the police officer academy in Köpenick and the Polizei-Lehrbataillon in 

Dresden.423 Impressed by what he saw, Sundlo wrote an internal memorandum stressing that ‘the 

                                                

412 ‘Instruks for politistaben’, RA-S-3978-I-L0004. See also Document 4, L-sak Egil Y. Olbjørn. 
413 Letter from Jonas Lie to HSSPF Rediess, 4 August 1941, L-sak Egil Y. Olbjørn. 
414 ‘Forslag til tilleggsbevilgning til politiet for terminen 1940/41’, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0002. 
415 ‘Instruks for utdannelse m.v. ved Rikspolitiets Skolekorps’, 5 December 1940, RA-S-3978-E-Eb-L0012. 
416 ‘Konrad Sundlo’, Norsk biografisk leksikon, https://nbl.snl.no/Konrad_Sundlo. Retrieved 27 January 2016. 
417 Berentsen 1949, 77. 
418 ‘Rapport om forholdene ved Øvelsesbataljonen på Kongsvinger’, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0020. 
419 ‘Tre bataljoner nytt rikspoliti.’, Aftenposten aften, 20 January 1941. 
420 ‘Kunngjøring om opptagelse av politiaspiranter’, Aftenposten morgen, 5 May 1941. 
421 Letter from Jonas Lie to Wilhelm Wilhelm Rediess: ‘Betr. Schulkorps der Reichspolizei’, 17 December 1940, RA-S-
3978-I-L0004. 
422 Copy of letter from Konrad Sundlo to HSSPF Rediess forwarded to Sør- og Vestlandets bataljon, 5 February 1941, 
RA-S-3978-I-L0004. 
423 ‘Representasjonsutgifter i anledning 10 politioffiserers ophold i Tyskland i tiden 4.-31. mai d.a.’, RA-S-3978-E-Eb-
L0012. 
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Norwegian police soldier must be a hard man. This does not mean that he should be brutal – far from 

it. But he is to be trained to be able to handle the most difficult physical and moral challenges’. This 

was to ensure that the Norwegians were on a par with their German counterparts, a recurring 

motivation for many of the planners in this period. Sundlo also emphasised something which hitherto 

had been absent in the plans for the new corps: political schooling.424 One issue remained, however: 

the lack of suitable training facilities. This delayed the start of the new unit’s training activities. The 

problem was finally remedied when Rediess made barracks at Kongsvinger available for the new 

unit.425 The first group of recruits, consisting entirely of NS members, was told to meet in Oslo on 20 

June.426 However, events were soon to take a dramatic turn, as we shall come back to shortly.  

The National Police Training Corps was not the only initiative taken by Lie to change the training of 

Norwegian police officers. In October 1940 the editorial of Norsk Politiblad argued for the creation of 

a new three-year police training programme.427 This was likely a signal from Lie. After his application 

for leave from the position as chief of police in Stavanger in December 1940, former head of the 

Police Academy Ola Kvalsund was summoned by Lie to Oslo and tasked with creating a new police 

college (politihøgskule).428 Kvalsund seems to have gone about his new task with gusto, and spent the 

spring scouting out potential locations and producing plans for the academy. By March he had 

produced a tentative plan for a 14-month course, beginning in September of 1941, initially accepting 

300 students. In parallel with this, a six-month course for 30 to 40 senior police officers was 

envisioned.429 According to a plan presented by Kvalsund on 1 April 1941, the long-term vision was 

that from 1944 recruits of the National Police Training Corps deemed fit for employment in the police 

force would continue their training at the new Police College. Until then, the new Police College 

would provide training to the numerous untrained reserve police officers hired locally in 1940.430 

Little became of Kvalsund’s grand plans, however. It proved almost impossible to find suitable 

locations, given that all had been taken over by the Germans for military purposes.431 When Kvalsund 

in May finally requested that the teacher training college at Volda be turned over to the police, the 

Ministry of Church and Education protested vehemently.432 By this time other developments made 

Kvalsund’s efforts irrelevant, and he spent the rest of the war as head of the old police academy in 

Oslo where, as we will soon see, short courses lasting only three months were held, a far cry from the 

14 months envisaged by Kvalsund.  

                                                

424 ‘Utdannelsen ved Ordenspolitiets Skoleavdeling’, letter from Konrad Sundlo to the battalions, 14 June 1941, RA-S-
3978-I-L0004. 
425 Letter from Jonas Lie to HSSPF Rediess, 4 August 1941, L-sak Egil Y. Olbjørn. 
426 ‘Ordre om innkalling av aspiranter’, letter from Ordenspolitiets skoleavdeling to the battalions, 11 June 1941, RA-S-
3978-I-L0004. 
427 ‘Politiets framtid’, Norsk Politiblad, no. 19, 1940. 
428 Untitled evaluation of Kvalsund’s activities during the war, file on Ola Kvalsund, RA-S-3978-P-Pb. The choice of 
Kvalsund is interesting, given that he was not a member of NS, that the Sipo/SD had complained about his handling of 
demonstrations in Stavanger in December, and that he had asked for leave from his position in Stavanger after Lie’s 
radical orders in December. On the other hand, Kvalsund’s history of being both a hardliner and the founder of the 
Police Academy in 1919 must have been enough to tip the scales in Kvalsund’s favour. 
429 Letter from Ola Kvalsund to Sivilforvaltningen for Hær og Marine, 11 March 1941, RA-S-2220-O-Ob-L0336.I. 
430 Letter from Ola Kvalsund to 1. Politikontor, 1 April 1941, RA-S-3978-E-Eb-L0012. 
431 ‘Lokaler for politiskolen’, letter from Ola Kvalsund to the Ministry of the Police, 8 May 1941, RA-S-2220-O-Ob-
L0336.J. 
432 ‘Frigiing av Volda lærerskole til politiskole’, letter from the Ministry of Church and Education to the Ministry of the 
Police, 15 May 1941, RA-S-2220-O-Ob-L0336.J. 
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German intervention 

Initially the Germans kept a relatively low profile regarding the future of the Norwegian police, and 

left most of the planning to Lie and his henchmen. This relative restraint proved short-lived, however. 

In early 1941 the SS stepped up its ambitions for Norway, including coming with new plans for the 

Norwegian police, its strongest local asset. The clearest signal of SS’ increasing interest in Norway was 

Himmler’s long visit from 28 January to 15 February 1941.433 Himmler’s visit coincided with the most 

important initiative taken by the Germans regarding the organisation of the Norwegian police 

(Organisationsentwurf für die Norwegische Polizei). The final version, likely a refined version of the draft 

produced in 1940, was submitted to HSSPF Rediess by Himmler’s staff on 13 February 1941.434  

There is some uncertainty regarding the relationship between the new German plan and those 

produced by Lie and his compatriots. Egil Olbjørn stated in early 1945 that a plan for the 

reorganisation of the Norwegian police along German lines had been accepted by Lie already during 

the summer or early autumn of 1940. Christopher Lange similarly claimed in a post-war statement 

that by December 1940 it had long been decided that the new State Police would be part of a larger 

Security Police in a new police structure based on the German model, but that this reorganisation was 

repeatedly postponed.435 On the other hand the budget proposal produced by the new Ministry of the 

Police for the period 1940–1941, accompanied by a sketch of the German police organisation, made 

no mention of a future organisation built on the German model, and instead closely mirrored the 

plans presented by Lie during the police union meeting in October.436  

The new plan for the future organisation of the Norwegian police seems to have been pushed 

aggressively from the highest levels of the SS. In a memorandum from Oberregierungsrat E. Beyl in 

the Reichskommissariat’s Office for Administration and Justice (Hauptabteilung Verwaltung und Recht 

(HVuR)) dated 7 February, he complained that the HVuR had only recently been informed about the 

proposal, despite it being highly relevant to his office. Beyl argued that the objectives of the plan were 

obviously not limited to Norway, but aimed at producing changes in Germany as well, where similar 

proposals had been met with fierce resistance.437 Strikingly, Beyl also criticised the plan for being at 

odds with Hitler’s directives regarding the administration of Norway, with the ‘total reorganisation of 

the Norwegian police’ hardly being compatible with ‘winning the hearts and minds of Norwegians’ 

and ‘refraining from interfering unless strictly necessary’. Beyl’s protests went unheeded. The HVuR 

lost out in the internal power struggle and the plan, which called for a total reorganisation of the 

Norwegian police as outlined below, was sent to the Norwegians with orders to implement it. 

 

 

 

                                                

433 Emberland and Kott 2012, 178. 
434 ‘Reorganisation der norwegischen Polizei’, copy of letter from HSSPF Rediess to BdO Meyszner, 10 March 1941, 
RA-S-3978-E-Ed-L0044. 
435 Report by Sv. A. Lauglo, 21 December 1946, L-sak Christopher Lange. 
436 ‘Forslag til tilleggsbevilgning til politiet for terminen 1940/41’, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0002. 
437 Beyl, E: ‘Stellungnahme zu den Verwaltungsfragen, die durch den Organisationsentwurf für die norwegische Polizei 
berührt warden’, 7 February 1941, RA-RAFA-2174-E-Eb-Eba-L0001. 
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German proposal for the reorganisation of the Norwegian police force 

 

The Organisationsentwurf proposed a Norwegian police force fundamentally modelled on the German 

one. It was to be divided into two separate divisions: the Order Police and the Security Police, along 

with a new regional administrative level called the Police Presidium. As in Germany, presidium cities 

would have a Schutzpolizei, while a new Gendarmerie would execute police tasks in other towns as well 

as in rural areas.438 The plan also proposed moving the Prosecution Authority from the Ministry of 

Justice to the Ministry of the Police. It was thus both highly ambitious and of questionable suitability 

for Norwegian conditions, given the vastly different demographic and geographical conditions of 

Norway compared to Germany. This was obvious to Norwegians tasked with implementing it.439 Ola 

Fritzner called the plan ‘typically German – overwhelming and unsuitable for Norwegian 

                                                

438 These were to be Oslo, Stavanger, Bergen, Trondheim, Tromsø and Kirkenes. 
439 An obvious example: the areas of the Oslo Police Presidium covered about 1,350,000 people. Kirkenes, on the other 
hand, covered about 53,000, which was less than many normal police districts. According to Jørgen Wiermyhr, crime 
rates in some police districts were far higher than in both Kirkenes and Tromsø, yet both of these districts had their 
own separate Criminal Police departments. While not daring to criticise the German plan directly, it was obvious from 
Wiermyhr’s arguments that he deemed it inappropriate for Norway. ‘Trennung der Kriminalpolizei von der 
Ordnungspolizei’, letter from Jørgen Wiermyhr to the BdS, RA-S-3978-E-Ee-L0002.  
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conditions.’440 Added to this difficulty were the conflicts that could arise from formally separating a 

hitherto integrated police corps.441 

The Germans were not immune to such criticism. Notably, the Reichskommissar asked the Ministry 

of Justice to comment on the transfer of the Prosecution Authority to the Ministry of the Police. In 

response, the Ministry of Justice appointed a three-man committee which produced a thorough and 

scathing report, stating that the changes would be ‘unfortunate and damaging’.442 The proposed 

transfer was subsequently halted, but the exact details regarding the process are unknown. The old 

division between the police prosecutors dealing with misdemeanours and the State Prosecutors 

handling crimes was therefore retained, and no Prosecutor’s Office was established under the Leader 

of the Security Police. On a similar note, the plans for a gendarmerie, which similarly threatened the 

strong and old Norwegian tradition of the sheriff, were initially not acted upon, and were first raised 

again in 1942.443 After loud protests from local sheriffs fearful of losing their police authority and who 

were supported by their deputies (lensmannsbetjentar), nothing came of the proposal.444 These were the 

exceptions, however. In most other areas, the plan was implemented, and would have important 

consequences for the daily life of Norwegian police officers.  

The Order Police 

The first concrete results of the German intervention came quickly. The new split structure was to be 

formally introduced on 1 July, but Lie decided that the new division between an Order Police and a 

Security Police would be implemented within the Ministry of the Police already on 1 April 1941, when 

director general Knut Frigaard’s position was split in two, with him becoming head of the new Security 

Police and Egil Y. Olbjørn head of the Order Police. 445  Olbjørn, primarily an opportunistic 

collaborator with limited ideological zeal but supported by Lie, stayed in this position until the end of 

the war, despite misgivings both in the SS and State Police about his political views and eagerness in 

duty.446 The urgency characterising the change is illustrated by the fact that Olbjørn was on a trip to 

northern Norway at the time and that Lie had left for the front in the Balkans before Olbjørn returned, 

leaving him only with written instructions about his new position. This included the German 

Organisationsentwurf, which Lie stated was ‘in complete accordance’ with his own plans. Lie appointed 

his old friend Ola Fritzner as head of the Command Office, and Ivar Elstad as head of the 

Administrative Office.447 By and large, no further organisational changes were made within the Order 

Police section of the ministry, but both Elstad and Fritzner left their jobs during the occupation, with 

                                                

440 Report from Ola Fritzner, 2 July 1945, L-sak Egil Y. Olbjørn. 
441 Jørgen Wiermyhr argued in 1944 that the separation into two strictly divided institutions had created an atmosphere 
of competition and rivalry between them, and that cooperation between the Security Police and the Order Police, both 
within the ministry and in the Presidium towns and cities, was ‘very poor’ and that the separation was ‘very unfortunate’. 
‘PM’, by Jørgen Wiermyhr, 4 December 1944, RA-S-3978-E-Eb-L0002. Egil Y. Olbjørn, leader of the Order Police, 
while not as categorical as Wiermyhr, nevertheless conceded that cooperation was ‘not as it ought to be’. ‘PM ad. 
Avd.sjef Wiermyhr’s PM av 4.12.44’, by Egil Y. Olbjørn, RA-S-3978-E-Eb-L0002. 
442 Conclusion by the committee appointed to evaluate the transfer of the Prosecution Authority, 22 March 1941, RA-S-
1055-D-L0014. 
443 Letter from BdO Höring to the Ministry of the Police, 16 October 1942, RA-S-3978-E-Eb-L0002. 
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Fritzner being arrested by the German Sipo on suspicion of resistance contacts on 25 August 1944. 

They were replaced by Alf Kristoffer Kvaal and Finn Finson, respectively.448 

Another institution of the new Order Police – the new Order Police Academy – would undergo far 

more dramatic developments. To be in accordance with the new nomenclature, the name of the 

planned Rikspolitiets skolekorps (National Police Training Corps) was changed to Ordenspolitiets 

skoleavdeling (Order Police Academy) on 2 May.449 After the Germans had finally made facilities at 

Kongsvinger available, it seemed possible to realise the plans for a new training programme.450 The 

recruits were summoned, with NS members called in on 20 June and sent to Kongsvinger, and the 

others told to meet in Oslo on 1–5 July. But rumours soon spread among the officers and recruits 

gathered in Oslo that the men in Kongsvinger were being trained according to German rather than 

Norwegian regulations, causing considerable uncertainty and unrest. Upon their arrival in 

Kongsvinger, the rumours were confirmed. Major Schneider, commander of the Orpo Polizei-Bataillon 

251 (Pol.Btl. 251) stationed in the Kongsvinger area, had received direct orders from the BdO that 

training was to follow German principles, ignoring the carefully laid plans produced by the 

Norwegians during the preceding months.  

Norwegian officers selected to lead the new units, along with many of the recruits, were shocked. 

German control and military drills were not what they had signed up for.451 The officers confronted 

Schneider and demanded that Norwegians oversee the training, not Germans, who should instead 

assume the role of advisors.452 Schneider travelled to Oslo to confer with his superiors. He returned 

on 15 July, accompanied by Jonas Lie and BdO August Meyszner. They both held speeches which 

seemed to satisfy some of the demands put forward by the Norwegian officers. Norwegian 

translations of German instructions were to be used, and Norwegian officers would oversee training, 

supervised by German advisors.453  

In practice, however, it proved a hollow victory. Rediess was not impressed by the attitudes and 

complaints of the Norwegians. In a scathing letter to Jonas Lie on 25 July, Rediess pummelled his 

Norwegian subordinate: the inspection had shown that the Norwegian complaints were overblown 

and that many of the Norwegian officers were too influenced by ‘obsolete ideas’ to be useful. Two of 

them were had even been arrested by Rediess, and four others removed from their posts. New officers 

from among the NCOs would therefore be trained with the goal of creating an officer corps ‘free of 

everything old, enthusiastic about the New Order in Norway and politically beyond reproach’.454  

The training camp at Kongsvinger was now sealed, with letters having to be translated and controlled 

by the Germans, a clear indication of the distrust between the two parties.455 True to their word, the 

                                                

448 Simonsen 2016, 79 ff.. 
449 Letter from Egil Y. Olbjørn to Konrad Sundlo, 2 May 1941, RA-S-3978-E-Eb-L0012. 
450 Letter from Jonas Lie to HSSPF Rediess, 4 August 1941, L-sak Egil Y. Olbjørn. 
451 One of the recruits, who later came to Skien, later said he reacted ‘very strongly’ upon learning that there were 
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Germans appointed new and more ideologically dedicated officers from the ranks of the NCOs.456 

Lie was clearly shaken by the German actions. In his reply to Rediess on 4 August, Lie underlined 

that he had been ‘surprised’ [Lie’s underlining] when, a couple of days after the course at Kongsvinger 

began, he heard that German trainers and instructions were being used. He was ‘pained’ at having to 

observe a ‘certain lack of trust in my intentions’ in Rediess’ letter.457  

The Germans had simply set Lie aside and implemented their own programme, a vivid demonstration 

not only of who had final authority, but also of German willingness to overrule even close Norwegian 

ideological collaborators. The gravity of the German action is further emphasised by the fact that the 

takeover at Kongsvinger also represented a powerful repudiation not only of Lie, but also of the NS 

leadership. The top leaders of the new corps were trusted NS members, many of them with close 

connections to Quisling. After the German coup, they almost collectively applied for leave from the 

police, seeking employment in the newly announced unit Den norske Legion (the Norwegian Legion), a 

‘Norwegian’ unit being set up for service on the Eastern Front. Egil Olbjørn offered an intriguing 

explanation for the German action: they suspected that the new corps was an attempt to restore the 

Norwegian army.458 This was in fact a central goal for the NS leadership, which, together with the 

military character of proposed plans and desired equipment, makes this claim plausible.459 This was 

something the SS could not allow, as the fate of the Norwegian Legion would later illustrate. For the 

SS, the objective was clear: ‘Germanics’ wanting to fight for the cause should do so under the banner 

of the SS.460  

After this shock, some measures were taken to mend relations.461 Even the writer of a scathing report 

of what had happened at Kongsvinger, Otto S. Wulff, conceded that ‘slowly the relations with the 

Germans improved’.462 During a meeting between BdO Meyszner, Olbjørn and Lie on 22 September 

1941 the future organisation of the training programme for the Order Police was agreed upon463 and 

further elaborated in plans produced by the ministry in December464 and by the Police Academy in 

January 1942.465  

The training courses would be divided in three parts: first, three months of recruit training of a military 

character and including ideological schooling as part of the Training Battalion (Øvelsesbataljonen) at 

Kongsvinger. Next, transfer to Oslo where recruits would be part of the Oslo Police Battalion (Oslo 

Politibataljon). Here the recruits would receive training in police subjects and schooling in ideology at 

                                                

456 One of these newly appointed officers, Erling Waksvik, will return later as an example of the meteoric career 
achieveable for those willing to fully cooperate with the new system. For an overview of the officers, see ‘Oversikt over 
disponeringen av Skoleavdelingens befal pr. 8. august 1941’, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0016. 
457 Letter from Jonas Lie to HSSPF Rediess, 4 August 1941, L-sak Egil Y. Olbjørn. 
458 ‘Bemerkninger til tiltalebeslutninger mot undertegnede Egil Y. Olbjørn’, manuscript by Egil Y. Olbjørn, 10 June 
1946, L-sak Egil Y. Olbjørn. 
459 See Sørlie 2015, 64-65. 
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initially been removed, Ole Forseth and Otto S. Wulff, were allowed to return. See ‘Rapport om forholdene ved 
Øvelsesbataljonen på Kongsvinger’, by Otto S. Wulff, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0020. 
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Ola Kvalsund’s Police Academy, while simultaneously being members of a contingency unit for 

deployment in emergency situations. Among the actions this unit took part in were the hunt for two 

Jewish refugees and their border guide and the arrest of Jews in Oslo on 26 November 1942.466  

By March 1942 it was decided that the recruits would be assigned to separate police units in the 

presidium towns and cities (Oslo, Stavanger, Bergen, Trondheim, Tromsø and Kirkenes).467 These 

units were initially called ‘police companies’ (Politikompani) in all towns but Oslo, where the term 

‘police battalion’ continued to be used, but from 1 July 1944 they were called ‘contingency units of 

the Order Police’ (Ordenspolitiets beredskapsavdelinger).468 According to Egil Olbjørn, he worked tirelessly 

to remove the courses from German control.469 Whatever the accuracy of this claim, he seems to have 

succeeded in one aspect: the first part of the training was moved from Kongsvinger to Halden in 

October 1943470 and finally to the Police Academy in Oslo in June 1944.471  

During the war, a total of 12 recruit courses were held, with a tendency towards steadily decreasing 

numbers of qualified applicants, as the following table listing applications for the first eleven 

illustrates.472  

Recruits473  

Course no.  Applications Accepted  
1 600 300 
2 300 120 
3 280 120 
4 276 86 
5 100 46 
6 151 51 
7 80 50 
8 100 60 
9 70 33 
10 60 23 
11 40 20 
Total 2,156 909 

                                                

466 ‘Rapport fra Beredskapskompaniet som ble sendt til Halden den 23.10.42, ved 1.ltn. Lyngstad’, L-sak Erling L. 
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Additionally, at least nine short courses were held to train policemen and Waffen-SS volunteers to 

become police senior officers and NCOs, after demands from the Germans. These faced the same 

personnel problems as the recruit courses, and the participants were partly volunteers and partly 

ordered to partake.474  

Despite their best efforts, it proved impossible to fill the number of positions planned for the 

Norwegian police. Admittedly, the size of the police increased markedly during the war, but most of 

this occurred during summer of 1940, when the Administrative Council hired large numbers of 

reserve constables, as the following table illustrates. 

Total number of Norwegian police officers475 

Before the war Approx. 2,000 

Summer 1940 3,713 

New Year 1941 3,805 

1 May 1941 4,040 

15 March 1942 4,194 

8 May 1945 4,551 

Moreover, most of the strengthening that did take place benefited the as we now shall see the new 

Security Police rather than the Order Police.476  

The Security Police 

The first leader of the new Security Police, Knut Frigaard, while an NS member from December 1940, 

was no National Socialist zealot and was removed from his position already in August 1941. 477 

According to Kjetil Simonsen, Terboven and Rediess were behind his removal.478 His replacement 

was Oliver Møystad, a long-time Quisling supporter with background as leader of the Hird and with 

no police experience whatsoever.479 According to his own statement, he was asked to take the job as 

part of an effort to mend relations between the police and the Hird after the clashes between the 

two.480 He belonged to the nationalist wing of the NS, with little sympathy for the pan-Germanic 

visions of the SS. 481  Møystad’s appointment and subsequent side-lining is thus an interesting 

illustration of the power structure of the new system. According to Lie’s adjutant Carl L. Stephanson, 

                                                

474 ‘PM’ about officer courses held, May 1944, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0012.  
475 Letter from Jonas Lie to Vidkun Quisling, published in Norsk Politiblad, no. 22, 1946 and Arctander 1953, 360. 
476 Arctander 1953, 360. 
477 Interrogation of Knut J. Frigaard, L-sak Knut J. Frigaard. 
478 Simonsen 2016, 166. 
479 According to Juel Røstad, Møystad’s direct subordinate and head of the Adminstrative Office, ‘Møystad had no 
qualifications for his position as head of the Sipo. He was neither a police officer nor had he any experience regarding 
administrative work’. Interrogation of Juel Henry Røstad, 4 February 1946, L-sak Oliver Møystad.  
480 Interrogation of Oliver Møystad, 26 June 1945, L-sak Oliver Møystad.  
481 Sørensen 1989, 194. For a vivid illustration of Møystad’s anti-SS and pro-Hird attitudes, see ‘Ad forholdet 
Germanske SS – Hirden’, manuscript by Oliver Møystad, L-sak Oliver Møystad and statement by Rolf Fuglesang, 11 
September 1945, L-sak Oliver Møystad.  
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Lie was ‘very dissatisfied’ with Møystad’s appointment, but was still unable to prevent it, illustrating 

the limits of his power.482 It appears that it was Quisling who insisted on Møystad.483  

In response, Lie side-lined Møystad and dealt directly with State Police leader Karl A. Marthinsen 

instead. 484  Consequently, Marthinsen and his State Police came to operate almost completely 

independently of the ministry, instead receiving orders directly from the German Sipo and Jonas Lie. 

Marthinsen’s nominal superior, Møystad, and the institution of the Security Police were regularly 

ignored.485 This irregularity vis-à-vis the original plans, where the State Police was to be an integrated 

part of the Security Police, was finally resolved in August 1943. Marthinsen then took over leadership 

of the Security Police, bringing the State Police formally with him into the Ministry of the Police from 

1 January 1944.486 Nominally, Erling Søvik took over as leader of the State Police, but he and several 

others argued that Marthinsen never really let go of ‘his’ unit, overruling Søvik whenever he wanted.487  

Under Marthinsen’s control, the State Police grew rapidly in size and power, even if its development 

did not quite satisfy Marthinsen’s considerable ambitions. His initial force consisted of members of 

the Mobile Police Service and members of the intelligence unit in Oslo. The two units now formally 

merged as the new State Police. These men were not enough, however. This was particularly due to 

not all members of the old Mobile Police Service being willing to continue in a unit that obviously 

differed from the one they had served in before the war.488 Marthinsen initially proposed a force of 

149 men to man offices in Oslo, Stavanger, Bergen, Trondheim and Tromsø489, but his demand that 

all officers be not only ‘members [of NS] but also true warriors who would go to their tasks with life 

and soul’, made it impossible to fill all the positions with trained police officers. Consequently, the 

State Police had to recruit many unskilled, but politically reliable men. 

In an attempt to hinder the increasing movement of refugees across the border to Sweden, Marthinsen 

suggested creating a special Border Police (Grensepolitiet). This was formally established in August 1941, 

with Erling Søvik as its leader. This unit also ended up as a much smaller force than Marthinsen 

wanted.490 It was soon acknowledged that both units were indeed too small to be able to do their jobs, 

and Marthinsen was given approval to strengthen them. By the summer of 1943 the State Police had 

grown to 234 officers, which was more than Marthinsen’s original plan, and 141 of them were 

                                                

482 Statement by Carl L. Stephanson, 7 May 1946, L-sak Oliver Møystad. 
483 ‘The appointment of the indicted was not in accordance with the wishes of Jonas Lie, but carried through on the 
wishes of Quisling’, ‘Dom’, L-sak Oliver Møystad. 
484 An illustration of this is that according to Stephanson, Lie gave orders to Marthinsen before leaving for the front in 
September 1942 that Møystad was to be left out of anything important, and that Marthinsen should deal directly with 
Sverre Riisnæs as acting Minister of the Police. Statement by Carl L. Stephanson, 7 May 1946, L-sak Oliver Møystad. 
485 This is demonstrated by Møystad’s attempt to appeal directly to Quisling in May 1943. In a letter, he argued that 
‘again and again the leader of the State Police has overstepped his authority and committed acts or made decisions that 
belong to the authority of other state institutions. This is particular the case in relation to his closest superior, the leader 
of the Security Police’. ‘Rapport fra lederen av Sikkerhetspolitiet angående lederen av Statspolitiets 
kompetanseoverskridelser’, letter from Oliver Møystad to Vidkun Quisling, RA-S-3978-E-Ed-L0044. 
486 Selliaas 1987, 156. 
487 See Gottfred Skule’s statement, 17 March 1946, L-sak Erling Søvik. 
488 See for instance the case of Bjørn B. Enge in Stavanger, who according to his own account was ordered to join the 
new State Police but was dismissed shortly after due to his political attitude. ‘Rapport til politimesteren i Stavanger fra 
politibetjent Bjørn B. Enge, 14.7.1945’, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
489 Selliaas 1987, 155. 
490 Report by Karl A. Marthinsen about the activities of the State Police in 1941, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0002. 
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stationed in Oslo.491 To train new recruits, Marthinsen arranged several short courses, eventually 

under the name Statspolitiets skole (State Police Academy). The first course was held in December 

1941.492 Obviously a few weeks of training was insufficient, and State Police officers largely had to 

learn their profession in the field. Unsurprisingly, complaints about the quality of State Police officers 

were numerous, particularly from members of the ordinary police, but also from more experienced 

members of the State Police.493 The lack of qualifications was also acknowledged by Lie.494 In addition 

to the training offered in Norway, some State Police officers were sent on courses in Germany. 

Twenty men participated in a course at the Führerschule der Sicherheitspolizei in Charlottenburg between 

20 March and 7 June 1943.495 

While the State Police long remained outside the formal structure of the ministry, the other main pillar 

of the new Security Police, the new Office of the Criminal Police, remained within the ministry 

structure. From 1 April to 18 November 1941, Christopher Lange held the position as Rikskriminalsjef. 

Lange was not idle, making plans for the centralisation of Criminal Police institutions, foreshadowing 

future developments.496  

The Criminal Police Office gained new momentum when a relatively inexperienced though eager man 

was appointed leader on 1 January 1942: Jørgen Wiermyhr. In December 1940, shortly after 

graduating from his law studies with the top grade of Laudabilis, Wiermyhr joined the nascent State 

Police.497 In May 1941 Marthinsen offered him leave for a six-month study of the German Sipo.498 

On his return, Wiermyhr took over as head of the Criminal Police Office, having been offered this, 

likely by Lie, shortly before returning from Germany. His report from Germany shows a man 

impressed by the methods of the German Criminal Police as well as by ‘the spirit of the National 

Socialist movement’. His training programme in Germany included visits to the concentration camps 

Moringen and Ravensbrück as well as other prisons and camps. He claimed it made him enthusiastic 

about implementing what he had learned on his return to Norway.499  

True to his word, he set about the task of reforming the institutions and methods of the Norwegian 

Criminal Police. He began centralising and strengthening Criminal Police institutions such as registers 

of crimes and criminals, the crime laboratory and the crime museum, removing them from the 

auspices of the Oslo Police District and placing them directly under his control under the name 

Kriminalpolitiets Sentralorganer (Central Institutions of the Criminal Police). He also added a library, an 

equipment office and an advisory office for crime prevention. By the end of the war, the staff in these 

                                                

491 Selliaas 1987, 155.  
492 ‘Plan for Statspolitiets- og Grensepolitiets kursus på Gausdal 2.-16.12.1941’, RA-S-3978-E-Ee-L0006. 
493 Ringdal 1987, 200. See also Ragnvald Kranz’s post-war statement, where he stated that ‘our biggest problem was the 
lack of useful people’. Statement by Ragnvald Kranz, 3 July 1945, L-sak Egil Y. Olbjørn. 
494 ‘Memorandum angående utbyggen av det norske politi i 1944’, by Jonas Lie, 4 January 1944, RA-S-3978-A-L0001. 
495 Document 21, L-sak Finn S. Sveinås.  
496 ‘Zentralorgane der Kriminalpolizei’, 9 September 1941, RA-S-3978-E-Ed-L0036.  
497 ‘Dom’, L-sak Jørgen Wiermyhr. Wiermyhr was involved in the Max Manus case mentioned earlier.  
498 Report by Karl A. Marthinsen about the activities of the State Police in 1941, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0002. 
499 ‘Beretning fra politifullmektig Jørgen Wiermyhr vedrørende stadium av tysk politivesen i tiden 15.5.-15.11.1941’, 
letter from Jørgen Wiermyhr to Karl A. Marthinsen, 30 November 1941, ‘Bericht des Stipendiaten der Alexander v. 
Humboldt-Stiftung, cand. jur. Jörgen Wiermyhr, Polizeibevollmächtiger I. Kl.’, letter to the Deutschen Akedemischen 
Austauschdienst, 6 November 1941, L-sak Jørgen Wiermyhr. 
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offices had grown from nine to 36.500 Wiermyhr also established a training programme, beginning in 

October 1942. This included two-month courses at the central institutions to train forensic specialists 

for local police districts, a fire investigation course, courses for new Criminal Police officers, eventually 

dubbed the ‘Security Police Academy’501, as well as four courses lasting from three to six months in 

investigation techniques for qualified police officers.502 

The final office of the Security Police, the Administrative Office, was initially led by Juel Røstad, who 

joined the NS in the spring of 1941 but appears to have been a passive party member. In April 1943 

he left the party, apparently in response to the radical events of late 1942. Interestingly, this did not 

lead to him being sacked.503 

Local consequences 

On the local level, the Organisationsentwurf resulted in the creation of regional police presidiums, a 

completely new intermediate administrative level. The police presidents remained chiefs of police for 

their respective districts (Oslo, Stavanger, Bergen, Trondheim, Tromsø and – somewhat later – 

Kirkenes504), but were now also tasked with supervising subordinate chiefs of police and had the 

authority to give them orders.505 Along with the presidiums came the division of the police in the 

presidium towns and cities into the Order Police and the Criminal Police, each with their own 

administrative staffs and budgets, and each headed by a commander (kommandør).506  

As noted earlier, each police presidium also eventually gained a Police Company. These were not 

formally part of the Police Presidium, but placed directly under Olbjørn, with separate budgets and 

administrative staffs, albeit under the day-to-day command of the police presidents. The police 

companies had two objectives: first they were to be the final stage of the new training programme for 

police officers, and second, they were to act as a police reserve to be deployed by the police presidents 

whenever emergencies occurred.507 In practice the lack of personnel and relative calm in Norway 

during the occupation meant that members of the police companies mostly acted as regular police 

officers, performing the same duties as their colleagues employed by the presidium.508  

A more significant development was the establishment of State Police units in the presidium towns 

and cities. The State Police units were located separately from and worked independently of the 

regular police, which, as we shall see later, resulted in considerable tension and conflict.509  

                                                

500 ‘Mitt arbeide for utviklingen av kriminalteknikken her i landet, tidsrummet desember 1941-9 mai 1945’, report by 
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Fewer changes were made in the regular police districts, a result of nothing becoming of the original 

plans for replacing them with a Gendarmerie. Some of them had a special crime section, but they 

nevertheless remained under the administration of Olbjørn’s Order Police, not Wiermyhr’s Criminal 

Police.510 This left the latter with preciously few subordinates. According to Egil Olbjørn, in 1944 Lie 

therefore accepted plans for the creation of more administratively separate Criminal Police units.511 

Alarmed at this potential loss of authority, Olbjørn conducted a survey among the chiefs of police, 

with all but the acting police president of Oslo opposing the move.512 Undeterred, Wiermyhr, in 

alliance with acting Minister of Police Riisnæs and Security Police leader Marthinsen, produced plans 

for the creation of separate Kripo sections in Skien, Kristiansand, Haugesund and Ålesund. 513 

Nothing became of them, however, because Lie was not convinced and finally rejected the plans on 

18 April 1945.514  

Summary: a Germanised police structure 

Over the course of only a few years, the organisation of the Norwegian police had been substantially 

transformed. This is particularly striking when contrasted with the normally glacial pace of change 

within the Norwegian police force. The occupation made it possible to brush aside many of the 

normal arguments, interests and processes which hitherto had made such radical changes so difficult 

to implement. It also meant, however, that the system could become blind to the reasons for the 

difficulty in achieving reforms. The wartime changes can best be described as a troubled fusion of 

German demands and initiatives produced by Lie and his men. The Germans ultimately called the 

shots, but were not immune to reasonable criticism from the Norwegians, illustrated by the fact that 

the prosecution authority and gendarmerie reforms were not enacted following Norwegian protests.  

The new organisation had realised some long-standing desires, such as professionalisation and 

centralisation of police leadership, commitment to the idea of a formalised police training, and 

promotion opportunities for police officers with no legal training. The concrete forms of these 

initiatives were of course ‘tainted’ by the distinct National Socialist character of the new institutions, 

but the fact remains that many of these reforms closely resembled long-standing desires among 

Norwegian police officers.  

The new basic framework of the new organisation introduced in 1941 was unmistakably German, 

however, and ultimately better suited to German conditions. Added to this was the curious position 

of the Security Police, for a long time an aberrant paper tiger next to the ascendant Marthinsen and 

his State Police. The overall result was an organisation marred by conflicting lines of command and, 

as we shall see more examples of later, understandings of respective areas of responsibility. This 

proved a problem not just within the Norwegian police, but also vis-à-vis the Germans.  
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Promotion of National Socialists and National Socialist ideology 

While organising the police according to new National Socialist guidelines was certainly an important 

step towards making the Norwegian police force a more useful tool for the new rulers, it could only 

achieve so much. Only a police force that believed in National Socialism could become truly effective 

enforcers of Nazi policies. Once Norwegian police officers internalised National Socialist ideas, they 

would likely be far more willing and able to work in their spirit, independently and eagerly striking 

down opponents of the New Order. It should thus come as no surprise that considerable efforts were 

made during the occupation to fill the ranks of the Norwegian police with precisely such believers.  

This Nazification offensive had several fronts. The first was the effort to get as many police officers 

as possible to wear the most symbolic badge of allegiance to the New Order, the NS emblem. Once 

inside the ‘tent’, it was hoped that further identification with the party and its ideas would result. The 

second was the systematic favouring of politically reliable people for promotions and employment. 

High hopes were held for the recruits from the new training programme, hopes which we shall see 

were only partially fulfilled. The third was the radicalisation of those who already believed in the New 

Order through the systematic promotion of wartime service at the front and membership in the new 

organisation, the Germanic SS Norway (GSSN). Both were seen as pathways to adopting the 

worldview of the SS, and thus were important steps towards realising a pan-Germanic Staatsschutzkorps. 

And finally, Norwegian police officers were exposed to a systematic propaganda campaign, aimed at 

furthering support or sympathy for National Socialist ideas.  

The campaign for NS membership 

Jonas Lie had several reasons for recruiting as many of his men as possible to NS. Becoming a member 

after all implied, at least on paper, that one recognised the new system’s legitimacy and promised to 

further the National Socialist cause. It would provide Lie with a strong argument against accusations 

by the party or the Germans that the police force was politically unreliable, helping him ward off 

challenges to his and his men’s authority.515 Moreover, it was a personal issue – after his own dramatic 

turnaround from rejecting Quisling in April 1940 to embracing the party only a few months later, 

membership in NS was a way of signalling trust in the minister’s judgement. Rejecting calls to join 

could, on the other hand, be interpreted as a repudiation of Lie. He of course knew that political 

impartiality was a core value for the Norwegian police, and that the policeman’s normal approach 

towards political parties was to abstain from any obvious involvement. He had to tread carefully to 

avoid becoming alienated from ‘his boys’, which risked undermining his long-term plans for the police.  

Lie’s campaign for membership began on 29 September when Lie, with the aid of Minister of Justice 

Sverre Riisnæs, himself a former police officer, convinced Bernhard Askvig to join the party. Askvig 

was both the new chief of police in Oslo and Lie’s former boss in the pre-war State Police, and thus 

a very important man. Askvig next applied considerable pressure on his subordinates to come to the 

same decision, with substantial results.516  

                                                

515 Egil Y. Olbjørn, for example, said in a post-war statement that Lie had told him ‘It was important that NS gained as 
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Next, representatives of the senior police officers’ union, Politiembetsmennenes Landsforening, gathered 

for a congress in Oslo from 7–8 October. On 8 October Lie held a speech in which he declared that 

NS membership would not be required at that time, and that police officers who did join would not 

have to participate in party activities. On the other hand, Lie underlined that police officers had to be 

loyal to the new regime and to actively promote it. Following the meeting, the union representatives 

issued a statement to its members reiterating Lie’s message. The confusion was made no less by the 

fact that several of those who had been present subsequently became members, most notably the 

union’s leader, Bergen’s chief of police August Pedersen. He was clearly conflicted on the issue. He 

claims to have consulted head of the Supreme Court, Paal Berg, who advised Pedersen to act 

according to his own conscience. After private conversations with Pedersen, Lie succeeded in 

convincing him to join the NS, whereupon Pedersen on his return to Bergen promoted the view that 

all officers of the Bergen police corps ought to become members.517 Pedersen, however, never seems 

to have been a convinced National Socialist, and was transferred from his important post in Bergen 

already in May 1941 after the German Sipo demanded his removal after a series of unsatisfactory 

incidents.518  

The delegates from local chapters of the junior police officers’ union, Norsk Politiforbund, next met in 

Oslo on 9–10 October. Talking to them, Lie repeated the message he had conveyed to the senior 

officers: membership in NS would not be required, but every man had to ‘consider what is in the 

national interest given the present situation’. Moreover, Lie again underlined that passive compliance 

with orders would not be enough – the police had to actively promote ‘the new order’.519 Again, Lie 

could note some notable successes. Norsk Politiforbund’s leader, Harald Minge, became a member of 

NS in December along with the entire police force in his native Halden. The editor of the union 

magazine Norsk Politiblad, Ingvald Berner Eikeland, joined on 23 October. According to Eikeland’s 

post-war statement, this happened after personal conversations in which Lie made it clear that both 

he and Minge could only stay in their positions if they became members. 520 Irrespective of the 

character of the pressure put on them by Lie, both men, from their respective positions, advocated 

membership. Minge recommended collective membership to those who sought his advice.521 In 

January 1941 Eikeland wrote in Norsk Politiblad that political neutrality was a thing of the past. Political 

participation was now a ‘duty’.522 Lie’s considerable success in convincing leading figures in the 

Norwegian police force to join NS is a crucial factor in understanding why such a large proportion of 

police officers eventually became members.523  

Lie’s subtle strategy was short-lived. Through a series of decrees Lie hardened his stance regarding 

the police’s relationship with NS. On 14 October 1940, the Ministry of the Police issued a circular 
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letter to the police districts, unequivocally stating their duty to make sure that all NS activities went 

ahead unimpeded. Any disturbances or protests were to be decisively dealt with.524 On 14 December 

Lie issued yet another decree which represented the nearly complete abandonment of his previous 

strategy. The tone was now markedly more radical and uncompromising. He stated that the members 

of the Hird were ‘the political soldiers of NS’, who were to be supported ‘with all available means’ by 

the police. A ‘good relationship’ between the Hird and the police was necessary. Lie also underlined 

that ‘it is desirable that as many as possible should become members of Nasjonal Samling’. Moreover, 

‘the old view that a policeman ought to be neutral and not be a member of any political party is no 

longer valid’. This was to be communicated to all police officers.525  

This was a radical move, and one that was accentuated by another measure four days later: the 

introduction of the so-called Nordic greeting: the raised arm, instantly seen as a copy of the German 

Nazi greeting.526 This measure proved highly unpopular, causing public embarrassment for police 

officers who opposed the New Order but who were now expected to use the Nazi greeting or face 

reprimands.527 On the same day, the ministry also asked for personally signed statements from each 

police officer stating whether or not they were members528, an obvious attempt at coaxing non-

members to join by spreading uncertainty and fears of the consequences of remaining outside the 

party.529 Lie’s moves prompted the chief of police in Kristiansand, Christian Rynning-Tønnesen, to 

resign in protest against the new measures, with 67 out of 70 of his men joining him by handing in 

their resignations. Only after the arrest of seven leading officers by the German Sipo and the removal 

of Rynning-Tønnesen from office did most of them relent and retract their resignations.530  

It is somewhat difficult to explain why Lie abandoned his former successful tactic in favour of 

measures he surely knew would lead to conflict and division within the police corps. Lie himself 

increasingly felt the stigma connected with membership in the NS, which could have hardened his 

position and increased his need for support and desire to strike down opposition. During a public 

meeting in Bergen on 10 November, people in the crowd derided him as ‘Judas Lie’, and the local 

police did little to stop them. Instead the Hird went into action against the crowd, whereupon the 

police attacked the Hird.531 Similar scorn was heaped on Lie in Stavanger on 8 December.532 It is also 

quite possible that Lie was under heavy pressure from NS or the Germans, causing him to finally lose 

patience with ‘his boys’. Whatever the reason, Lie’s orders in December coincided with the beginning 

of a new phase, where the confusion characterising the last months of 1940 gave way to a more clear-

cut and confrontational atmosphere. The rush of membership applications now subsided.533  
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Still, in many ways Lie’s campaign had been a tremendous success. At the end of 1940, 1,149 out of 

3,805 police officers, or approximately 30 per cent, were members of NS.534 This was far more than 

in any other state institution. In stark contrast to several other groups, the police had not managed to 

form any kind of national collective front against NS, illustrated and facilitated by the failure of police 

union leaders such as Minge and Pedersen to take a stand against Lie. As we shall see later, each police 

district instead developed independently, with local developments deciding the proportion of 

members in each district.  

The numbers need to be put in perspective, nevertheless. First, the importance of local developments 

created vast differences in membership rates between districts. Some districts had no members, while 

others ended up with collective membership. The police districts in eastern Norway were largely 

responsible for the high number overall.535 In some areas there were large differences between the 

membership rates of senior and junior officers. Second, as we will see in later chapters, the meaning of 

NS membership varied immensely. The price Lie had to pay for his success was that many of the new 

NS members did not join due to ideological conviction. Instead, they joined due to group solidarity 

or opportunistic motives such as hopes for promotions or permanent positions. Some of these left 

the party when they considered the disadvantages to outweigh the advantages or when they came into 

conflict with or were derided by more dedicated National Socialists.  

For the rest of the war, the number of NS members within the police would vary but would eventually 

end up slightly higher than the numbers at the end of Lie’s initial campaign. By the spring of 1941, it 

was obvious that the major influx of policemen to the ranks of the NS had stopped. In fact, a number 

of police officers, seeing how colleagues who had not joined had not been sacked, now decided to 

leave the party. The reason often stated for this was that they had no real interest in politics and had 

only joined because they thought it was required of them in order to remain police officers. The result 

was a small reduction in the number of NS members – from 1,149 by New Year 1941 to 1,117 – 27.5 

per cent – on 1 May 1941. The proportion then rose again. About a year later, on 15 March 1942, 

32.5 per cent were members, an absolute increase of 311.536 By the end of the war, 40.5 per cent – 

1,845 out of 4,551 police officers – were members.537 Much of the increase from 1941 onwards 

reflected the growth of the State Police, where membership was required. But this was not the only 

factor. The slight increase in the number of NS members also reflected the systematic favouring of 

NS members within the police and the punishment of political opponents and those who left NS; 

what we might call Nazification through personnel policy. 

Favouring of National Socialists 

In November 1942 Egil Y. Olbjørn gave a speech at a meeting of police leaders in Oslo in which he 

outlined the efforts to reorganise the Norwegian police. 538  He as mentioned earlier began by 
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underlining that a ‘National Socialist state’ had to have a ‘police which it could trust completely’, ‘of 

a high professional standard, ideologically schooled and thoroughly disciplined’. Consequently, a 

‘cleansing’ of the police had been necessary as part of the creation of a National Socialist state. Olbjørn 

then turned from visions to realities and classified the police officers into four groups according to 

their attitudes towards the New Order. These were: active opponents; those who performed their 

duties loyally while not being members of NS; members ‘on paper only’; and active fighters for the 

party’s cause. Ultimately, Olbjørn said, due to lack of qualified replacements it had proved impossible 

‘to simply write a few thousand letters of dismissal’, a fact it had been ‘difficult for many to understand’. 

It had only been possible to remove the ‘worst opponents’, while hoping that ‘understanding of the 

new age’ would eventually spread within the Norwegian police force.539 

Olbjørn’s speech is a vivid illustration not only of the visions for the Norwegian police, but also of 

why they proved hard to realise. As mentioned, the influx of new NS members stopped by spring 

1941. In parallel with this, there had been several instances of political opposition and unrest, with 

both the Germans and members of Nasjonal Samling complaining about the attitudes and priorities 

of the police. They saw clear evidence of hostility towards the New Order among policemen, including 

from some who had joined NS.540 This was of course unacceptable from the point of view of the 

Germans, Jonas Lie and the party leaders. Measures had to be taken to stop this trend.  

Important among these was the development of personnel policies which formally and informally 

favoured Nazi sympathisers. As noted in the previous chapter, decisions regarding promotions, 

appointments, disciplinary actions and dismissals of lower-rank officers had in 1937 rested with local 

appointments boards (tilsettingsråd). 541  The chiefs of police, however, retained these rights for 

themselves in the case of temporarily employed officers who had been engaged for less than one 

year.542 Consequently, by 1940 decisions regarding appointments, promotions and dismissals of junior 

officers were largely determined locally. Subordinates had an important say in the fate of colleagues 

through their representatives on the appointments board. This way anti-Nazis could seriously hinder 

the influx of National Socialists into the police corps. Moreover, this system was ideologically 

intolerable for the new National Socialist leaders of the Norwegian police because it clearly conflicted 

with the hierarchical Führer principle being introduced everywhere else. There was a dire need for 

fundamental changes in the Norwegian police force’s personnel policies. 

Pressure from Nasjonal Samling 

Pressure for local personnel changes came early on from local National Socialists, who began 

petitioning central institutions for support against what they saw as obstinate local police leaders 

shielding ideological opponents of NS. In October 1940 the Ministry of the Police received a 

complaint from NS in Stavanger, urged on by Karl O. Karlsen, a police officer and an important local 

figure for NS. He claimed that chief of police Ola Kvalsund had failed to take political considerations 

into account when hiring new men. Kvalsund defended himself by arguing that in the absence of new 
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guidelines he had continued the old practice of hiring people based on professional qualifications. He 

was however willing to change this if desired by the ministry. As an illustration of the lack of new 

policies at this point, the ministry supported him, presuming that NS membership had not been held 

against the men in question, and stated that ‘no political considerations’ were to be taken when 

selecting new officers.543 This non-political policy proved short-lived. On 14 November Lie issued 

instructions that chiefs of police had to seek ministry approval before employing new reserve 

constables.544 On 7 January 1941 Lie issued a circular letter to the chiefs of police, instructing them 

that before anyone could be employed in new permanent positions, candidates had to be accepted by 

Nasjonal Samling’s NSPOT.545 Evaluation of political attitudes had now officially become part of the 

recruitment process. The ministry also set guidelines for the decisions of the appointments boards 

and the chiefs of police.546 A further important step came on 20 April 1942, when the appointments 

boards were abolished. Disciplinary measures, appointments and dismissals of officers in permanent 

positions were now decided directly by the heads of the Order Police and the Security Police. The 

centralisation was not total, however. The chiefs of police retained their authority to recruit reserve 

constables themselves.547  

This politicised and centralised personnel policy did not result in only NS members getting permanent 

positions or promotions. As long as you were not known to be an active opponent of NS, certain 

opportunities remained. Moreover, the importance ascribed to political attitudes, with NS 

membership seen as the clearest indication of where one stood, differed. As mentioned earlier, 

Marthinsen saw political reliability as an absolute criterion for employment in the State Police. This 

was not the case in the Order Police, however. Olbjørn’s office tried throughout the war to maintain 

a certain professional standard rather than allow political views to trump all other concerns.  

Nevertheless, they had to make some concessions to the interests of the party.548 In November 1941 

Olbjørn described the policy then in effect: no non-members were to gain permanent employment in 

the police without first having passed the new training programme. 549 Reserve constables, however, 

were not subjected to central political examination before being hired, something the chiefs of police 

could do on their own.550 NS members could be employed directly in permanent positions, but with 

the express requirement that they would later take part in one of the recruitment courses.551 In an 

order dated 28 July 1942, Olbjørn underlined that NS members were to be favoured over non-

members ‘as long as they are at all useful as constables’.552 Support from the German Order Police 
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was crucial for achieving this ‘moderate’ policy. 553  NSPOT, however, limited their room for 

manoeuvre.554 So too did the presence of the new NS liaison (NS Sambandsmann) within the ministry, 

who had as one of his tasks to control every appointment and promotion.555  

This systematic yet not completely heedless favouring of NS membership was also reflected in 

reactions towards police officers who left NS, or towards policemen suspected of negative attitudes 

towards the New Order. After he became aware of the trend of leaving NS, Lie gave orders in August 

1941 that anyone who left from then on was to be suspended from service by their chief of police. In 

October it was specified that reserve police officers were to be fired directly if they left NS.556 ‘Most’ 

of the suspended permanently employed officers, Lie argued, had subsequently been dismissed by the 

ministry.557 An overview produced for cases in Oslo in September 1942, however, shows that this was 

far from universal. Out of 28 who had left NS, only five had been fired. Even the famous Oslo officer 

Haakon Schønning was not fired after leaving NS.558 In Porsgrunn, 15 out of 16 officers left NS in 

March 1942 in protest against the Hird’s behaviour. Lie personally decided that nothing was to befall 

them, seeing their reaction as ‘completely understandable’ given the actions of the local Hird.559  

All in all, 180 officers left NS in 1942. Something had to be done. In a letter on 16 October 1942 

Quisling demanded that from then on, anyone who left the party should be dismissed, and that no 

one who had left prior to October was to be promoted.560 In a letter to the ministry dated 18 

November, Rediess confirmed that the Germans supported Quisling’s demand: all officers who left 

NS would from then on be dismissed. 561  This was communicated to the police districts on 28 

November.562  

While leaving NS was interpreted as a very public declaration of political unreliability and 

consequently had to be dealt with in some way, it was far from the only way of losing one’s job. In 

Harstad the chief of police, Gabriel Lund, refused to comply with a demand to promote his only NS 

member, despite him being the youngest constable and thus not eligible for promotion under old 

rules. He obtained support from his subordinates, and almost the entire force was subsequently 
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dismissed and replaced when they refused to withdraw their support for Lund. 563  Indeed, 

demonstration of negative attitudes towards the Germans or NS, such as lack of greetings, negative 

comments and so on, always carried some risk, with examples sometimes being made of obstinate 

officers. An example of this was a constable in Oslo, Alf Pettersen, who in August 1942 was 

denounced by another police officer in Oslo. Pettersen was involved in ‘illegal agitation’ and came 

with ‘sarcastic comments’ to NS members. He was in other words a ‘chronic jøssing’.564 Upon hearing 

this, Bernhard Askvig, police president in Oslo, suspended him and suggested to the ministry that 

Pettersen be fired. Askvig could not, he said, ‘accept responsibility for keeping people who insult and 

speak negatively of NS and the Germans’.565 Pettersen would shortly after become one of the main 

organisers of the biggest rescue operation for Jews from Norway during the war, Carl Fredriksens 

Transport.  

The ministry’s policies, while clearly favouring NS members, was still not satisfactory to party activists. 

Radical NS members would repeatedly send letters to the ministry or local chiefs of police, 

complaining about the attitudes of police officers and the ministry’s lack of will to purge the police 

force. 566  One of these activists was the already-mentioned Christopher Lange, who in 1943 

complained bitterly about the personnel policies of the ministry. Lange was at that time police 

president in Trondheim. He noted that the question of the political reliability of the police did not 

seem to interest the ministry, which he ‘knew’ would protest against firing politically dubious 

policemen unless replacements were readily available. He compared his own policies in Trondheim, 

which he argued had had a ‘calming effect’, to the ‘wrong-headed’ policies in Oslo, where ‘no 

consideration’ of NS membership was made when deciding promotions. He then suggested 

employing and promoting only party members and relaxing standards, noting that political reliability 

was far more important than ‘a couple of centimetres or some exams’.567  

Lange received support from Minister of Justice Riisnæs, who shared the view that political attitudes 

should be the most important quality for policemen.568 During his stints as acting minister of police 

in Lie’s absence, Riisnæs tried to move the ministry to employ more NS members in the police, 

including people with highly dubious records.569 In February 1943 he issued instructions to all police 

presidiums, demanding that they, in cooperation with the local party leadership, create lists of 

politically unreliable policemen who should either be fired or transferred to other police districts. They 

were also asked to find NS members who could be acceptable replacements. The local responses 

varied greatly. Strikingly and implausibly, the police president of Oslo deemed ‘none’ of the officers 
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of the country’s largest police corps politically unreliable. This must be interpreted as a sign of 

frustration over the political pressure, combined with the reality that the force could, in Askvig’s 

words, not ‘in any way’ cope with further reductions, given the losses already suffered due to political 

dismissals and people who had fled the country.  

Eventually the Order Police office in the ministry was able to draw on its connections with the BdO 

to counter Riisnæs. In a letter of 12 April, the BdO maintained that any replacements had to commit 

to the formal training programme and long-term service in the police, which ran counter to Riisnæs’ 

original letter to the police presidents, where he had promised temporary positions and fewer 

requirements. Many potential NS replacements lost interest after this. The result was that while 115 

officers were suggested dismissed and 17 transferred, only 23 applications from potential 

replacements were received.570 This dismal number undermined Riisnæs’ initiative, and nothing came 

of the envisioned political purge.  

German interventions 

The failure of this initiative serves to illustrate that Norwegian police leaders could counter demands 

from radicals in NS if they wanted to, as long as they nominally supported the preferential treatment 

of NS members in the police.571 Events a couple of months later would show, yet again, that the 

Germans were a far more formidable opponent. On 16 August 1943, the Sipo began Aktion Polarkreis, 

arresting several hundred Norwegian police officers all over the country.572 271 of them eventually 

ended up in the Stutthof camp.573 Strikingly, a man such as Olbjørn was entirely unaware of the plans 

for the operation, as well as the reasons for it.574 Disillusionment with the Germans, even among some 

dedicated NS members, understandably followed as a consequence.575  

After the war, Herbert Noot, leader of the SD in Norway, claimed that Terboven and Falkenhorst 

had agreed that the police and ex-military officers represented a security threat in the event of an 

Allied invasion. Falkenhorst saw this as a distinct possibility during the autumn of 1943.576 Terboven 

therefore ordered BdS Heinrich Fehlis to produce lists of men to be arrested.577 Noot claimed the lists 

were based on information from Marthinsen, who kept lists of Norwegian police officers and 

evaluations of their political reliability. His claim is supported by the testimony of Hans Keller, leader 

of the Abt. I/II of the BdS office.578 Rudolf Kerner, head of the Sipo in Kristiansand, on the other 

hand claimed that orders for a political evaluation of the Norwegian police in his district came three 
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or four months prior to August. His subordinates then consulted the local leaders of the State Police, 

Order Police and NS, without mentioning specifically the purpose of this information. The results 

were then sent to Oslo, where it was evaluated and supplemented before being sent back to 

Kristiansand to serve as the basis for coming arrests. These would be signalled by a code word, either 

‘Sonnenblume’ or ‘Polarkreis’.579 It is likely that Fehlis, who committed suicide shortly after the war, 

was the only one who could have provided a definite answer about the origin of the lists. Regardless, 

the lists were neither precise nor followed slavishly, as we shall see examples of later. 

Aktion Polarkreis was a large-scale and dramatic operation, but far from the only time the Germans 

intervened directly against Norwegian police officers. Throughout the war they investigated, 

transferred, dismissed or arrested scores of Norwegian police officers, either directly or through their 

Norwegian subordinates. These would then serve as examples to discipline the rest of the force. In 

October 1941, the danger of German intervention was communicated to all Norwegian police officers 

in the form of the story of a police officer in Oslo who had let two prisoners escape from custody 

and was sent to a concentration camp in Germany as punishment.580 According to Hans Keller, 

Terboven himself often intervened directly through Rediess if he heard stories about unreliable police 

officers. Rediess then demanded that the Norwegians should fire or transfer certain officers. 581 

Justifications varied: perceived incompetence, political attitudes and concrete acts of resistance were 

all potential reasons for demanding someone’s removal. To both local and central Norwegian police 

leaders, the threat of German intervention was a constant source of uncertainty and fear. They could 

experience that men they depended on were suddenly taken away, often without explanation and 

without any replacements forthcoming. After Aktion Polarkreis, the ministry was flooded with letters 

from frustrated chiefs of police, stating that it was impossible to understand why officers had been 

arrested, and that their tasks would now be very difficult to perform due to lack of personnel.582 But 

against the determined will of the Germans, it was difficult to get anywhere.  

Plans for a new generation of National Socialist police officers 

While it was soon realised that the existing police corps included many who were ambivalent or hostile 

towards the new system, hope for a Nazified police force remained if new recruits to the force could 

be turned into staunch believers in National Socialism. Over time, the old guard could then be 

systematically replaced with new and eager men.  

Ideological schooling 

The new training programme established during the war quickly acquired almost mythical status. Both 

during and after the war, the training taking place at Kongsvinger was often seen as a ‘Nazi school’ – 

a view also propagated by Terje Emberland and Matthew Kott, describing it as a preschool for mass 

murder.583 There is no doubt that the ideology propagated was that of the SS. A recitation performed 

by Norwegian police lieutenants Fodnes and Berg at the end of the first course at Kongsvinger is 

characteristic: 
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Germania’s greatest age has arrived. It is felt by all peoples. The Nordic warriors once again stand guard and 

fight against the bestial power of the East. The German soldiers and the new Europe stand together in the 

struggle for race and home. 

The eternal faith of the Germanic people shall live, fused in the heat of battle. For Führer, Volk and 

Fatherland is our way. Loyal the man must be. Remember: ‘Your honour is loyalty’. 584  

Such lofty rhetoric had to compete with the limited time available to influence the men, the 

improvised nature of the training programme and the varied ideological views of the recruits. In his 

dictate to Lie after the clash at Kongsvinger, Rediess ordered the Ministry of the Police to ‘provide 

the necessary ideological education’.585 The practical consequences of this are more uncertain. A 

weekly plan for the period 27 July to 2 August mentions a lecture entitled ‘Freemasonry: A tool of the 

Jews’.586 But in a report, Sverre Henschien, first leader of the Training Battalion at Kongsvinger, stated 

that little ideological schooling took place at Kongsvinger during the first course, the focus instead 

being on drills, marksmanship and gymnastics.587 And in a letter to the ministry in November, he 

underlined that it had been the explicit order of both the Germans and the ministry that ‘no pressure’ 

should be put on the recruits to join NS, and that the only official measure had been to order the men 

to attend lectures by NS speakers.588 These lectures continued during the recruits’ subsequent stay in 

Oslo. During the meeting between BdO Meyszner, Lie and Olbjørn on 22 September, it was agreed 

that ideological schooling during their time in Oslo was to take the form of lectures by speakers from 

NS.589 According to an overview produced by Carl L. Stephanson, Lie’s adjutant and NS liaison, 21 

lectures on ideology were subsequently held for the recruits in November and December 1941, on 

topics such as ‘the liberation struggle of the Germanic peoples’ and ‘racial history and important 

aspects of Hitler’s racial theory’.590  

Ideology was thus an obligatory part of the training programmes for new Norwegian police recruits. 

Attempts to undermine this part of the curriculum were reprimanded. In July 1943, the Police 

Academy produced a plan for the fifth NCO course, omitting ideological schooling. This resulted in 

a formal reprimand from Olbjørn, stating that ‘ideology is the most important of all subjects, and the 

academy must at all times be aware of this’.591 In the more formal training plan produced by the Police 

Academy in January 1942, ideological schooling accounted for 26 out of a total of 583 hours.592 

Subsequent lectures held for the second group of recruits in the spring of 1942 included ominous 

topics such as ‘the Jewish problem’, ‘the racial question’ and ‘excerpts from the Jewish catechism’. 
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According to a report on the lectures, however, lecturers had ‘on several occasions’ not showed up, 

and the ideological schooling was generally poorly organised.593 The fifth NCO course in late 1943, 

despite lasting only six weeks, still found space for 11 hours of lectures including topics such as ‘Jewry’, 

‘the idea of the Order within the SS’ and ‘National Socialism as a world view’.594 Even the twelfth 

recruit course in early 1945, lasting only six weeks instead of the normal three months, included 

ideology, with a viewing of the film Rassenlehre and a lecture on ‘the necessity of the political New 

Order in Europe’.595  

National Socialist propaganda was also an integral part of the courses arranged by the State Police and 

the Criminal Police. The Criminal Police’s recruit course in late 1943 and early 1944 included a brief 

ideological introduction – only four out of 649 hours were dedicated to this.596 Part of this, however, 

was a lecture on the ‘Jewish question’ by Leif Schjøren, chief of staff of Germanic SS Norway.597 

Ideology was not part of the first course held by the State Police in December 1941, but an integral 

part of all the subsequent courses.598 In a course arranged in October 1944 and taught by Marthinsen 

himself, ideology accounted for 10 out of 232 hours.599  

Mixed results 

Assessing the extent to which the recruits came out of the courses as truly dedicated National 

Socialists is not a straightforward task. First, many of the recruits, particularly in the first course at 

Kongsvinger, were not Nazi sympathisers. The adverts for recruits in May 1941 had not mentioned 

political matters or NS membership at all.600 Lie had never assumed the recruits would be collectively 

positive towards NS or National Socialism. Rather, his goal had been to politically influence the 

‘politically heterogeneous’ recruits during the courses.601  

The clash between the attitudes of many of the new recruits and the German expectations was 

dramatic. In a report on the situation in Kongsvinger, SS-Untersturmführer Willi Hanke concluded 

that positive attitudes towards England were very common among the recruits. One of the recruits 

had allegedly told a German NCO that ‘it wouldn’t be long until the English were here, so why bother 

with the German instructions?’602 According to Rediess, some recruits had even called Lie ‘Judas 

Lie’.603 Complaints also came from NS. A group of NS members among the recruits provided a 

detailed list of ‘particularly aggressive’ opponents of NS among the recruits, while another observer 

estimated that ‘over half’ of them were negative towards NS.604 Investigations were conducted, and 

concluded that ‘some’ had spoken negatively of NS, but that they had ‘improved’ and now understood 
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‘more about the new age’.605 Others were admittedly not supporters of NS, but had not conducted 

‘propaganda’ against the party.606  

Kongsvinger proved a divisive experience. Some recruits became energised and enthusiastic. Three 

of the newly appointed officers wrote a letter to Major Schneider, leader of Polizeibataillon 251, after 

their transfer to the Police Academy in Oslo. Here they denounced the attitudes and behaviour of the 

other recruits and the lack of understanding for National Socialist principles among the leaders of the 

Oslo Police Battalion. They saw this as a threat to the continuation of ‘the spirit of Kongsvinger’. 

They appealed for Schneider’s help to secure an ‘activist National Socialist leadership’ in the new 

training units.607 Others seemed more ambivalent. One participant at Kongsvinger in February 1942 

estimated that ‘45 per cent’ of the recruits were ‘Nazis’. He did not approve of the German methods, 

saying that if he had known it would be ‘this shitty’ (jævli), he would never have applied for the 

course.608 Still others realised that they had become part of a ‘Nazi business’ and tried to make the 

best out of the situation. Some even tried to escape what they had gotten themselves into. In 

September four recruits made the drastic decision to flee to Sweden.609  

Other figures confirm the ideological split among the recruits. An estimate of NS membership from 

early 1942 shows 96 out of 223 recruits (or 43 per cent) serving in the Oslo police battalion being 

members of NS. Among those serving in the training battalion at Kongsvinger, the figure was 110 

out of 245, or 45 per cent.610 Another count showed that 111 out of 250 from the first course were 

NS members, or 44 per cent.611 This is higher than the national average of 27.5 per cent among police 

officers at that time. Moreover, 135 out of 280 recruits enrolled on the first course had within a year 

volunteered to serve at the front, representing a quite clear indication of ideological commitment.612 

As shown earlier, applications for the new police training programme dropped sharply after rumours 

spread about the nature of the first course. Despite this, the share of NS members among recruits 

seems to have remained relatively stable: the estimated membership rates among recruits who 

completed the subsequent four courses were 54 per cent, 32 per cent, 33 per cent and 42 per cent, 

respectively. Nils Johan Ringdal provided an interesting interpretation of these numbers. As noted 

earlier, attending the course at Kongsvinger was the only way a non-member of NS could obtain a 

permanent position in the police, while NS members could be given temporary employment on the 

provision that they would at some point take part in one of the courses.613 

The combination of general radicalisation of the occupation and news of what happened at 

Kongsvinger increasingly led to stigmatisation of the ‘Kongsvinger course’ and of employment in the 
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police in general. On 1 May 1943 the police resistance leadership issued a directive decreeing that 

accepting positions in the police was now considered disloyal to the nation. After the war, 

participation in the new courses, particularly after the first one, was frowned upon, and could be 

decisive when deciding whether an officer should retain his job in the police.614 Instinctively, one 

would assume that the men finishing the courses later in the war were indeed more dedicated than 

the first ones had been, seeing how joining the police was now a more politicised choice to make in 

the first place. Whether ‘the men from Kongsvinger’ truly differed from other policemen regarding 

values and behaviour will be examined in a later chapter.  

Front service 

Military service was a core value in the SS. It was the true test of a man’s mettle, and the ‘front 

community’ was in many ways seen as the best way to cultivate true and honest bonds between men. 

Service at the Eastern Front allowed one to meet the arch-enemy face to face, an experience thought 

to help internalise the concept of the ‘Jewish Bolshevik’ as the demonic enemy of the Germanic 

peoples. Leaders of NS similarly supported Norwegians volunteering for the front. They were of 

course hostile towards the Soviet Union, favouring the war against ‘Bolshevism’ for ideological 

reasons. But mustering a substantial number of Norwegian volunteers was also a way of placating the 

Germans by showing that Norway ‘did its share’, and thus had earned a more independent position. 

Finally, the serving Norwegians could form the nucleus of a future restored Norwegian army. Jonas 

Lie seems to have shared all these motivations, not least a deep fascination for the life of a soldier, 

which he had first experienced as a war reporter on the Eastern Front in World War I.  

Given this, it should come as no surprise that considerable efforts were made to infuse the Norwegian 

police with the ‘front spirit’. Two initiatives were launched to promote this: first, three separate police 

companies were created, staffed either by police officers or by men who would be offered positions 

in the police after being discharged. Second, front volunteers were given advantages in employment 

and promotion within the police. 

The police companies  

Shortly after the German invasion of the Soviet Union on 22 June 1941, the leaders of NS took the 

initiative to create a ‘Norwegian Legion’, and gained approval for this from Terboven.615 According 

to Finn Kjelstrup, head of the Legion’s staff, Lie had approached him with a proposal for a police 

battalion of 400 men within the legion in July 1941.616 This did not become a reality until the summer 

of 1942, when Quisling approved the creation of the unit.617 Moreover, according to Karl Leib, head 

of the Germanische Leitstelle, Lie had also asked Himmler for permission, which was granted. Leib even 

claims that Lie wanted to send all policemen to the front.618 Given that these police companies closely 
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resembled the units of the German Orpo on the Eastern Front, it is not surprising that acceptance 

was forthcoming.  

In July 1942, Lie was ready to call for recruits. Here, his long-term visions and reasoning behind the 

company became clear:  

It is of importance for the Norwegian police as a corps and service that we provide a closed formation for service on 

the Eastern Front as part of the decisive struggle of our time. With our training and our anti-communist views we 

ought to be particularly well suited. This company will shape a founding tradition and its officers and men bonded 

for all future through common memories and deeds. This company will form the core of the new police through its 

will to fight and to make sacrifices. Joining voluntarily shows better than anything that one understands the 

demands of today and supports that which will restore Norway – a free and great Norway. 619  

The first company had an initial force of 93 men led by Lie himself. It consisted partly of men trained 

under the new system, joined by about the same number from the permanent police corps, as well as 

some who were not policemen but were members of NS organisations.620 The company had little 

opportunity to train before it found itself on the front lines in the vicinity of Leningrad in October 

1942. The likely explanation for the lack of military training was, according to several members of the 

company, that the company was supposed to perform police duties behind the front.621 On the 

Eastern Front, this often meant carrying out war crimes against the civilian population. The company 

was withdrawn in the spring of 1943.622 By that time, another company was being set up, led initially 

by Egil Hoel but ultimately by Erling L. Waksvik.623 This company became the subject of a major 

conflict between Lie and the SS after news arrived that it would be split up and the men sent to various 

other units. Himmler relented, and the unit served with the SS Division ‘Nord’ in Karelia from 

October 1943 to April 1944. Some 130 men served in the unit. The third company – now officially 

named 3. SS and Police Company – was led by Aage Henry Berg, and similarly served in Karelia from 

August 1944. After Finland’s peace agreement with the Soviet Union in September 1944, the company 

followed the German army’s retreat to Norway.624 Here it seems to have ended up fighting Norwegian 

forces that had landed in northern Norway.625 A fourth company was planned in the spring of 1945, 

with Oscar Rustand as leader, but the end of the war prevented it from becoming a reality.626  

The police companies were not the only units where policemen served. Some policemen became part 

of other SS units, while other front volunteers became policemen upon return to Norway. All in all, 

some 600 police officers served in German forces during the war, according to Nils Johan Ringdal.627 
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Perks for veterans 

Lie had wanted the volunteers to form the ‘core of the new police’. To do so, they had to be given 

important positions and privileges upon their return to Norway. In his initial call for volunteers, Lie 

assured them that they would be well cared for. For all intents and purposes, time at the front was 

treated as part of the police service, based on a law passed by the NS government on 11 June 1942. 

It also applied to men who had left public service earlier to volunteer for the German forces, who 

now gained the right to state employment.628 In 1943 it was decided that all volunteers of the second 

company were to be given permanent positions. Those who were not police officers before signing 

up would be employed by the Oslo Police Battalion.629 In a revision of the law on 15 October 1943, 

volunteers were credited with three times the normal level of seniority for their front service, putting 

them on a fast track to promotion. This bonus was also applied retroactively, thus benefiting all front 

volunteers.630  

Efforts were also made to further the qualifications of the volunteers. In autumn 1943, after the first 

company had returned, a special qualification course was arranged, aimed at promoting men from the 

company to police lieutenants.631 Of the 41 that participated, only 20 passed the exam.632 Volunteers 

of the second and third companies were similarly promised further training as officers upon 

recruitment.633As we shall see in a later chapter, these policies, combined with the political attitudes 

of the volunteers, would indeed provide many of them with meteoric careers.  

Promotion of the Germanic SS Norway 

On 28 March 1941 Lie and Riisnæs met with Himmler in Berlin. One of the topics was likely the 

creation of a branch of the Allgemeine SS in Norway, the Norwegian SS (NSS). The next day Himmler 

met with Quisling, who accepted the proposal, likely misunderstanding it to be the beginnings of a 

restored Norwegian army.634 On 21 May 1941, the organisation was formally established, with Jonas 

Lie as its leader, now with the rank of SS-Standartenführer. The new members were sent on a course at 

Elverum. Because most of the new members joined the Norwegian Legion shortly after, NSS became 

but a brief episode, but it was reorganised the year after as the Germanic SS Norway (GSSN), again 

with Lie as leader. From a SS perspective, Lie was highly symbolic, holding ranks in the Waffen-SS, 

the Norwegian police and the more general order of the GSSN. As such, he personally embodied the 

fusion of functions wanted by Himmler: an ideal political soldier and a police officer in the SS.635  

 

Lie subsequently promoted the GSSN within the police. In June 1942 he wrote a furious letter to the 

leader of the Oslo Police Battalion, who had refused some of his men leave to attend a GSSN course. 
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Lie would ‘not accept such blatant sabotage of my orders’ (Lie’s emphasis).636 In 1943, the police 

ministry sponsored subscriptions of the GSSN newspaper, Germaneren, for all police districts.637 It also 

encouraged all policemen not at the front to at least join the Hird or GSSN to show their ideological 

commitment.638 In May, Olbjørn’s adjutant Arne J. Odde was tasked with liaising between Olbjørn 

and the GSSN, one of his tasks being to coordinate leave of absence to serve in the GSSN.639 Lie 

managed to recruit between 400 and 500 policemen to the GSSN in 1943, an initiative explicitly 

supported by Himmler and Rediess.640  

As was the case with many initiatives during the war, the GSSN remained a confused and incomplete 

project. From the beginning there was widespread uncertainty about what the GSSN was supposed 

to be and its relationship to the Waffen-SS and the police. Karl Leib, leader of the Germanische Leitstelle 

of the SS and responsible for helping to organise the GSSN, claimed after the war that a fundamental 

difference of opinion had existed between himself and Lie regarding the role of the GSSN. Whereas 

Leib saw it as an elite political order, Lie wanted to make the GSSN an auxiliary police force.641 

Interestingly, such an idea can be found in the budget proposal for 1941, where the SS in Germany 

was seen as an example of a police reserve to be used in emergencies.642 Leib’s version is also 

supported by the fact that the GSSN was in fact used as an auxiliary police force on several occasions, 

most notably during the arrest of Jewish men in Oslo on 26 October 1942.643 In May 1944 Marthinsen 

appealed to Lie to keep at least two companies of the GSSN stationed in Oslo as a permanent 

contingency force for use by the Norwegian Security Police.644 Nothing seems to have come of this, 

however.  

The GSSN was considered a threat by people in the more nationalist wing of NS. In December 1942, 

Oliver Møystad produced a long series of complaints about the GSSN. He saw the GSSN as 

systematically trying to supplant the Hird, seeing itself as ‘the new nobility’ and offering substantial 

material benefits for membership. He stated ‘if the SS can continue its recruitment, the Hird faces 

collapse.’645 According to Rolf J. Fuglesang, party minister of NS, many within the party ‘saw the 

GSSN as an attempt by the Germans to create a bridgehead in Norway for their imperialistic plans.’646  

For police officers, GSSN membership could be motivated by a desire for conformity with the will 

of leaders and peers as well as by a genuine ideological conviction. According to Dagfinn Gjertsen, 

member of the State Police in Stavanger, his leader Hans Skaar Pedersen told his men that ‘it would 

be best if everyone became members of the GSSN now, because the SS would eventually occupy all 
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important positions in the country.’647 Håkon Eeg-Larsen, a State Police officer in Stavanger, claimed 

that he became a member of the GSSN in the spring 1943 after encouragement by Marthinsen. 

However, he left the organisation after attending the GSSN course at Kongsvinger, deeming it ‘too 

German’.648 Bjarne Karlsen, another policeman in Stavanger, and first leader of the GSSN in Rogaland 

county, came to the opposite conclusion in 1944. He was a member of the GSSN and not the Hird 

because to him ‘European unity’ was needed to withstand the ‘Jews and all other racial aliens who 

with all means seek to destroy the Germanic tribes.’ The pan-European SS was, as he saw it, an 

organisation promoting a European community transcending ‘artificial’ borders.649  

Propaganda 

Both German and Norwegian police leaders were, as mentioned earlier, well aware of the lacking 

ideological conviction of many within the police corps. Given the traditional ideal of political 

neutrality as well as general lack of knowledge about National Socialism, it was not implausible to 

ascribe some of this to a ‘lack of knowledge’ or ‘confusion’ resulting from living many years in a liberal 

democracy. Throughout the war, efforts were thus undertaken to promote the ideas of National 

Socialism within the police. This was done both through propaganda in police publications and 

through lectures held for the police by National Socialists.  

In Norsk Politiblad, Politiembedsmennenes Blad and the new internal publication Kunngjøringer til politiet, 

propaganda for the New Order played an important role during most of the war. The editor of Norsk 

Politiblad, Ingvald B. Eikeland, became a mouthpiece for Lie’s line. He began by urging his colleagues 

somewhat vaguely to march ‘towards the shapes taking form in the daybreak ahead of us.’650 By the 

end of 1940, he stated that ‘we have only path to walk, and that path leads through Nasjonal Samling’. 

Moreover, he argued, ‘the new age has no use for passiveness. No policeman can perform his duties 

if he does not understand this.’651 In early 1941, however, he was criticised by a devoted member of 

NS for not bringing enough propaganda for the New Order. He defended himself with the limited 

space he had but urged his readers to read NS’ paper Fritt Folk and other NS publications. He also 

promised to devote more space to ‘the New Order’ in future.652 True to his word, Norsk Politiblad 

became a channel for systematic propaganda. This took the form of texts by the editor, official 

speeches and bulletins and letters from devout National Socialists. One example is Aage Henry Berg’s 

rosy picture of the new recruits from Kongsvinger, the vanguard for a new National Socialist Norway:  

When it becomes apparent that a new and thoroughly disciplined police keeps its firm hand over the people and 

guarantees peace and order in society, a police which with full strength systematically cleanses the nation of 

criminal parasites, a police which always aims at promoting the good and with an iron fist fights bad and shady 

elements – then we will have done our part for the future of the Norwegian people. When the police take the 
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lead and prove a good model, the rest of the people will eventually join us and understand the new guidelines for 

the creation of a police force based on National Socialist principles. 653 

The changing nature of their magazine was not universally popular among union members, something 

that is apparent in an article by Eikeland from January 1942, where he bitterly complains about the 

lack of contributions to and support for the publication, mirroring the major problems facing the 

Nazified Norsk Politiforbund in general. According to Eikeland, ‘he – together with the union leadership 

– is left alone holding the fort, shouting at a sleeping audience.’654  

Interestingly, as before the war, anti-Semitism was not very common in Norsk Politiblad. One writer, 

however, wrote that ‘the Jewish mentality’ had become integral in Norway to such a degree that ‘we 

don’t even recognise it as such’.655 Front service, on the other hand, was repeatedly promoted, with 

calls for volunteers and tales from the front.656 Towards the end of the war a general fatigue seems to 

have set in, likely prompted both by disillusionment with the Germans and the development of the 

war. Nazi propaganda now became far less common and was replaced by more prosaic topics such 

as news of appointments and dismissals. 

The editor of Politiembedsmennenes Blad in 1940, Ola Kvalsund, never became a member of NS. Likely 

reflecting this, his own texts during the war are generally of a more sober tone than those of Eikeland. 

Kvalsund left it to others to produce overt National Socialist propaganda. This included an insistent 

text by Lie in October 1940, urging membership in NS.657 Another is a summary of a speech by 

Riisnæs in April 1942 in which he discussed, among other things, ‘the Jewish problem’.658 That the 

editor had some influence on the content is shown by the new tone introduced by Richard M. Clason, 

who took over as editor in August 1943. He made his debut stating that Germany and its allies fought 

for ‘a just and free world’.659 The magazine now included more propaganda, such as an article entitled 

‘Thoughts about the National Socialist conception of Justice’, which argued that ‘Law shall serve life. 

What is right is what furthers the life of the people.’ Law had no value in itself, instead being just 

another tool in people’s struggle to secure its existence and development. As we have seen, these 

thoughts closely mirrored German National Socialist theories on the proper role of law.660 

In Kunngjøringer til politiet, originally a formalisation of the information previously issued by the ministry 

to local police districts in the form of circular letters, propaganda also eventually seeped in through a 

new section called ‘Words for the week’ (Ukens ord) introduced in June 1942.661 These were rather 

blunt propaganda pieces rehashing National Socialist tropes and ideological tenets, and trying to relate 

them to the lives of police officers: 
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In the new Norway the state-bearing party – Nasjonal Samling – balances opposed interests. The common 

good is placed above the good of the individual. The policeman who in his duty every day and every hour fights 

attempts by individuals to put themselves above the good of society ought to know in which system he belongs. 

662 

In July, policemen were again reminded that ‘passive loyalty’ was not enough – everyone had to do 

what was in their power in the ‘struggle against Jews, plutocrats, emigrants and Bolsheviks’.663 As in 

the other police publications, exaltation of front service was prominent. In August 1942, during 

recruitment for the first police company, it was claimed to be ‘shameful’ for any police district not to 

provide volunteers. Leaders were especially urged to join, and men who had left NS and thus 

‘destroyed their own futures’ were promised ‘redemption’ if they joined the police company.664 ‘Words 

for the week’ proved short-lived, the last one being published in January 1943.665 This was not the end 

of propaganda in Kunngjøringer til politiet, but it was now limited to continued calls for volunteers for 

the front.  

In parallel with the propaganda conveyed through official police publications, some efforts were made 

to influence police officers through meetings and more direct confrontations. Lie’s initiatives in late 

1940 to persuade police officers through public speeches and personal conversations have already 

been described. After the row at Kongsvinger in 1941, the SS came with demands for systematic 

ideological schooling of Norwegian police officers.666 I found no traces of such a programme being 

implemented in full. The initiative seems to have fallen victim to the unrealistic character of the 

demands, with too little consideration given to the Norwegian police structure and the general lack of 

time and personnel. In late 1942, however, acting minister Sverre Riisnæs, in yet another example of 

his ideological fervour, issued a circular letter via Olbjørn to the police presidents demanding more 

propaganda in all police districts. All districts subsequently had to report their activities back to the 

ministry. Reported efforts included ideological lectures and cooperation with those responsible for 

propaganda in local chapters of NS. 667 As with most other propaganda efforts, there are signs of this 

being neglected towards the end of the war.668  

Responses and consequences 

To what extent did the Nazification offensive succeed? To what extent were local Norwegian police 

districts actually transformed by 1945? To provide some answers to this question, I now turn to the 

police corps in the towns of Stavanger, Ålesund and Skien. I will begin by providing a general overview 

of relevant background factors, such as the German presence, conditions for resistance and the position 

of Nasjonal Samling. I will then provide an overview of the changing organisation of the police districts, 

examining the effects of the central reorganisation policies on the local level. Next, I will look at 

individual police officers and their ideological views. How many chose to nominally embrace National 
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Socialism by joining Nasjonal Samling, by volunteering for the front or joining the Germanic SS 

Norway? To what extent did this imply true support for National Socialist ideas, particularly in its more 

radical SS form? How many were ‘NS members on paper only’ who had joined out of opportunism, 

group pressure or simple fear of finding themselves without a job? And – at the opposite extreme – 

how many chose to offer various degrees of resistance? And what about those who wanted to remain 

outside of the political battle, seeking refuge in a passive attitude? And finally; how did the war turning 

against Germany and the occupation growing ever more brutal influence political convictions?  

The Stavanger police corps 

Background  

For the police officers in Stavanger, 9 April 1940 would be a dramatic day in every sense. At 00.55 

news arrived of a suspicious German cargo ship, the Roda, in Stavanger harbour, and two officers 

were sent to investigate. Ten minutes later ‘ugly rumours’ from eastern Norway arrived, and 

commanding senior officer Andreas Gjørvad ordered the destroyer Æger notified of the German ship. 

A few hours later, all bets were off – the commanding officer of Æger, sure of the Roda’s hostile 

purpose, attacked the German ship before being destroyed by German planes. War had come to 

Stavanger. After Sola airfield had been captured by German paratroopers, no potent defence of 

Stavanger itself could be mustered, and by 13.30 on 9 April two German officers showed up at 

Stavanger police station. After a brief conversation with chief of police Ola Kvalsund, the Swastika 

flag was raised over the police station.669  

The Germans quickly fortified their presence in the Stavanger area. This area was vital from a strategic 

point of view due to its vicinity to Great Britain, the important airfield at Sola and the beaches of 

Jæren as a potential location for a seaborne invasion of Norway. The Germans became very visible in 

Stavanger; the venerable cathedral school was requisitioned as an army headquarters and the customs 

house at the harbour became the seat of the German naval commander.670 The Wehrmacht’s police 

units – the Geheime Feldpolizei and the Feldgendarmerie – established themselves in town. More ominously, 

Einsatzkommando III of the Sipo/SD Einsatzgruppe Norwegen arrived shortly after the German troops, 

creating offices in Stavanger by early May.671 From the spring of 1941, after the regional leaders of the 

Sipo/SD were redubbed Kommandeure der Sipo und des SD (KdS), Stavanger was made the base for one 

of them. In Stavanger, the KdS was eventually housed in an old nursing home in Egenesveien 17, 

where they would later be joined by the Norwegian State Police. It was led during most of the war by 

Obersturmbannführer Friedrich Wilkens, who himself participated in torture. Wilkens was killed in April 

1945 fighting Norwegian agents sent from Britain. The Stavanger Sipo had several notorious men in 

its ranks, most notably the feared and brutal Arnold Hölscher. An estimated 3,150 individuals were 

imprisoned by the Sipo in Stavanger, 375 of whom were sent to Germany.672 By the end of the war, 

about 90 men were employed by the KdS Stavanger.673 

The area around Stavanger – Jæren – consists mostly of flat farmland, and Stavanger itself lies on a 

peninsula. Consequently, there were few good hiding places or escape routes for anyone 
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contemplating armed resistance. Even later, when armed resistance became more organised, it was 

based largely in the hills and mountains further inland rather than in the vicinity of Stavanger.674 The 

large German military presence and poor geographical conditions for resistance meant that Stavanger 

remained a relatively calm area, with consequences for the daily lives of Stavanger police officers. 

Stavanger had been a relative stronghold for NS before the war, at least in the first years of the party’s 

existence. Gulbrand Lunde, Minister of Culture and Public Enlightenment from 1940 until his death 

in 1942, was one of the leaders of the party in Stavanger.675 The party received 3.5 per cent of the 

votes in the 1933 parliamentary election, and an impressive 12.1 per cent in the local election of 1934, 

before declining to 3.5 per cent in the 1936 parliamentary election. Historian Bodil Wold Johnsen 

estimates that the party had about 1,000 members in the town by the end of 1934, or about 2.2 per 

cent of the town’s population.676 The success was short-lived. Already in 1935, undermined both by 

national and local developments, the party began to crumble, and by 1937 it had almost ceased to 

exist, losing all its seats on the town council.677 Nevertheless, as we shall see later, its members would 

prove to be a potent base on which to rebuild NS in Stavanger during the war. Overall, however, the 

county of Rogaland was a relatively weak county for NS during the war, with a membership of 1.1 

per cent of the population in 1945, compared to a national average of 1.7 per cent.678 

Organisation of the Stavanger police corps 

The Stavanger police force that faced the Germans 9 April 1940 was a diverse group, with varying 

social and educational backgrounds. Some were appointed for life; others could be sacked on the whim 

of the chief of police. The leadership consisted of a chief of police, an assistant chief of police, several 

police prosecutors, and auxiliary police prosecutors with no formal state appointment. The junior 

officers were further divided both regarding tasks and position. Stavanger was one of the few police 

districts in Norway that was already divided into separate Order Police and Criminal Police divisions, 

the latter being to a large extent the creation of Alf Endsjø, one of the Norwegian police force’s 

foremost forensics experts.679 Six of the police district’s officers were also part of the Mobile Police 

Service.680 Before the war, a special counterintelligence section had even been established to uncover 

foreign spies, primarily Germans.681 Among its allowed tools was mail and telephone interception. Their 

work seems to have ceased after the German arrival.682 The junior officers were ranked according to a 

strict hierarchy, further underlined by the fact that the ranks of inspector and above even had their own 

union, separate from that of the constables.683  

Ranked below the permanently appointed police officers was a group of officers with a far more 

tenuous position, the so-called ‘hired constables’ (leiekonstabler). The threat of war and the subsequent 

created numerous new tasks for the police, including rationing and air defence. Initially, attempts were 

made to remedy this with the aid of unpaid voluntary auxiliary police officers (hjelpepoliti). In the days 
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after 9 April, they were often were used for regular police tasks.684 Relying on volunteers was untenable 

in the long term. On 1 June 1940, the Administrative Council therefore approved a temporary paid 

force of auxiliary constables (hjelpekonstabler). This temporary solution was finally replaced by the 

position of reserve constable on 1 October 1940, to which many hired and auxiliary constables were 

recruited.685  

The net result of these measures was a large expansion of the police corps during the first months of 

the occupation. Many new faces appeared, changing the social dynamics of the corps. The young 

reserve constables, many not yet set on a career as a policeman, had more to prove and less to lose than 

their permanently appointed colleagues. This could lead to greater eagerness to prove one’s loyalty to 

the system or to less concern about losing one’s job. As one of the reserve constables in Stavanger, 

Finn Kleppe, put it many years later: ‘I was a single lad of 19, and did not have to be a policeman … It 

is obvious that this influenced my conduct and how I handled the situation.’686  

The Ministry of the Police originally intended to abolish the institution of locally hired reserve 

constables and replace it with recruits from the new national training programme. Given the 

disappointing number of recruits from these courses, however, the possibility for the local chiefs of 

police to hire temporarily employed constables locally was retained throughout the occupation.687 To 

provide them with some training, the Police Presidium was allowed by the ministry to arrange at least 

seven constable training courses, primarily for men employed in Stavanger, but also for men from other 

presidium towns and cities.688 The disappointing number of applicants for the new training programme 

did not render it irrelevant for the Stavanger police corps. At least 44 men from the new courses were 

sent to Stavanger during the war.689 Not all stayed, however – no less than 11 were transferred, fired or 

quit before 1945.690 Ten men who had been recruited locally in Stavanger were sent to the twelfth 

course in 1945, which had not finished by the end of the war.691 The recruitment problems being faced 

by this time are borne out by the fact that five of the men were rejected on various grounds upon arrival 
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in Oslo.692 The chief of police had to explain himself to the ministry afterwards, arguing that those 

initially selected for the course had all found excuses not to go.693  

In addition to the recruit courses, several men in the district took part in other courses arranged as part 

of the new central training programme. Five men attended the Criminal Police training course for new 

investigators in 1943–1944 were sent to Stavanger, and all but one remained in Stavanger until the end 

of the war.694 Furthermore, at least 17 men attended various qualification courses.695  

As the war progressed, the organisation of the police corps changed several times. This was partly in 

response to local developments, and partly because of the central reorganisation plans. In October 

1940, German suspicions of sabotage of German communication cables led to German demands for 

a special force to be established in the Stavanger area, tasked with guarding the cables. This became a 

task for the police corps, which hired new men for the guard duty under the name of Sambandspolitiet.696 

Some 30 men were employed for this purpose.697 That this task was viewed very seriously by the 

Germans is underlined by the fact that three police officers who served in the unit were briefly arrested 

after new sabotage incidents, and the town collectively fined.698 Some of the men employed in this 

new unit would eventually become part of the permanent force after the unit was dismantled in 

1942.699  

The police would also later be given responsibility for guarding German facilities. At regular intervals, 

the Germans called for citizen guards to be raised, administered by the police. And in 1942 a special 

‘guard police’ was created to guard German storehouses, with some 46 men in service by October 

1944.700 In early 1941, following new directives from the Ministry of the Police, a special and partly 

separately organised police unit for controlling prices and rationing was organised, initially composed 

of one senior officer and three junior officers.701  

Initially the Stavanger police was only directly responsible for the town of Stavanger and its immediate 

surroundings, but in April 1943 the district was drastically enlarged when the Rogaland police district 
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was abolished by the ministry. The Stavanger police district was now directly responsible for the areas 

north of Sandnes as well as large parts of the interior region of Ryfylke, with several men transferred 

to Stavanger as a result.702 

As part of the new central reorganisation efforts, the Stavanger police district in 1941 became the 

Stavanger Police Presidium. The new police president, Harald Langlie, assumed his position on 15 May 

1941. Langlie thus became overseer of all chiefs of police in the counties of Rogaland, Vest-Agder and 

Aust-Agder. New Order Police and Criminal Police commanders were appointed in September 1941.703 

Due to the already existing division of functions, however, the practical results of the creation of the 

presidium appear to have been relatively minor, though it did mean that men from Stavanger could be 

sent on missions far outside of the town, as we shall see examples of in the next chapter.  

Much of the same can be said of another centrally planned initiative, the establishment of the Stavanger 

Police Company, later called the Stavanger Contingency Unit (Beredskapsavdelingen).The unit was 

formally created in January 1943, when its first leader, police lieutenant Herman von Tangen, and 

shortly after some 20 men, were ordered to Stavanger from prior deployments in Oslo and 

Trondheim.704 They were initially housed in the State Police’s old facilities before gradually taking over 

the St. Johannes nursing home. The men seem to have performed regular duty with the Stavanger 

Police rather than function as a separate contingency unit for use in emergency situations, as planned.705 

According to Harald Langlie, this was due to the relatively calm situation in the Stavanger area.706  

The place of the police company in the overall recruitment structure, where it was supposed to be the 

last phase of police training, was not abandoned, however. The result was that police officers trained 

on the aspirant courses and sent to Stavanger after the creation of the Police Company were formally 

part of that unit rather than directly employed by the Stavanger police district.707 The men of the Police 

Company were also used as instructors in the courses arranged for local recruits, thus conveying some 

of the lessons taught to them as part of the new German-inspired training programme.708  

When military resistance activity increased in the autumn of 1944, a special Alarm Unit consisting of 

12 politically reliable members was created by Langlie to aid the State Police in its fight against the 

resistance. It is striking that he did this rather than relying on the existing Contingency Unit for this 
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task.709 This can be seen as a failure on the part of the recruitment system to produce sufficiently 

politically reliable men for such missions. 

While the central reorganisation reforms of the ordinary police thus did not comprehensively change 

the everyday life of Stavanger police officers, they did leave their mark. More consequential for the 

character of the Stavanger police than such reorganisation efforts was the struggle for the hearts and 

minds of the members of the Stavanger police force. 

Confusion and struggle 

Within the Stavanger police, discussions regarding whether to join NS and how to relate to National 

Socialism reached fever pitch in the autumn of 1940. Heated debates took place in the common rooms, 

with some allegedly ‘having trouble controlling themselves.’710 Rumours and uncertainty abounded. 

News of collective membership in NS in Skien and Halden might have reached the police district, along 

with news of many senior officers elsewhere joining the party. 711  Olav Ravndal described the 

atmosphere as ‘dark and nervous, with many being depressed.’712  

Decisive leadership was lacking. Chief of police Ola Kvalsund, while never joining NS or espousing 

NS membership, was nevertheless not as publicly forceful a voice against Lie and NS as his colleague 

in Kristiansand, Christian Rynning-Tønnesen. Kvalsund seems to have been typical of Norwegian 

senior police officers in this respect. Kvalsund’s correspondence with the ministry regarding political 

questions is illustrative of his non-confrontational attitude.713 In December 1940, Kvalsund applied for 

leave from his post in Stavanger. His reasons were to some extent principled: he simply could not 

follow Lie’s new orders not to interfere with the Hird’s actions against political enemies. In his letter to 

Lie, however, he made considerable efforts to make sure this did not come across as open defiance. 

Rather, he stated that he feared that he ‘in special situations’ would be unable to follow the instructions 

to support the Hird from 14 December ‘blindly’, as was his wish.714 Strikingly, however, he wrote that 

he had already instructed his men to follow ‘blindly’ the orders he now found himself unable to follow. 

As noted earlier, Lie responded to Kvalsund’s correspondence by making him responsible for planning 

a new training programme. This was hardly a sign of seeing Kvalsund as a potent opponent of the New 

Order. 

In this leadership vacuum, a power struggle developed among Kvalsund’s subordinates. Several eager 

NS agitators among the men sought to convince their colleagues that joining the party was the only 

way of securing both their own future and that of the police corps. Leading among them was Karl O. 

Karlsen, who had been one of the founding members of NS in Stavanger in 1933 and had been a 

                                                

709 ‘Rapport avgitt til Politipresidenten i Stavanger av politiløytnant Bjarne Karlsen’, 30 January 1945, L-sak Bjarne P. 
Karlsen. 
710 Questioning of Sverre Haugland, 23 March 1941, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
711 Interrogation of Andreas K. Sirnes, 25 May 1945, L-sak Andreas K. Sirnes. Interrogation of Ingvald B. Eikeland, 2 
July 1945, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
712 ‘Suspendert politibetjent Trygve Ravndal’, 14 July 1945, L-sak Trygve Ravndal. 
713 A report on Kvalsund after the war concluded that he showed a ‘weak attitude’ during the occupation, avoiding any 
personal risk. Kvalsund seemed to have assumed a ‘theoretical and remote’ position. He might have had the ‘right 
national attitude’ but lacked the fortitude to put himself at risk. Report on Ola Kvalsund, 26 August 1946, file on Ola 
Kvalsund, RA-S-3978-P-Pb. Eventually, Kvalsund’s case was decided by a court verdict, which saw him far more 
positively and formally cleared him and allowed him to become chief of police in Stavanger once more. Sentence in the 
case of Ola Kvalsund, published in Politiembedsmennenes Blad, no. 6, 1948. 
714 ‘Permisjon fra Stavanger politimesterembede med overføring til annen polititjeneste eller øvrig statstjeneste’, letter 
from Ola Kvalsund to the Ministry of the Police, 24 December 1940, SAST-A-100361-D-Da-L014. 
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prominent police union member in the 1930s in Stavanger and nationally.715 After the proclamation of 

the New Order on 25 September, Karlsen emerged as local leader (kretsleder) of NS in Stavanger and 

began actively agitating for NS within the police corps.716 In his position he had much to do with the 

vulnerable reserve constables, who could be fired ‘at any time’.717 At least one of them seems to have 

joined after direct pressure from Karlsen.718 Another allegedly joined after being promised by Karlsen 

that membership could save him from being fired due to (wrongful) suspicion of theft.719 Interestingly, 

however, Karlsen also seems to have opposed attempts to achieve collective NS membership in 

Stavanger. Several police officers claim that there were proposals for a meeting to discuss collective 

membership.720 Karlsen instead insisted on individual membership, likely in understanding with the 

other local party leaders.721 They correctly assessed that collective membership could lead to an influx 

of non-dedicated members unwilling to fight for the party. Such fears were far from unfounded – as 

we will see later, collective membership would produce exactly such a pattern in Skien. 

Karl O. Karlsen was far from alone in aggressively promoting the cause of NS within the corps.722 As 

previously mentioned, Stavanger had been an NS stronghold. The police, in violation of norms of 

political neutrality, proved no exception. According to historian Bodil Johnsen, as much as 25 per cent 

of Stavanger’s police officers became NS members in the mid-1930s. 723  Six of the officers with 

permanent positions who joined NS in 1940 have been positively identified as members of NS before 

the war.724 Additionally, among the new men hired in 1939 and 1940, another six725 were similarly long-

time NS sympathisers, most of them former members of the NS youth organisation NSUF. This core 

                                                

715 Johnsen 1972, 16. 
716 ‘ad Politifullmektig Anton Lahlum’, letter from Ola Kvalsund to lawyer G.B. Dreyer, 11 November 1946, L-sak 
Anton Lahlum. ‘Siste avsnitt i Karl O. Karlsens forklaring, avhørt 12.6.1945’, SAST-A-100361-D-De-L0004. ‘Dom’, 
SBA-PA-0007-Db-L0001. 
717 ‘NS’ press mot politifolk i Stavanger. Deres brev av 10.8.’, letter from Ola Kvalsund to Landssvikavdelingen, 
Stavanger Politikammer, 28 August 1945, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. Comment by E. Evertsen to interrogation of Petter 
Thomas Erland and Olaus Tangen, 28 February 1946, SAST-A-100361-D-De-L0004. 
718 ‘Rapport til Politipresidenten i Stavanger fra politiløytnant Bj. Karlsen. Ang: Politikonstabel Tangens medlemskap i 
Nasjonal Samling’, 6 March 1945, L-sak Olaus Tangen. 
719 Statements by Edvin Evertsen, Anton Lahlum, Endre Braut and Petter T. Erland, L-sak Petter T. Erland. 
720 This claim should of course be treated with caution, due to Eikeland’s self-interest in promoting broad acceptance 
for NS membership in the corps. ‘Rapport til politimesteren i Stavanger fra Ingvald B. Eikeland angående medlemskapet 
i N.S.’, 13 July 1945, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. Eikeland’s statement is however supported by Ola Kvalsund, who 
stated that ‘he heard rumours of such a meeting being planned’. ‘NS press mot politifolk i Stavanger. Deres brev av 
10.8.’, letter from Ola Kvalsund to Landssvikavdelingen, Stavanger Politikammer, 28 August 1945, L-sak Ingvald B. 
Eikeland. 
721 This was stated by Andreas K. Sirnes, Ola Kvalsund and Ingvald B. Eikeland. Interrogation of Andreas K. Sirnes, 25 
May 1945, L-sak Andreas K. Sirnes, ‘NS press mot politifolk i Stavanger. Deres brev av 10.8.’, letter from Ola Kvalsund 
to Landssvikavdelingen, Stavanger Politikammer, 28 August 1945, interrogation of Ingvald B. Eikeland, 2 July 1945, L-
sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
722 Halvor Vollen, Anton Lahlum and Olaf Skjæveland are all accused to have been involved in this. L-sak Halvor 
Vollen snr., L-sak Trygve Ravndal, L-sak Anton Lahlum and L-sak Olaf Skjæveland.  
723 Johnsen 1972, 20. 
724 These were: Karl O. Karlsen, Olaf Skjæveland, Mathias Leiros, Otto S. Egenæs, Rolf Pedersen and Jakob Tjøme. 
SAST-A-100361-Pa-L0001-L0009, L-sak Olaf Skjæveland, L-sak Otto S. Egenæs, L-sak Rolf Pedersen, L-sak Jakob 
Tjøme and L-sak Mathias Leiros. Leiros, however, appear to have been a mostly passive NS member, as opposed to the 
others. Two other pre-war members, Kajus Opstad and Ole Løken, did not rejoin the party. Files on Ole Løken and 
Kajus Opstad, SAST-A-100361-D-De-L0005. 
725 These were: Bjarne P. Karlsen, Sverre Haugland, Holger Tou, Petter T. Erland, Ørnulf Skjæveland, Marthon 
Skjæveland. L-sak Bjarne P. Karlsen, L-sak Sverre Haugland, L-sak Holger Tou, L-sak Petter T. Erland, L-sak Ørnulf 
Skjæveland and L-sak Marthon Skjæveland. Among them, only Erland can be seen as a passive member. The others 
were active National Socialists throughout the war.  
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group was rapidly bolstered by new NS members from within the corps, albeit with varying degrees of 

ideological commitment. The most notable were two senior officers, Andreas P. Gjørvad and Anton 

Lahlum, the latter of whom quickly proved himself a dedicated National Socialist.726 

The efforts of Karlsen and his associates did not go unopposed. Within the corps several officers began 

actively opposing the demands of the new system and the lure of NS membership. Opposition in this 

early phase took several forms but was still relatively innocent and reminiscent of normal democratic 

political struggle. Its most basic variant was simply talking to wavering colleagues, trying to strengthen 

their resolve and resist pressure to join NS. Many years after the war, Olav Ravndal, who in 1940 was 

a junior police prosecutor in Stavanger, recalled talking to several of his fellow officers in the autumn 

of 1940, warning them against NS membership. One of these men came to him in May 1945, tears 

flowing down his cheeks, thanking Ravndal for his words back in 1940. They had allegedly steeled his 

courage and led him to remain outside NS, thus saving him from much grief after the war.727  

In some cases, supporters and opponents of NS even clashed in open quarrels. According to NS 

member Sverre Haugland, ‘most of the police officers’ in his unit were ‘friendly towards England’ and 

expressed this on a ‘daily basis’. Discussions often became so heated that ‘many had problems 

controlling themselves’728, a claim supported by several other officers.729 At one point, Finn Kleppe, a 

leading opponent of NS among the reserve constables, is alleged to have called NS member Ørnulf 

Skjæveland ‘a bloody Nazi’.730 In a discussion with Bjarne Karlsen he was said to have shouted ‘Long 

live the King!’731 After the introduction of the Nazi greeting in December 1940, avoiding or sabotaging 

its use became another way of subtly showing opposition to the system.732  

Somewhat ironically, the ideological struggle resulted in a corps with the same percentage of NS 

members as it had in the mid-1930s. While this was considerable, it was nevertheless far from the level 

seen in many other districts and in fact slightly below the national average. By 1 January 1941 NS 

membership among the officers in Stavanger was as follows:  

 

 

 

 

                                                

726 See ‘ad Politifullmektig Anton Lahlum’, letter from Ola Kvalsund to lawyer G.B. Dreyer, 11 November 1946, 
‘Rapport frå fung. politimeister Olav Ravndal om tidlegare ‘politipresident’ i Trondheim – før ‘politikommandør’ i 
Stavanger – Anton Lahlum’, 21 August 1945, letter from Egil Torjusen to Bjørn B. Enge, 10 September 1945, L-sak 
Anton Lahlum. 
727 Interview of Olav Ravndal by Nils Johan Ringdal, 3 October 1985, NHM 115. Ravndal also mentions this talk in a 
report from 1945. ‘Suspendert politibetjent Trygve Ravndal’, 14 July 1945, L-sak Trygve Ravndal. 
728 Questioning of Sverre Haugland, 23 March 1941, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
729 See questioning of Finn Forsberg and Børge Cederløf, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
730 Questioning of Ørnulf Skjæveland, 18 February 1941, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
731 Questioning of Leif Sømme, 18 February 1941, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
732 This is for example apparent in the political investigation conducted by Ingvald B. Eikeland in early 1941, in which 
NS members regularly remarked on how their colleagues performed the greeting. L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
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NS Members in the Stavanger Police District, 1 January 1941733 

Rank NS members Officers in total Percentage of total 

Senior officers 2 7 28.5% 

Inspectors and superintendents 7 23 30.4% 

Sergeants and constables 12 59 20.3% 

Reserve constables 16 63 25.3% 

Total 38 158  24.0% 

As noted earlier, a ‘cohort’ effect has been proposed as a possible explanation for NS membership by 

Jan A. Arnli and Nils Johan Ringdal. The theory proposes that older police officers were more likely to 

become members. This hypothesis finds quite strong support in Stavanger, as the following chart based 

on men in permanent employment before the war illustrates. The youngest men were indeed far less 

likely to join NS: 

Share of men in permanent employment in the Stavanger Police District before the war who became NS members. 
N=76.734 

 

Crackdown  

For the NS activists in the corps, it was clear that more had to be done.  To promote the NS cause and 

strengthen internal cohesion among young NS members, Karl O. Karlsen therefore took the initiative 

to create a ‘NS Reserve Constable Association’ (Reservekonstablenes N.S. Lag) in early January 1941.735 It 

was led by one of his sons, Bjarne Karlsen, who was joined by about 15 other reserve constables.736 

The association had a radical agenda: the rules obliged members to ‘report all propaganda hostile 

towards the state to the board’. Indeed, ‘no passive or active demonstration against the National 

                                                

733 ‘Liste pr. 1.1.1941 over politimenn i Stavanger politikorps som har meldt seg inn som medlemmer i N.S.’, RA-S-
3978-E-Ef-L0002. 
734 Based on ‘Stavanger politikammer’, RA-S-1329-P-L0002, supplemented by lists of personnel, SAST-A-100361-001-
Pa-L0001-L0009. 
735 Questioning of Sverre Haugland, 25 March 1941, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
736 Interrogation of Bjarne Karlsen, 11 July 1945, L-sak Bjarne P. Karlsen. 
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Socialist New Order’ would be tolerated within the corps by the association’s members. This, as we 

shall see later, proved to be more than just rhetoric.737  

Their ideological opponents were not idle either. On 8 January 1941, 52 junior officers, about 40 per 

cent of the total force, signed a letter declaring that they no longer wished to receive Norsk Politiblad.738 

As mentioned earlier, this had now become more or less a propaganda organ for Lie and his agenda. 

While the letter expressed no explicit political protest, its intent was obvious, and it represented a direct 

challenge to the new system. Its symbolic importance was all the greater because the editor, Ingvald B. 

Eikeland, was one of their colleagues. Added to the daily challenges to NS from several of the men, a 

picture of the Stavanger police corps as politically unreliable could easily be painted. A response was 

bound to come.  

The first move came on 31 January, when the leaders of the NS Reserve Constable Association issued 

a formal complaint against Finn Kleppe. After his public spats with NS reserve constables he was seen 

as their leading opponent. The association deemed him ‘completely incapable of defending the state’s 

interests.’739 Their goal was to have him quietly sacked by Kvalsund’s interim successor Erling Oftedal. 

But in a twist of fate he judged it a formal charge against Kleppe, noting it in the crime journal, which 

was shown to the Sipo every morning.740 The Sipo now made their move. On 4 February Kleppe was 

arrested by Arnold Hölscher, accompanied by Ingvald B. Eikeland acting as an interpreter.741  

It was obvious that the ‘taint’ ran deeper than Kleppe, and the Sipo therefore simultaneously arrested 

a further 23 officers suspected of disloyalty. After negotiations with the Stavanger police leadership, 17 

were released shortly after. However, seven men, including Kleppe, were transferred to the Åneby 

prison camp, thus becoming some of the first Norwegian political prisoners of the occupation. All but 

Kleppe were eventually released after signing a pledge of loyalty. Not doing so was in retrospect 

characterised by Kleppe as a pretty ‘dumb’ act of stubbornness given his harsh fate: he eventually ended 

up in Sachsenhausen, where he remained imprisoned until the end of the war.742 Several of those 

arrested would later prove through their actions that their pledge meant little in practice, leading to new 

imprisonment and for one, Tollef Bakke, even death. 

As the Stavanger police leadership apparently had not been notified in advance of the Sipo’s plans, 

police prosecutor and NS member Anton Lahlum was tasked with inquiring with the Sipo why they 

had arrested the men. He suggested that the police district should be allowed to investigate the matter 

themselves, a wish the Sipo granted.743 The investigation report produced by NS member Ingvald B. 

Eikeland, based on the questioning of both NS members and non-members, was relatively moderate. 

But it pointed out that Finn Kleppe, along with Haakon Gellein and Bjarne Finnebråten, were indeed 

                                                

737 ‘Lover for Reservekonstablenes N.S. Lag’, L-sak Bjarne P. Karlsen. 
738 ‘Oppgave vedrørende Stavanger politikorps’, letter from Stavanger Police district to the Ministry of the Police, 15 
February 1942, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0002. Letter from 52 officers to the treasurer of Norsk Politiblad, 8 January 1941, L-
sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
739 ‘Rapport fra Reservekonstablenes N.S. Lag til politimesteren i Stavanger. Angår: Finn Kleppe Kongsgaten 38 som til 
stadighet demonstrerer mot den politiske nyordning’, 31 January 1941, L-sak Bjarne P. Karlsen. 
740 Interrogation of Bjarne Karlsen, 8 November 1945, L-sak Bjarne P. Karlsen. 
741 Statement by Finn Kleppe, 7 November 1945, L-sak Bjarne P. Karlsen. 
742 Interrogation of A. Gjørvad, 23 October 1946, L-sak Andreas P. Gjørvad. The men kept in custody were: Haakon 
Gellein, Thorleif Karlsen, Tollef Bakke, Bernhard Lund, Trygve Tjessem, Finn Kleppe and Bjarne Finnebråten. 
Giertsen 1946, 3-4, Ottosen 1995, 420, interview of Finn Kleppe by Nils Johan Ringdal, 4 October 1985, NHM 115. 
743 Interrogation of Anton Lahlum, 1 October 1946, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
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aggressive opponents of NS.744 Shortly after, upon gaining knowledge of the arrests, Jonas Lie on 19 

March suspended chief of police Oftedal in favour of NS member Andreas Gjørvad. He was ordered 

to further investigate ‘anti-German propaganda’, as well as identify who was behind the letter rejecting 

Norsk Politiblad.745 Gjørvad was also to produce a list of the ‘worst opponents of the party’ and suggest 

who needed to be sacked to make the corps politically reliable.746 A second political investigation was 

then carried out by another NS member, Andreas Sirnes.747 Eventually, the whole matter ended with 

Sipo as noted keeping Kleppe imprisoned and insisting on certain measures against the two other 

identified troublemakers, Gellein and Finnebråten. They were then transferred to Skien and Drammen, 

respectively. Erling Oftedal was temporarily reinstated until he was replaced by NS member Harald 

Langlie on 15 May 1941.748  

Stabilisation of the fronts 

The sudden strike against the most eager opponents of the new system had a chilling effect on the men. 

They were now made painfully aware of the potential consequences of publicly agitating against the 

new system. Open political discussion ended. NS member Sverre Haugland put it succinctly: 

‘Everything grew quiet after the arrests.’749  From now on, opposition would have to take more 

clandestine forms. The political cleansing also seems to have produced lasting bitterness and suspicion. 

According to Olav Ravndal, the fronts within the Stavanger police corps had hardened by the spring 

of 1941.750 NS member Ørnulf Skjæveland also admits that ‘divisions probably grew sharper’ after the 

events.751  

Mirroring the national situation, the influx of new members to the existing police corps came almost 

to a halt during 1941. The year also saw a number of officers leaving NS, regretting what they saw as a 

rash decision often made after pressure from NS members.752 Others, however, could not summon the 

strength to leave, at least not initially.753 This loss of members was to some extent compensated by 

favouring NS members when hiring reserve constables.754 Another contributory factor to this relative 

                                                

744 Gjørvad claimed that this was done not to spite NS and the Germans, but was due to unease about the character of 
the Sipo’s action. Interrogation of A. Gjørvad, 23 October 1946, L-sak Andreas P. Gjørvad. 
745 Letter from Jonas Lie to Erling Oftedal, 19 March 1941, L-sak Andreas P. Gjørvad.  
746 Letter from Jonas Lie to Andreas Gjørvad, 19 March 1941, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
747 ‘Etterforskning 24.3.41’, report by E. Evertsen, 7 August 1945, L-sak Andreas K. Sirnes. 
748 Interrogation of A. Gjørvad, 23 October 1946, L-sak Andreas P. Gjørvad. 
749 Questioning of Sverre Haugland, 25 March 1941, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
750 Interview of Olav Ravndal by Nils Johan Ringdal, 3 October 1985, NHM 115. 
751 Interview of Ørnulf Skjæveland by Nils Johan Ringdal, 4 October 1985, NHM 115. 
752 These included: Petter T. Erland – see report by Edvin Evertsen, 25 May 1945, L-sak Petter T. Erland, Anders 
Bolme – see letter from Anders Bolme to NS Storhaug lag, L-sak Anders Bolme, Håvard Bjørgo – see 
‘Reservekonstabel Håvard Bjørgo, meldt seg ut av Nasjonal Samling’, report by Anton Lahlum, 25 August 1941, RA-S-
3978-P-Pa-L0001, Johan Myklebust – see ‘Ang. Utmeldelser’, letter from NSPOT to Jonas Lie, RA-S-3978-P-Pa-L0001, 
Leif Auestad, Konrad Eritsland and Kristoffer Hinna – see their respective files in SAST-A-100361-D-De-L0004. 
753 This was the case for Trygve Ravndal, who was weakened after an operation and pressured by his colleague Halvor 
Vollen, perceived by colleagues as a firm opponent of the new system. He finally summoned the strength to leave in 
May 1942. Report by Edvin Evertsen, 30 May 1945, L-sak Trygve Ravndal. It was also the case for Olaus Tangen, who 
had been pushed by Karl O. Karlsen. He finally left in March 1945, upon which he was prompty sacked. Letter from 
Olaus Tangen to the chief of police, 1 June 1945, L-sak Olaus Tangen. Øistein Nordbøe is another interesting case. He 
joined in late 1940 and left already in January 1941. After this, he was apparently questioned by the Sipo, and fearful of 
the consequences rejoined the party. He was seen as a poor party member, however, and NS in Rogaland pushed for his 
dismissal from the party and the police. Report by H. Zimmerlund-Berge, 1 June 1945, L-sak Øistein Nordbøe.  
754 Ten NS members were recruited as reserve constables in 1941. ‘Oppgave over medlemskap i Nasjonal Samling’, 
letter from the Stavanger Police district to the Ministry of the Police, 16 January 1942, RA-S-3978-E-Eb-L0001. 
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‘calm’ was likely the emerging opportunity to volunteer for German front service, first as part of 

Regiment Nordland in March 1941 and then in June as part of the Norwegian Legion. Two of the most 

radical National Socialists within the corps, Bjarne Karlsen and Holger Tou, promptly volunteered.755 

Without Karlsen as the driving force, the NS Reserve Constable Association, launched with great 

formality in January 1941, subsequently seems to have withered away.756 

The relative ‘stabilisation’ of the political situation can be illustrated by an overview of NS members 

within the corps by January 1942. The share of NS members was now 6 per cent higher than it had 

been the previous year:757  

NS members in the Stavanger Police District, 16 January 1942 

Rank NS members Total number Percentage 

Senior officers 4 9 44.4% 

Permanently employed junior officers 24 81 29.6% 

Reserve constables 10 35 28.5% 

Total 38 125  30.4% 

The fact that open political discussion ended by no means meant that the struggle between supporters 

and opponents of the new system came to a halt. Within the corps, a small number of officers became 

involved in more clandestine and organised resistance activities. They were directly or indirectly aided 

by less audacious colleagues who nevertheless were hostile or indifferent to the new system and thus 

willing to look the other way if they discovered illegal activities. In some cases, they were also willing 

to provide small and innocuous favours. At the other extreme were eager NS members within the corps 

who in various ways continued to promote National Socialism inside and outside the force. In between 

these opposing groups stood police officers who tried to get through the war without invoking the ire 

of either side.  

Opposition remains 

Even before the crackdown on open dissent, a few Stavanger police officers had begun exploiting their 

positions to carry out acts of resistance. During the summer and autumn of 1940 constable Harald 

Hansen had begun establishing contacts with others who were intent on resisting the occupier in some 

way. According to Hansen, he felt, ‘like most others in the police’, a ‘duty’ to offer as much passive 

resistance as possible, but soon realised that this would not ‘be enough’. His resistance activity quickly 

expanded. Hansen founded what became known as the Police Organisation, which came to have an 

important role in the resistance networks in the Rogaland area.758 By early 1941 Hansen had recruited 

                                                

755 ‘Dom’, L-sak Bjarne Karlsen, ‘Dom’, L-sak Holger Tou. 
756 The sentence against Eystein Larsen, one of the association’s members, stated that the organisation ‘disappeared’ 
[bortfalt] in the autumn of 1941. ‘Dom’, L-sak Eystein Larsen. 
757 ‘Oppgave over medlemskap i Nasjonal Samling’, letter from the Stavanger Police district to the Ministry of the 
Police, 16 January 1942, RA-S-3978-E-Eb-L0001. However, this overview includes two men – Anders Bolme and Petter 
Erland – who considered themselves as non-members at this point.  
758 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 34-35, 112. 
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five other police officers to aid him in his work.759 He himself left the police in March 1941, but kept 

in close contact with his former colleagues as well with the leader of a similar organisation in Bergen, 

and initiated contact with resistance leaders in Oslo.760 Hansen was thus part of the earliest attempts to 

create some form of coordinated resistance within the police.  

The Police Organisation’s tasks were manifold: first, its members acted as couriers for both the military 

resistance (Milorg) and the civilian resistance (Sivorg) in Rogaland. Harald Hansen was provided with 

documents in Oslo that were subsequently distributed in the regions by his accomplices within the 

police.761 A second and crucially important task was charting informers and subsequently warning 

resistance fighters about them. Members of the Police Organisation helped in this task by 

supplementing lists of informers compiled by organised resistance organisations. Names of informers 

were then published in code in the legal and illegal press. The third task was one only the police could 

perform: the production of fake border passes for people who needed to escape the country or travel 

across border zones. Fourth, members of the organisation were involved in evaluating possible drop 

points for soldiers and supplies in the area.762 Fifth, members of the organisation tipped off several 

people in danger of being arrested.763 The final task, in which Harald Hansen allegedly was a national 

pioneer, was preparing for liberation.764  

Police resistance in Stavanger generally seems to have been reasonably well connected with larger 

resistance structures and authorities abroad, beginning with Harald Hansen’s early contacts in Bergen 

and Oslo. Police Organisation member Bernhard Lund for example claimed that once the order came 

for all police officers to begin wearing the new green uniform in July 1943, the ‘police leadership in 

London’ was contacted about the proper reaction, which was to stay put and endure this public 

humiliation.765 Henrik Giertsen, leader of the civil resistance in Stavanger, said that he was in constant 

contact with the Police Organisation.766 Towards the end of the war, Christian Benneche was appointed 

temporary shadow chief of police for Stavanger ‘in full understanding with the resistance police 

leadership’ after the arrest of Olav Ravndal, who was the original candidate. He then travelled to Oslo 

and held meetings with Tage Petterson and Lars L’Abée-Lund from the national police resistance 

leadership about the transition. He also kept in close contact with the local leader of the military 

resistance, Torolf Smedvig.767 

On 6 May 1945, Benneche and other resistance leaders met to coordinate the takeover and the 

coordination between police and resistance forces.768 As part of the preparations, forensics specialist 

                                                

759 These were: Olav Lund, Bernhard Lund, Olav Ravndal, Lars Førsund, Tollef Bakke and Odd Galtung Eskeland. 
Stahl and Wyller 1962, 55, 112-113. 
760 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 112-116.  
761 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 55. 
762 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 94, 116.  
763 One of the resistance leaders in Stavanger, John Øvregaard, was in danger of being arrested as a teacher in March 
1942, and was warned by the resistance members in the police. Hansen himself, who at that point was in Oslo, was in 
warned November 1942 of the Sipo’s destruction of much of the illegal resistance in southwestern Norway, and thus 
managed to escape to Sweden. Stahl and Wyller 1962, 168, 181. 
764 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 114-116. This is also the view of Odd Galtung Eskeland. See interview with Odd Galtung 
Eskeland by Ragnar Ulstein, 8 December 1980, NHM 16-J-0019. 
765 ‘De grønne uniformene’, manuscript by Bernhard Lund to Knut Stahl, SBA-PA-0006-D-L0004. 
766 ‘Kort referat av arbei (sic!) under okkupationen’, manuscript by Henrik Giertsen, 27 May 1945, SBA-PA-0006-D-
L0004. 
767 ‘Overtakelsen av politiet ved frigjøringen’, manuscript by Bernhard Lund to Knut Stahl, SBA-PA-0006-D-L0007. 
768 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 349 ff.. 
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Alf Endsjø had obtained fingerprints of all officers in the Sipo and State Police. Keys to safes holding 

important documents at the police station were obtained. The planning paid off, and the arrests of 

wanted police officers were performed seemingly without incident.769 

While the Police Organisation most closely and systematically connected police work with resistance 

activity, it was not the only way police officers in Stavanger tried to actively oppose the New Order. At 

the same time as Harald Hansen began organising the Police Organisation, one of his colleagues, Kåre 

Knudsen, took it upon himself to begin organising a military intelligence service in the Stavanger area 

after being asked by a friend.770 By October 1941 the situation had grown dangerous for him, and he 

decided to flee. He was not alone – joining him on the boat Sjøleik on 9 October 1941 were, along with 

several others, constables Norvald Frafjord and Daniel Rommetveit, who had helped organise the trip 

over the North Sea. Frafjord and Rommetveit both joined the British army and were promoted to 

lieutenants. Rommetveit was seriously wounded during the attack on the island of Walcheren, and 

Frafjord was killed on 16 July 1944 near Caen.771  

Another notable resistance personality who worked briefly in the police was Solveig Bergslien. By the 

summer of 1941 she had become part of an intelligence gathering group that was connected to that of 

Knudsen. She gained a position as a clerk at the crime section in Stavanger police district in the spring 

of 1943 and used her position to provide border passes and other information from her nominally 

unassuming position.772  

Yet another such insider was the ‘careful, fearless and strong’ Ragnar Paulsen. He was a teacher who 

had been hired as a German interpreter on 10 April 1940 and given police authority in August the same 

year.773 Shielded by police president Langlie, who saw him as ‘uniquely skilled’ and ‘indispensable’,  

Paulsen was given the formal rank of police captain in January 1944 in order to improve his standing 

when negotiating with the Germans. This was despite having received a warning for reading an illegal 

paper in 1942, supplied by constable Per Roth, who worked for the illegal newspaper Frihet774, and 

having been arrested during Aktion Polarkreis in August 1943.775 Paulsen began providing information 

to the British Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) through their agent Magne Bakka in late autumn 1943.776 

He claimed to have exploited his police position and uniform to ‘access most German offices and 

several military units’ in the area. Paulsen also had contact with Olav Ravndal and through him with 

Harald Hansen.777 The arrest of the central resistance member Otto Olsen by State Police officers in 
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September 1944 made Paulsen’s position, along with that of many others, untenable. Paulsen fled to 

Great Britain.778 

Aside from such organised and bold actions, many others were involved in minor acts of resistance. 

These were often the result of being forced to make choices after witnessing something or being 

approached for help.779 Here political views and individual courage could play important roles in 

determining how officers acted. Even a few repentant or former NS members participated in such 

small-scale acts of resistance.780 Particularly important activities were prisoner transports, conveying 

messages to and from prisoners, and contacting people at the transport destinations, usually Oslo.781 

Two constables, Gerhard Krag and Dagfinn Bjørlo, used such a prisoner transport in January 1943 to 

escape to Sweden.782  

In parallel with such activities, officers continued to show their political attitudes towards colleagues 

and, to some extent, the wider public, albeit more subtly than before the first wave of arrests in February 

1941. One way of showing one’s ideological position to people you trusted was by spreading illegal 

news.783 Other ways of marking one’s position were more subtle, such as avoiding colleagues known to 

be supporters of the new system or performing the new Nazi greeting sloppily or not at all.784 Given 

the traditionally strong focus on sports within the police, not to mention the new system’s idealisation 
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of such activities, participating in the national ‘sports strike’, as the famed Olympic football player and 

constable Reidar Kvammen did, was yet another way of making clear where one stood.785 

Such displays of negativity towards the New Order were not isolated to ‘old’ members of the corps or 

reserve constables hired in 1940. Two of the new constables trained on the first recruit course at 

Kongsvinger, Johan Holm and Odd Fjælberg, were seen as ‘bitter enemies of the new system’ by NS 

member Olaf Skjæveland, who suggested sacking them.786 Fjælberg was allegedly under surveillance by 

the Sipo and State Police in early 1943, suspected of wanting to flee the country. Another from the 

course, Birger Sevaldsen, was also seen as a ‘dangerous opponent’ of NS.787  

In other words, a sizable number of the men were opposed to or even actively involved in various acts 

of resistance against the new system. Providing an exact number is of course impossible. Willingness 

to resist and oppose was far from universal, however. Some of the police officers instead became firm 

supporters of the New Order, promoting it to the best of their ability.  

Believers in the New Order  

As pointed out earlier, in the 1930s the Stavanger Police district already had a group of men who not 

only harboured far-right sympathies, but who also had been part of Nasjonal Samling from the very 

beginning. The aging friends Karl O. Karlsen (b. 1882), and Olaf Skjæveland (b. 1889) were the most 

prominent.788 According to Skjæveland, the NS’ programme ‘captivated’ him, and he saw it as the 

‘salvation for our youth and our dear fatherland.’789 While both men were important initially, their age 

meant that their roles as the most eager proponents of NS and the New Order eventually were taken 

over by younger men. This included Bjarne Karlsen as well as of Skjæveland’s sons, two of whom came 

to work in the Stavanger police district. Because of their ideological zeal, one of them would later 

transfer to the State Police, and two others work only for the State Police. This was symptomatic of a 

larger trend: with political reliability seen as more critical in the State Police than in the regular police, 

ideologically dedicated recruits and even several members of the regular corps often chose to work in 

the State Police, where they could be among compatriots and fight the opponents of the New Order 

more directly.  

Bjarne Karlsen however chose to remain in the regular police. During the preparations for the treason 

trial against him, the prosecutor Andreas Cappelen neatly summed up Karlsen’s ideological attitude: 

‘One of the most dedicated National Socialists we had’.790 An NSUF member from 1934, he reaffirmed 

his membership in NS on 23 September 1940. 791Already as leader of the NS Reserve Constable 

Association, he had vowed to ‘work, work and work for the National Socialist New Order’ and to not 

accept any opposition within the corps.792 His willingness to fight for the cause was dramatically 

demonstrated again in April 1941, when he as noted earlier volunteered for service in the Waffen-SS. 
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He was sent to the front as part of SS Division Wiking in November 1941.793 He eventually ended up 

in the 1st SS Brigade. This unit had taken part in the mass murder of civilians behind the front, but 

when Karlsen joined it had been transferred to the front line as part of attempts to stem the Soviet 

winter offensive. 794  Suffering from frostbite in both legs, Karlsen was sent back from the front, 

returning to Norway upon the end of his signup period. He was back in Stavanger on 1 June 1942.795 

Unlike many other front volunteers, Karlsen was not disillusioned by his experiences in the east. On 

the contrary, he turned into one of few men in Stavanger truly dedicated to Himmler’s pan-Germanic 

vision. In November 1942 he became the first leader of the Rogaland chapter of the GSSN, a position 

he kept for half a year, and remained leader of the GSSN in Stavanger.796 

Such acts did not pass unnoticed, and his career within the police was subsequently meteoric. Karlsen, 

who had no formal police training, was hired as an auxiliary constable on 14 April 1940, accepted as a 

reserve constable in October the same year, and gained a permanent position in April 1941. He became 

inspector in April 1943, advancing to the rank of police lieutenant in December 1944.797 Such rapid 

promotions would have been unthinkable in peacetime. His career resulted from both his obvious 

abilities and his willingness to work for the National Socialist cause. His absolute ideological reliability, 

along with his front service, must also have been the reason for him being selected to lead the 

aforementioned special Alarm Unit, tasked with aiding the State Police and the Sipo during armed 

operations against the resistance movement.  

Karlsen’s ideological views came to include virulent anti-Semitism. This can be illustrated by a speech 

he held for the NSUF and the GSSN on 15 January 1943, shortly after the arrest of Norwegian Jews, 

where he said the following: 

Unfortunately, many Norwegians do not understand our hatred and our struggle against the Jew. This is due to 

them not being conscious of themselves and their blood. Today, the country is being cleansed of Jewish influence, 

and the Germanic SS Norway is the guarantee for the Jew and its lackeys never more being able to lead our 

people into misery.798 

An underlining of Karlsen’s support for the pan-Germanic aspects of SS ideology can be found in a 

letter from 1944 in which he explained why he chose to join the GSSN rather than the more nationalist 

Hird:  

The Germanic SS Norway has among its tasks to awaken all white people, make them racially aware and teach 

them to know the real enemy – the Jew and all other racially alien people who with all their might try to destroy 

the Germanic peoples.  

It’s the task of Germanic SS Norway to teach European peoples that the borders that have been drawn between 

the European countries are fake borders which have to be erased, to stop internal strife and division from 

continuing to weaken us so that Europe becomes easy prey for foreign people who might attack us. 799 
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Karlsen’s attitudes, his resulting embrace of the SS through front service and later involvement in the 

GSSN were rare within the regular Stavanger police. The few who held similar convictions mostly 

ended up in the State Police. One exception was Karlsen’s successor as leader of the GSSN in Rogaland, 

Olav B. Haugland. His career in the ordinary Stavanger police was, however, rather short-lived. Like 

Karlsen, he was an old NS member from 1934 and a member of the SS Division Wiking until July 

1942.800 After a short stint in the State Police from October 1942 to April 1943, he took over leadership 

of the GSSN in Rogaland until he became leader of the Contingency Unit in January 1945 with the 

rank of police lieutenant. He had no previous police experience apart from his months in the State 

Police and, perhaps most importantly, his front service.801  

Like Karlsen, Haugland embraced the ethos and political priorities of the SS. In a questionnaire from 

1943 his ‘special interest’ was given as ‘the creation of a strong National Socialist organisation with the 

task to drive away freemasons and unfortunate elements within NS’.802 He also repeatedly demonstrated 

his anti-Semitism. In a public NS meeting in March 1943, Haugland stated plainly that today’s struggle 

was between ‘two views on life: National Socialism and Jewish Bolshevism’. Fighting against ‘Jewish 

Bolshevism’ was an existential question for Europe and Norway.803 While serving in the State Police, 

he concluded that a woman under investigation ‘undoubtedly’ was Jewish, due to her being ‘greedy, 

unhygienic and workshy’, which he, after his ‘experiences in Poland and Russia’, as well as in Norway, 

held to be common for all Jews.804  

Another who seems to have been less outspoken ideologically but whose career was nevertheless that 

of an ideal SS man, was the eventual commander of the Stavanger Order Police, Erling L. Waksvik. He 

was one of Rediess’ ‘young and promising’ leaders of the future Norwegian police. Born in 1909 and 

hailing from Trøndelag, Waksvik was a lieutenant in the Norwegian army who had joined NS in 

October 1940. His application to join the police was accepted, and in June 1941 he was summoned to 

Kongsvinger. 805  His potential was quickly seen by the Germans. Initially he led a platoon at 

Kongsvinger from 1 July 1941, but after just 25 days he was made company commander, a position he 

retained until 14 March 1942, when he transferred to the Oslo Police Battalion.806  The German 

Schulungsleiter at Kongsvinger gave him a glowing evaluation, seeing him as a man possessing the 

characteristics cherished by the SS: Waksvik had a ‘soldierly conduct’, showed ‘considerable energy’, 

and was a man who would ‘always fully work to advance the NS movement’.807 As adjutant for the Oslo 

Police Battalion, he joined it during its deployment during the state of emergency in Trøndelag in 

October 1942, and remained in Trondheim as head of the Trondheim Police Company, where his 

conduct was, as two of his men described it, that of a ‘very eager Nazi’.808 He volunteered for front 

service in the second police company and was sent to Germany for training in March 1943. He trained 

at the SS-Junkersschule in Bad Tölz for four months before assuming the position of leader of the 

company during its deployment on the Finnish front in late 1943 and early 1944. He was released from 
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service in June 1944.809 In July 1944 he was ordered to Stavanger, and from 22 August to the end of 

the war he served as Order Police commander.810 His promotions reflected his growing responsibilities; 

he advanced from police sergeant to major during the war, as well as gaining the rank of SS-

Hauptsturmführer during his front service.811 Completing the picture, he was also a member of the 

GSSN.812 

Another prominent National Socialist was police prosecutor Anton Lahlum. 813  According to Ola 

Kvalsund, Lahlum had first tried to convince him to call for general membership in NS for the entire 

corps in Stavanger.814 After Kvalsund rejected this, Lahlum joined NS on 23 October 1940, by his own 

account in agreement with another police prosecutor in Stavanger, Andreas P. Gjørvad.815 Already 

before the war, Lahlum had views which placed him on the far right. As noted earlier, in 1938 he had 

argued in favour of making the Norwegian sterilisation law ‘more fitting and efficient’ and thus a more 

potent tool against criminals.816 During his stay in Kristiansand before coming to Stavanger, he was 

allegedly a member of the far-right Fatherland’s League (Fedrelandslaget). According to a German 

evaluation of his character, Lahlum, described as ‘unconditionally reliable’, was an NS sympathiser 

already by 1935.817 He was said to have been fascinated by discipline and order, finding standards in 

contemporary Norway too lax.818 Lahlum quickly became a dedicated National Socialist after joining 

NS, with several of his colleagues describing him as an idealist who believed in the righteousness of the 

NS cause and who stood by his choice to throw in his lot with the party.819  

Lahlum consequently propagated the NS cause both within and outside the police.820 According to 

Olav Ravndal, Lahlum was in fact the most important NS member in the corps. He eagerly sought to 

purge politically unreliable colleagues from the corps and insisted on the proper use of symbols such 

as the new uniform and the new greeting.821 His career benefitted greatly from his ideological stance, 

and he accepted or was ordered to take over several new positions during the war. He became 

commander of the Order Police in Stavanger from September 1941. He next took over the position of 

chief of police of Rogaland police district from December 1941 to April 1943, following his 

predecessor’s dismissal for political reasons. He was then again made commander of the Order Police 
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in Stavanger, and finally the important position of police president of Trondheim from July 1944 to the 

end of the war.822  

While Lahlum and Karlsen were undoubtedly qualified as well as believers in National Socialist 

principles, some of their colleagues were primarily the latter, and progressed through the ranks despite 

poor abilities. The clearest example of this is Holger Tou, executed for his deeds after the war. A veteran 

NS member from 1933, he re-joined NS on 9 August 1940. He was accepted as a reserve constable in 

October 1940. Tou signed up for Regiment Nordland in March 1941, fighting as part of the SS Division 

Wiking as it carved a bloody path through the Ukraine and Russia in 1941 and 1942. He left German 

service in late spring 1942 and returned to Stavanger in July 1942. Back home, he was quickly rewarded 

for his front service, perhaps aided by the efforts of the local personnel leader of NS, who saw Tou, 

along with Bjarne Karlsen, as ‘100 per cent National Socialists’ whose front service was far more 

valuable than normal police work in Norway. He thus suggested that they be given the rank of police 

sergeant as a reward.823 Tou was indeed eventually rewarded, gaining a permanent position in September 

1942 and being promoted to inspector in April 43. He served in the ordinary police until February 1945, 

when he joined the State Police.824 This was allegedly for his own protection, because he feared being 

identified and killed by the resistance if he continued patrolling in uniform.825  

His fear was understandable, given that he had become a fierce enemy of the resistance. He took part 

in several raids against suspected resistance holdouts. In autumn 1944 he also became a notorious 

torturer, cooperating with the Sipo in Stavanger.826 That zeal and brutality rather than ability made his 

career possible is obvious, given his evaluation after attending a qualification course in November 1944. 

This course qualified participants for lighter police prosecutor tasks. He was deemed ‘unsuitable’, and 

judged unlikely even to fulfil the demands placed on an ordinary constable when it came to written 

work.827 Even more striking is the fact that before he could be sentenced to death after the war, he was 

evaluated by a team of psychiatrists to assess whether he was in fact intelligent enough to have 

understood the consequences of his actions. They concluded that he had poorly developed mental 

capabilities, albeit not to the extent that it could prohibit a death sentence.828  

The man one might expect to be the leading National Socialist in the corps, chief of police Harald 

Langlie, can best be described as a dutiful rather than a zealous promoter of National Socialism. 

Bernhard Lund saw him as a ‘slippery eel’, whom ‘no one’ knew how to judge.829 As already mentioned, 

he took over the new position of police president in Stavanger on 15 May 1941 and retained it until 

the end of the war. Langlie had been chief of police in Haugesund from 1933 until he was ordered to 

take the position as chief of police in Kristiansand after Christian Rynning-Tønnesen’s removal for 

his public act of protest. Langlie joined NS in October 1940, along with two other senior officers in 

Haugesund.830  
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Despite this willingness to work with the new system, Langlie was never a radical National Socialist. 

Notably, in 1944 Olav B. Haugland, acting as leader of the GSSN in Rogaland, protested to Jonas Lie 

when Anton Lahlum was offered the position of police president in Trondheim. He bluntly stated 

that Lahlum was a far better National Socialist than Langlie and asked that Langlie instead be sent to 

Trondheim to avoid weakening the National Socialist cause in Rogaland. He added that this was the 

opinion of both the Germans and the leader of NS in the county.831 Langlie was also in conflict with 

the State Police in Stavanger, opposing both their methods and their tendency to ignore his 

authority.832 Nevertheless, Langlie remained a loyal servant, towing the official line of favouring NS 

members and removing men deemed too oppositional.833 Indeed, several of his subordinates noted 

that he was ‘weak’ and unwilling to stand up to pressure from NS, thus acting as an acceptable tool 

for the party.834 Supporting this is a letter from Hird leader Oscar Rustand in 1942, who noted the 

‘excellent’ relationship between the Hird and the Stavanger Police, which he ‘primarily’ credited to 

Langlie’s ‘willingness to cooperate’.835 And in another example of his willingness to work with the 

system, Langlie in 1943 pleaded for more men to better be able to provide personnel for the Sipo. 

Such lack of manpower, Langlie argued, had regrettably harmed the position of the Stavanger police 

with the Sipo.836  

The grey mass 

Between those who threw in their lot with the new system and those who tried to oppose it, we find 

a large group of police officers whose views were more flexible. As Olav Ravndal put it many years 

after the war: ‘we definitely had two fronts, but there was a grey mass in between.’837 Some of these 

men were NS members, others not. Reasons for such ‘lukewarm’ positions could be many: 

opportunism, personal weakness, fear or sheer political disinterest, sometimes in combination. As the 

war turned against the Germans, the calculations of many changed, as they begun to fear the 

consequences in the future more than the benefits of the present.  

Few illustrate the latter better than Ingvald B. Eikeland, the editor of Norsk Politiblad. Eikeland joined 

NS on 23 October 1940.838 As editor, Eikeland accepted the transformation of the police union’s 

publication into a propaganda organ, even writing several articles himself promoting the cause of NS. 

In the spring of 1941 Eikeland, seen as a politically reliable member of the crime unit in Stavanger, 

was given several political cases, including the previously mentioned investigation into the political 

attitudes of his fellow officers.839 In the late summer of 1941 he was asked to participate in the first 

qualification course for junior officers aimed at allowing them to perform lighter police prosecutor 

tasks.840 On completing the course, Eikeland was made police prosecutor from 1 January 1942. On 

15 September 1942 he was made police captain. His promotions signalled that the new leaders 

                                                

831 This is the view of both NS members and non-members evaluating Langlie. L-sak Harald Langlie, letter from Olav 
B. Haugland to Jonas Lie, 9 February 1944, L-sak Anton Lahlum. 
832 Letter from Harald Langlie to Sverre Riisnæs, 21 January 1943, L-sak Harald Langlie. 
833 ‘Dom’, L-sak Harald Langlie. 
834 Statements by Olav Ravndal, Severin Bredahl and Kajus Opstad, L-sak Harald Langlie. 
835 Letter from Oscar Rustand to Harald Langlie, 22 August 1942, L-sak Harald Langlie. 
836 Letter from Harald Langlie to the Egil Y. Olbjørn, 24 January 1942, SAST-A-100361-D-De-L0001. 
837 Interview of Olav Ravndal by Nils Johan Ringdal, 3 October 1985, NHM 115. 
838 Interrogation of Ingvald B. Eikeland, 2 July 1945, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
839 ‘Dom’, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
840 ‘Kursus for polititjenestemenn’, letter from the Jonas Lie to Ola Kvalsund, 22 August 1941, ‘Avansementskursus’, 23 
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considered him a politically reliable man.841 According to several colleagues, however, after initially 

trying to convince fellow officers to join NS early in the war, Eikeland increasingly distanced himself 

from NS.842 He also performed several smaller acts of disobedience and even resistance, including 

supplying a member of the resistance movement with ammunition, an act which carried considerable 

risk if discovered.843  

Many factors help explain Eikeland’s choices. Already before the war, Eikeland harboured political 

views placing him quite far to the right, thus making him potentially susceptible to the message of NS 

and the Germans. Eikeland had, as mentioned earlier, shown himself a supporter of militarisation of 

the police and harsher policies towards Romani. Moreover, according to a colleague who had known 

Eikeland since 1931, he was a ‘careerist’ and was always careful to remain on the good side of his 

superiors. He was also a personal friend of Anton Lahlum from their time together in Kristiansand.844 

His health was poor after participating in the campaign in April, leaving him fatigued and less able to 

resist pressure.845 Finally, he claims to have been strongly pushed by Lie to join NS due to his position 

as editor, a claim supported by an otherwise critical colleague.846 Given Lie’s forceful personality it is 

quite plausible that he could have such an effect on a seemingly weak character like Eikeland.  

Another interesting example of the ‘grey mass’ is Torleif Tangen. He joined NS in December 1940, 

despite holding the view that ‘a policeman should not be member of any political party’. He soon 

discovered that being a member of NS was not for the weak-hearted;  he was ‘hampered in his work’ 

in the Criminal Police for being ‘shied’ by the public due to his membership. His friends and relatives 

allegedly gave him the same treatment, which was ‘torturous’ for him and affected his health. He thus 

decided to leave NS in December 1941, but did not hand in his resignation. This was done in 

agreement with Criminal Police commander Egil Torjussen, who feared ‘consequences’ for the corps 

if more officers left NS, which would make it appear suspicious in the eyes of NS and the Sipo. One 

year later, however, Tangen decided to ‘bring his matters in order’, and delivered his letter of 

resignation in November 1942, which at that point meant automatic suspension from duty.847 Both 

the party and the police leadership in Stavanger argued that Tangen was a National Socialist by 

conviction but was simply too weak to handle the pressure, and that such a ‘skilful’ and politically 

loyal man should not be lost to the police.848 Lie was immune to their pleas, however, and sacked 

Tangen.  

After the war, the local police appointments board was merciless, deeming Tangen an opportunist, 

noting that the support he received from the new Nazi leadership of the Stavanger police after leaving 

NS was ‘well known’ within the corps. At the same time, they acknowledged that Tangen had been 

involved in resistance work since 1940, though not of such a character as to compensate for his 

                                                

841 Interrogation of Ingvald B. Eikeland, 2 July 1945, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland,). 
842 ‘Ad: Fhv. politikapt. I.B. Eikeland’, report by Julius Landmark, 11 July 1945. See also statement by Ole Sviland, 6 
September 1945, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
843 ‘Dom’, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
844 Statement by E. Evertsen, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
845 Interrogation of Ingvald B. Eikeland, 2 July 1945, ‘Rapport til politimesteren i Stavanger, opptatt 20.7.45 av E. 
Evertsen’, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
846 Interrogation of Ingvald B. Eikeland, 2 July 1945, L-sak Ingvald B. Eikeland. 
847 ‘Ad min utmeldelse av Nasjonal Samling’, letter from Torleif Tangen to the Ministry of the Police, 7 December 1942 , 
RA-S-3978-P-Pa-L0006. 
848 Statements by Egil Torjussen, 20 February 1943 and Osmund Rosmo, 23 February 1943, RA-S-3978-P-Pa-L0006. 
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relationship with NS. After being sacked, Tangen escalated his resistance work. In October 1944 he 

was arrested, severely tortured by the Sipo and imprisoned under harsh conditions until the end of 

the war. Despite this, the appointments board did not want him in the police.849 Tangen, undeterred, 

sought to regain his position through a court case. The judges supported him, seeing his colleagues’ 

verdict as unfair and biased, though criticising him for his NS membership. Tangen was thus allowed 

to return to the corps.850 

The highest ranking ‘lukewarm’ NS member was Criminal Police commander Egil Torjussen, who 

had joined the NS while working in Vest-Oppland police district from the autumn of 1939 to 

September 1941.851 While there, he had provided information about the local Jews and Germans in 

exile to the Sipo.852 According to his own account, his membership was purely pragmatic and pro 

forma.853 This version is supported by other evidence. In a conversation with Olav Ravndal, Torjussen 

saw his membership as a possibility for ‘good people’ to have influence with the Germans, who would 

‘soon win the war’. Ravndal himself was clear about Torjussen ‘never’ engaging in any pro-NS 

activities and showing ‘real will’ to help countrymen in danger.854 Bernhard Lund saw Torjussen as 

‘obviously bothered’ by his membership and ‘ever more hostile towards the Germans.’ Torjussen 

allegedly allowed his radio to be used to listen to broadcasts from London and help people in 

danger.855 In November 1944, Olav B. Haugland, in his evaluation of the Stavanger police corps, 

stated that Torjussen was admittedly a member of NS, but quickly added that ‘we believe he’s against 

us. He never wears his party insignia, never shows up at political meetings, and is generally a coward 

politically.’856 Torjussen was judged very mildly after the war, given his leading position and NS party 

membership, receiving only a small fine.857 

Torjussen was far from the only case of passive NS membership. Mathias Leiros, NS member 

throughout the war, was described after the war by a colleague as ‘completely passive regarding 

politics’, and another said he was certain Leiros knew of illegal activity among his closest colleagues 

but did nothing about it.858 Another case is Bjarne Hatlestad, who joined NS in October 1940 after 

being ‘influenced by propaganda’. After completing the first recruit course at Kongsvinger he 

eventually ended up as administrative officer in the Contingency Unit. According to several of his 

colleagues, however, his membership was completely irrelevant – they could talk to him about 

‘anything’ and said that he ‘deeply regretted’ joining NS. Hatlestad even claimed to have left NS, but 

that this had not being acknowledged by the party.859 

The ‘grey mass’ also included non-members. In February 1943 devoted NS member Osmund Rosmo 

was tasked with evaluating the political views of applicants to the Criminal Police from within the 
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ranks of the Order Police. One such applicant was ‘not a member, but neutral and very loyal in the 

performance of his duty’; one was ‘neutral’; one ‘could just as easily spend time with NS members as 

with outsiders’; one was admittedly ‘against NS’, but behaved ‘very loyally’, both on duty and off duty; 

and one was ‘not a member’, but ‘sympathetic’ to the party. These evaluations contrasted with 

Rosmo’s view of yet another applicant, whom he deemed a ‘dangerous opponent’ of NS.860 In the 

already mentioned evaluation of the Stavanger police corps in 1944, Olav B. Haugland deemed the 

Order Police, despite not having a majority of NS members, as generally ‘positive’ towards the New 

Order, while deeming the non-members of the Criminal Police as ‘hostile’.861  

After the war, several officers who escaped formal sanctions on account of not being NS members 

were nevertheless sharply criticised for their conduct and ideological standpoint during the occupation. 

They were investigated after the war on demand from central authorities, based partly on a report 

from their colleague Edvin Evertsen, produced after his flight to Sweden. In his reported he named 

five colleagues whom he regarded to be politically ‘dubious’ (stripete).862  During the subsequent 

investigation, the colleagues of one of named officers, Johannes Birkedal, expressed uncertainty about 

his political convictions and concern about his good standing with the National Socialist leaders. They 

were therefore very careful about what they told him, despite him not being an NS member. Notably, 

he had been kept out of the circle sharing illegal news.863 Based on this, the investigation board 

concluded that he should be criticised but not fired.864 A second named officer, Kajus Opstad, had 

been an NS member from 1933 to 1936. During the war he had been responsible for paying out the 

men’s salaries, and was accused of having done ‘little’ for his imprisoned colleagues and their 

relatives.865 He too was criticised but not sacked.866 A third named officer, Ole Løken, who had been 

‘talked into’ becoming an NS member before the war, was seen as ‘kind and extremely weak’, a man 

who had ‘no independent political opinion’, willing to please everyone.867 He himself admitted that he 

had tried to remain ‘neutral’, and that he ‘under no circumstances’ wanted to risk his position in the 

police.868 

Further political cleansing  

Given the continued existence of political opponents in the corps, it is no surprise that the arrest of 

Finn Kleppe and the transfers of Bjarne Finnebråten and Haakon Gellein in the spring of 1941 were 

not to be the last instances of political cleansing in the police district. Over the next years, several 

officers were removed for such reasons, thus always reminding their fellow officers of what could 

happen to them if they stepped too far out of line. Initiatives to have officers arrested, fired or 
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transferred came from the German Sipo, local party bodies and fellow officers, in some cases working 

in concert.  

Shortly after the complaints against Kleppe which ultimately resulted in his arrest, eager NS members 

went on the offensive again, undeterred by Kleppe’s fate. Anton Lahlum now demanded that chief of 

police Oftedal should fire two other reserve constables, Magnus Haarr and Søren Kleppe, on account 

of their political views. Oftedal accepted this in the case of Haarr, who was fired on 15 March 1941. 

Two weeks later, a member of Sambandspolitiet, Per Winter Leversen, was also sacked for political 

reasons.869 He later left for Great Britain.870 In the case of Søren Kleppe, however, Oftedal demanded 

more proof of his attitude. To avoid this, the reserve constables involved the local party in order to put 

pressure on Oftedal.871 The party then took the case to the ministry.872 Kleppe was eventually fired by 

Langlie in August, along with two other reserve constables seen as unreliable: Einar Romsøe and Finn 

Gjesdal. The latter was another of the NS reserve constable association’s designated enemies.873 After 

the war, Lahlum admitted that he had pushed for their dismissals, after first making enquiries among 

members of the corps, and had subsequently gained Langlie’s support.874 The three men were then 

simply summoned to Langlie’s office and told that ‘their presence was not desired’ any longer.875  

Soon after, another reserve constable, Håvard Bjørgo, became the first victim of Lie’s demand that 

anyone who left NS from August 1941 be suspended from duty. 876  He was subsequently fired, 

apparently on orders from Lie himself.877 Perhaps the best example of how insecure the position of the 

reserve constables is the case of Per Figved, who in October 1942 was sacked for allegedly spreading 

hostile rumours about NS only one day after the accusations came to light.878 

The reserve constables, whose positions were subject to the whim of the chief of police, were 

comparatively easy to get rid of. But even those with permanent positions, while in a stronger position, 

were still far from safe. One illustration of this is the case of Trygve Engh. In November 1941, 

accusations against Engh were raised by NS members, leading Lahlum to demand an investigation. The 

previously mentioned Torleif Tangen was tasked with investigating Engh’s political reliability. His 

report, for which he questioned 15 fellow officers, all but two of them NS members, produced enough 
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statements about Engh’s hostility towards the New Order to prompt Langlie to suspend him from 

service in December.879 Engh was then fired by the ministry in January 1942.880  

That same autumn, several more political investigations were carried out, this time of Edvin Evertsen881, 

Lars Waage882, and Olav Hamre.883 These resulted in Waage being sacked, Evertsen being transferred 

from his section, and Hamre being sharply reprimanded. Evertsen was later sacked after being seen by 

Langlie as irredeemable, prompted by new complaints by NS members in the corps and yet another 

investigation. 884  By this time, the sheer number and character of cases coming from Stavanger 

prompted Birger Lysbakken in the Ministry of the Police, a strong supporter of maintaining 

professional standards within the police, to comment that four to five ‘crown witnesses’ always showed 

up in these investigations, and that the accusations were based on mere ‘impressions and assumptions’. 

He gained no support from acting minister Riisnæs, who demanded Evertsen’s dismissal.885  

Such internal political policing continued in 1943, albeit less intensively, before seemingly tapering off 

in 1944 and 1945. Two men – Reidar Kvammen and Johan Schouw – left the police after strong political 

pressure in 1943, thus avoiding formally being sacked. Both had been investigated after accusations 

from colleagues. 886 A much larger investigation resulted from the political evaluation of the force 

ordered by Riisnæs in February 1943. Langlie gave the job to politically reliable subordinates: Bjarne 

Karlsen and Olaf Skjæveland. They were tasked with producing a list of unreliable men who should be 

fired or transferred to other police districts. Karlsen and Skjæveland then produced a list of men seen 

as ‘destructive elements’, who used ‘any chance’ to show their hostility to the New Order. Six were 

deemed ‘dangerous’887 and four should be kept ‘under surveillance’.888 The language used to describe 

the men was both dramatic and colourful: Olaf Bjelland was described as ‘fanatically positive towards 

England’, Harry Schong Nilsen was ‘very unpleasant’ towards any NS policeman, and Syvert Sollid ‘an 

implacable enemy’ from which one could expect the ‘most devious ambush’. However, as noted earlier, 

the consequences of Riisnæs’ initiative were few. In Stavanger no men suffered immediate 

consequences as a result of the political evaluation. Whether it played a role during Aktion Polarkreis a 

few months later is, as we shall soon see, unknown. 
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New German arrests 

As inconvenient and unpleasant the internal investigations could be, losing one’s job in the police was 

the worst that could happen. To come under the scrutiny of the Sipo was an entirely different matter, 

as Finn Kleppe discovered. Indeed, the shadow of the Sipo loomed large over the corps throughout 

the war. By my count, at least 50 Stavanger police officers were at some point arrested by the Sipo for 

shorter or longer periods of time. The consequences could be torture, imprisonment in German 

camps or even death.  

As described earlier, Finn Kleppe was the first Stavanger police officer to be imprisoned for a long 

period by the Sipo. The others arrested along with him were released after a few months. The next 

wave of arrests came in November and December 1942, in connection with a major crackdown on 

the resistance movement in Rogaland. Four officers – Tollef Bakke, Ragnvald Eide, Lars Førsund and 

Per Roth – were arrested. The first three were arrested on account of their roles in the Police 

Organisation. Lending credence to post-war claims about the group’s activities, Bakke was accused of 

‘planning the reorganisation of the police in the event of invasion’. Eide and Førsund’s actions were 

deemed less serious by comparison. Roth was accused of distributing illegal newspapers. Illustrative 

of the Sipo’s modus operandi, Langlie apparently received no warning and was largely kept out of the 

loop regarding why his men had been arrested.889 The Ministry of the Police followed up by formally 

sacking Bakke and Roth and putting Førsund and Eide ‘at disposal’, thus stopping their wages.890 

According to Lars Førsund, Bakke was tortured by the Sipo in Stavanger before being sent to the 

Grini prison camp outside Oslo and then to Natzweiler as a Nacht und Nebel prisoner. He died there 

on 11 January 1944.891 Eide, Førsund and Roth were sent first to Grini, then to Sachsenhausen.892 In 

the camp Roth helped save the lives of a number of Jewish boys, an act which would lead to him 

being named one of the ‘Righteous among the Nations’ in 1994.893   

The next wave of arrests came on 16 August 1943, during Aktion Polarkreis. In Stavanger, 34 police 

officers were arrested by the Sipo. It was obviously not a random selection, since no NS members 

were arrested. Among the officers arrested were nine of the 10 men named by Karlsen and Skjæveland 

in their February report as politically dubious. The last one avoided arrest due to having been 

transferred to another posting.894 It soon became apparent that the Sipo had used a shotgun approach, 

arresting several who were not clear opponents of the New Order. Moreover, their sloppy intelligence 

was further shown by the fact that they even arrested three men who at that point had formally left 
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the force.895 The secrecy and suddenness of the operation and the potentially disastrous consequences 

for a police district already short on manpower led even devout National Socialists to react. Langlie 

and Lahlum both tried to negotiate with the Sipo in order to have some of the men released, with 

Lahlum apparently working the hardest.896 Their efforts were not in vain, and 10 men were released 

the next day. Furthermore, three men who were supposed to be arrested were allowed to remain 

free.897 However, the leader of the Sipo in Stavanger demanded guarantees for the political reliability 

of the arrested men before he released them. In a striking display of collegial solidarity, Lahlum made 

sure such a guarantee was provided, leading to Paulsen’s release.898 The remaining men were sent to 

Grini, and 12 subsequently to Stutthof.899 All of them survived. Most of the others were eventually 

released from Grini, in Thorleif Karlsen’s case on 18 January 1944. He attributed this to the pleas of 

his father Karl O. Karlsen and brother Bjarne Karlsen, who constantly made enquiries with the Sipo 

to have him released.900 Even now, blood was apparently thicker than water.  

Aktion Polarkreis was not the last time the corps felt the Sipo’s icy grasp. In October 1943, Solveig 

Bergslien was finally discovered by the Sipo. She was arrested and interrogated for over a month. On 

25 November she was found dead in her cell, apparently having committed suicide.901 In February 

1944, constable Helge B. Westvik was caught trying to smuggle a letter to an imprisoned communist 

and was sacked on orders from the Sipo.902 The last wave of arrests by the Sipo came in late 1944, 

again in connection with the unravelling of a resistance network. At least eight officers were arrested, 

accused of having resistance contacts.903 Most of them were sent to Oslo and remained imprisoned 

until the end of the war. 

Summary: every shade of grey 

Police officers in Stavanger reacted very differently to the challenge posed to them by the new 

situation. A small, but significant minority chose to whole-heartedly embrace the new regime and its 

ideology. Several of them had been NS sympathisers for many years. For some this seems to have 

been an almost liberating moment, finally being able to reject the norms of neutrality. In one case, 

colleagues remarked on how one man who had been ‘sickly and arthritic’ before the war was now 

energised to such an extent that he even participated in sports events and always showed up for 

work.904 Some of the NS members denounced colleagues whom they deemed ‘enemies of the New 

Order’, which as we have seen could lead to their dismissal, or, if the Sipo got hold of such information, 

to even worse fates.  

                                                

895 These were Reidar Kvammen, Sverre Haugvaldstad and Arne Rhode.  
896 Questioning of Ragnar Paulsen, 11 September 1945, questioning of Harald Langlie, 15 September 1945, questioning 
of Anton Lahlum, 12 September 1945, L-sak Anton Lahlum. 
897 Questioning of Anton Lahlum, 12 September 1945, document 21, L-sak Anton Lahlum.  
898 Questioning of Ragnar Paulsen, 11 September 1945, L-sak Anton Lahlum. This guarantee can be found in file on 
Ragnar Paulsen, RA-S-3978-P-Pb. 
899 These were: Odd Fjælberg, Lars P. Waage, Åke Olsson, Reidar Kvammen, Harry S. Nilsen, Johannes O. Ness, Kåre 
Ingvaldsen, Hans Haugen, Olaf Bjelland, Johan W. Holm, Walter Tvedt and Arne Rhode. 
900 Questioning of Thorleif Karlsen, 15 January 1946, L-sak Bjarne P. Karlsen. 
901 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 224. 
902 ‘Betr.: Krim.konst. Helge Berner Westvik’, letter from BdS Fehlis to the Ministry of the Police, 25 May 1944, SAST-
A-100361-D-De-L0004. 
903 These were: Alf Endsjø, Thorleif Karlsen, John R. Malde, Tollef R. Tollefsen, Olav E. Lund, Peder S. Halvorsen, 
Olav Ravndal and Bernhard Lund. Journal of the Police Presidium, A1 404, SAST-A-100361-C-Ce-L0002. 
904 Statements by Trygve Engh and Lars Waage, 20 July 1945, questioning of Børge Cederløf, 24 September 1945, L-sak 
Jacob Tjøme. 
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A significant number of NS members came to regret their choice, however. Some of them left the 

party as soon as their fear of being sacked proved unfounded. Others steadily distanced themselves 

from the regime as the war turned against the Germans and the occupation policies became more 

brutal. Yet another group avoided positively associating with the New Order, instead trying to keep 

their heads low. In doing so they tried to avoid jeopardising their career, both during and after the 

war. Finally, a minority chose to actively oppose the new system’s policies and plans through various 

acts, often exploiting their special position to do so. Several of them ended up paying a heavy price, 

either by being sent to German camps or by living in constant fear of being discovered. 

The regular Stavanger police was, in other words, a world of sharply divided ideological views and 

behaviour. It came to harbour everything from Allied intelligence agents to men fully dedicated to the 

pan-Germanic vision of the SS, and almost every position in between. Some had fought on the 

Eastern Front, others had been imprisoned for their anti-Nazi activities. Some were new recruits, 

others had remained in the police throughout the war. A look at the corps on 7 January 1945, a few 

months before the end of the war, can help illustrate the divided nature of the corps: 

The Stavanger Order Police, January 1945905 
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11 7  0  2 0 4 4 3  1 2 4 3  

Inspectors 

and above 

18 5 1 0  0  1  1 1 1 0  15 4  

Sergeants 

and 

constables 

83  17 7 1 2 4 22 11 11 4 

(5)
908 

36 3  

Reserve 

constables 

24 6 0 2 3 2 0  0  0  1 0 0 

Total 136 35 8  5 5 11 27 15 13  8  55 10 

 

                                                

905 Information compiled from ‘Navnefortegnelse pr. 7.1.1945 over smtlige (sic) embets- og tjenestemenn ved ordens- 
criminal og pris- og rasjoneringspoliti i Stavanger’, SAST-A-100361-D-Dd-L0002, supplemented with ‘liste over embets- 
og tjenestemenn v/ Stavanger politikammer pr. 30.4.1945, L-sak Harald Langlie, list of NS members in Rogaland, 
SAST-A-100361-D-De-L0003, Krigsfrivillige i Ordenspolitiet’, L-sak Rasmus Hetland and treason trials against NS 
members.  
906 This includes those working in the air defence and the Price Police. 
907 Defined as those working on 1 January 1941. Compiled from ‘Stavanger politikammer’, RA-S-1329-P-L0002, 
supplemented by the list of sacked officers: ‘Oppgave over politiembets- og tjenestemenn som er avskjediget, 
forsvunnet eller har søkt avskjed av politiske grunner’, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0002, as well as ‘Krigsfrivillige i 
Ordenspolitiet’, L-sak Rasmus Hetland. 
908 One of them, Finn Forsberg, was at the front at this time.  
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The Stavanger Criminal Police, January 1945909 
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The Stavanger Contingency Unit, January 1945910 
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Total 16 6  2 2 15 1 

Noticeable here is the fact that NS membership remained relatively stable compared with its 1942 

level. The proportion of men who had opted for the most ideologically radical choices, volunteering 

for the front and joining the GSSN, was 10 per cent and 5 per cent respectively. This was despite the 

systematic favouring of NS, front service and the GSSN. It is also striking given that political purges 

and police expansion resulted in only 38 per cent of the force being retained from January 1941. 

Notably, most of the new groups entering the police in the years between – either through training in 

the new system or locally recruited reserve constables – did not have majorities of NS members. The 

only exception is the group of men trained at a Criminal Police course in 1943–1944 and sent to 

Stavanger. All five of them were NS members, and they help inflate the number of NS members in 

                                                

909 Information compiled from ‘Navnefortegnelse pr. 7.1.1945 over smtlige (sic) embets- og tjenestemenn ved ordens- 
criminal og pris- og rasjoneringspoliti i Stavanger’, SAST-A-100361-D-Dd-L0002, supplemented with treason trials 
against NS members.  
910 Based on those identified as being stationed in Stavanger in January 1945, not including those transferred to the 
regular Stavanger police corps. Archive from the investigation council in Stavanger, SAST-A-100361-D-De-L0005, 
quartermaster’s lists, RA-S-3978-P-Pd-L0002, men suspended from service from the Stavanger Contingency Unit, RA-
S-3978-E-Eb-L0011, and treason trials against NS-members.  
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that unit. Tellingly, the Stavanger Contingency Unit, made up entirely of men from the new courses 

and exposed to propaganda there, had only a slightly higher overall NS membership rate than the 

ordinary Order Police. And among the reserve constables recruited locally, the percentage of NS 

members was ‘only’ about 25 per cent, underlining the severe problems with finding willing and 

competent men from NS.  

The situation was different among the top leaders, about 60 per cent of whom were NS members, 

and where men such as Erling Waksvik and Bjarne Karlsen can be said to have been incarnations of 

the new ideal. But even here, Nazification was far from complete. The ranks of the senior officers 

had active resistance members such as Olav Ravndal and Christian Benneche, as well as others 

negative towards the New Order.911 It also included nominal NS member Egil Torjussen. Thus, 

despite some notable successes, the corps was never fully Nazified. The newly established State Police 

unit in Stavanger, however, would prove quite another matter.  

The State Police in Stavanger 

Overall Organisation of the State Police in Stavanger 

Whereas the ordinary Stavanger police could build on a pre-war organisation, the State Police in 

Stavanger had to be created mostly from scratch. As we shall see, this proved a difficult process.  This 

was a consequence of both confusion regarding just what the State Police was supposed to be and 

the difficulty of finding competent personnel.  

The State Police in Stavanger was then officially established on 1 July 1941, with Ottar Huuse 

appointed police prosecutor and leader.912 Huuse was removed in July 1942 due to issues which we 

will return to soon. His replacement was John Georg Ekerholt. Hans Skaar Pedersen took over the 

position from June 1943 until the end of the war.913 Formally, the State Police in Stavanger had 

responsibility for the same area as the Stavanger Police Presidium: the counties Rogaland, Vest-Agder 

and Aust-Agder. In April 1942, likely due to the difficulty of performing this duty when based solely 

in Stavanger, a mostly separate State Police unit was established in Kristiansand, led by Tarald 

Løvstad.914 In October 1943 a small station was established in Haugesund.915 At some point, a similar 

station was also created in Flekkefjord.916 These subunits fall outside of my investigation. They need 

to be mentioned nevertheless because throughout the war, State Police officers would be moved 

between Stavanger, Kristiansand and, to a lesser degree, Haugesund and Flekkefjord. In Stavanger the 

State Police was initially housed in a separate building but was eventually relocated to Egenesveien 17 

alongside the Sipo, indicating their increasingly close cooperation.917 

                                                

911 These included Julius Landmark and Knut Leirevåg.  
912 Report by Betuel A. Stangeland, 16 May 1945, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. ‘Redegjørelse fra midl. Politiflm. Bjørn B. 
Enge for hans forhold under okkupasjonen. – Tillegg til Redgjørelse dat. 21.6.1946’, file on Bjørn B. Enge, RA-S-3978-
P-Pb. See also ‘II. Stavanger’, RA-S-1329-F-L0089. 
913 ‘Dom’, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
914 ‘Dom’, L-sak Tarald Løvstad. 
915 ‘Betj. Habbestad og konst. Stensland reist til Haugesund for å oprette en ny avdeling.’, ‘Vaktrapport over døgnet fra 
fredag den 19.10.43 kl. 9.00 til lørdag den 30.10.43 kl. 9.00, L-sak Henrik B. Stensland. 
916 ‘Statspolitiet’, report by Hans J. S. Pedersen, 16 August 1945, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
917 Stahl and Wyller 1964, 261. 
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The number of employees in the State Police in Stavanger tripled during the war. When it was 

established in July 1941, it had seven men.918 By the beginning of 1945, it had twenty on active duty.919 

Between 1941 and 1945, at least 60 men worked there, though some only for very short periods.920 

Among them we find notorious torturers, dedicated National Socialists and some who were clearly 

not cut out for State Police service.  

Troubled beginnings 

In his report for the year 1941, Marthinsen, head of the State Police, had described the most important 

quality of a State Police officer: ‘The precondition for a useful State Police was of course that all 

officers were not only members of the state-bearing party, but true warriors who would pursue their 

tasks with life and soul. This was a requirement I could not abandon.’ Finding people who were both 

this ideologically committed and competent proved difficult. And indeed, as noted previously, 

Marthinsen in his 1941 report admitted that he had faced a severe recruitment problem, leading him 

to hire ‘totally untrained, but politically reliable people’.921  

The problem with Marthinsen’s policy would be painfully illustrated by the man first chosen to lead 

the Stavanger State Police: Ottar Huuse. Huuse had three attributes which led to him being offered 

leadership in Stavanger. He was a zealous NS member, a lawyer, and had some police experience from 

working as a police prosecutor in the Price and Rationing Police in the town of Kragerø. While in 

Kragerø he had drawn attention on account of his irregular behaviour.922 Nonetheless, given the 

difficulty of recruiting qualified lawyers to the State Police, Marthinsen and the Ministry of the Police 

were willing to lower their standards and give Huuse a chance.923 Huuse was, according to his own 

account, ‘an eager warrior for NS’.924 He saw his role as being ‘a guardian of National Socialist Norway’, 

which made it necessary to ‘break the resistance of the old liberal Norway’, either by ‘convincing the 

liberals to become National Socialists’ or, failing that, to ‘crush’ stubborn opponents.925 In practice 

this meant favouring the interests of a clique within the local chapter of NS to the point of it becoming 

open corruption. It also meant neglecting proper bureaucratic and legal procedures, even beyond what 

                                                

918 ‘II. Stavanger’, RA-S-1329-F-L0089. 
919 Excluding those on leave and those who were formally employed but not in service. Compiled from ‘Fortegnelse og 
karakteristikk av tjenestemennene ved Statspolitiets Stavangeravdeling pr. 1.1.45, avgitt av politiinspektør H. Skaar 
Pedersen, Stavanger’, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen, ‘Statspolitiets avdeling, Stavanger, Egenesveien 17’, RA-S-3978-E-Ed-
L0017, and the men’s respective treason trials.  
920 Those identified were: Holger Tou, Sigurd Øxnevad, Hans J. S. Pedersen, Wilhelm Johnsen, Klaus Sæland, Olav 
Rossavik, Leonard Wickstrøm, Ottar H. Knudsen, Nils Habbestad, Sverre Høynes, Sven B. Holst, Nils T. Dagestad, 
Kurth Skjæveland, Per Brynie, Erling Christiansen, Hans H. Danielsen, Egil Digerås, Olav Eide, John G. Ekerholt, 
Bjørn B. Enge, Arthur T. Eriksson, Kåre A. Grette, Olger Hovland, Ottar Huuse, Lars Hårde, John Johnsen, Erling 
Kaalstad, Arvid N. Lund, Anders Lysne, Alfred J. Mathisen, Anders Nagel-Alne, Gunnar Odland, Betuel A. Stangeland, 
Leif Sivertsen, Finn Skjæveland, Erik Stensland, Jonas A. Thorsen, Albert T. Todnem, Kåre Voje, Olav Øverhagen, 
Bjørn Årsand, Dagfinn Gjertsen, Ludvig Aspøy, Egil E. Lund, Håkon Eeg-Larsen, Tarald Løvstad, Fridtjof Wathne, 
Sverre Stender, Henrik B. Stensland, Trygve Nygård, Olaf Starheim, Jens Wallace, Olav Haugland, Ragnvald Soma, Finn 
Sveinås, Arne Olsen, Thoralf Mortensen, Ørnulf Skjæveland, Kåre Grude, Ole Wehus and Odd Brandsborg. Based on 
overviews of Stapo personnel, RA-S-1329-F-L0089, RA-S-3978-E-Ed-L0016, RA-S-3978-E-Ed-L0017, supplemented 
with the respective persons’ treason trials. This list does not include individuals who were formally employed by the 
Stavanger State Police but who worked exclusively at the Kristiansand office.  
921 Report by Karl A. Marthinsen on the activities of the State Police in 1941, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0002. 
922 ‘Politifullmektig Huuse, Stavanger’, PM by Kristoffer Holmen, 20 June 1942, L-sak Ottar Huuse. 
923 ‘Politifullmektig Ottar Huuse, Stavanger’, letter from Karl A. Marthinsen to Jonas Lie, 3 July 1942, L-sak Ottar 
Huuse. 
924 ‘Ad. politifullmektig Huuse’, report by J. Nordvik, 27 April 1942, L-sak Ottar Huuse. 
925 Report by Ottar Huuse, spring 1942, L-sak Ottar Huuse. 
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Marthinsen favoured. Huuse thus illustrates that even in the new National Socialist Norway, 

particularly in the first years, there were still rules that had to be respected. In an almost spectacular 

display of incompetence, in less than a year he managed to earn the dislike of most of his own men, 

the leader of the Hird in Stavanger, other police leaders in Stavanger, the Director of Public 

Prosecutions, Karl A. Marthinsen and Jonas Lie. 

Huuse was bound to come into conflict with his superintendent, Betuel A. Stangeland, who by all 

accounts seems to have been a professional and non-political police officer, and to whom we will 

return later.926 More striking was how Huuse quickly became disliked by even devoted National 

Socialists among his subordinates. Tarald Løvstad, who was among the original employees and who 

later became leader of the State Police in Kristiansand, described Huuse as ‘disliked’ by his 

subordinates, likely due to his ‘lack of administrative skills’, and his ‘arbitrary’ orders.927 In fact, Huuse 

seems to have had only two or three supporters among his men. 928  To the others, Huuse was 

ultimately intolerable. By the spring of 1942, Stangeland had had enough. He travelled to Oslo and 

presented his complaints about Huuse to Marthinsen, and then to Lie himself.929 Shortly before this, 

two other State Police officers, Kåre Anker Grette and John Johnsen, had similarly produced a report 

on Huuse and sent it to Marthinsen.930 Alarmed, Lie sent police prosecutor Sverre Dürbeck and later 

inspector Mathias Løvstuhagen to Stavanger to investigate matters.931 

Løvstuhagen and Dürbeck’s investigation into matters in Stavanger came up with devastating 

allegations against not only Huuse, but also elements within NS. Huuse was deemed to have 

‘uncritically’ favoured the interests of some of the local NS leaders without evaluating whether there 

was a legal basis for his actions. Huuse was furthermore deemed incompetent as a lawyer, having been 

criticised by the Director of Public Prosecutions, Marthinsen, and the People’s Court for his improper 

handling of cases. This included arresting people without any kind of warrant. The investigators also 

noted his poor cooperation with the local police and Hird in Stavanger. Furthermore, Huuse was 

accused of outright corruption on account of keeping confiscated bicycles and food for himself and 

his friends in the unit and NS. And, as a final indictment of his character, he was accused of having 

raped the State Police’s female secretary.932 

                                                

926 This is the view of Huuse himself, Stangeland’s later commander Egil Torjussen and the judges in the case against 
him after the war, who described him as a ‘skilled, reliable and incorruptible police officer, who has always enjoyed 
common trust’. Stangeland had joined the police in 1912. Interrogation of Ottar Huuse, 31 January 1946, ‘Erklæring’, 6 
March 1946, ‘Dom’, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. Moreover, according to NS member Finn Sveinås, Stangeland was 
‘completely uninterested in politics, and never discussed it’. Interrogation of Finn Sveinås, 17 August 1945, L-sak Betuel 
A. Stangeland. Tarald Løvstad claims Huuse often was ‘rude’ to Stangeland and frequently complained about him to 
others, and that the two frequently clashed. ‘Rapport til Statspolitisjefen avgitt av politibetjent Tarald Løvstad’, 14 June 
1942, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
927 ‘Tidl. fullm. i Statspolitiet Huuse, siste adresse Oslo’, interrogation of Tarald Løvstad, 16 August 1945, L-sak Ottar 
Huuse. 
928 These were Nils J. Habbestad and Klaus Sæland, who refused to support their colleagues in their protest against 
Huuse. Interrogation of Kåre A. Grette, 3 August 1945, L-sak Kåre A. Grette. 
929 Interrogation of Betuel A. Stangeland, 17 September 1945, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. Lie also confirmed that he 
had spoken with Stangeland in a letter to Quisling. Letter from Jonas Lie to Vidkun Quisling, 5 June 1942, L-sak Ottar 
Huuse. 
930 Interrogation of Kåre A. Grette, 3 August 1945, L-sak Kåre A. Grette. 
931 Interrogation of Betuel A. Stangeland, 17 September 1945, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. Letter from Jonas Lie to 
Vidkun Quisling, 5 June 1942, L-sak Ottar Huuse. 
932 ‘Politifullmektig Huuse, Stavanger’, PM by Kristoffer Holmen, 20 June 1942, L-sak Ottar Huuse. 
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Seeing his position seriously threatened, Huuse mobilised his defence. He suspended Stangeland from 

duty after Dürbeck returned to Oslo, and Stangeland never returned to the State Police. Huuse's 

pretext was Stangeland’s lacking NS membership. From September 1941 this was an absolute 

requirement for being hired by the State Police.933 Moreover, Huuse had support from the Sipo, where 

he was apparently well regarded.934 Support also came from the county leader of NS, Oskar Hæreid, 

who decried the whole affair as a devious operation by the jøssing Stangeland and wondered if the 

ministry had nothing better to do than to ‘scandalise’ one of ‘our best compatriots’.935 Hæreid also 

seemingly managed to gain the support of Terboven himself.  

Ultimately, however, the evidence against Huuse proved too damning. Lie came to see Huuse as 

‘corrupt and useless’.936 Marthinsen saw him as completely incompetent in pretty much every aspect.937 

Shortly after Stangeland’s suspension, seven out of nine junior officers in the Stavanger State Police 

tendered their resignations in protest. Alarmed, the ministry told them to remain, promising to fix 

matters. 938  The local Hird warned that retaining Huuse would lead to uproar among many NS 

members in Stavanger and to the majority of the Hird members leaving. 939 Hæreid’s support for 

Huuse was undermined by the fact that he was among the group that had received confiscated goods 

from Huuse. Terboven’s initial insistence on retaining Huuse was ultimately rejected by Lie after he 

presented the strong case against him.940 Huuse was suspended from service and ordered to take 

employment outside of the police.941  

The investigation into matters in Stavanger also concluded that Huuse was not the only one not living 

up to State Police standards. Chief inspector Nils Dagestad was a veteran police officer from Bergen, 

a devoted NS member and among those who had travelled to Germany in the autumn of 1940. But 

he was shown to have been drunk on duty and to have eaten or taken confiscated goods.942 He applied 

for leave from the State Police and volunteered for the Police Company bound for the front. This, he 

claimed, was due to the ‘humiliation’ of Dürbeck’s investigation and the ‘poor comradeship’ in the 

unit.943 

New interim leadership 

Thus, by the summer of 1942 the Stavanger State Police’s three leading officers had been removed 

and the whole unit was in disarray. To clean up affairs in Stavanger, the ministry ordered a group of 

new leaders from other State Police units to the district. From Oslo came Huuse’s replacement, John 

                                                

933 Interrogation of Betuel A. Stangeland, 17 September 1945, ‘Ang.: Fjernelse fra tjenesten’, letter from Ottar Huuse to 
Karl A. Marthinsen, 21 May 1942, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
934 ‘Angår: Forholdene ved Statspolitiet i Stavanger’, letter from Thorstein Pedersen to KdS Stavanger, 2 June 1942, 
letter from Jonas Lie to Vidkun Quisling, 5 June 1942, interrogation of Finn Sveinås, 13 September 1945, L-sak Ottar 
Huuse. 
935 ‘Utdrag av brev av 29.5.42 til minister dr. Lunde fra Fylkesføreren i Kristiansand’, letter from O. Hæreid to 
Gudbrand Lunde, 29 May 1942, L-sak Ottar Huuse. 
936 Letter from Jonas Lie to Vidkun Quisling, 4 July 1942, L-sak Ottar Huuse. 
937 ‘Politifullmektig Ottar Huuse, Stavanger’, letter from Karl A. Marthinsen to Jonas Lie, 3 July 1942, L-sak Ottar 
Huuse. 
938 Interrogation of Betuel A. Stangeland, 17 September 1945, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. Interrogation of Kåre A. 
Grette, 3 August 1945, L-sak Kåre A. Grette. 
939 Letter from fylkingsfører Thorstein Pedersen, 19 June 1942, L-sak Ottar Huuse. 
940 Letter from Jonas Lie to Vidkun Quisling, 4 July 1942, L-sak Ottar Huuse. 
941 Letter from Sverre Riisnæs to Ottar Huuse, 15 January 1943, L-sak Ottar Huuse. 
942 ‘Dom’, L-sak Nils T. Dagestad. 
943 Letter from Nils Dagestad to Oliver Møystad, 3 July 1942, L-sak Nils T. Dagestad. 
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G. Ekerholt, and Olav Øverhagen. From Bergen came Olaf Starheim.944 The men were told that their 

postings would be temporary, but they ended up staying considerably longer than initially planned. 

According to several of the men who were employed in Stavanger at the time, the new leadership 

demanded a harsher line, which contributed to at least two officers leaving the State Police or seeking 

positions elsewhere.945  

The new leader of the Stavanger State Police, John G. Ekerholt, born in 1910, harboured far-right 

sympathies even before the war, claiming to have been part of Quisling’s precursor movement to NS, 

Nordisk Folkereisning, as well as the student organisation of NS in 1933.946 He formally joined NS in 

November 1940. Like Huuse, his primary qualification for the job was the combination of a law 

degree and NS membership. He had applied for a position in the State Police in September 1941 and 

worked for the unit in Oslo from 3 November until he was transferred to Stavanger.947 In contrast to 

Huuse, Ekerholt seems not to have been a party hack. Where Huuse had turned the State Police into 

a tool for some local party bosses, Ekerholt was allegedly much stricter, requiring a proper basis before 

he was willing to acquiesce to the party’s demands.948  

This did not mean that Ekerholt was some kind of a liberal. On the contrary, he regularly showed 

himself willing and able to work in Marthinsen’s spirit. In November 1942, for instance, one of his 

subordinates in Kristiansand was accused of having beaten a prisoner. The officer in question even 

admitted the deed. Despite official bans on the use of torture, Ekerholt rejected the complaint, 

declaring it unlikely that this ‘arch-jøssing’ had been treated too harshly. He was fully supported by 

Marthinsen, who was ‘fed up’ with ‘moralists’ complaining about his men when they should be more 

concerned about the difficulties and dangers they faced on a daily basis.949 In March 1943, Ekerholt 

handled a case where ‘judicially’ a fine would have been more appropriate, but due to the ‘hard-boiled’ 

oppositional nature of the man in question he recommended custody instead. This resulted in four 

months in Berg prison camp for the man.950 Moreover, he showed considerable personal initiative in 

the mass arrests of Jewish men in Norway on 26 October 1942, as well as revealing himself as an anti-

Semite, as we shall see in a later chapter.  

A man on a dangerous path 

In June 1943 Ekerholt was finally allowed to return to Oslo, eventually being employed by the Ministry 

of the Police. Here he allegedly began to aid a resistance group, seemingly motivated by changing 

convictions and sheer opportunism.951 His replacement in Stavanger was Hans Skaar Pedersen, who 

offers yet another illustration of the stellar career opportunities available to lawyers who were willing 

to throw in their lot with NS. Skaar Pedersen, born in 1908, was a supporter of NS from 1934, ‘hated 

                                                

944 Interrogation of John G. Ekerholt, 9 April 1946, L-sak Olaf M. B. Starheim. ‘Innberetning om midlertidige 
beordringer til Stavanger’, letter from Albert Storvand to Oliver Møystad, 5 June 1942, RA-S-3978-E-Ed-L0016. 
945 This is the view of Kåre A. Grette and Finn Sveinås. The latter was described by Ekerholt as ‘not hard enough’. 
Interrogation of Kåre A. Grette, 3 August 1945, L-sak Kåre A. Grette. Interrogation of Finn Sveinås, 15 September 
1945, L-sak Olaf M. B. Starheim. ‘Politibetjent Finn Svensen’, evaluation by John G.Ekerholt, L-sak Finn S. Sveinås. 
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947 Sæveraas 2018, 133. 
948 Interrogation of Finn Sveinås, 4 November 1948, L-sak John G. Ekerholt. 
949 ‘Klage fra Peter Usterud ang. avhøring’, L-sak John G. Ekerholt. 
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951 ‘Egenforklaring’, by John G. Ekerholt, 19 August 1946, ‘Dom’, L-sak John G. Ekerholt. See also Torgeir E. 
Sæveraas’ assessments of these claims. Sæveraas 2018, 190 ff.. 
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Bolshevism’ and was a ‘friend of the military and the nation’ as well as ‘positive’ towards the idea of 

a ‘Greater Germania’. He finished his law studies in the spring of 1941 and was immediately offered 

lucrative positions by the NS authorities. These included offers to become chief of police in Molde 

or Egersund. Feeling uncomfortable with this level of responsibility, he applied for a more 

subordinate position in the State Police. He took a position as police prosecutor in the Stavanger State 

police in early June 1943. Two weeks later, according to Skaar Pedersen, Ekerholt left, effectively 

leaving him in charge of the unit until the end of the war.952 His position was formalised in 1944 when 

he was promoted to the rank of assistant chief of police.953 

Skaar Pedersen appears initially to have been a moderate National Socialist, at least in practice. During 

the post-war trial against him, he could produce numerous witnesses praising his deeds during his 

previous assignment as a sheriff and mayor in Kopervik and Stangeland.954 Most strikingly, a non-

Jewish man married to a Jewish woman gave him great credit for personally pleading for his wife to 

be exempted from anti-Jewish measures.955 According to Olaf Starheim, who worked under Skaar 

Pedersen during the latter’s first period in Stavanger, he was an ‘unassuming’ person, who was 

politically ‘very passive’ and not eager to seek cooperation with the Sipo.956  

In practice, nevertheless, Skaar Pedersen dutifully went along with what was expected of him as leader 

of a State Police unit. Both his relatively gentle character and his willingness to obey are hinted at by 

Bernhard Buhk, who as Kriminalsekretär of the Sipo in Stavanger had frequent dealings with him. 

According to him, ‘Pedersen was very helpful. The Gestapo always received the aid it needed.’ But 

Buhk also characterised Skaar Pedersen as ‘a compassionate man, who often came with requests to 

free Norwegian prisoners’.957 In keeping with his deference to authority, Skaar Pedersen conveyed 

Marthinsen’s call for State Police officers to join the GSSN, of which he himself apparently became 

a supporting, if not active, member.958  

In 1943, again acting in Marthinsen’s spirit, he was sharply criticised by the public prosecutor for his 

willingness to employ methods bordering on the illegal in the name of political expediency. The public 

prosecutor accused him of ‘breaking the law’, even threatening to press charges against State Police 

officers if things did not improve.959 His lack of respect for the rule of law is perhaps best summarised 

by an admission made after the war, when he stated that it was ‘common’ for the State Police to 

simply put people who refused to accept fines in custody, despite this being illegal. This, he admitted, 

                                                

952 Interrogation of Hans J. S. Pedersen, 12 July 1945, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
953 ‘Dom’, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
954 ‘Dom’, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
955 Letter from Lauritz Wathne, 28 October 1945, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. Skaar Pedersen had earlier pleaded for an 
exception to be made for Fanny Wathne regarding the registration of Jews in early 1942. ‘Betrifft: Stempeln der 
Legitimationskarten von Juden’, translation of letter from Hans J. S. Pedersen to the chief of police in Haugesund, 24 
February 1942, RA-S-3978-E-Ee-L0032. 
956 Interrogation of Olaf M. B. Starheim, 25 February 1954, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
957 Interrogation of Bernhard Buhk, 21 August 1945, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
958 ‘Statspolitiet’, report by Hans J. S. Pedersen, 16 August 1945. List of applicants for the status of supporting members 
of GSSN, 8 October 1943, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. Olaf M. B. Starheim stated that it was ‘common knowledge’ 
among State Police officers that Marthinsen wanted all State Police officers to be GSSN members, claiming that it 
eventually took the form of an ‘indirect order’. Interrogation of Olaf M. B. Starheim, 5 June 1946, L-sak Olav B. 
Haugland. State Police officer Dagfinn Gjertsen claims that Skaar Pedersen in a speech to his men in February 1944 
urged ‘all of them’ to join the GSSN, because after final victory, the SS would ‘take over’ all important positions in 
Norway. Undated report by Dagfinn Gjertsen, L-sak Oscar Rustand. 
959 Document 22, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
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was a ‘rather lawless’ way of doing things, but he nevertheless used this method because other ways 

of punishing them were ‘too tedious’.960  

In late 1944, Skaar Pedersen appears to have been further radicalised, a development which would 

ultimately cost him his life. The trigger was the killings of a Sipo interpreter and, shortly after, his own 

subordinate, Leonard Wickstrøm, by resistance fighters in December 1944. After the war a relative of 

Skaar Pedersen claimed that Skaar Pedersen had begun receiving death threats that same month, 

making him even more anxious.961 His subordinates claimed that whereas previously he had kept a 

formal distance from the Sipo, the units now became much closer. Symbolic of this was the unlocking 

of the door separating the floors of the Sipo and the State Police in Egenesveien 17. The tighter 

cooperation with the Sipo and its methods are likely key to understanding why Skaar Pedersen now 

personally crossed a new line and participated in the torturing of prisoners. His former subordinates 

claimed that Skaar Pedersen earlier had warned them against such actions.962 While there is every 

reason to be sceptical of their claim, it is at least consistent with Skaar Pedersen’s own record. All four 

cases of torture for which he was ultimately convicted took place as late as April 1945. This was in the 

aftermath of yet another dramatic event in Stavanger: the death of Sipo leader Wilkens in battle with 

Norwegian SIS agents.963  

Why Skaar Pedersen, seemingly a balanced and capable man, ended up hitting a man between 40 and 

50 times at a time when everyone knew the war would soon be over, is a question which has puzzled 

all who have examined his fate after the war.964 After all, Skaar Pedersen could not have been ignorant 

of the consequences he would surely have to pay in any post-war trial. When asked by the judge during 

his court proceedings why he had tortured a prisoner, he answered that he had wanted to shield the 

prisoners from even worse treatment by the ‘drunk’ and ‘desperate’ Germans.965 This line of thinking, 

where one must employ more radical methods to prevent an even harsher German reaction, was far 

from foreign among Norwegian police officers, as we shall examples of later.  

Skaar Pedersen’s justification found little understanding, however, and he was sentenced to death. 

The judges emphasised his role as leader of the Stavanger State Police as well as the mistreatment he 

and several of his subordinates were guilty of and for which the court attributed him responsibility.966 

In the appeal case to the Supreme Court the only judge opposed to confirming the death sentence 

offered his own analysis of Skaar Pedersen’s actions. He saw them as the acts of a man under pressure 

and under the influence of Arnold Hölscher, who had been with Skaar Pedersen during the torture 

sessions.967 Skaar Pedersen met his death in front of a firing squad of Norwegian police officers on 

30 March 1946.968  

                                                

960 Interrogation of Hans J. S. Pedersen, 12 July 1945, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
961 ‘Redegjørelse’, by Tor Pedersen, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
962 See interrogations of Bjørn Aarsand, 19 February 1954, Olaf M. B. Starheim, 25 February 1954, Ørnulf Skjæveland, 2 
March 1954, Albert T. Todnem, 7 December 1954, Wilhelm A. Johnsen, 8 December 1954, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
963 ‘Dom’, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
964 See ‘Historien om Hans Jacob Skaar Pedersen’, Stavanger Aftenblad, 10 February 2010, Jaklin 2011 and Dyrseth 2014. 
965 ‘Historien om Hans Jacob Skaar Pedersen’, Stavanger Aftenblad, 10 February 2010. 
966 ‘Dom’, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
967 ‘Kjennelse’, 1 March 1946, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
968 ‘Utskrift av domfullbyrdelsesprotokoll for Bergen Politikammer’, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen.  
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Right men for the job 

The leaders of the Stavanger State Police were thus a varied group. But what about their subordinates? 

While the State Police’s first leader Ottar Huuse was clearly not cut out for State Police service, several 

men who would have been more to Marthinsen’s liking joined the Stavanger State Police while it was 

still under his leadership. One of them was Finn Svensen, later Sveinås, who would become one of 

the most important members of the Stavanger State Police. Sveinås had been an NS member since 

1934 and renewed his membership in August 1940. He was active in the Hird in Stavanger, and 

allegedly answered a call from the central leadership of the Hird to join the State Police. He was 

accepted and began in Stavanger on 15 September 1941. That same autumn, he volunteered for the 

Norwegian Legion, but was never called up for service. Within the State Police, he advanced from 

constable to inspector and finally to the rank of police prosecutor in June 1944, despite never having 

studied law. His main qualification, apart from his years in the State Police, was his participation in a 

course arranged for State Police officers at the SS-Führerschule in Charlottenburg, Germany in the 

spring of 1943. Shortly after his return, he was transferred to Oslo, where he spent almost an entire 

year doing administrative work in the State Police central office. He returned to Stavanger in June 

1944, just as the scope of resistance activity in the area began to increase, and ended up leading several 

armed operations against resistance groups. 969  By all accounts, Sveinås was a ‘dedicated’ and 

‘dependable’ National Socialist and State Police officer who believed in NS and its cause. Skaar 

Pedersen saw him as ‘a convinced National Socialist, a man who can be trusted through thick and 

thin, and who is well regarded in the party’.970 Nevertheless, it was unlikely that he was a torturer.971 

Although he was accused of violence against prisoners in at least one case972, he was never convicted.973 

The same could not be said of another man employed by the State Police some months after Sveinås, 

namely Håkon Eeg-Larsen. Like Sveinås he was a Stavanger local who joined NS in 1934 after, 

according to his own account, ‘thoroughly studying the party’s programme’. He re-joined the party in 

October 1940. In the spring of 1941 he was given employment in the ordinary Stavanger police corps. 

Again by his own account, this had been arranged by Olaf Skjæveland. After encouragement from the 

leader of the Hird, however, he applied for a position in the new Border Police, and attended a training 

course in the summer of 1941.974 In December 1941 he decided to swap with Anders Nagel-Alne, 

then a constable in the Stavanger State Police.975 Eeg-Larsen would present his superiors with a 

difficult dilemma. Eeg-Larsen was an ‘excellent National Socialist’, ‘very eager to serve’ and ‘one of 

our best investigators’. His problem, however, was tacitly admitted by Ekerholt: ‘he is eager as a 

                                                

969 Interrogation of Finn Sveinås, 5 July 1946, L-sak Finn S. Sveinås.  
970 ‘Fortegnelse og karakteristikk av tjenestemennene ved Statspolitiets Stavangeravdeling pr. 1.1.45, avgitt av 
politiinspektør H. Skaar Pedersen, Stavanger’, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
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on through thick and thin’, and who was ‘well regarded’ by the party. ‘Politibetjent Finn Svensen’, evaluation by John G. 
Ekerholt, L-sak Finn S. Sveinås, ‘Fortegnelse og karakteristikk av tjenestemennene ved Statspolitiets Stavangeravdeling 
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974 Interrogation of Håkon Eeg-Larsen, 3 January 1946, L-sak Håkon Eeg-Larsen. 
975 Service record for Håkon Eeg-Larsen, L-sak Håkon Eeg-Larsen,). 
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policeman – perhaps too eager’. 976 Indeed, Eeg-Larsen’s eagerness would lead him to committing 

numerous acts of violence against prisoners, the first time in July 1942.977 According to his own 

account, he saw it as his duty to uncover illegal activity to prevent ‘harm to the country’. Using violence 

against prisoners was a way of getting them to talk, and thus avoiding transfer of the case to the Sipo, 

Eeg-Larsen claimed. In late 1943 his violent ways got him into serious trouble, which we will return 

to in the next chapter. He was transferred to Kristiansand, returning to Stavanger in 1945. His 

eagerness to serve likely also contributed to his following the call from Marthinsen to State Police 

officers to join the GSSN in the spring of 1943. As mentioned in a previous chapter, he after 

participating in a GSSN course at Kongsvinger found it ‘too German’ and left.978 

Another man hired during Huuse’s tenure would prove even more notorious than Eeg-Larsen: 

Leonard Wickstrøm. Accepted into the State Police in January 1942 979 , Wickstrøm also had a 

background from the Hird in Stavanger.980 Over time, he would become both one of the Stavanger 

State Police’s most notorious torturers, as well as the Sipo’s closest confidant among the State Police 

officers.981 Wickstrøm apparently first began using violence at the same time as Eeg-Larsen.982 Rather 

than being sacked or transferred, Wickstrøm was eventually promoted to the rank of chief inspector 

in November 1944, again illustrating the lack of resolve on the part of the State Police leadership to 

stop the use of torture.983 His reputation amongst his enemies grew steadily darker, to the point that 

by 1944 the local civil resistance leadership sent a formal request to the leadership of the military 

resistance: ‘Is it not time to liquidate at least Wickstrøm? He has done enough evil’.984 On 5 December 

1944, their wish was fulfilled. Several groups had played with the idea of killing Wickstrøm, but it 

would be members of a local left-wing resistance group in Stavanger that finally carried it out. They 

shot Wickstrøm through the head as he was walking to his office.985 This triggered a major crackdown 

in the Stavanger area, which we will return to in a later chapter.  

Yet another dedicated State Police officer hired in the Huuse period was Klaus Sæland. Originally a 

taxi driver, Sæland sought employment in the State Police after being sent back from training for the 

Norwegian Legion on medical grounds. Initially he worked as a driver but was accepted as a constable 

in the spring of 1943 and promoted to inspector already the same autumn.986 This quick promotion 

was likely due to a combination of dedication and skills. According to Skaar Pedersen, he was, despite 

being ideologically mediocre, as ‘energetic and quick to learn’ and ‘one of the unit’s best 
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investigators’.987 This eagerness in some cases produced results bordering on the absurd. In October 

1943 Sæland accused a bus driver of having performed a political demonstration by driving past him 

instead of stopping.988 The driver was imposed a fine of 100 crowns and moved from driving buses 

to driving lorries.989 Though not one of the most brutal men in the Stavanger State Police, Sæland was 

nevertheless sentenced for two cases of violence against prisoners after the war.990  

Among the men sent to Stavanger to clean up after the Huuse debacle, Olaf Starheim would arguably 

leave the strongest imprint. He had been an experienced police officer in Bergen before joining the 

State Police there. While in Bergen, he had become a close confidant of the Sipo even before joining 

the State Police.991 After he came to Stavanger, he seems to have been a catalyst for a brutalisation of 

the Stavanger State Police. According to Sveinås, Starheim began interfering in interrogations in an 

almost ‘brutal’ way, and ‘his methods were adopted by some of the officers, and Starheim showed 

clearly that he preferred these.’992 Supporting Sveinås’ claim, Starheim’s methods did come to include 

the use of violence, with the first episode occurring in July 1942. Post-war, he was convicted for four 

cases of violence against prisoners in Stavanger and one in Bergen.993 Despite Marthinsen’s alleged 

knowledge of this through Ekerholt, Starheim was not suspended from duty, but rather promoted to 

police prosecutor in April 1943. This again illustrates Marthinsen’s lacking will to prevent his men’s 

use of violence against prisoners.994 By virtue of his rank of chief inspector, Starheim was also tasked 

with organising the arrests of Jews in Rogaland in late 1942. After the war, he said he disliked this 

task.995 But this was apparently not enough to stop him actively seeking to acquire an apartment left 

behind by a couple who had fled the country out of fear of what would happen to the Jewish wife.996 

Starheim was transferred to Oslo in 1944, and in September 1944 to the Stavanger Criminal Police.997 

The Stavanger State Police would be considerably influenced by two local families of capable and 

dedicated National Socialists, exactly the sort of men Marthinsen most wanted. These were the 

Stensland and Skjæveland families. The first of the Stensland brothers to join in September 1942, Erik, 

was quickly seen as quite a find by his superiors. Ekerholt saw him as ‘very gifted and intelligent’ and 

a ‘completely convinced National Socialist’.998 Skaar Pedersen viewed him as ‘a thoroughly good 

person’ and shared Ekerholt’s evaluation of his ideological position.999 Stensland, a member of NS 

since 1936, seems to have eagerly sought service in the State Police, independently inquiring about 

job openings. Stensland’s good education and NS credentials assured him a warm recommendation 
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from Stavanger.1000 True to his convictions, he also joined the GSSN in 1943 and became an active 

participant. He left it a year later, though only because his wife complained that it took too much of 

his time.1001 After the war he was deemed by the court to have been ‘gentle and considerate’ towards 

those he came into contact with as a State Police officer, illustrating that National Socialist conviction 

did not necessarily imply a propensity for brutality. He was never accused of torture.1002  

Erik’s brother, Henrik, joined the unit in April 1943. Like his brother, he was also a member of NS, 

having joined in 1936, though he had a far more dramatic background. He volunteered for the 

Regiment Nordland in early 1941 and spent 15 months at the front as part of SS Division Wiking in 

the Ukraine and Caucasus. Upon his return, he too became a member of the GSSN, taking part in 

one of the organisation’s courses at Kongsvinger. When the course finished, Lie held a speech urging 

all front volunteers to join the State Police, a call which Stensland heeded. In October 1943 he was 

sent to Haugesund, where he spent about a year before returning to Stavanger.1003 Skaar Pedersen held 

him in the same high regard as his brother, stating that ‘there are not many people as solid and 

skilled’.1004 Like his brother, he appears to have been a ‘moderate’ State Police officer in practice, for 

which he received credit during his trial.1005 

As previously mentioned, the Skjæveland family’s pater familias, Olaf, was one of the most eager 

promoters of NS within the ordinary Stavanger police. His entire family joined him as members of 

NS. His eldest son Ørnulf – an NS member since 1934 – also followed his father into the Stavanger 

police corps in 1939. While there, he participated in an NCO course in 1942, and was later ordered 

to participate in a course in Halden which, it emerged, should train Hird members for guard duty in 

prison camps, the SS Wachbataillon Oslo. Skjæveland apparently disliked the service and repeatedly tried 

to leave, claiming that applying to the State Police and thus showing dedication to the cause, was one 

such attempt.1006 Acknowledging the State Police’s importance, HSSPF Rediess granted his wish, but 

his transfer was delayed due to Skjæveland being ‘irreplaceable’ as an instructor for the 

Wachbataillon.1007 He was eventually released and began his service in Stavanger in August 1943. 

Despite his reasons for applying, he quickly proved a dedicated and valued member of the State Police. 

Ideologically, he was ideal – even after the war, he maintained that in many ways ‘National Socialism 

is better than democracy’ and that ‘one should never question “why” one gets an order’. 1008 

Unsurprisingly, Skaar Pedersen viewed him as a ‘particularly good National Socialist’. Combined with 

his ‘abilities and devotion to duty’, this made him ‘one of the unit’s best investigators’. Indeed, his 

view was that ‘we should have had thousands of Skjæveland’s type in the police and the party’.1009 
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1008 Interrogation of Ørnulf Skjæveland, 21 July 1945, interrogation of Ørnulf Skjæveland, 18 August 1945, L-sak Ørnulf 
Skjæveland. 
1009 ‘Fortegnelse og karakteristikk av tjenestemennene ved Statspolitiets Stavangeravdeling pr. 1.1.45, avgitt av 
politiinspektør H. Skaar Pedersen, Stavanger’, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
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During his trial, Skjæveland was convicted of one case of torture in cooperation with Arnold Hölscher 

of the Sipo, despite vehemently denying this.1010 

By the time Ørnulf joined the State Police, his brother Kurth had already been serving in the unit 

since October 1942. Born in 1923, he was considered such an ideal candidate for the State Police that 

the usual age requirement was waived. Olav Øverhagen noted that Skjæveland could ‘at any time’ be 

employed in the regular Stavanger police corps, but that he preferred to join the State Police because 

there were too many opponents of the New Order in the regular police. His qualifications included 

his service in SS Division Wiking until the summer of 1942, which was decisive proof of his 

‘manliness’, and his training and devotion to NS. In his application, he somewhat cryptically and 

ominously added that he would fit well in the ranks of the State Police due to his ‘practice and 

experience’ from similar work in Poland and Russia. He did not elaborate on what this had meant in 

practice.1011  

After he was accepted, his superiors were indeed not disappointed, with Ekerholt seeing him as a 

‘very fortunate appointment’.1012 Skaar Pedersen was similarly enthusiastic, stating that due to his 

political convictions and personal abilities he was the kind of man who ought to build ‘the new 

Norway’.1013 Like his brother Ørnulf, he remained a dedicated National Socialist to the end, telling his 

interrogator after the war that given a choice, he would have done exactly the same over again.1014 

Unlike his brother, however, he had a short stint in the GSSN, allegedly on account of his disagreeing 

with the GSSN guidelines, thus showing that adherence to the SS doctrine was far from universal 

even among the State Police’s most dedicated National Socialists. 1015 He was never convicted of 

torture.1016 

The last of the Skjæveland brothers to join the State Police, Finn, was seemingly just as eager as his 

older brothers. Born in 1926, Finn claimed that his motivation to seek employment in the State Police 

in 1943 was that he wanted to do ‘his part’ to stop sabotage. Before joining the State Police, he had 

been a leading figure in the local NS youth organisation, NSUF.1017 Being only 17 at the time, he was 

denied a position as constable by the Ministry of the Police. He was offered a job as an office clerk, 

despite Skaar Pedersen’s desire to have him as a constable.1018 A year later, however, he became a 

constable and quickly found himself in the line of fire, as we shall see in the next chapter.1019 Skaar 

                                                

1010 ‘Dom’, interrogation of Ørnulf Skjæveland, 21 July 1945, letter from Ørnulf Skjæveland to the Norwegian Supreme 
Court, 18 February 1946, L-sak Ørnulf Skjæveland. 
1011 ‘Søknad om stilling i politiet’, 7 August 1942, ‘Ang.: Søknad om opptagelse i Statspolitiet, letter from Kurth 
Skjæveland to Karl A. Marthinsen, with added comments by Olav Øverhagen, 2 October 1942, L-sak Kurth Skjæveland. 
1012 ‘Politikonstabel Skjæveland, Kurth’, evaluation by John G. Ekerholt, L-sak Kurth Skjæveland. 
1013 ‘Fortegnelse og karakteristikk av tjenestemennene ved Statspolitiets Stavangeravdeling pr. 1.1.45, avgitt av 
politiinspektør H. Skaar Pedersen, Stavanger’, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
1014 Comment by Olav Skiftun to interrogation of Kurth Skjæveland, 7 July 1945, L-sak Kurth Skjæveland. 
1015 Interrogation of Kurth Skjæveland, 30 June 1945, L-sak Kurth Skjæveland. 
1016 ‘Dom’, L-sak Kurth Skjæveland. 
1017 Interrogation of Finn Skjæveland, 11 July 1945, L-sak Finn Skjæveland. 
1018 Letter from Hans J. S. Pedersen to Karl A. Marthinsen, 30 October 1943, letter from Karl A. Marthinsen to Hans J. 
S. Pedersen, 11 November 1943, L-sak Finn Skjæveland. 
1019 ‘Ad statspolitikonst. Finn Skjæveland, Stavanger, letter from Hans J. S. Pedersen to Karl A. Marthinsen, 9 March 
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Pedersen would later not regret his insistence on hiring Finn Skjæveland, stating that he could 

‘possibly become the best of the [Skjæveland] family’.1020 

In one case, ideological conviction and friendship with State Police officers led to a truly puzzling 

decision: to join first NS in August 1944 and then the State Police in December 1944 at a time when 

everyone knew which way the wind was blowing. Bjørn Aarsand was a friend of the Skjæveland family, 

and apparently came to adopt their political views after initially being an opponent of NS.1021 His 

statements after the war clearly showed that he had indeed accepted core tenets of how NS viewed 

the situation, seeing the Führer principle as correct and the resistance struggle as unjust.1022 Skaar 

Pedersen characterised him as an ideological ‘warrior’, well liked in NS.1023 He claims to have joined 

the State Police fully aware of the unit’s mission, motivated by the wish to combat sabotage.1024 Joining 

the State Police at this point meant that he became involved in several of the numerous armed 

operations against the resistance movement, acts which were not looked upon kindly by the courts 

after the war and which resulted in a sentence of three years and six months in prison.1025 

Misfits 

The Stavanger State Police had, in other words, numerous employees who in many ways lived up to 

the ideals of a dedicated National Socialist political warrior. Others, however, did not fit in, for moral, 

ideological or professional reasons.  

The initial phase of the Stavanger State Police’s existence was, as said earlier, characterised by 

confusion. The letter sent from Marthinsen to the men of the Mobile Police Service in April 1941 to 

entice them to apply was symptomatic: the letter said nothing about the political role of this new 

organisation. It is thus not implausible when former members of the Mobile Police Service who joined 

the new State Police claimed to have been ignorant of what they were getting into.1026 Consequently, 

several of the first men to join the Stavanger State Police were a far cry from the ideal of a ‘National 

Socialist warrior’. Of the first eight men to join the Stavanger State Police, four were not NS members. 

Two of them – Bjørn B. Enge and Olav Eide – were both sacked by Marthinsen  already on 7 August 

1941 after being deemed to have sabotaged a political investigation.1027 Erling Kaalstad was transferred 

                                                

1020 ‘Fortegnelse og karakteristikk av tjenestemennene ved Statspolitiets Stavangeravdeling pr. 1.1.45, avgitt av 
politiinspektør H. Skaar Pedersen, Stavanger’, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
1021 Skjæveland 2014, 191 ff.. See also ‘Ansettelse – Statspolitiet, Departementets skriv av 6 jan – 45’, letter from Olav 
Rossavik to Karl A. Marthinsen, 4 December 1944, L-sak Bjørn Aarsand. The letter states that Ørnulf Skjæveland had 
known Aaarsand for five years.  
1022 Interrogation of Bjørn Aarsand, 16 November 1945, L-sak Bjørn Aarsand. 
1023 ‘Fortegnelse og karakteristikk av tjenestemennene ved Statspolitiets Stavangeravdeling pr. 1.1.45, avgitt av 
politiinspektør H. Skaar Pedersen, Stavanger’, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
1024 Interrogation of Bjørn Aarsand, 16 November 1945, L-sak Bjørn Aarsand. 
1025 Sentence of the Supreme Court, 21 June 1946, L-sak Bjørn Aarsand. 
1026 ‘Til Utrykningspolitiets tjenestemenn’, letter from Karl A. Marthinsen, 2 April 1941, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. For 
one such claim, see report by Betuel A. Stangeland, 16 May 1945, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
1027 These four were Betuel Stangeland, Bjørn B. Enge, Olav Eide and Erling Kaalstad. All were formerly part of the 
Mobile Police Service. See ‘Fortegnelse over Utrykningspolitiets tjenestemenn pr. 1. juli 1940’, RA-S-2220H-L0036-
L0001, ‘II. Stavanger’, RA-S-1329-F-L0089, ‘Redegjørelse fra midl. politiflm. Bjørn B. Enge for hans forhold under 
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Statspolitisjefen avgitt av politibetjent Tarald Løvstad’, 14.6.42, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland, and 
‘Statspolitifullmektig’ Ottar Huuse. Landssvik.’, report by Bjørn B. Enge, 17 June 1946, L-sak Ottar Huuse. 
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to Oslo shortly after.1028 Betuel A. Stangeland, who created the basic structure of the new police unit, 

was also not an NS member.1029  

The decision to order these men – whose only common characteristic was their membership of the 

Mobile Police Service – to join the new State Police despite their lacking membership in NS, was likely 

a pragmatic one. If the State Police were to be at all effective and win the respect of the ordinary 

police, it would have to maintain a certain level of professionalism. Perhaps Marthinsen held a vain 

hope that the men could be ‘won’ for the case once they were part of a larger unit. 

Stangeland’s fate is worth elaborating on. The fact that Stangeland was ordered to this job in the first 

place and was not removed until May 1942 shows how the State Police started out a far less radical 

organisation than it eventually became. It also shows that it took some time before its true nature 

became apparent. Moreover, it serves to illustrate how an attitude of ‘non-political’ pragmatic 

collaboration proved increasingly difficult to live by in an increasingly politicised police unit.  

Stangeland was a veteran police officer whose career began in Stavanger in 1912. He had served in 

the old State Police since 1932 and subsequently its successor, the Mobile Police Service. He gained a 

reputation as a ‘skilled, reliable and incorruptible’ police officer.1030 In the summer of 1941, he agreed 

to become part of the new State Police. In his post-war defence, he claimed that he thought it a 

continuation of the old State Police. But he was at the same time allegedly suspicious about the true 

nature of the new unit, but was consoled by a promise from Marthinsen that he would ‘only’ have to 

deal with administrative matters, not investigations. His misgivings about the State Police’s political 

nature soon proved to be justified, however. His illusions about being able to stay out of politically 

dubious activities were likewise shattered, most notably as the Sipo began demanding that he arrest 

people for them.  

Most critically, as the highest-ranking State Police officer in Huuse’s absence, he was ordered to lead 

the arrest of teachers in Rogaland in March 1942, which we will return to in a later chapter. Stangeland 

claims that he was directly threatened by the Sipo, with the Sipo officer putting a gun on the table in 

front of him, saying that ‘if you don’t carry out the order, you will have to accept the consequences.’ 

This claim is impossible to verify, but not entirely unlikely. It is however easy to believe Stangeland 

when he claims that ‘this was the worst thing I had been ordered to do in my long police career.’1031 

Given all this, clearly displaying that he was not cut out for State Police service, it is puzzling why 

Stangeland chose to remain as long in the State Police as he did. He himself claimed that he made 

several inquiries about the possibility of getting out, but never went as far as to resign. After the war, 

the court reached its own conclusion: ‘[Stangeland’s] misfortune was that he was too weak, that he 

did not possess the necessary initiative to completely cut ties with the new authorities’. They also 

                                                

1028 Kaalstad does not appear on the list of State Police officers employed by spring 1942. ‘II. Stavangeravdelingen’, RA-
S-1329-F-L0089. Huuse stated that the ‘third jøssing’ – which can only be Kaalstad – was transferred to Oslo. Report by 
Ottar Huuse on the constitution of the Stavanger State Police, L-sak Ottar Huuse. 
1029 ‘Dom’, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
1030 ‘Dom’, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
1031 Interrogation of Betuel A. Stangeland, 17 September 1945, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
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noted that Stangeland, due to his long career in both the army and the police, was used to ‘following 

orders from superiors to the letter’, an evaluation which likely led to a milder sentence.1032  

Feeling uncomfortable with developments within the State Police was not restricted to the initial non-

NS members. Some NS members also found that State Police work increasingly ran counter to their 

own convictions. This appears to have been the case for Kåre A. Grette. Previously a reserve constable 

in Oslo, he joined NS in late 1940, allegedly together with his colleagues. Grette was accepted into 

the State Police in September 1941. He claims that his motivation for applying was that he was tired 

of patrolling and uniforms.1033 In Stavanger, however, it quickly became apparent that Grette was not 

the kind of man the new unit desired. Indeed, according to Betuel Stangeland, it seemed like a 

‘misunderstanding’ that Grette had joined the State Police in the first place. He was ‘passive’ and had 

‘weak nerves’.1034 Grette quickly found conditions in the unit appalling under Huuse’s leadership. In 

1942 he stated that ‘the orders we are given are often beyond all reason’, stating that he had outright 

refused to carry one of them out.1035  

By the end of 1942, Grette could not take it anymore. He claimed that the final trigger was the arrest 

of Jews in Stavanger, which for his part led to a nervous breakdown and ultimately to his dismissal 

from the State Police in the summer of 1943. He also left NS at about the same time.1036 He of course 

had every reason to claim sympathy with the arrested Jews after the war, but in his case, his account 

was verified by one of the few surviving Jews in Stavanger, Ida Ottesen. She was arrested along with 

other Jews and sent first to Kristiansand, where orders came through for her release on account of 

her being married to a non-Jew. She had nothing but positive words to say about Grette, who guarded 

the group of Jewish women and one child. She even went as far as to ask him and his companion 

Thoralf Mortensen to dine with her after her release, due to their kind treatment of the prisoners.1037 

Similar claims were made by Egil H. Digerås, a veteran policeman from the Bergen area who had 

joined NS in October 1940 and the State Police in Stavanger in January 1942.1038 He was judged by 

Ekerholt as ‘practically an opportunist’ who due to his ‘fearful nature’ could not become a good 

National Socialist.1039 Digerås claims to have made several attempts in 1942 to quit the State Police, 

only to be rebuffed. He was then told by Starheim that the only way of getting out of the State Police 

was to leave NS, which would lead to being viewed as politically unreliable. He thus sent a letter to 

the local chapter of NS in Stavanger, where he allegedly emphasised the arrests of the Jews, in which 

he had personally taken part, as a reason for leaving. He was then sacked from the State Police in 

February 1943.1040 

                                                

1032 Interrogation of Betuel A. Stangeland, 17 September 1945, ‘Dom’, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
1033 Interrogation of Kåre A. Grette, 3 August 1945, L-sak Kåre A. Grette. 
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Yet another example of someone not cut out for State Police duty is Arthur T. Eriksson. He claimed 

to have been encouraged by a State Police officer to seek a vacant position as a driver for the State 

Police after Sæland’s promotion in 1943. Four or five months later he applied for the position of 

constable, again after encouragement, and was accepted. According to him, however, he quickly came 

to dislike the service, particularly after seeing the reactions of people whose belongings were 

confiscated.1041 He applied to leave the unit in June 1944, stating that ‘he had tried to make himself 

hard’ in order to fit in the State Police but had failed, and was consequently so ‘unhappy’ about his 

work that he found it ‘indefensible’ to continue.1042 While it was usually not easy to get away from the 

State Police, in this case Skaar Pedersen granted Eriksson his wish. According to Skaar Pedersen he 

was ‘lazy’, ‘fearful’ and a political ‘opportunist’ who was about to leave NS. He should be removed 

immediately, because the State Police only needed ‘warriors’.1043 Skaar Pedersen’s advice was heeded, 

and his prediction proved correct: Eriksson left NS in November 1944.1044  

Even among returned front volunteers, there were some who found the State Police not to their liking. 

This appears to have been the case for Dagfinn Gjertsen and Anders Lysne, who became friends 

while working for the Germans at Sola airfield in 1940–1941.1045 They both volunteered for the 

Norwegian Legion in 1941. Before this they had joined NS. Lysne allegedly due to influence from his 

father.1046 Gjertsen based on his own convictions.1047 Both proved to be skilled soldiers.1048 After their 

return to Norway in the summer of 1943, Gjertsen claimed he became part of a conspiracy. He 

claimed that he and several of his comrades from the front were urged by country leader of the NS 

in Rogaland, Per Gjerstad, to seek positions within the police as part of an initiative to bring nationalist 

NS members into important state positions to counter the influence of the Germans, symbolised by 

the GSSN. Gjertsen was allegedly urged to join the State Police and inform Gjerstad of the influence 

of the GSSN within the unit as well as the activities of the Sipo.1049 Gjertsen in turn convinced his 

comrade Lysne to join the State Police as well.1050 By late 1943, however, he claimed that the Sipo had 

learned about the plans, thereby undermining his ‘mission’ in the State Police. Moreover, he claimed 

he did not approve of developments within the State Police, a statement supported by the testimonies 

of several witnesses during his trial that demonstrated his relative leniency in duty.1051  

Gjertsen’s actions did not imply rejection of National Socialism, but rather reflected his personal 

conception of what National Socialism ought to be. This is demonstrated by the fact that shortly after 

the war, Gjertsen left the Norwegian State Church due to his ‘National Socialist worldview’.1052 Given 

that State Police officers at this point had to sign a five-year contract, getting out was not easy. His 

                                                

1041 Interrogation of Arthur T. Eriksson, 26 May 1945, L-sak Arthur T. Eriksson. 
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solution, as well as Lysne’s, who also claimed to have disapproved of the character of the State Police, 

was to apply for the 3. SS and Police Company in the spring of 1944.1053 Lysne’s request was initially 

denied but finally granted at Skaar Pedersen’s insistence.1054  

Thus, while some men found service in the State Police intolerable for moral or ideological reasons, 

others who had their National Socialist credentials in order were simply unfit for State Police service 

on account of their personal incompetence. The best example of this was Olav Rossavik, a veteran 

police officer from Sandnes. He quickly became an eager member of NS, joining the party already on 

20 September 1940.1055 According to his own account, he did so out of opportunistic and ideological 

reasons. He had talked to Karl O. Karlsen, who promised him better career opportunities as an NS 

member.1056 He joined the State Police in April 1942, where he became an eager informer, regularly 

accusing people of insulting NS members or in other ways transgressing the new laws and regulations. 

Rossavik was convicted for using violence but not systematic torture.1057 In the State Police, he came 

to be seen by his leader Skaar Pedersen as intolerably incompetent. He stated that he ‘often’ wanted 

to throw Rossavik out of his office in sheer frustration.1058  Leif Sivertsen, who served as chief 

inspector in late 1943 and early 1944, was of a similar opinion: Rossavik, who had acted as 

superintendent, albeit without formal rank, had no clue about administration, and had let everything 

float.1059 Skaar Pedersen finally got rid of him in March 1945, when Rossavik became a sheriff after 

allegedly applying for such a position for a long time.1060 According to Skaar Pedersen, Rossavik’s lack 

of skills were known, but that it was better to have him as a sheriff than in the State Police.1061 

The status ascribed by the new men in power to front volunteers and the promise of a state job upon 

their return resulted in the Stavanger State Police being burdened with a man clearly incapable of 

doing his job. Per Brynie had, apparently without giving it much thought, followed his father into NS 

in November 1940.1062 In January 1942 he applied for service in an ‘armed Hird battalion’, which 

turned out to be the Norwegian Legion, where he served until May 1943.1063 On his return to Norway 

he applied for the State Police after encouragement from Minister of Justice Sverre Riisnæs, who 

personally intervened to secure Brynie a position.1064 Once in place, his appointment immediately 

                                                

1053 Interrogation of Dagfinn Gjertsen, 22 June 1946, interrogation of Anders Lysne, 5 November 1945, L-sak Anders 
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proved to be a mistake. Skaar Pedersen noted that, by the end of 1943, he had been in service half a 

year, ‘exactly’ half a year too long. Brynie was seen as completely incompetent and not too bright.1065 

It is telling of his character that Brynie applied for membership in the GSSN but was refused.1066 

Despite these obvious problems, it proved hard to get rid of an NS member and front volunteer 

unless he made major mistakes. Skaar Pedersen finally managed to do so by getting him to apply for 

a course at the newly created school for front volunteers in Telemark in September 1944.1067  

For one man it seems that extreme opportunism coupled with a lack of principles rather than National 

Socialist fervour explained his long service in the State Police. Sven B. Holst was a former seaman 

with a dramatic background. He was on a ship sunk by a German vessel in the Indian Ocean in 

February 1941 and was taken prisoner, spending time in France and Germany. He returned to Norway 

in June 1941. In 1942 he applied to become a police officer.1068 Symptomatic of his attitude was his 

comment on his application: ‘Regarding my political attitude I have never participated in politics but 

can assure that my attitude today is completely NS. I have no problem joining NS if that is required.’1069 

The alleged reason why he ended up in the State Police was because the State Police officer posted in 

Arendal sent his application to the State Police rather than to the Order Police.1070  

Holst’s lack of political zeal was not unknown to his superiors. Ekerholt saw him as a political 

opportunist but added that this ‘could change’.1071 Apparently it didn’t: Skaar Pedersen’s evaluation at 

the end of 1944 stated bluntly that ‘there are few officers who believe that he is a convinced National 

Socialist – he is so at best by instinct’. Indeed, it was Skaar Pedersen’s view that Holst was more 

interested in ‘good food and merry girls’ than his work.1072 Despite this, Holst’s willingness to work 

with the system, demonstrated by his unsuccessful attempt to join the GSSN in 19431073 and his 

intimacy with the Sipo1074, likely made it undesirable to remove him. He was even promoted in January 

1945 for his long service and after being severely wounded during an armed operation against 

resistance groups in September 1944.1075 His ‘flexible’ principles also likely contributed to him turning 

into one of the Stavanger State Police’s torturers, going so far as to knock out the tooth of a female 

prisoner.1076 

Perhaps the strangest case of a State Police officer not comfortable in his job is that of Lars Hårde. 

Hårde had his National Socialist credentials in order, being an NS member since December 1940, 
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1070 Interrogation of Sven B. Holst, 26 June 1945, L-sak Sven B. Holst. 
1071 ‘Politikonstabel Holst, Sven Bredstue’, evaluation by John G. Ekerholt, L-sak Sven B. Holst. 
1072 ‘Fortegnelse og karakteristikk av tjenestemennene ved Statspolitiets Stavangeravdeling pr. 1.1.45, avgitt av 
politiinspektør H. Skaar Pedersen, Stavanger’, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
1073 Interrogation of Sven B. Holst, 26 June 1945, L-sak Sven B. Holst. 
1074 Interrogation of Hans J. S. Pedersen, 9 August 1945, L-sak Sven B. Holst. 
1075 ‘Fortegnelse og karakteristikk av tjenestemennene ved Statspolitiets Stavangeravdeling pr. 1.1.45, avgitt av 
politiinspektør H. Skaar Pedersen, Stavanger’, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
1076 Sipo officer Georg Schomaker names Leonard Wickstrøm, Holger Tou, Sigurd Otto Øxnevad and Sven Holst as 
Hölscher’s best aides during torture sessions. Interrogation of Georg Schomaker, 20 June 1945, ‘Dom’, L-sak Sven B. 
Holst. 
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serving over two years in the SS Division Wiking and likely being a member of the GSSN.1077 Given 

this, it was no surprise that he sought employment in the State Police, to which he was admitted in 

January 1944. He initially seemed promising, eagerly denouncing small transgressions. 1078  His 

experiences in the east had however left him restless, which according to Skaar Pedersen was the case 

for ‘many’ front volunteers. In the spring of 1944 he talked with Riisnæs, who apparently promised 

him a course at the SS-Junkerschule in Bad Tölz. Perhaps as a stepping stone to this, he applied to the 

3. SS and Police Company. The ministry, however, did not grant him leave, after Skaar Pedersen 

complained about steadily losing men to the front.1079 It was around this time that something must 

have snapped in Hårde’s mind. A few days earlier he had been arrested for trying to board a train in 

speed while drunk.1080  Then, in June, he left NS. These two incidents were enough to get him 

sacked.1081 He promptly left for Oslo, saying only that he was headed for Bad Tölz and that Riisnæs 

had arranged his journey.1082 After this, all contact with him was lost, even with his family, but it was 

believed he was somewhere in Germany.1083 It was not until 1954 that his fate became known: he had 

died in December 1945 at a hospital in Algeria, serving with the French Foreign Legion.1084 

Summary: living up to Marthinsen’s ideals? 

To what extent did the Stavanger State Police ultimately consist of men after Marthinsen’s heart? The 

unit undoubtedly moved a long way in this direction. As we have seen, it included men such as the 

Skjæveland and Stensland brothers who were indeed ‘warriors for the National Socialist cause’. By the 

end of the war, of the 20 men1085 in active service in Stavanger in January 19451086, all were NS 

members, six had spent time on the Eastern Front and two had volunteered but were not sent.1087 At 

least four were members of the GSSN at that point in time.1088 Of those he evaluated, Skaar Pedersen 

                                                

1077 ‘Søknad om stilling i politiet’, ‘Ang.: Aspirantkurset i tida 21.11.-12-12-43’, L-sak Lars Hårde. 
1078 ‘Anmeldelse til Statspolitiet’, 14 February 1944’, L-sak Lars Hårde. 
1079 Letter from Hans J. S. Pedersen to Karl A. Marthinsen, 6 April 1944, L-sak Lars Hårde. 
1080 ‘Anmeldelse’ letter from the chief of police in Egersund to the Stavanger State Police, 1 April 1944, L-sak Lars 
Hårde. 
1081 ‘Avskjed – Statspolitiet’, 29 June 1944, L-sak Lars Hårde. 
1082 ‘Ad konstabel Lars Hårdes avsked’, letter from Olav Rossavik to the Security Police, 6 July 1944, L-sak Lars Hårde. 
1083 ‘Ang: Lars Hårde’, letter from John P. Bjørnholt to the chief of police in Stavanger, 24 October 1946, L-sak Lars 
Hårde. 
1084 ‘Ad: Etterlysning etter frontkjemper Lars Jensen Hårde f. 29.1.23’, letter from The Norwegian Red Cross to the 
Oslo police district, 11 August 1954, L-sak Lars Hårde. 
1085 These were: Hans J. S. Pedersen, Finn Sveinås, Håkon Eeg-Larsen, Olav Rossavik, Ørnulf Skjæveland, Erik 
Stensland, Klaus Sæland, Sven B. Holst, Kurth Skjæveland, Erling Christiansen, Hans P. H. Danielsen, Sverre Høynes, 
Wilhelm Johnsen, Alfred Mathisen, Henrik Stensland, Finn Skjæveland, Jonas Thorsen, Albert T. Todnem, Sigurd O. 
Øxnevad and Bjørn Aarsand. 
1086 Excluding those on leave and those who were formally employed but not in service. Compiled from ‘Fortegnelse og 
karakteristikk av tjenestemennene ved Statspolitiets Stavangeravdeling pr. 1.1.45, avgitt av politiinspektør H. Skaar 
Pedersen, Stavanger’, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen, ‘Statspolitiets avdeling, Stavanger, Egenesveien 17’, RA-S-3978-E-Ed-
L0017, and the men’s respective treason trials.  
1087 These were: Kurth Skjæveland, Sverre Høynes, Wilhelm Johnsen, Henrik Stensland, Albert Tuxen-Todnem and 
Sigurd Otto Øxnevad. Finn Sveinås and Klaus Sæland had volunteered, but Sveinås had not been called up, and Sæland 
was dismissed on medical grounds.  
1088 These were: Sven B. Holst, Wilhelm Johnsen, Henrik Stensland and Albert Tuxen Todnem. Skaar Pedersen was a 
supporting member early on but it is not known whether he remained so to the end of the war.  
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saw 81089 as eager, 91090 as completely satisfactory and only one1091 as lacking ideological conviction, 

the latter showing that Skaar Pedersen’s evaluation was not merely a matter of rubber stamping. Given 

that in the overall population of just under three million, the maximum number of NS members at 

any point in time was 43,0001092, the number of front volunteers about 4 5001093 and members of the 

GSSN about 12001094, the personnel serving in the Stavanger State Police in 1945 were anything but 

representative. It was indeed a far cry from its beginnings in the summer of 1941, when half of the 

men were not even NS members, with Huuse complaining that he had been burdened by ‘four jøssings’, 

two of them (Bjørn B. Enge and Olav Eide) even being ‘notorious’ for their hostility to the New 

Order.1095  

In striking contrast to not only the regular Stavanger police corps but also the State Police in Oslo, 

there are no signs of any form of organised resistance within the Stavanger State Police.1096 It therefore 

comes as no surprise that no Stavanger State Police officers were arrested by the Sipo during the war. 

Another core characteristic of the Stavanger State Police was its weak links to the pre-war police. By 

January 1945 the corps had only two officers with a pre-war police background.1097 The rest were non-

policemen hired on the basis of their ideological views. This was in contrast to the unit in Bergen, 

where a core of five pre-war policemen served throughout the unit’s existence, making five out of 26 

employees by January 1945. Importantly, and in contrast to Stavanger, many of the leading officers in 

Bergen had pre-war police experience, including the unit’s leaders from March 1943 to the end of the 

war.1098 Further underlining the novel character of the unit is the age of the men serving there: the 

median age in January 1945 was only 29, with Rossavik being the only one born before 1905. The 

youngest, Finn Skjæveland, was only 19. Indeed, one of Skaar Pedersen’s many complaints against 

Rossavik was that he was too old for the State Police.1099  

The high level of support for National Socialist ideals within the Stavanger State Police arguably 

resulted from two tendencies. First, NS authorities systematically encouraged men to seek 

employment in the State Police. As we have seen, several of the first recruits from the Hird, such as 

Sveinås and Wickstrøm, and later many of the front volunteers, sought employment after direct 

                                                

1089 These were: Finn Sveinås, Ørnulf Skjæveland, Erik Stensland, Kurth Skjæveland, Wilhelm Johnsen, Henrik 
Stensland, Sigurd Otto Øxnevad and Bjørn Aarsand. 
1090 These were: Håkon Eeg-Larsen, Klaus Sæland, Erling Christiansen, Hans Danielsen, Sverre Høynes, Alfred 
Mathisen, Finn Skjæveland, Jonas Thorsen, and Albert T. Todnem. 
1091 This was Sven B. Holst. 
1092 Norgeshistorie.no: ‘NS-medlemmene: Hvem var de?’ Norgeshistorie.no, https://www.norgeshistorie.no/andre-
verdenskrig/mennesker/1701-ns-medlemmene-hvem-var-de.html. Accessed 5 September 2016. 
1093 Sørlie 2015, 17. 
1094 Bogen 2008, 92. 
1095 Report by Ottar Huuse on the structure of the Stavanger State Police, L-sak Ottar Huuse. 
1096 Gunnar Sønsteby, one of Norway’s most prominent resistance fighters, named Mathias Løvstuhagen (who 
investigated Huuse in Stavanger) as his primary contact in the State Police and claimed that he worked with five others. 
Løvstuhagen was arrested by the Sipo in June 1943 and later sent to Germany, after which other State Police officers 
maintained contact with Sønsteby. Sønsteby claimed that the contacts in the State Police ‘secured us a certain overview 
of the enemies’ work methods’ and that they were a ‘major reason’ why he and his group could operate in Oslo. 
Sønsteby 1966, 123-124. 
1097 These were Ørnulf Skjæveland and Olav Rossavik. 
1098 Haugejorden 2016, 35 ff.. 
1099 ‘Fortegnelse og karakteristikk av tjenestemennene ved Statspolitiets Stavangeravdeling pr. 1.1.45, avgitt av 
politiinspektør H. Skaar Pedersen, Stavanger’, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 

https://www.norgeshistorie.no/andre-verdenskrig/mennesker/1701-ns-medlemmene-hvem-var-de.html
https://www.norgeshistorie.no/andre-verdenskrig/mennesker/1701-ns-medlemmene-hvem-var-de.html
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encouragement from leading persons in NS.1100 Second, the unit seems to have attracted men such as 

Erik Stensland and Bjørn Aarsand who were eager to further the New Order together with like-

minded comrades. A further example of this tendency is Paul G. Lode from the Stavanger Order 

Police, who sought employment in the State Police. Lode argued that ‘as [Quisling’s] political soldier’ 

it was ‘his duty’ to be part of the police unit where one could ‘directly’ guard the security of the state 

and Quisling.1101 He was denied transfer, however, because this would politically ‘weaken’ the ordinary 

corps too much.1102  

The radical nature of the Stavanger State Police is further illustrated by the number of men who used 

violence against prisoners, with even the leader Hans Skaar Pedersen succumbing to the temptation. 

The increasingly close cooperation with the Sipo, the demand for results, the danger State Police 

officers found themselves in and the lack of resolve in rooting out men prone to using violence all 

likely contributed to this result. At least 121103 State Police officers mistreated prisoners while in 

Stavanger. At least eight1104 participating in what can be described as systematic torture in one or more 

cases. Among those in service in January 1945, nine out of 20 were convicted after the war for using 

violence, which must be considered a very large proportion, given that such means were officially 

illegal in the State Police. It was not untypical, however: out of 46 officers serving in the Bergen State 

Police during the war, 15 were convicted for using violence against prisoners.1105 

While the Stavanger State Police indeed moved far in a radical direction, it would nevertheless be 

wrong to describe the Stavanger State Police as a uniform body of zealots devoted to Marthinsen’s 

vision. The relatively low number of GSSN members in 1945 and the fact that several men left the 

organisation are particularly noteworthy in this respect. It indicates that even within the State Police, 

the SS ideal espoused by Marthinsen was far from universally accepted. This again mirrors findings 

from Bergen.1106 Even in the State Police, the tension between pan-Germanic visions of the SS and 

more nationalist conceptions of National Socialism remained. 

Moreover, the State Police never quite managed to overcome the problem of an endemic lack of 

qualified men willing to dedicate themselves to the National Socialist cause. Consequently, getting 

into the State Police was – as Hans Skaar Pedersen admitted after the war – quite easy if you had the 

right political credentials. According to him, front volunteers with a clean record were ‘guaranteed’ 

employment in the State Police.1107 The consequences of the lack of capable recruits were several poor 

                                                

1100 Front volunteers Dagfinn Gjertsen, Per Brynie, Sigurd Øxnevad, Albert T. Todnem, Sverre Stender and Henrik B. 
Stensland all claimed to have joined after direct encouragement. See interrogations in their treason trials.  
1101 ‘Søknad om stilling i politiet’, L-sak Paul G. Lode. 
1102 Overføring fra Ordenspolitiet til Sikkerhetspolitiet. Paul Georg Lode’, letter from the Ministry of the Police to the 
Stavanger State Police, 18 December 1944, L-sak Paul G. Lode. 
1103 These were: Hans J. S. Pedersen, Holger Tou, Sverre Otto Øxnevad, Wilhelm A. Johnsen, Klaus Sæland, Olav 
Rossavik, Håkon Eeg-Larsen, Leonard Wickstrøm, Olaf M. B. Starheim, Sverre Høynes, Sven B. Holst and Ørnulf 
Skjæveland. See sentences in their respective treason trials, except for Wickstrøm. For him, see interrogation of Georg 
Schomaker of the Sipo, who stated that ‘Hölscher had good help from some of the inspectors of the State Police. 
Primarily Wickstrøm’. Interrogation of Georg Schomaker, 20 June 1945. See also interrogation of John G. Ekerholt, 9 
April 1946, L-sak Olaf M. B. Starheim. 
1104 This applies to Hans J. S. Pedersen, Holger Tou, Klaus Sæland, Håkon Eeg-Larsen, Leonard Wickstrøm, Olaf M. B. 
Starheim, Sverre Høynes and Sven B. Holst.  
1105 Haugejorden 2016, 116. 
1106 Haugejorden 2016, 94. 
1107 ‘Statspolitiet’, report by Hans J. S. Pedersen, 16 August 1945, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
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appointments plaguing the State Police leaders, such as the hapless Per Brynie and the incompetent 

Olav Rossavik. As we have seen, it also led to the appointment men like Kåre Grette, who clearly did 

not understand the true character of the State Police. Over time, however, many of these men left or 

were removed. By January 1945 Skaar Pedersen declared that only one of his men – Holst – was not 

ideologically satisfactory.1108 This pruning had a price, however. The men of the State Police were, in 

his view, much too few to solve the tasks at hand.1109  

The police corps in Ålesund  

Background 

The first weeks after the German invasion would be a very different experience for the police officers 

in Ålesund compared to their colleagues in Stavanger. Ålesund was not an initial German invasion 

target and would end up as one of the last free holdouts in southern Norway. Whereas the police in 

Stavanger had been forced to improvise in the face of the reality of German occupation, their fellow 

officers in Ålesund had more time to prepare for what was to come. Military mobilisation could 

proceed normally, with several of the men taking part in the fighting as soldiers. According to former 

police prosecutor Rolf B. Wegner, it largely fell to the police to organise the ‘militarisation’ of the 

town. The police organised the deployment of guards at important sites, handed out guns, interned a 

group of German sailors, and stepped up the search for potential spies. Wegner even claimed to have 

become leader of a volunteer militia in Ålesund.1110 On 18 April, 150 British soldiers arrived in the 

town, making it a German target. Over and over the air defence sirens blared, and several buildings 

in the town were bombed, along with British ships off the coast.  

Given the hopeless situation in southern Norway, Ålesund had no chance of remaining free in the 

long run, and the British eventually evacuated their soldiers. German troops did not arrive until 15 

June, over two months after the initial attack. Once they arrived, however, the Germans established 

a firm presence in Ålesund, including all branches of the Wehrmacht.1111 The Sipo, after initially being 

based in the nearby town of Molde, moved to Ålesund in October 1940, establishing an 

Aussendienststelle attached to the Sipo in Trondheim. This would eventually place Ålesund under the 

area of responsibility of Gerhard Flesch, one of the most ruthless Sipo commanders in Norway, 

strongly aided by the very dangerous group of Norwegian informers known as the Rinnan Gang 

(Rinnanbanden). Prisoners were already being tortured in Ålesund in the summer of 1941.1112 The 

presence of the Sipo in the town would considerably influence the daily lives of Ålesund police officers, 

leading to numerous direct orders from the Sipo, as well as the constant existence of a dangerous 

overseer in town. The Sipo also made considerable use of Ålesund prison, leading to the local police 

often acting as guards for political prisoners.1113  

                                                

1108 ‘Fortegnelse og karakteristikk av tjenestemennene ved Statspolitiets Stavangeravdeling pr. 1.1.45, avgitt av 
politiinspektør H. Skaar Pedersen, Stavanger’, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
1109 In June 1944 he noted the ‘lack of people and a dire lack of recruits.’ In October 1944, Skaar Pedersen complained 
that the unit ‘needs more people’, because the numerous large operations had at times left the office ‘almost empty’. 
Letter from Hans J. S. Pedersen to the Ministry of the Police, 22 June 1944, L-sak Hans P. H. Danielsen. Letter from 
Hans J. S. Pedersen to the Ministry of the Police, 14 October 1944, L-sak Alfred Mathisen. 
1110 ‘Familien Wegner’, manuscript by Rolf B. Wegner, 202 ff., NHM 115.  
1111 Flatmark and Grytten 2000. 
1112 Nøkleby 2003, 88 ff.. 
1113 Flatmark and Grytten 2000, 104. 
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The months of freedom allowed the establishment of personal networks and patterns of behaviour 

that would remain important after the German arrival. Most importantly, the organised traffic of boats 

across the North Sea began already in April 1940 and eventually became a quite large-scale activity.1114 

Wegner claims that much of the origin of this traffic was the many refugees showing up at the police 

station asking for help to cross the North Sea, which the police then attempted to provide.1115  

Whatever the accuracy of Wegner’s claims, the traffic across the sea would indeed involve Ålesund 

police officers to a considerable degree. Indeed, this would be the primary outlet for oppositional 

energy in the district until the destruction of the export networks in 1942, largely due to infiltration 

by members of the Rinnan Gang.1116 For this reason, resistance cells in the area thereafter acted 

carefully and for the most part stayed away from sabotage to avoid exposure.1117 That is not to say 

that the area was completely calm, with the liquidation of Ivar Grande, the second-in-command of 

the Rinnan Gang in December 1944 by local resistance fighters being perhaps the most dramatic 

event.1118 Overall, the area can best be described as a resistance hotbed in the two first years of the 

occupation before quietening down in the last years of the war.  

For Nasjonal Samling, Møre og Romsdal county and Ålesund itself had been one of the weakest pre-

war areas, providing a very poor basis on which to establish the party after the German invasion. In 

the 1933 elections, NS did not even have a candidate list.1119 Three years later, NS received only 0.11 

per cent of the votes in Ålesund.1120 After the establishment of the New Order, the local chapter of 

NS thus more or less had to be created from scratch, lacking the pre-war foundations that played an 

important role in Stavanger.1121 Throughout the war, Møre og Romsdal would remain one of NS’ 

weakest counties, with 0.9 per cent of the population being members in 1945 compared to a national 

average of 1.7 per cent.1122 Several of the more eager NS men sent to Ålesund made it clear that they 

saw it as an unthankful task. One stated that ‘the attitude of the population in this district is still 

decisively more against the New Order, NS and the Germans than anywhere else’.1123 As we shall see, 

this also applied to the Ålesund police corps.  

Organisation of the police corps in Ålesund  

For Thoralf Walle, who came to Ålesund in 1937, the town and its police corps proved a positive 

experience. He claimed to have been ‘invited into many a home’, and remarked on ‘a tremendous 

sense of community’. The corps itself had some ‘true leaders’ such as Karl Eriksen.1124 As in Stavanger, 

the corps consisted of a small group of senior officers and a larger group of junior officers. As the 

invasion these men were bolstered by a force of auxiliary constables and, from August 1940, by new 

                                                

1114 Flatmark and Grytten 1988, 28 ff., Ulstein 1979. 
1115 ‘Familien Wegner’, manuscript by Rolf B. Wegner, 202 ff., NHM 115. 
1116 Sollied 1978, 18. 
1117 Sollied 1978, 133 ff.. 
1118 Sollied 1978, 150. 
1119 Stortingets kontor 1934. 
1120 Stortingets kontor 1937. 
1121 For a thorough examination of NS in Ålesund see Larsen 1976. 
1122 Statistikk over landssvik 1940-1945 1954, 21. 
1123 ‘Ad forhøyet allarmberedskap (sic) 17. og 18. ds.’, letter from Anton Myhre to the Trondheim police president, 19 
February 1942, L-sak Anton B. J. Myhre. 
1124 Interview with Thoralf Walle by Nils Johan Ringdal, 22 September 1985, NHM 115. 
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reserve constables. 1125  By 1 January 1941, the force thus consisted of five senior officers, 22 

permanently employed junior officers and 11 reserve constables, making 38 men in total. They were 

aided by eight auxiliary constables.1126 By September 1944, however, this number had fallen to 36, not 

quite in accordance with Lie’s wishes for expansion of the police.1127  

As Ålesund was never made a police presidium town, it never experienced the reorganisation seen in 

Stavanger, and its basic structure remained largely the same as it had been before the war. Nor was a 

State Police unit ever established in the town. It was, however, informally divided internally into Order 

and Crime units in the vein of the division envisioned in the Organisationsentwurf from 1941, which 

might have been a reason for Wiermyhr seeing it as a district ripe for the establishment of a formally 

separate Criminal Police.1128  

This did not mean that Ålesund was untouched by the central reforms. Indeed, due to the radical 

events that took place in the spring of 1942, Ålesund came to be more dominated by men trained 

under the new training programme than perhaps any other Norwegian police district. In September 

1944, for instance, 17 out of 36 officers in Ålesund had completed the new recruit courses, with two 

others having completed NCO courses.1129 At least 44 men employed for shorter or longer periods in 

the district had attended recruit or NCO courses.1130 In general, the Ålesund police district in 1945 

bore little resemblance to the one of 1940; only seven men employed in 1940 were still there in May 

1945. Of these, only four were pre-war employees.1131 Ålesund also had a total of six different chiefs 

of police during the war: Annar Rostad, Finn Jacobsen, Ivar Sundet, Anton Myhre, Egil Lindheim 

and Arne Håkenrud. Such drastic changes beg an explanation.  

A den of opposition 

As already mentioned, Ålesund was seen from the outset as a ‘difficult’ area for the Germans and NS. 

The police corps was no different. None of the police officers were pre-war members of Nasjonal 

Samling. And during the autumn of 1940, which saw mass membership in NS in many other police 

corps, only two of the men became NS members: the elderly Anders Furland (b. 1879) and Knut B. 

L. Skaar (b. 1878).1132 Of these, only Furland seems to have been somewhat dedicated to the cause, 

trying to influence colleagues and also being consulted regarding the political reliability of his 

                                                

1125 ‘Ålesund politidistrikt’, RA-S-1329-P-L0002. 
1126 ‘Fortegnelse over polititjenestemenn ved Ålesund politikammer’, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0002. Three of the men were 
absent from the district due to service in the Mobile Police Service or schooling at the Police Academy.  
1127 ‘Fortegnelse over politi-embets og tjenestemenn i Ålesund politidistrikt pr. 29.9.44’, L-sak Egil Lindheim. 
1128 This was at least the case by 1943. See ‘Tjenestefordelingen hos Politimesteren i Ålesund pr. 15. november 1943’, 
RA-S-3978-E-Ee-L0012. 
1129 ‘Fortegnelse over politi-embets og tjenestemenn i Ålesund politidistrikt pr. 29.9.44’, L-sak Egil Lindheim. 
1130 These included: Aage H. Berg, Oddmund Aasen, Sigurd Svendsen, Svein Haugum, John Kristoffersen, Trygve H. 
Bryn, Odd Ø. Homb, Alf J. Minde, Jens Wold, Christian R. Nilsen, Olaf Nedal, Johan Engebretsen, Reidar Kirkerud, 
Elis Lund, Knut A. K. Garshoel, Kristen H. M. Ellingsbø, Henrik Aggerholm, Olav D. Reistad, Olav E. Barstein, Sverre 
Lyngstad, Anders Høgberg, Bjørn E. Johansen, Gunnar H. P. Olsen, Hilmar J. P. Olsen, Sverre O. Rønsen, Bjarne 
Dalheim, Johan M. Kringler, Sverre M. Berg, Håkon B. Engen, Harald Mikkelsen, Arne Ødegård, Einar P. Aksdal, Nils 
Erdal, Norvald Revheim, Ingvald M. Rekdal, Asbjørn Halvorsen, Peder A. Hammervold, Ivar Husemoen, Arvid Jahren, 
Ingolf Myrtvedt, Henry Røstad, Jens Sikkeland, Alfons Davidsen and Bjarne Andreassen. See service records of police 
officers in Ålesund, Local archive at Ålesund police station, ‘Kvartermesterens ruller’, RA-S-3978-P-Pd-L0002. 
1131 These were: Sigurd Refsnæs, Ola Halvorsen, Leidulf M. Holstad, Hans L. Austnes, Anders Furland, Einar Øverås 
and Birger Sørgaard. Furland, Øverås, Halvorsen and Sørgaard were pre-war employees. See service records of police 
officers in Ålesund, Local archive, Ålesund police station. 
1132 ‘Dom’ (L-sak Anders Furland). Interrogation of Knut L. B. Skaar, 7 January 1946, L-sak Knut L. B. Skaar. 
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colleagues.1133 He was allegedly angry at the legal government, the Jews and at the English, whom he 

blamed for Norway’s situation. 1134  Neither of them, however, seem to have been considered 

dangerous by their colleagues, due to their age and their sentiment.1135 

If the NS members initially were few and timid, the opposite can be said of the party’s opponents. 

The strongest voice among them was the already-mentioned Karl Eriksen. Before the war he had 

helped organise voluntary military training along with military NCOs and future colleagues Sigurd 

Refsnæs, Berner Rypdal and Erling Vestre. By 9 April they had trained some 90–100 men.1136 Eriksen 

had then taken part in the war as a soldier and was seemingly teeming with energy and will to oppose 

the new regime. Together with lawyer Harald Torsvik, who in the first period after the German attack 

had acted as an auxiliary police prosecutor in Ålesund, he formed the core of the first organised 

‘export group’ organising boat traffic across the North Sea from the Ålesund area. This group would 

eventually include police officers Sverre Osnes, Erling Vestre and auxiliary police officer Robert 

Johannessen.1137 The group began its work organising transports across the North Sea already in the 

late summer of 1940.1138 It continued its work until May 1941, when it was destroyed by the Sipo and 

Torsvik and Eriksen were executed. These dramatic events will be described in greater detail later. 

Torsvik and Karlsen’s fates did not mean the end of police officers’ involvement in the traffic across 

the North Sea. By the autumn of 1941, two other groups led by police officers continued the work of 

their arrested comrades. These groups were led by Thoralf Walle and Jacob Kvalen, respectively. 

Within the police corps, Kvalen was aided by constable Olav Osnes, brother of Sverre Osnes.1139 

Their work continued until February 1942, when a decisive blow was struck against them by the Sipo 

with the aid of the Rinnan Gang.  

While several of Ålesund’s police officers showed their opposition to the new system by involving 

themselves in the boat traffic across the North Sea, others chose other avenues. According to historian 

Arild Sollied, a circular letter from Lie in December 1940 provoked a very concrete response from 

police officers in Ålesund.1140 During a meeting to discuss Lie’s demand to know how many of the 

men had joined NS, the oppositional mood was allegedly profound. This inspired Erling Vestre, 

himself occupied with the boat traffic, to ask colleague Sigurd Refsnæs, the police district’s German 

interpreter, whether he would be willing to create a military resistance group. Refsnæs was likely asked 

due to his military background and to the fact that he was not involved with Torsvik and Eriksen’s 

group.1141 Over the next four years, Refsnæs would carefully and meticulously build up what would 

become the core of the Milorg in the Sunnmøre area, to be mobilised in the event of invasion or 

German collapse. Refsnæs was never discovered, thanks to his strict security measures and to the 
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information he had access to as a police officer and German interpreter.1142 His second-in-command 

became Helge Nedregaard, who joined the police in May 1942. Nedregaard fled to Great Britain in 

February 1945 following the assassination of Rinnan Gang member Ivar Grande in Ålesund.1143 From 

1943 Refsnæs also cooperated with Olav Osnes, at that time sacked from the police, who led a military 

resistance group in nearby Ulstein.1144 By the end of the war, some 800 men had been recruited. On 

8 May 1945 Refsnæs led the takeover of power in Ålesund.1145 Refsnæs’ group worked largely without 

instructions from the central resistance leadership in Oslo. Instead, his group was partly locally grown 

and partly spurred on by the British and the government in exile.1146  

Refsnæs was not the only one involved in such resistance work. Torsvik and Eriksen’s group also 

became involved in intelligence work as well as organising boat trips.1147 After the arrests of Torsvik 

and Karlsen, their associate Erling Vestre, who escaped Sipo’s attention, continued the resistance 

work though he no longer involved himself with the boat traffic. Instead, he joined a group working 

in close contact with the British covert operations unit SOE. Vestre also contacted Trygve Rypdal, 

leader of a local military resistance group and brother of police officer Berner Rypdal, which led to 

the latter’s involvement in organised resistance. Later they also established contact with Sigurd 

Refsnæs’ group, and Refsnæs and Berner Rypdal were given the task of recruiting reliable new men. 

The men established a secret training camp, to prepare for any new orders that might from Britain. 

From December 1941 it also operated a radio station.1148 Due to links with the export organisation 

crushed by the Sipo in February 1942, many of the men had to flee or were arrested. Vestre fled and 

Rypdal was arrested, likely as a hostage for his brother.1149  

Yet another resistance cell within the police district seems to have emerged somewhat later. This 

consisted of Leidulf Holstad, a former navy quartermaster who had been transferred to the police in 

autumn 1940 and Einar Øveraas.1150 They also had contacts outside of the police, notably in Ålesund 

prison and hospital, as well as in a hotel frequented by informers. As part of the resistance intelligence 

service XU, information gathered by Holstad and his associates was used to warn exposed persons 

and to chart informers.1151 Holstad also had links to a civil resistance group in Ålesund, to which he 

provided information gleaned from his police duties.1152 Holstad claimed to have been arrested by the 

Sipo in May 1944 but released after three weeks due to lack of evidence.1153 
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Participating in organised resistance was, nevertheless, the province of a minority in the corps. What 

about their less audacious colleagues? Where did they stand? The chief of police in 1940, Andreas 

Rostad, is a somewhat opaque figure. Rostad himself claimed to have loyally conveyed Lie’s wishes 

regarding support for NS. In a report to the ministry, Rostad said he had told his subordinates to 

‘consider’ NS membership, and to join collectively. 1154  On the other hand there are numerous 

accounts of Rostad’s sceptical attitude towards the New Order. Walle described him as a ‘stubborn 

character’ against whom he had ‘no complaints.1155  

Supporting this view of Rostad, the Sipo considered his influence as negative. In October 1940 HSSPF 

Rediess sent a formal complaint to Lie about Rostad, listing numerous criticisms and stating that the 

atmosphere in the corps was such that any utterance positive towards Germany was met with ‘attacks 

and meanness from colleagues’.1156 The source of this information was likely NS member Johan Skaar, 

who had worked as an auxiliary constable in Ålesund in the spring and summer of 1940.1157 He was 

not given a reserve constable position by Rostad when the auxiliary police was replaced by the 

institution of the reserve constables in August. He then gained employment with the Sipo and seems 

to have used them for revenge against Rostad, but the Germans considered him a reliable source of 

information.1158  

There are signs that not everyone was as strongly opposed to the new system as the most vocal voices, 

and that group pressure played an important role. In his first report to the ministry in August 1941, 

Anton Myhre, who was made chief of police in Ålesund in July 1941, stated he had received reports 

from the local chapter of NS urging that ‘most’ of the reserve constables should be removed.1159 By 

doing so, it would also be possible to influence the ‘older constables’ who were ‘uncertain’ and who 

did not want to ‘break out of the compact mass’ of colleagues and join NS. Myhre also placed this in 

a larger context, remarking that the general atmosphere in Ålesund was such that being an NS member 

was extraordinarily difficult, and that NS members could not feel safe after nightfall.1160 Illustrating 

this, according to historian Ragnar Ulstein, NS member Anders Furland and other NS members were 

on one occasion chased through the streets by an agitated mob during demonstrations in Ålesund in 

June 1941.1161  

Despite such reservations, there can be little doubt that the officers were at least perceived by many 

as generally negative towards the New Order. Berner Rypdal and Thoralf Walle both claimed that the 

front against NS was solid in late 1940. Walle said the question of collective membership was met 
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with a ‘roar’, and that the two NS members within the corps grew ‘silent’ when they saw the position 

of their colleagues.1162  

Walle and Rypdal’s views are also supported by the views of NS members. A local NS member in 

Ålesund, Gustav Bonde, complained to the Ministry of Justice in 1940 that all senior officers in 

Ålesund had ‘English-friendly and plutocratic views’, and that NS members in Ålesund were harassed 

without the police doing anything to stop it.1163 Chief of police Myhre wrote a desperate report to the 

ministry in October 1941 to make his situation clear: ‘I have no one in the police force … that I can 

truly trust. Within the corps there are only two elderly inspectors who are members of NS, and the 

rest are as far as I can gather definitely sympathetic to England’.1164 The same month, when an 

inspector position became vacant, Myhre had to conclude that ‘none’ of the four applicants, all from 

the existing corps, could be trusted to promote the New Order. He thus reluctantly had to fall back 

on the principle of seniority rather than political reliability as criteria for choosing the new 

inspector.1165 This was, as we have seen, quite a different situation from that in Stavanger, where a 

cadre of NS members were available for such promotions. Nor did Myhre’s opinion change as he 

gained more intimate knowledge of his men. In February 1942 Myhre described the situation thus: 

‘The only constable I have who is an NS member complains of that he has no one to confide in, 

because practically everyone avoids him and begins whispering when he comes closer.’ His mistrust 

extended to the senior officers, as ‘none’ of the police prosecutors were positive to the New Order, 

according to Myhre.1166  

The first political purges 

Ultimately, the strongest argument for seeing the Ålesund police corps as generally negative towards 

the New Order is the radical measures eventually taken by the German and Norwegian police 

leadership against the corps. As noted, it did not take long before the Germans began to complain 

about the state of affairs within the Ålesund police.1167 By November, the Sipo saw chief of police 

Rostad’s political attitude and personal character, combined with ‘the England-friendly attitude of his 

police prosecutors and junior officers’, as incompatible with handling ‘the difficult situation in 

Ålesund’. Consequently, they wanted him removed by the Ministry of the Police, a request the ministry 

was able to prevent in the short term, instead imploring Rostad to ‘improve’ his ways.1168  

Rostad’s days were numbered, however. On 4 December 1940 a major demonstration against NS and 

the Germans broke out in Ålesund. The Sipo and the Wehrmacht viewed the measures taken by 

Rostad and the police corps to disperse the demonstration as completely inadequate and intervened, 
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arresting 33 demonstrators. Rostad and reserve constable Carl Wiig were accused of disobeying orders, 

and both were subsequently arrested by the Sipo.1169  

Faced with such a situation, the ministry could no longer aid Rostad. Finn Jacobsen, until then police 

prosecutor in Kristiansund, was made temporary chief of police, and Rostad was suspended by Lie.1170 

Jacobsen, despite not being an NS member1171, had been described by the Sipo as ‘one of the few 

Norwegian senior police officers who approaches German authorities in Norway with a decent 

attitude’.1172 Moreover, 11 men from the Mobile Police Service were ordered to Ålesund to bolster 

the force, and remained there until April.1173 In an attempt to improve matters, Egil Olbjørn was sent 

by Lie to Ålesund to conduct a full investigation of the events and to try to have Rostad released. He 

succeeded in this, though Rostad did not return to his position.1174  

His successor Finn Jacobsen would not last long either. Only a month after being ordered to Ålesund, 

he sent a letter of resignation from the police, saying it was ‘impossible’ to explain how difficult it had 

been to be ordered to an unfamiliar town in uproar, with demands to make sure that law and order 

were upheld. He was also in a difficult personal situation after the bombing of his house in 

Kristiansund during the spring of 1940.1175  

Jacobsen was replaced by Ivar M. Sundet, police prosecutor in Trondheim, on 27 February 1941.1176 

Sundet would soon provide an interesting illustration of the problems associated with behaving 

‘loyally’ towards an occupying power using ever more radical methods against its political enemies. 

He was not an NS member and confirmed his refusal to join in a meeting with the local party in 

Ålesund, stating that he knew that several other senior officers who had joined now regretted their 

decision.1177 Despite this, Sundet was apparently quite willing to work with the Germans. He had 

studied at the Polizeihochschule in Potsdam in the spring of 1933, and in a letter to Lie claimed that ‘his 

friends in the Ministries’, among them Olbjørn and Riisnæs, would be aware of his ‘positive attitude 

towards the Third Reich’. He also emphasised that both in Ålesund and Trondheim he had ‘loyally 

put his efforts into promoting the New Order’.1178 In June 1941, however, something happened in 

Ålesund which transcended even Sundet’s considerable willingness to obey.  

Faced with the large number of people escaping to Great Britain across the North Sea, in June 1941 

the Sipo decided to employ a radical new measure: arresting the male relatives of escapees. After first 

arresting 15 men on its own, on 18 June the Sipo demanded that the remaining hostages be arrested 

by the Ålesund police due to lack of German resources. To Sundet, arresting hostages was ‘something 
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unheard of in Norwegian judicial history of the last centuries’, and he protested vehemently. The Sipo 

insisted, however, and eventually the matter was ‘solved’ by having the Norwegian police officers 

acting as interpreters for German soldiers make the arrests. It would thus appear to be a German 

action, though undoubtedly aided by Norwegians.1179  

During the whole process, Sundet desperately sought some form of aid against the Germans from 

the Ministry of the Police, stating that arresting ‘innocent Norwegian countrymen’ without any 

charges being pressed was against both the Hague Conventions and the Führer decree regulating the 

occupation regime.1180 In the ministry, however, Ola Fritzner concluded that similar issues had been 

raised by him with the Sipo before, with the ministry getting nowhere. Lie decided that nothing should 

be done to aid Sundet in his plight. His calls for help remained unanswered.1181  

Meanwhile, the conflict in Ålesund continued to escalate. Arresting scores of the town’s men was 

unsurprisingly not well received by the population. On 22 June, when the hostages were due to be 

transported from Ålesund, major demonstrations erupted. At some point during this crisis Sipo had 

enough of Sundet, who had seemingly let slip a couple of ‘careless comments about German authority’, 

apparently grave enough for the Sipo to arrest him.1182 Sundet was subsequently fired from the police 

by the ministry.1183  

Sundet’s interim replacement was police prosecutor Rolf Wegner. Wegner’s political views, however, 

made it impossible for him to stay in this position. In a letter to the ministry, he asked to be relieved 

of the role, stating that he fully shared Sundet’s view on the legality of taking hostages, and emphasised 

how problematic he viewed the Norwegian police’s contribution to such actions. He thus encouraged 

the ministry to find an outsider to take over as chief of police.1184 Wegner claimed after the war that 

he was highly surprised when this letter did not result in his arrest, particularly given that he was 

‘sharply questioned’ about it during a later imprisonment.1185 This could therefore be seen as yet 

another example of the arbitrariness of German reactions to Norwegian police behaviour, where one 

could never be quite certain about the consequences of any action. 

Finding a politically reliable man for this job was far from easy, however. People with law degrees 

dedicated to the National Socialist cause, particularly with police experience, were far from plentiful. 

The situation was of course not made easier by the widespread hostility towards NS and the Germans 

in Ålesund. The ministry, in a decision smacking of desperation, now ordered a lawyer from Lofoten, 

Anton Myhre, an NS member since October 1940, to take over the post.1186 Myhre had previously 

applied for the position of chief of police in Narvik or Bodø, but was now given the chance in Ålesund 
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instead, beginning on 1 August 1941. 1187 In his application he underlined that he would use his 

position to aggressively promote the New Order.1188 In words and deeds Myhre indeed proved to be 

a dedicated servant of the new regime. His impact, however, was limited by both his own inaptitude 

and the hostility towards the New Order both in Ålesund generally and within the police corps. 

Isolated as he was, he would therefore repeatedly seek aid from the ministry, the local chapter of NS 

and the Sipo.1189  

Myhre, after realising he was in hostile waters, quickly began working to change his new ‘habitat’. 

After a meeting with the local party he, as already mentioned, identified the younger reserve constables 

as a group particularly hostile to NS and the Germans. Consequently, only five days after assuming 

his position, he asked the ministry to replace 5–10 of them, preferably with ‘capable NS members’ 

from other regions. By doing this he thought that older, more malleable officers could be moved to 

join NS.1190 He was rebuffed by the ministry, however, who flatly stated that given the general lack of 

personnel it was not possible to grant Myhre his wish.1191 Undeterred, Myhre again sought help from 

the local NS to come up with potential candidates. The results were meagre, which was unsurprising 

given the atmosphere in Ålesund. Only one man, Harry D. Eriksen, was deemed fit for police duty 

and was duly hired.1192 At the same time, however, Myhre had to accept a severe loss when one of his 

few reliable men was removed from the district.  

One of the men sent to Ålesund in the aftermath of the demonstrations in December 1940, Kåre 

Lindheim, had in March 1941 been promoted to police prosecutor, made possible by his law degree 

and the transfer of another police prosecutor from Ålesund to Trondheim.1193 He quickly proved an 

eager promoter of the New Order, including within the corps.1194 This made him a favourite of both 

the local party and the Sipo, and a hated man in leading opposition circles in Ålesund.1195 During his 

brief time in the town, Lindheim was accused several times of improper police conduct, including the 

use of violence and arresting people without good reason. He also repeatedly came into conflict with 

political opponents among the local population.  

The NS and the Sipo saw these allegations as part of a plot from opposition circles to rid the town of 

Lindheim. Interestingly and illustrative of the police ministry’s relatively moderate character early in 

the war, it concluded after a critical investigation by the State Police that it was not a good idea to 

have a man of Lindheim’s temperament in Ålesund. This was both due to the reigning conditions in 

the town, and the fact that Lindheim had indeed been found to have acted improperly.1196 The ministry 

then decided to order Lindheim back to Trondheim on 1 October 1941.1197 This was a huge setback 
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for Myhre, and he sent a complaint to the ministry, but to no avail.1198 He was now left with no police 

prosecutors he felt he could trust. He also grew increasingly paranoid, particularly after the raid on 

Måløy in December 1941, when a British–Norwegian task force had taken with them several local NS 

members. After this, he allegedly insisted on locking all the police corps’ weapons in a vault, out of 

fear that they might be used against him by his own subordinates in case of a British attack on 

Ålesund.1199  

A decisive blow 

Myhre’s own efforts to purge the Ålesund police force of unreliable elements proved unsuccessful. 

But in the spring of 1942, Myhre’s desires would finally be fulfilled, as a by-product of the Sipo’s 

attempts to crush the traffic across the North Sea. The number of boats crossing over to Great Britain 

from the Ålesund area was fast becoming intolerable to the Germans, and to the Sipo in particular. 

During the first year of the occupation, some 53 boats had left for Britain from the district.1200 

Crucially, the traffic increasingly went both ways. Several boats that had been used to flee the country 

returned, now carrying agents trained for intelligence gathering and sabotage in Britain. The traffic 

was thus not only a direct challenge to German authority, but also a growing security risk. Stopping 

it, however, was no straightforward matter. It was obviously impossible to simply ban boat traffic, as 

this would cripple the local economy. Instead the Sipo employed a two-pronged approach to get at 

those involved. First, it would use Norwegian informers to penetrate the groups organising the boat 

traffic. And second, it would use draconian measures against those taken and their relatives.  

The first victim of this strategy was Torsvik and Eriksen’s group. By spring 1941, the Sipo was on 

their trail. Three of their contacts in Oslo had been arrested, and members of the group in Ålesund, 

among them Karl Eriksen’s brother, had been taken in for interrogation, but without producing 

conclusive results. The Sipo’s breakthrough came when Siegfried Fehmer, head of the Oslo Gestapo, 

planted an informer in the cell of one of the men arrested in Oslo. He spilled compromising 

information, providing names of some of Torsvik and Eriksen’s network. Fehmer subsequently 

travelled to Ålesund himself to further unmask the resistance network. The Ålesund police quickly 

learned that something dramatic had happened through its daily contact with the Sipo and the fact 

that they guarded the Sipo’s prisoners. When the Sipo called and ordered Karl Eriksen to report to 

their office, the danger became obvious. Erling Vestre now urged Eriksen and Torsvik to escape and 

began making preparations for a boat trip to Britain. But the lawyer Torsvik, displaying an almost 

touching innocence and sense of responsibility, refused to flee. In his view, they would be sentenced 

to a maximum of 10 years in prison, and the war would only last for another two to three years. 

Second, he worried about the fate to the others already in the Sipo’s grasp if he fled. He was unwilling 

to simply leave them to take the blame. Eriksen agreed with Torsvik’s position and went to the 

Sipo.1201 He was arrested on 9 June 1941.1202  

Torsvik would prove to be tragically mistaken. By autumn 1941 the Germans were growing far less 

lenient in their treatment of Norwegians. Together with other members of their network, Eriksen and 

Torsvik were sent before a military court in November 1941. Both were sentenced to death, along 

                                                

1198 Letter from Anton B. J. Myhre to the Ministry of the Police, 13 September 1941, L-sak Anton B. J. Myhre. 
1199 Questioning of Sigurd Refsnæs, 12 June 1946, L-sak Anton B. J. Myhre. 
1200 Ulstein 1979, 315. 
1201 Ulstein 1979, 54 ff.. 
1202 ‘Utskrift av protokoll for ansettelsesrådet for Ålesunds politi’, SAT-A-1864-1-46-L0069. 
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with three others. Four others, including Eriksen’s brother, were sentenced to jail. During the trial 

Torsvik and Eriksen apparently greatly impressed the judges by their openness and their decision to 

take responsibility by electing to stay in Ålesund rather than fleeing. The decision seemed to baffle 

the leading judge. As the men were led out of the room, having received their death sentences, the 

judges faced them and honoured them by giving a military salute. Even a plea from Knut Hamsun to 

Hitler proved fruitless, and they were shot on 26 November 1941.1203 

While the arrests of Torsvik and Eriksen and their subsequent executions undoubtedly came as a 

shock to the people in Ålesund, neither this nor the arrest of hostages in June halted the boat traffic 

across the sea. Another 31 boats left between May and December 1941, many of them organised by 

the two new export groups led by police officers Thoralf Walle and Jacob Kvalen.1204 It would 

therefore take another major crackdown by the Sipo to finally put a stop to the large-scale traffic 

across the sea from the Ålesund area.  

For this final blow, the Sipo was once again reliant on Norwegian informers. This time the informers 

were members of the Rinnan Gang. Their speciality was infiltrating Norwegian resistance networks, 

in close cooperation with the Sipo in Trondheim and its brutal commander Gerhard Flesch. Leader 

Henry Rinnan sent two agents to Ålesund, where they managed to establish contact with a man 

planning to escape west on one of the Walle group’s boats. Rinnan’s agents then managed to be 

accepted into a group of escapees from various parts of the country, scheduled to leave for Britain in 

February 1942. On the eve of their departure, the agents sent word to their superior, who together 

with the Sipo prepared for a strike. Despite some problems, they managed to hold up the boat Viggo, 

which was filled with escapees. Eighteen were later executed, and a further two died in captivity. Walle, 

however, managed to escape arrest along with his wife, eventually reaching Great Britain.1205 

This could have been the end of the roll-up, if not for the fact that some members of the resistance 

networks in Ålesund had violated what was now becoming an important security measure within the 

resistance movement: they had involved themselves in several types of resistance work simultaneously. 

When members of Walle’s group were arrested, the military resistance group to which constables 

Erling Vestre and Berner Rypdal belonged became vulnerable. Vestre managed to flee, while Rypdal 

was arrested as a hostage for his escaped brother Trygve.1206 

Having failed to catch Walle and Vestre, the Sipo now arrested those within the police corps they 

most suspected of being directly involved in resistance work. The first was Walle’s close friend Arvid 

Sjong, who naturally was suspected by the Sipo to be part of Walle’s organisation.1207 More arrests 

followed: police prosecutors Rolf Wegner and Leonard Sæter, constable Per Tofteberg and auxiliary 

constable Jørgen Hollevik were all arrested, suspected of being involved in organised resistance. All 

of them, however, were eventually cleared of direct suspicion and released.1208  

                                                

1203 Wiesener 1954, 90 ff.. 
1204 Ulstein 1979, 279 ff., 315.  
1205 Ulstein 1979, 198 ff., 315. 
1206 Ulstein 1979, 256, 263, 315. Interview with Berner Rypdal by Nils Johan Ringdal, 24 September 1985, NHM 115. 
1207 Sjong was arrested on 23 February 1941. ‘Betrifft: Norw. St.A. Polizeikonstabel Arvid Sjong’, letter from BdO 
Höring to Egil Y. Olbjørn, 14 August 1942, RA-S-3978-P-Pa-L0004. 
1208 ‘Betrifft: Ålesund politikammer’, letter from the Ministry of the Police to the BdS, 20 June 1942, ‘Betr.: 
Politikammer Aalesund’; letter from the BdS to the Ministry of the Police, 31 July 1942, ‘Betrifft: Konstabel Hollevik’; 
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By now both Myhre and the Germans had lost all patience with the police corps. It was obvious to 

them that the ‘taint’ of opposition ran so deep that only a thorough political purge would suffice. 

Myhre stated this unequivocally in a letter to the ministry on 28 February 1942, shortly after Walle’s 

flight and the arrest of Sjong. He argued that the events had proved his earlier calls for action correct, 

and stated that ‘conditions were now so unsafe that a purge ought and must be carried out 

immediately’. He also stressed that the Sipo had asked him to carry out a ‘radical purification of the 

corps’.1209 His plea was mirrored by the mayor and chief local executive of Ålesund, who in a letter to 

the Ministry of the Interior two days earlier had stated that the corps contained ‘traitors’, and urged 

‘extraordinary steps’ to cleanse the corps.1210 

This time they got what they wanted. On 31 March 1942 Terboven, Rediess, Fehlis, Flesch and Lie 

arrived in Ålesund.1211 The police corps was mustered and harshly criticised by Terboven and Lie. In 

a subsequent meeting with Myhre, Rediess allegedly demanded almost the entire police corps to be 

sacked, based on the principle of better safe than sorry. Myhre claims to have protested against this, 

arguing that it would cripple the corps. Rediess then allegedly gave him the chance to produce a list 

of men to be sacked, with Myhre guaranteeing for the political reliability of the remaining officers.1212 

Together with NS member Furland, and possibly Harry Eriksen and police prosecutor Voldsdal, 

Myhre produced the list and sent it to the ministry.1213 Based on this, and probably on information 

from the State Police, Lie decided the fate of the men in Ålesund. On 30 April 1942, Olbjørn brought 

the lists detailing the men’s fates to Ålesund. Ten were sacked directly, while seven were ordered to 

other districts.1214 Four of them chose instead to leave the force, and one initially on the list, Einar 

Øveraas, was allowed to continue.1215 The men arrested earlier were similarly removed from the 

force.1216  

                                                

letter from the BdS to chief of police Myhre, 9 April 1941, RA-S-3978-G-L00019. ‘Betrifft: Norw. St.A. Polizeikonstabel 
Arvid Sjong’; letter from BdO Höring to Egil Y. Olbjørn, 14 August 1942, RA-S-3978-P-Pa-L0004. Ottosen 1995, 544, 
610, 631, 657. 
1209 ‘Forholdene ved herværende politikorps.’, letter from Anton Myhre to the Ministry of the Police, leader of the 
Security Police, 28 February 1942, L-sak Anton B. J. Myhre. 
1210 ‘Politiforholdene i Ålesund’, letter from G. Sveen and H. Grønstad to the Ministry of the Interior, 26 February 1942, 
attached to memoirs by Leonard Sæter, NHM 8-I-0002-MP4. 
1211 ‘Der Herr Reichskommissar straffer Aalesund for statsskadelig oppførsel’, Sunnmørsposten, 31 March 1942. 
1212 Interrogation of Anton Myhre, 9 August 1945, L-sak Anton B. J. Myhre. 
1213 ‘Dom’, L-sak Anton B. J. Myhre. 
1214 Interrogation of Egil Y. Olbjørn, 21 September 1945; interrogation of Anton Myhre, 9 August 1945, L-sak Anton B. 
J. Myhre. The sacked were: Astrup Enoksen, Halvor O. Lunde, Hartvig H. Horseng, Jacob Kvalen, Ole Nakken, 
Øyvind Fjærhaug, Tore K. Nygård, Olav Osnes, Petter Jøsvoll and Leif Rekdal. Kvalen later fled to Sweden. Those who 
were ordered to apply for a position in another districts were: Jens P. Hatlen, Jens P. Bøen, Johannes A. Stigen, Olav 
Omenås, Lars E. Bakke, Leiv Ellingseter and Einar Øveraas. Øveraas was however allowed to stay. Hatlen, Omenås, 
Bakke and Ellingsæter subsequently resigned. Bøen and Stigen were ordered to Molde and later to Kristiansand and 
Lillehammer, respectively. ‘Ålesund politidistrikt’, RA-S-1329-P-L0004, ‘Avskjedigede politifunksjonærer’, L-sak Arne 
N. Håkenrud. 
1215 ‘Politibetjent Øverås’, letter from Jonas Lie to the Ålesund chief of police, 18 June 1942, SAT-A-1864-1-46-L0070. 
1216 Wegner was sacked on 20 August 1942, based on him being viewed an ‘opponent’ of the New Order and by the 
Germans as politically ‘highly unreliable’. ‘PM: Avskjed for politifullmektig Rolf Benjamin Wegner’, RA-S-3978-Ab-
L0001. Sæter had already handed his resignation in January, but this had not been processed when he was arrested. He 
was kept in prison for the remainder of the war, later as an army officer, not due to resistance suspicions. Memoirs by 
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Egil Y. Olbjørn, 14 August 1942, ‘Politikonstabel Arvid Sjong’, concept for a letter from the Ministry of the Police to 
the Ålesund chief of police, 29 September 1942, RA-S-3978-P-Pa-L0004. Berner Rypdal was, strangely enough, formally 
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The police force had been decimated. Of the 38 men permanently employed at the beginning of 1941, 

only 11 remained by the end of 1942.1217 Twenty-four had been removed or had left for political 

reasons, 26 if Rostad and Wiig, who were removed in December 1940, are included.1218 Two organised 

resistance groups within the police had been crippled. Walle’s group directly, and Kvalen’s group 

when he and Olav Osnes were banished from the district. The Milorg group in Ålesund lost Vestre 

and Rypdal. Only Refsnæs remained in his position. 

Aktion Polarkreis  

The arrests and purges of early 1942, despite their thoroughness, would not be the last to strike the 

Ålesund police district. As described earlier, 1943 saw national efforts to scare the Norwegian police 

into submission, first through Riisnæs’ unsuccessful efforts in early 1943, and later that year through 

the far more consequential German Aktion Polarkreis.  

As elsewhere, an evaluation of the political reliability of police officers was carried out in Ålesund in 

early 1943. Kåre’s brother Egil Lindheim was sent to Ålesund to produce a list of men to be sacked 

or transferred, a task he performed in cooperation with the new chief of police Arne Håkenrud and 

local NS members. 1219  He ended up suggesting firing three police officers and one clerk, and 

transferring three men.1220 Had anything come of this, it would have meant yet another harsh blow to 

the resistance within the Ålesund police force. Those suggested transferred were Holstad, Refsnæs 

and Nedregaard, who were or would become, as noted earlier, three important members of the local 

resistance. As known, however, Riisnæs’ initiative came to nothing, and none of the officers were 

removed.  

When the Germans unleashed Aktion Polarkreis on 16 August, however, it was the three men Lindheim 

wanted sacked – Hans Petter Dalen, Olaf Jørgensen and Lars Palmer Waldal – who were arrested. All 

three of them had in some way managed to draw the ire of NS in Ålesund. In an evaluation from NS 

in December 1943, Dalen was considered as ‘an eager opponent of our movement’, Jørgensen ‘against 

the NS movement, consorting with the worst of our opponents’ and Waldal ‘a major opponent of 

our movement, showing it in various ways’.1221 In the aftermath of their arrests, the new chief of police 

Håkenrud personally guaranteed for their political reliability in an attempt to have them freed. He 

even went so far as to cooperate with a German sergeant, allegedly a friend of Terboven, who was to 

plead with the Reichskommissar for their release. The sergeant, however, died when his ship was 

                                                

allowed to return, but left the force already in October 1942, according to his own account for being considered a risk 
by the new men in the district. Shortly after, he fled to Britain. ‘Avskjedigede politifunksjonærer’, L-sak Arne N. 
Håkenrud, interview with Berner Rypdal by Nils Johan Ringdal, 24 September 1985, NHM 115. Hollevik was sacked in 
September. ‘Avskjedigede politifunksjonærer’, L-sak Arne N. Håkenrud. Tofteberg was transferred to Tønsberg. 
‘Ansettelse av politikonstabler’, letter from the Ministry of the Police to the chief of police in Tønsberg, 11 July 1942, 
SAT-A-1864-1-46-L0070. 
1217 These were: Johannes Skaar, Anders Furland, Einar Øverås, Ola Halvorsen, Sigurd Refsnæs, Leidulf Holstad, Harald 
Austnes, Hans Petter Dalen, Olaf Jørgensen, Birger Sørgaard and Rasmus L. Voldsdal. 
1218 ‘Avskjedigede politifunksjonærer’, L-sak Arne N. Håkenrud. 
1219 ‘Dom’, L-sak Egil Lindheim. 
1220 He suggested sacking Hans P. Dalen, Olaf Jørgensen, Lars P. Waldal and Karoline Waage and transferring Leidulf 
Holstad, Helge Nedregaard and Sigurd Refsnæs. ‘Politistyrkens politiske pålitelighet’, letter from Christopher Lange to 
the Ministry of the Police, 11 March 1943, RA-S-3978-E-Eb-L0001. 
1221 Letter from Edith Jensen to Arne Håkenrud, 14 December 1943, L-sak Arne N. Håkenrud. 
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bombed, and thus likely never had a chance to talk to Terboven.1222 All three were sent to Stutthof, 

but survived. 

New men 

All these arrests and sackings of course left a gaping hole in the ranks of the Ålesund police, 

threatening to render it incapable of performing its tasks. Faced with the critical situation in Ålesund, 

the ministry had little choice but to send a significant number of its precious recruits from the new 

training programme to the town. Eleven men from the Oslo Police Battalion were sent on 7 March 

1942.1223 Shortly after, they were bolstered by another five men from the Oslo Police Battalion, who 

until then were stationed in Bergen on similar emergency duty.1224 The next month, likely seeing how 

radical the changes in Ålesund were to be, another 10 were sent from Bergen, with the clear message 

that they should expect to stay for a longer time period.1225 In late October, another nine were sent 

from Oslo.1226 A further five men who had undergone the new training programme were sent to 

Ålesund individually in 1942 and later.1227 Many of the men ordered to Ålesund stayed only briefly. 

Most notably, eight of them collectively volunteered for the 1. Police Company in August 1942.1228 

Only half of them later returned to Ålesund, with one even being killed during front service.1229 Still 

others applied to or were ordered to other police districts and never returned to Ålesund. Nevertheless, 

as noted earlier, the men who had completed the new police courses remained a core component of 

the Ålesund police for the rest of the war. 

Ideologically, they represented something of a mixed bag of eager Nazis, NS members on paper only, 

and non-members. There was only one member of the GSSN among them, Trygve Bryn, who also 

acted as leader of the GSSN in Ålesund. In practice, however, this seems to have been an almost 

                                                

1222 ‘Verhaftete Polizeileute’, letter from Arne Håkenrud to Feldwebel Walter Neuber, 4 August 1943, interrogation of 
Arne N. Håkenrud, 12 June 1946, L-sak Arne N. Håkenrud. 
1223 These were led by Oliver Haugen. The others were: Otto Munthe-Kaas Pay, Sigurd Svendsen, Henry Røstad, Jens 
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Rekdal (in Ålesund from 24 August 1944). Service records of Ålesund police officers, Local archive, Ålesund police 
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1229 This was Kristen Ellingsbø, who died on 30 December 1942 in the vicinity of Leningrad. Service records of Ålesund 
police officers, Local archive, Ålesund police station. 
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meaningless title, given that there were so few GSSN members in Ålesund. Nor was Bryn seen as a 

particularly eager National Socialist by his colleagues, in contrast to others among the new men.1230  

Svein Haugum was one of the most devoted National Socialists among the newcomers. While never 

succeeding in recruiting him, Bryn saw his colleague him as an ‘excellent candidate’ for the GSSN.1231 

After the war, Haugum was described by colleagues as an ‘eager’ and even ‘fanatic’ NS member.1232 

Haugum even volunteered for the 4. SS and Police Company in 1945.1233 Sverre Rønsen was also seen 

by opponents of NS in the corps as ‘a man who wholly supported Nazism’ and who ‘only kept to the 

other Nazis’.1234 Yet another, Reidar Kirkerud, was initially seen as ‘devoted to the cause’ but then 

described as ‘increasingly passive’, and ultimately became ‘sharply critical of the party and its methods’. 

In 1944 he was transferred to Trondheim, allegedly after refusing to pay the NS membership fee.1235  

The true convictions of another of the new men, Olav Emil Barstein, are harder to characterise. A 

very young man (born in 1923), he claimed to have joined the police for the free training it provided. 

In 1942, however, he was among those in Ålesund who volunteered for the 1. Police Company. In 

1945 he applied to join the 4. SS and Police Company, but claimed that this was simply to get away 

from Ålesund and eventually the country.1236 He stated that he was sent a membership book from NS 

without having applied for membership1237. This was accepted by the court after the war, which also 

saw him as a ‘correct’ police officer who had not particularly favoured the interests of the New Order 

in his duty.1238 Former colleagues, however, while agreeing on the ‘correctness’ of Barstein, and seeing 

him as ‘one of the better Nazi police officers,’ also saw him as ‘stuffed with Nazi propaganda’1239, and 

a person who would ‘carry out any orders given to him by his Nazi superiors’, while ‘striving for titles 

and medals’. 1240  Despite the uncertainty regarding Barstein’s membership, the ministry certainly 

treated him as a member. He was accepted for an NCO course in 1943, after which he became 

inspector in July 1944.1241 He was then only 21 years old and with a career which would have been 

unthinkable in peacetime and unlikely for anyone not seen as politically reliable.1242 Some other NS 

members with backgrounds from Kongsvinger were described as ‘passive’ or as otherwise 

unremarkable, indicating no great zeal.1243  
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Other ‘interesting’ additions to the Ålesund police corps were the brothers Gunnar and Henrik Preuss 

Olsen. Both volunteered first for the 1. Police Company and later the 3. SS and Police Company. 

After the war, they defended their first decision by a desire to save their brother, who had been sent 

to prison in Germany for illegal activity. Early in the occupation, Gunnar Preuss Olsen allegedly took 

part in the distribution of illegal papers. In July 1941, however, he was accepted for the first recruit 

course. He claimed to have been influenced by comrades there, among them Haugum, and 

consequently joined NS.1244 Both joined NS relatively late, in the spring of 1942.1245 Once part of the 

movement, however, they seemed to support it with gusto. While in Bergen, Hilmar Preuss Olsen 

denounced one of his fellow aspirants, saying that ‘he had a bad influence on the rest’.1246 Eventually, 

both were transferred from Ålesund after a drunken brawl in one of the town’s hotels.1247 

Among the NS members sent to Ålesund, two came to be involved in some low-risk resistance activity, 

namely Odd Homb and John Kristoffersen. Homb joined NS during his training, by his own account 

in a ‘psychologically weak moment’ and under the influence of the NS propaganda they were exposed 

to. In Ålesund he quickly proved an opponent of the New Order, however. Homb claims that the 

persecution of the Jews and the teachers made him ‘bitter’ against NS.1248 Already in the late summer 

of 1942 he began inviting colleagues and other opponents of the regime, including active resistance 

group members, to his home to listen to broadcasts from London. He thus exploited that he, as an 

NS member, was legally allowed to have a radio. He also claims to have written the news down for 

further distribution.1249 In 1944, news of Homb’s activity reached the ear of chief of police Håkenrud, 

possibly after being denounced by a colleague. Interestingly, Håkenrud only punished him by 

temporarily confiscating his radio and making him swear to abstain from similar activities in the future, 

a promise Homb did not honour.1250 Kristoffersen was at first Homb’s roommate. He claimed to have 

listened to illegal broadcasts and, like Homb, distributed them further. He also allegedly warned 

people who were to be conscripted to labour service, giving them a chance to run away.1251  

Not all the men sent to Ålesund from the new police courses were NS members. While the first group 

sent consisted exclusively of NS members1252, the contingent sent to Ålesund in October comprised 
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mostly non-members.1253 Several of them were described by colleagues as ‘opponents’ of NS and were 

approved for potential police duty after the war, despite their training under the new regime.1254  

The men from the new training programme were not the only ones sent to Ålesund as part of the 

attempt to make the town’s police corps politically reliable. Most notably, with the arrests of Wegner 

and Sæter, new senior officers had to be found. In the chaotic year of 1942, the police district was 

sent numerous new men, most of whom stayed for only a short period. Prominent among these was 

the previously mentioned Egil Lindheim, one of the Norwegian police’s most ardent National 

Socialists.1255 He arrived simultaneously with Lie, Rediess and Terboven in March 1942, and was 

temporarily given the vacant position of police prosecutor in Ålesund after Wegner’s arrest.1256 In May 

he was further promoted. Chief of police Myhre, having grown weary of the hostile environment in 

Ålesund, asked to be transferred to Lofoten.1257  As he was seen as incompetent by Olbjørn, a 

dangerous quality in the difficult town of Ålesund, his wish was granted in May 1942. Lofoten was 

seen by Olbjørn as a less challenging position than Ålesund.1258 This resulted in Lindheim taking over 

the position of chief of police for about two weeks.1259 

He was replaced in early June 1942 by Arne Håkenrud, who would remain chief of police for the 

remainder of the war. Lindheim then returned to Trondheim. Håkenrud applied to the position after 

encouragement from Olbjørn.1260 Håkenrud was by all accounts a dedicated and dutiful National 

Socialist, yet in contrast to Myhre also a qualified police officer.1261 Leidulf Holstad described him as 

‘a fanatical NS-man, who through his work has done what he could to enforce the decrees and laws 

of Quisling and the Germans’.1262 The fact that Håkenrud not only joined NS in October 1940 but 

also the GSSN in 1943 supported Holstad’s view of him as a dedicated National Socialist. He also 

urged his subordinates to volunteer for the front and applied to join the 4. SS and Police Company 

himself in 1945. His request was denied due to his critically important position.1263 

While Håkenrud would provide a rare case of stability, other senior officers came and went. In 1942 

alone, three men with the new rank of police lieutenant – senior officers without law degrees – served 

in succession in Ålesund. All of them were NS members and former officers who had become part 

                                                

1253 These included Harald Mikkelsen, Einar P. Aksdal and Norvald Revheim, L-sak Harald Mikkelsen, Einar Per Aksdal 
and Norvald Revheim, and likely Peder A. Hammervold, Arvid Jahren and Ingolf Myrtvedt as well, given that there are 
no treason trials for them.  
1254 These included Norvald Revheim, Einar P. Aksdal and Harald L. Mikkelsen. See L-sak Harald Mikkelsen, Einar P. 
Aksdal and Norvald Revheim. 
1255 Lindheim was an NS member already in 1936, secretary for the National Socialist magazine Ragnarok and first leader 
of the Germanske SS Norge in Sør-Trøndelag county. He was sentenced to 10 years in prison after the war. ‘Dom’, L-
sak Egil Lindheim. 
1256 Report by Birger Sørgaard, 11 June 1946, L-sak Egil Lindheim. 
1257 Letter from Anton B. J. Myhre to Egil Y. Olbjørn, 11 April 1942, L-sak Anton B. J. Myhre. 
1258 ‘Notater fra generalmajor Olbjørns inspeksjonsreise til Nordland, Troms og Finnmark juni 1943’, L-sak Anton B. J. 
Myhre. 
1259 Report by Birger Sørgaard, 11 June 1946, L-sak Egil Lindheim. 
1260 Interrogation of Arne Håkenrud, 12 June 1946, L-sak Arne Håkenrud. 
1261 Håkenrud had been a police officer since 1932. ‘Arne Julius Nysteen Håkenrud’, letter from the Personnel Office, 
Rikspolitisjefen, to the chief of police in Ålesund, 7 July 1945, L-sak Arne N. Håkenrud. He was also described in his 
post-war sentence as having performed his job in Ålesund ‘objectively and has gained considerable respect through this’. 
‘Dom’, L-sak Arne N. Håkenrud. 
1262 Report by Leidulf Holstad, 15 June 1945, L-sak Arne N. Håkenrud. 
1263 ‘Dom’, L-sak, Arne N. Håkenrud. 
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of the new training system and who therefore were repeatedly transferred to where they were most 

needed.1264  

In February 1943 Ålesund was finally sent a senior officer with a law degree who would stay to the 

end of the war, namely Åmund Norheim. Norheim’s political views are somewhat hard to untangle, 

and he gives the impression of clearly having been an opportunist. He was never a member of NS. 

During his previous assignment in Bergen, however, he reported a fellow policeman for not using the 

‘Nazi greeting’, which ultimately resulted in the man being fired. In Bergen he also supposedly 

‘sympathised with NS and admired the Germans’.1265 Moreover, he was also deemed reliable enough 

to be sent on the fourth NCO course held at Kongsvinger.1266 As the war drew to a close, Norheim 

seems to have grown more hostile to the New Order, a development he himself claimed began in 

Ålesund. 1267  In an evaluation of political reliability conducted by Håkenrud in November 1944, 

Norheim was not among those trusted.1268 And in November 1944 resistance members informed 

Norheim about a possible informer, who Norheim promptly arrested.1269 The doubts concerning 

Norheim were of such a character that he was ultimately not approved for further police service after 

the war, despite not being an NS member.1270 

Norheim acted as chief of police in the town of Florø in December 1943 and January 1944. Perhaps 

to cover for this, a new senior official was sent to Ålesund in January: police lieutenant Oddmund 

Aasen. Among his tasks, along with leading the order section, was to act as liaison with the Germans 

in Ålesund.1271 Aasen was, by all accounts, a dedicated National Socialist. In his previous position in 

Bergen he frequently informed on colleagues to the State Police.1272 During his stay in Kristiansund 

before coming to Ålesund, he had been tasked with organising cooperation between the Police and 

the Hird in the event of an emergency, a task which would most likely never have been given to 

anyone whose political loyalty was in doubt.1273 Aasen, however, quickly ran into a confrontation with 

Håkenrud, and asked to be relieved of his position, even going as far as resigning from the police. He 

was sent to Quisling’s guard in Oslo as punishment.1274  

His replacement as liaison with the Germans was a man whose career was an SS ideologue’s dream: 

Fredrik Tidemand Hansen. Born in 1922, he joined NS already on 1 July 1940, volunteered for 

                                                

1264 These were: first Oliver Haugen, then Sverre Lyngstad, and finally Aage H. Berg. Lyngstad and Berg both later 
joined the 3. SS- and Police Company, which Berg commanded. See L-sak Oliver Haugen, Sverre Lyngstad and Aage H. 
Berg. 
1265 Report by Åmund Norheim to the chief of police in Bergen, 26 March 1942, Report, 5 July 1945, file on Åmund 
Norheim, RA-S-3978-P-Pb. 
1266 ‘Uttalelse om Politifullmektig II Amund Nordheim (sic), by Sverre Lyngstad, 28 June 1943, file on Åmund Norheim, 
RA-S-3978-P-Pb. 
1267 Letter from Åmund Norheim to the chief of police in Ålesund, 21 May 1945, file on Åmund Norheim, RA-S-3978-
P-Pb. 
1268 ‘Fortegnelse over politi-embets og tjenestemenn i Ålesund politidistrikt pr. 29.9.44, L-sak Egil Lindheim.  
1269 Letter from Odd Lassen to Rikspolitisjefen, 10 September 1945, file on Åmund Norheim, RA-S-3978-P-Pb. 
1270 ‘Notat til Rikspolitisjefen. Gjelder: Aamund Norheim’, letter from A. E. Jøråndstad, 1 March 1946, file on Åmund 
Norheim, RA-S-3978-P-Pb. 
1271 ‘Beordring av befal i Ordenspolitiets Beredskapsavdelinger i månedene januar-februar-mars 1944’, Kunngjøringer til 
Politiet, no. 14, 1944. 
1272 ‘Dom’, L-sak Oddmund Aasen. 
1273 Interrogation of Oddmund Aasen, 24 June 1945, L-sak Oddmund Aasen. 
1274 Letter from Arne Håkenrud to the police president of Trondheim, 25 May 1944, letter from Sverre Henschien to 
Egil Y. Olbjørn, 15 August 1944, RA-S-3978-P-Pa-L0025.  
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Regiment Nordland in January 1941 and spent two years on the Eastern Front as part of SS Division 

Wiking. He was wounded several times during this period. On completing his service he was trained 

as an NCO in Grafenwöhr, Germany.1275 Back in Norway, he was given a position in the Oslo Police 

Battalion on Lie’s direct orders.1276 Shortly afterwards, he attended the 7th NCO course, where he 

received excellent grades, prompting someone to comment that ‘the man must be considered quite a 

find’.1277 Shortly before his posting to Ålesund, he was made police lieutenant, truly a meteoric rise 

for a 22-year-old who had joined the police only one year earlier. True to his convictions, in April 

1945 he would again volunteer for front duty in the 4. SS and Police Company. After travelling to 

Oslo, he was ordered to Skallum farmstead, where ministers Lie and Riisnæs had their ‘last stand’. 

Tidemand Hansen capitulated there on 9 May.1278  

While in Ålesund, Tidemand Hansen was a close associate of the Sipo, which included being entrusted 

with information about its network of informers, indicating the trust the Germans had in him. 

Notorious informer Ivar Grande, who was killed in Ålesund, likewise confided in him. 1279 

Nevertheless, it does not seem that Tidemand Hansen himself was an informer, nor did he participate 

in major operations against the resistance movement. Indeed, in his post-war sentence he was seen as 

‘not aggressive’ and ‘seemingly an idealistic young man led astray by his environment and 

propaganda.’1280 

Ålesund also saw some junior officers recruited through channels other than the new training 

programme. Most notably, in July 1942 the district gained a new superintendent after the old one 

retired in mid-1942: Harald Skjerve.1281 He was an experienced Trondheim police officer and former 

lieutenant who was among those who accepted the invitation to travel on the study trip to Germany 

in autumn 1940. He was seemingly impressed by the ‘improvements’ brought by Hitler, and this was 

one reason for joining NS upon his return to Norway.1282 In July 1941 he joined the State Police in 

Trondheim, where he worked for a year before applying for the superintendent position in Ålesund 

after encouragement from Myhre.1283 Skjerve seems to have remained a reliable National Socialist 

throughout the war. Notably, he became a supporting member of the GSSN in 1943, and once 

commented that he would have solved the church struggle by simply ‘putting Berggrav and the other 

bishops up against a wall’.1284 Skjerve quickly found Ålesund not to his liking and tried to get away by 

again applying for a position in the State Police, a request denied by the ministry due to the ‘difficulty 

                                                

1275 Interrogation of Fredrik Tidemand Hansen, 17 December 1945, L-sak Fredrik T. Hansen. 
1276 ‘Ansettelser’, 14 July 1943, file on Fredrik Tidemand Hansen, RA-S-3978-P-Pb.  
1277 ‘Tjenesteuttalelse om politioverkonstabel Fredrik Tidemand-Hansen’, RA-S3978-E-Ef-L0012. 
1278 ‘Dom’, L-sak Fredrik T. Hansen. 
1279 Interrogation of Fredrik T. Hansen, 25 June 1945, L-sak Fredrik T. Hansen. 
1280 Such deeds were usually taken very seriously during the post-war treason trials, and no such compromising material 
could be found about Hansen. ‘Dom’, L-sak Fredrik T. Hansen.  
1281 This was Anton L. Talseth, b. 1877. He retired on 4 May 1942. Letter journal of Sunnmøre police district, 14 April 
1942, SAT-A-1864-1-45-L0047. 
1282 Interrogation of Harald Skjerve, 11 December 1945, L-sak Harald M. Skjerve. 
1283 Interrogation of Harald Skjerve, 21 August 1945, L-sak Harald M. Skjerve. 
1284 ‘Dom’, L-sak Harald M. Skjerve. 
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of employing decent people in Ålesund’.1285 This flies in the face of his explanations after the war, 

when he claimed that he left the State Police because he did not like its tasks.1286  

During his time in Ålesund, chief of police Myhre had, as noted earlier, tried to remedy the hostility 

towards the New Order within the corps by recruiting local National Socialists into his force, with 

meagre results. Despite this, his method was not abandoned but instead continued with more success. 

During the latter part of the war at least six1287 local National Socialists were given employment in the 

police without having first undergone the new police courses. Four of them were front volunteers.1288 

Some of these, however, were obviously recruited based solely on their political views. One of these 

was Sigurd Fuglseth, who was hired by Håkenrud in September 1943 but sacked in February 1944 for 

public drunkenness. In his post-war sentence, he was deemed ‘less than bright’ and ‘unfit to be a 

policeman’.1289 Another, Arne Digerås, had volunteered for Regiment Nordland in the spring of 1941 

but never got to the front due to a heart condition, and left after barely two months of service.1290 

Håkenrud had hired him despite him being ‘poorly qualified’, due to the lack of men. On duty, Digerås 

proved ‘undisciplined’ and ‘unsuitable to be a policeman’.1291 

Summary: resistance at a price 

The Ålesund police force had, in other words, received many more or less active National Socialists 

as well as non-members trained at Kongsvinger under strong National Socialist influence. How did 

this influence the internal mood and relationships within the corps, and how Nazified can it 

reasonably be seen to have become? There can be no doubt that the personnel changes severely 

challenged the well-nigh universal sense of solidarity and trust which had characterised the corps 

before the purge, which according to Sigurd Refsnæs had allowed ‘everyone to know about everyone 

else’.1292 Resistance fighter Olav Osnes, part of Kvalen’s export group, described the situation when 

he joined the force in September 1941 like this: ‘I was well received within the corps. There were only 

two NS members, making it easy to carry out [resistance work].1293 After the purge, the situation 

apparently became much more like the one in Stavanger, with the men divided between ‘jøssings’ and 

‘Nazis’, each group avoiding social contact with each other. Harald Mikkelsen, one of the men from 

the new training programme but no NS member, described the atmosphere thus:  

At the police station it soon became known who of us was trustworthy, and we were quickly accepted by the 

older reliable men in the corps. Amongst other things, we participated in listening to news from London, and 

                                                

1285 ‘Spørgsmål om ledig stilling i Statspolitiet’, letter from Harald Skjerve to the State Police in Kristiansand, 15 January 
1943, ‘Overbetjent Harald Skjerve’, letter from the Leader of the Security Police to the State Police, 18 February 1943, 
L-sak Harald M. Skjerve. 
1286 ‘Dom’, L-sak Harald M. Skjerve. 
1287 These were: John E. Skuggen, Arne J. Digerås, Bjarne Andreassen, Elias W. Kalvø, Sigurd Fuglseth and Alfons 
Davidsen. Service records of police officers in Ålesund, Local archive, Ålesund police station. 
1288 These were: Digerås, Kalvø, Davidsen and Skuggen. See L-sak Arne J. Digerås, Elias W. Kalvø, Alfons Davidsen 
and John E. Skuggen. Skuggen was however sent back to Norway after training in Germany, at the insistence of his 
parents, who had already lost one son fighting in the Balkans, L-sak John E. Skuggen. 
1289 ‘Dom’, L-sak Sigurd Fuglseth. 
1290 Interrogation of Arne J. Digerås, 9 May 1945, letter from Arne Håkenrud to the Ministry of the Police, 4 May 1944, 
L-sak Arne J. Digerås. 
1291 Letter from Arne Håkenrud to the Ministry of the Police, 4 May 1944, L-sak Arne J. Digerås. 
1292 Interview of Sigurd Refsnæs by Arild Sollied, 30 September 1974, NHM 48.  
1293 ‘Arbeid i Ålesund’, memoirs of Olav Osnes, NHM 115. 
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later when we became more known in the town, in spreading the news. I personally, was surprised by Nazis a 

couple of times and threatened with being denounced to the Gestapo’.1294  

Similarly, veteran Ola Halvorsen claims that he and other opponents of the New Order systematically 

avoided any contact with ‘Nazis’ such as Sverre Rønsen.1295 He also thought that Svein Haugum would 

have ‘no qualms’ about reporting any illegal activities he gained knowledge of. 1296  In general, 

Halvorsen claimed to have ‘never spoken more than absolutely necessary with the Nazi policemen, 

since I didn’t want anything to do with them’.1297 Leidulf Holstad claimed that they would never listen 

to London broadcasts when Haugum, Rønsen or Sverre Berg were present, due to the danger they 

posed. In between, however, there was also a group of ‘moderates’, who were not as shunned, as 

illustrated by Holstad’s statement that they could ‘very well’ listen to the radio when other NS 

constables were present.1298 The fact that, as noted before, several ‘new men’ were, described as 

‘moderate’ or ‘not dangerous’ in statements after the war also points in this direction. 

An illustration of the shift of balance between the political viewpoints brought about by the political 

purge are the differences between evaluations of political reliability by chiefs of police Myhre and 

Håkenrud. Whereas the admittedly less balanced Myhre complained of having only one or two men 

he could trust, Håkenrud in September 1944 saw 19 of 30 subordinates1299 as ‘reliable’ enough to be 

allowed guns, and none to be directly unreliable.1300 The shift is also illustrated by the substantial 

increase in number of men with National Socialist credentials, as shown in the following table: 

Ålesund Police Corps, September 19441301 
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Inspectors and above 10 4  1  1  2  6  

Sergeants and constables 13 8  1  0  13  0  

Reserve constables 5 3  2  1  0  1  

       

Total 31 17 5  3  17 7  

                                                

1294 Report by Harald L. Mikkelsen, 26 June 1945, L-sak Harald L. Mikkelsen. 
1295 ‘Ad. f.h.v. konstabel Sverre Rønsen’, report by Ola Halvorsen, 28 November 1945, L-sak Sverre Rønsen. 
1296 ‘Ad. forhenv. politibetjent Svein Haugum, Ålesund, report by Ola Halvorsen, 20 November 1945, L-sak Svein 
Haugum. 
1297 ‘Report by Ola Halvorsen, 14 June 1945, L-sak Sverre M. Bryn. 
1298 ‘Ad. f.h.v. konstabel Sverre Rønsen’, questioning of Leidulf Holstad, 12 December 1945, L-sak Sverre Rønsen. 
1299 Excluding auxiliary constables. 
1300 ‘Fortegnelse over politi-embets og tjenestemenn i Ålesund politidistrikt pr. 29.9.44’, L-sak Egil Lindheim. 
1301 Compiled from ‘Fortegnelse over politi-embets og tjenestemenn i Ålesund politidistrikt pr. 29.9.44’, L-sak Egil 
Lindheim, supplemented by treason trials. 
1302 In service in January 1941. ‘Fortegnelse over polititjenestemenn ved Ålesund politikammer’, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-
L0002. 
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Even considering that the level of enthusiasm for the National Socialist cause varied greatly among 

these men, this constitutes a substantial Nazification of a previously politically resistant police force, 

achieved primarily through the removal of politically unreliable men. Notably, the proportion of NS 

members became far greater than in Stavanger, where the initial number was higher but the purge less 

thorough. Nevertheless, as both the continued existence of active resistance cells within the force and 

the numerous officers who remained negative towards the New Order illustrates, Nazification was 

never ‘complete’. Opposition and even organised resistance remained, centred on the few remaining 

officers, such as Holstad, Øveraas and Refsnæs, but with also on some of the ‘new men’, both NS 

and non-NS, signalling their opposition to the New Order in various ways.  

The case of Ålesund is thus a good illustration of the dilemma pointed out by Berner Rypdal in his 

interview with Nils Johan Ringdal many years after the war: 

In Ålesund the police corps stood firm against the occupier for a long time. Because we stood firm we were side-

lined and replaced by new police officers. If the police corps had held a lower profile, I believe the corps would 

have been allowed to continue. But because so many were involved, were taken and chased away, the result was 

so terrible that we were unable to continue. If we had not involved ourselves in so much, we would have escaped 

more unscathed. It is possible that one can do too much as a policeman as well.  1303 

Such was the challenge facing every Norwegian police officer opposed to the New Order: do too little, 

and you simply became a useful henchman for the new National Socialist rulers, rendering your choice 

to remain in the service increasingly indefensible; do too much, and risk both your personal health 

and your job being taken over by a man with fewer qualms about executing the new rulers’ orders and 

less interest in aiding those in danger.  

The Skien police corps 

Background  

Like Ålesund, Skien was not among the Norwegian towns occupied directly after the German attack 

on 9 April 1940. It did not take long for the Germans to arrive, however; Skien was occupied already 

on 16 April. Fighting continued further inland, with two local commanders refusing to lay down their 

arms. In the long term, however, their position was hopeless, and fighting in the area ended on 7 

May.1304  

Unlike Ålesund and Stavanger, Skien was for most of the occupation without a local Sipo/SD office. 

The closest Aussendienststelle was in Larvik, established in May 1940. This was led from August 1942 

to early 1945 by Herman Wernisch, who apparently was not among the most brutal of the Sipo/SD 

commanders. Nevertheless, under his leadership the Sipo conducted several large-scale operations 

against resistance groups near Skien, demonstrating that their presence was far from toothless. In 

early 1945, likely due to several acts of sabotage in the Telemark area, a Sipo/SD office was established 

in Skien, manned by men from KdS Tromsø and some new arrivals from Germany, some seven men 

and one female secretary in total.1305  

                                                

1303 Interview with Berner Rypdal by Nils Johan Ringdal, 24 September 1985, NHM 115. 
1304 Birkenes 1982, 19 ff.. 
1305 Nøkleby 2003, 129 ff., 197. 
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Unlike in Ålesund, NS managed to establish a small pre-war presence in Skien. This was perhaps due 

to the town being situated in the industrial area of Grenland. The area had before the war been 

characterised by industrial disputes, most dramatically at the previously mentioned Battle of Menstad 

in the neighbouring town of Porsgrunn in 1931. In 1933 NS received 3.7 per cent of the vote in 

Skien.1306 As elsewhere, support for the party quickly dwindled, and NS failed to produce a list of 

nominees for the 1934 local election.1307 NS made a comeback in the 1936 parliamentary election, 

winning 2.8 per cent of the vote.1308 It failed again to produce a list nominees in the 1937 local election, 

however.1309 During the war, Telemark county became one of NS’ stronger counties, with 1.9 per cent 

of the population members in 1945 compared to a national average of 1.7 per cent.1310  

The fact that people in the area were given some days to get their bearings, and resistance continuing 

not far away, both likely contributed to one of the first organised resistance groups in the country 

emerging in the Skien area. On 13 April a group of men gathered in the town to plan resistance. A 

member of the Norwegian parliament, Carl P. Wright, quickly joined them. The first tasks they took 

upon themselves were providing the Norwegian forces with supplies and gathering intelligence about 

German troop movements.1311 This early resistance effort would prove vital for the Skien police corps, 

due to the close connections between this group and several police officers, which we will return to 

later.  

The leaders of this first group were quickly discovered by the Germans and arrested in late August 

1940. Before this, however, two less-known men, Kjell Batzer and Erling Solberg, had been told to 

continue their work should something happen.1312 These two formed a core within the local resistance 

for the years to follow; Batzer in particular had a decisive impact on the Skien police. After this initial 

blow, the resistance movement seems to have kept a relatively low profile until 1944, focusing on 

organisation and recruitment. Then, partly due to the spectacular success of the boycott the Labour 

Effort in Telemark county, the resistance movement gained a huge influx of new recruits. This led 

them to establish numerous camps in the forested areas north of Skien. Sabotage and liquidations, 

performed by both Milorg and communist groups, now became common occurrences in the area.1313 

This of course led to a generally far more radical situation than in previous years. Alarmed by these 

developments, the Germans conducted large-scale raids in the area, with even a company of a new SS 

unit, consisting of both Germans and Norwegians, being posted to Skien and tasked with fighting the 

resistance movement.1314 All of this would of course also influence the Skien police corps.  

Organisation 

The basic organisation of Skien was similar to that of Ålesund, and the changes due to the central 

reforms were similarly rather minor. The Skien police district was initially responsible for the town of 

Skien alone, with one sheriff answering to the chief of police in Skien. In August 1942, however, the 

                                                

1306 Stortingets kontor 1934. 
1307 Det statistiske centralbyrå 1935. 
1308 Stortingets kontor 1937. 
1309 Det statistiske centralbyrå 1938. 
1310 Statistikk over landssvik 1940-1945 1954, 21. 
1311 Birkenes 1982, 19 ff.. 
1312 Birkenes 1982, 34 ff.. 
1313 Birkenes 1982, 170 ff., Skobba 1996, 28 ff.. 
1314 Emberland and Kott 2012, 474, Skobba 1996, 79. 
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district was merged with nearby Porsgrunn, creating a much larger police district covering most of 

south-eastern Telemark county.1315 Subsequently, the district created police stations in the larger 

population centres outside of Skien. These largely fall outside the scope of my inquiry, which is 

centred on the men stationed in Skien proper. It did, however, mean that several of the Skien officers 

were posted to other stations for shorter or longer periods of time. While not a presidium town, it 

was one of Criminal Police leader Wiermyhr’s candidates for formal separation of the Order Police 

and the Criminal Police, an initiative which, as noted, never came to fruition.1316  

The district’s chief of police was initially Per C. Andersen, who was removed in March 1942. He was 

replaced by Alf Gaarder, who was removed already on 31 July 1942.1317 His successor was Lars 

Barmann Jensen, who held the post until the end of the war.1318 For most of the war, the district had 

one police prosecutor, Ragnar Blekeli. Another police prosecutor, Christian Owe, also worked in 

Skien briefly in 1942 before being transferred to Porsgrunn.1319  By January 1941 the force also 

included seven inspectors, 16 sergeants and constables and four reserve constables, making a total of 

27 officers.1320 As elsewhere, this force did not remain stable throughout the war, as reorganisation, 

old age, arrests and the lure of more attractive jobs took their toll on the existing personnel. Already 

in early 1941, two elderly inspectors were transferred to the new Price and Rationing Police.1321 As 

was the case in Stavanger and Ålesund, Skien also received several new men from the new training 

courses. Eleven of the men employed in July 1944 had this background, and two had completed NCO 

courses.1322 In total, at least 25 men from the courses were in Skien for varying periods.1323 By July 

1944 it had three inspectors, 17 sergeants and constables and 10 reserve constables, which including 

the senior officials makes 33 officers.1324 Strikingly, only seven of the officers had also been employed 

in January 1941.1325 The huge changes in personnel beg explanation. How could this happen in a corps 

which, as we shall soon see, chose collective membership in NS in October 1940?  

A questionable decision 

As already mentioned, the Skien area saw one of the first organised attempts at resistance against the 

occupier. The resistance group saw it as imperative to obtain assistance from the Skien police force. 

A sizeable number of the officers willingly obliged, and some of them joined networks that would last 

                                                

1315 ‘PM: Regulering av politidistriktene i Telemark’, RA-S-3978-Ab-L0001. 
1316 ‘PM’ from Jørgen Wiermyhr to Karl A. Marthinsen, 4 December 1944, RA-S-3978-E-Eb-L0002. 
1317 ‘Dom’, L-sak Alf G. W. Gaarder. 
1318 ‘Dom’, L-sak Lars R. B. Jensen. 
1319 Letter from Christian Owe to Rikspolitisjefen, 27 June 1945, file on Christian Owe, RA-S-3978-P-Pb. 
1320 ‘Ad det ærede politidepartements rundskrivelse av 18 desember 1940…’ letter from Per C. Andersen to the Ministry 
of the Police, 14 January 1941, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0002. 
1321 Overview of Skien police district, RA-S-2220-P-Pb. 
1322 These were: Karsten Forberg (II. NCO course), Ragnar S. Bærulfsen, Håkon Kristensen, Odd Gjessing (recruit 
course no. 1), Arne Kjos, Rolf Solheim, Asbjørn Sæther, Kristian Søberg, Sverre Tronrud, (recruit course no. 2) Eivind 
Leikvang, (recruit course no. 3), Arthur Gustavsen (recruit course no. 4). ‘Kvartermesterens ruller’, RA-S-3978-P-Pd-
L0002, L-sak Karsten Forberg. 
1323 Those who left included: Thorolf Wraa, Olav Reistad, Otto Bergmann, Gustav Eidsaunet, Nikolai Enerud, Kristian 
Evensen, Dagfinn Hansen, Håkon Kleven, Harald Kyllesdal, Trygve Nøddebo, Per Paulsen, Jonas Tømta, Erling Utnes 
and John Wendt. ‘Kvartermesterens ruller’, RA-S-3978-P-Pd-L0002, ‘Befal til Skien’, letter from E. Hærland to the 2. 
Company, 26 August 1942, ‘Fortegnelse over mannskap til Skien’, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0020. 
1324 ‘Oppgave over politiembets- og funksjonærer i Skien politidistrikt pr. 1.7.44’, RA-S-3978-P-Pa-L0010 and ‘Angår 
Ragnar Storm Bærulfsen’, report by Ragnar Lassen, 30 May 1945, L-sak Ragnar S. Bærulfsen  
1325 These were: Ragnar Blekeli, Gustav Lyngaas, Karl Andersen, Nils Kvisle, Ivar Horrigmo and Gunnar Gjerland. One, 
Rolf H. Andersen, was posted to Porsgrunn.  
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for most of the occupation.1326 At least 10 are said to have participated in this early resistance work.1327 

Police officers Nils Kvisle, Ivar Horrigmo and Yngvar Andersen for example allegedly used the police 

car to deliver a cache of ammunition to the Norwegian forces.1328 Moreover, when resistance fighters 

raided the NS office in Skien in May police officers made sure no one interfered.1329 Resistance activity 

led to an early arrest for one of them. Inspector Aasulv Holte was part of a small team of radio 

amateurs who had tried – unsuccessfully – to establish contact with the Norwegian forces still fighting 

further north in Telemark. Together with his companions, Holte was arrested by the Germans when 

the group in Skien was hit by a series of arrests in late August 1940.1330 Holte remained imprisoned 

until October 1942 and was sacked from the police.1331 

Deprived of its first leaders, the resistance group in Skien was, as noted, taken over by Kjell Batzer 

and Erling Solberg, who also inherited the police contacts. The ensuing period was characterised by 

considerable confusion, where views on what action was legitimate or not varied from person to 

person. Notably, two of the Skien police officers, Ingebret Bjerva and the previously mentioned Nils 

Kvisle, chose to accept the invitation to travel to Germany in July 1940.1332 In a later report, fellow 

officer Fritz Bohlin claimed that both were ‘heavily criticised’ for this by their colleagues.1333 Bjerva, 

on his part, claimed that he assumed the trip was OK due to the invitation coming while the 

Administrative Council was still functioning.1334  

Dramatic events took place during their stay in Germany. Superintendent Gunnar Dahl had 

represented Skien during the fateful meeting of the junior police officers’ union in Oslo on 8–9 

October, when Jonas Lie had called for support for the New Order, but not outright demanded NS 

membership. Several of the officers claimed after the war that Dahl, who died in 1943, had presented 

Lie’s words as an ultimatum: join NS or lose your job.1335 Resistance contacts Nils Venstøp, Ivar 

Horrigmo and Fritz Bohlin allegedly contacted Batzer and Solberg, seeking advice on what to do. 

After the war, Batzer and Solberg both insisted that they had told the men to join rather than 

potentially risk their position and deprive the resistance movement of their contacts in the police.1336 

                                                

1326 Birkenes 1982, 25 ff.. 
1327 These were: Ragnar Blekeli – see ‘Uansvarlig tale å snakke om et gatens parlament’, Varden, 12 March 1948, Ivar 
Horrigmo, Nils Kvisle, Yngvar Andersen, Nils Venstøp, Rolf Andersen, John Hella, Reidar Lillefjære, – see ‘Politi-
saken’, Varden, 11 March 1948) and Aasulv Holte – see Birkenes 1982, 25. Fritz Bohlin also claimed to have contacted 
resistance circles on his return from Sweden, where he had been interned as a Norwegian soldier. His involvement was 
verified by resistance member Arne Skjærum. See ‘Motstandsbevegelsen har ansvaret hvis innmeldelsen var en feil’, 
Varden, 11 March 1948, questioning by Kjell Batzer, 7 July 1945, ‘Notat ad reg. nr. 19 831, Reidar Lillefjære’, 11 
September 1944, L-sak Reidar Lillefjære. See also ‘Rapport nr. 2’ on resistance activities in Telemark, where Horrigmo, 
Kvisle, Venstøp, Gjerland, Bohlin, Hella, Holte, R. Andersen and Y. Andersen are mentioned as early resistance 
contacts, NHM HHI-Decb-50b. 
1328 ‘Politifolkene fikk klar ordre om å melde seg inn…’, Varden, 10 March 1948. 
1329 ‘Notat ad reg. nr. 19 831, Reidar Lillefjære’, 11 September 1944, report by Reidar Lillefjære, 27 November 1946, L-
sak Reidar Lillefjære. 
1330 Birkenes 1982, 38. 
1331 ‘Uansvarlig tale å snakke om et gatens parlament’, Varden, 12 March 1948. 
1332 ‘Politi-saken’, Varden, 9 March 1948. 
1333 ‘’Bjerva, Ingebret’ and ‘Kvisle, Nils’’, report on political reliabilty of police officers in Skien, RA-S-1560-F-Fd-L0001. 
1334 ‘Politifolkene fikk klar ordre om å melde seg inn…’, Varden, 10 March 1948. 
1335 Protocol of the appointments board’s evaluation of suspended police officers, reprinted in ‘Politi-saken i Skien’, 
Telemark Abeiderblad, 28 September 1946. 
1336 ‘Politi-saken’, Varden, 12 March 1948. 
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These officers then seem to have spoken to some of their colleagues and influenced them.1337 Others, 

however, said they heard nothing of any acceptance of membership from the resistance movement 

until after the war, underlining that motivations for joining were many.1338 One stated that he joined 

simply because he was retiring soon and he feared losing his job and his pension.1339 Adding to the 

difficulty of ascertaining the truth was the fact that Dahl died in 1943 and was therefore unable to 

counter their claims after the war. 

No matter the circumstances, there is no doubt that on 12 October a collective meeting for the corps 

was arranged to discuss the issue of NS membership. Dahl, as well as constable Olav Vaagen, were 

allegedly prominent voices, both arguing for membership, and no one raised their voice in 

opposition.1340 The likelihood that Dahl and Vaagen could have played such a role is supported by the 

fact that both of them later became rather eager NS members, in marked contrast to most of their 

colleagues.1341 While the exact details of what happened during those days remain somewhat opaque, 

the end result is not. The junior officers present at the meeting agreed to collectively join NS.  

To be seen to act collectively was important for several reasons; first it absolved each man for some 

of the responsibility for the decision. Second, it meant that no one could gain advantage from being 

the first to join. Some also argued that collective NS membership would allow the corps to ward off 

challenges from the particularly aggressive Hird in the Grenland area.1342  

Ragnar Blekeli seems to have hesitated, and consulted Carl P. Wright, by now released from German 

prison, about what to do. The parliamentarian claimed to have been ‘horrified’ when he heard of the 

collective decision to join. After the war, he bluntly stated that Batzer and Solberg had been 

‘completely wrong’ in recommending NS membership. Faced with a fait accompli and fearful of losing 

Blekeli, his ‘best man’ in the police if he remained alone outside the party, he nevertheless told him 

via a third party to join.1343 According to one account, he then told chief of police Andersen about his 

decision. Andersen consulted August Pedersen, as leader of his union, who apparently also 

recommended him to join, which Andersen then did.1344 According to another version, however, 

Andersen was instrumental in the rest of the corps joining, underlining the difficulty of establishing 

the true series of events.1345 Three members of the regular corps who had been absent during the 

meeting – Kvisle and Bjerva in Germany and Yngvar Andersen on holiday – were presented with the 

decision upon their return and also joined.1346  

                                                

1337 Gunnar Gjerland and Peder Walle both claimed this. ‘Politifolkene fikk klar ordre om å melde seg inn…’, Varden, 10 
March 1948. 
1338 ‘Politi-saken’, Varden, 12 March 1948. 
1339 Interrogation of Østen Østensen, 25 July 1945, L-sak Østen Østensen. 
1340 Protocol of the appointments board’s evaluation of suspended police officers, reprinted in ‘Politi-saken i Skien’, 
Telemark Abeiderblad, 28 September 1946. 
1341 See for example letter from Oscar Rustand to Jonas Lie, 12 October 1941, L-sak Gunnar Dahl. On Vaagen’s 
ideological views, see ‘Dom’, L-sak Olav Vaagen.  
1342 Protocol of the appointments board’s evaluation of suspended police officers, reprinted in ‘Politi-saken i Skien’, 
Telemark Abeiderblad 28 September 1946. 
1343 ‘Uansvarlig tale å snakke om et gatens parlament’, Varden, 12 March 1948. 
1344 ‘Notat vedr. Per C. Andersen, tidl.politimester i Skien’, file on Per C. Andersen, RA-S-3978-P-Pb. ‘Kjell Batzer’s 
garantiflom til politifolkene i Skiens-distriktet ble tilsidesatt’, Varden, 2 June 1951. 
1345 This was the view of Peder Walle. ‘Politifolkene fikk klar ordre om å melde seg inn…’, Varden, 10 March 1948. 
1346 ‘Politifolkene fikk klar ordre om å melde seg inn…’, Varden, 10 March 1948, ‘Alle 6 hadde klar ordre om å melde seg 
inn og må frifinnes, påstår forsvareren.’, Varden, 16 March 1948. 
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Unreliable party members 

Whatever the reasons the men had for joining, it quickly became clear that that fears of losing the job 

if they remained outside the party were unfounded. This was made apparent when in late 1940 and 

early 1941 several reserve constables who were not members were recruited, without NS being able 

to prevent it.1347 Chief of police Andersen was at this point able to rebuff NS by simply stating that 

his reserve constables had to have a certain level of training which the candidates from NS did not 

possess.1348 Moreover, it was obvious to both resistance circles and the local chapter of NS that 

membership for most of the Skien police officers did not imply strong ideological support for their 

new political party or its agenda. This was clearly demonstrated in April 1941, when the NSPOT went 

to the extraordinary step of denying political approval of Theodor Walle, who Andersen wanted to 

promote to inspector, despite his NS membership.1349 In June 1941 Haakon Gellein was transferred 

to Skien after his involvement in the previously described affairs in Stavanger. Upon his arrival, he 

quickly found that ‘only very few’ of his new colleagues were active NS members, and that most had 

‘regretted’ joining.1350  

His assessment was supported by that of Fritz Bohlin, who wrote an assessment of the political views 

of his former colleagues after escaping to Sweden in the autumn of 1943. Evaluations of political 

reliability by the National Police in exile, based to a large extent on Bohlin’s views, provided an 

overview of the ideological views within the corps. Of the police officers1351 in service in January 1942, 

two1352 were described as ‘dangerous’ or ‘eager’ or similar, five1353 as ‘lukewarm’ or ‘dubious’ (stripete) 

and 161354 as ‘reliable’ or ‘opponents of NS’. Two1355 were described as ideological ‘wanderers’, moving 

from a somewhat positive to a more negative attitude towards NS and the Germans. One1356 was seen 

as ‘passive’, and four1357 were not evaluated.1358 The report was of course not objective, which Bohlin 

himself was the first to acknowledge, but it was nevertheless corroborated by other sources.1359  

One of the ‘dangerous’ men, Gustav Lyngaas, was, according to his sentence after the war ‘repeatedly 

reminded of his unpatriotic attitude by his colleagues, and despite this continued to aid NS and the 

enemy’. He was not seen as completely dedicated to the promotion of the New Order, however, with 

the judges stating that he had known of certain resistance activities but had kept quiet about it. His 

problem was that he was more eager to follow orders than to be a full-blown National Socialist.1360 In 

                                                

1347 Thorleif Landsverk was hired on 19 October, Realf Thuve on 23 October 1940, Eigil Eriksen on 20 January 1941 
and Yngvar Frønæs on 13 February 1941. ‘Skien politidistrikt’, RA-S-2220-P-Pb-L0001. 
1348 ‘S.P.j.nr. 960/41’, letter from Per C. Andersen to the Ministry of the Police, SAK-A-745-M-Ma-Mab-L0014. 
1349 Letter from Per C. Andersen to the Leader of the Security Police, 19 April 1941, SAK-A-745-M-Ma-Mab-L0014. 
1350 ‘Uansvarlig tale å snakke om et gatens parlament’, Varden, 12 March 1948. 
1351 Excluding office clerks and men in the Price Police. 
1352 These were Gunnar Dahl and Gustav Lyngaas. Olav Vaagen, who sought leave in late 1940 and left the force in 
April 1941 to become a leader in the Labour Service (AT), was likewise seen as dangerous.  
1353 These were: Harald Andersen, Karl Andersen, Rolf A. Haugen, Ivar Horrigmo and Nils Kvisle. 
1354 These were: Per C. Andersen, Rolf Andersen, Yngvar Andersen, Ragnar Blekeli, Fritz Bohlin, Eigil Eriksen, Yngvar 
Frønæs, Gunnar Gjerland, John Hella, Andreas Moen, Reidar Paulsen, Thorleif Petersen, Jonas Strand, Erling 
Svenkerud, Realf Thuve, Peder Walle, Theodor Walle and Nils Venstøp. 
1355 These were Ingebret Bjerva and Jacob Hafredal. 
1356 This was Mikael Vadder. 
1357 These were Trygve Boyesen, Olav Isaksen, Haakon Gellein and Østen Østensen. 
1358 Report on political reliabilty of police officers in Skien, RA-S-1560-F-Fd-L0001. 
1359 See Bohlin’s statements here: ‘Motstandsbevegelsen har ansvaret hvis innmeldelsen var en feil’, Varden, 11 March 
1948. 
1360 ‘Dom’, L-sak Gustav Lyngaas. Lyngaas received a relatively long sentence of three years and six months.  
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a State Police investigation in February 1945, Lyngaas was seen as a ‘completely reliable’ NS member, 

a view shared by ‘all NS members’ in Skien. He was, however, limited by a ‘great sense of loyalty’ to 

his colleagues.1361  

In October 1941 Gunnar Dahl was highly praised by the radical Hird leader Oscar Rustand, who 

described Dahl as a ‘good NS man’ who deserved official recognition from the Ministry of the Police 

for his exemplary cooperation with the Hird, a ‘rare’ occurrence in the Skien area.1362 Haakon Gellein 

saw the ‘hold’ that Dahl had over his colleagues as a major reason for them staying in the party for as 

long as they did.1363 Dahl’s later attendance at meetings held in 1942 and 1943 to evaluate the political 

reliability of the men indicates that he was trusted politically. Indeed, chief of police Gaarder said so 

explicitly in a report dated 29 May 1942.1364 

One of Bohlin’s ‘dubious’ colleagues is worth examining further. Karl Andersen was seen by Bohlin 

as being part of the ‘rowing club’ – meaning that he wanted to stay on the good side of both the Nazis 

and their opponents. After the war, he claimed to have joined NS along with the others on 12 October 

1940. However, investigations seemed to show that he joined already on 9 October, which meant that 

he could not shield himself by being part of a greater collective failure.1365 He later left NS, along with 

most of his colleagues, but re-joined and was promoted to inspector.1366 He claimed that this was done 

in understanding with Batzer and the local resistance leadership, which Batzer confirmed. 1367 

Andersen defended himself by stating that re-joining NS made him ‘less suspicious’, and thus able to 

work more freely for resistance purposes, including aiding Batzer and Andersen’s son Yngvar, an 

active member of the military resistance.1368 Chief of police Barmann Jensen claimed that he viewed 

Andersen as someone who could be relied on to carry out orders. 1369  This statement could be 

interpreted as a validation either of Andersen’s skill at masquerading or of his lack of concrete 

opposition. Several complaints about Andersen’s conduct as a policeman surfaced during the 

investigation. Combined with doubts about his motivation for NS membership and his re-joining of 

the party, this led the investigators to conclude that Andersen was a ‘controversial person’ and that 

the case was somewhat ‘opaque’. Andersen escaped prosecution on the condition that he retire from 

the police.1370 He was not the only one seen as doubtful. Harald Andersen, another of Bohlin’s 

‘dubious’ colleagues, and Jacob Hafredal, one of the ideological ‘wanderers’, were unanimously 

                                                

1361 ‘Angår: Hjemmefronten i Skien’, report by Th. Finnerud, 23 February 1945, L-sak Hans A. Bråthen. 
1362 Letter from Oscar Rustand to Jonas Lie, 12 October 1941, L-sak Gunnar Dahl. Dahl died in November 1943.  
1363 ‘Uansvarlig tale å snakke om et gatens parlament’, Varden, 12 March 1948. 
1364 Interrogation of Hans Haug, 31 January 1946, L-sak Lars R. B. Jensen, interrogation of Birger Lysbakken, 9 January 
1947, interrogation of Alf Gaarder, 2 July 1945, ‘Ad Masseutmeldelse av NS ved Skiens Politikorps’, letter from Alf 
Gaarder to Egil Y. Olbjørn, 29 May 1942, L-sak Alf G. W. Gaarder. 
1365 ‘Spørreskjema’, L-sak Karl K. Andersen. 
1366 ‘Angår medlemsskap i Nasjonal Samling.’, report by Karl K. Andersen, 31 May 1945, L-sak Karl K. Andersen. 
1367 Questioning of Kjell Batzer, 16 June 1945, L-sak Karl K. Andersen. 
1368 Report by Karl Andersen to Opplysningskontoret, 16 May 1945, L-sak Karl K. Andersen. Andersen’s aid is also 
stated by Batzer. ‘Rapport til Den Kgl. Norske Legasjons Avd. Av M.O. fra Kjell Batzer’, 13 September 1944, NHM 16-
Z-0003. 
1369 Interrogation of Rolf Barmann Jensen, 31 July 1945, L-sak Karl K. Andersen. 
1370 Memorandum from the chief of police in Skien to the public prosecutor in Telemark, 30 October 1945, L-sak Karl 
K. Andersen. 
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suspended by the appointments board after the war, in contrast to most of Bohlin’s colleagues who 

were investigated.1371 

Some of those who ideologically rejected the New Order went from thoughts to deeds. As we have 

seen, several members of the Skien police corps had become involved in resistance activities already 

in the spring and summer of 1940. Some of them continued to play active and critical roles. Historian 

Jon Birkenes concluded that ‘resistance contacts in the Skien police had been of decisive importance’, 

alerting resistance members in the area of coming arrests and supplying fake papers or the equipment 

to make them.1372 In a meeting between resistance leaders and the authorities on 15 May 1945, the 

police corps was given much of the credit for the fact that neither the military nor the civil resistance 

was seriously compromised by the Sipo.1373  

The most prominent of the resistance fighters within the Skien police was police prosecutor Ragnar 

Blekeli, also one of the most central figures in the resistance movement in Telemark. In June 1943 he 

attended a meeting with a representative of the Coordination Committee in Oslo along with other 

resistance leaders in the region.1374 Blekeli worked as the ‘sole’ connection between different branches 

of the resistance movement in the area.1375 From spring 1944 Blekeli received information from a 

resistance group listening in on the Sipo’s telephone calls in Larvik, allowing Blekeli to warn of coming 

arrests.1376 Leader of the intelligence service XU in Telemark, Ragnar Lassen, a clerk at the police 

station, claimed that Blekeli through his contacts saved him and got him to Sweden when he was 

being hunted by the Sipo.1377  

Blekeli was not the only confirmed member of resistance organisations. Nils Venstøp was a candidate 

for the role of leader of the military resistance district of lower Telemark (later dubbed D. 17) in 1941, 

but he refused the position, allegedly stating that Johannes Holmboe was better qualified. 1378 

Constable Yngvar Andersen was leader of a military resistance subgroup from the summer of 1941.1379 

Rolf H. Andersen also seems to have been part such a group.1380 All four were accepted into the police 

after the war without further ado; their illegal activities, which were deemed substantial and well 

                                                

1371 Protocol of the appointments board’s evaluation of suspended police officers, reprinted in ‘Politi-saken i Skien’, 
Telemark Abeiderblad, 28 September 1946. 
1372 Birkenes 1982, 157. 
1373 ‘Avskrift av den offisielle protokoll for hjemmefrontens sivilorganisasjon’, 15 May 1945, RA-S-3978-G-L0009. 
1374 Haakonsen 1995, 151. 
1375 Memorandum from D. Cappelen, public prosecutor in Telemark, to Rikspolitisjefen, 12 June 1945, ‘Angår 
innmeldelse i N.S. høsten 1940’, report by Ragnar Blekeli, 30 May 1945, RA-S-3978-G-L0009, ‘Hovedkontaktpunkt for 
Telemark, Bredo Henriksens, rapport over sitt illegale arbeid 1940-1945’, NHM HHI-Decb-50b. 
1376 Birkenes 1982, 158. 
1377 Comment to questioning of Ragnar Blekeli, 30 May 1945, RA-S-3978-G-L0009. 
1378 ‘Motstandsbevegelsen har ansvaret hvis innmeldelsen var en feil’, Varden, 11 March 1948. 
1379 Birkenes 1982, 63. See also ‘Rapport over mitt forhold innen- og utenfor politiet, innen Mil.org og Hjemmefronten’, 
19 May 1945, NHM HHI-Decb-50b. 
1380 ‘Angår politikonstabel Rolf Hermann Andersen’, report by Jess D. Glad, 12 June 1945, L-sak Rolf H. Andersen. 
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documented, easily compensated for their membership in NS.1381 Reserve constable John Hella, who 

was not a member of NS, was also part of the military resistance network.1382 

Beyond this group, the facts are less certain. Bohlin’s view of most of the ‘old’ corps being negative 

towards the New Order seems fairly certain, though to what extent this materialised in concrete acts 

of resistance in less obvious. The resistance leadership in Skien was generally full of praise for the 

corps. In a list Batzer made after his escape to Sweden in 1944, he named 20 contacts in the Skien 

police force.1383  

Not everyone accepted this generous evaluation. Chief among them was inspector Aasulv Holte. 

Supported initially by the new chief of police after the war, Rolf Wegner, Holte launched a veritable 

crusade against the legitimacy of the whole story pushed by local resistance leaders and former NS 

members in the corps. With Wegner’s casting vote as leader of the police appointments board, 11 of 

16 investigated officers were deemed unfit for service, despite being cleared of formal treason 

charges.1384 Their conduct would then be evaluated and their fate decided in court.  

During the procedures, several of them claimed to have worked for the resistance movement, albeit 

not always in ways that involved great effort or risk. Buoyed by the supportive testimonies of most 

of the local resistance leaders, however, the case ended in the men’s favour. The court believed in 

their claims of good deeds, which included warning individuals at risk about coming arrests, 

sabotaging investigations, supplying fake papers and gathering intelligence.1385 The end result was 

crushing for Holte – all six were deemed acceptable by the court.1386 But uncertainty lingered. During 

the case, several witnesses cast doubt upon the claims of the officers joining on ‘orders’ from 

resistance leaders. One of Batzer’s resistance colleagues, Tollef Torsnes, claimed after the war that it 

was solely due to the lack of a skilful and aggressive Sipo commander that the resistance movement 

had remained intact. Aid from the police, Torsnes claimed, had ‘nothing’ to do with this.1387 And when 

                                                

1381 ‘Politisaken i Skien for retten mandag’, Varden, 6 March 1948. According to Batzer Venstøp, Rolf Andersen, Yngvar 
Andersen and reserve constable John Hella, who was sacked in June 1942, were directly involved in organising Milorg 
groups. ‘Motstandsbevegelsen har ansvaret hvis innmeldelsen var en feil’, Varden, 11 March 1948. 
1382 ‘Rapport nr. 2’ on resistance activities in Telemark, where Horrigmo, Kvisle, Venstøp, Gjerland, Bohlin, Hella, 
Holte, R. Andersen and Y. Andersen are mentioned as early resistance contacts. NHM-HHI-Decb-50b. 
1383 These were: Blekeli, K. Andersen, Horrigmo, Svenkerud, Thuve, Frønes, Strand, Eriksen, Moen, R. Andersen, H. 
Andersen, Paulsen, Bohlin, Y. Andersen, Hella, Hafredal, Venstøp, Landsverk, Boyesen and Baier in the Price and 
Rationing Police. ‘Rapport til Den Kgl. Norske Legasjons Avd. Av M.O. fra Kjell Batzer’, 13 September 1944, NHM 
16-Z-0003. 
1384 Protocol of the appointments board’s evaluation of suspended police officers, reprinted in ‘Politi-saken i Skien’, 
Telemark Abeiderblad, 28 September 1946. Gunnar Gjerland, Ivar Horrigmo, Peder Walle, Ingebret Bjerva, Nils Kvisle 
and Fritz Bohlin were initially deemed acceptable. 
1385 These included: Gunnar Gjerland, Ivar Horrigmo, Peder Walle, Nils Kvisle, Fritz Bohlin, and to a lesser degree 
Ingebret Bjerva. ‘Politisaken i Skien for retten mandag’, Varden, 6 March 1948. ‘Motstandsbevegelsen tar det fulle ansvar 
for at politifolka gikk inn i NS’, Telemark Arbeiderblad, 10 March 1948, ‘Batzer ville likvidere samtlige som gikk inn i NS i 
1940’, Telemark Arbeiderblad, 13 March 1948, ‘Dom’, case against Gunnar Gjerland, Ivar Horrigmo, Peder Walle, 
Ingebret Bjerva, Nils Kvisle and Fritz Bohlin. NHM HHI-Decb-50b. Moreover, Andreas Moen seems to have worked 
for XU and claimed to have worked for Milorg. ‘Rapport fra XU-agenter, Andreas Moen’, 4 July 1945, NHM FO.II/10. 
1386 ‘Dom’, case against Gunnar Gjerland, Ivar Horrigmo, Peder Walle, Ingebret Bjerva, Nils Kvisla and Fritz Bohlin, 
NHM HHI-Decb-50b. 
1387 ‘Batzer ville likvidere samtlige som gikk inn i NS i 1940’, Telemark Arbeiderblad, 13 March 1948. 
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Nils Johan Ringdal interviewed former Skien officers in the 1980s, two of them said that Holte had 

been mostly right, with one stating that Holte had destroyed his own case by being too aggressive.1388 

Over time, the gap between the attitudes of most of the corps and the expectations NS had of its 

members became increasingly hard to resolve, and the mood between the local party and the Hird in 

Skien on the one hand and the police on the other turned sour. Aggressive and assertive members of 

the Hird had repeatedly come into conflict with the police. Chief of police and NS member Andersen 

had given in in several cases, citing Lie’s letter from December 1940 demanding cooperation with the 

Hird.1389 But the police had also investigated Hird activities, notably cases of violence and vandalism 

against the Jewish Becker family in Skien.1390 The party found Andersen’s policy and attitudes far from 

satisfactory. This was vividly demonstrated during the meal following the funeral of Quisling’s mother 

in the summer of 1941. There, Oscar Hæreid, who shortly after would become leader of NS in 

Telemark, the Agder counties and Rogaland, said directly to Andersen that ‘Nasjonal Samling does 

not like you as chief of police in Skien. We have also previously tried to have you removed, but this 

stranded on opposition from the German authorities’.1391 Episodes such as this made it increasingly 

uncomfortable for Andersen to remain in the party. He allegedly told the previously mentioned Ivar 

Sundet that he regretted ever joining, a statement which was then conveyed from a local party boss 

in Ålesund to Quisling.1392 Andersen apparently wanted to leave the party already in 1941, but was 

allegedly convinced to remain by Johannes Holmboe, at that point formal leader of the Milorg in the 

Grenland area, who feared more unstable conditions should Andersen be sacked.1393  

By spring 1942, however, Andersen had had enough. Together with Blekeli, he left the party on 19 

March 1942.1394 According to Blekeli, this was done due to the membership having lost much of its 

shielding effect, given that he was viewed by the party as an ‘eager opponent’. Moreover, the timing 

coincided with the intensifying school struggle. Blekeli thought his resignation from NS might be 

interpreted as moral support for the teachers.1395 Blekeli’s argument was supported by the General 

Secretariat of NS, who noted that ‘it is obvious that they find the timing very appropriate given the 

difficulties that have arisen in connection to the struggle with the church and the teachers’.1396 

Officially, Andersen claimed that ‘unreasonable criticism from the Hird’ was the reason for him 

leaving the party. Andersen’s days were now numbered, and he was quickly suspended from duty. 

                                                

1388 Interviews of Skien police officers by Nils Johan Ringdal, NHM 115. 
1389 In October 1941, for instance, Andersen sent the Office of Public Persecutions a letter where he bluntly stated that 
he had decided to drop a case against Hird members, despite clear evidence of the use of violence by several members 
of the Hird. He did this, he said, due to Lie’s letter demanding cooperation with the Hird. Given the evidence, however, 
he then appealed for support from the public prosecutor to bring the case in for the People’s Court. ‘S.P. s. nr. 362/41’, 
letter from Per C. Andersen to the Office of Public Prosecutions, 3 October 1941, SAK-A-745-M-Ma-Mab-L0012. In 
January 1941, Hird members showed up at the police station, demanding that the police confiscate bookmarks with the 
royal crown in one of the town’s bookshops. Andersen, citing Lie’s letter, gave in, but complained afterwards. ‘Ang. 
Hirden’, letter from Per C. Andersen to the Ministry of the Police, 14 January 1941, SAK-A-745-M-Ma-Mab-L0015. 
1390 ‘Angår klage fra grosserer D. Becker og hans sønn Sigurd for utilbørlig behandling av en del hirdfolk’, report by J. 
Hafredal, 7 July 1941, SAK-A-745-M-Ma-Mab-L0012. 
1391 ‘PM – Politimester Per C. Andersen, Skien politimesterembete’, RA-S-3978-Ab-L0001. 
1392 Letter from Erling Traaholt to NS county leader Astrup, 16 June 1941, file on Rolf Wegner, RA-S-3978-P-Pb. 
1393 ‘Hassa Abel og Bredo Henriksen tilrådet også innmeldelse’, Varden, 13 March 1948, ‘Notat vedr. Per C. Andersen, 
tidl.politimester i Skien’, file on Per C. Andersen, RA-S-3978-P-Pb. 
1394 ‘PM – Politimester Per C. Andersen, Skien politimesterembete’, RA-S-3978-Ab-L0001. 
1395 ‘Angår innmeldelse i NS høsten 1940’, report by Ragnar Blekeli, 30 May 1945, RA-S-3978-G-L0009. 
1396 Letter from the General Secretariat of NS to the NS liaison in the Ministry of the Police, 27 March 1942, file on Per 
C. Andersen, RA-S-3978-P-Pb. 
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However, he was not seen by the ministry as an ‘opponent’ of the party, just not one who could be 

expected to ‘further the New Order to the utmost of his ability’. He was therefore not sacked outright, 

but instead transferred to the Police Academy in May 1942, joining former chief of police in Stavanger, 

Ola Kvalsund.1397  

Blekeli, on the other hand, was – almost inexplicably – allowed to stay. Shortly after his resignation, 

he was ordered to Lillestrøm. According to his own account, he was allowed to stay due to his own 

stubborn insistence on remaining in the district. He sought out trusted physicians who produced a 

diagnosis requiring a strict diet that would be difficult to maintain away from home.1398 This was 

confirmed in a letter from Barmann Jensen, who also provided another key factor: the striking lack 

of interest in his fate shown by the Sipo both in Larvik and Oslo, who ‘didn’t want anything’ to do 

with Blekeli’s fate, indicated that they knew nothing of Blekeli’s illegal activities.1399  

Holmboe’s alleged fears of a chaotic situation should Andersen be sacked would soon prove well 

founded. The appointment of Andersen’s replacement, Alf Gaarder, seemingly represented a major 

victory for NS in Telemark. The leader of the Hird in Telemark triumphantly reported that Gaarder 

was a ‘man of the Hird, with life and soul’, and that they finally had found a man who worked ‘actively’ 

for the New Order rather than just did ‘what they had to do’, which had implicitly been the case with 

Andersen.1400 Gaarder, an NS member from 1936, indeed quickly proved an extremely eager promoter 

of the New Order. Unfortunately, he also proved dangerously incompetent. He had begun his police 

career in September 1941as sheriff in Drangedal. He was not content, however, and appealed directly 

to Olbjørn for a position as chief of police.1401 After Andersen’s removal, he got his chance, taking 

over the post on 26 March 1942. It was the ministry’s intent that his position would be short-lived, 

given Gaarder’s lack of police experience and age of 46, which was normally seen as too old to begin 

a police career. 1402  After his appointment, he immediately began a campaign to ‘activate’ his 

subordinates politically.1403 For instance, according to two of them, he had demanded proper Nazi 

greetings instead of the old ‘creeping Jewish method’.1404 To the population in Skien he appeared 

partly threatening and partly comical, and he was disliked and disrespected both by his men and by 

the wider public.1405  

The situation took a critical turn just two months later. On 25 May, a quarrel broke out between 

Norwegian civilians and German soldiers in a cinema queue, and the German Feldgendarmerie 

intervened to clear the streets. Later that evening, Gaarder appeared in the streets together with the 

local Hird leader, thus seeming more like a member of the Hird than the chief of police. His goal was 

                                                

1397 ‘PM – Politimester Per C. Andersen, Skien politimesterembete’, RA-S-3978-Ab-L0001, ‘Notat vedr. Per C. 
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1400 Letter from Oscar Rustand to Oliver Møystad, 16 April 1942, L-sak Alf G. W. Gaarder. 
1401 Letter from Alf Gaarder to Egil Y. Olbjørn, 21 November 1941, L-sak Alf G. W. Gaarder. 
1402 Letter from Alf Gaarder to Oliver Møystad, 16 April 1942, L-sak Alf G. W. Gaarder. 
1403 ‘Dom’, L-sak Alf G. W. Gaarder. 
1404 ‘Angår ‘politimester’ Gårder’, report by Theodor Walle and Trygve Boyesen, 15 December 1945, L-sak Alf G. W. 
Gaarder. 
1405 ‘Dom’, L-sak Alf G. W. Gaarder. 
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apparently to disperse the crowd, but in the process he created further agitation.1406 For many of 

Gaarder’s subordinates, the cup was now full. On 28, 29 and 30 May, 20 men, the vast majority of the 

corps, left NS, stating that they had had enough of Hird and NS interference in their police work.1407 

Gaarder, however, rejected this explanation. In a letter to the ministry and the county leader of NS, 

he stated bluntly that their membership had been a ‘sham’, and that the public had been well aware 

of this fact. He also stated that he had not been able to trust the majority of his men with political 

cases. Even regular order duty was problematic, as the men showed sympathy for ‘disorder and chaos’. 

Underlining his lack of trust in the now former NS members, he said that he was ‘uncomfortable’ 

with the men being issued guns.1408  

Events now quickly spiralled out of Gaarder’s control. On 31 May, the events of 25 May more or less 

repeated themselves, with both the Feldgendarmerie and the Norwegian police arresting people for 

public disturbance. According to Gaarder, the Germans in this case gained the impression that the 

Norwegian police was unable to handle the situation.1409 The Sipo in Larvik, alarmed by two such 

events in close succession, demanded a report from Gaarder.1410 In his report, Gaarder painted a 

dangerous picture – he himself had been the target of an agitated crowd with the goal of ‘driving out 

the last of the NS police officers’, and thus having the police ‘in their pocket’. He stated that the police 

corps officers had ‘failed’ to perform their duty as they should, and that the town more or less 

belonged to ‘the street’. In fact, the jøssings were about to ‘conquer’ Skien.1411 The Ministry of the Police 

was likewise informed, and sent Birger Lysbakken to investigate.1412  

To the Sipo in Larvik, the situation in Skien seemed dangerous, an impression hardly ameliorated by 

Gaarder’s report. They immediately informed their superiors in Oslo. Leader of the Sipo in Larvik, 

Simsen, arrived in Skien and declared a curfew from the evening of 1 June. The next morning, while 

Simsen and Lysbakken were discussing what had actually happened, Simsen got a surprise phone call 

from Oslo. Terboven himself was on his way, along with Wilhelm Rediess and Jonas Lie. Simsen 

succinctly described what this meant for Skien: ‘das wird bestimmt nicht angenehm’.1413 Indeed, 

despite the town being calm upon Terboven’s arrival, the Reichskommissar decided that a strong 

statement would have to be made. At least 46 residents of the town, thought to be leading opponents 

of NS and the Germans, were arrested by German forces, allegedly assisted by the Hird, as 

punishment for the population’s behaviour.1414 Among them were one of town’s five Jews and seven 

                                                

1406 ‘Dom’, L-sak Alf G. W. Gaarder. 
1407 ‘PM – Forholdene i Telemark fylke’, by Birger Lysbakken, 16 November 1942, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0005. Those who 
left NS were: Jacob Hafredal, Theodor Walle, Trygve Boyesen, Rolf Andersen, Nils Kvisle, Ingebret Bjerva, Ragnar 
Paulsen, Gunnar Gjerland, Fritz Bohlin, Harald Andersen, Nils Venstøp, Andreas Moen, Jonas Strand, Olav Isaksen, 
Rolf A. Haugen, Yngvar Andersen, Ivar Horrigmo, Peder Walle, Karl K. Andersen and Thorleif Petersen.  
1408 ‘Ad Masseutmeldelse av NS ved Skiens Politikorps.’, letter from Alf Gaarder to Egil Y. Olbjørn and the county 
leader of NS in Telemark, 29 May 1942, L-sak Alf G. W. Gaarder. 
1409 ‘Redegjørelse fra A. Gaarder. Et tillegg til politirapporten’, 3 July 1945, L-sak Alf G. W. Gaarder. 
1410 ‘Dom’, L-sak Alf G. W. Gaarder. 
1411 Letter from Alf Gaarder to the Sipo in Larvik, 1 June 1942, L-sak Alf G. W. Gaarder. 
1412 ‘Dom’, L-sak Alf G. W. Gaarder. 
1413 Questioning of Birger Lysbakken, 9 January 1947, L-sak Alf G. W. Gaarder. 
1414 ‘Redegjørelse fra A. Gaarder. Et tillegg til politirapporten’, 3 July 1945, L-sak Alf G. W. Gaarder. 
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policemen.1415 Most of the hostages, including all of the policemen, were then sent to Grini prison 

camp.1416  

The selection of police officers to be arrested was not random. On his arrival, Terboven, convinced 

that the police corps had failed to maintain order, demanded that Lie produce three lists of police 

officers: one consisting of NS members, another of men who were politically ‘redeemable’, for 

instance through training at Kongsvinger, and a final list of ‘unreliable’ men. Lie drew up the lists 

together with Gaarder and superintendent Dahl.1417 The men on the final list were then arrested and 

eventually sacked, the reserve constable John Hella immediately and the permanently employed some 

time later.1418 Hella was seemingly arrested due to a comment he made in the presence of a Sipo officer. 

According to Gunnar Dahl, Hella had a nervous breakdown when asked to take an arrested girl to 

the prison. He muttered to himself ‘I can’t take this anymore. This is terror’. Hella was then 

immediately arrested for this perceived failure to carry out orders.1419  

Contrary to official policy, the remaining men who had left NS were not suspended from duty. 

Gaarder certainly desired this, but seems to have recognised that it was not practical, at least in the 

short term.1420 The men were likely also shielded by the near collective nature of their action, meaning 

that suspension would mean leaving Skien more or less without a functioning police corps. Moreover, 

the Sipo seems to have mellowed considerably since it became clear that the corps had not in fact 

disobeyed orders.1421 When Gaarder, on Lie’s orders, inquired with the Sipo in Larvik about the 

possibility of the ex-members remaining on duty, they approved, as they had done with Blekeli. 

Consequently, the ministry had little interest in taking further measures against the men, particularly 

since it saw the resignations primarily as the result of poor decisions by Gaarder.1422  

Further reductions 

The seven arrested on 2 June were not the last of the old corps to be removed. In July, Gaarder 

brought about a further reduction in the force when he suspended constable Yngvar Andersen for 

being politically unreliable, citing complaints about Andersen being an active participant in the ‘sports 

strike’. Andersen had been arrested on 2 June but was released by the Sipo for health reasons on the 

condition of ‘absolute loyalty’.1423 The Ministry then suggested his removal, which was effectuated in 

October.1424 

                                                

1415 ‘Personer som er arrestert i forbindelse med 2. juni 1942 i Skien’, L-sak Alf G. W. Gaarder. The arrested police 
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The next depletion of the corps came with Aktion Polarkreis. As in Ålesund and Stavanger, there is 

some level of correlation between the men singled out as politically unreliable during Riisnæs’ attempt 

at political cleansing of the police in February 1943 and the men who ended up being arrested. In a 

meeting between an inspector from Oslo, chief of police Barmann Jensen, superintendent Dahl and 

several local NS leaders, it was suggested that five men be fired: Haakon Gellein, Ingebret Bjerva, 

Fritz Bohlin, Gunnar Gjerland and Reidar Paulsen, as well as Rolf H. Andersen and Rolf Haugen if 

possible.1425 But as in other police districts, nothing came of this. 

When the Germans struck on 16 August, however, Bjerva, Gjerland, Paulsen and Haugen were among 

the arrested, along with police prosecutor Christian Owe, Jacob Hafredal and Andreas Moen. Bohlin 

was also on the list, but was on holiday, as was Ragnar Blekeli.1426 Bohlin received word from his 

resistance comrade Kjell Batzer that we was wanted. Batzer helped him escape to Sweden, where 

initially he not accepted as a political refugee due to his NS membership, but eventually was accepted 

after resistance leader Johannes Holmboe vouched for him.1427 Constable Olav Isaksen also fled in 

August, fearing that he would be arrested as part of the German operation.1428 Blekeli stayed low in 

his cabin, betting on things blowing over once more, despite allegedly being encouraged to get to 

Sweden like Bohlin.1429 Once again, he was lucky, perhaps saved by his position as police prosecutor, 

a position which proved increasingly difficult to fill. Fellow prosecutor Christian Owe was released in 

December and ordered to return to his position.1430 Gjerland was released in January 1944.1431 Bjerva, 

Hafredal, Haugen, Moen and Paulsen, on the other hand, were among the policemen sent to Stutthof. 

Paulsen did not survive his stay in Germany; he died from typhus in Sweden in May 1945.1432 

New faces 

As in Ålesund and Stavanger, the highest German authorities had demonstrated just how firmly they 

were willing to react to any sign of disobedience or political unreliability on the part of Norwegian 

police officers. For the Skien corps, it also meant a severe reduction in personnel. The remedy was, 

as in Ålesund, to send recruits from the new courses to Skien. On 18 June, the Germans demanded a 

contingent sent to the town due to the ‘special situation’ there. They were to relieve a unit from the 

German Orpo which had been in Skien.1433 Seventeen men were subsequently sent.1434 Most of them 

stayed there only briefly. Eleven of them were soon after sent to other towns and cities or removed 
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from duty.1435 Six remained for the duration of the war however, as replacements for the arrested 

men.1436 As was the case with the men sent to Ålesund, they did not constitute a monolithic bloc of 

National Socialists. Their background from the second recruit course meant that they could still with 

some justification claim that they did not fully understand what they had signed up for, and only one 

of the six was a NS member on arrival in to Skien. Moreover, the man in question seems to have been 

far from eager.1437 One more joined in the spring of 1943, seemingly out of opportunistic motives to 

secure his position in the police.1438 Another of the recruits, Kristian Søberg, was even seen as so 

intolerable politically that NS wanted him removed in the spring of 1943.1439  

Ideological views also differed among the other men from the recruit courses sent to Skien. Håkon 

Kristiansen from the first recruit course, sent to Skien in February 1942, was no NS member.1440 Odd 

Gjessing, also trained during the first course, was a different matter, being one of the few truly 

dedicated National Socialists among the police officers in Skien. He came from an NS family and 

joined NS as early as June 1940. He had volunteered for the Norwegian Legion but had been denied 

service, allegedly due to his status as a trainee policeman.1441 He was sent to Skien in January 1943 and 

served there until he again applied to go to the front, this time with the 2. Police Company, and served 

there from March 1943 until June 1944. On his return, he was stationed in Skien until November, 

when he was transferred to Brevik. Gjessing was seen by his colleague Gunnar Gjerland as an ‘eager’ 

Nazi, an evaluation supported by acts we will return to in the next chapter.1442  

Another of the men from the first recruit course, Carl L. Norløff, had a background similar to that of 

Gjessing, having become a member of NS already in 1936. Norløff allegedly broke with NS over its 

attitude towards the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact and the subsequent attack on Finland. He claimed to 

have been one of the first to volunteer for war service in Finland in 1939. He found his way back to 

the party in the autumn of 1940 and stayed to the end of the war. After attending the first recruit 

course, he was sent to Skien in January 1943 before he, like Gjessing, volunteered for the 2nd Police 

Company. He appears to have been far less eager than Gjessing, and his colleagues saw him as 

‘harmless’.1443 Indeed, he was shown great understanding by the court after the war, which deemed 

him ‘an honest man’ led astray by ‘misguided idealism’, and noted that he had tried to help the relatives 

of escapees.1444  

The final two ‘men from Kongsvinger’ sent to Skien were also NS members: Gustav Arthur 

Gustavsen and Karsten Forberg. Gustavsen was a somewhat odd case, and another illustration of the 

recruitment problems facing the new police leadership. Coming from a poor background and with 

only basic education, Gustavsen was seemingly induced to seek employment in the police and to apply 
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for NS membership by National Socialists in his immediate environment, who assured him that this 

would secure his economic position. He was admitted to the fourth recruit course and claimed he 

quickly found it horrible and tried to flee, but was caught. To get out of his predicament, he applied 

to join the 1. Police Company. On his return from service as a medic on the Leningrad front, he 

attended an NCO course before being sent to Skien, despite being ‘unsuitable’ for police work. While 

there, he reported a teacher he overheard talking on a bus, showing that despite his shaky introduction 

to NS, he was not harmless.1445 Forberg was deemed by Bohlin in his report as ‘dangerous, eager and 

brutal’.1446 After the war, however, the court painted a different picture of him. Although viewing him 

as a dutiful NS member, the judges also accepted his claim that he had usually warned people at risk 

of being taken as hostages beforehand, potentially allowing them to escape.1447 

The men with backgrounds from the new courses were not the only new faces in Skien. In August 

1942, due to the fusion of the Skien and Porsgrunn police districts, chief of police Gaarder was 

replaced by Lars Barmann Jensen. Few, if any, in the ministry were sorry to lose Gaarder. In his report 

on the events in Skien, Lysbakken apparently made it clear that he thought Gaarder to be completely 

incompetent.1448 Barmann Jensen first joined NS in December 1940. Previously a lawyer, he became 

a police prosecutor in Hammerfest in April 1940. He later applied to the Ministry of the Police for a 

position as chief of police in 1941 and was granted the one in Porsgrunn in June 1941. 1449 His 

subordinates in Porsgrunn described him as an ardent Nazi while there, regularly emphasising the 

importance of supporting the New Order.1450  

In Skien, however, he seems to have become less eager, and the relationship with the local party 

leadership soured as a result. Shortly after his arrival in Skien, he baffled the local Hird by wearing a 

flower in his lapel on king Haakon’s birthday. His intention was to depoliticise the symbol and show 

that NS did not take itself so ‘seriously’. He also pointed out that Gaarder’s ‘far too aggressive’ acts 

had landed Skien into trouble before, something he had no intention of repeating.1451 The national 

staff leader of the Hird, Thorvald Thronsen, was not amused, and demanded from Lie that 

‘appropriate steps should be taken’ against Barmann Jensen.1452 Illustrative of the limited clout of the 

Hird in the ministry, he did not get his wish. In 1943, the personnel leader of NS in Telemark went 

so far as to report to the Sipo in Larvik. He complained that Barmann Jensen was ‘cold’ towards the 

Hird and stated that he was ‘far from a good National Socialist’. Finally, he wished for a chief of police 

who ‘truly favoured National Socialism in Norway’.1453  In February 1945, during a State Police 

investigation in Skien, leading NS members in Skien were asked about the chief of police. All of them 

stated that he ‘undermined the work of NS’ and that NS members among the policemen were 
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‘harassed’ by Barmann Jensen.1454 Another called him ‘NS member in name only’.1455 Indeed, after the 

war the court deemed Barmann Jensen to have been in ‘strong opposition’ to NS and the Hird, 

‘actively sabotaging’ efforts by them to take over tasks belonging to the police.1456  

In October 1944 Barmann Jensen would find himself in the middle during an episode which could 

have cost him dearly, and which also illustrates how he was viewed by others. While out hunting, he 

stumbled on a secret Milorg camp. The men held him up and threatened to kill him if he did not keep 

quiet. Rather than reporting this to the Sipo, as was his duty, he contacted men he thought had 

connections to the Home Front, telling them to move the camp to avoid German raids. Information 

about this leaked, and in April 1945 the Germans considered putting him in front of the SS- und 

Polizeigericht Nord for his serious transgression.1457 Nonetheless, this should not be taken as a sign 

that Barmann Jensen was some sort of oppositional figure. On the contrary, while in Skien he seems 

to have carried out orders dutifully, such as arranging a thorough search for escaped Jews, which we 

shall return to later.  

The radical party organisation in Telemark thus felt little reason to celebrate the appointment of 

Barmann Jensen as chief of police. They also remained unsatisfied with his subordinates. After all, 

several of the men denounced as politically unreliable remained even after the German action in June 

1942. Consequently, they took every opportunity to try to recruit dependable NS members to the 

force. A major victory was apparently achieved in December 1942, when leader of the Hird in 

Telemark, Agder and Rogaland, Oscar Rustand, was employed by the ministry as a police captain in 

the Skien police district, apparently due to the standing he enjoyed with Quisling.1458 Rustand was 

granted special responsibility for the ‘political vitalisation’ of the police corps and was to serve as a 

liaison between the party and the police. 1459 He was consequently made responsible for political 

propaganda vis-à-vis the men, holding speeches for them and talking to them individually.1460 For the 

corps in Skien, however, Rustand’s appointment was of lesser importance in the long term, due to 

him being sent to Porsgrunn in the spring of 1943 and joining the 3. SS and Police Company in 

1944.1461  

The party continued to push for more politically reliable men in the Skien police corps. As noted, it 

eagerly picked up on Riisnæs’ urge for political cleansing in February 1943, initially suggesting that 

nine policemen be removed. 1462  They however moderated their demands to six in the final 

recommendation.1463 Given the large number of vacant positions in Skien and the other police stations 

in the district resulting from resignations, sackings and transfers, the ministry was able to placate the 

                                                

1454 Report by Th. Finnerud to the leader of the State Police, 23 February 1945, L-sak Lars R. B. Jensen. 
1455 Questioning of Odmar Larsen, 7 February 1945, L-sak Hans A. Bråthen. 
1456 ‘Dom’, L-sak Lars R. B. Jensen. 
1457 ‘Dom’, L-sak Lars R. B. Jensen. 
1458 Interrogation of Egil Y. Olbjørn, 28 November 1945, L-sak Oscar Rustand. 
1459 ‘Politikapteinens gjøremål og virkeområde’, letter from Halvor Sitje to the chief of police in Skien, 11 December 
1942, L-sak Oscar Rustand. 
1460 Letter from Lars R. B. Jensen to the police president in Oslo, 19 May 1943, L-sak Lars R. B. Jensen. 
1461 Interrogation of Oscar Rustand, 29 August 1946, L-sak Oscar Rustand. 
1462 These were: Ingebret Bjerva, Fritz Bohlin, Reidar Paulsen, Gunnar Gjerland, Rolf Haugen, Rolf Andersen, Egil 
Eriksen, Realf Thuve and Kristian Søberg. The first four were considered most important to get rid of. Letter from the 
leader of Skien NS to county leader Dalen, 11 March 1943, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0005. 
1463 ‘PM: Politistyrkens politiske pålitelighet’, by Birger Lysbakken, 20 May 1943, RA-S-3978-E-Eb-L0001. 
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party by employing the men suggested for these positions rather than sacking existing personnel.1464 

The result was an influx of NS members into the corps, many of them with highly dubious 

qualifications. One of them was even pitied by the court after the war, remarking that he had ‘limited 

abilities’ and was ‘easily influenced’.1465  

Barmann Jensen’s frustration with the party’s interference was obvious. By April 1944 he viewed four 

out of 16 men found by the local NS in 1943 as ‘unsuitable’ for police duty. Another five had never 

shown up.1466 Already in May 1943 he allegedly told Lysbakken in the ministry that he was fed up with 

the party coming up with ‘useless’ men which he then had to live with, adding that he had found two 

men himself whom he thought better qualified.1467 He managed to get one of them – Alf Richard 

Jensen – appointed. 1468  Barmann Jensen thought he could be useful for ‘investigating illegal 

propaganda’.1469 However, Jensen was an informer, though it is not known whether Barmann Jensen 

was aware of this fact. He was killed by Milorg on 25 February 1944. This incident allegedly – and 

understandably – had a ‘very chilling effect’ on the National Socialists in the police district.1470 

Summary: a mixed picture 

Skien came to be yet another example of the fundamental policies and tendencies determining the 

composition of the Norwegian police, as the following table helps illustrate.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

                                                

1464 ‘Ansettelse av NS-folk’, 1 April 1943, ‘PM – Regulering av politistyrken i Skien politidistrikt’, 27 March 1943, RA-S-
3978-P-Pa-L0005. 
1465 ‘Dom’, L-sak Erling W. Pedersen. 
1466 ‘Konstabler tjenestegjørende ved kammer, som er forpliktet til å gjennemgå kursus ved Ordenspolitiets 
Skoleavdeling før fast ansettelse’, letter from the chief of police in Skien to the Command Office of the Ministry of the 
Police, 20 April 1944, RA-S-3978-P-Pa-L0010. 
1467 Comment by Birger Lysbakken on memorandum from B. Lysbakken to Sverre Riisnæs and Egil Y. Olbjørn, 13 May 
1943, RA-S-3978-P-Pa-L0005. 
1468 ‘Ansettelse av NS-folk ved Skien politimesterembede’, letter from Lars R. B. Jensen to Egil Y. Olbjørn, 29 May 
1943, ‘Ansettelse’, memorandum from Birger Lysbakken to Lars R. B. Jensen, 12 July 1943, RA-S-3978-P-Pa-L0007. 
1469 ‘Dom’, L-sak Lars R. B. Jensen. 
1470 Moland 1999, 121-122. 
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Skien Police Corps, July 19441471 
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Senior officers 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 

Inspectors and above 3 3  0 0  0 1 0 2 

Sergeants and 

constables 

17 5  6 0  3 9 4 5  

Reserve constables 10 6 0 1  0 1 1 0 

         

Total 33 15  7 1 3 11 6  7  

The most striking feature in this table is just how different the corps was compared to only three and 

a half years previously. In this respect, Skien, despite the corps collectively joining NS in 1940, was 

not much different from Ålesund, with its compact front against NS. Only 21 per cent of the corps 

in July 1944 had been in service in January 1941. Out the 29 men in service then, some 14 had been 

removed by the new authorities or fled the country.1473 The rest had retired, died or been transferred 

to other police units. By summer 1944 the corps consisted of around five groups. First, the two 

veterans who had remained in NS, Gustav Lyngaas and Karl Andersen, neither of which could be 

described as zealous Nazis. Second, a group of six men who had left NS and survived the following 

purges, and who were therefore closely watched by NS and the Germans.1474 Third, four surviving 

reserve constables hired in 1941 and not members of NS. Fourth, the new recruits from the courses 

at Kongsvinger, whose ideological views were clearly far from solidly pro-Nazi. And fifth, a group of 

locally recruited NS members hired primarily based on their political views, but whose qualifications 

were often questionable. The relative absence of both GSSN members and front volunteers is striking. 

                                                

1471 ‘Oppgave over politiembets- og funksjonærer i Skien politidistrikt pr. 1.7.44’, RA-S-3978-P-Pa-L0010 and ‘Angår 
Ragnar Storm Bærulfsen, siktet for landssvik’, report by Ragnar Lassen, 30 May 1945, L-sak Ragnar S. Bærulfsen. 
1472 In service in January 1941. ‘Ad det ærede politidepartements rundskrivelse av 18 desember 1940…’ letter from Per 
C. Andersen to the Ministry of the Police, 14 January 1941, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0002. 
1473 These were: Per C. Andersen (left NS), Jacob Hafredal (Stutthof), Theodor Walle (arrested in June 1942), Trygve 
Boyesen (arrested in June 1942), Peder Walle (arrested in June 1942), Nils Venstøp (arrested in June 1942), Yngvar 
Andersen (sacked in October 1942), Fritz Bohlin (escaped to Sweden, August 1943), Reidar Paulsen (Stutthof), Ingebret 
Bjerva (Stutthof), Andreas Moen (Stutthof), Olav Isaksen (fled to Sweden), Rolf A. Haugen (Stutthof) and Thorleif 
Petersen (arrested in June 1942). John Hella, Haakon Gellein (arrested in June 1942) and Aasulv Holte (arrested in 
August 1940) were also removed, but were not in service in January 1941.  
1474 Nils Kvisle was for instance denied promotion in early 1945, due to the ‘statements about him from the party’. 
Letter from Finn Finson to Lars R. B. Jensen, 9 February 1945, SAK-A-745-Mc-Mca-L0016b. 
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The force’s sole GSSN member, Hans Arne Bråthen, even left NS in November 1944, telling 

Barmann Jensen that he was fed up with the pressure to volunteer for the front. He was then kicked 

out of the GSSN1475 and, subsequently, the police.1476  

The party members’ serious doubts about Barmann Jensen’s devotion to the cause and the almost 

inexplicable fact that Blekeli was allowed to stay in the job leave the impression that the Nazification 

of the police corps was limited. Importantly, Skien never gained the type of devoted, skilled and 

powerful National Socialists such as Bjarne Karlsen or Anton Lahlum in Stavanger, constantly 

watching over their subordinates and punishing any serious transgressions. Oscar Rustand could have 

played such a role, but he was, as noted, posted to Porsgrunn. An atmosphere could thus develop 

where NS members felt it proper to tell the State Police that ‘all efforts by party members are openly 

sabotaged, with the passive acceptance from the chief of police’.1477  

Successes and failures 

During the war, leaders of the SS, NS and the Norwegian police all nominally promoted National 

Socialism within the Norwegian police through their words and actions. Their conceptions of 

National Socialism, however, varied, as did the intensity with which they promoted their visions and 

how they balanced them with concerns for professional standards.  

The most radical visions were those of the German SS, shared by some Norwegians such as Sverre 

Riisnæs and Karl A. Marthinsen. The German takeover at Kongsvinger and the explicit favouring of 

front service and GSSN membership all point towards a view where the ideal future Norwegian 

policeman was a true believer in the ideals of the SS. The future Norwegian police officer was to have 

faith in Germanic brotherhood as part of a larger pan-Germanic Staatsschutzkorps where front service, 

GSSN and police service were all links in the same chain. 

Achieving this was a monumental task, perhaps best illustrated by the fact that even Himmler’s chosen 

man, Jonas Lie, obviously had a different conception of what the future for the Norwegian police 

ought to be and even what the SS represented in the first place.1478 In many ways, Lie the professional 

policeman was never completely supplanted by Lie the ideologue, in contrast to men like Christopher 

Lange and Sverre Riisnæs. This had important consequences for the priority given to ideology 

compared to other concerns, primarily the professional standards of the police force. Lie’s stance 

protected men like Egil Olbjørn, who were unwilling to completely jettison professional standards in 

the name of political reliability. This did not mean, however, that Olbjørn, and much less Lie, did not 

promote National Socialism within the ranks of the police. Indeed, given their position it would have 

been impossible for them to openly dispute tenets of National Socialism. In practice, however, their 

policies did not amount to complete and heedless promotion of National Socialism.  

Furthermore, the aspirations of the SS also existed in a troublesome symbiosis with those of NS. 

Nominally both National Socialist movements, in practice they held divergent opinions on a number 

of issues, further complicated by the existence of distinct wings within both the SS and NS. But given 

that Hitler had decided that NS would be the means for Nazifying Norway, the SS had to treat NS 

                                                

1475 Interrogation of Hans A. Bråthen, 18 January 1945, L-sak Hans A. Bråthen. 
1476 ‘Dom’, L-sak Hans A. Bråthen. 
1477 Report by Th. Finnerud to the leader of the State Police, 23 February 1945, L-sak Lars R. B. Jensen,). 
1478 For more on the troubled relationship between Himmler and Lie, see Emberland and Kott 2012, Rougthvedt 2011. 
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with a modicum of respect. This would include accepting NS membership as a criterion for 

advancement and recruitment within the police and letting the GSSN nominally be a part of NS. Many 

NS leaders, however, viewed the power of the SS and its Norwegian acolytes over the Norwegian 

police with suspicion. 

NS leaders had put considerable pressure on the police from the very beginning, demanding 

preferential treatment of NS from both local chiefs of police and the central leadership. Moreover, in 

many areas the paramilitary Hird had directly challenged police authority after judging police activism 

to be lacking. This put NS members within the police, including Lie himself, in a bind: should they 

support the political movement they had joined or their own service? As we have seen, police leaders 

often found themselves warding off the attempts by NS activists eager to impose even more radical 

practices on the police.  

The consequence of this triangular drama was that the Norwegian police was subjected to an obvious 

– though still somewhat patchy and improvised – promotion of National Socialists and National 

Socialist ideology. These efforts partly took the form of short-term measures, such as Lie’s campaign 

for NS membership during the autumn and winter of 1940 and the recruitment drives for front service 

in connection with the establishment of the various police companies, and partly through new long-

term measures consistently favouring National Socialists and National Socialist ideology, most notably 

the preferential treatment of NS members and front volunteers for police positions. 

The many measures introduced to transform the Norwegian police into a National Socialist 

stronghold nevertheless left a deep mark. The outcome of Lie’s campaign for NS membership in late 

1940 and early 1941 was, of course, striking. Attempting to explain the high level of NS membership, 

historian Jan A. Arnli points to several factors. First, a weaker tradition for central and common 

organisation, a by-product of the police’s overwhelmingly local tradition, with the state not taking 

over until 1937. Second, the internal class divisions between senior and junior officers. Third, the 

importance of Jonas Lie as a respected police officer fronting the new policies, along with his tactics, 

promising a golden future for the police, and privately influencing important police officers who in 

turn influenced others. Fourth, as pointed out earlier, the lack of a coordinated ‘counter-offensive’ 

from police unions, like that carried out by the teachers and lawyers. Fifth, the importance of existing 

NS members and sympathisers within the ranks, who helped undermine unity. A sixth factor was the 

lack of political consciousness in the police compared to that of teachers and lawyers. Finally, Arnli 

points to ‘poor human material’ in the police, pointing out that for many years before the war, police 

service had not been attractive.1479 

In the absence of a central coordinated response to Lie’s offensive, each corps – or even each 

individual – was on their own. As we have seen, the responses to Lie’s campaign for NS membership 

consequently varied from an almost closed front against NS in Ålesund or an aggressive NS minority 

in Stavanger to collective membership in Skien. In a situation where rumours and hearsay circulated 

about topics such as what Lie wanted and the possibility of a takeover of the police by Germans or 

the Hird, the political views of dominant local personalities came to play a crucial role for setting the 

mood in each town, a tendency also pointed out by Nils Johan Ringdal.1480 

                                                

1479 Arnli 1976, 165 ff.. 
1480 Ringdal 1987, 41. 
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We have seen numerous examples of this mechanism play out in practice in interplay with Arnli’s 

other factors. In Ålesund, prominent and conscious anti-Nazis such as Karl Eriksen helped created a 

powerful pressure group. The weak party organisation in Ålesund was unable to put strong pressure 

on the police. This made it extremely costly socially for anyone to suggest membership. In Stavanger, 

however, the substantial number of pre-war members of NS, together with the general momentum 

towards NS in late 1940, created powerful social pressure favouring NS membership. This, however, 

was blunted by counter-mobilisation by anti-Nazis, resulting in an ideologically divided corps. 

A very different dynamic played out in Skien. Here, Gunnar Dahl’s presentation of Lie’s desires, 

coupled with a strong and active Hird, seem to have created a grave atmosphere, where even resistance 

leaders believed that the police had the choice of either joining NS or be sacked. This neutralised the 

opposition, and no serious objections against joining appear to have been raised. In Skien, in complete 

contrast to the situation in Ålesund, it was remaining outside rather than joining that proved the most 

socially costly option. Subsequent events, most prominently the near collective abandonment of NS 

in 1942 and the continuous complaints from NS locally, indicate that it was not primarily the men’s 

values that differed from colleagues elsewhere, but rather the particular dynamic that developed in 

Skien.  

By the spring of 1941 the initial panic and uncertainty had subsided, and anti-NS sentiments in the 

wider population had become firmly entrenched. Incentives to join NS decreased substantially. Fears 

of a German or NS takeover had proved unfounded, and it became clear that one could remain in the 

force even without party membership. As, for instance, Torleif Tangen’s case from Stavanger 

illustrates, being an NS member became socially difficult – a situation readily acknowledged by the 

NS leadership. Very few existing policemen therefore joined NS after the initial rush, and some, as 

we have seen, even left the party.  

From then on, increasing the number of Nazi sympathisers would almost entirely be a consequence 

of the new personnel policy rather than the ideological ‘conversion’ of veteran police officers. As we 

have seen, the tools necessary for a potentially thorough cleansing of the police were quickly made 

available and were frequently used. Their employment was nevertheless ultimately limited by the 

severe lack of qualified men to fill these positions. Thorough political cleansing, as favoured by, for 

example Sverre Riisnæs and Christopher Lange, would have meant leaving the police critically 

understaffed. This was not something Jonas Lie or Egil Olbjørn were willing to accept. Their efforts 

to prevent a radical purge were even to some extent supported by the German BdOs, who also did 

not want to see a decimated police. Consequently, it was the lack of support for National Socialism 

in the overall population that limited the availability of recruits and which ultimately made it 

impossible to reach the intended goal of a fully ideologically dedicated police force. This is best 

illustrated by the fact that even many of those who had undergone the new courses, supposed to be 

the basis for a new SS-dominated Norwegian police, in practice were indifferent or even opposed to 

the New Order. Put differently, there were simply not enough Nazis in Norway to realise the goal of 

a completely Nazified Norwegian police. 

The State Police represents a different case. Given that NS membership quickly became an absolute 

requirement for joining the unit, its role in defending NS members from the various humiliations and 

challenges it faced, and its increasingly notorious reputation, the State Police became more of a 

National Socialist sect. Dedication to the cause was expected and celebrated, and distrust and social 

exclusion by colleagues opposed to National Socialist ideology could be avoided, making the unit 
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attractive to the small number of dedicated Nazis. These features, combined with its small size, made 

it possible over time to almost completely Nazify the unit.  

The partial success in filling the Norwegian police with ideologically dependable members was only 

one aspect of the effective Nazification of the police force. The other aspect was the numerous new 

orders given to the men. We will now turn to these new orders and how personal attitudes towards 

the New Order influenced how they were executed.  
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Deeds 

On orders from the German Sipo and the police prosecutor, editor Harm of Telemark Arbeiderblad was 

arrested in in his office and placed in custody today at 12.30. The doors to the [newspaper] office were locked 

and closed with the police district’s seal.’  

Th. Walle, Skien, 2 December 19401481 

[The Skien Police] performed commendable and extremely useful work for the resistance movement. That such 

work was dangerous, is not in doubt. 

Court verdict in the post-war case against six policemen in Skien, 23 March 19481482  

‘A Nazi state was by definition ideologically and structurally totalitarian, seeking to align every 

individual and institution with itself. From that perspective, resistance in any form was “politics.”’1483 

This quote from Arne Hassing succinctly describes the dynamic which during the war would produce 

an ever-growing list of crimes, bans and regulations in occupied Norway. Naturally, this dynamic 

would also have dramatic consequences for the Norwegian police. Over the course of the occupation, 

Norwegian police officers were issued ‘political’ orders ranging from preventing banal acts of 

opposition such as wearing red caps in public to participating in the arrests of Jews and resistance 

fighters. For some of those arrested by Norwegian police officers, it was the beginning of a journey 

that would involve torture, misery and even death in dark prison cells or German concentration camps.  

In other words, the Norwegian police came to play an important role in the oppression of Norwegian 

citizens during the war. On the other hand, being entrusted with such tasks also gave them the 

possibility to oppose and undermine oppressive Nazi measures through information leaks, ‘sloppy’ 

police work or outright refusal to carry out an order. After the war, Thorleif Karlsen in Stavanger 

made the bold claim that ‘no one could do as much in the fight against the Germans as the sensible 

policeman, who calmly evaluated the situation and provided aid where it was needed.’1484 

My goal in this chapter is to describe how the Norwegian police handled the numerous new orders 

issued by the German occupier or its Norwegian accomplices. Faced with the sheer number of such 

orders and measures, I have limited myself to those perceived by both supporters and opponents of 

the New Order as ‘political’, meaning those based clearly on Nazi ideology or on desires to aid the 

German war effort. The basic question I will seek to answer is this: How were the new repressive 

orders carried out, and what will and capability did Norwegian police officers have to oppose them? 

I begin on the macro level by describing the new system of repression that was established. This 

represents the basic framework which must be grasped if one is to understand the conditions facing 

Norwegian police officers. I then turn to how ‘political crimes and enemies’ were handled by the local 

Norwegian police within the confines of this new repressive system, before proceeding to another, 

                                                

1481 Report by Theodor Walle, 2 December 1940, SAK-A-745-M-Ma-Mab-L0008. 
1482 ‘Dom’, case against Gunnar Gjerland, Ivar Horrigmo, Peder Walle, Ingebret Bjerva, Nils Kvisla and Fritz Bohlin, 
NHM HHI-Decb-50b. 
1483 Hassing 2014, 190. 
1484 Karlsen 1979, 160. 
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less dramatic yet important aspect of the Nazification programme: the various small initiatives to 

control the movement, information and behaviour of the Norwegian people.  

A new repressive order 

German masters 

From the very beginning of the occupation, the Germans made clear the superior position of their 

police and courts in relation to their Norwegian counterparts. As an occupying power, the Germans 

were not interested in letting the Norwegian justice system handle cases where Germans were 

involved. Already on 23 May 1940 the HSSPF sent a stern message to his Norwegian colleagues that 

they ‘under no circumstances’ had a right to interrogate German soldiers.1485 From the outset, attacks 

by Norwegians directly against German interests, with political or mere criminal motivations were 

usually, but not always, dealt with by the German police and court system, as were any acts of military 

relevance, such as sabotage or espionage. This quickly established a distinction between ‘Norwegian’ 

and ‘German’ cases, with the Germans handling the most serious affairs themselves. Moreover, the 

Germans, as the superior authority, could at any time remove a case from the Norwegian justice 

system by defining it as relevant to German interests.1486 This basic reality of German superiority was 

bluntly underlined by Rediess in a letter to Lie in March 1941, where he simply stated that ‘the 

Norwegian police is to follow all orders given by the German Sipo’.1487 In April the same year the 

Ministry of the Police stipulated that overviews of all reported cases were to be provided to the 

Germans.1488 

As the war progressed, the German Sipo gained ever more power and employed increasingly brutal 

methods. The use of torture against prisoners was first approved by BdS Fehlis in late spring or early 

summer of 1941.1489 In September 1941 RSHA leader Reinhard Heydrich visited Norway. He was 

displeased with how the Sipo in Norway fought the nascent resistance movement. He met with the 

Reichskommissar, and they agreed on a tougher line in Norway.1490 Shortly after his visit, a civilian 

state of emergency, the likelihood of which had first been announced on 31 July 1941, was declared 

in Oslo after a spontaneous strike was called in response to the stoppage of milk deliveries to Oslo 

workplaces.1491 The same day, Terboven asked Himmler for permission to use the existing SS court, 

which hitherto had been limited to judging members of the SS and German police, for judging 

Norwegians. Himmler gladly obliged, and an improvised SS court promptly sentenced two Norwegian 

trade union leaders, Rolf Wickstrøm and Viggo Hansteen, to death.1492 The court, now named SS- und 

                                                

1485 ‘128. Ordre’, circular letter from Kristian Welhaven, 24 May 1940, SAST-A-100361-D-Dd-L0001. 
1486 This can be illustrated by a letter from the Ministry of the Police to the chief of police in Fredrikstad: ‘The German 
police’s task in Norway is to safeguard the interests of the German state. Criminal cases seen primarily to involve 
German interests are therefore handled by the German police. Whether a case can be seen as involving German 
interests is decided in each individual case by the German authorities’. ‘Overtredelse av bestemmelsene om arbeidsplikt’, 
concept for a letter from the leader of the Security Police to the Fredrikstad chief of police, 24 July 1942, RA-S-3978-E-
Ed-L0083. 
1487 ‘Bezug: Dortige Eingabe betr. Verhältnis der deutschen und der norwegischen Sicherheitspolizei’, letter from 
HSSPF Rediess to Jonas Lie, 24 March 1941, RA-S-3978-E-Ed-L0044. 
1488 Ringdal 1987, 97. 
1489 Nøkleby 2003, 61. 
1490 Emberland and Kott 2012, 215. 
1491 ‘Forordning om den sivile unntagelsestilstand. Av 31. Juli 1941’, Verordnungsblatt für die besetzten norwegischen Gebiete, 
no. 7, 1941. 
1492 Emberland and Kott 2012, 217. 
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Polizeigericht Nord, gradually took over the role of judging Norwegian resistance fighters from the 

courts of the Wehrmacht.1493 The SS court, however, did at least resemble a traditional judicial system 

and even received some positive evaluations by Norwegian defence lawyers, who nevertheless 

underlined that the court procedures were not unbiased.1494  

Even this radicalisation was not enough for Terboven and the Sipo. They were dissatisfied with the 

SS court, considering it an impediment in their fight against Norwegian resistance. Their 

dissatisfaction and willingness to ignore formal procedures is best illustrated by the fact that, starting 

in 1942, Norwegians could be summarily executed without even a court verdict. On 30 April, 18 men 

were executed on Terboven’s orders in reprisal for the events in Telavåg, where two German 

policemen had been killed in combat with Norwegian agents in British service. The village was deemed 

to have aided the agents, and the residents were therefore collectively punished. The head of Sipo in 

Trondheim, Gerhard Flesch, proved a particularly radical figure, with many Norwegians executed on 

his orders.1495 Moreover, as in Germany, the Sipo took persons acquitted by the court into custody 

because they saw them as security threats, sending them to police camps established in Norway, or to 

Germany. The court protested against such blatant attacks on its authority, but it was eventually 

checkmated by Hitler, who on 28 June 1944 ordered that punishment of resistance fighters was to be 

handled exclusively by the Sipo, without trial. At least 68 Norwegians were shot based on this order. 

In late 1944 the Sipo’s methods even included public murders intended to terrorise opponents. The 

operation entitled Blümenpflücken in Oslo marked the height of police arbitrariness during the 

occupation.1496 

Norwegian underlings 

The dominant role played by the German police left their Norwegian colleagues with three general 

tasks. First, the Norwegian police remained responsible for affairs involving Norwegians only. These 

included normal police tasks such as investigating crime and keeping peace and order, but also 

politically motivated ‘crimes’, ranging from harassment of NS members to organised resistance against 

the Nazification policies of NS. In rare cases, Norwegians committing minor crimes against Germans 

could also be handled by the Norwegian police, if desired and allowed by German authorities. Second, 

the Norwegian police remained primarily responsible for enforcing the new regime’s ever-growing list 

of bans and regulations, many of them reflecting National Socialist ideology or motivated by the desire 

to make use of the Norwegian population for the German war effort. And third, they were expected 

to provide various forms of assistance to the Germans whenever requested.  

A Norwegian system for punishing political crimes 

Prior to 1941 it was up to the existing Norwegian police, public prosecutors and courts to investigate 

and punish ‘political crimes’. However, as in Germany, special status was quickly ascribed to such 

‘crimes’. Reflecting their ‘more dangerous’ nature, they were soon handled in a far more arbitrary 

manner than were ‘normal’ cases. The clearest demonstration of this that they were to be dealt with 

by special institutions manned by nominally politically reliable people rather than by already existing 

institutions. The first such institutions were the Norwegian People’s Court (Folkedomstolen) and the 

                                                

1493 For an overview of this development, see Nøkleby 1996, 194 and Graver 2015, 118 ff.. 
1494 See Graver 2015, 129. 
1495 Nøkleby 1996, 195 ff.. 
1496 Bohn 2000, 85 ff.. 
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State Police.1497 The State Police would investigate ‘political crimes’ and the new court would then 

hear the cases. In other words, a parallel and integrated Norwegian system for persecuting Norwegians 

accused of committing ‘political crimes’ had thus been created.  

In theory, this would free the ordinary police and courts from having to deal much with political cases. 

For the courts, this seemed indeed to have been the case.1498 For the regular police, however, the 

situation was not as clear-cut. On the one hand, this was a reflection of the growing importance of 

the police compared to that of the courts, which as we shall see, were increasingly ignored when it 

came to ‘political crimes’. On the other hand, it was also a consequence of the relatively small size and 

limited geographical presence of the State Police, leading to a need for it to request assistance from 

other police units in the fight against ‘political enemies’.  

Lie attempted to formalise the relationship between the regular police and the State Police in a letter 

dated 1 July 1941: 

The State Police have the task of investigating political cases as well as criminal cases where German authorities 

are involved – except traffic cases – and shall, when necessary, cooperate with the rest of the police. Other police 

units are to assist the State Police when it asks for such help. If this concerns providing personnel, the local 

State Police leader shall request assistance from the relevant police president, or in dire cases directly from the 

local chief of police.1499  

These instructions did not prevent conflicts or confusion. This was due to State Police officers 

interpreting their mandate broadly, and to the fuzziness of what constituted a ‘political crime’. For 

example, black market dealers could in practice be deemed political ‘enemies of the people’ and 

consequently investigated by the State Police rather than by the Price and Rationing Police. In 

February 1942 Marthinsen stated that existing instructions were insufficient, and that the division of 

responsibilities between the State Police and the ordinary police was still unclear. 1500  Further 

clarifications arrived a year later. 1501  The State Police’s authority and power were now further 

expanded, with the right to request assistance from other police units now even given to lower-rank 

officers of the State Police if the situation was deemed urgent. Furthermore, the instructions 

underlined the ordinary police’s duty to report political cases to the State Police, but also their duty to 

investigate political cases themselves if the State Police was not able to handle them in a timely manner. 

However, the instructions stressed, the State Police could at any point take over these investigations, 

if so desired.  

Growing arbitrariness 

The Norwegian procedures for handling political crimes initially emphasised the importance of 

existing rules and laws. In January 1941 Minister of Justice Riisnæs issued a letter to the police 

underlining that the Norwegian Criminal Procedure Act was to be followed to the letter, even in 

                                                

1497 The People’s Court was formally established on 25 October by the edict ‘Forordning om opprettelse av en norsk 
særdomstol. Av 25. oktober 1940’, Verordnungsblatt für die besetzten norwegischen Gebiete, no. 9, 1940. 
1498 Graver 2015, 66-67. 
1499 ‘Nyordningen av politiet’, circular letter from the Ministry of the Police, 1 July 1941, RA-S-3978-F-L0004. 
1500 Letter from Karl A. Marthinsen to Oliver Møystad, 18 February 1942, RA-S-3978-E-Ed-L0044. 
1501 ‘Instruks om forholdene mellom Statspolitiet og Ordenspolitiet m.v.’ Kunngjøringer til politiet, no. 5, 1943. 
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political cases.1502 Such strict adherence to pre-war norms was not to last, however. Already before 

this, on 27 December 1940, the police had been given authority to order people to testify in 

extrajudicial investigations. Failure to comply in ‘particularly important matters of state’ carried a 

penalty of up to three months in prison. The new law also made it possible to instruct people who 

had taken wows of secrecy to make statements to the police.1503 On 24 January, the Ministry of Justice 

issued a new decree stating that in political cases to be handled by the People’s Court, the normal 

guarantee of being brought before a magistrate within 24 hours, who then decided whether a person 

could be kept in custody, no longer applied. The public prosecutor, not the magistrate courts, would 

decide whether to keep a person in custody.1504 Showing that the new instructions did not represent a 

total breakdown of the rights of arrestees, they still had to be brought before the Norwegian People’s 

Court within eight days. For all political cases thought to be violations of the Reichskommissar’s edicts 

of 25 September and 4 October 1940, senior officers of the State Police could themselves act as 

prosecutors, while cases deemed to fall under other edicts were to be handled by the public 

prosecutor.1505  

The abandonment of old judicial norms proceeded at pace. On 19 March 1941 the Ministries of 

Justice and Police together issued a new edict stating that the Ministry of the Police or its trustees 

could decide whether those charged with ‘political’ crimes’ should be allowed to communicate with 

the outside world.1506 Following this, in April de facto State Police leader Marthinsen refused a request 

by a defence lawyer to meet with his client in custody. Strikingly, his nominal superior, Security Police 

leader Knut Frigaard, appears to have had no knowledge of this, the matter being brought to his 

attention after complaints by the defendant’s lawyer. He then asked Marthinsen to explain why the 

man had been detained.1507 Marthinsen replied that he did it based on that authority vested in him by 

Lie.1508 This points to a general pattern found by Kjetil Simonsen in his study of the Ministry of the 

Police: even though the ministry was involved in the practical implementation of the policy of 

repression, the initiatives usually came from other more radical actors outside of the ministry, such as 

the Sipo and State Police.1509 

Another major new decree was issued on 6 October 1941. Lie was now authorised to detain people 

suspected of violating the Reichskommissar’s edicts of September and October 1940, either in prison 

or by banishing them to another part of the country, without formal charges being pressed. This 

decision could not be challenged in the courts, nor could monetary compensation be sought if the 

suspicions proved false.1510 In March 1942 Lie delegated this authority to Marthinsen, who could only 

                                                

1502 ‘The Ministry of Justice has on 8 January 1941 issued a circular letter specifying that “the rules of the Norwegian 
criminal procedure act must be of course enforced rigorously”’. ‘Fengsling av lektor Johansen, Deres brev av 
10.12.1940’, letter from Ola Kvalsund to lawyer Gerhard M. Våland, 15 January 1941, L-sak Andreas P. Gjørvad. 
1503 ‘Avhøring av vitner under utenrettslig etterforskning’, circular letter from the Ministry of the Police, 3 January 1941 , 
RA-S-3978-F-L0004. 
1504 ‘Fengsling i saker som hører under Folkedomstolen’, circular letter from the Ministry of Justice, 29 January 1941, 
RA-S-3978-F-L0005. 
1505 Statement by Ragnvald Kranz, 3 July 1945, L-sak Egil Y. Olbjørn. 
1506 ‘Forordning om tillegg til fengselsloven’, Norsk Lovtidend, no. 13, 1941. 
1507 Comment by Knut Frigaard, 29 April 1941, on the letter ‘Ad. Efterforskningsak ved Statspolitiet mot Harald 
Øystein Erikson’ from Ragnar Christophersen to the Ministry of the Police, 19 April 1941, RA-S-3978-E-Ed-L0083. 
1508 Internal memorandum in the Ministry of the Police, 24 April 1941, RA-S-3978-E-Ed-L0083. 
1509 Simonsen 2016, 182. 
1510 ‘Midlertidig forordning om anvendelse av sikringsforføyninger overfor personer som mistenkes for overtredelse av 
Reichkommissars forordninger av 25. september 1940 §4 og av 7. oktober 1940 §2’, Norsk Lovtidend, 2. avdeling, 1941. 
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keep people detained for up to six months. Longer internment than this required permission from 

Lie.1511  

The reasoning behind the introduction of detention was outlined in a letter from Marthinsen to 

Security Police leader Møystad in February 1942. The People’s Court, Marthinsen complained, had ‘a 

different opinion’ of what constituted a punishable offence than the State Police and NS. Furthermore, 

the court’s demands for proof had led to acquittals ‘astounding’ to both NS and the State Police. This 

had forced the latter to dismiss cases which, according to Marthinsen, should have resulted in 

punishment. As a result, Marthinsen asked for independent authority to detain people without charges 

being pressed, which he was granted the following month.1512 Marthinsen then sent instructions to his 

men regarding its application: if they saw a case to be too weak to produce a sentence in the People’s 

Court, they could suggest detention to him instead, after which he would decide the outcome.1513 

After only two years of occupation, the normal right to a trial was thus abolished for ‘political 

criminals’, replaced by an arbitrary system of arrests and detention, without any real rights of appeal 

or legal counsel. What political scientist Ernst Fraenkel called the ‘Dual State’ – a system of vastly 

different treatment of ‘political’ and ‘non-political’ cases – had also become a reality in Norway.1514  

Just how far and how quickly the norms of the State Police had been transformed from prevailing 

pre-war judicial principles is vividly demonstrated by the instructions issued by Marthinsen to senior 

officers in the State Police in August 1942. Based on this text, it is obvious that he at that point had 

completely absorbed the SS view on the proper role and behaviour of the police. It is therefore worth 

quoting his instructions at length:  

A. It is better to take an innocent into custody than to let someone who is guilty escape. B. The regulations of 

the Criminal Procedure Act, the prosecution instructions and the police instructions are not to be followed 

slavishly; they can be adapted and must never become a hindrance for the effective performance of duty. I point 

here to the changed position of the individual in a National Socialist society compared to a democratic one. C. 

During a time of revolution, such as the one we now experience in our country, it will often be the case that we 

do not have proper laws targeting a particular crime or misdemeanour. In other cases, we only have obsolete 

laws, preventing a timely reaction. In such cases the senior officers of the State Police must not be confused or 

hampered. We require no laws in order to intervene against the enemies of society. Our task – to always 

safeguard the security of the state – gives us not only the right, but also the duty in intervene whenever we deem 

it necessary, regardless of whether the individual paragraphs of a law are fitting. 

The special position of the State Police must of course not lead to transgressions of any kind. Quite the opposite 

– we shall always attempt to be exemplary law-abiding men during all our actions, but we ruin ourselves and 

our service and do not perform our task if we are reduced to slaves to the letter of the law. Our motto is to be 

                                                

1511 ‘Sikringsforføyninger overfor personer som mistenkes for overtredelse av Reichskommissars forordninger av 25. 
sept. 1940 §4 og av 7. okt. 1940 §2’, Kunngjøringer til politiet, no. 10, 1942. 
1512 ‘Ad gjennomføring av sikringsbestemmelser’, letter from Karl A. Marthinsen to Oliver Møystad, 20 February 1942, 
RA-S-1329-F-L0010. 
1513 ‘Til avdelingene’, letter from Karl A. Marthinsen to State Police officers, 18 March 1942, RA-S-1329-F-L0010. 
1514 Fraenkel 2006 [1941]. 
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that if the state or any of its institutions are deemed to be in peril, then all other considerations will have to be 

put aside. 1515   

Changing responsibilities 

The established division of work between Norwegians and Germans was substantially modified by 

the Edict for the Protection of the Occupied Norwegian Areas, issued by Terboven on 12 October 

1942. This not only greatly expanded the range of actions officially punishable by death. It also 

expanded the list of ‘crimes’ which were to be investigated by the Sipo and judged by the SS-

Polizeigericht Nord rather than the Norwegian State Police and the People’s Court. Notably, this 

included the production of illegal newspapers.1516 The edict was in reality the final nail in the coffin 

for the People’s Court, already undermined by Lie and Marthinsen’s right to detain people rather than 

having them face trial. The court went from handling 50 cases in 1941 to under 10 in 1943 and three 

in 1944.1517 The State Police now almost stopped sending cases to the People’s Court. This left them 

with only two options when dealing with political cases: they could either apply Marthinsen’s right of 

detaining people without a sentence for up to six months or Lie’s authority to do so up to five years, 

or they could send the cases to the Germans for a formal judgement in the SS-Polizeigericht Nord, 

risking severe sentences.1518 In more serious cases involving organised resistance, their role arguably 

became even more that of German henchmen, providing information and men to their German 

colleagues responsible for the investigations rather than acting independently.  

A new and radical institution was introduced to the Norwegian system of repression in 1943. On 9 

August, senior police officer Gunnar Eilifsen refused to order some of his men to assist the State 

Police in arresting a group of girls who had not shown up for compulsory labour service. Terboven 

got word of this, and, fearing the consequences of appearing tolerant in the face of such blatant 

insubordination, demanded the death penalty for Eilifsen. Finding out what truly happened afterwards 

was difficult, as virtually all those in a position to describe it did so knowing that minimising their own 

role during the process was of crucial importance for their fate during the post-war trials. What seems 

likely, however, is that Lie saw Terboven’s demand as an exceedingly dangerous moment for the 

Norwegian police, with total marginalisation being a possible scenario. According to Egil Olbjørn, Lie 

told him that the Germans had wanted to shoot 15 police officers and consequently fire the entire 

Norwegian police and replace it with their own people, a statement supported by Hans Keller of the 

Sipo. While this may have been overblown, Terboven’s willingness to use extremely radical means to 

stomp out dissent was nevertheless demonstrated shortly after by Aktion Polarkreis. In any case, Lie 

got the message. In order to remain relevant, the Norwegian police had to show that they were capable 

of using radical measures, even against their own. Olbjørn claims Lie had promised to fight with all 

his means to avoid handing Eilifsen over to the Germans, but that they had laid down that the death 

penalty for Eilifsen was a condition for the case to be handled by Norwegians.1519  

                                                

1515 ‘Til samtlige embetsmenn’, secret letter from Karl A. Marthinsen to senior officers of the State Police, 5 August 
1942, L-sak John G. Ekerholt. 
1516 ‘Forordning om beskyttelse av de besatte norske områder. Av 12. oktober 1942’, Verordnungsblatt für die besetzten 
norwegischen Gebiete, no. 7, 1942, statement by Ragnvald Kranz, 3 July 1945, L-sak Egil Y. Olbjørn. 
1517 Graver 2015, 93. 
1518 Statement by Ragnvald Kranz, 3 July 1945, L-sak Egil Y. Olbjørn. 
1519 ‘Erklärung. Betr. Egil Y. Olbjørn, ehem. Leiter der norw. Ordnungspolizei’, by Hans Keller, 12 November 1948, 
‘Dom’, L-sak Egil Y. Olbjørn. 
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The result was a hastily created law based on the existing military criminal code. This was now made 

applicable to the police, the GSSN and the Hird. The new law also included a paragraph making acts 

‘which can seriously disturb or threaten public law and order, or seriously harm the common security 

and welfare of the people’ punishable by death.1520 A new ad-hoc court, the Special Court of the Police 

(Politiets særdomstol), was created to judge cases deemed to fall within the provisions of the law.1521 The 

court was not a permanent institution. Instead, it was constituted anew for each separate case brought 

before it. The law was applied retroactively against Eilifsen, and the court’s first act was to sentence 

Eilifsen to death, the sentence being confirmed by Marthinsen and Olbjørn, the latter clearly 

extremely uncomfortable with his decision.1522  

The new court proved far more dangerous than the People’s Court had been. Whereas the latter had 

not sentenced anyone to more than four years in prison, the Special Court produced 19 effectuated 

death sentences. Illustrating the logic of supporting radicalisation to prevent even harsher measures, 

the goal of the court was, according to Egil Reichborn-Kjennerud, who presided as a judge during 

several sessions of the Special Court, to avoid having cases transferred to German courts, where ‘death 

sentences would inevitably be the outcome’.1523  

Given the close relationship with the Sipo desired by Marthinsen, as well as his directives demanding 

that his men do everything in their power to combat the enemies of the New Order, it is interesting 

that, unlike the Sipo, no formal right to use torture was ever granted the Norwegian State Police. The 

official lack of such a right was underlined by the fact that on 18 March 1945 the Special Court of the 

Police actually sentenced a State Police officer to eight years in prison for beating a young woman 

with a rubber baton during an interrogation and for having beaten a man during an investigation. The 

court’s verdict, with the judges likely looking to improve their chances during the post-war reckoning, 

stated that ‘it is intolerable for the police in a state based on the rule of law to attack young girls with 

rubber batons in police offices. Such methods are best left to the illegal Home Front and its foreign 

allies. The Norwegian police have no excuse for such behaviour.’1524  

This case – along with several post-war trials – however shows that several Norwegian police officers 

did end up using violence and torture, despite the lack of an official sanction of such methods. Five 

were even sentenced to death mostly due to the pain they had inflicted on their countrymen.1525 

Complaints about the use of torture by Norwegian police officers appeared as early as November 

1941, when State Police officers complained that Lie’s aide Gard Holtskog had beaten a man during 

an interrogation.1526 Such accusations against State Police officers would appear again and again 

throughout the war.1527 State Police inspector Ragnvald Kranz claims to have approached Marthinsen 

                                                

1520 Graver 2015, 101-102. 
1521 On 11 May 1944 the court was split in three, with separate courts for the police, Hird and GSSN.  
1522 ‘Dom’, L-sak Egil Y. Olbjørn. 
1523 Graver 2015, 101. 
1524 ‘Politimann idømt 8 års fengsel for å ha anvendt vold i tjenesten’, Aftenposten morgen, 13 April 1945. 
1525 Five State Police officers were executed for this. For details on them, see Jaklin 2011. 
1526 ‘Ad direktør Holtskogs avhøring av Thorolf Taxt på Statspolitiets kontor søndag den 16. ds. kl. 14’, report by Birger 
Nielsen to Karl A. Marthinsen, 17 November 1941, L-sak Gard Holtskog. Also ‘Angår: Direktør, tidligere adjutant hos 
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16.11.41’, report by Sverre Dürbeck to Karl A. Marthinsen, 17 November 1941, L-sak Gard Holtskog. 
1527 See for instance ‘Dom’ in L-sak Olaf M. B. Starheim, where Starheim is convicted of several instances of torture, 
beginning in 1942. 
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with one of these accusations, suggesting that they should be properly investigated. Marthinsen then 

supposedly replied that this would only confirm the accusations levied against the State Police, and 

he consequently rejected the proposal. But, Marthinsen argued, the men using violence ‘harmed’ NS 

through their actions, and he promised to talk to the man in question.1528 As examples from Stavanger 

show, Marthinsen’s heartfelt desire to condemn the use of violence is very much in doubt. And in any 

case, his alleged warnings against the use of violence were obviously ineffective, given the considerable 

number of cases of torture committed by State Police officers.  

Many Norwegians, including some NS members, watched the trend towards ever growing 

arbitrariness with concern, and in some cases protested against the growing power of the State Police 

and the abandonment of pre-war principles of the rule of law. The reaction to these protests would 

again illustrate the contrast between the radical Marthinsen and the more moderate Ministry of the 

Police. On 31 March 1941, the Norwegian Lawyers’ Association (Den Norske Sakførerforening) sent a 

letter to the Ministry of Justice, later published in its publication Norsk Sakførerblad. In the letter, the 

lawyers sharply criticised the laws and regulations regarding the People’s Court, stating that there had 

already been numerous dubious episodes with defendants not being able to contact their counsels.1529 

After the protest letter was referred to in Norwegian broadcasts on the BBC on 16 May, Marthinsen 

wanted to treat it as a political protest, liable to persecution based on the Reichskommissar’s edict of 

25 September. The ministry, however, disagreed, stating that the lawyer’s criticism was of a ‘purely 

professional character’, which was not forbidden by the Reichskommissar’s edict.1530 A similar protest 

was lodged by the Judges’ Association in late April.1531  

From his position in the Prosecution Authority, Gunnar Waaler criticised what he came to see as a 

dangerous development, where violence from NS members was accepted if deemed ‘political’, and 

where the State Police’s use of its power of detention grew. In some cases, his complaints were 

accepted by the public prosecutor, Jørgen Nordvik, resulting in criticism of the State Police. In other 

cases, his complaints were ignored because the case was deemed ‘political’ or because charges and a 

public case were deemed ‘undesirable’ out of political considerations. Generally, however, the public 

prosecutor was very reluctant to pick fights with the State Police, even in cases of torture. Waaler 

asked Nordvik directly to get an order from Quisling stating that State Police officers had to follow 

laws and rules, and that violation of the order would lead to punishment, but Nordvik did nothing.1532 

The State Police’s dismissive attitude towards the institution of the public prosecutor is apparent in a 

reply from John G. Ekerholt and Karl A. Marthinsen to a complaint lodged in September 1942: ‘In 

cases where the Ministry of the Police and the leader of the State Police have detention authority, it 

is not usual to present the question of whether to press charges to the public prosecutor’.1533  
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More surprisingly, protests against the new trend even came from the Ministry of the Police.1534 In 

December 1942 Security Police leader Oliver Møystad sent out a stern warning to all police officers, 

‘prompted by a particular incident’, stating that the rules for proper procedures during arrests were to 

be followed to the letter. He reminded the men that ‘up to six years in prison’ was the punishment 

for illegally depriving someone of their freedom.1535 In May 1943, Møystad sent Quisling a list of 

complaints about Marthinsen’s behaviour. Among them were grave concerns about the State Police’s 

use of detention, which he considered ‘a serious threat to legal protection in our country, given that 

it often appears both to lack legal basis and to be used arbitrarily’.1536 Marthinsen could however rely 

on assistance from both Lie and the Sipo.1537 Who best interpreted the signs of the times became 

obvious when Marthinsen shortly after replaced Møystad as head of the Security Police.  

Defining enemies 

Who were the enemies targeted by this increasingly brutal and arbitrary system of repression? As 

described in a previous chapter, National Socialism, both as an ideology and a governing system, had 

different and far more wide-ranging concept of ‘enemies’ than a liberal democratic system. Moreover, 

these enemies were not seen only as enemies of the state, but also of the people, rendering their acts 

even graver. These enemies of the people can be further divided into two groups. One group was 

‘irredeemable’. They were biologically determined and thus posed a persistent threat which needed to 

be permanently and physically removed from society at opportune moments. They included Jews, 

‘mixed-race’ Roma as well as ‘hereditary criminals and antisocials’. The other group was potentially 

‘redeemable’. It consisted of people of ‘valuable’ genetic stock, who had simply become ‘confused’ or 

‘led astray’, often by the machinations of the ‘irredeemables’, in particular ‘the Jews’. These included 

‘Germanics’ who were political opponents of National Socialism such socialists and communists, 

freemasons, members of certain religious sects and some criminals and ‘antisocials’.  

In Germany all of these groups were ultimately targeted by the police in various ways. The idea that 

a similar programme of comprehensive persecution was envisioned for Norway is revealed in a report 

sent by Lie to Quisling in March 1942. Noting that until now efforts had, as in the first phase in 

Germany, been concentrated on political opponents, Lie laid out wide-ranging plans for the future: 

A range of new registers, for instance covering travellers [Romani] and Jews, will be created, in case one wishes 

to go to action against these alien segments of the population. Moreover, national registers of homosexuals and 

sexual offenders will be created, in order to create a foundation for a centralised handling of these crimes … In 

order to favour the National Socialist population policy, a central institution to combat abortion will be 

created … Biological examinations of criminal families and calculations of the cost of crime for the state will 

be carried out. Preparations for a very important law concerning supervision of professional and habitual 

criminals are underway. 1538  

Only some of Lie’s desired policies became reality, however, due to constraints of time and resources. 

While a few Norwegian homosexual men were imprisoned during the war, mostly for sexual relations 
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with Germans, ideas for a systematic registration and persecution never resulted in concrete 

measures.1539 Moreover, the ambitious plans for combatting crime based on biological criteria were 

realised to a limited degree only. The same can be said of measures against Norwegian Romani, despite 

clear instructions from Lie and Riisnæs for action against the ‘Traveller menace’, solving the ‘problem’ 

in a similar manner as the ‘Jewish’ one had been.1540 I will therefore not go deeper into these initiatives. 

In the end, persecution of political opponents and Jews, reflecting their status as the most dangerous 

‘enemies of the people’, were prioritised. Against these groups, however, very harsh measures were 

employed. Attempts were made to have the Jewish minority completely eradicated, and political 

enemies were imprisoned, tortured and killed. Even the families of political enemies were eventually 

punished, by being arrested as hostages and being deprived of their property.  

But how did this persecution work in practice? How eager were Norwegian police officers in reporting, 

investigating and punishing ‘political crimes’? And what was their role and responsibility compared to 

that of the Sipo? To answer these questions, we now turn to the three police districts of Stavanger, 

Ålesund and Skien.  

Oppression and control in practice 

Establishing the hierarchy of power 

One of the most infamous pictures of the Norwegian occupation history shows German soldiers 

marching down the main street of Oslo, Karl Johan, on 9 April 1940. Escorting them are mounted 

Norwegian police officers, with orders to prevent conflicts between them and members of the public. 

One of the men told historian Nils Johan Ringdal that he cried on his horse.1541 From the first day, 

the Norwegian police thus found itself in a difficult position, where it was constantly in question 

whose interests they truly defended by remaining in the police. 

The Stavanger police, faced with a German occupation already on 9 April, was soon confronted with 

the same painful dilemmas as their colleagues in Oslo. On 10 April the Germans demanded the 

police’s help in bringing painters to Sola airfield to paint the buildings with camouflage colours. The 

police complied, even going as far as to drive the painters to and from the airfield themselves.1542 Post-

war, this episode became something of a hot potato, due to charges being raised against the master 

painter who supplied the men. The case was dropped after it became clear that he had done so after 

direct encouragement from the police.1543 The Germans also demanded buses, with obvious potential 

uses in the ongoing fighting against Norwegian forces further inland. These were likewise 

requisitioned by the police.1544 On 14 April the German commander in Stavanger demanded that the 

police enforce a curfew to prevent men between 21 and 45 from leaving the city – obviously to prevent 

them from joining Norwegian forces. Characteristically, chief of police Ola Kvalsund allegedly 

protested but accepted the German demands after being confronted with the alternative of the 
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Stangeland. 
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Germans enforcing it themselves, which could lead to misunderstandings and tragedy, as Kvalsund 

saw it.1545 On 20 April the curfew was temporarily expanded to include all traffic.1546 On 23 April the 

German commander demanded that all weapons in private possession should be handed in at the 

Stavanger police station, and warned that any potentially war-related activity such as hiding soldiers, 

taking photos or sending radio transmissions was prohibited.1547  

Although not occupied quite as quickly as Stavanger, the Germans nevertheless arrived in Skien 

already on 16 April. As in Stavanger, the Germans came with various demands to the police along the 

same lines as in Stavanger. On 17 April the police, on behalf of the Germans, announced that all guns 

had to be handed over to the police. Some 389 weapons were handed in by 15 August.1548 On 28 April 

German soldiers showed up at the police station and ‘demanded’ two lorries and a car, which they 

got.1549 In August, the Germans demanded a lot more: 25 buses and six lorries for driving German 

soldiers.1550 On 13 September the Skien police district sent the Sipo lists of freemasons and political 

leaders in the town, information of obvious value to the Sipo.1551 

Ålesund’s first months were, as noted in the previous chapter, quite different from the situation in 

Stavanger and Skien. Most importantly, not coming under immediate German occupation meant that 

the Ålesund police was never ordered to do anything which would have aided the German war effort 

against the remaining Norwegian resistance in the spring of 1940. After the end of official hostilities, 

however, Ålesund police officers experienced much the same as their colleagues elsewhere.1552 The 

Germans’ readiness to employ harsh methods if the Norwegians did not ‘behave’ was illustrated by a 

stern letter in August. According to the Wehrmacht commander in Ålesund ‘ill-natured rumours’ 

about the Germans circulated in the town. If this did not stop, the Germans themselves would take 

‘serious measures’, with anyone caught to be ‘severely punished’. The police were ordered to report 

any cases of such rumour-spreading to them.1553 And on 19 September the Germans threatened to 

‘take over’ patrolling in certain areas if the police did not prevent large groups of people from 

gathering outside public buildings. The police consequently stepped up their patrols.1554 The Germans 

also used the police for gathering intelligence, such as lists of rifle clubs and ships, both of obvious 

interest for fighting potential resistance.1555 

In theory, both the occupier and the occupied were to adhere to the Hague Conventions. Stavanger 

chief of police Ola Kvalsund appears to have known them rather well and was in principle adamant 

about there being limits to ‘legitimate’ collaboration. Faced with German pressure, however, he was 

                                                

1545 Stahl and Wyller 1959, 242. 
1546 Stahl and Wyller 1959, 270.  
1547 Untitled text, 25 April 1940, SAST-A-100361-D-Dd-L0001. 
1548 Letter from the Skien police district to the German Sipo in Larvik, 15 August 1940, SAK-A-745-M-Ma-Mab-L0009. 
1549 ‘Vedkommer rekvirerte biler til Den Tyske Hær’, SAK-A-745-Mc-Mca-L0006. 
1550 ‘Ad motorvogn H-7133…’, report by Gunnar Dahl, 27 August 1940, SAK-A-745-M-Ma-Mab-L0008. 
1551 Letter from the Skien police district to the German Sipo in Larvik, 13 September 1940, SAK-A-745-M-Ma-Mab-
L0009. 
1552 ‘Kunngjøring’, German poster, 26 May 1940, letter from county governor Trygve Utheim to the chief of police in 
Ålesund, 1 June 1940, SAT-A-1864-1-46-L0064. 
1553 Letter from Ortskommandant Ålesund to the chief of police in Ålesund, 31 August 1940, SAT-A-1864-1-46-L0065. 
1554 Report by reserve constable Carl Wiig, 19 September 1940, SAT-A-1864-1-46-L0065. 
1555 Letter from the leader of Einsatzkommando 5, Aussendienststelle Molde, to the chiefs of police in Molde, 
Kristiansund and Ålesund, 3 June 1940. Letter from the county governor of Møre and Romsdal to the chief of police in 
Ålesund, 6 June 1940, SAT-A-1864-1-46-L0064. 
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unwilling to risk his and his force’s position. Typical of this is a letter of protest sent by Kvalsund to 

the first leader of the Sipo/SD in Stavanger, Karl Stossberg, in May. The Reichskommissar had 

ordered him to supply guards for interned British citizens until they could be sent east. Kvalsund 

commented that given the short notice, he had not been able to properly evaluate whether this was 

in accordance with the Hague Conventions, but had to rely on Stossberg saying it was ‘in order’. He 

also noted that while he had complied, this was hardly a task for the Norwegian police, and that it had 

caused them serious inconvenience.1556 

By autumn 1940 the pattern of the police acting as German underlings, aiding them with controlling 

the country and suppressing dissent, was in place. Notably, the police had to some extent began aiding 

the Germans in their hunt for declared political enemies even before Terboven’s proclamation of a 

New Order on 25 September 1940. The pattern of the police arresting individuals on orders from the 

Sipo or Feldgendarmerie, without necessarily knowing why, had also been established.1557 Radios 

owned by Jews had been confiscated in all three police districts, which we will return to later. In 

August, all three police forces aided the Sipo in operations against the communists. On 21 August the 

Stavanger police acted as interpreters during German searches of houses inhabited by communists.1558 

The Ålesund police likewise aided the Germans in their strike against local communists on 16 

August.1559 The Skien police, on orders from the Sipo in Larvik, even arrested two prominent local 

communists, Johannes Landfall and Ole Rugstad, and sent them to Larvik.1560 Things would however 

soon become far worse.  

Independent political investigations 

The importance and concept of ‘political crimes’ had already been established by the Administrative 

Council, who as noted previously in a circular letter on 4 June 1940 had demanded that the Norwegian 

police should report all crimes ‘of a political nature’ to the newly appointed police supervisor Jonas 

Lie, who in all important cases was to be consulted on suitable next steps. They were also required to 

provide evaluations of the political situation if asked to by Lie.1561 

Nevertheless, the creation of a new regime based on Nasjonal Samling, the party’s subsequent 

Nazification campaign and the opposition to this made the concept of ‘political crimes’ far more 

encompassing and controversial. In a circular letter to the police on 14 October 1940, Lie was 

absolutely clear about what he expected from the police:  

As a consequence of Nasjonal Samling being the country’s only legal party it goes without saying that it is the duty 

of the police to make sure that this party’s activities can go ahead unimpeded. Any molestation of members or 

sympathisers of Nasjonal Samling and of the party itself or its symbols [such as] tearing down posters or uttering 

disapproval of any kind must be prevented and occurrences energetically investigated.  

                                                

1556 ‘Engelske sivilfanger’, letter from Ola Kvalsund to Karl Stossberg, 11 October 1940, SAST-A-100361-D-Dd-L0001. 
1557 For instance, on 14 May six people were put in jail ‘on orders from the German police’. Likewise, on 20 and 22 
September, people were arrested on orders from the Sipo. ‘Utskrift fra vaktjournalen ved Stavanger politikammer, 
vakthavende, fra 25.11.39 til 18.12.40’, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
1558 Letter journal of the Stavanger police district, 7 May 1940-16 January 1941, p. 141, SAST-A-100361-Ca-L0011. 
1559 ‘Ad: Begivenheten 4. desember 1940’, report from Andreas Rostad to the Ministry of the Police, 14 December 1940, 
file on Andreas Rostad, RA-S-3978-P-Pb. 
1560 Letter from the Skien police district to the German Sipo in Larvik, 27 August 1940, SAK-A-745-M-Ma-Mab-L0009. 
1561 Circular letter from the Administrative Council, 4 June 1940, RA-S-3978-F-L0004. 
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Rumours which can produce unrest among the public, harm the authorities’ work with the restoration of the country 

or disturb the relationship with the German authorities are to be investigated and the originators identified. 1562 

Moreover, energised by their new political power, local NS members now expected the local police 

to support them in the intense ideological struggle for values (haldningskampen) raging in the public 

and private spheres. They now regularly reported insults of NS members, vandalism against NS 

propaganda and similar acts to the police, with the clear expectation that the perpetrators be found 

and punished. 

In Stavanger, the separate crime unit was initially tasked with investigating such accusations. At first 

all investigators could be assigned such tasks, but gradually they were assigned to NS members only. 

Allegedly and plausibly, such cases were highly unpopular with the men.1563 The police district kept a 

separate ‘political journal’ listing the cases it had dealt with. 1564  This shows that the political 

demonstrations investigated by the Stavanger police in late 1940 and early 1941 were rather trivial 

affairs, with minor consequences for the accused. There were many instances of posters being 

destroyed or of NS members feeling harassed. In December 1940, for example, a young man was 

fined 100 crowns for tearing down three NS posters, witnessed by a nearby member of the Hird, who 

then notified a nearby policeman. During the subsequent investigation by Andreas Sirnes, the man 

confessed.1565 In two cases, Germans claimed to have been spat on or grinned at, demanding some 

reaction by the police. Notably, however, the cases seen as ‘political’ also included instances of 

vandalism against a Jewish shop in Stavanger.1566  

The unwillingness of Norway’s new rulers to accept any sign of public opposition frequently led to 

almost farcical situations. One example of this was an order from the Security Police in April 1941 to 

confiscate tiny British flags, as these had been worn as a ‘demonstration’ against the new regime.1567 

Anton Lahlum subsequently ordered NS members Andreas Sirnes and Ingvald B. Eikeland to check 

local book- and paper shops for such flags. One shop sold them, and 190 flags were confiscated.1568 

Such minuscule oppositional activities and symbols could of course easily be overlooked by officers 

hostile to the New Order.1569 Complaints from NS or the Germans about the police’s dedication to 

such tasks was likely the reason Erling Oftedal in September 1941 found it necessary to impress upon 

his men that ‘all anti-German propaganda’ found scribbled on walls had to be reported and the owners 

either ordered to remove it or be forced to put pro-German propaganda in its stead.1570 

Some of the investigations were also against police officers themselves, as we saw examples of in the 

previous chapter. In October 1940 Kvalsund ordered an apparently thorough investigation after two 

                                                

1562 Circular letter from the Ministry of the Police, 14 October 1940, RA-S-3978-F-L0004. 
1563 Interrogation of Andreas K. Sirnes, 28 November 1945, interrogation of Ole Eritsland, 28 November 1945, 
statement by Andreas P. Gjørvad, 10 January 1946, report by Alf Endsjø, 1 February 1946, L-sak Andreas K. Sirnes. 
1564 ‘Utskrift av den politiske journal v/ Stavanger Politikammer’, L-sak Andreas K. Sirnes. 
1565 ‘Forelegg’, by Andreas P. Gjørvad, 12 December 1940, report by Andreas K. Sirnes, 11 December 1940, L-sak 
Andreas K. Sirnes. 
1566 ‘Utskrift av den politiske journal v/Stavanger Politikammer’, L-sak Andreas K. Sirnes. 
1567 Circular letter from the Security Police, 2 April 1941, SAST-A-100361-D-Da-L014. 
1568 ‘Beslag av engelske flagg’, report by Andreas K. Sirnes, 9 April 1941, SAST-A-100361-D-Da-L014. 
1569 For example, temporary constable Thoralv Thorsen claimed to have been fined 50 crowns by the State Police for 
failing to report illegal dancing. Report by Thoralv Thorsen, 10 July 1945, SAST-A-100361-D-De-L0005. 
1570 ‘Fra: Ordrebok påbeg. 29.5.41: 113. Ordre’, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
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NS posters were damaged inside the police station. After examining the posters with ultraviolet light 

and interrogating 17 policemen, the culprit was not found.1571 The investigator, Olav Austbø, was not 

an NS-member, and the forensics expert Endsjø would, as noted earlier, later become involved in 

organised resistance. It is unlikely that they were eager to see their colleagues punished for what they 

likely considered no crime at all. Kvalsund’s summary of the case to the ministry in December was 

similarly opaque. He stated that the investigation had been ‘intense’, but ultimately unsuccessful, and 

that it had been ‘an isolated episode’. Depending upon one’s views of Kvalsund, this could be 

interpreted both as eagerness in following orders, or a sophisticated ploy to defend the corps from 

suspicions of political unreliability.  

As in Stavanger, NS in Ålesund looked to the police to defend the party’s interests against its 

opponents, with numerous complaints and accusations coming to the police district. 1572  As in 

Stavanger, the first political cases were minor affairs. Unlike Stavanger, however, there was initially a 

lack of NS members who could be tasked with such cases, with only the two elderly officers Furland 

and Skaar being members. Non-members, some of them even known as fierce opponents of the New 

Order, were therefore tasked with investigating political cases. Unsurprisingly, they seem to have 

approached this with little zeal. In February 1941 Rolf Wegner investigated a man reported for having 

worn a paper clip on his breast. He had been reported by one of the men sent to Ålesund in early 

1941, NS member Olav Myhr.1573 Wegner suggested dismissing the case, for which he gained approval 

from the public prosecutor.1574 The same month Wegner also dealt with insults against prominent NS 

members in Ålesund, another case that was dismissed.1575 Thoralf Walle and NS member Knut Skaar 

investigated destroyed NS posters in March 1941. After interrogating some boys about the matter, 

the case was dropped.1576  

Of a more serious nature was the increasing number of boat thefts, obviously to be used for sailing 

to Britain. Such cases were investigated by the Ålesund police under the Sipo’s watchful eye.1577 In 

March 1941, for instance, the police in Ålesund, together with the sheriff in Haram, investigated the 

disappearance of the vessel Havtor. The investigation seems to have produced no incriminating 

material against anyone. Given the Sipo’s interest in the case, the responsible officers, Wegner and 

Halvor Lunde, made every effort to appear eager, however, ordering ‘immediate’ investigations and 

                                                

1571 ‘Skade på N.S. plakat i påtropningsrommet og fjerning av en N.S. plakat fra tavla i inngangen.’, summary of case by 
Ola Kvalsund, 23 December 1940, SAST-A-100361-D-Da-L013. 
1572 In Ålesund, political cases were explicitly listed in the justice protocols, making them easy to identify.  
1573 On Myhr’s membership, see ‘Ad Medlemskapet til Nasjonal Samling’, letter from Christopher Lange to the Ministry 
of the Police, 14 January 1941, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0002. 
1574 Case 24/41, justice protocol of the Sunnmøre police district, SAT-A-1864-1-03-L0018. 
1575 Case 109/41, justice protocol of the Sunnmøre police district, SAT-A-1864-1-03-L0018,). 
1576 ‘Ad nedrevne plakater ved Stallene og Kippervikgt. 30 den 29.3.41’, reports by Thoralf Walle and Knut J. Skaar, 
SAT-A-1864-1-46-L0068. 
1577 Interestingly, in October 1941, the Sipo determined that investigations into disappeared boats were to be handled by 
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practice, as the investigation of Havtor shows. Report by Sigurd Refsnæs, 2 October 1941, SAT-A-1864-46-L0069. The 
register of searches for missing persons shows that cases where escape from the country was suspected were 
systematically reported to the Sipo. See SAT-A-1864-5-L0023-0008 and SAT-A-1864-5-L0023-0009. 
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sending a message to the local sheriff that they should ‘stop and arrest’ the crew should the boat turn 

up.1578 By then the boat was well under way to Shetland, and arrived there the next day.1579 

In Skien, several early police investigations of political cases resulted in punishment, albeit modest, of 

enemies of the New Order. In November 1940 an NS member accused a man of destroying the NS 

paper Fritt Folk in a café. The NS member deemed this was an ‘insult’ to the NS movement, its paper 

and, not least, to its leader Vidkun Quisling. After questioning witnesses, the case was sent to the 

nascent State Police as a political case and resulted in a ‘stern warning’ to the man.1580 In May 1941 a 

man was accused of covering his ears while the Hird marched past, interpreted as an act of political 

protest. Chief of police Andersen agreed that this was punishable, and suggested a fine of 100 crowns, 

for which he gained support from the public prosecutor.1581 At about the same time a man was fined 

50 crowns for having made a comment about a Hird member’s uniform on a bus in Skien.1582 

Norms under pressure 

It would not take long before the new norms of the Nazi state and its supporters began to make 

inroads into police practice and the handling of political cases. The German Sipo, the State Police and 

local NS members all pushed for more aggressive and arbitrary handling of political enemies. An early 

example of this is the case of teacher Aasmund Johansen in Stavanger. On 6 December 1940 he was 

accused, allegedly by a pupil, of insulting Gulbrand Lunde, Minister of Culture and Public 

Enlightenment. 1583 He was also accused of having earlier destroyed NS posters. Johansen was arrested 

on orders from police prosecutor and leader of the crime unit, NS member Andreas P. Gjørvad. 

Following standard procedures, which required custody for longer periods to be confirmed by a 

magistrate court, he brought the teacher before the magistrate, NS member Håkon Benneche, who 

ordered Johansen released rather than kept in custody. Johansen was, however, ‘tricked’ by two police 

officers into returning to the police station, where he was prevented from leaving, thus violating the 

magistrate’s order. After a renewed order from the magistrate, he was released that evening.  

The next day, however, Johansen was again arrested and sent to Oslo.1584 Gjørvad had, in accordance 

with Lie’s orders, reported the case as political to the leader of the Mobile Police Service in Oslo, 

Christopher Lange. He had then ordered the Stavanger Police to again arrest Johansen and transport 

him to Oslo. Johansen however had the good fortune of having dedicated lawyers. They brought it 

to the Gulating court of appeals, which on 12 December ordered the State Police to release the 

teacher.1585 The State Police dragged their feet and kept him in jail until 21 December, with Jonas Lie’s 

adjutant Gard Holtskog stating as justification that there were higher, preventive considerations to 

                                                

1578 ‘Tyveri av båt M.1H., K/K ‘Havtor’, report by Rolf B. Wegner, SAT-A-1864-3-Yc-L0001. 
1579 Ulstein 1979, 289. 
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1584 Questioning of Aasmund Johansen, 27 June 1945, letter from lawyer Gerhard M. Våland to Ola Kvalsund, 10 
December 1940, L-sak Andreas P. Gjørvad. 
1585 Letter from A. E. Soelseth to the State Police, 12 December 1940, L-sak Andreas P. Gjørvad. 
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make in ‘these times’.1586 Illustrating how by New Year 1941 the process of radicalisation was only in 

its infancy, Minister of Justice Riisnæs, later on a notable radical in such matters, reacted strongly. He 

issued a circular letter insisting that the police follow the proper judicial procedures, a message 

Kvalsund in turn conveyed to his men.1587 

Both during and after the war, the Johansen case appeared to be an early example of the erosion of 

the rule of law. The defence mustered by both Kvalsund and Gjørvad further help illustrate a key 

mechanism behind this erosion: the constant fear of German intervention. Both alleged that they had 

been under considerable pressure from the Sipo. Shortly before Johansen’s arrest, Kvalsund had 

underlined to the corps that the Germans had demanded everyone who tore down NS posters to be 

arrested and handed over to the Sipo.1588 By this time, the Sipo also received reports from the police’s 

journal, making it harder to keep such matters from their eyes.1589 Both men alleged that Gjørvad’s 

actions had been motivated by a wish to keep Johansen out of German hands by appearing to be 

radical enough to convince the Germans to stay out of the case. This claim gains credence from 

statements made by Johansen’s lawyer, who saw German imprisonment as a distinct – and undesirable 

– possibility. Kvalsund also pointed out, however, that Gjørvad’s action set a dangerous precedent 

which could lead to further radicalisation down the line.1590  

Justification of the fear of gradual abandonment of old norms can be shown by another case from 

Stavanger, this one also from April 1941. Criminal investigators and NS members Andreas Sirnes and 

Ingvald B. Eikeland were sent to investigate an explosion in an outhouse owned by an NS member. 

During the unsuccessful search for explosives in the house of a suspect, the two instead came across 

an anti-Nazi poem. The man was subsequently brought in for questioning and ordered to be jailed by 

Anton Lahlum. In contrast to the Johansen case just months earlier, the man was imprisoned for 

three weeks, apparently without being brought before the magistrate.1591 In keeping with the new 

regulations for handling such cases, the case papers were sent to the State Police as well as to the 

People’s Court, with the latter apparently accepting a limited term of imprisonment. At this point, 

however, treatment of such cases was still rather lenient, and nothing else happened to the man after 

his release.1592  

Likely due to the poor results of previous political investigations, the NS in Ålesund pressed for Kåre 

Lindheim, one of the men sent to Ålesund after the unrest in December 1940, to take over the 

investigation of political cases on his appointment as police prosecutor. According to Ivar M. Sundet, 

chief of police at that time, all others were understandingly ‘more than happy’ to be relieved of such 

                                                

1586 ‘Lektor Aamund Johansen’, letter from Jon Simonsen to Gerhard M. Våland, 23 December 1940, L-sak Andreas P. 
Gjørvad. 
1587 ‘Fengsling av lektor Johansen, Deres brev av 10.12.1940’, letter from Ola Kvalsund to Gerhard M. Våland, 15 
January 1941, L-sak Andreas P. Gjørvad. 
1588 Reference of sentence in the case of Ola Kvalsund, published in Politiembedsmennenes Blad, no. 6, 1948. 
1589 ‘Ad Andreas Pedersen Gjørvad’, report by Ola Kvalsund, 30 October 1945, L-sak Andreas P. Gjørvad. 
1590 Reference of sentence in the case of Ola Kvalsund, reprinted in Politiembedsmennenes Blad, no. 6, 1948, ‘ad Andreas 
Pedersen Gjørvad’, report by Ola Kvalsund, 30 October 1945, L-sak Andreas P. Gjørvad. 
1591 ‘Spredning av ulovlig skrift, diktet VÆR NORDMANN’, letter from Anton Lahlum to the Sipo in Stavanger, 29 
April 1941, ‘Angår: Etterforskning i politiske saker i krigsårene’, report by E. Evertsen, 28 November 1945 , L-sak 
Ingvald B. Eikeland. Letter from Olaf Iversen to Landssvikavdelingen, 9 August 1945, L-sak Andreas K. Sirnes. 
1592 Case 505/41, justice protocol of the Stavanger police district 19 December 1940-21 October 1941, SAST-A-100361-
Gab-L0009. 
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tasks.1593 Lindheim was far more in tune with the ideals of the New Order than his colleagues in terms 

of energy and methods. He actively reported political incidents himself rather than respond to 

complaints from others, like his colleagues.1594  

Illustrative of his eagerness was a case from June 1941. Lindheim, angry at how popular tearing down 

propaganda posters had become, accused four adolescent boys of this and tossed them into the drunk 

tank. Again illustrating the radicalising effect of fear of German involvement, Lindheim justified his 

action by painting the boys as a danger to the town by risking German intervention.1595 The five boys, 

however, were not scared, and, after being released without any charges being pressed, accused 

Lindheim of improper imprisonment and threats.1596 Showing that the rule of law was still relevant, 

Lindheim was ultimately sharply criticised by the Director of Public Prosecutions and the Ministry of 

the Police for his actions.1597 As a further demonstration of his eagerness, in August he had a woman 

arrested and demanded her punished for ‘looking up and down at him in a contemptuous manner’ 

and for refusing to leave a restaurant when he demanded it.1598 Chief of police Myhre decided to press 

the case in court, where the woman was acquitted of all charges, again illustrating that arbitrariness in 

political cases was far from ubiquitous by autumn 1941.1599  

In Skien, chief of police Andersen was put on the defensive by the energetic local chapter of NS and 

through his tendency to confer with higher authorities on what to do in political cases and defer to 

their judgement. In January 1941 a teacher in Skien accused the Hird of taking a pupil from the 7th 

grade to the Hird’s house, beating him fifteen times with a leather strap. Rather than open a criminal 

investigation, he asked the ministry about what to do, viewing this serious act as a political case. A 

striking reply came from Christopher Lange, who simply stated that nothing was to be done by the 

police.1600 A case from October 1941 also shows Andersen’s weakness. In a letter to the public 

prosecutor, Andersen stated that he was ‘fully aware’ of evidence demonstrating that members of the 

Hird had beaten a man. If ‘normal’ interpretation of the relevant paragraphs of the Norwegian 

criminal code were to be followed, Andersen would have issued fines. Due to Lie’s demand that the 

police should ‘actively’ support the Hird, however, he had decided to drop the case.1601 

In some cases the Skien police took more of a stand. In early October 1941, for instance, a Hird 

member brought a man with a Norwegian flag on his breast to the police station. He was rebuffed 

with the message that the police were not aware of this being forbidden. The next day police 

                                                

1593 Letter from Ivar M. Sundet to Asmund Fjeld, 5 February 1946, L-sak Kåre Lindheim. That Lindheim indeed took 
over the handling of political cases from Wegner is also clear from the Justice Protocols, where Lindheim is listed as 
handling all political cases from late April 1941. He was sometimes aided in his investigations by non-NS members, 
however. Justice protocol of the Sunnmøre police district, SAT-A-1864-1-03-L0019. 
1594 ‘Dom’, L-sak Kåre Lindheim. 
1595 Report by Kåre Lindheim, 20 June 1941, L-sak Kåre Lindheim. 
1596 ‘Rettsbok for Aalesunds forhørsrett, 7.7.41’, L-sak Kåre Lindheim. 
1597 Letter from Jørgen Nordvik to the Ministry of Justice, 18 July 1941, memorandum by N. Aars-Rynning and J. 
Røstad, 15 August 1941, L-sak Kåre Lindheim. 
1598 ‘Anmeldelse til Ålesund politikammer’, by Kåre Lindheim, 3 August 1941, L-sak Kåre Lindheim. 
1599 Comment by Anton Myhre on letter from the public prosecutor in Sogn and Fjordane and Møre and Romsdal, 1 
October 1941, ‘Dom’, 3 September 1941, L-sak Kåre Lindheim. 
1600 Letter from Per C. Andersen to the Ministry of the Police, 3 February 1941, L-sak Alf Seeberg. 
1601 ‘S.P. s. nr. 362/41’, letter from Per C. Andersen to the public prosecutor, 3 October 1941, SAK-A-745-M-Ma-Mab-
L0012. 
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prosecutor Blekeli, as already noted a firm anti-Nazi, underlined that the police should not take action 

against people wearing flags or red caps.1602 

The number and character of the Norwegian police’s independent political investigations should not, 

however, be exaggerated. In March 1941, for instance, four individuals were investigated for ‘political 

crimes’ in Skien. The nature of these ‘crimes’ was rather modest: two involved tearing down NS 

posters, and one involved ‘inappropriate’ behaviour towards an NS member in the street.1603 In June 

and July, three individuals were investigated: one for insulting NS, and one for dishonouring a 

deceased NS member’s memory. The third case was of a more serious character, involving illegal 

papers. The case was typically enough taken over by the Sipo after a search of suspect’s house had 

been performed.1604 Given that the total number of crime and misdemeanour cases in the Skien police 

district in 1941 was 1,410, political cases thus remained but a fraction of the total number of cases 

handled by the force.1605 

The Sipo’s shadow 

As noted above, the threat of Sipo intervention loomed large during the Norwegian police 

investigation of political cases. Serious or interesting cases could at any time be taken over by the Sipo. 

An early example of this is from Stavanger in April 1941. The Stavanger police investigated a number 

of shops suspected of closing early on the anniversary of the invasion, 9 April, as a sign of mourning 

and protest. Anton Lahlum had ordered inspections of shops in anticipation of such protests.1606 It 

turned out this was a rather common phenomenon, with at least eight shops closing early. After an 

initial investigation by the Stavanger crime unit, the Sipo took over and at least temporarily closed the 

shops, including that of the Jewish man Julius Fein, whose shop was permanently confiscated and 

shortly after liquidated.1607 

Another example is from Skien in May 1944, when the sole female constable in the Skien police corps, 

NS member Anna S. Wiggen, was ordered by Gustav Lyngaas to go to a shop in town rumoured to 

be selling tiny US and British flags and try to buy some. Lyngaas had this information from a 

prominent NS member. Wiggen ‘begged and pleaded’ to be able to buy flags from the hesitant store 

clerk, who finally gave in. Shortly after, the owner of the shop was called to the police station for 

questioning. Chief of police Barmann Jensen appears to have dismissed the whole affair, saying that 

there was no official ban on such flags and thus no case, much to the irritation of the NS member 

who had lodged the original complaint. A couple of days later, however, the Sipo showed up at the 

shop and closed it for three days. The store clerk was told to report to the Sipo office in Larvik, where 

she was imprisoned for almost two months, apparently even without being questioned. Once she got 

news of the imprisonment, Wiggen apparently made attempts to free the store clerk, using a more 

                                                

1602 ‘Utskrift av Skien politikammers vaktjournal’, 6 October 1941, SAK-A-745-Mc-Mca-L0009. 
1603 ‘Centralregister over politiske forbrytere, innberetning for mars måned 1941’, SAK-A-745-M-Ma-Mab-L0015. 
1604 ‘Centralregister over politiske forbrytere, innberetning for juni og juli 1941’, SAK-A-745-M-Ma-Mab-L0014. 
1605 ‘Übersicht über die Beamten und die Arbeitsmenge bei sämtlichen Polizeibezirken nebst den zugehörigen 
Polizeiwachen’, RA-S-3978-E-Ee-L0002. 
1606 ‘Angår: 1. Kurt Harald Helgø og 2. Olene Roan. Ulovlig lukning av forretning 9.4.41’, report by Andreas K. Sirnes, 9 
April 1941, L-sak Andreas K. Sirnes. 
1607 Comment on letter to the State Police from Anton Lahlum, 21 April 1941, L-sak Andreas K. Sirnes. 
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prominent NS member as an intermediary with the Sipo. He claimed this was successful. The shop’s 

owner was eventually fined 1,000 crowns by the Sipo.1608 

Cases could also be transferred to the Sipo by the Norwegian police, bound by orders to stay away 

from an increasing number of more serious affairs. In November 1942, for instance, Skien chief of 

police Barmann Jensen ordered Gunnar Dahl to arrest two men suspected of keeping an illegal radio 

and to search their homes. They had been informed on by Alf Richard Jensen, who later joined the 

Skien police. As the case involved a radio, they were handed over to the Sipo. This resulted in one of 

them being imprisoned for six months, three of them at Grini, and the other staying in Sipo’s prison 

for one month.1609 

For some of the more dedicated Nazis in the Norwegian police ranks, the Sipo’s willingness to hand 

out harsh punishment even in cases where guilt was less clear-cut presented a way of circumventing 

Norwegian institutions they saw as too conservative. In Ålesund, three of chief of police Anton 

Myhre’s former subordinates claimed after the war that Myhre reported anything even remotely 

‘political’ to the Sipo or the State Police.1610 His willingness to partner with the Sipo is clearly shown 

by a case from November 1941. A Norwegian and a German reported to the Sipo that they had heard 

participants at a party singing the now banned King’s hymn. The Sipo forwarded the case to the 

Ålesund police, where NS member Anders Furland investigated the case in cooperation with Myhre. 

The latter saw it as ‘obvious’ that the participants were guilty and sent the case to the State Police in 

Trondheim with a suggestion that the alleged singers, whom he saw as hard-core political opponents, 

should be fined the exorbitant sum of 10,000 crowns. Interestingly, the State Police apparently 

presented the case to the public prosecutor, who found the evidence too weak and suggested 

dismissing the case. Upon the case’s return to Ålesund, either Myhre or Egil Lindheim, finding the 

decision wrong, then conferred with the Sipo, which decided that the originally suggested fine should 

be paid. In April 1942 Norwegian police officers offered the partygoers the choice between spending 

three months in German prison or to pay their share of the fine. All chose the latter, despite pleading 

their innocence. The collected fine was then sent to the Sipo.1611 

Myhre’s successor Håkenrud was also no stranger to using the Sipo for such ends. In 1943 he wanted 

to punish a woman accused of wearing clothing in the national colours. She refused to accept a fine 

of 150 crowns, whereupon he left her in prison for three days. Running out of legal options, he 

informed the Sipo, who then incarcerated the woman for three months for being hostile towards NS. 

                                                

1608 ‘Ad. salg av fiendtlige lands nasjonalflagg’, report by Anna S. Wiggen, 20 May 1944, interrogation of Anna S. 
Wiggen, 8 November 1945, interrogation of Odd Ramstedt, 21 November 1945, interrogation of Torjus Tellefsen, 2 
April 1946, questioning of Lyder T. Nilsen, 22 November 1945, questioning of Sigrid H. Larsen, 27 October 1945, 
‘Dom’, letter from Odd Ramstedt to office leader Myrdal, 23 May 1944, L-sak Anna S. Wiggen. 
1609 ‘Dom’, L-sak Lars R. B. Jensen, Ottosen 1995, 326. 
1610 Questioning of Sigurd Refsnæs, 12 June 1946, questioning of Hartvig Horseng and Astrup Enoksen, 13 June 1946, 
L-sak Anton B. J. Myhre. 
1611 ‘Ang. Egil Lindheim’, report by B. Sørgaard, 26 August 1946, letter from Anton B. J. Myhre to the State Police in 
Trondheim, 30 January 1942, letter from Paulus Giørtz to the Sunnmøre police district, 29 April 1942, interrogation of 
Egil Lindheim, 20 August 1946, L-sak Egil Lindheim. Case 1082/41, justice protocol of the Sunnmøre police district, 
SAT-A-1864-1-03-L0020. 
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After the war he was harshly criticised by the court for using the Sipo to sidestep formal Norwegian 

rules.1612 

The relationship with the State Police 

As some of the cases described above show, the State Police had begun to make its presence felt in 

all three police districts even before the summer of 1941. Its role expanded after its formal 

establishment on 1 July. This was particularly the case in Stavanger. The role of the State Police in 

Ålesund and Skien was more indirect. In Stavanger, the local State Police presence meant that from 

summer 1941 onwards, the types of political cases described above were increasingly handed over to 

them, disappearing from the justice protocols of the regular police entirely by mid-1943.1613 Even 

accusations by ideologically zealous police officers were now conveyed to the State Police rather than 

handled by the regular Stavanger police.1614  

While the establishment of the State Police office thus largely relieved the regular police in Stavanger 

of investigating political cases, some potentially political cases could still end up being handled by 

them. These included the internal political investigations in the corps detailed in the previous chapter, 

but also cases where the political nature was initially uncertain, such as missing persons, people absent 

from their assigned workplaces, and the destruction of property, which of course could be a result of 

sabotage. 1615  If the investigation could present such cases as not being politically motivated, 

involvement by the State Police or the Sipo could be averted. In 1944, for instance, forensics expert 

Alf Endsjø claimed to have averted German reprisals in four cases where they suspected Norwegian 

sabotage.1616 The same year, Betuel Stangeland and John Malde covered up an act of sabotage by 

faking evidence, making it appear to be an accident instead.1617 

On the other hand, having a local State Police office also resulted in more conflicts between the two 

police branches, and meant that officers from the regular police were regularly called upon to assist 

the State Police, including, as we shall see later, in the arrests of teachers and, to a limited degree, the 

arrests of local Jews.  

                                                

1612 ‘Dom’, L-sak Arne N. Håkenrud. 
1613 A typical case from October 1941: A woman was accused of tearing down a poster. The next day the State Police 

was handed the case. ‘Case 1898/41’, justice protocol of the Stavanger police district 19 December 1940-21 October 
1941, SAST-A-100361-G-Gab-L0009. The justice protocol of the Stavanger State Police also has numerous examples of 
this, SAST-A-100528-F-Fab-L0001. 
1614 For instance, in April 1942 constable Eystein Larsen felt the need to report a man to the State Police for ‘grinning’ 
when he saw Larsen’s NS button on his jacket. Larsen saw it as desirable that the man should feel that ‘he could not 
demonstrate against Nasjonal Samling and go unpunished’. Report by Eystein Larsen, 7 April 1942, L-sak Eystein 
Larsen. The man was eventually fined 250 crowns. On 15 October 1942, constable Einar Jenssen reported that an air 
raid shelter had the inscription ‘Down with Quisling. Up with the King’. The case was immediately handed over to the 
State Police. Letter journal of the Stavanger police district, 15 October 1942, SAST-A-100528-C-Ca-L0014. And in 
January 1944, constable Georg Grude forwarded suspicions of radio possession to the State Police. Document 18, L-sak 
Georg Grude. 
1615 See for instance ‘Avskrift (Ordrebok for Orpo II Side 110)’, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland, ‘Angår: 4 ungdommer i 20 
års aldermen som er meldt savnet siden lørdag ettermiddag 20/3-43’, report by Andreas K. Sirnes, 23 March 1943, L-sak 
Andreas K. Sirnes. Once Sirnes suspected that the four had left the country, he suggested sending the case to the State 
Police.  
1616 Report by Alf Endsjø, 19 January 1944, RA-S-3978-E-Ee-L0011. 
1617 Report by John R. Malde, 12 February 1946, ‘Dom’, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
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In Ålesund and Skien, the lack of a State Police office in town meant that more political investigations 

were handled locally than was the case in Stavanger. Moreover, several tasks administered and largely 

executed by the State Police in Stavanger, such as the actions against teachers, clergy and Jews, 

confiscation of property and the taking of hostages largely became tasks for the regular police corps 

in Ålesund and Skien, which we will return to later. 

From autumn 1941, political cases in Ålesund were often sent directly to the State Police for 

investigation, or briefly investigated by the Ålesund police before being sent to the State Police for 

further handling.1618 Whether a case was sent to the State Police or handled locally, however, seems 

to have been somewhat inconsistent. On 11 April 1942, for instance, an NS member accused a man 

of insulting NS and the Germans. The case was sent directly to the State Police for investigation.1619 

Two days later, however, charges by two women of insults were investigated by the Ålesund police 

and dismissed due to the state of the evidence.1620 Even quite late in the war, the Ålesund police 

continued to independently investigate political ‘crimes’. In May 1943, for instance, four police 

officers who were members of NS were ordered to conduct a sweep to check whether people used 

clothing as political protest. The results were eight confiscations of items such as sweaters and caps.1621 

Nine political cases were registered between late June and late October 1944. These included several 

cases of illegal possession of radios and one case of political graffiti.1622 The latter was investigated on 

orders from the State Police, and subsequently sent to them for further treatment.1623  

The varying handling of political cases in Ålesund can be further illustrated by the sentence of 

prominent local NS member Herlof Hansen.1624 Hansen was accused of reporting ten political cases 

to the Ålesund police, including accusations against several members of the police corps. Out of these, 

two cases resulted in fines, four in no consequences, two in unsuccessful searches for red caps and 

radios respectively, and one in a confiscated radio but no other consequences. Only one case was sent 

to the State Police, apparently ending in no consequences for the accused. In other words, while 

certainly contributing to political oppression, the Ålesund police did not function as mindless 

enforcers of the will of local NS leaders. Notably Hansen in numerous cases sidestepped the 

Norwegian police entirely, preferring to report political opponents directly to the Sipo.1625 

                                                

1618 For example, in November 1941 a Hird leader accused three persons of demonstrations against the Hird. The case 
was sent directly to the State Police. ‘Case 1047/41’, justice protocol of the Sunnmøre police district, SAT-A-1864-1-03-
L0020. Myhre claimed that he thought the State Police ‘the right authority’, adding that he had no ‘suitable’ men who 
could investigate the case. ‘Anmeldelse til Ålesund politikammer, 8.11.41’, L-sak Anton B. J. Myhre. The State Police 
then sent a man to Ålesund, who concluded that the Hird had ‘fixed’ the matter themselves, making further action by 
the State Police superfluous. ‘Rapport til Statspolitisjefen’ by Ole M. Strømmen, 26 January 1942, L-sak Anton B. J. 
Myhre. In October 41, the Sipo accused a Norwegian of propaganda for the king. It was investigated by non-NS 
member Ola Halvorsen before being sent for review by the Sipo. Upon return of the case, Myhre sent the case to the 
State Police with a recommendation that a fine of 50 crowns would be fitting. ‘Case 937/41’, justice protocol of the 
Sunnmøre police district, SAT-A-1864-1-03-L0020. 
1619 ‘Case 300/42’, justice protocol of the Sunnmøre police district, SAT-A-1864-1-03-L0021. 
1620 ‘Case 303/42’, justice protocol of the Sunnmøre police district, SAT-A-1864-1-03-L0021. 
1621 ‘Angår: Kontroll av bruk av klæsplagg som demonstrasjon’, report by Sverre Berg, 10 May 1943, L-sak Sverre M. 
Berg. 
1622 ‘Politiske meldinger’, justice protocol of the Sunnmøre police district, p. 600, SAT-A-1864-1-03-L0020. 
1623 ‘Case 1921/44’, SAT-A-1864-1-03-L0028. 
1624 Hansen was regional leader (kretsfører) of NS in the Sunnmøre area from November 1941 to summer 1944, as well as 
holding numerous other party offices. ‘Dom’, L-sak Herlof Hansen. 
1625 ‘Dom’, L-sak Herlof Hansen. 
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The formal establishment of the State Police also led the Skien police to send many political cases 

their way. An overview of recent political cases sent to the Sipo in Larvik in July 1943 can serve to 

illustrate this. Several people had received illegal newspapers or writings, and these cases were sent 

directly to the State Police. The case of a preacher suspected of ‘activity hostile towards the state and 

people’ received the same treatment.1626 Symptomatic of this changing responsibility, leader of the NS 

in Telemark county, Olav G. Dalen, regularly went straight to the State Police in Oslo with his 

accusations and complaints about political ‘crimes’, rather than involving the local police.1627 Cases 

sent to the State Police also included accusations directly against NS members. In January 1942 two 

Hird members were accused of forcing themselves into the home of a man they suspected of hoarding 

food supplies.1628 

As in Ålesund, the creation of the State Police did not mean that the local police stopped 

independently handling political ‘crimes’. Most of these cases were however, as previously, of a rather 

trivial character. In May 1942 a Hird member approached two police officers, telling them about a 

young man wearing a Norwegian flag on his tie pin. They initially concluded that this could in no way 

be interpreted as a demonstration. This was criticised by chief of police Gaarder, who demanded they 

go back and find the man, who however showed up on his own after hearing that the police wanted 

him. He was then let go with a warning.1629 In August 1943 a local Hird leader brought in two young 

women dressed in red overalls and caps. The caps were confiscated and the women released.1630 

In April 1942 the Skien police was involved in a matter which would demonstrate not only how the 

importance of a ‘rapid response’ could lead to action even without State Police involvement, but also 

the difference a policeman’s political attitude could make during such political investigations. In April 

1942 NS member Erling W. Pedersen, who would later be employed by the Skien police, received an 

illegal newspaper from a man in a store, allegedly after posing as an opponent of the New Order. He 

showed it to a more prominent NS member, who realised its importance, and went straight to chief 

of police Gaarder. Sensing the possibility to unmask an important illegal organisation, Gaarder sprang 

into action, ordering the houses of two suspects to be searched. Gaarder led one of the searches, 

Lyngaas the other, in such a brash manner that the suspect afterwards complained to the Ministry of 

the Police about his treatment. The policemen barged into the houses in the middle of the night, 

kicking in a door and spending hours searching for illegal papers – an obviously scary experience for 

the inhabitants. Many of the men involved in the search were ‘very considerate’, however, with one 

apologising to the suspect’s wife, saying that ‘this was among the worst tasks he had been given’. More 

importantly, an illegal newspaper was deliberately overlooked. The police then took a typewriter and 

some papers that might be relevant to the case and brought the two suspects to the police station. 

There, according to both men, they were given direct assistance by police officers Jonas Strand and 

Gunnar Gjerland. The two policemen told the main suspect that there was no solid case against him, 

and then instructed him on what to say in order to appear credible to Gaarder and the Sipo. The latter 

                                                

1626 ‘Forordning av 12.10.1942, Deres skrivelse av 6.1.1943’, letter from the Skien police district to the Sipo in Larvik, 9 
July 1943, SAK-A-745-Mc-Mca-L0013. 
1627 ‘Dom’, L-sak Olav G. Dalen. 
1628 ‘Case 36’, justice protocol of the Skien police district, 28 October 1941-24 August 1942, SAK-A-745-F-Fa-Faa-
L0029. 
1629 ‘Ang. bæring av slipsholder med norsk flagg’, report by Realf Thuve, 9 May 1942, SAK-A-745-M-Ma-Mab-L0016. 
1630 ‘Utskrift av Skien politikammers vaktjournal, 3.8.43’, L-sak Hans-Heinrich Karsten. 
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had been immediately warned and involved, given the nature of the case. The gambit succeeded; after 

spending two weeks in Sipo’s prison in Larvik, he was released and the case was closed.1631 

State Police investigations 

In contrast to the regular police corps, where political cases constituted a minority of its cases, the 

State Police was in theory only to deal with such matters. The reasons for investigating cases and 

persons varied.1632 First, the State Police frequently received complaints from local NS members about 

harassment or ‘hostility towards the New Order’. Second, State Police officers themselves reported 

similar issues, leading to further investigations. 1633  Third, the State Police monitored letters and 

religious meetings or services to identify the most eager opponents in the area. And fourth it received 

cases from others, be they the regular police, other State Police units or, in a few cases, the Sipo.  

The State Police’s more serious investigations were, as noted earlier, supposed to lead to court cases 

in the People’s Court – something which, as we will see, practically never occurred in Stavanger. 

Instead, underlining its increasingly arbitrary character, the State Police ended up using warnings, fines, 

temporary custody and, eventually, longer formal detainment as their means of punishing and 

pressuring political enemies. Often, however, the ultimate punishment for individuals investigated by 

the State Police was meted out by the Sipo if they were dissatisfied with the way a case was being 

handled or deemed it their responsibility.1634 

A ‘moderate’ beginning 

Initially, most of the cases handled by the Stavanger State Police were of the same kind as those which 

until then had been handled by the crime unit in Stavanger and were thus relatively innocuous in 

character. Punishments included firings, fines, warnings or being held custody for short periods of 

time. A report from Marthinsen on the State Police’s activities in 1941 stated that ‘larger cases’ in 

Stavanger included arrests of oppositional teachers, several cases of people escaping the country, and 

a number of cases of harassment of NS members. Some of them – involving illegal radio listening 

and damage to German cables – had been handed over to the Sipo for further handling.1635 Other 

cases investigated included an employee of the newspaper Stavanger Aftenblad, who refused to work 

under a new Nazi editor, and a sheriff accused by the local NS of refusing to investigate a political 

case and of sabotaging the new ‘Nazi greeting’. This resulted in him being arrested for a while and 

subsequently fired.1636  

Underlining the ‘soft’ beginnings of the Stavanger State Police, the post-war sentence of Ottar Huuse 

included no cases where people arrested on his orders ended up in Germany, or even in the Grini 

                                                

1631 Interrogation of Gustav Lyngaas, 13 October 1945, questioning of Elsa Mortensen, 23 October 1945, ‘Ad 
husundersøkelse i Sigurdsgt. 3’, memorandum by Sverre Mortensen, 19 May 1945, ‘Dom’, L-sak Gustav Lyngaas. 
Questioning of Willam C. Zeuthen, 17 July 1945, questioning of Sverre Mortensen, 10 July 1945, ‘Dom’, L-sak Erling 
W. Pedersen. ‘Dokumentfortegnelse, inneh. endel saker som ble tatt med fra Sverre Mortensen…’, SAK-A-745-Mc-
Mca-L0010. 
1632 Based on the justice protocols of the Stavanger State Police, SAST-A-100528-Fab-L0001-L0006. 
1633 For numerous examples, see for instance ‘Dom’, L-sak Olav Rossavik.  
1634 Report by Hans J. S. Pedersen, 16 August 1945, interrogation of Herbert Krumnack, 21 August 1945, L-sak Hans J. 
S. Pedersen. 
1635 Report on the State Police’s activities in 1941, by Karl A. Marthinsen, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L00021. After the war 
Huuse was also punished for his actions in many of these cases. See ‘Dom’, L-sak Ottar S. Huuse. 
1636 Report on the State Police’s activities in 1941 by Karl A. Marthinsen, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L00021. ‘Dom’, L-sak Ottar 
S. Huuse. 
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prison camp. Moreover, in only one case did he suggest detention to Marthinsen.1637 This does not 

mean that the State Police’s initial political investigations were harmless. To those who were 

investigated, it was a clear reminder that in the new Norway, a careless word in the presence of the 

wrong person could lead to uncomfortable stays in prison and uncertainty about the outcome.  

Adding to this uncertainty was Huuse’s arbitrary methods. He readily admitted that he had gone about 

his business in quite a different manner from what was usual – for which he was criticised by more 

legalistically minded NS members, such as the public prosecutor. 1638  Instead of trying to have 

individuals suspected of oppositional activity tried in court, Huuse simply put them in custody, thus 

‘removing harmful elements for a time, as desired by the party’. Moreover, he saw this as an 

opportunity to ‘soften them’ in the ‘miserable prisons of Stavanger’ making them more open to 

‘National Socialism’. Huuse claimed to have achieved several successes this way.1639 After the war, he 

was indeed convicted for holding numerous people imprisoned without charges being pressed.1640 His 

reluctance to get people to trial is supported by there being no cases from the Stavanger State Police 

brought to a sentence by the People’s Court during Huuse’s tenure, at a time when the court was still 

relevant.1641 Huuse did however use the People’s Court to confirm custody for some people.1642  

Growing seriousness 

The appointment of Huuse’s successor, John Georg Ekerholt, coincided with a major crackdown on 

organised resistance networks in Rogaland. Showing that it was far from toothless, the State Police 

played an important role in the investigation of illegal newspapers in Stavanger in 1942, allegedly 

resulting in the arrest of about 200 people.1643 One of them, Olaf Victor, committed suicide while in 

the custody of the State Police.1644 He had earlier been arrested by officers Kåre Grette and Finn 

Sveinås.1645 In the case of one of the papers, Jøssing, the case began (according to Håkon Eeg-Larsen) 

when a State Police officer discovered a copy of the paper during regular mail interception. The 

addressee was subsequently arrested, which began the unravelling of the entire distribution 

network.1646 The case was taken over by the Sipo once its gravity was discovered, with the message 

that such cases – organised illegal papers – belonged to them.1647 During the initial investigations, five 

                                                

1637 ‘Dom’, L-sak Ottar S. Huuse. Names checked with Ottosen 1995. The case where he suggested detention was 
against Olav Nyvold in Mandal. Nyvold was arrested by Huuse in March. In April Huuse suggested detention, without 
the sentence confirming whether this was the outcome.  
1638 ‘Politifullmektig Huuse, Stavanger’, PM by Kristoffer Holmen, 20 June 1942, L-sak Ottar S. Huuse. 
1639 Report by Ottar Huuse, spring 1942, L-sak Ottar S. Huuse. 
1640 ‘Dom’, L-sak Ottar S. Huuse. 
1641 ‘Politifullmektig Huuse, Stavanger’, PM by Kristoffer Holmen, 20 June 1942, L-sak Ottar S. Huuse. 
1642 See for instance a case from 14 August 1941. Justice protocol of the Stavanger State Police, p. 108, SAST-A-100528-
Fab-L0001. 
1643 ‘Beretning for tiden 1. juni til 31. oktober 1942 fra Stavangeravdelingen’, report by John G. Ekerholt, 6 November 
1942, L-sak John G. Ekerholt. For several examples of arrests made in this case, see ‘Vaktrapport over døgnet fram 
torsdag den 3 september 1942 til fredag den 4. september 1942’ and ‘Vaktrapport over døgnet fram fredag den 4 
september 1942 til lørdag den 5. september 1942’, RA-S-1329-F-L0048. 
1644 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 98, ‘Vaktrapport over døgnet fram mandag den 29. juni 1942 til tirsdag den 30. Juni 1942’, 
RA-S-1329-F-L0048. 
1645 ‘Dom’, L-sak Finn S. Sveinås. 
1646 Håkon Eeg-Larsen takes responsibility for this. Interrogation of Håkon Eeg-Larsen, 27 August 1946, L-sak Håkon 
Eeg-Larsen. Ekerholt, on the other hand, claimed it was John Johnsen who discovered a letter which led to further 
arrests. Interrogation of John G. Ekerholt, 9 April 1946, L-sak Olaf M. B. Starheim.  
1647 Interrogation of John G. Ekerholt, 9 April 1946, L-sak Olaf M. B. Starheim. ‘Beretning for tiden 1. juni til 31. 
oktober 1942 fra Stavangeravdelingen’, report by John G. Ekerholt, 6 November 1942, ‘Dom’, L-sak John G. Ekerholt. 
See also Stahl and Wyller 1962, 96 ff., where it is clear that the Sipo conducted arrests in the matter, starting in July.  
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of those involved in the paper Jøssing were tortured by Olaf Starheim, Leonard Wickstrøm and Håkon 

Eeg-Larsen at the State Police’s offices, most of them beaten with a leather strap.1648 They were all 

then sent to Grini and two were later sent to Sachsenhausen, where they remained until the end of 

the war.1649 

Another case from Ekerholt’s period can help illustrate the border between the State Police’s 

responsibilities and that of the Sipo, as well as the Stavanger State Police’s modus operandi in 1943. 

During regular mail interception in May 1943, an illegal newsletter from an unknown Oslo address 

was discovered. Stavanger State Police officers then arrested the addressee and searched through his 

belongings, finding a letter from a student in Oslo with matching handwriting. The man was 

imprisoned in Stavanger but released shortly after.1650 Investigations were then carried out in Oslo, 

resulting in a further four arrests. Two were incarcerated at Bredtvet prison for three months, while 

the others were freed after a short period of time. It is possible that the Sipo did not take over the 

case because the investigation ended with a man who had already fled the country, making further 

investigation difficult, or because the newsletter was simply too amateurish to bother the Sipo. The 

months in prison were apparently seen as a fitting punishment, and no further action was taken against 

the men.1651 

During Ekerholt’s tenure, Marthinsen’s right to order the detainment of persons began to show its 

relevance. How this could be used can be illustrated by a previously mentioned case from March 1943, 

when a man was sent to Berg for four months for simply stating that he was ‘an eager opponent of 

NS and the New Order’, and that ‘only idiots join NS’. Ekerholt recommended detention instead of 

the ‘judicially correct’ fine, due to the man’s ‘hard-boiled oppositional nature’. ‘Preventive 

considerations’ therefore spoke in favour of detention, according to Ekerholt.1652 

The tenure of Ekerholt’s successor, Hans Skaar Pedersen, was heavily influenced by the overall 

radicalisation of the resistance struggle, most notably the increasing strength and activity of Milorg 

groups in Rogaland. Skaar Pedersen, likely by character a more moderate man than Huuse, thus came 

to be responsible for far more serious investigations, with severe and even fatal consequences for 

fellow Norwegians. Reflecting the almost complete irrelevance of the People’s Court, Skaar Pedersen 

only brought one case to the court during his period as leader. Instead, he employed warnings, fines, 

detention or banishment from specific areas.1653 

A case from August 1943 provides an excellent illustration of how far Skaar Pedersen and his 

Stavanger State Police had drifted in its mentality, by contrasting it to the regular police and NS 

members there. That month, the Norwegian janitor of Jail ‘C’ in Stavanger reported to the regular 

Stavanger police that a prisoner had been mistreated by State Police officers. 1654  The man was 

                                                

1648 These were: Reidar Johannes Hognestad, Karl Andreas Bergsaker, Per Våland, Per Johnsen and Sverre Gausland. 
‘Dom’, L-sak Olaf M. B. Starheim, ‘Dom’, L-sak Håkon Eeg-Larsen. The men’s involvement with the paper is 
confirmed by Stahl and Wyller 1962, 95-96. 
1649 These were Sverre Gausland and Per Johnsen. Ottosen 1995, 222, 349. 
1650 ‘Ang. forsendelse av illegalt skriv’, report by John Johnsen, 2 June 1943, L-sak John Johnsen. 
1651 ‘Oversiktsrapport for sak O.V. 1253/43, ‘Norge vårt land’, 3 December 1943, L-sak John Johnsen. Also Ottosen 
1995, 413. 
1652 ‘Ang. mistanke om besiddelse av radiomottager. Kjøbmann Egeland, Lura’, L-sak Olav Rossavik. Ottosen 1995, 195. 
1653 Report by Hans J. S. Pedersen, 16 August 1945, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
1654 This was Arne Rossavik, brother of State Police officer Olav Rossavik. 
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suspected of having celebrated the king’s birthday in a telegram to a friend. When he denied this, 

Håkon Eeg-Larsen, certain that the man had much more to hide, hit him to produce ‘results’.1655 The 

regular Stavanger Police began a thorough investigation, led by Order Police commander Anton 

Lahlum, Criminal Police commander Egil Torjussen, both NS members, aided by forensics expert Alf 

Endsjø.1656 The doctor called to examine the victim was also a member of NS.1657 That Eeg-Larsen 

had in fact used violence was quickly established. Police president Langlie, Lahlum and Torjussen 

deemed Eeg-Larsen a ‘threat to the police’ and demanded him sacked. In a report to Marthinsen, 

however, Skaar Pedersen saw the accusations as primarily a mischievous attack on the State Police 

and deemed Eeg-Larsen’s deeds as not grave enough to sack him. Instead, to keep the peace with the 

regular Stavanger police, he supported, and achieved, having him transferred to Kristiansand. 

While under pressure from the leaders of the regular police, as well as the victim’s lawyer, who 

‘naturally’ was barred from helping his client, Skaar Pedersen and Starheim ‘reviewed’ the case. They 

now saw it as belonging to the Sipo and handed the case files over to them. The Sipo subsequently 

blamed the State Police for putting the prisoner in Jail ‘C’, from where information constantly leaked, 

instead of the German Jail ‘A’. They also found the ordinary police’s interference ‘peculiar’ and feared 

negative propaganda. To stop this, they promised to ‘warn’ the leaders of the ordinary Stavanger 

police about interfering. Skaar Pedersen concluded that the Sipo had kept their word, because Lahlum 

called him the next day and complained about the Sipo becoming involved.1658 The Sipo’s interference 

thus put an end to the Stavanger police’s attempt to hold State Police officers accountable for torture. 

Iversen was called in by the Sipo and briefly interrogated before being sent to Grini for two months 

without any formal charges.1659 The case is thus a vivid illustration of not only the State Police’s 

development, but also of the Sipo’s role as a decisive and superior authority.  

Another illustration of the State Police’s increasingly arbitrary methods and of the character of its 

relationship with the Sipo is provided by a case from late 1944. Skaar Pedersen had long seen local 

lawyers as playing an ‘important and dangerous role’ within the local resistance. Now, he argued, 

‘draconian methods’ were needed to crush the resistance. Harsh measures were thus needed against 

the lawyers. The pretext for this decision was a refusal by lawyers in Stavanger to provide information 

about their employees. Skaar Pedersen asked Marthinsen and Riisnæs to revoke the licences of five 

lawyers, detain two of them, and issue substantial fines to the others. He found it ‘unnecessary’ to 

provide further reasons for his request, simply stating that the five lawyers ‘had always worked in the 

spirit of the now dissolved political parties’, a reference to Terboven’s edict from 1940. Based on this, 

he wanted to detain a man for three years without sentence.1660  

Two months later, Skaar Pedersen made his move, arresting five lawyers. Shortly after, the remaining 

lawyers agreed to provide the requested information on condition that their colleagues be released. 

Skaar Pedersen was thus left with a dilemma: he wanted to keep two of the lawyers arrested, seeing 

them as ‘leaders of the organised resistance’, but he also wanted information from the lawyers. 

                                                

1655 ‘Ad. Ingvald M. Iversen, Stavanger’, report by Håkon Eeg-Larsen, 28 August 1943, L-sak Håkon Eeg-Larsen. 
1656 ‘Statspolitibetjent Håkon Eeg-Larsen – strl. §§ 115 og 229’, report by Egil Torjusen, 25 August 1943, L-sak Håkon 
Eeg-Larsen. 
1657 This was Halvor Næs, who also was the first NS mayor of Stavanger. Stahl and Wyller 1964, 86-87. 
1658 Document 79, L-sak Anton Lahlum. 
1659 Statement by Ingvald M. Iversen, 20 June 1945, L-sak Håkon Eeg-Larsen. Ottosen 1995, 318. 
1660 Letter from Hans J. S. Pedersen to Karl A. Marthinsen, 5 September 1944, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
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Therefore, to avoid being seen to break his word, he turned to the Sipo and asked them to take over 

his prisoners so that he could tell the lawyers that the fate of their colleagues was out of his hands.1661 

The Sipo obliged, and subsequently imprisoned the two lawyers in Grini for the remainder of the 

occupation.1662 

Finally, a particular episode in April 1945 is worth elaborating on for several reasons; it illustrates not 

just the willingness of the State Police to use radical methods, but also the advantage of having a 

politically loyal native police force. It also sheds light on the relationship between the State Police’s 

own investigations and the Sipo’s responsibility for fighting organised military resistance.  

Sverre Vesterhus was an important resistance member in the village of Nærbø. During the 

investigation of a case involving a man who repaired radios, Vesterhus’ name showed up as one of 

those who had bought a radio. Moreover, he was already under suspicion of being a resistance 

member. In order to get him to talk in the hope of uncovering more about the local resistance, four 

State Police officers showed up at his door, pretending to be resistance fighters coming to warn 

Vesterhus that his position had become compromised and that he had to escape. Falling for the bluff, 

Vesterhus insisted on first moving a crate of equipment he had hidden. The crate was then transported 

to the railway station at Nærbø, where Håkon Eeg-Larsen allegedly told three of the men to meet 

them further on. The remaining men, including Vesterhus, would take a taxi. When the taxi 

approached the other group of State Police officers, it was halted, signalling a police control. Vesterhus 

and State Police officers Håkon Eeg-Larsen and Wilhelm Johnsen jumped out of the car, trying to 

‘flee’. The remaining State Police officers then fired on them, managing to wound the poor taxi driver 

in the process. Vesterhus was arrested, brought to Stavanger and handed over to the Sipo after the 

State Police officers became aware of Vesterhus’ serious resistance involvement.1663 While in their 

custody, he was tortured by both Arnold Hölscher and Skaar Pedersen, the latter hitting him ‘forty to 

fifty times’. Peace came soon after, sparing Vesterhus from an even grimmer fate.1664 Due to the 

peculiar circumstances of his ‘flight’, Vesterhus’ fate remained unclear to his family and contacts. 

Exploiting this, the State Police returned several times to Vesterhus’ home, presenting themselves 

again as resistance fighters, hoping to obtain further information from his wife. They did not succeed, 

as she was now rightly suspicious of strangers at her door.1665 

No matter too small 

At the same time as the State Police employed increasingly radical methods to counter growing 

militant resistance, it continued to investigate hundreds of minor political cases. This was not 

                                                

1661 ‘Advokater som nekter å sende oppgave over sine funksjonærer til fylkestillitsmannen i Rogaland’, letter from Skaar 
Pedersen to the public prosecutor, 23 November 1944, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
1662 The two were Tjalve Gjøstein and Jakob Hidle. Ottosen 1995, 227, 290. 
1663 The men were: Sverre Høynes, Håkon Eeg-Larsen, Wilhelm A. Johnsen and Arne E. Olsen (the latter at the time 
worked for the Sipo). Olsen claimed that Alfred Mathiesen also was with them as a driver. Interrogation of Wilhelm A. 
Johnsen, 28 September 1945, interrogation of Wilhelm A. Johnsen, 3 July 1946, interrogation of Arne E. Olsen, 11 July 
1946, L-sak Wilhelm A. Johnsen, Stahl and Wyller 1962, 342 ff.. 
1664 Vesterhus claimed that Wilhelm A. Johnsen and Håkon Eeg-Larsen also tortured him, but was not believed on this 
account. Report by Sverre Vesterhus, 22 July 1945, interrogation of Hans J. S. Pedersen, 12 July 1945, ‘Dom’, L-sak 
Hans J. S. Pedersen. ‘Rapport for statspolitimann Håkon Eg Larsens behandling av meg’, report by Sverre Vesterhus, 25 
October 1945, ‘Dom’, L-sak Håkon Eeg-Larsen. ‘Dom’, L-sak Wilhelm A. Johnsen. 
1665 Report by Sverre Vesterhus, 22 July 1945, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen, questioning of Berta Vesterhus, 25 October 
1945, L-sak Wilhelm A. Johnsen, Stahl and Wyller 1962, 342 ff.. 
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unintentional. Marthinsen had underlined the importance of minor cases like these in his report on 

the State Police in January 1942. Individual NS members experiencing harassment, particularly those 

isolated in smaller communities, had to be supported and protected ‘at any cost’, given that they held 

‘an important section of the front’.1666 The importance placed by the new police leaders on reacting 

to even trifling matters is further shown by a circular letter from the Ministry of the Police in 1943. 

This underlined that the police should ‘immediately’ and ‘energetically’ take action against the use of 

clothing as a form of political protest. This included ‘caps, scarfs, mittens and socks’ used in a way 

which ‘debased’ the national colours.1667  

The State Police archives are full of reports illustrating the consequences of such instructions. In 

November 1942, for example, a girl of 11, the only member of NS in her class, complained about 

harassment and exclusion by other girls of herself and her only friend. The latter was not from an NS 

family but who now paid a heavy social price for associating with the child of NS members. State 

Police officer Olav Haugland conducted a formal investigation into the matter, interrogating the 11-

year-old girls and their teacher and parents. The girls were then made to promise that they would ‘play 

with everybody’ and the teacher was to enforce it.1668 In another typical ‘minor’ case from March 1942, 

a man was accused of having said ‘Oh, what pigs’ (å, for noen svin) to two NS girls. The investigation 

concluded with him being fined 200 crowns.1669 

Another case from 1942–1943 helps illustrate the intense pressure experienced by common NS 

members, and the role assumed by the State Police as their protector. In the village of Nærbø, south 

of Stavanger, Olav Rossavik was told by an isolated NS member that his family was being harassed 

by political opponents. Other farmers had refused to lend them their tractors, and they were being 

threatened ‘daily’. The man was so cowed that he dared not officially report the affair. Rossavik, seeing 

a political comrade in need, duly reported the harassment himself.1670  

During the subsequent State Police investigation, the NS member accused several of his neighbours 

of concrete acts. The village sheriff admitted that he had told the NS member ‘in jest’ that there were 

‘many’ who wanted him dead, and that he actively avoided talking to his former acquaintance. The 

sheriff promised to avoid making such comments in the future.1671 The other implicated persons 

stayed quiet, however. Their unwillingness to talk was so frustrating for Rossavik that he ended up 

hitting one of them, which according to him produced a more coherent explanation.1672 The offended 

man turned to the regular police and accused Rossavik of violent behaviour.1673 Skaar Pedersen again 

saw this as a malevolent attack on the State Police by the ordinary Stavanger Police, where officers 

‘encouraged’ such accusations against State Police officers. He recommended that nothing be done 

                                                

1666 Report by Karl A. Marthinsen on the activities of the State Police in 1941, RA-S-3978-E-Ef-L0002. 
1667 Circular letter from the Ministry of the Police, 3 May 1943, RA-S-1329-F-L0010. 
1668 Document 2/25, L-sak Olav B. Haugland. 
1669 Justice protocol of the Stavanger State Police, p. 654, SAST-A-100528-Fab-L0001. 
1670 ‘Anmeldelse til Statspolitiet. Avgitt av politibetjent Rossavik, Stavangeravdelinger, mandag den 14 sept 1942’, L-sak 
Olav Rossavik. 
1671 ‘Rapport til Statspolitisjefen avgitt av politikonstabel Hovland, Stavangeravdelingen’, 4 August 1943, L-sak Olav 
Rossavik. 
1672 ‘Rapport til Statspolitisjefen avgitt av politibetjent Rossavik, Stavangeravdelingen’, 10 February 1943, L-sak Olav 
Rossavik. 
1673 Interrogation of Olav Rossavik, 27 July 1945, L-sak Olav Rossavik. 
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with Rossavik, seeing his actions as legal when faced with a particularly sly opponent.1674 Rossavik 

claimed after the war that he was given a reprimand by Marthinsen.1675 Interestingly, the case was 

eventually dropped, with the investigating officer noting that the NS member was also ‘somewhat 

nervous’ and that the accusations thus may have had been exaggerated.1676 

The State Police not only tried to protect NS members from harassment, they also regularly intervened 

against even trivial signs of political protest. In May 1942, for instance, Olav Rossavik reported a 

pastry shop for selling cakes with Norwegian flags, one being inscribed with ‘Long live the idea of the 

17th of May’. The flags and the writing were removed, and the owner given a warning.1677 The same 

month, Rossavik reported a man for having thrown away NS pamphlets given to him in a cinema, 

resulting in them falling to the floor. This resulted in a warning for the man, based on a particularly 

generous interpretation of what was made illegal by the Reichskommissar’s edict of 25 September 

1940.1678 In the new Norway, treating NS pamphlets disrespectfully could apparently be seen as 

‘working in the spirit of the now dissolved organisations’. Further illustrating just how all-

encompassing the State Police’s mandate and its willingness to punish anything even resembling 

resistance became, a woman was fined 100 crowns in May 1944. Her crime? Wearing woollen socks 

in the colours of the Norwegian flag in a cinema theatre.1679 

The definition of ‘political crimes’ falling under the State Police’s authority could prove very fluid. In 

April 1944, State Police officer Klaus Sæland accused a Christian association of raffling a cake 

containing eggs and cream, both rationed goods.1680 Undermining the rationing system was in this 

instance interpreted as a political crime. The accusation resulted in a formal State Police investigation 

which, although the case was eventually dropped, must have been uncomfortable for those 

involved.1681 Due perhaps to lack of confidence in the conventional justice system and a desire to keep 

news of criminal elements away from the public, normal criminal investigations involving NS interests 

could also be carried out by the State Police. In early 1945, for instance, a dealer of illegal liquor was 

sentenced to six months detention in Berg prison camp. The case was handled by the State Police 

because several NS members had bought his goods and Skaar Pedersen did not want their names 

exposed through a regular court case, preferring to simply send the man to detention and thus avoid 

a scandal.1682 

Underlings and henchmen 

For both the regular police and the State Police, however, it was not while acting on their own initiative 

that they would become involved in their most problematic activities. Rather, it was mostly while 

carrying out orders from higher authorities, Norwegian and German, that they became involved in 

                                                

1674 Report by Hans J. S. Pedersen, 29 September 1943, L-sak Olav Rossavik. 
1675 Interrogation of Olav Rossavik, 27 July 1945, L-sak Olav Rossavik. 
1676 ‘Case 538/42’, justice protocol of the Stavanger State Police, SAST-A-100528-F-Fab-L0002, ‘Rapport til 
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1682 Documents 21 and 31, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
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processes which ultimately would bring misery and death to hundreds of people, including Jews later 

gassed or mistreated to death.  

Arrests and assistance in investigations 

As already described, the Norwegian police began taking questionable orders from the Germans from 

the very beginning of the occupation, such as arresting people on German orders. The regular police 

would also come to assist the new State Police in the same manner. The nature and urgency of these 

arrest orders varied. In some cases, police officers were informed why a certain person was wanted, 

in other cases they were just provided with a name and a time.1683 Similarly, likely dependent upon 

how dangerous or important a person was, the police could be ordered to simply tell people to report 

to the Sipo or State Police offices, or to arrest them and bring them to prison.  

In Stavanger, one of the first to be affected by this was a well-known figure in national Norwegian 

occupation history, namely Trond Hegna, the editor of the left-wing paper 1ste Mai. On 28 September 

1940 Hegna published an article called Ingen nordmann til salgs (No Norwegian for sale). The article’s 

subversive potential was immediately seen by the Sipo, and they ordered the Stavanger Police to arrest 

Hegna. The task was assigned to Harald Hansen, who we know as one of the resistance pioneers in 

the Stavanger police. As Hegna was getting ready, however, the Sipo showed up and took over. In his 

memoirs, Hegna claimed he was ‘grateful that Hansen had come first, seeing it as an attempt to keep 

him out of [the Germans’] claws, at least for a while.1684 He was sent to prison in Oslo and released in 

May 1941.1685  

In general, the ordinary Stavanger police seems to have been used by both the Feldgendarmerie and 

the Sipo for arresting less important individuals. These included women suspected of infecting 

German soldiers with venereal diseases, people who had not shown up at their assigned workplaces, 

and bringing people in for questioning by the Sipo. The latter of these was a regular occurrence; for 

example, five times in July 1941, six in July 1942, nine in July 1943, and ten in July 1944. Nonetheless, 

of all the individuals listed in the Stavanger police’s duty report for these months for having been 

arrested on German orders, none appears to have ended up in German prisons.1686 Of course, it 

cannot be ruled out that the regular Stavanger police arrested people who would end up in serious 

trouble. But given the availability of more politically reliable Sipo and, later, State Police officers in 

the town, it seems likely that these would be used instead. In any case, the findings from the above 

samples at least point to this not being a common occurrence. 

For the men who were ordered to arrest people, however, it could be difficult to know whether the 

wanted person was in any real danger. This would make warning them in advance a potentially 

important act of resistance, and to do was seen as one of the most important ways of exploiting one’s 

                                                

1683 Letter from Ola Kvalsund to Betuel A. Stangeland, 26 January 1953, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
1684 Hegna 1983, 262. Letter journal of the Stavanger police district, 7 October 1940, SAST-A-100361-C-Ca-L0011. 
1685 Ottosen 1995, 280. 
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position in the police. After the war, this contributed to saving the career of Kristoffer Hinna, who 

had been suspended from service due to brief membership in NS. During the war, Hinna had largely 

worked as a duty officer, responsible for making sure that demands for arrests were carried out.1687 

This also gave him the opportunity to select the men to do it and to warn the wanted person. During 

the post-war investigation of his conduct, numerous colleagues testified in his favour, stating that he 

had asked them to warn wanted persons so that they could go into hiding or destroy potential evidence 

before then dispatching officers to arrest the person.1688  

The situation in Ålesund would be different. Reflecting the tense situation in the town, the Sipo’s 

demands for assistance grew frequent, and with no State Police office in the town, demands for 

assistance were directed at the regular police. The Sipo initially had an almost puzzling trust in the 

Ålesund police, even ordering members of the police corps to arrest people suspected of involvement 

in serious resistance activity. 1689 The fact that anyone could end up participating in such political 

arrests was clearly demonstrated during Easter 1941. The Sipo demanded that Richard Eriksen be 

arrested, correctly suspecting him of being involved in the boat traffic across the North Sea. Eriksen 

was duly arrested by his brother, Karl, and placed in Ålesund prison.1690 Karl was, as noted, one of 

the main organisers of the boat traffic, and his brother worked with him. After receiving the order, 

the two allegedly discussed escape plans at length, but ultimately decided against it. After all, Richard 

had been arrested before and nothing had come of it. As described earlier, this decision would prove 

a dangerous miscalculation; Richard ended up incarcerated in German prisons for the rest of the 

war.1691  Another person arrested by the Ålesund police that spring was one of their colleagues, 

auxiliary constable Robert Johannesen, later given a long sentence in a German court.1692  

For police officer Sverre Osnes, another of the men involved in the boat traffic across the North Sea, 

it was – ironically – a Sipo order that would lead to his death. On 11 July 1941 the Sipo ordered a 

maritime pilot arrested for, according to Ragnar Ulstein, refusing to guide German ships. Osnes and 

colleague Lars Palmer Waldal were dispatched in a boat to arrest him. The pilot agreed to come, but 

said that he first had to gather some things from his cabin. When he failed to appear, Osnes climbed 

onto the roof to try to get in through a window. The pilot then rushed out with a gun and shot the 

police officer several times. Waldal barely escaped, and Osnes died the next day from his wounds. For 

the Sipo, this was of course completely unacceptable. Six men, among them eager resistance fighters 

Sigurd Refsnæs and Erling Vestre, were ordered to arm themselves and join police prosecutor Sæter 

at the Sipo office, and the entire the police corps was called to the police station. Shortly after, however, 

Helge Nedregaard sent a message saying that he had seen the pilot in town. The pilot was arrested by 

Norwegian officers accompanied by a Sipo officer.1693  

As Ragnar Ulstein pointed out, Osnes’ fate was an excellent illustration of the difficult situation for 

the Norwegian police: a Norwegian police officer who was secretly involved in activities deemed 

                                                

1687 Instructions by Anton Lahlum, 12 December 1941, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
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serious enough by the occupiers to warrant a long prison sentence or even death was killed while 

trying to arrest a man mounting a challenge to the occupier’s authority. The irony was made complete 

during Osnes’ funeral, when the Sipo sent both a wreath and two men, including Josef Glatt, leader 

of the Sipo’s Aussendienststelle, to honour Osnes.1694 As his coffin was lowered, his colleagues stretched 

out their hands in the Nordic greeting so closely associated with National Socialism.1695 

The advantages that could be gained from enduring such humiliation and carrying out problematic 

orders can be shown by the rescue of Reidulf Hagen. Hagen was an important figure in the resistance 

in Ålesund, having been part of two export organisations. On 7 July 1941 he had been arrested. His 

compatriots were eventually sent to prison camps, but he was admitted to Ålesund hospital after a 

hunger strike. The doctors kept him ‘sick’ through injections. 1696  In September 1941 the Sipo 

apparently ran out of patience and demanded Hagen transported. Message of this was sent from the 

police to a local military resistance group and its leader, Trygve Rypdal, who planned a rescue 

operation in close cooperation with his contacts in the police. Hagen was fetched from the hospital 

late in the evening, and the hospital staff waited until morning before alerting the police. Exploiting 

the trust the Sipo still had in them, the police officers allegedly influenced where the subsequent search 

was performed, steering it away from Hagen.1697After the war, Rolf B. Wegner and Leonard Sæter 

were baffled by the trust the Sipo placed in the police corps, which they claimed allowed them to leak 

information and sabotage searches for wanted persons.1698 Historian Arild Sollied, in his work on the 

resistance in the area, also stressed the crucial role of the police for facilitating oppositional activity 

between 1940 and 1942.1699 

Even those favouring the New Order could feel their position as German underlings uncomfortable. 

Kåre Lindheim, as already noted a devoted National Socialist, experienced this first-hand during the 

dramatic events of 22 June 1941. On that day, 80 men whose sons had travelled to Britain were to be 

transported from Ålesund after being taken hostage by the Sipo with Norwegian assistance. Chief of 

police Sundet had ordered Lindheim to lead the corps in its attempts to maintain order. Lindheim 

soon found himself in a difficult position, with numerous people in the crowd attacking him verbally 

for his role, which was made even more difficult due to his known NS membership. On the other 

hand, the Germans denied his request to convey packages from relatives to the hostages, thus making 

his position even more difficult. Moreover, the German commander allegedly told Lindheim that 

unless he maintained order, he would order his soldiers to fire on the agitated crowd. Lindheim then 

made several arrests in a desperate attempt to avoid German interference. After the war, Lindheim’s 

difficult position was acknowledged by the court, who acquitted him of charges of improper conduct 

during the events.1700  

An interesting tendency in Ålesund is the discrepancy between the number of tasks given by the Sipo 

to the corps between 1940 and 1942 compared to the final years of the war. The far less politically 
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reliable ‘first’ corps appears to have arrested far more political ‘criminals’ than the more reliable corps 

of the later years. A sample of the tasks performed for the Germans and recorded in the duty reports 

provides an indication of this. In July 1941, twenty-four people were arrested on the orders of the 

Sipo. Three others were ordered to report to the office, and attempts to arrest a further three failed. 

In July 1942, eight people were arrested for the Sipo and Wehrmacht, and 10 more were told to report 

to German offices. In July 1943, the corps arrested no one but told five individuals to report to the 

Sipo office. And in July 1944, sixteen were told to report to the Sipo office but again, no one was 

arrested.1701  

While demands from the Sipo dominated in Ålesund, the State Police also made its presence felt. In 

September 1942, a local judge and two lay judges had acquitted a number of people who had worn 

flowers on the exiled king’s birthday. Enraged and seeing the verdict as a political demonstration, 

State Police leader Marthinsen ordered Håkenrud to arrest the judges and transport them to Oslo. 

One of the lay judges got off the hook by being declared ill, but the two others were dutifully arrested 

and sent to Oslo accompanied by two police officers. This was done despite Håkenrud ‘not knowing’ 

what law they had broken. After questioning by Marthinsen and Riisnæs, the two were released.1702 

Nor was the Skien police corps was spared orders to arrest political opponents. One notable incident 

was the December 1940 order to arrest the editor of the local paper Telemark Arbeiderblad, Henry 

Harm, and to close down the newspaper’s office. Three men were sent: Theodor Walle, Ingebret 

Bjerva and Andreas Moen. They did as ordered, and the keys were sent to the Sipo. The pretext for 

the action was an article Harm had written. He remained imprisoned until 21 January the following 

year.1703 Another case involved an order issued in October 1941 to search the apartment of the editor 

of a school newspaper, who had published an article deemed ‘anti-German’. Nothing of consequence 

was found, however.1704 In December 1942, the Sipo ordered the Skien police to arrest two men. One 

of them was allowed to report to the police station, whereupon he was arrested and transported to 

the Sipo in Larvik, while the other reported to the Sipo himself. Both spent over three months at 

Grini.1705 

As in Stavanger and Ålesund, the duty reports for the Skien police corps provide an overview of the 

Sipo’s demands for arrests. In July 1941, no one was arrested on German orders. The duty report for 

July 1942 is lost, but in the closest month available, April, two people were arrested. In July 1943 one 

person was arrested for the Sipo, but 12 for the Wehrmacht. In July 1944, however, five were arrested 

for the Sipo, two for the Wehrmacht, and one on State Police orders.1706  

The State Police also made use of the Skien police, as can be illustrated by a case from the second half 

of 1941. During the summer the Sipo had received information from Norwegian informants that an 

illegal paper, Alt for Norge, had been mailed from Skien. A Sipo officer from Oslo was sent to Skien 

                                                

1701 Duty reports for the Sunnmøre police district, SAT-A-1864-5-L0015-82, SAT-A-1864-5-L0015-84, SAT-A-1864-5-
L0015-86, SAT-A-1864-5-L0015-88. 
1702 ‘Demonstrasjon med levende blomster mand. 3. august 1942 i Ålesund’, report by Arne N. Håkenrud, 15 October 
1942, ‘Dom’, L-sak Arne N. Håkenrud. 
1703 Report by Theodor Walle, 2 December 1940, SAK-A-745-M-Ma-Mab-L0008. Letter to the Sipo in Larvik, 19 
December 1940, SAK-A-745-M-Ma-Mab-L0009. Ottosen 1995, 271. 
1704 ‘Ransaking’, report by Karl K. Andersen, 16 October 1941, SAK-A-745-M-Ma-Mab-L0013. 
1705 Their names were Eilert Berntsen and Kasper Halvorsen. ‘Arrestasjon etter ordre fra Det tyske sikkerh.politi, report 
by Gunnar Dahl, 31 December 1942, SAK-A-745-Mc-Mca-L0013. Ottosen 1995, 253, 271. 
1706 Duty report for the Skien police corps, SAK-A-745-J-Ja-L0004-L0007. 
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to investigate, together with a State Police officer. They found an NS member working at the post 

office who was willing to report if a person showed up with suspicious packages. She was to report 

this to Gustav Lyngaas. Lyngaas was also given empty envelopes with the sender’s handwriting and 

ordered to continue investigations. In November, a suspicious man indeed showed up at the post 

office, and the informer followed her instructions. Lyngaas then travelled to Oslo, where he provided 

the State Police with the man’s name, adding that his political attitude meant that it was ‘quite possible’ 

that he worked for illegal newspapers. The man was then arrested by the Sipo and State police and 

remained imprisoned for a year. His network was unravelled, leading to many arrests, with some dying 

in German camps. Ragnar Blekeli claimed that he had learned about the investigation and warned the 

man in question to stay away, but to no avail.1707 

Another case from the same period further illustrates the assistance given to the State Police. In 

November 1941 the Skien police received a telegram from the State Police in Oslo with orders to find 

out who had made a series of phone calls from Skien to Oslo, and then to arrest the person in question 

and search his or her home. But because two State Police officers were in town at the time, they opted 

to take over the case, but only after the Skien police had traced the call to the office of the local 

newspaper Varden.1708 The regular police’s role in State Police investigations was shown again in June 

1944, when the State Police asked the Skien police to investigate charges about two ‘devious Russian-

English agents agitating for rebellion among the youth’. NS member Hans A. Braathen was sent to 

gather information about one of them, concluding that he was a sworn enemy of NS. The case was 

then sent the State Police, which kept it under observation.1709 

Manpower 

Yet another potential role for the regular police was to provide personnel for Sipo and State Police 

operations. In Stavanger, for instance, the police were asked to provide personnel to search for 

survivors of the failed first attempt to sabotage the heavy water plant at Rjukan. In poor weather, two 

British gliders carrying commandos had crashed in the interior of Rogaland county. On 20 November 

1942, five Stavanger police officers were ordered to participate in the search for the British airmen 

still at large after the crash in the Lysefjord. Four of the men picked had backgrounds from 

Kongsvinger, the fifth was the front volunteer Holger Tou. All were armed with pistols.1710 After the 

war, one of them, Odd Fjælberg, was criticised for participating, but it was also noted that there could 

have been ‘noble’ motives in play, and it had no consequences for his career.1711 Their role seems to 

have been peripheral, however, as there was nothing to indicate that it was them who had found the 

                                                

1707 Interrogation of Hermann J. Wernisch, 14 August 1946, ‘Ang. etterforsking sammen med Deutsche 
Sicherheitspolizei i anl. det illegale flygeskrift ‘Alt for Norge’, report by Fred Dohrn, 30 August 1941, Ang. O.V. 
2891/41 ‘Alt for Norge’, report by Fred Dohrn, 8 November 1941, interrogation of Gustav Lyngaas, 8 November 1946, 
‘Dom’, L-sak Gustav Lyngaas. Ottosen 1995, 421. 
1708 ‘Telegram fra Statspolitiet, Oslo. Mottatt 21. novbr. 1941 kl. 16.20’, report by Gunnar Dahl, 22 November 1941, 
‘Vedk. telegram fra Statspolitiet, Oslo, mottatt 21. November 1941 kl. 16.20’, report by Gustav Lyngaas, 5 December 
1941, SAK-A-745-Mc-Mca-L0009. 
1709 ‘Ad. 1. Lærer O. Muren Vrådal og 2. Handelsstyrer Nils Baksås, ved Skien.’, L-sak Hans A. Bråthen. 
1710 The men picked were Holger Tou, Asgaut Asgautsen, Birger Sevaldsen, Odd Fjælberg and Gunnar Nordlie. Duty 
report for the Stavanger police district, 20 November 1942, SAST-A-100361-A-Aa-L0008. 
1711 Minutes of meeting of the investigation council, 26 February 1946, SAST-A-100361-D-De-L0004. 
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soldiers.1712 Ingvald B. Eikeland and Per Roth were also ordered to join men from the Sipo and 

Wehrmacht on a boat leaving for the search area, along with a young medical student. 1713 Roth 

allegedly did what he could to aid the suffering British soldiers before their transport to Stavanger.1714 

On their arrival in Stavanger, the British soldiers ultimately met a dire end, killed by the Stavanger 

Sipo in accordance with Hitler’s order to kill all Allied commandos.  

While 1943 was generally a calm year in Rogaland, with little need for the Sipo or State Police to 

approach the Order Police for assistance, 1944 saw a dramatic increase in activity by both local 

resistance groups and Norwegian agents sent from Britain. In response, the State Police turned to the 

Order Police to bolster its strength during armed joint operations with the Sipo against resistance 

hideouts. In September 1944, as described earlier, this cooperation was formalised through the so-

called Alarm Unit – or the Death Squad as it was called by some of their colleagues.1715 It was led by 

Bjarne Karlsen, later Holger Tou, until the unit’s dissolution in January 1945. This unit had standing 

orders to be ready for action ‘at any time’. Given the highly political nature of their task, the fact that 

only NS members were wanted as members should come as no surprise.1716 Karlsen had full authority 

to pick the members.1717 The potential gravity of their missions was underlined by their weapons: the 

two leaders, Karlsen and Tou, were both issued machine pistols, the others rifles, all with ‘plenty of 

ammunition’. In September and October, members of the group participated in nine armed 

operations against resistance groups. According to Karlsen ‘no requests’ for assistance from the State 

Police had been denied by the regular Stavanger police in this period.1718 

Their participation would prove fateful for several of the group’s members after the war. One 

operation in particular, against a remote cabin in Lysefjord in October, would lead to a tragic outcome. 

Two men from the Order Police, Peder Sand and Holger Tou, were ordered to accompany three men 

from the State Police – Finn Sveinås, Finn Skjæveland and Erik Stensland – to search for the wanted 

resistance fighter Lars Lyse. The men eventually surrounded the cabin where he stayed. At some point, 

seemingly out of fear that Lyse would shoot at them, Tou and Sand, and later Stensland and Sveinås, 

began to fire, peppering the cabin with bullets and even hand grenades.1719 They eventually stopped 

firing, realising that no shots came from the cabin. Lars Lyse was found lying on the floor, gravely 

wounded. After some painful hours being transported down to the fjord, Lyse died. After the war, 

the men involved naturally blamed each other for the fateful decision to begin shooting. All except 

                                                

1712 Other police officers, however, were involved in this, including Knut Leirevåg and Ravn Tollefsen, both of whom 
would later become police officers in Stavanger after the reorganisation of Rogaland police district in 1943. See Stahl 
and Wyller 1964, 13 ff..  
1713 Interrogation of Sigurd Stangeland, 22 July 1945, RAFA-3915-D-Db-L0044. 
1714 Stahl and Wyller 1964, 24. 
1715 Questioning of Eivind H. Olsen, 23 June 1945, L-sak Morten Grude. 
1716 ‘Rapport avgitt til Politipresidenten i Stavanger av politiløytnant Bjarne Karlsen’, 30 January 1945, L-sak Bjarne P. 
Karlsen. 
1717 Interrogation of Bjarne Karlsen, 24 July 1945, L-sak Peder A. Sand. 
1718 ‘Rapport avgitt til Politipresidenten i Stavanger av politiløytnant Bjarne Karlsen’, 30 January 1945, L-sak Bjarne P. 
Karlsen. 
1719 Interrogation of Peder Sand, 20 June 1945, interrogation of Holger Tou, 3 June 1945, L-sak Peder A. Sand. 
Interrogation of Finn Sveinås, 7 July 1945, interrogation of Erik Stensland, 27 July 1945, L-sak Holger Tou. 
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Finn Skjæveland were sentenced to 20 years or more in prison, with the killing of Lyse featuring 

prominently.1720 

Even after the Alarm Unit’s formal dissolution, politically reliable men continued to be used to 

support the State Police and Sipo. This happened at least five times in March and April 1945. The 

men, all NS members, were again armed and made available to the Stavanger police leadership for 

missions with mostly ‘unknown’ objectives.1721  

This limited role of the regular Stavanger police stands in interesting contrast with the situation in the 

comparable town of Trondheim. There, the Order Police was repeatedly used against resistance cells 

operating in the area, prompting Egil Lindheim, commander of the Order Police, to ask the Germans 

for supplies of machine guns, machine pistols and hand grenades in March 1945.1722 In December 

1944 the entire force had been ordered to participate in an armed raid in Trondheim with the goal of 

discovering and uprooting resistance activity.1723 This was done on orders from the German Sipo, 

indicating a relatively high level of trust in the Trondheim police.1724 In Stavanger, however, the regular 

police seem to have been omitted when a similar raid was undertaken in the Storhaug neighbourhood 

in December 1944, aimed at catching the killers of Sipo/SD interpreter Herbert Geicke and State 

Police officer Leonard Wickstrøm. Instead, the operation was performed by the Sipo and the 

Wehrmacht, with some assistance from the State Police.1725  

The Stavanger police could have become involved in more serious business if the situation in the area 

had deteriorated, however. In 1942 Langlie had received orders from the Reichskommissariat that in 

the event of an Allied invasion, the police should prevent any civilians from leaving the town. This 

was to be enforced by the use of weapons, if necessary.1726 Later, elaborate plans existed for the use 

of the regular Stavanger police in the case of varying states of alert, up to a civil state of emergency 

(sivil unntakstilstand) being declared in Stavanger. Even here, however, the divided nature of the corps 

became apparent, because only ‘politically reliable’ men were to be automatically issued guns; the 

others, armed only with batons, could only be issued with guns on the direct orders of Langlie.1727  

Whereas NS members in the regular Stavanger police corps had quite often been commanded to join 

the State Police and the Sipo on raids, and were sentenced for their participation after the war, such 

cases were rare in Ålesund and Skien.1728 This was possibly due to the absence of a local State Police 

                                                

1720 See their respective sentences, except for that of Sand, which is missing. The charges against him are however 
available, as is the Supreme Court’s rejection of his appeal, L-sak Peder A. Sand. 
1721 ‘Avskrift av notatbok ført av ‘politiltn.’ Bjarne Karlsen, L-sak Asgaut Asgautsen. 
1722 ‘Bevæbning av det norske ordenspoliti’, letter from Egil Lindheim to SS-Oberführer Roch, 24 March 1945, L-sak 
Egil Lindheim. 
1723 ‘Ordre for ordens- og kriminalpolitiet samt HBV i Trondheim i anledning razzia i en bydel i Trondheim den 
18.12.1944. kl. 21.00’, L-sak Egil Lindheim. 
1724 ‘Dom’, L-sak Egil Lindheim. 
1725 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 257. ‘Dom’, L-sak Finn Skjæveland. 
1726 Stahl and Wyller 1964, 180. 
1727 ‘Alarmkalender for Stavanger politikammer pr. 7. Januar 1945’, SAST-A-100361-D-Dd- L0002. 
1728 John Skuggen was investigated for participating in the arrest of two men in the company of the State Police in 
March 1945, but ultimately was not sentenced for it. L-sak John Skuggen. Even a Sipo confidante like Fredrik T. 
Hansen was not found guilty of participating in such actions. ‘Dom’, L-sak Fredrik T. Hansen. In Skien, members of the 
corps were occasionally asked to act as guides for the Germans during raids. Their role was minor, however. We will 
return to this later.  
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office to act as an intermediary between the Sipo and the regular police. In Stavanger, the Alarm Unit 

had been created at the request of the State Police, not of the Sipo, to boost its manpower.  

Prison guards 

The Norwegian police also had to act as prison guards. In Stavanger, many police officers acted as 

guards during prison transports to Oslo. Some of the prisoners were in a bad shape, having endured 

gruelling interrogations in prisons in Stavanger.1729 According to arrested police officer Olav Lund, 

the transports usually consisted of a Sipo officer and several NS members, but ‘usually’ also someone 

hostile to the New Order. This claim is supported by that fact that the list of those who admitted 

being part of prison transports included men with highly diverse ideological sympathies.1730  

Which men were assigned guard duty could make a substantial difference for the prisoners. This can 

be illustrated by the case of Henning Iwers (b. 1924), a young NS member trained at Kongsvinger 

and a front volunteer. According to his own account, he took part in 15–16 prisoner transports. In 

his sentence after the war, based on numerous testimonies, he was deemed ‘more brutal’ than even 

the accompanying Sipo officers. He had stolen from packages given to the prisoners by friends and 

relatives, chased them away from the train stations, and even forced some of them to travel on the 

train for a few stations as ‘punishment’ for complaining about his behaviour.1731  

By contrast, police officer Olav Lund publicly expressed his gratitude, ‘on behalf of many prisoners’, 

to several of the men who had guarded prisoners on their way to Oslo. According to him, they had 

relayed messages and letters from the prisoners to their families, and in some cases even relayed 

messages to people in Oslo who were in danger. Both Lund and constable Olav Skiftun, who joined 

four transports, claimed that some men had actively sought to become part of these transports in 

order to relay messages, as did Olav Ravndal.1732 Thorleif Karlsen claimed to have received a mission 

from his resistance contacts to use his trip to Oslo as a prison guard to inform the wife of a ship-

owner to get to Sweden, which she allegedly did. 1733 Gerhard Krag made a similar claim in his 

recollection of his escape to Sweden. He was to find a female shop clerk and tell her that her position 

was growing dangerous. He accepted this task from one of the prisoners he was guarding. The woman 

in question then allegedly joined him and Dagfinn Bjørlo for part of their journey across the border.1734 

The activity of the guards was not without risk, Lund claimed, believing that the men could have faced 

prison if discovered. To what extent this was true is hard to ascertain, not least because of the Sipo’s 

                                                

1729 ‘Takk fra fanger til norske politimenn’, Stavanger Aftenblad, 20 June 1945. 
1730 Apart from those already mentioned, these most likely included: Thorleif Karlsen, Karlsen 1979, Petter T. Erland, L-
sak Petter T. Erland, Olav Skifttun, Arne Dirdal, Eyvind H. Olsen, Gunnar Byberg and Martin Skjæveland – see ‘Takk 
fra fanger til norske politimenn’, Stavanger Aftenblad, 20 June 1945. Also Kåre Hetland, L-sak Kåre Hetland, Arvid 
Sømarken, L-sak Arvid Sømarken, Trygve Rødne, L-sak Trygve Rødne, Stener Johannesen, L-sak Stener Johannesen, 
Magne Hammer, Henning Iwers, Birger Sevaldsen, Rolf Mathisen, Thorstein Landa, Edvin Elvsveen, Holger Tou, L-sak 
Henning J. R. Iwers, Georg Bergesen, L-sak Georg Bergesen, Trygve Ravndal, L-sak Trygve Ravndal,), Asgaut 
Asgautsen, L-sak Asgaut Asgautsen, Roar Bråthen, L-sak Roar Bråthen, Leif Kindervåg, L-sak Leif Kindervåg, Halvor 
Vollen jr., L-sak Halvor Vollen jr., Dagfinn Bjørlo, L-sak Anton Lahlum, Gerhard Krag, SAST-A-100361-001-Pa-
L0001-L0009 and Marthon Høiland, file on Arne Dirdal, SAST-A-100361-D-De-L0005. 
1731 ‘Dom’, L-sak Henning J. R. Iwers. 
1732 ‘Takk fra fanger til norske politimenn’, Stavanger Aftenblad, 20 June 1945. See also ‘Opplysninger ang. 
fangetransporter, gitt av politikonstabel Olav Skiftun, 26.5.45, L-sak Henning J. R. Iwers, interview of Olav Ravndal by 
Nils Johan Ringdal, 3 October 1985, NHM 115. 
1733 Karlsen 1979, 160. 
1734 ‘Rapport fra pol. G. Krag, flukt til Sverige’, SBA-PA-0006-D-L0004. 
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arbitrary punishments. The unlikelihood of arrest is indicated by the fact that, as noted in the previous 

chapter, Helge Westvik was simply dismissed from the police for being caught smuggling letters to a 

prisoner, a comparable offence.1735  

Prison guard duty was another common task for the Ålesund police. In July 1941 the corps was first 

asked to arrest the six-man crew of a fishing boat and then transport them to Trondheim, along with 

the maritime pilot responsible for Osnes’ death. The boat crew remained imprisoned for a week; the 

pilot spent the rest of the war imprisoned in Trondheim.1736 The following year, twelve prisoners were 

sent on the same route.1737 The Ålesund police also had extensive dealings with numerous local 

political prisoners. Again and again, officers were ordered to transport prisoners from the jail to the 

Sipo or to workplaces. They were also ordered to bring the prisoners food.1738  

The role of prison guard could be used to provide substantial assistance to resistance efforts if the 

policemen had the will to do so. After being arrested by his brother, Richard Eriksen was kept in the 

police station’s jail, allowing him to keep his brother and other police officers involved in his group 

informed of what the Sipo had asked him and of their interrogation tactics. From July 1941, Thoralf 

Walle, who was secretly organising transport to Britain, was made responsible for guarding political 

prisoners.1739 Later, Sigurd Refsnæs, who the Sipo ‘in their blindness’ trusted ‘completely’, used this 

access to prisoners, along with knowledge gleaned through his role as an interpreter, to give detailed 

instructions to other Milorg members about the Sipo’s methods.1740 Leidulf Holstad had contact with 

prison officers who informed him of what Sipo prisoners had said, which he then passed on through 

the network of the XU.1741  

The difference a policeman’s attitude could make while handling prisoners is further shown by the 

actions of two NS members. One of them, Bjarne Andreassen, was told to escort a prisoner of the 

Sipo from the hospital to a photographer. Andreassen then allowed the prisoner a long talk with his 

wife, who mobilised the assistance of the prison doctor to have him hospitalised for the remainder of 

the war. According to this man, Andreassen saved ‘him and others’ from more serious 

consequences.1742  

Another in the Sipo’s grasp, Sverre Roald, was treated quite differently. Roald was a veteran of the 

local resistance movement. In April 1945 he was arrested by German police in an ID check in Ålesund. 

Another resistance leader was warned of this extraordinary ID check by Leidulf Holstad via a third 

person. This information had not reached Roald, however. He was carrying sensitive information, 

including the location of a radio transmitter, and multiple arrests would surely result if several people 

were not warned that this information had fallen into the hands of the Germans. Roald therefore took 

a desperate gamble and asked to be taken to the police station for positive identification. The Germans 

                                                

1735 ‘Betr.: Krim.konst. Helge Berner Westvik’, letter from BdS Fehlis to the Ministry of the Police, 25 May 1944, SAST-
A-100361-D-De-L0004. 
1736 Duty report for the Sunnmøre police district, 21 July, 23 July 1941, SAT-A-1864-5-L0015-82, Ottosen 1995, 92, 194. 
1737 Duty report for the Sunnmøre police district, 11 July 1942, SAT-A-1864-5-L0015-84. 
1738 For numerous examples, see duty report for the Sunnmøre police district, SAT-A-1864-5-L0015-86. 
1739 Letter journal for the Sunnmøre police district, 14 July 1941, SAT-A-1864-1-45-L0045. 
1740 Interrogation of Lieutenant Ivar Næss, 11 July 1945, NHM SOE Dbbb-0032 SOE 32. 
1741 ‘Opplysninger angående organisasjon til utspionering av angivere. Opplysningene gitt av politibetjent Holstad’, 
report from 26 May 1945, L-sak Arne N. Håkenrud, Ulstein 1992, 167.  
1742 Letter from Arne Helseth or Helseter (unclear handwriting), L-sak Bjarne Andreassen. 
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accepted, and marched him there. Roald then hatched an escape plan: he would ask to go to the toilet, 

punch his guard, the dedicated National Socialist Svein Haugum, and escape. After returning from 

the toilet, he pleaded with Haugum, saying that many lives were in danger, and offered to feign hitting 

him to spare him from trouble. Haugum firmly rejected his pleas, after the war saying that criminals 

often used such excuses. Shortly after, the German police, who by then had discovered what a catch 

they had made after looking through his papers, came to take him again. Roald was then tortured by 

the Sipo. With the information gained from Roald, they were able to arrest the men manning the radio 

station, one of whom was severely wounded as he tried to flee.1743 

The Skien police also acted as guards. In December 1941 they transferred three prisoners from Skien 

to Larvik, all of whom were later sent to Sachsenhausen, where two of them died.1744 A similar action 

took plan in January 1942, when the police in Kristiansand conveyed a Sipo order to arrest a man in 

Skien and transport him to Kristiansand. He was promptly arrested and sent with an escort two days 

later.1745 

The State Police: loyal henchmen of the Sipo  

Compared to their colleagues in the regular police, the State Police officers would develop a far closer 

bond with their German counterparts. This was in line with Marthinsen’s orders. In August 1942 he 

had emphasised the importance of close cooperation with the Sipo, while recognising the State 

Police’s de facto junior position: 

The cooperation with the German Sipo must always be as intimate as possible. In all important cases … the 

Germans possess superior knowledge and they also have a keen interest in these areas. They must therefore 

always take the lead in these matters. This should not be interpreted as putting us in a subordinate position. 

It has nothing to do with superiority of rank – it is simply the most efficient way of doing things. We must 

through deeds show the Germans that we can work and are trustworthy. We must earn their trust. Only then 

will we have the right to be trusted with more independent handling of the cases. 1746  

The State Police would indeed prove highly useful to the Sipo. According to Georg Schomaker of the 

Sipo in Stavanger, they often preferred to use State Police officers to arrest Norwegians, as they could 

more easily blend in and thus attracted less attention.1747 The Sipo’s desire to use the State Police for 

arrests, and how this could overshadow the unit’s own work, is shown by Ekerholt’s report on the 

State Police’s activities in the latter half of 1942. From 1 June to 31 October, the State Police arrested 

63 people as part of its own investigations, and 307 on orders from the Sipo.1748 During his trial, 

                                                

1743 Report by Leidulf Holstad, 21 June 1945, NHM 16-AS-9-64. Questioning of Sverre J. Roald, 14 November 1945, 
report by Leidulf Holstad, 24 July 1945, questioning of Harald Skjerve, 18 February 1946, interrogation of Svein 
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Ekerholt’s successor Skaar Pedersen admitted that the Sipo used the State Police ‘a lot’ for various 

tasks.1749 

The Stavanger State Police’s close relationship with the Sipo would lead to many of the men taking 

part in armed operations against local Norwegian resistance fighters or agents sent from Britain. In 

1942 a group of State Police officers was ordered to accompany the Sipo to the village of Ålgård to 

arrest a known resistance fighter. Olav B. Haugland, who knew the man from military service, tried 

to convince the man to come willingly, but he refused, hit Haugland and ran away. Haugland fired 

after the fleeing man, but he managed to escape.1750 In August 1943 a group of State Police officers 

was sent to the Hardanger mountain plateau to aid the Germans in their unsuccessful search for the 

escaped saboteurs of the Rjukan heavy water plant.1751 

How important the State Police had become for the Sipo become plain in the latter half of 1944, when 

State Police officers were highly involved in the Sipo’s intensified struggle against military resistance 

groups. Much of what happened in this dramatic period can be described by focusing on two of the 

central figures in the resistance movement in Rogaland, Otto Olsen and Helge Hansen, and their 

respective networks. During the hunt for them, the State Police would play a key role due to their 

local knowledge and political reliability.  

Otto Olsen was a ‘veteran’ in illegal activities in Rogaland; his involvement began in 1940 when he 

had been asked by police officer Kåre Knudsen to provide intelligence.1752 In late 1942 he avoided 

arrest during the crackdown on the organisation he belonged to, escaped to Sweden and was later 

sent to Britain for training as an agent. He was back in Rogaland in the summer of 1943, equipped 

with a radio transmitter for sending intelligence, primarily about shipping traffic, back to Britain.1753 

After a new trip to Britain in February, he returned in May 1944. Through various arrests, the Sipo 

had become well aware of his activities and was therefore eager to capture him.1754 Indeed, according 

to Finn Sveinås, ‘all’ State Police officers knew that Olsen was wanted.  

In this case, the new system for monitoring people’s movements showed its importance. In the 

summer of 1944 the State Police was ordered by the ministry to step up controls of travellers. On 12 

September a group of State Police officers, led by Finn Sveinås, travelled to the Vaule Bridge close to 

the small town of Ålgård to check people crossing it.1755 By incredible coincidence, Otto Olsen was 

travelling there by bike together with a helper, Leif Vaule. As he approached, Kurth Skjæveland 

recognised him and yelled ‘It’s Otto Olsen!’, whereupon he, Erik Stensland and Hans Danielsen 

jumped on him. Olsen struggled, resulting in Skjæveland hitting him in the head with the butt of his 

                                                

1749 Interrogation of Hans J. S. Pedersen, 12 July 1945, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. See also ‘Dom’, L-sak Finn Sveinås, as 
well as the sentences of other State Police officers for numerous examples of State Police officers arresting people on 
orders from the Sipo.  
1750 Interrogation of Olav B. Haugland, 30 April 1946, L-sak Olav B. Haugland. ‘Løytnant Arne Birkelands dramatiske 
flukt fra Gestapo’, Stavanger Aftenblad, 29 July 1945. 
1751 ‘Dom’, L-sak Sven B. Holst. 
1752 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 32. Undated interrogation of Otto Olsen by the Sipo in Stavanger, available at 
https://media.digitalarkivet.no/view/66063/654. Accessed 14 June 2017. 
1753 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 213-214.  
1754 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 276, 279, 282. 
1755 Interrogation of Finn Sveinås, 5 July 1946, L-sak Finn S. Sveinås. 

https://media.digitalarkivet.no/view/66063/654
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pistol. Olsen had to give up.1756 Vaule, however, equipped with a fake border zone passport, was 

released the next day, showing the importance of such documents.1757 

After bringing Olsen back to Stavanger, Sveinås allegedly spoke with Skaar Pedersen about what to 

do, the latter answering that Olsen belonged to the Sipo.1758 Arnold Hölscher of the Sipo, well aware 

of Olsen’s central role, was, according to Olsen, understandingly ‘very pleased’ with the catch by his 

Norwegian colleagues. During a hellish night in Sipo’s prison, Olsen decided to tell Hölscher about a 

cabin in the Bjerkreim area. According to his own account, he did this to avoid further torture which 

might have made him give up even more important information.1759  

Olsen’s arrest signalled the beginning of a major unravelling of his network and contacts. Already the 

next day, the State Police was told by the Sipo to provide men for an armed operation together with 

the Sipo against the cabin. Olsen was to accompany them as a guide, chained to State Police officers 

Leonard Wickstrøm and Leif Sivertsen.1760 The incident at Vaule Bridge had been observed, however, 

and the individuals now exposed had already been warned through their network, giving them time 

to flee. After finding the cabin empty apart from some radio equipment, the State Police and Sipo 

widened their search. Suddenly, they saw some people in the distance. Kurt Skjæveland fired a couple 

of shots at them, but the couple – who were in fact helpers of Olsen – managed to escape.1761  

Naturally, the Sipo was not about to let this lie. Many arrests were made in the following days. 

Moreover, correctly suspecting the Bjerkreim area to be a hub of resistance activity, it launched a 

major operation on 18 September to root it out. State Police officers, aided by men from the Alarm 

Unit of the regular Stavanger Order Police, again played an important role.1762 A resistance camp had 

been set up in secure spot in Gjedrem, and 21 resistance fighters now stayed there. They were well 

armed with machine guns, hand grenades and plenty of ammunition.1763 Their existence was presumed 

by the Sipo, but the men involved were apparently given very sparse orders about what to expect. 

State Police officer Sven B. Holst would soon face the consequences of this lack of accurate 

intelligence. Along with a Sipo officer, he was carrying out reconnaissance when he suddenly spotted 

movement in a copse. Holst warned the German, who turned to fetch the other members of their 

patrol. At that moment the resistance fighters became aware of the two men and began shooting at 

them. Holst was shot three times before managing to find better cover. He would spend four weeks 

recovering at a German military hospital.1764 The resistance fighters, having held off their opponents 

until nightfall, then managed to disappear into the surrounding terrain, hounded by their opponents. 

                                                

1756 Questioning of Otto Olsen, 23 July 1945, L-sak Kurth Skjæveland. Interrogation of Finn Sveinås, 5 July 1946, L-sak 
Finn S. Sveinås. 
1757 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 289. 
1758 Interrogation of Finn Sveinås, 5 July 1946, L-sak Finn S. Sveinås. 
1759 Questioning of Otto Olsen, 23 July 1945, L-sak Kurth Skjæveland. 
1760 Interrogation of Finn Sveinås, 5 July 1946, L-sak Finn S. Sveinås. Interrogation of Leif Sivertsen, 25 August 1945, L-
sak Kurth Skjæveland. 
1761 These were Jonas Vaule and his daughter. Questioning of Otto Olsen, 23 July 1945, L-sak Kurth Skjæveland. 
1762 Regarding the Order Police’s role, see ‘Rapport avgitt til Politipresidenten i Stavanger av politiløytnant Bjarne 
Karlsen’, 30 January 1945, L-sak Bjarne P. Karlsen, and ‘Nærmere opplysninger om de forannenvte aksjoner, report by 
Olav Lund, 9 August 1946, L-sak Finn S. Sveinås, interrogation of Peder Arnold Sand, 24 July 1945 L-sak Peder A. 
Sand. 
1763 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 291-292. 
1764 Report by Sven B. Holst to the Staff Leader of GSSN, Oslo, L-sak Sven B. Holst. 
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But the hideout in Bjerkreim was compromised, and numerous locals suspected of aiding the 

resistance fighters were arrested. 1765 

In the following days, an intense manhunt for the escapees was conducted in the interior of Rogaland, 

with intensified controls of roads and searches of areas where resistance fighters were suspected of 

hiding. On 21 September the State Police, the Alarm Unit and GSSN members were called into action, 

this time in the remote Jøsenfjord, which, like Bjerkreim, was an important resistance hideout. Otto 

Olsen was again brought along in chains. The operation was partly successful in that numerous arrests 

were made. During the arrests, the escaped Russian POW Alexey Gladky was discovered and beaten. 

Whether this was done by Norwegians or Germans is unclear; claims were later made in both 

directions, but no Norwegians were convicted.1766 The main targets escaped, but their cabin was 

torched the next day.1767 

This would be far from the last time the State Police was called to assist the Sipo. The operation in 

which Lars Lyse was killed, which was conducted without German participation, illustrates the trust 

now placed in the State Police by the Sipo. This trust is further illustrated by an operation that was 

carried out on 11 November. Two of the Sipo’s most prized assets, captured British agents Otto 

Olsen and Ragnvald Mack, were taken on several trips to the interior of Rogaland to carry out an 

elaborate plan. Using a radio the Germans had found, they would contact Britain and ask for two 

named agents to be sent.1768 Mack and Olsen saw this as a far better chance of escaping than staying 

in the Sipo’s dungeon, and agreed. On the last trip in November, they travelled to the Espedal moors, 

guarded by State Police and Sipo officers. The men occupied a cabin, where they passed some of the 

time playing bridge. Olsen claims this was part of a plan to get the State Police officers to take off 

their handcuffs.1769 As night fell on 23 November, they used an unguarded moment to run away. Their 

enemies took up pursuit, firing several machine pistol shots after them. Eventually, the two escapees 

evaded their pursuers, with Olsen’s knowledge of the terrain likely proving decisive. 1770  Sveinås 

claimed that he had been given a verbal thrashing by KdS Wilkens upon their return, a tale which is 

easy to believe. What is harder to evaluate is his claim that he was only saved from the consequences 

of his failure by making an appeal to Marthinsen.1771 The fact that Mack and Olsen remained at large 

was of course an embarrassment to the Sipo, and an expedition consisting of Sipo and State Police 

officers was launched in April 1945 to try to capture them, without success. During one such 

expedition, a man was arrested and later tortured to death.1772 

                                                

1765 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 292 ff.. 
1766 Olaus Rødland, who lived with Gladky, claimed that several Norwegians beat the Russian. Questioning of Olaus 
Rødland, 27 July 1945. Erik Stensland stated that colleagues told him that Klaus Sæland had beaten Gladky. Undated 
interrogation of Erik Stensland, L-sak Finn S. Sveinås. Sæland stated that he had heard that a German had beaten 
Gladky. But none of them were convicted of this, only for the arrest itself. See sentences of Finn S. Sveinås, Holger 
Tou, Klaus Sæland and Erik Stensland in their respective treason trials. 
1767 These were Gabbi Sømme and Øyvind Aksnes. ‘Dom’, L-sak Finn Svenson Sveinås, Stahl and Wyller 1962, 295 ff.. 
1768 Mack had been arrested by the State Police and the Sipo on 19 September as part of the rollup after the arrest of 
Olsen. Questioning of Ragnvald Mack, 8 May 1946, L-sak Finn S. Sveinås. 
1769 Questioning of Otto Olsen, 17 September 1945, L-sak Ludvig Aspøy. 
1770 Interrogation of Ludvig Aspøy, 9 January 1946, L-sak Ludvig Aspøy. Questioning of Ragnvald Mack, 7 February 
1946, L-sak Sverre Høynes. Questioning of Ragnvald Mack, 8 May 1946, L-sak Finn S. Sveinås. 
1771 Interrogation of Finn Sveinås, 5 July 1946, L-sak Finn S. Sveinås. 
1772 ‘Dom’, L-sak Sigurd O. Øxnevad. 
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Otto Olsen and his network were not the only resistance fighters who had reason to fear and loathe 

the State Police. Helge Hansen and his network of left-wing resistance fighters also had numerous 

bloody encounters with the Sipo and their Norwegian henchmen. Like Olsen, Helge Hansen began 

his illegal career early, working for the newspaper Stritt Folk in 1940–1942, together with his family. 

During the campaign against the illegal newspapers in late 1942, Hansen went into hiding, but was 

arrested in November. Hansen, however, was by all accounts an exceptionally fearless man. On 23 

December he managed to escape from the prison grounds. A manhunt was immediately launched, in 

which the State Police took part.1773 Here again, the local knowledge of the men would prove decisive. 

One of those ordered to participate was Kurth Skjæveland. After first driving around with two 

constables from the Order Police, he set out on a new search later than evening, together with Finn 

Sveinås. Suddenly, a person came walking towards them. In the light from the full moon and the car 

lights, Skjæveland recognised him as an old classmate.1774 It was Helge Hansen. The two State Police 

officers exited the car to apprehend Hansen, who immediately began running in the opposite direction. 

Both men drew their weapons and fired at Hansen, but missed.1775  

Hansen managed to hide and escape with the help of his network in the Stavanger area, ultimately 

reaching Sweden. In his absence, this network of communists and other leftists who favoured more 

militant forms of resistance continued their work, hounded by the Sipo, with several being executed 

in May 1944. A hard core remained, however, and in early 1944 they were bolstered by men who had 

received sabotage training either in Bergen or, like Helge Hansen, in Sweden. They were eager to put 

their new skills to use.1776  

Their first target was a factory producing fuel for the wood gas generators which now powered most 

vehicles. The operation was dramatic. A couple of men from the Stavanger Order Police guarding the 

facility were held up at gunpoint by six masked men, robbed of their uniforms and tied up. Fortunately, 

they managed to loosen their bindings and get out before the factory was blown up by the 

saboteurs.1777 Their next operations were even more dramatic: the liquidations of the Sipo’s interpreter 

Herbert Geicke and the State Police officer Leonard Wickstrøm. Geicke was apparently killed simply 

for having a cabin too close to the group’s hideout, thus presenting a security risk. The killing of 

Wickstrøm, however, was, as described in the previous chapter, keenly desired by the local resistance. 

The killing itself was done on an open street, with one of the group’s members shooting him in the 

head from behind.  

These actions sent the Sipo into a fury, along with the State Police. It was now personal; the resistance 

had killed two of their own, demonstrating that their investigations now also involved their personal 

security. German soldiers and Sipo and State Police officers cordoned off the entire Storhaug 

neighbourhood in Stavanger and took all men aged between 16 and 60 from their homes to a nearby 

                                                

1773 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 66, 70, 186 ff.. 
1774 Skjæveland 2014, 214. 
1775 ‘Jakten etter Helge Hansen’, report by Kurth Skjæveland, L-sak Finn S. Sveinås. 
1776 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 243 ff.. 
1777 Duty report for the Stavanger police district, 29 November 1944, SAST-A-100361-A-Aa-L0012. 
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school, where Sipo and State Police officers controlled their identities and border zone passes. At 

least one suspect was captured.1778  

The network was now systematically unravelled by the Sipo, aided by State Police officers during 

arrests and interrogations.1779 During these investigations, the people arrested would suffer extreme 

torture at the hands of both Sipo and State Police officers. Worst was Holger Tou, by this time 

practically part of the State Police. One man had a testicle crushed by Tou.1780 Tou claimed after the 

war that he did what he did out of fear for his own life, claiming that one of his victims had told him 

he was next on the list after Wickstrøm.1781 Sven B. Holst, back on his feet after his injury, took part 

in the arrest of two of the main members of a left-wing group, a married couple. During the 

subsequent interrogation alongside men from the Sipo, Holst took part in torturing the couple. He 

knocked out one of the woman’s teeth and beat the man’s testicles. Another man was pushed so hard 

against a table after his arrest by Sipo and State Police officers that two teeth were destroyed.1782 Other 

State Police officers convicted for taking part in torture during the roll-up of the group were Sverre 

Høynes and Ørnulf Skjæveland.1783 

While his network was being destroyed, Helge Hansen managed to remain at large, still in the 

Stavanger area. He was suspected by the State Police to be Geicke and Wickstrøm’s killer, so having 

him on the loose posed both an embarrassment and a threat.1784 On 15 January 1945 the importance 

of the State Police’s dedication and local knowledge would again be demonstrated. A patrol of four 

State Police officers, originally on another mission, were parked outside the Stavanger hospital. Three 

of them were waiting in the car when they then spotted a suspicious man walking towards them. 

Constable Finn Skjæveland told the others he was certain it was Helge Hansen, despite his attempt to 

disguise himself. Skjæveland knew Hansen from school and the State Police’s lists of wanted people. 

He went to check Hansen’s border zone passport, a legitimate reason for stopping people. As he 

approached, Hansen prepared to present his fake border zone passport. Skjæveland then became 

aware of something in the man’s pocket, rightly fearing it could be a gun. Skjæveland pulled his own 

gun, Hansen did likewise, and the two men launched into a desperate fight during which both were 

shot. The two remaining State Police officers, alarmed by the shooting, ran to the scene, firing a 

warning shot. Yet again, Hansen managed to escape with the help of others, and later have his wounds 

treated by a reliable doctor.1785 He then travelled by boat to the Jøsenfjord, and from there on skis 

                                                

1778 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 257. One of them was Erling Christiansen. Interrogation of Erling Christiansen, 4 January 
1946, L-sak Erling Christiansen. See also interrogation of Finn Skjæveland, 11 July 1945, L-sak Finn Skjæveland. 
1779 For numerous examples, see document 14, L-sak Holger Tou. Ørnulf Skjæveland stated that ‘all State Police and 
Sipo men’ took part in a major raid in Sandnes to uncover the men behind the actions. Interrogation of Ørnulf 
Skjæveland, 5 October 1945, L-sak Ørnulf Skjæveland. 
1780 ‘Dom’, L-sak Holger Tou. 
1781 Interrogation of Holger Tou, 3 June 1945, L-sak Holger Tou. 
1782 ‘Dom’, L-sak Sven B. Holst. 
1783 ‘Dom’, L-sak Sverre Høynes, ‘Dom’, L-sak Ørnulf Skjæveland. Skjæveland vehemently denied the charges. 
1784 ‘Ad statskonst. – Finn Skjæveland’, letter from Hans J. S. Pedersen to the leader of the Security Police, 9 March 
1945, L-sak Finn Skjæveland. 
1785 According to Finn Skjæveland, they were to talk to the wife of police constable Evertsen, who had escaped the 
country. Interrogation of Finn Skjæveland, 11 July 1945, L-sak Finn Skjæveland, interrogation of Erling Christiansen 
and Hans P. H. Danielsen, 1 August 1945, questioning of Helge Hansen, 24 July 1945, L-sak Finn Skjæveland. 
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eastwards. Incredibly enough, he came across Knut Haukelid, one of the Rjukan saboteurs, along with 

about 100 other men. Hansen stayed with them until the end of the war.1786 

Given this overall picture, it is not difficult to understand the court’s evaluation of the State Police’s 

relationship with the Sipo in the verdict against Hans Skaar Pedersen: 

He has provided the German Sipo considerable and valuable assistance in its activities against the Norwegian 

population … The accused has in general worked most closely with the German Sipo, regardless of the fact 

that he knew that the Sipo fought against the Norwegian resistance movement. He seems to have accepted every 

request from the Sipo. He has however not limited himself to just accepting requests. In several cases he has 

suggested actions which then were carried out … He accepted that his subordinates were used by the Sipo, in 

conditions where he had to know that State Police officers would take part in the mistreatment of prisoners.  1787 

Confiscation and the taking of hostages 

In the course of the occupation, the punitive use of confiscation of property and the taking of hostages 

became a frequently used tool against Norwegian resistance. The objective was obvious: to serve as a 

warning to any would-be resistance fighters that their actions would have serious consequences for 

their families. Confiscation had, as we shall see, another benefit, namely, to reward supporters of the 

regime.  

The first official order for the Norwegian police to confiscate property based on political criteria 

seems to have come on 8 August 1941, when Lie, at the request of the Germans, gave orders on how 

to deal with Norwegians who had fled the country. Their liquid assets should be registered and sent 

to a liquidator. Further measures would be decided by the leader of the State Police in consultation 

with the Sipo.1788 On 26 September Terboven issued a new decree formally allowing the property of 

escapees to be confiscated.1789 Subsequent guidelines to the police in November 1941 broadened the 

scope of confiscation. The property of not only escapees, but also of their spouse and parents, was to 

be confiscated, underlining its character of collective punishment. Physical assets such as property, 

furniture and so on were now specifically included in what was to be formally confiscated. If parents 

or spouses remained in the country, however, the belongings were not to be sold off, to avoid putting 

them on the street and thus burdening the public purse.1790 In March 1942 the Quisling government 

issued a new law to permit confiscating the property of people ‘working against the interests of the 

people or the state’.1791 On 26 October 1942 this was further specified to include property belongings 

of Jews.1792  

The Germans began taking hostages already in 1940 as punishment for poor behaviour among locals, 

and demanded assistance from the Norwegian police in their undertakings. It was not until January 

1942 that the Norwegian police was first ordered to independently take hostages, however. The first 

                                                

1786 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 263 ff.. 
1787 ‘Dom’, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
1788 ‘Forholdsregler for å hindre at norske statsborgere flykter fra landet’, circular letter from the Ministry of the Police, 8 
August 1941, RA-S-3978-F-L0004. 
1789 ‘Fororning om forbud mot å forlate norsk område uten tillatelse samt mot virksomhet for en fiendestat’, 
Verordnungsblatt für die besetzten norwegischen Gebiete, no. 10, 1941. 
1790 Circular letter from Karl A. Marthinsen, 15 November 1941, RA-S-1329-F-L0011. 
1791 NOU 1997: 22 1997, 38. 
1792 NOU 1997: 22 1997, 24. 
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victims were the families of escapees. This was initially limited to the fathers or sons of officers, naval 

pilots and sailors, an order formalised and expanded in November to include the fathers of minors 

who had escaped. After their arrest, the hostages were to be handed over to the Sipo.1793 In April 1943 

this order was radically expanded to allow hostages to be taken for anyone who left the country. One 

notable political differentiation applied: no NS members or people sympathetic to Nazi Germany 

should be taken as hostages.1794  

Stavanger 

Given that the Stavanger State Police was already established at the time the new laws and regulations 

regarding confiscation and hostage taking came into effect, it largely fell to them to handle such cases 

in the Stavanger area. Symptomatic of this is a case of missing persons investigated by Andreas Sirnes 

from the Stavanger Criminal Police in 1943. Once he was confident that they had in fact left the 

country, which made the case ‘political’, he promptly handed over the case to the State Police.1795 In 

at least one case, however, the regular Stavanger police corps was involved in hostage taking: the 

fathers of constables Kåre Knudsen and Norvald Frafjord, who had fled the country in October, were 

arrested by two NS officers in January 1942 and sent to the German prison in Stavanger. They were 

released the same day, however, once it became clear that both Knudsen and Frafjord were sergeants, 

not officers.1796 

For the State Police, confiscation and hostage taking became a common task.1797 A typical example is 

that of Harald Sem, one of the most active resistance fighters in Rogaland. He was reported missing 

in October 1943, and the Sipo discovered his role in the resistance. Message of this was sent to the 

State Police, and officer Dagfinn Gjertsen subsequently arrested Sem’s brother as a hostage, turned 

him over to the Sipo and confiscated Sem’s belongings.1798 In March 1944 his cabin was formally 

confiscated to the benefit of the Norwegian state.1799 The brother was released shortly after, allegedly 

for medical and financial reasons, showing that some leniency was possible.1800 For others, however, 

the arrests resulted in long bouts in prison. In June 1944, for instance, a man was arrested as a hostage 

for his son, suspected of wanting to leave the country. He remained imprisoned until April 1945.1801 

In December 1943 the brother of a man found to have escaped to Sweden was arrested by the State 

Police. He remained imprisoned at Grini until the end of the war.1802 They, like most hostages, were 

                                                

1793 ‘Utskrift av vaktboka den 11.1.1942’, ‘Rundskriv angående behandlingen av og forføyninger som blir å foreta i saker 
vedkommende personer som antas ulovlig å ha forlatt landet’, 28 November 1942, RA-S-1329-F-L0011. 
1794 ‘Endring i mitt rundskriv av 28.11.1942 angående flyktningesaker’, letter from K.A. Marthinsen, RA-S-1329-F-
L0011. 
1795 ‘Angår: 4 ungdommer i 20 års alderen som er meldt savnet siden lørdag ettermiddag 20/3-43’, report by Andreas K. 
Sirnes, 23 March 1943, L-sak Andreas K. Sirnes. 
1796 Duty report for the Stavanger police district, 12.1.42, SAST-A-100361-A-Aa-L0007. ‘Arrestasjoner’, manuscript by 
Bernhard Lund to Knut Stahl, SBA-PA-0006-D-L0004. 
1797 Interrogation of Kurth Skjæveland, 30 June 1945, ‘Dom’, L-sak Kurth Skjæveland, interrogation of Sigurd O. 
Øxnevad, 19 February 1954, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen, ‘Dom’, L-sak, Sigurd O. Øxnevad. 
1798 Questioning of Edith Sem, 17 August 1946, L-sak Dagfinn Gjertsen. 
1799 ‘Harald Sem, wegen illegalen Verlassen des Landes’, letter from Dagfinn Gjertsen to the KdS Stavanger, 
‘Inndragingsbeslutning’, 27 March 1944, L-sak Dagfinn Gjertsen. 
1800 Interrogation of Dagfinn M. Gjertsen, 22 June 1946, L-sak Dagfinn Gjertsen. Gjertsen’s account is supported by the 
absence of Sem’s brother’s name on the lists of Norwegian prisoners in German prison camps. Ottosen 1995. 
1801 Letter from Hans J. S. Pedersen to the leader of the Security Police, 27 June 1944, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen, 
Ottosen 1995, 307. 
1802 ‘Betrifft: Paul Egeland, wegen illegalen verlassen des Landes’, report by Dagfinn Gjertsen to KdS Stavanger, 6 
December 1943, questioning of Christian Sem, 16 August 1946, L-sak Dagfinn Gjertsen. 
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handed over to the Sipo.1803 Taking hostages seems to have been among the most unpopular tasks of 

the State Police. After the war some claimed, and were believed by the court, that they actively 

negotiated with the Germans to have hostages released or make sure that those best able to cope with 

imprisonment were taken.1804  

For the State Police officers, the confiscation of property belonging to opponents and escapees had 

personal material benefits. Among those who benefitted was Henrik B. Stensland, who was allowed 

to move into police officer Ragnar Paulsen’s apartment after he had to flee in late 1944.1805 Sverre R. 

Stender bought several items from the estate of Harald Sem. Sigurd Øxnevad and Olav B. Rossavik 

similarly acquired items from the estates of escapees.1806 As we shall see later, the State Police also 

benefitted greatly from the arrests of Jews. Such benefits were not simply indiscriminately handed out, 

however. They had to be purchased at a price set by the estate administrators. Open theft was not 

accepted, at least after Huuse’s dismissal. As noted earlier, suspicions of corruption were among the 

charges that brought him down, and Olav Rossavik was briefly suspended in late 1942 for taking 

goods from a house owned by an arrested man.1807 Indeed, Skaar Pedersen seems to have insisted on 

proper order in such matters, and the confiscation registers were found to be in ‘exemplary’ order 

after the war.1808 

Ålesund 

In Ålesund, with no local State Police detachment, investigating missing persons, taking hostages and 

confiscating property became tasks for the local police, in close cooperation with the Sipo in Ålesund 

and in understanding with the State Police in Trondheim. Confiscation based on the 

Reichskommissar’s decree from 26 September 1941 began as early as January 1942. Even people who 

had left the country before Terboven’s proclamation could have their property confiscated. In June 

1942, for instance, the life insurance of a man who left the country in March 1941 was taken, and in 

February 1943 the property of a man who left in May 1940. Such confiscation procedures would again 

demonstrate the inherently difficult moral position of anti-Nazi policemen during the occupation, as 

well as the fact that confiscation and hostage taking were not left to NS members. In November 1942, 

for instance, Sigurd Refsnæs was sent to confiscate the belongings of his close friend, colleague and 

former resistance contact Erling Vestre. The result was completely negative, however, with Refsnæs 

declaring that there was nothing to take, since Vestre and his parents owned neither property nor 

liquid assets, only thirty-year-old furniture of little value.1809  

                                                

1803 Interrogation of Kurth Skjæveland, 30 June 1945, L-sak Kurth Skjæveland. 
1804 Arthur T. Eriksson, for instance, claimed that this was one of the main reasons he sought to leave the State Police. 
Interrogation of Arthur T. Eriksson, 26 May 1945, L-sak Arthur T. Eriksson. In his sentence, Erik Stensland was 
credited with being against arrests of hostages, as well as having tried to prevent such arrests. ‘Dom’, L-sak Erik 
Stensland. See also interrogation of Dagfinn M. Gjertsen, 22 June 1946, ‘Dom’, L-sak Dagfinn Gjertsen. Also: report by 
Wilhelm A. Johnsen, document 77, statement by John Lyng Lea, 16 June 1945, L-sak Wilhelm A. Johnsen. Hans J. S. 
Pedersen also claimed that he ‘personally was against taking hostages’. Interrogation of Hans J. S. Pedersen, 12 July 
1945, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
1805 Interrogation of Henrik B. Stensland, 9 October 1945, L-sak Henrik B. Stensland. 
1806 ‘Dom’, L-sak Sverre R. Stender, ‘Dom’, L-sak Olav B. Rossavik, ‘Dom’, L-sak Sigurd O. Øxnevad. 
1807 ‘Ad politibetjent Olav Rossavik’, report by Betuel A. Stangeland, L-sak Olav B. Rossavik. 
1808 ‘Ang. gjenopptagelsesbegjæring i sak Skaar Pedersen’, report by Bergvin Nilsen, 11 August 1953, L-sak Hans J. S. 
Pedersen. 
1809 The Sunnmøre police district kept a separate confiscation journal, in which the first entry is dated 14 January 1942. 
SAT-A-1864-5-L0023-0002. 
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Hostage taking by the Ålesund police began somewhat later. The first case I came across dates from 

20 January 1943, when a father was arrested after his son deserted his ship while in Sweden.1810 The 

man was imprisoned in Ålesund for four months.1811 In November 1943 another father was arrested 

as a hostage for his son, who had also fled to Sweden. The State Police in Trondheim gave detailed 

instructions on the procedure, including that the hostage should be handed over to the Sipo.1812 He 

remained imprisoned in Trondheim until July 1944.1813 Relatives of police officers were not spared, 

so when Berner Rypdal fled in 1943, he took his brothers with him to save them from being 

arrested.1814 After Helge Nedregaard fled the country, his brother was arrested, handed over to the 

Sipo, and imprisoned for the remainder of the war.1815  

Skien 

The earliest case I found in Skien dates from autumn 1942 and involved Jews. It will therefore be 

discussed later. By at least early 1943, the Skien police had also begun confiscating the property of 

people who had fled the country. After the war, police officer Karsten Forberg, one of those who 

handled confiscation cases, gave a detailed description of the procedures. As soon investigations 

concluded it likely that a person had fled the country, the police catalogued the person’s belongings 

and sealed his home. Reports were then sent to the State Police and Sipo. The State Police notified 

the national Liquidation Board, which appointed an administrator to manage liquidation of the 

estate.1816 This was of course only relevant if there was anything of value to be confiscated. A list of 

political crimes sent to the Sipo in February 1943 shows that practices varied somewhat. In one case, 

a house belonging to the family of a fled sailor was confiscated, despite the fact that the family had 

shunned him. In cases where there was nothing of value to be found, nothing was confiscated.1817 The 

list from July included notices of three further flights. Property had been confiscated in all three cases. 

One of these cases concerned Johannes M. Holmboe, a local Milorg leader who fled the country in 

June 1943.1818 Chief of police Barmann Jensen profited directly from this, receiving preserving jars, a 

lawnmower and garden shears from Holmboe’s home without apparently paying anything. 1819 

Confiscation continued until the end of the war.1820 

As in Stavanger and Ålesund, the taking of hostages in Skien police district appears to have been 

practiced inconsistently and reluctantly. Several of those involved, including chief of police Barmann 

                                                

1810 Confiscation journal for the Sunnmøre police district, SAT-A-1864-5-L0023-0002. 
1811 Ottosen 1995, 569. 
1812 Letter from Arne N. Håkenrud to the leader of the State Police, Trondheim, 10 December 1943, ‘Leif Edvard 
Henningsen’, letter from the leader of the State Police in Trondheim, 6 December 1943, SAT-A-1864-3-Yc-L0001. 
1813 Ottosen 1995, 285. 
1814 ‘Ad savnede personer fra Ålesund og Borgund som antas ulovlig å ha forlatt landet’, letter from Arne N. Håkenrud 
to KdS Ålesund, 4 January 1944, SAT-A-1864-3-Yc-L0001. Interview with Berner Rypdal by Nils Johan Ringdal, 24 
September 1985, NHM 115. 
1815 File on Helge Nedregård, SAT-A-1864-3-Yc-L0001. 
1816 Interrogation of Karsten Forberg, 21 May 1945, L-sak Karsten B. G. Forberg. 
1817 ‘Forordning av 12.10.42. Deres skrivelse av 6.1.43, Tgb. 5/43’, letter from the Skien police district to the Sipo in 
Larvik, 10 February 1943, SAK-A-745-Mc-Mca-L0013. 
1818 Birkenes 1982, 142. 
1819 Interrogation of Lars R. B. Jensen, 28 May 1945, ‘Dom’, L-sak Lars R. B. Jensen. 
1820 See for instance ‘Forordning av 12.10.42. Deres skrivelse av 6.1.43’, letter from the Skien police district to the Sipo 
in Larvik, 6 August 1943, ‘Forordning av 12.10.42. Deres skrivelse av 6.1.43’, letter from the Skien police distr ict to the 
Sipo in Larvik, 9 October 1943, SAK-A-745-Mc-Mca-L0015. ‘Forordning av 12.10.42. Deres skrivelse av 6.1.43’, letter 
from the Skien police district to the Sipo in Larvik, 8 March 1944, SAK-A-745-Mc-Mca-L0016a. 
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Jensen, were believed by the courts after the war when they claimed that they had been against the 

practice and tried to delay or avert them. One of them, Karsten Forberg, even warned potential 

hostages of their impending arrest. After arresting at least three hostages, he found the work so 

distasteful that he asked to be relieved of the task. Another NS member, Carl Norløff, got the job 

instead. He apparently had much the same attitude as his predecessor, but carried out the order 

nonetheless.1821 An example of how this was done is the case of two young men who went into hiding 

to avoid labour service in the autumn of 1944. For one of them, Alf Berntsen, his younger brother 

was taken as a hostage; for the other, Bernhard Nomme, the only male relative was his father. But 

because he was a fireman, he was deemed by chief of police Barmann Jensen to be too important to 

keep as a hostage. Both Nomme and his parents had their property confiscated. In the case of 

Berntsen, however, only his belongings were taken, as his mother had no assets to speak of.1822 

Collective persecution  

To examine how political enemies of the regime were treated, it is worth studying three groups 

separately because of the more collective nature of the measures taken against them. These groups 

are the teachers, the clergy, and the Jews.  

Troublesome Norwegian teachers 

One of the first acts after the formal creation of an NS ‘government’ on 5 February 1942 was to 

introduce new laws making youth service for girls and boys in NSUF, the youth organisation of NS, 

obligatory. At the same time, teachers were required to become members of the new Norwegian 

Teachers’ Association (Norges lærersamband). Leaders among the teachers, as noted earlier well 

organised and motivated, skilfully linked the two edicts, presenting them as an all-out attempt to 

Nazify Norwegian youth. They then organised a collective action which resulted in the vast majority 

of Norwegian teachers signing a statement declaring that they would not be party to bringing up a 

new generation in the spirit of National Socialism. They were supported by strong statements from 

the church and formal protests lodged by large numbers of concerned parents.1823  

Faced with open insubordination, Terboven, who had little enthusiasm for what NS was trying to 

achieve in the school sector, was nevertheless forced to act.1824 The decision as to who to arrest was, 

according to Karl A. Marthinsen, largely made by the Sipo in consultation with local NS leaders, 

making the central State Police feel somewhat out of the loop. Most of the arrests were performed by 

State Police and regular police officers on 20 March 1942.1825 The teachers were gathered in local 

buildings or prisons, where some were released but others were sent to German prison camps such 

as Grini, Falstad and Sydspissen. A total of 688 teachers from Grini were sent to the Jørstadmoen 

camp, where 31 accepted the demand to join the new association. The 499 who refused were sent to 

Trondheim, where they boarded the ship Skjerstad, bound for Kirkenes and forced labour. The rest 

                                                

1821 Interrogation of Karsten Forberg, 11 October 1945, ‘Dom’, L-sak Karsten B. G. Forberg. ’Dom’, L-sak Lars R. B. 
Jensen. ‘Dom’, L-sak Carl L. Norløff. ‘Ad John Arnt Berg…’, report by Carl L. Norløff, 30 April 1945, SAK-A-745-M-
Ma-Mab-L0019. 
1822 ‘Ang. AT-mennene Bernhart Nomme og Alf Berntsen – savnet og antas ulovlig å ha forlatt landet’, report by 
Karsten Forberg, 12 October 1944, L-sak Karsten B. G. Forberg. 
1823 For more on this, see Karcher 2018. 
1824 Wyller 1958, 103 ff.. 
1825 Letter regarding the action against the teachers from Karl A. Marthinsen to Vidkun Quisling, 25 March 1942, Aartun 
and Aartun 2003, 127. 
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where sent back to Grini.1826 The journey of the ‘slave ship’ became a major propaganda failure for 

the new rulers, with the actions of the teachers and their harsh treatment receiving widespread 

international attention.1827 The teachers were eventually released after they agreed to formally join the 

association, but without accepting demands to promote National Socialism in the classroom.  

The operation against the teachers in Stavanger would involve many police officers. On the night of 

19 March 1942, the Sipo came to the Stavanger State Police with a list of men to be arrested. In leader 

Ottar Huuse’s absence, Betuel A. Stangeland became responsible for organising it. 1828  The list 

contained close to 60 names, and it was obvious to Stangeland that the State Police did not have 

sufficient manpower to do it. He therefore relayed the order to sheriffs and local police districts and 

mobilised assistance from the regular Stavanger police. Thirty-eight teachers from Stavanger were 

subsequently arrested in the early morning of 20 March. Including those brought in from outside 

Stavanger, some 63 teachers eventually ended up imprisoned in Stavanger.1829 Uniquely for Rogaland 

county, a second wave of arrests was carried out in April 1942, when the remaining teachers aged 

under 60 who had refused to join the Norwegian Teachers’ Association were arrested.1830 After the 

war, several teachers described how these arrests were carried out, in a seemingly calm, but firm 

manner: ‘I was arrested on 20 March at 07.00. Two young policemen came and told me I had to 

accompany them’.1831 Or according to another: ‘Tuesday 7 April I was picked up by two police 

constables. I got half an hour to prepare and was then taken to prison A’.1832  

Stangeland’s post-war defence for obeying the order to arrest the teachers – the most damning charge 

made against him after the war – was typical of the logic of pragmatic collaboration. He said he was 

certain that disobedience would lead to his own arrest, which would then leave him unable to do 

anything for the arrested teachers. They would be left in the hands of his far more ideological colleague 

Nils Dagestad.1833 Stangeland indeed seems to have done what he could. He personally called some 

of the teachers, telling them to show up in Stavanger, thus giving them a chance to escape.1834 

Moreover, he negotiated with the Sipo and was allowed to call for a doctor to examine the teachers, 

which apparently resulted in a substantial number of them being released for medical reasons.1835 

Finally, he seems to have covered for two men, a sheriff and an acting chief of police in Egersund, 

Christian Benneche, when they refused to carry out the order. The first was aided by Stangeland 

ignoring an order from Oslo to arrest him, the second in a more dubious way – by sending State 

                                                

1826 Hoprekstad 1946, 79 ff.. 
1827 Aartun and Aartun 2003, 187. 
1828 Report by Betuel A. Stangeland, 16 May 1945, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
1829 Duty report for the Stavanger police district, 20 March 1942, SAST-A-100361-A-Aa-L0007. Stahl and Wyller 1962, 
82. 
1830 Justice protocol of the Stavanger State Police, p. 726, SAST-A-100528-Fab-L0001. Stahl and Wyller 1962, 83-84. 
Questioning of Hjalmar Flindrum, 22 September 1945, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
1831 Questioning of Elias Øiestad, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
1832 Questioning of Gustav Nielssen, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
1833 Interrogation of Betuel A. Stangeland, 17 September 1945, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
1834 Interrogation of Betuel A. Stangeland, 17 September 1945, statement by Torgils Vaage, 19 September 1945, L-sak 
Betuel A. Stangeland. 
1835 Interrogation of Halvor Næs, 31 May 1946, L-sak Nils T. Dagestad. Interrogation of Betuel A. Stangeland, 17 
September 1945, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
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Police officers to Egersund to arrest the teachers and saying nothing to the Sipo about Benneche’s 

protest.1836  

The Stavanger police’s involvement in the attempt to break the resistance front of the teachers did 

not end with the arrests. The teachers arrested in March were taken to the train by the regular 

Stavanger police and then turned over to German guards.1837 More seriously, nine members of the 

ordinary corps, seven of them NS members, were among the guards for the second group of teachers 

sent to Grini prison camp.1838 This task would prove highly unpleasant. The transport was led by a 

German, allegedly ‘very aggressive and unrestrained’, who demanded that people sympathetic to the 

teachers should be kept away from the train, and State Police officer Håkon Eeg-Larsen, who as 

described earlier had a temperament that often led violence. 1839 When the train arrived at Sandnes and 

other stations further south, huge crowds gathered to show their support for the arrested teachers 

and to give them food.1840 News of their arrival seemed to spread like wildfire.1841 At several stations, 

some of the police officers resorted to violence to keep the crowds away from the train.1842 A man in 

Flekkefjord had four teeth knocked loose after a blow from Stavanger police officer Eystein Larsen.1843  

The Stavanger State Police’s dealings with the organised resistance of the teachers lasted even longer. 

In 1943 State Police officers arrested several teachers rightly suspected of providing money to support 

the families of arrested teachers, coordinated by the civil resistance leadership in Stavanger. 

Interestingly, one of those arrested saw the State Police investigator, Erik Stensland, as ‘considerate’ 

and primarily interested in establishing that the money had indeed gone to the teachers’ families and 

not towards financing sabotage operations, which would lead to her case being taken over by the 

Germans, who apparently were ‘very interested’. They had already arrested Henrik Giertsen, the 

leading figure behind the aid effort and leader of Sivorg, so the threat was not unfounded. The case 

seems to have ended with confiscation of some of the remaining funds.1844 The way this was done, 

however, was sharply criticised by the Director of Public Prosecutions, who noted that people had 

been arrested without a warrant, and that the funds had been taken without following proper 

procedures.1845 

                                                

1836 Interrogation of Betuel A. Stangeland, 17 September 1945, letter from sheriff Kolbeinstveit to the Stavanger police 
district, 13 September 1945, L-sak Betuel A. Stangeland. 
1837 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 83. 
1838 These were: Arne Holter, Georg Grude, Einar Jenssen, Morten Grude, Finn Forsberg, Eystein Larsen, Rolf 
Pedersen, Johannes Ness and Sverre Haugvaldstad. 
1839 ‘Dom’, L-sak Eystein Larsen. 
1840 Questioning of Sverre Haugvaldstad, 25 June 1945 and Edvard Gundersen, 25 July 1945, L-sak Eystein Larsen. 
1841 This was later investigated by the State Police. They found that, after seeing the train with the teachers, people in 
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1842 Sverre Haugvaldstad and teacher Edvard Gundersen claim that apart from Eeg-Larsen, six of the officers were 
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sak Eystein Larsen, ‘Dom’, L-sak Håkon Eeg-Larsen, ‘Ang. episode paa Bryne jernbanestasjon under transport av 
lærerne i 1942’, report by the sheriff in Time, 7 September 1946, L-sak Håkon Eeg-Larsen. 
1843 ‘Dom’, L-sak Eystein Larsen. 
1844 Stahl and Wyller 1962, 90. Interrogation of Hans J. S. Pedersen, 12 July 1945, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
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1845 ‘Økonomisk støtte til lærerne i Stavanger’, letter from J. Nordvik, 9 November 1943, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
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The orders to arrest local teachers in the Ålesund area came not from the Sipo, but from the State 

Police in Trondheim. This was in accordance with a plan formulated during a meeting between the 

Sipo and Norwegian police leaders in Trondheim on 17 March 1942. It was made clear that it was to 

be carried out by the Norwegian police, with local police and sheriffs performing arrests when no 

State Police officers were available.1846 The order seems to have been dutifully carried out. Starting on 

20 March, local sheriffs brought teachers to Ålesund, where they were imprisoned. The Ålesund police 

played a coordinating role. One teacher, reported by a sheriff to have travelled to Ålesund, proved 

elusive. Searches were conducted on boats and in local hotels before he was finally arrested on the 

quay. On 22 March the order was given to arrest 13 teachers in Ålesund. Those ordered to carry it 

out were Sigurd Refsnæs, Helge Nedregaard and Olaf Jørgensen, all of them opponents of the New 

Order. Six were not initially arrested due to locked doors or absence. They were however arrested the 

next day, along with 12 others, among them two women, the latter allegedly due to a mistake. 

Interestingly, most of them were released shortly afterwards on condition that they remain in town, 

ready for departure at short notice. For some of them, this order came three days later, when 18 

teachers were sent to Trondheim, guarded by two police officers, one of them an NS member and 

the other one of those removed a month later.1847 According to one of the teachers, the transport was 

‘comfortable’, despite horrible weather. In Trondheim they were taken over by the local police and 

taken to Falstad prison camp.1848 Their stay was brief. They were all were released on 24–25 April, 

after agreeing to join the Norwegian Teachers’ Association, allegedly due in part to hearing about the 

fate of the other teachers on board the Skjerstad.1849 

Chief of police Myhre’s handling of the arrests would again show that ideologically committed police 

leaders could influence the implementation of a given order. Myhre sent a telegram to Trondheim, 

urging the arrest of a further three teachers from the town of Volda, which was then granted by the 

State Police. One of the arrested teachers beseeched to be released due to his wife being pregnant. 

Myhre rejected the plea, and the teacher was sent to Trondheim. Another said he had recently been 

released from German imprisonment due to poor health, hoping that Myhre would release him. 

Myhre refused unless another teacher took his place, which the teacher could not accept. He too was 

sent north.1850 On the other hand, Myhre was also capable of showing leniency, accepting a plea from 

the imprisoned teachers to release them temporarily, an act which potentially could have landed him 

in trouble if any of them used it as an opportunity to flee.1851 

As in Stavanger and Ålesund, teachers in Skien were also arrested by the local police. According to 

Lars Barmann Jensen, then chief of police in Porsgrunn, the Sipo in Larvik called all chiefs of police 

in their district to Larvik, likely on 19 March, and briefed them on the coming operation, ‘an order 

from Oslo’. From Skien came chief of police Per C. Andersen and police prosecutor Ragnar Blekeli.1852 

The Skien police received six names, with orders to arrest them the next day at 06.00 and to transport 

                                                

1846 Letter from a police prosecutor of the Trondheim State Police to Karl A. Marthinsen, 18 March 1942, RA-S-1329-F-
L0071. 
1847 Duty report for the Sunnmøre police district, 20-26 March 1942, SAT-A-1864-5-L0015-83, Hoprekstad 1946, 203 
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1848 Hoprekstad 1946, 205. 
1849 Names checked with Ottosen 1995, Hoprekstad 1946, 213. 
1850 ‘Dom’, L-sak Anton B. J. Myhre. 
1851 Hoprekstad 1946, 205. 
1852 ‘Vedr. Læreraksjonen i 1942’, interrogation of Lars R. B. Jensen, 7 March 1947, L-sak Olav G. Dalen. 
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them to a Wehrmacht camp near the town of Stavern. Nine items to bring were also specified, 

including ‘clothing suitable for working outdoors’.1853 News of what was about to happen was leaked 

by an unidentified source to the local resistance. As a result, it was possible to arrange a false medical 

report for one of the teachers, the crucial resistance member Bredo Henriksen, which led to his 

release.1854 After the way one of the arrested teachers, Einar Østvedt, described the events as rather 

undramatic: 

I was not entirely unprepared when the police came early in the morning on 20 March 1942. An amiable policeman 

made me aware of that within an hour the police car would be there to bring my colleague at the Latin school, the 

captain (Johannes Holmboe), a primary school teacher and me to the concentration camp in Stavern … In the car 

were old acquaintances, policemen with the same political views as us, whose expressions did not give reason to be 

alarmed. The ‘conscripts’ were picked up one after the other, the mood was bright and trustful. The captain seemed 

like he was going on an Easter holiday. 1855  

The Skien police transported the teachers to Stavern, where they were taken over by the Germans. 

Three teachers from Skien ultimately ended up in Kirkenes.1856 

Uncooperative clergy 

The clergy perhaps proved an even harder nut to crack than the teachers. In Germany, leading 

National Socialists recognised that Christianity and National Socialism in the long run were 

incompatible. Life had also been made difficult to various degrees for religious opponents of the 

regime. Hitler had nevertheless shied away from direct conflict with the church, considering it not 

worth the considerable unrest such an action could provoke. This course of action was made easier 

by the relative docility of the German clergy, which only to a very limited degree challenged the new 

rulers, with some even openly promoting National Socialism as a Christian doctrine.1857  

In contrast, Norwegian religious leaders quickly emerged as a strong voice of opposition, which 

created numerous problems with maintaining the same policy of restraint in Norway, despite it being 

Terboven’s clear desire.1858 A joint council of religious organisations was formed on 25 October 1940 

and continued to function as a religious leadership throughout the war. In February 1941, the 

Norwegian bishops sent a ‘pastoral letter’ directly to the congregations and religious organisations, 

making clear its insistence that Norway should continue to be a state governed by the rule of law. The 

letter found widespread support in the clergy, legitimising the church leadership’s position in 

opposition to the policies of the new rulers.1859 Terboven, through the Sipo, gave the Norwegian 

                                                

1853 The named teachers were: Einar Østvedt, Johs. Holmboe, Bredo Henriksen, Lars Kaasa, Fr. Gubberud and Olav 
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police orders to confiscate the letters. 14,000 out of 50,000 were taken, too few to nullify the letter’s 

effects.  

The conflict escalated in 1942, first with an episode on 1 February, with the Trondheim police trying 

to prevent throngs of people from attending a forbidden service by Dean Arne Fjellbu. Events 

escalated and turned violent, with several officers being accused of reluctance to carry out orders. 

Eventually, the police backed down in the face of the huge crowd. Fjellbu was removed on 19 

February. The bishops then used this as a pretext for laying down their offices, whereupon they were 

ordered to report twice daily to their local police.1860 93 per cent of the common clergy followed them 

and resigned from their state-appointed positions on 5 April. But they vowed to continue to perform 

their duties as priests in accordance with the principles laid down in the ‘Foundation of the Church’. 

This was a statement produced by the Church Coordination Committee and read from pulpits all over 

Norway.1861  

Quisling, enraged by this clear challenge, wanted Berggrav to be tried by the People’s Court, and had 

him and most of the committee members arrested by the State Police. The Germans, however, were 

tired of the amateurish handling of the Church by NS, and eventually it was agreed that a trial against 

Berggrav would be counter-productive. The trial was ultimately cancelled after direct orders from 

Martin Bormann in Berlin. Berggrav was instead held in house arrest, guarded by the Norwegian 

police, for the duration of the war.1862 The leaders of the Church Coordination Committee who were 

still free created a new council, the Temporary Church Leadership, and continued to send messages 

and ‘pastoral letters’, which were then read by priests from their pulpits. Among them was a protest 

against the persecution of the Jews, read in November 1942. Two of their leaders, Ludvig Hope and 

Ole Hallesby, were arrested in 1943, and a new secret church leadership took over. 

After officially parting ways, the state and the priests who continued to perform their priestly duties 

found themselves in a very uncomfortable position. It was not possible for the state to dismiss all of 

them, out of consideration for public order and for strong German demands for relative peace with 

the church, but also due to the lack of replacements. As a partial remedy, the police were employed 

as a tool to keep priests under surveillance, resulting in some who stepped too far out of line being 

dismissed, while impressing upon the others that they were being watched.1863  

As noted, the special status ascribed to the clergy afforded considerable protection from the normal 

measures taken against other political enemies of the new system. More indirect measures therefore 

had to be taken to combat its opposition to the New Order.1864 In Stavanger, this task fell to the State 

Police. On 2 April 1942, for example, the State Police was ordered to prevent sacked bishops from 

speaking during Easter. Superintendent Betuel Stangeland was dispatched to talk to the Stavanger 
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bishop, who promised to stay away, faced with the alternative of house arrest.1865 In the following 

months, State Police officers attended services, reporting on what was being said and on audience 

reactions. 1866  Before their service on 2 August 1942, priests in Stavanger had received letters 

announcing the creation of the Temporary Church Leadership. Aware of this, men were dispatched 

by Ekerholt to the priests with the task of confiscating their letters and making them promise to keep 

silent later that day. Not about to trust them, the State Police were present during the services, noting 

that only one out of three had kept their word, with one, Olav Valen-Sendstad, even reading the letter, 

despite claiming to have given all copies of it to the State Police.1867 The next day, the priest was 

arrested and interrogated. According to his own account, no one laid a hand on him, but ‘everything’ 

was done to scare him, including threats of being shot. He was unyielding, however, and was released, 

allegedly ‘on friendly terms’, thus again illustrating the unique position enjoyed by the clergy. In late 

August he was sacked, and in September he was banished from Rogaland county. Just how mildly the 

priests were handled is further illustrated by events in March 1943, when Valen-Sendstad returned to 

Stavanger in defiance of the ban, walking openly in town and even preaching in a church. Following 

this, he was again arrested but simply ordered to return to his residence in Oslo, without further 

measures being taken.1868  

State Police officers continued to attend religious services even after the peak of the conflict in 1942, 

assisted by prominent NS members.1869 If anything deemed overly political was uttered, reactions 

could ensue. In January 1944, for instance, one chaplain was warned for claiming that priests had been 

arrested ‘due to their faith’. A pastor was fined 500 crowns for claiming that NS in practice was ‘hostile 

to Christianity’. Moreover, former bishop Skagestad was banished to the valley of Sirdal, primarily for 

his role during the events of 1942.1870  

The comparatively light touch demanded vis-à-vis the clergy was clearly annoying to the State Police 

leaders in Rogaland, who saw them as major opposition figures who were allowed far greater leeway 

than other opponents. Ekerholt complained that Valen-Sendstad being sacked was ‘far too mild’ a 

reaction for a person like him.1871 Skaar Pedersen in particular seemed very eager to use whatever he 

was allowed against the clergy. In 1944 he wrote to the NS leader in Rogaland and assuring him that 

the State Police ‘with pleasure’ would carry out whatever he and the local NS bishop agreed to do 

against the clergy.1872 The same year he urged his men in Kristiansand to use ‘harsher’ methods against 

stubborn clergymen. As an example of how to proceed, he said that he himself had threatened clergy 

in Rogaland who refused to swear to remain non-political with ‘the sharpest reactions’, including 

                                                

1865 Justice protocol of the Stavanger State Police, p. 723, SAST-A-100528-Fab-L0001, questioning of Gabriel Skagestad, 
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‘deportation to Russia or transfer to Russian prison camps’, but noted that the threat of banishment 

to other parts of the country was usually enough, and that many priests had signed declarations stating 

that they would abstain from ‘illegal’ activities.1873  

Skaar Pedersen’s hostility towards the priests is perhaps best illustrated by a case from January 1945, 

when he called for and succeeded in deporting a priest to the island of Helgøya in the middle of Lake 

Mjøsa. ‘Hopefully’, Skaar Pedersen said, conditions there were not ‘too paradisiac’ for ‘the most evil’ 

priest in Rogaland.1874 Even after the war, the State Police leaders defended their view of the priests, 

with Ekerholt seeing Valen-Sendstad as an ‘agitator’ who was a ‘danger’ to Stavanger given the 

conditions during the occupation.1875 Skaar-Pedersen saw it as appropriate that ‘priests who defended 

Russia’ should be sent there to realise what they ‘defended’.1876 

The campaign against the clergy was mostly a State Police affair, and the regular corps in Ålesund and 

Skien seem to have been less involved, although it is possible that more was done without traces being 

left in the sources examined by me. I found only one instance in Ålesund of police involvement with 

the clergy, which was when chief of police Myhre personally observed a service on 8 March 1942 and 

reported to the Ministry of Church Affairs and Education that the priest had read the bishops’ letter 

to the congregation, among other things.1877 I have found slightly more evidence in Skien. In February 

1941 the Skien police, on orders from the Sipo via the Criminal Police in Oslo, confiscated 150 copies 

of a pastoral letter from the bishops to local congregations, and interrogated the receiving priests 

about the circumstances.1878 And during Easter 1942, a local NS member sent reports to the Skien 

police about what had been said during service, finding nothing to complain about.1879 On 10 August 

1942, the State Police ordered the attire of local protesting clergy to be confiscated, which it was.1880  

The Jews 

After the German occupation, it did not take long for Norway’s tiny Jewish minority, consisting of 

some 2,000 souls on the eve of the occupation, to realise that they were considerably more vulnerable 

than non-Jews.1881 As Jews they were defined by the SS and many in the NS as eternal political enemies 

of the New Order whose very presence in the country was seen to constitute a threat. Initially, 

however, the desire of the Sipo to combat this imagined menace had to be balanced against other 

concerns, primarily those of minimising public unrest and improving the image of Germany and 

National Socialism. Keeping a relatively low profile regarding persecution of the Jews was made easier 

by the small size of the Jewish population, which even from a National Socialist point of view made 

the ‘Jewish threat’ seem less dire.  
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The balancing act between the different concerns produced a policy of unsystematic persecution of 

Jews in Norway during the first two years of the occupation. This was replaced by systematic anti-

Jewish policies in 1942, culminating in the attempt to arrest and deport all Jews in specified categories 

to Auschwitz in the autumn of that year. While the Sipo was the clear driving force behind the anti-

Semitic measures taken in Norway, the leadership of NS both added its own initiatives and supported 

the German measures. Because the Sipo wanted to mask its involvement, it instructed the Norwegian 

police to carry out anti-Jewish measures. 1882  This made Norwegian police officers important 

accomplices in the arrest of Norwegian Jews, of whom 773 were subsequently deported from Norway 

and only 35 survived.1883 

The first efforts targeting Jews began already in the spring of 1940, when recently arrived members 

of the Sipo Einsatzkommandos contacted local Norwegian chiefs of police asking them to confiscate 

radios belonging to Jews and requesting information about the local Jewish population. This was part 

of a larger effort to chart the Jewish minority in Norway.1884 Apart from these actions, the local 

Norwegian police did not become involved in any larger anti-Semitic measures in 1940 and 1941. The 

police were even asked to investigate acts of violence and vandalism against Jewish targets. Jonas Lie 

wrote to all police districts on 2 October 1940, referring to an incident where a Jewish shop had been 

painted with the word ‘Jew’. He asked that the wording be removed and the culprits be found 

immediately.1885 The German Sipo, on the other hand, arrested a number of Jews in 1940, 1941 and 

1942 using various pretexts.1886  

The role of the Norwegian police in the persecution of the Jews would radically increase in 1942, a 

consequence of the decision by Hitler and other top Nazi leaders to commence the mass deportation 

and killing of all Jews in occupied Europe. The first important measure was the systematic registration 

of Jews in early 1942. The initiative came from BdS Heinrich Fehlis, but the practical implementation 

was left to the Ministry of the Police under strict German supervision.1887 An announcement was then 

published in local newspapers in late January, threatening Jews with a fine or jail for up to three 

months if they did not report to their local police station by 1 March.1888  

In parallel with this, the statistical office of NS came up with another initiative: a questionnaire for 

Jews in Norway, designed to collect statistical data on the Jewish population. 1889  After the 

questionnaire had been sent to the Ministry of the Police, the ministry itself added questions intended 

to reveal presumed Jewish criminality. 1890  Together, the two initiatives formed the basis for a 

potentially comprehensive register of Jews. In total 1,582 Jews were registered.1891 The register was, 
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according to Jonas Lie, to be used ‘in case one wanted to go to action against these alien population 

elements.’1892 This would become a reality in October and November 1942.  

The systematic attempt to destroy the Jewish minority began in Trondheim on 6 October, after the 

proclamation of a state of emergency in the area. KdS Gerhard Flesch used the situation as a pretext 

to order the police in Trondheim to arrest adult male Jews. They were sent to the Falstad prison camp 

and subjected to appalling treatment by the guards. Many women and children were thrown out of 

their apartments and gathered together in a few other apartments. One Jew was executed along with 

nine non-Jews as ‘penance’ for the sabotage actions.  

The next stage began after an event which served as the perfect propaganda pretext for the final strike 

against the Jews in Norway. On 22 October 1942, on the train to Halden, a border guide who was 

helping a group of Jews cross the border ended up shooting and killing Border Police officer Arne 

Hvam.1893 When news of the event reached Norwegian and German authorities, a large-scale manhunt 

was launched involving all available Norwegian and German personnel.1894 The fugitives were caught 

in the following days.1895  

Already the next day, 23 October, preparations began for a systematic attack on the Jewish minority. 

The State Police was given the task if organising the operation. By noon on 24 October both the lists 

and the order to arrest male Jews above the age of 15 were ready.1896 Encrypted orders were sent to 

local police districts on the morning of 25 October, and the operation began on 26 October.1897 Jewish 

men older than 15 were to be arrested and their property confiscated, and Jewish women were to 

report daily to their local police station.1898 Most of the arrested Jews were brought to the Berg camp 

in the vicinity of Tønsberg, which was administered by the State Police with some assistance from the 

Ministry of the Police.1899  

The NS government was also hard at work creating laws giving the action a pseudo-legal basis. The 

first, passed 24 October, was an expansion of the already-mentioned law from 6 October 1941 

allowing for detention of persons without trial. It was now expanded to include persons ‘suspected 

of having promoted or promoting activities hostile towards the people or the state’1900, the vague 

formulation illustrating the fundamentally arbitrary nature of the action. The second was a law from 

26 October concerning confiscating Jewish property for the benefit of the state.1901  
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On 25 November, the next and final phase of the campaign began: the arrest of remaining Jews, 

including women, children, elderly and people in hospitals. On 25 November Marthinsen sent out the 

order that the Jews had to be arrested and transported to Oslo. At the same time, transport of the 

men interned at Berg to Oslo was arranged by the State Police. It is very likely that the initiative for 

this final strike came from the Sipo in Oslo. The best indication of this is the fact that Oslo Gestapo 

leader Reinhard sent the RSHA a telegram just past midnight on 25 November, stating that the Donau 

would be sent from Norway with Jews on the 26th. The Referat IVB4 of the RSHA subsequently 

issued more detailed instructions, which to some extent ran counter to the vague orders already issued 

by Marthinsen to arrest ‘all Jewish persons’. Now, neither Jews married to non-Jews, ‘Mischlinge’ nor 

citizens of a range of countries were to be arrested. Marthinsen had to issue a new set of orders 

specifying this, which in some cases resulted in some people arrested as Jews being subsequently 

released.1902  

Five hundred and twenty-nine Jews were sent with the Donau to Stettin and subsequently Auschwitz, 

where almost all were killed.1903 At about the same time, the Monte Rosa had been used to transport 

first 26 and then another 21 Jews who had been interned in other prisons – mostly Grini – to 

Germany.1904 Transports of Jews from some parts of the country did not reach Oslo in time for the 

Donau’s departure, so they were interned at Bredtvet prison. During these months, the State Police 

continued its work. It was obvious that the list of arrests was not identical with the list of registered 

Jews, and the State Police worked on explaining the divergence. In a circular letter to all police districts 

on 10 December, the police were instructed to arrest any remaining Jews and to report on their efforts 

by 10 January 1943.1905 The last large group of deported Jews from Norway – 158 persons – was sent 

with the Gotenland on 25 February 1943.1906 

Stavanger 

The Stavanger Police’s involvement in the persecution of Norwegian Jews began with the confiscation 

of radios. On 15 May 1940, chief of police Ola Kvalsund received a letter from the Sipo/SD 

Einsatzkommando in Stavanger, where he was ‘requested’ to confiscate all radios owned by Jews and 

deliver them to the Germans. Jews were defined by the Sipo as anyone belonging to a Jewish 

organisation or who belonged to the Jewish religious community, a considerably less comprehensive 

definition than what was later used. Notably, Kvalsund was ‘forbidden’ from publishing this order. 

The next day Kvalsund had a meeting with the leader of the Einsatzkommando about the matter. 

Afterwards, he ordered Ingvald B. Eikeland to handle the case, which was far from straightforward. 

The Stavanger police at this point apparently did not have comprehensive knowledge of Jewish life in 

the town, since Kvalsund found it necessary to examine whether there in fact were any Jewish 

congregations or organisations in the town at all. Eikeland should therefore ask ‘those seen as Jews’ 

whether anything of the sort existed, naming four families in the process. Finally, Eikeland should 
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first ask the Jews whether they were willing to ‘voluntarily’ give up their radios. If not, Eikeland was 

to ask Kvalsund about what to do.1907  

Eikeland was capable of finding local Jews and ask them about their radios. One Jewish family, the 

Feins, was ‘willing’ to give up theirs. Another, the Beckers, was not. Eikeland noted in his report that 

pater familias Hille Becker would appeal to the county governor, seeking to evaluate the legality of the 

measure. Later the same day he reconsidered, stating that he was willing to hand it over to the 

Norwegian police, but not to the Sipo.1908 Before the county governor could look into the matter, 

however, Kvalsund had already handed the two radios over to the Sipo. His defensively pragmatic 

and legalistic reasoning was that the Hague Conventions allowed the German army to confiscate 

radios, and that the Sipo here acted on behalf of the army, thus rendering Becker’s protests 

irrelevant.1909 When the county governor asked the police to explain its actions, Kvalsund stated that 

‘the chosen procedure was the most gentle, which it, given the circumstances, was possible to 

follow’.1910  

The Beckers apparently managed to hide another radio from the police. Later, during a State Police 

investigation from 1944, a man suspected of listening to illegal radio broadcasts told the investigator 

that he had gotten the radio from Herman Becker, Hille’s son, in autumn 1941, claiming that he had 

hidden it from both the police and his father.1911 After the war, Ingvald B. Eikeland claimed that he 

been involved in rescuing one of the family’s radios. He claimed he had arranged it so that only the 

oldest radio was handed in and the newest was hidden on a farm in the countryside. He also claimed 

to have issued Julius Fein a passport he could use to travel to Sweden. Fein, however, was arrested in 

Kristiansand. Eikeland even claimed to have been questioned by the Sipo regarding the matter.1912 

The task of establishing the truth of his claims runs into the normal problem when assessing police 

assistance to Jews: many of them ended up dead and were thus unable to testify.  

The confiscation of radios was not the only interaction the Stavanger police had with the local Jews 

in the first years of the war. In May 1940, leader of the Einsatzkommando in Stavanger had a meeting 

with Kvalsund where he inquired about the political situation in Stavanger, including the presence of 

communists and Jews. Kvalsund stated that the Jews were ‘few and had modest positions’, and in no 

way had attracted disproportionate police attention.1913 Either Kvalsund was simply being objective 

or he was trying to shield local Jews. In 1941 the Stavanger police investigated vandalism against a 

Jewish shop in 1941, with unknown outcome.1914 As noted previously, they also investigated Julius 

Fein after he closed his shop early on 9 April 1941, a case which eventually was taken over by the 

Sipo and resulted in the confiscation of Fein’s business.  
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The Ministry of the Police’s orders for the stamping of ID cards of Jews were announced in Stavanger 

newspapers on 26 January 1942. All Jews had to report by 1 March or face punishment.1915 Shortly 

after, the ministry issued instructions about the questionnaires to be filled out by the Jews. In 

Stavanger, the task of registering the Jews was given to the men who usually worked with population 

registers and border zone passes. This group was led by police prosecutor Olav G. Ueland, who was 

not a member of NS, but neither one of the corps’ most oppositional figures. There is thus nothing 

to indicate that the registration of the Jews was seen as such an inherently ‘political’ task that it 

warranted handling by others than those who normally handled similar tasks.  

Ueland declared himself finished with the registration on 19 March.1916 Not surprisingly, the Sipo was 

interested in what the Stavanger police had found, and in June requested and received the list of Jews 

in the area.1917 Ida Ottesen, a Jew who had converted to Christianity and married a non-Jew, initially 

did not report for registration because she did not considered herself included in the category ‘Jew’. 

In October, however, the police district received a message from the State Police that they considered 

Ottesen Jewish, after which the Stavanger police registered her.1918 The police were not only asked to 

register Jewish people; in February the Security Police also asked for corrections to be made to a list 

of Jewish businesses in the Stavanger Police Presidium. Again, the order was performed seemingly 

without protest, with the police even adding the names of two businesses which were not on the 

ministry’s list.1919 After the arrests, the office answered a request from the State Police about remaining 

Jews in Stavanger.1920 

Due to the small number of Jews and the presence of a local State Police force, the only involvement 

by the regular Stavanger police during the arrests on 26 October consisted of providing a car and a 

driver.1921 The arrests themselves were handled by the State Police. At 09.15 on 25 October, the coded 

telegram from Oslo arrived.1922  Accounts now differ about what happened next. After the war, 

Ekerholt claimed that the code was garbled, prompting him to request it be sent again. Meanwhile, 

Ekerholt claimed, the local Sipo had already ordered his men to arrest Jewish men.1923 However, Olaf 

Starheim, who as chief inspector administered the arrests, claimed that his orders came from 

Ekerholt.1924 Moreover, a report by Egil H. Digerås from 26 October similarly stated that he and 

Thoralf Mortensen received orders from Ekerholt to arrest Wilhelm Reichwald Fein. He could not 
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be found, having moved to Oslo a month earlier.1925 This saved Fein; after a suspicious call had been 

made to his workplace in Oslo, he contacted a group transporting Jews to Sweden and made it safely 

across the border.1926  

The other Jewish men in Stavanger were not as lucky. Three were arrested by State Police officers in 

Stavanger early in the morning of 26 October: Hille Becker, Selmer S. Joseff and David Joseff.1927 

Kåre Grette and Olav B. Haugland were sent to arrest Julius Fein, but met only his wife Røsi, who 

told them that her husband was in the village of Oltedal.1928 Like five other Jewish men outside of 

Stavanger, he was arrested by local police and sheriffs and turned over to the State Police.1929 On 30 

October, nine arrested Jewish men were gathered to be sent by train and bus to Berg prison camp.1930 

They had a formidable escort: Kåre Grette, Olav Rossavik, Olav B. Haugland, Kurth Skjæveland and 

Olav Øverhagen all initially accompanied the transport from Stavanger. 1931 Eight of the arrested 

Jewish men were later deported with the Donau on 26 November. Seven of them did not survive 

Auschwitz.1932  

While their colleagues were busy arresting Jews in Stavanger, Håkon Eeg-Larsen and Leonard 

Wickstrøm were in Oslo, taking part in a State Police training course. Faced with the large number of 

arrests to be carried out in Oslo, the men attending the course were also ordered to help arrest Jews 

on 26 October. This included the two men from Stavanger.1933 

In Stavanger, the remaining Jewish women had to report to the police station. On 5 November, the 

officer on duty looked at the list of people required to report, noting that Røsi Fein had not shown 

up since 31 October, despite being told to appear daily. The inspector sent to investigate, the anti-

Nazi Tycho Torgersen, reported two days later that according to Fein’s landlord Fein was not living 

in Stavanger, but much further inland, and that ‘as far as she knew’ she would report to the local 
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authorities.1934 In other words, the police did not ignore the order to keep the Jewish women on a 

short leash. On the other hand, waiting five days before reacting, giving Fein more than enough time 

to escape if she wanted to, and not knowing her whereabouts, can hardly be described as eagerness 

in service.  

The second wave of arrests began on the evening of 25 November 1942 and lasted until the next 

morning. On Ekerholt’s orders, five Jewish women were arrested: Selma Nilsen, Hildur S. Joseff, 

Judith Becker, Ada A. Becker and Ida Ottesen.1935 Selma and Hildur’s mother Sofie was supposed to 

be arrested but was hospitalised after major surgery. Ada Becker’s arrest was allegedly rather brutal. 

As she returned to her home, State Police officers waited for her, denying the freezing and crying 

young woman a chance to even fetch her boots.1936 Similar to the arrests of the men, orders were 

issued by the Stavanger State Police to local police outside of Stavanger to arrest Jews in their districts. 

Underlining the urgency of the operation, at 04.00 on 26 November Sven B. Holst drove to the village 

of Dirdal to pick up four Jews arrested by their local sheriffs, including a two-year old boy.1937  

Eight women and one little boy were then sent with the morning train on 26 November, guarded by 

Kåre Grette and Thoralf Mortensen. In Kristiansand, orders came through that Ida Ottesen, who was 

married to a non-Jew, should be released. The transport did not arrive in Oslo before the Donau’s 

departure, and the prisoners were therefore taken to Bredtvet prison.1938 Sofie Joseff, now sufficiently 

healed after her surgery, was arrested by the State Police and from 20–22 December transported to 

Bredtvet, escorted by Olav Øverhagen and John G. Ekerholt.1939 On 10 December Selma Nilsen was 

released due to still being formally married to a non-Jew and for having a child with another. In May 

1943, the State Police in Stavanger declared her ‘completely free’, allowing her to travel to Oslo to 

work.1940 Her freedom would prove short-lived; she was arrested again in July the same year, this time 

by the Germans, and was sent to Grini in September, where she remained for the rest of the war.1941 

She and Ida Ottesen were the only ones among the nine sent from Stavanger on 26 November who 

survived. The rest were sent with the Gotenland on 24 February and gassed directly after arrival in 

Auschwitz.1942 

Reactions varied to what was undoubtedly the most radical task so far assigned to the State Police. 

The level of dedication to the task was clearest at the very top, where Ekerholt’s support for measures 

against the Jews was clear. On 26 October he wrote a letter to the State Police in Oslo, claiming that 

a family there in reality was Jewish, judging by their ‘looks’, that it was ‘active against Nasjonal Samling’, 

and that this was now a good time to ‘neutralise’ it. His letter resulted in a thorough investigation of 
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the family’s roots, leading to a rejection of his claims.1943 This accusation, however, had the claims 

proven true, would likely had resulted in the family’s deaths. Undeterred, Ekerholt in February 

continued to insist that it was ‘impossible’ that they were ‘Aryan’, but nothing seems to have come of 

his complaint. 1944  On 20 January 1943 Ekerholt answered an inquiry about remaining Jews in 

Stavanger by saying that along with several Jewish women married to Gentiles or with half-Jewish 

children, there were ‘several’ people who ‘looked Jewish’, but who did not have’ J’ stamped on their 

ID cards, and whose ancestry would be hard to uncover.1945 

But even within the State Police there were some who seemed to find the arrests of the Jews detestable. 

As mentioned earlier, Kåre Grette claimed that the arrests were the straw that broke the camel’s back 

and made them leave the State Police, as did Egil Harry Digerås. Both had been active participants in 

the operation. That most of the men did not categorically reject what they had been part of, however, 

became clear through their role in the next stage of the operation. Included in the October order to 

arrest Jewish men was the confiscation of property owned by Jews. Gold, silver, and watches were to 

be sent to the Sipo, the rest transferred to a liquidator tasked with selling it to the benefit of the 

Norwegian state. There was one exception from this in Stavanger: the business of Julius Fein had, as 

already mentioned, been confiscated by the Sipo in April 1941, so nothing was taken by the State 

Police in October 1942.1946 The property of other Jews was formally confiscated by the police officers 

responsible for their arrests, with seemingly great thoroughness, considering that even minor items 

such as pens were confiscated.1947  

In Stavanger, most of the property owned by Jews was subsequently auctioned off on 29 April 1943, 

during which the attitude of the men towards their victims – which at best was one of indifference – 

would become apparent. Most State Police officers saw this as an opportunity, rather than something 

to be shunned. Many of the men showed up to buy items for their private use as well as equipment 

for the State Police office. A few other police officers also bought items, as did members of the 

Sipo.1948 They would now live and work surrounded by the belongings of people they had helped send 

to their deaths. Police prosecutor Olaf Starheim benefitted most of all, as in May 1943 he was allowed 

to move into the apartment of Ida Ottesen and her husband, who had fled to Sweden after her release, 

not trusting their marriage to shield her in the long run.1949  

Ålesund 

The Ålesund police, like their colleagues in Stavanger, had aided the Germans with implementing anti-

Jewish measures even before 25 September. On 1 June, demands came from the Sipo for the 

confiscation of radios owned by Jews. At least one was confiscated by the Ålesund police.1950 Another 
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more obscure measure was the demand from the Sipo that films made by Fox, Warner Brothers and 

Metro Goldwyn Mayer – perceived as ‘Jewish’ film companies – not be shown in the Ålesund 

cinema.1951  

Five Jews lived in the town of Ålesund: the Steinfeld family of four, and Curt Seligmann, a German 

war veteran married to a non-Jewish Norwegian woman. According to Nazi definitions, their daughter 

was half-Jewish. Father of the Steinfeld family, Israel, owned a business in town, Steinfelds Magasin. 

Like many other Jews in Norway, he experienced harassment by the local Hird, and was also briefly 

arrested by the Sipo in May 1941. He and his family allegedly received several offers and suggestions 

to leave the country but decided against it.1952 Among those who said that he made such suggestions 

was police officer Robert Johannesen, a member of Torsvik’s group and a friend of Israel Steinfeld. 

Steinfeld’s reluctance is understandable. As Johannesen noted, at that time even people in far more 

immediate danger than Israel failed to realise the danger they were in. Thorleif Walle also claimed that 

both families were advised to flee.1953 Such claims are of course impossible to verify, a common 

problem when evaluating supposed assistance to Jews. Nevertheless, given that these police officers 

were themselves involved in sending people across the sea to Britain, there can be little doubt that 

they at least were realistically able to suggest and provide such assistance. 

On 24 January 1942, Jews in Ålesund were told to report to the police station for special 

registration.1954 Israel Steinfeld and Curt Seligmann registered on 28 February.1955 Chief of police 

Myhre misunderstood the order, thinking women and children were not to be separately registered. 

The Ministry then made him aware of his error, and their questionnaires were sent to the ministry on 

26 March.1956 In May, commander of the Sipo/SD in Trondheim, Gerhard Flesch, demanded – and 

was given – the lists of Jews from Ålesund.1957  

Jews in Møre and Romsdal quickly felt the consequences of living in the district under the command 

of the rabidly anti-Semitic KdS in Trondheim, Gerhard Flesch. During the spring of 1942, numerous 

Jews were arrested or ordered to be arrested by the Sipo, including three Jews in Kristiansund, five 

Czech Jews living in Nesjastranda and, on 15 May 1942, Israel Steinfeld in Ålesund.1958 Steinfeld’s 

store in Ålesund was confiscated by the Sipo and its management transferred to an eager Norwegian 

National Socialist working for the liquidation board established by Flesch in Trondheim.1959 Common 

for all these arrests was that they were made with no justification or on the flimsiest of pretexts, and 

that the Jews were transported to Ålesund prison and kept there for weeks. Symptomatically, in 
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Ålesund prison’s register a question mark was entered against the reason for Steinfeld’s 

imprisonment.1960  

During their stay, the Jewish prisoners came in frequent contact with Ålesund police officers. The 

Sipo repeatedly demanded that the male Jews be transported from the prison to various locations to 

perform work for them, guarded by an armed policeman. Their treatment seems to have been rather 

benevolent, however. Based on the post-war testimony of survivors, Kristian Ottosen claimed that 

the Jews felt they had friends ‘even within the prison walls’.1961 Their stay was to be brief. Israel was 

sent to Trondheim on 16 June, accompanied by at least one police officer from Ålesund.1962 After a 

period of forced labour in northern Norway, he was sent south again and ultimately deported with 

the Monte Rosa on 26 November 1942. His life ended in Auschwitz-Monowitz-Buna on 15 May 

1943.1963 On 12 July 1942 the Sipo ordered the last of the Jewish prisoners transported to Trondheim. 

The police had the job of requisitioning food and transporting them to the ship.1964  

Like other police districts, the Ålesund police received the order on 25 October to arrest local Jewish 

men and confiscate their property the next day. Police prosecutor Leonard Voldsdal conveyed the 

order to his subordinates. Curt Seligmann was arrested, likely by Einar Øveraas, who formally 

confiscated Seligmann’s belongings.1965 Seligmann was transported to Berg camp on 2 November.1966 

He was not deported, due to being married to a non-Jew, and survived the war. The order to arrest 

Israel’s son Morten was given to Sigurd Refsnæs. This was a particularly painful order; many years 

later Refsnæs would call it ‘a tragic moment in my life’. The Steinfeld and Refsnæs families were close 

friends.1967  

According to Refsnæs, he now improvised a plan to buy time. He contacted a doctor he trusted, Johan 

Rasmussen, who together with a colleague wrote a medical certificate stating that Morten could not 

handle imprisonment.1968 The young man was therefore not arrested. Refsnæs also reported that there 

was nothing to confiscate after the Sipo’s raid on Morten’s father. To win more time, Morten was 

admitted to hospital on 20 November and underwent surgery for a feigned case of appendicitis.1969 

When the State Police in Oslo called on 20 November ordering him to be sent to Oslo, chief of police 

Håkenrud reported that Steinfeld was in no shape to be transported.1970 A month later the Oslo State 

Police again contacted the Ålesund police, writing that ‘Steinfeld now ought to be well enough to 
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stand the transport to Oslo’. 1971  After calling the hospital to check on Steinfeld’s condition, 

Superintendent Harald Skjerve reported that there had been ‘complications’ and that he could not be 

transported for at least another month.1972 Håkenrud then asked the State Police if he should send 

Morten’s mother and sister. The answer was that they were to be sent the following year.1973 At that 

point they were both required to report daily to the police station but had not been arrested like most 

other Jewish women on 25–26 November.1974 Their belongings had, however, been registered and 

formally confiscated by the estate administrator and a policeman on 24 November.1975  

While the State Police impatiently waited for Morten’s recovery, his friends in Ålesund worked on 

possible escape plans. The sources here are less reliable, making it harder to determine exactly what 

happened. Monrad Norderval, a friend of the Steinfeld family, claimed that resistance fighters in 

Ålesund had contacted Britain asking for a boat to be sent to pick up the Steinfeld family. Morten 

had been released from the hospital by February and was at home convalescing. In late February, the 

three of them were allegedly put on board a boat that was to meet up with another boat coming from 

Shetland. Two boats never met due to a storm, so the family had to return to their home and were 

arrested the next day.1976 Historian Ragnar Ulstein noted that a boat in fact left Shetland on 22 

February bound for the Ålesund area, at least making the story plausible.1977 Later the same day the 

three were arrested and sent with the ship Jotunheim, guarded by either one or two constables as well 

as a female clerk from the Ålesund police.1978 Morten’s condition was still perceived to be poorly; 

earlier that day two constables were ordered to pick up a stretcher to carry Morten on board the ship 

to Åndalsnes.1979 The family’s friends had now allegedly come up with one last plan: the three should 

try to get away from their guards on one of the stations along the train’s route towards Oslo, get in 

touch with border pilots, and cross into Sweden. The plan failed, however, for unknown reasons. The 

three members of the Steinfeld family arrived in Oslo, were deported with the Gotenland and later died 

in Auschwitz.1980 

Chief of police Håkenrud appears to have been zealously devoted to capturing Jews in his district. 

His question about whether to arrest the two Steinfeld women seems uncalled for; had Håkenrud had 

any desire to shield them, he could have waited for an explicit order from the State Police rather than 
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ask himself. After the war, one of the Steinfeld family’s close friends said she had the impression that 

Håkenrud was actively trying to have them arrested and sent.1981 His lack of grief over their fate is in 

any case shown by the fact that he bought furniture from the Steinfeld home in March 1943.1982 

The chief of police’s dedication is further shown by his role in the case of Haim Zumer, a Romanian 

Jew working at a stockings factory in the nearby village of Ørstavik. Håkenrud seems to have 

suspected Zumer of being Jewish earlier on and made inquiries. He was told that Zumer was not 

Jewish. After the State Police on 10 December 1942 issued its demand to report any remaining Jews 

in the various police districts, Håkenrud took a closer look at Zumer’s case. Along with Zumer’s pre-

war application for a work permit was a letter from the Norwegian legation in Bucharest stating that 

Zumer was in fact Jewish. Håkenrud now ordered the local sheriff to dig deeper into Zumer’s 

background. The sheriff reported back that Zumer had left for Oslo, ostensibly to fix his work permit. 

Håkenrud now went all in, telegraphing the State Police and asking for Zumer to be arrested in Oslo 

and interrogated regarding his background.1983 The State Police complied, but was unable to find 

Zumer.1984 When Håkenrud got no answer from the State Police, he followed existing procedures, 

choosing to act independently and demand that the sheriff confiscate Zumer’s belongings, which he 

did.1985 Unknown to Håkenrud, the sheriff had been one of the participants in a rescue operation for 

Zumer, who managed to reach Sweden with their help.1986  

Skien 

Events in Skien would share many similarities with those in Ålesund. Skien had one Jewish family, 

the Beckers, consisting of Louis, his brother David, David’s wife Signe, and their three children Sigurd, 

Ivar and Sonja. In addition, the elderly Rakel Petersen was also formally a resident of Telemark county 

but lived in Oslo.1987  

The Skien police’s first encounter with the tiny Jewish group was when it was ordered to confiscate 

radios owned by local Jews, likely in late May.1988 The next encounter was of a more serious nature, as 

to some extent the police acted as protectors of the Jewish minority. Within the ranks of the aggressive 

Hird in Telemark there were obviously people who found the very presence of the Becker family 

intolerable and were eager to demonstrate this. On 12 May 1941, Sigurd was waiting for his father on 

the train station along with his younger sister. Suddenly, members of the Hird grabbed him and took 

him to a nearby train coach filled with Hird members, where he was yelled at and hit in the face. When 

his father David arrived at the station, he found his young daughter crying. A woman who had taken 

care of his daughter told him where his son was, and he went to find him, only to be rewarded with 
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four blows from the leader of the Hird members. Asked why he was beaten, he was told that he ‘was 

a Jew, and that was reason enough’. The train then left with the Beckers only getting off a couple of 

stations later. Chief of police Andersen, seeing this as an obvious political case involving Jews and 

Hird members, asked the Ministry of the Police what to do. The ministry told him to investigate and 

keep it informed, which was telling of the ministry’s disapproval of such ‘wild actions’ at this point. 

The Skien police did investigate the case, questioning several witnesses who corroborated the Beckers’ 

story. Unfortunately, I was unable to ascertain the outcome.1989 

This was not the first time the Becker family had been harassed. On 19 August 1941, a window in 

David Becker’s store was painted over. Officers Gustav Lyngaas and Fritz Bohlin were sent to 

investigate. One of Becker’s employees told them he was sure Becker would not report the case to 

the police, ‘times being as they are’. Despite this, the policemen made further inquiries with the leader 

of the local Hird. He denied any involvement, and the case was ultimately dismissed.1990 In November 

the same year, several windows in Becker’s store were smashed. Again, the police investigated, going 

so far as to scrape off dried blood from the pavement, presumed to belong to the rock thrower, and 

send it to Oslo for analysis. The culprit was not to be found, however, and the case was dismissed.1991 

Just how sincere or eager these investigations were, however, is difficult to evaluate given their 

outcome. But while unsuccessful, these cases do show that violence against Jews was not 

systematically ignored, perhaps helping perpetuate a feeling among Jews that while times were difficult, 

they were not catastrophic, and that the police was not by default their enemy.  

By 1942, the role of the Skien police would be far less benign. As elsewhere, the Jews of Skien were 

registered in early 1942. The four Beckers aged above 15 registered on 25 February.1992 Rakel Petersen 

was apparently more confused about whether to register, being married to a non-Jew and having 

converted to Christianity. After a conversation with chief of police Andersen, she looked further into 

her ancestry and eventually filled out the forms on 3 March.1993 In July, the Sipo in Larvik demanded 

to see the lists of Jews.1994 

By then, the Sipo had already demonstrated its willingness to go to radical steps against Skien’s Jews. 

During the state of emergency in Skien on 2 June 1942, the Germans arrested David Becker as one 

of the many hostages taken among their ‘enemies’ in Skien. His brother Louis was out of town and 

was, according to Bjarte Bruland, arrested in Årdalstangen in Sogn and Fjordane county on 20 June.1995 

Precisely what role the Skien police played in the arrest of David Becker is unknown, but it is likely 

that he was arrested by Germans, not Norwegian officers. A report from November 1942 states that 
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both brothers were arrested by the Sipo.1996 Unlike the other hostages from Skien, however, neither 

David nor Louis were released, but instead both died in Auschwitz, after first being sent north along 

with several other hostages to work for the Organisation Todt and then deported with the Monte Rosa 

along with Israel Steinfeld.1997  

Becker’s shop was confiscated by the Sipo but temporarily entrusted to one of his employees, who 

was also his brother’s fiancée. Two weeks later, the remaining family members were thrown out of 

their apartment by the town’s liquidation board, and an NS member moved in. The family was able 

to stay temporarily with friends.1998  

Scared by the arrests, Signe Becker sent her eldest son Sigurd to acquaintances in the Hadeland area, 

where he lived for some months. In September, with both of them apparently feeling reasonably safe, 

he travelled to the town of Sandefjord to go to school.1999 On 25 October 1942, a stranger walked up 

to him in a café and told him to get to Sweden as soon as possible, otherwise he would be arrested 

the next day. Sigurd himself always claimed that the stranger was a policeman.2000 He returned to Skien, 

where he was taken in by local resistance fighter Kjell Batzer. Two weeks later he was moved to 

Batzer’s comrade Kjell Staal Eggen.2001 The State Police in Oslo noticed that Sigurd Becker had not 

been arrested and contacted the Skien police to investigate why. The response was interesting: Police 

prosecutor Ragnar Blekeli told the investigating officer that he had called the chief of police in 

Sandefjord, who said that Becker had left the town on 26 October at 18.00 bound for Hadeland. The 

local sheriff there truthfully told the State Police that Becker had not been there since the summer.2002 

Who kept Sigurd’s true destination – Skien – from the State Police is not known, however.  

Shortly after, the order to arrest women and children came.2003 Håkon Kristensen was tasked with 

arresting Signe Becker. He had a background from the first recruit course at Kongsvinger but was not 

an NS member.2004 The subsequent events are hard to establish, as available accounts differ.2005 

According to Kjell Staal Eggen, Kristensen was obviously ‘embarrassed’ by the order and was 
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therefore sympathetic when she asked to buy some items for the journey. He then followed her to a 

nearby shop, taking up position outside the door. Inside, Becker in desperation asked the clerk if there 

was a back door, which the clerk affirmed. She then ran away, and was spotted by Staal Eggen who 

took her in. Batzer and Eggen then managed to fetch her two other children, allegedly ‘seconds’ before 

the police arrived.2006 Kjell Batzer, in a more contemporary report from 1944, offered a different story: 

According to him, he met Becker in a shop and the two agreed that she should walk a specific route 

through town, a plan foiled by Kristensen’s ‘eagerness’ in duty. She therefore returned to the shop, 

where she was able to call chief of police Barmann Jensen to ask why she was to be arrested. According 

to Batzer, the chief of police was furious at this call and demanded to talk to her guard Kristensen. 

Batzer and Becker then used this as an opportunity to slip away.2007 

No matter the circumstances of Signe Becker’s escape, it naturally left Barmann Jensen with a major 

problem. He sent his men out to control all means of transportation from the district to catch the 

escapees. Responsible for the watch that day was Fritz Bohlin, who kept Batzer in the loop about 

Barmann Jensen’s efforts. Batzer and Bohlin both claimed that Batzer asked Bohlin and his colleague 

Rolf Andersen to meet with the distraught Signe Becker. This was an attempt to calm the 

understandingly shaken woman and show her that there were people she could trust, even within the 

police.2008 Meanwhile, the police continued their hunt. Police guards were posted outside the home 

where the Beckers had lived after being thrown out, in case they returned. On 28 November they 

were withdrawn, but the owner was allegedly handed a stern letter threatening harsh punishment if 

she did not report any sightings of the Beckers.2009 Aided by her helpers, however, Signe Becker 

managed to avoid her pursuers. She reached Sweden along with her three children in early 

December.2010 A month later, the Skien police informed the State Police that no Jews were left in the 

police district.2011 Further unsuccessful investigation into the Beckers’ escape was conducted by the 

State Police.2012 

Controlling the people 

Taking direct action against declared enemies by the new rulers of Norway was the deadliest task 

given to the Norwegian police during the occupation. In parallel, however, a much broader totalitarian 

programme was being implemented. This aimed at controlling and transforming the Norwegian 

culture, state and society in accordance with National Socialist principles. This meant strict control 

over what Norwegians would be allowed to see, read, hear and say, and how they would be allowed 

to congregate. Consequently, books, theatres, postcards, newspapers, radio, public announcements 

and even dancing were now tightly controlled.  
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The new regime also introduced numerous measures for monitoring and controlling the population. 

In early 1941 photo ID was made universal for adults, and the State Police was given broad access to 

intercept mail and telegram communication. Moreover, in order to make movement harder for 

resistance fighters and conserve transport capacity, transportation was regulated, requiring people to 

obtain official permits from the police in order to travel around the country. And finally, due to the 

major German construction projects in Norway and the growing scarcity of resources, labour was 

increasingly regulated as the war turned against the Nazis, with steadily larger groups being 

conscripted for various tasks. 

It largely fell to the Norwegian police to administer these regulations and punish transgressors. As we 

shall see, how eagerly they did this could decisive, and sabotage of such measures could often make 

important contributions to the resistance struggle.  

Undesirable organisations 

An integral part of the National Socialist project was bringing the country’s institutions, governmental 

and non-governmental, under its firm control. This included dissolving those deemed antithetical to 

the National Socialist cause or proving too resistant. The first to suffer this fate were the freemasons, 

whose organisation was banned and properties confiscated on 20 September 1940.2013As part of the 

attempt to eradicate all traces of freemasonry, Terboven in October 1941 decreed that no one should 

be allowed to wear freemason rings. It subsequently fell to the police to announce the ban, telling 

people to report to the Sipo offices to hand them over.2014 In Ålesund, the Sipo in Trondheim asked 

for rings to be confiscated in November 1941. How many were confiscated is not known, however.2015 

In Skien, the police had been ordered by the Sipo to confiscate rings from freemasons on 23 

September 1940.2016 

The political parties were dissolved on 25 September 1940 as one of the first measures of Terboven’s 

New Order, and their assets confiscated. In Skien, this was done by the local Norwegian police in 

September and October 1940. All their assets were sent to the Sipo in Larvik. 2017 In May 1941 

representatives of numerous organisations, as noted before, issued a direct challenge to Terboven. 

Particularly the creation of NSPOT and the measures taken by the ministers of justice and the police 

were seen as highly problematic. The challenge took the form of a letter addressed to the 

Reichskommissar.2018 The response was, along with a series of arrests, a new edict by minister of the 

interior Hagelin on 17 June 1941, formally allowing for the takeover or dissolution of any organisation 

and the confiscation of its assets, if it was deemed a political enemy.2019  
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Dissolving organisations was sometimes done by the Norwegian police; in other cases, the Sipo 

handled it themselves. In 1941, the Stavanger police was involved in several such cases. For example, 

in September 1941 the Sipo asked the police to confiscate the property of labour unions in Stavanger. 

Andreas Sirnes, who was ordered to handle the matter, found that the Sipo had already confiscated 

the property of all but two of Stavanger’s sixty or so trade unions. He confiscated the property of the 

remaining unions and sent it to the Sipo.2020 The blurred lines between the responsibilities of the Sipo 

and the Norwegian police are further demonstrated by the closing of the Maternal Hygiene Office in 

Ålesund in June 1941.2021 Orders to close it came directly from the Sipo. While police officers went 

about getting the keys, a man from the Sipo joined them, and together they locked the office. Sipo 

then took over the keys.2022 Similar events occurred in Skien, where the Sipo was handed the goods 

and keys from the office.2023 In September, the Ålesund police undertook the liquidation of the 

Norwegian People’s Aid (Norsk Folkehjelp) in the town, confiscating all of its property.2024 The Sipo 

then received the organisation’s liquid assets of 200 crowns.2025  

Jehovah’s witnesses, with their strict pacifism and refusal to pay homage to Hitler or join Nazi 

organisations, were harshly persecuted in Germany. I found a lighter version of this treatment in Skien, 

where the Sipo, on orders from Terboven, demanded the local chapter be dissolved in July 1941. Fritz 

Bohlin searched the homes of members of the Witnesses, confiscating books, magazines and records, 

sometimes accompanied by Sipo officers. Their congregational house in Skien was sealed and they 

were warned that any future proselytizing would be harshly punished.2026 

The confiscation of radios 

On 9 April 1940 Quisling had himself demonstrated the power of the new radio with his attempted 

coup. Aware of its importance, the Germans had demanded that attempts be made to control what 

people listened to already in 1940 and the spring of 1941, including the previously mentioned 

confiscation of radios owned by Jews.2027 This eventually proved impossible, and it was decided 

instead to confiscate radios of non-members of NS in August 1941. The Norwegian police was 

ordered to organise and control the collection of radios and to arrange for their storage. The police 
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were also tasked with investigating suspicions of illegally held radios.2028 In November it was made 

clear that people retaining a radio illegally should be arrested and brought to the German Sipo.2029  

In Stavanger the confiscation was announced on 4 August 1941.2030 In his memoirs, Thorleif Karlsen 

says that he and colleague Ole Eritzland, neither of them NS members, were among the men tasked 

with administrating the order. Karlsen describes how this order represented a major interference in 

the lives of people in Stavanger: The owners were ‘devastated’ at having to give up their radios because 

they lost access to broadcasts from London and did not know what could happen to their expensive 

investment. The police had to requisition three houses to store the radios.2031 Karlsen tried to defend 

this by stating that all owners were ‘happy’ that their buildings were used for this purpose, as they 

otherwise would have been used for quartering German soldiers.2032 By the end of 1941, 9,970 radios 

had been handed in in Stavanger. 2033  Radios in Stavanger were later taken by the Germans as 

punishment after several sabotage incidents.2034  

In Ålesund, radio receivers owned by non-members were ordered to be confiscated by the Ministry 

of the Police on 2 August, resulting in a major organisational effort.2035 The radios had to be handed 

in by 26 August.2036 In September, Myhre could report that 3,200 receivers had been handed in. The 

German Sipo had been kept continually in the loop.2037 Most of the owners likely never saw their 

radios again. All radios were confiscated by the Germans in March 1942 as a punitive measure against 

the town for ‘the hostile attitude of the population’.2038  

Following the confiscation of radios in Skien, the Sipo would once again demonstrate who was in 

charge. A local nursery home pleaded for the return of their radio, stating that the radio was ‘the only 

entertainment the inhabitants had’. Chief of police Andersen sent the request directly to the Sipo, 

who flatly rejected the plea.2039 And in June 1942, all collected radios were confiscated by the Germans 

as punishment following the state of emergency in the town described in the previous chapter.2040 

Many had kept their radios, however, and reports of and subsequent investigations into illegal listening 

to legal or illegal radios remained a constant ‘problem’ for the remainder of the occupation. Reports 
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of illegal possession of radios were regularly investigated and raids undertaken, often after 

denunciations, but reactions varied. For instance, three constables in Ålesund were in September 1941 

ordered to thoroughly search an apartment, on this occasion without results.2041 In 1943, a radio was 

taken from a man after he was denounced by a local NS leader.2042 In another incident in Stavanger, a 

man had his radio confiscated by the State Police in September 1942, but apart from this he was only 

sentenced to pay fine of 50 crowns by the Sipo. In April 1944, however, a man found to have 

possessed a radio and subsequently spreading news was given far harsher treatment, being imprisoned 

at Grini until the end of the war.2043 But the police could also facilitate illegal listening: in Skien a radio 

dealer claimed that he, in understanding with officer Nils Kvisle, arranged for 100 radios to be kept 

under the radar.2044  

Undesirable culture 

Both Norwegian and German National Socialists were determined not to let oppositional or 

‘degenerate’ literature and culture ‘pollute’ the new Norway. In 1940 the Germans produced lists of 

‘literature hostile to Germany’, and demanded it be confiscated in several areas.2045 In Ålesund in June, 

the Sipo ordered the Norwegian police to confiscate a politically undesirable book: Hitler har sagt det 

(Hitler Speaks) by Hermann Rauschning. Four copies were found and confiscated. 2046  Further 

demands came in December.2047 In Skien, constables searched for ‘literature hostile to Germany’ in 

the local school libraries, resulting in several books by authors such as Stefan Zweig and Erich Kästner 

being confiscated.2048 On 17 February 1941 the Ministry of Culture and Public Enlightenment (Kultur- 

og folkeopplysningsdepartementet) issued the Edict Concerning Protection of the Norwegian Literary 

Canon (Forordning om vern av den norske bokheimen), banning ‘books harming the national and social 

progress of the Norwegian people’.2049 In the summer of that year the police were sent to bookshops 

and libraries to confiscate the now forbidden books.2050 The Stavanger police enforced the Ministry 

of Culture and Public Enlightenment’s ban on certain books, confiscating them from book stores and 

sending them to Oslo. 2051  The Skien police did likewise, checking bookshops and libraries for 

undesirable literature.2052 In Skien at least, another round of confiscation came in August 1943, and 

new ‘dangerous’ books were sent to the ministry.2053 How serious such ‘dangerous’ literature was 

perceived can be illustrated by a demand from the Sipo regarding the handling of illegal literature 
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found in the home of an escaped resistance fighter in Skien, Hassa Abel. The leader of the Sipo in 

Larvik demanded that the literature be destroyed under the supervision of a ‘politically reliable police 

officer’ – presumably to avoid any theft. This was duly carried out.2054 

The theatres did not escape scrutiny either. In June 1942, for example, Olaf Starheim and Olav 

Øverhagen of the Stavanger State Police attended a comedy playing in town. Alarmed at several jokes 

they found ‘very concerning’ – including one character mentioning that she ‘almost conquered 

England’– they contacted Marthinsen and the Ministry of Culture and Public Enlightenment. They 

decreed certain changes be made to the play. The actors were called to the State Police office in 

Stavanger and made to promise to change the ‘offensive’ lines. The next day the play was checked 

again and found to be in order.2055 

Adding to the impression of being a rather humourless regime, the NS authorities banned public 

dancing on 14 March 1942.2056 The political aspect of the ban was shown in a clarification of the ban 

in May 1942, which specified that certain dances deemed part of ‘national culture’ were exempted.2057 

In November, the ministry demanded improvements in the hitherto lax enforcement of the ban, given 

the ‘indecency’ of dancing while ‘our country’s best youth risk their lives fighting Bolshevism’.2058 The 

ban on dancing turned out to be no empty paragraph. When the local chapter of the teetotaller society 

IOGT asked the Skien chief of police whether dancing was allowed as part of their meetings, the 

answer was no.2059 In Stavanger at least, the police intervened in several cases where public dancing 

was suspected and fined dancers.2060 Underlining that public dancing was seen as a political crime 

rather than simply a question of public order, in Stavanger it would be the State Police that often 

handled these cases. This was, according to Ekerholt, a consequence of the regular police not spending 

‘any greater energy’ on such cases. He stated in his report for the period 1 June to 31 October 1942 

that some ‘300’ had been fined for illegal dancing. 2061  Skaar Pedersen likewise admitted fining 

‘numerous’ persons for the same offence.2062 Another aspect of the ban was controlling that dancing 

schools complied with the now strict restrictions on their activity, which included that nothing 

resembling ‘degenerate’ swing should be taught.2063  

Another strike against traditional ways of having fun came in May 1941, when the new rulers decided 

that the particular Norwegian custom of russefeiring – celebrating graduation from secondary school – 

                                                

2054 ‘Ang ødeleggelse av de i dr. Abels bolig beslaglagte bøker og skrifter…’, report by Hans A. Braathen, 23 June 1944, 
L-sak Hans A. Braathen. 
2055 ‘Ang. lystspillet ‘Kirkemus’ på Stavanger Teater’, report by Olav Øverhagen, 26 June 1942, L-sak Olav Øverhagen. 
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2057 ‘Forbudet mot offentlig dans’, Kunngjøringer til politiet, no. 20, 1942. 
2058 ‘Håndhevelsen av danseforbudet’, Kunngjøringer til politiet, no. 47, 1942. 
2059 ‘Ad danseforbud’, letter from the IOGT chapter ‘Viljen’ to the chief of police in Skien, 19 March 1942, SAK-A-745-
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2060 For example, this happened on 7 June 1943 outside Stavanger. Letter journal of the Stavanger police district, 7 June 
1943, SAST-A-100361-C-Ca-L0016. 
2061 ‘Beretning for tiden 1. juni til 31. oktober 1942 fra Stavangeravdelingen’, report by John G. Ekerholt, 6 November 
1942, L-sak John G. Ekerholt. 
2062 Interrogation of Hans J. S. Pedersen, 12 July 1945, L-sak Hans J. S. Pedersen. 
2063 ‘Ad: Forbudet mot offentlig dans – danseskolene’, letter form J.S. Landmark to Bodil Hellstrøm, 23 November 
1942, SAST-A-100361-D-Da-L015. 
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was to be banned. To enforce this, the Ålesund police showed up on 17 May to confiscate student 58 

caps from pupils.2064 

Keeping tabs on the population 

To both enhance control over the population and to make resistance efforts harder, travel regulations 

and identity papers were quickly put in place by the Germans. Border zones ‘west’ – including coastal 

areas from the Oslo fjord to the western Coast – and ‘east’ – covering the border areas with Sweden 

– were defined already in June 1940. Anyone wanting to travel to these areas had to get permission 

from the Norwegian police.2065 The eastern border zone was enlarged in 1944.2066 People living in these 

areas had to obtain a ‘border resident passport’ proving that they were inhabitants of the area. As 

noted before, from the spring of 1941 the system was expanded, and all Norwegian citizens aged over 

15 had to carry identity papers with photographs. 

In Stavanger, work on the new border passes began already in September 1940. 2067 It was then 

announced on 4 January 1941 that all persons aged above 15 had to report to the police to obtain 

border zone passports from the police’s border zone passport office.2068 In Ålesund ID cards appear 

to have been made universal from February 1941.2069 After this, people found without such passes 

during controls could be issued fines.2070 Importantly, this provided the police with a pretext to stop 

people they deemed suspicious and check their identity. In several cases, this led to arrests or near-

arrests of members of the resistance movement.2071  

Some groups designated as potential risks were particularly controlled, including, as noted earlier, the 

Jews. The first such group was a group of Allied citizens in 1940. Skien reported that none could be 

found in the district. A month later, however, they found that one ‘might’ have stayed at a hotel in 

the town. This led to a thorough investigation, and the man was then arrested in Porsgrunn. His 

further fate unknown to me, however.2072 After the German invasion of the Soviet Union on 22 June 

1941, the Germans demanded lists of Soviet citizens and until August required adult men to regularly 

report to the police station.2073 The same day as the order came, the Stavanger police, likely based on 

its register of foreigners, dutifully reported to the Sipo that there was one such citizen in Stavanger, 

                                                

2064 Report by constable Jøsvoll, 17 May 1941, SAT-A-1864-1-46-L0068. 
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2069 ‘Opplysninger angående organisasjon til utspionering av angivere. Opplysningene gitt av politibetjent Holstad’, 
report from 26 May 1945, L-sak Arne N. Håkenrud. Letter from Rich Andvord Papir, Oslo, stating that 12,000 ID cards 
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L0014. 
2073 ‘Russiske statsborgere meldeplikt’, circular letter from the Ministry of the Police, 8 August 1941, RA-S-3978-E-Ed-
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but that he was presently away travelling.2074 The Skien police reported that there were no Soviet 

citizens in their district.2075 In December, after Hitler’s declaration of war against the US, the Sipo sent 

orders to the Stavanger police that all American citizens should report to the Sipo office.2076  

Later on, the control of average Norwegians was intensified through the introduction of travel 

restrictions. From 20 April 1943 it became impossible to travel long railway distances without special 

permission from the police. In Stavanger, this was left to the same office handling the border passes, 

most of the time led by NS member Georg Grude.2077 In Ålesund, Einar Øveraas, responsible for 

handling ID papers, handled travel permits as well.2078 In Skien, Fritz Bohlin held this position.2079 The 

new restrictions meant a lot of work; in 1943 some 350 travel permissions were issued weekly by the 

Stavanger office. Given that the office at that point had five employees, it is likely that the checks of 

who wanted to travel and why could not have been particularly thorough.2080 That being said, there 

was no guarantee that you would be granted a travel permit. In February 1944, for instance, a pastor 

in Telemark was denied a permit, with no reason given.2081  

ID cards and travel permits were vital from a resistance point of view, both for being able to get 

through regular ID checks and for conveying information or escaping dangerous situations. Given 

the police’s responsibility for issuing such papers, oppositional police officers could make valuable 

contributions to the resistance struggle. 2082 This could be done by providing the resistance with 

equipment to make documents or by making the papers themselves. 2083  A leading figure in the 

Rogaland Milorg, Torolf Smedvig, stated that he received materials for forging documents from police 

prosecutor Christian Benneche. These were then given to agents coming from Britain, allowing them 

to travel in the area and to Sweden.2084 After the war, a leader of the Sipo in Ålesund claimed that 

several men arrested for trying to escape to Britain had fake passports stamped by the Stavanger police 

district. This story was corroborated by Olav Lund, who stated that three men had been provided 

with fake passports and aid to get away from the district and from the Police Organisation in the 
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Stavanger police. After first trying to reach Sweden, they eventually arrived in Ålesund, where they 

were captured as part of the Viggo affair. All three were later executed.2085  

In Ålesund, Einar Øveraas seems to have exploited to the hilt his position in the office responsible 

for issuing such papers. After the war, Magne Flem, head of the intelligence organisation XU in the 

Sunnmøre area, called him ‘a fabulous guy’ who ‘helped many and took many risks’ by providing 

travel grants to people who needed to go outside of the district.2086 Former colleague Berner Rypdal 

said the same, stating that Øveraas, ‘an excellent fellow’, provided the Milorg with genuine stamped 

and signed ID cards or border zone passes, which could then be distributed to others agents coming 

in from Britain. Rypdal estimates that between 100 and 200 people were supplied with fake ID cards 

from the Ålesund police. 2087  Chief of police Håkenrud was apparently clueless about Øveraas’ 

activities, stating as late as October 1944 that he was ‘politically fully reliable’.2088 

In Skien, Fritz Bohlin claimed after the war that it was his job, as leader of the office dealing with 

travel permits and ID cards, to provide his resistance contacts with ‘hundreds’ of stamped and 

unstamped travel permits.2089 Corroborating this, Kjell Batzer claimed in 1944 that the resistance 

movement in the Skien area was given all the fake ID cards, passports and travel permits they needed 

from their men in the police.2090 

The resistance movement was not the only one to have a use for fake papers. In Stavanger, Georg 

Grude issued three fake border zone passes for NS members in case they wanted to go into hiding.2091 

In Ålesund, chief of police Håkenrud facilitated the Sipo’s use of its most potent weapon in the area: 

Norwegian informants. He did so by providing them with blank and fake ID cards and travel permits, 

allowing them to operate more freely.2092 It was Øveraas and Holstad who discovered that Håkenrud 

had issued a fake ID card to the notorious informer Einar Lerfald of the Rinnan Gang, and conveyed 

this information to their XU contacts. A notice warning about Lerfald was then published in the illegal 

paper Rundskue in Ålesund.2093 

Surveillance 

As described earlier, letters and telegrams had been subjected to selective censorship even before the 

war.2094 This possibility was greatly expanded through a new edict issued on 10 October 1941, giving 

the State Police wide discretion in when to use this intrusive method.2095  
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Exploiting its new powers, the Stavanger State Police used postal censorship both as a tool for 

uncovering political opponents and to prevent the distribution of oppositional material. I have already 

described how it was integral to exposing the writers behind the illegal paper Jøssing in 1942. It could 

also have less dramatic results, as when illegal dancing in the village of Vikedal was mentioned in a 

letter in September 1942, leading to an investigation and 19 fines.2096 An example of the use of mail 

control to prevent the spreading of politically undesirable messages is the confiscation of the article 

‘Strike it down’ – a protest against the NS organisation Norges Næringsamband, sent to four prominent 

businessmen in Stavanger. 2097  The scope of mail interception appears to have been quite 

comprehensive. In October 1942, for instance, over 300 illegal newspapers or letters with suspicious 

content were confiscated in Stavanger.2098 

The authority to control communication was, as noted, given to the State Police. In March 1945, 

however, chief of police Håkenrud in Ålesund asked to be given general permission, in understanding 

with the leader of the local Sipo, to spy on local mail and telegram correspondence and telephone 

calls. This was granted to him in April. Of course, by this time it was likely too late to matter much.2099 

Håkenrud claimed after the war that the request came about after pressure from the local 

Feldgendarmerie, and that it was never used.2100  

Labour conscription 

The new rulers implemented increasingly intrusive labour market laws, prompted by the labour 

requirements for the vast German construction projects in Norway, the ideological tenets underlining 

the need to put the needs of the community above those of the individual, and the desire to ‘improve 

the land’ to secure a better future for the Norwegian people. The Labour Service (Arbeidstjenesten (AT)) 

conscripted young men normally eligible for military service to a militarised form of labour service, 

with strong similarities to the German Reichsarbeitsdienst (RAD). It called up its first cohorts in May 

1941. Moreover, two new edicts were issued, on 27 May and 9 July 1941, allowing conscription of 

Norwegian workers for work in sectors of the economy that were critical to the war effort, including 

German construction sites.2101 Non-compliance carried a sentence of up to three months in jail.2102 It 

quickly became apparent that both employers and workers violated the new regulations, and the police 

were consequently asked to enforce the new edicts, albeit in a subtle but efficient manner.2103 They 
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were also asked to ‘be on the lookout’ for individuals who were capable of work but not in gainful 

employment.2104 Enforcing the regulations, however, proved ‘difficult’ for the police.2105  

Until 1943 these measures were perceived by resistance leaders as relatively non-political, at least not 

worthy of a systematic counter-campaign, despite the fact that many of the conscripted workers ended 

up working in German work sites and the dubious ideological character of the Labour Service itself.2106 

However, following the introduction of far more comprehensive laws, first on 21 December 19422107, 

and then the new National Labour Effort (Nasjonal arbeidsinnsats) signed by Quisling on 22 February 

19432108 in the wake of Goebbels’ declaration of ‘total war’, the leaders of the resistance movement 

politicised the issue. They issued a directive in April 1943 calling for a boycott of the new initiative.2109 

The call for a boycott was also expanded to the female section of the Labour Service after it began 

calling up 18-year-old women.2110 The police were warned not to follow this ‘illegal’ order which ‘had 

to’ run counter to their conscience. Failure to follow this order would have ‘consequences’ after the 

war.2111 It might have been this which motivated Gunnar Eilifsen to refuse to assist in the arrests of a 

few women who had not shown up for Labour Service, an act which ultimately cost him his life. The 

calls for boycott were largely ineffective in 1943.2112 In 1944, however, fearing that the call-up of men 

born between 1921 and 1923 to the Labour Effort was part of a plan to send them to the Eastern 

Front, the resistance movement mobilised further, and now achieved great success.2113 Thousands of 

young men escaped to the countryside, many of them becoming members of military resistance 

units.2114  

Reflecting labour conscription’s ‘semi-political’ nature, handling it would fall to both the regular police 

and the State Police in Stavanger. The first cases of labour conscription based on the laws from 1941 

were handled by the regular Labour Office in Stavanger. They, as well as the Germans, could then 

request police assistance if conscripted workers did not show up or left their assigned work sites 

without permission.2115 With the new law from December 1942, which drastically expanded the scope 

of labour conscription, the role of the police increased. A separate conscription office was now created 

as part of the Stavanger police, with Ingvald B. Eikeland initially appointed its leader, aided by a couple 

of junior officers. Eikeland left the office in August 1943, and was replaced by Leif Sømme, who was 

not an NS member. This office received lists of conscription candidates from the county governor, 
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and had to make sure they showed up at German work sites, which mainly consisted of construction 

sites along the beaches of Jæren on which fortifications were being built.2116 In practice, it fell to the 

police to choose who was to be sent.2117 By January 1943, some 660 out of the 1,010 men requested 

by the Germans had been conscripted.2118 The choice of who was conscripted was not entirely random. 

Political opponents and people with perceived ‘antisocial’ tendencies seem to have been prioritised as 

a means of keeping them under control.2119 As an example, Order Police commander Anton Lahlum 

intervened directly it the conscription office’s work, personally making sure that his former colleagues 

Trygve Engh and Edvin Evertsen, both sacked for political unreliability, were sent to work on 

German construction sites. The latter was arrested on Lahlum’s orders and forcibly transferred to the 

workplace.2120 

Labour conscription was, not surprisingly, highly unpopular, and created a multitude of problems for 

the police. In April, Eikeland sent two workers to the German workplace on the island of Kvitsøy as 

punishment for ‘working poorly, coming too late and being absent from work’. Notice of this was 

posted at all workplaces.2121 Kvitsøy would allegedly be seen as a form of ‘penal colony’ for those who 

misbehaved in more attractive workplaces.2122 Eikeland also fined several workers who had been 

drunk, and had to check on numerous men who had been absent due to health problems.2123Arresting 

people for work absence would remain a police task even in 1945.2124  

As noted, labour conscription became increasingly politicised in 1943 after the Home Front’s appeals 

to avoid showing up for work. Avoiding the Labour Service or the Labour Effort could now 

increasingly be interpreted as a political crime, which in Stavanger meant that it became a case for the 

State Police. State Police leader Hans Skaar Pedersen claimed that ‘half’ of those he ordered arrested 

were people reported absent from German work sites.2125 This did not mean that the State Police 

automatically took over responsibility for investigating missing workers, however. Normally, cases of 

work absence were handled by the regular police, though frequently with executive assistance from 

the State Police. In 1944, for instance, the Sipo demanded a search for a man who had been absent 

‘for some time’. The investigation, conducted entirely by the regular police, was apparently thorough, 

found that the man now worked for the Germans in the town of Horten.2126  
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The State Police seems to have mainly investigated cases of absenteeism if it was deemed likely that 

the individual in question had or would attempt to leave the country, or if it was combined with 

propaganda against the Labour Service or labour conscription. The State Police then followed its 

normal procedures. On 27 June 1944, for instance, after several young men had gone into hiding to 

avoid being conscripted, the State Police arrested three fathers and handed them over to the Sipo on 

the pretext that their sons were expected to try to flee the country.2127 In May 1944, a State Police 

officer on patrol with a Sipo officer came across a suspicious group of 19 young men. They were 

caught discussing the resistance boycott directive. Eventually, two were sent into detention at Berg 

for six months. One ended up in German prison for the rest of the war for distributing the directive. 

The others were given sharp warnings and told to show up at their assigned workplaces, which they 

apparently did.2128  

As in Stavanger, the Ålesund police became closely involved in controlling conscripted workers. 

Already in November 1940 a constable was made part of the board administrating the selection of 

labourers to the Labour Service.2129 In August 1941 the Sipo sent a stern message demanding a search 

for a number of absentee Norwegians working for the Germans. If they did not return, they could 

count on ‘immediate’ measures from the Sipo. How the Ålesund police responded is not known, 

however.2130 In December 1942, the Organisation Todt asked the Sipo for help in getting back 

Norwegian workers. They conveyed this to the Ålesund police, which sent three constables to check 

the IDs of all passengers on a coastal steamer, without finding any of the absentees.2131 

After the proclamation of the Labour Effort in 1943, the corps’ involvement with such cases seems 

to have increased greatly. From then until the end of the war, men from the Ålesund police would 

regularly arrest people who had not shown up for Labour Effort or Labour Service, after notification 

was received from offices tasked with conscripting workers. This could include forcibly transporting 

them to German workplaces nearby, particularly the German airfield at Aukra. As an example, 11 

women were arrested in their homes in December 1943 and sent to the airfield.2132 Unsurprisingly, 

being compelled to work was rather uncomfortable for the people in question, and some officers did 

little to remedy the situation. In July 1943 superintendent and NS member Harald Skjerve conveyed 

Håkenrud’s order to arrest eight girls who, in compliance with the orders issued by the resistance 

movement, had not shown up for Labour Service examination. After they had been picked up by two 

officers, Skjerve threatened them with the prospect of a concentration camp in Germany if they did 

not show up, causing several of them to cry. After Skjerve threw them into the police station’s drunk 
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tank, the girls ultimately relented and agreed to show up for Labour Service examination while Skjerve 

kept guard.2133  

Nevertheless, avoiding labour conscription seems to not have been treated as seriously as many other 

cases, particularly if no solid evidence of flight from the country or other resistance activity was found. 

A man named Ole Larsen, called up to work for the Germans at Aukra in the spring of 1944, refused 

to show up. Skjerve told him numerous times to report to the police station, but he adamantly refused. 

Larsen even managed to avoid the officers being sent to arrest him. Strikingly, two local sheriffs with 

standing orders from Skjerve to arrest him ignored this order, instead telling the man to ‘lay low’ and 

be careful.2134 In January 1945, Skjerve appeared to be fed up, and issued an order, partly in jest, to 

bring in Larsen ‘dead or alive’.2135 The men were again unsuccessful in catching Larsen, despite him 

being seen in the district, and Håkenrud eventually sent the case to the State Police in Trondheim. 

Larsen, however, remained at large to the end of the war.2136 

If the right people took an interest in work absenteeism, however, things could turn far more 

dangerous. In November 1944, during the frantic forced evacuation of the population in the 

northernmost part of the country, State Police leader Marthinsen got the impression that the crew of 

the ship Jotunheim, which had been requisitioned for use during the evacuation, had run away. He 

ordered ‘all means’ to be used to bring the men back and considered placing them in front of a special 

court. This was no empty threat. In 1944 a man who had encouraged boycott of the Labour Service 

was executed after being sentenced to death by the Norwegian special court.2137 If the crew of the 

Jotunheim could not be found, Marthinsen decreed that their families should be arrested and not 

released until they showed up. Two politically reliable constables were called in and ordered to put 

everything else aside to get to the bottom of the case.2138 It turned out that the men refused to serve 

after a misunderstanding. The two constables ordered the ship’s management to get things in order, 

otherwise ‘arrests of hostages would begin at 16.00’ the same day. The ship then sailed north.2139 

The Skien police was also expected to bring back absentee workers. In December 1941, the 

Reichskommissariat demanded numerous workers to be returned to their workplace at Lista. The 

Skien police complied, interrogating four workers about their absence and ordering them to either 

return or to come to an agreement with the German firm they worked for.2140 This would be far from 

the first time. Over the next years, the Skien police regularly investigated, arrested and transported 

absentee workers. In July 1942, for instance, the Sipo in Kristiansand demanded four workers from 

Skien to be returned. The two who were from the area were interrogated and transported back to 
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Kristiansand.2141 Similar events occurred in August and October the same year, and later.2142 In January 

1943, Fritz Bohlin accompanied a work shirker all the way to the Sipo headquarters in Oslo for 

interrogation, after which he promised to return to his work site.2143  

While the police in Stavanger and Ålesund to some extent had to deal with the consequences of the 

civil resistance leadership’s directive to boycott the Labour Effort, it would be more keenly felt in 

Skien. In Telemark county the boycott had been particularly effective, a fact readily accepted by the 

NS leadership. The result was the establishment of numerous makeshift camps in the forested areas 

of Telemark, where hundreds of young men boycotting the Labour Service lived for months before 

moving on to more productive tasks.2144  

In July 1944 Odd Gjessing, one of the corps’ most dedicated Nazis, informed the State Police of the 

exact location of a group of men in hiding from the call-up to the Labour Effort. He did this on 

purely ideological grounds, stating that he found it wrong to avoid such service.2145 Notably, this did 

not result in action from the local police in Telemark or the State Police, but was instead conveyed to 

the Sipo because the case was seen to involve the military resistance. The leader of the Sipo in Larvik, 

Hermann Wernisch, claimed that the information proved decisive for the decision to launch a raid by 

the Sipo and Orpo in the area of Kilebygda.2146  

The raid was carried out in early August, but proved unsuccessful due to Kjell Batzer receiving 

warning of the German arrival from his contacts in the police corps. Nevertheless, it forced the men 

to flee and abandon the camp.2147 Shortly before, news of another German raid in the Luksefjell area 

had been leaked in the same way.2148 Batzer’s conclusion was that without these warnings, ‘all’ of the 

young men would have been taken.2149 Shortly before the operation against Luksefjell, three police 

officers in Skien – Ivar Limi, Øyvind Johannesen and Hans Arne Bråthen, all NS members – were 

called by the officer on watch and told to report to the police station in the middle of the night. They 

were to act as guides for the Germans. They were however believed when they claimed to have been 

poor choices as guides, not being knowledgeable of the area and thus of little use.2150  

Escaped prisoners of war 

The massive German construction plans in Norway quickly proved impossible to carry out using only 

Norwegian labourers, convincing the Wehrmacht that the use of prisoners of war was necessary. The 

first Soviet POWs arrived in August 1941. Many more followed – Marianne Neerland Soleim 
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estimated that about 100,000 Soviet POWs were sent to Norway during the war.2151 In addition, 4,268 

Yugoslavs were brought to Norway. The Yugoslavs in particular were treated appallingly, with 2,400 

of them dying.2152 Around 1,700 Polish POWs were also sent to Norway. They were treated better 

than the Soviet prisoners and the Yugoslavs.2153 The Slavic prisoners, while deemed necessary, in the 

German view nevertheless represented a grave threat; escapees threatened public order and 

fraternisation with ‘Germanic’ women could result in racially undesirable offspring, so the Slavs were 

to be subjected to a harsh regime.2154 From the very beginning, the Germans thus demanded complete 

separation between the POWs and the Norwegian population. On 28 September 1941 the 

Reichskommissar issued a new decree banning ‘any contact with prisoners of war’ unless absolutely 

necessary.2155 On 12 October 1942, contact with POWs became one of the new crimes potentially 

punishable by death by edict of Terboven.  

The Germans, who certainly enforced the ban on contact with and aid to Slavic POWs, also expected 

the Norwegian police to participate, a task made more difficult by the sheer number of prisoners and 

the wide geographical spread of prison camps in Norway. Norwegian policemen thus became 

involved in the enforcement of separation between the POWs and the Norwegian population and in 

the hunt for escaped POWs. On many occasions, the Norwegian police made public announcements 

warning the population in the vicinity of camps not to contact POWs, not to mention aid escapees, 

reminding them of the potential consequences. Indeed, several Norwegians were imprisoned for 

providing such aid, with eight of them dying in German camps. When POWs managed to escape, the 

Sipo frequently called upon the aid of the Norwegian police to search for them.2156 This happened 

regularly in all three police districts.2157 These requests were often very general, including searches for 

men who escaped from camps far away and thus unlikely to show up in their particular district. Largely 

due to this, but likely also to the difficulty of finding such prisoners, results were meagre. In Ålesund, 

where a separate journal for wanted persons was kept, I did not find a single instance of the local 

police arresting an escaped POW.2158  

In Stavanger, however, some more questionable events took place. As noted earlier, the Stavanger 

State Police, aided by men from the Order Police, arrested the Soviet POW Alexey Gladky during a 

raid on a resistance hideout, with Gladky ending up in Grini. Already in September 1941 the Sipo 

reported that a Russian prisoner had escaped and asked for help from the Norwegian police. He was 
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arrested the next day, though it is not specified by whom.2159 In May 1942, the State Police participated 

in the hunt for two escaped Polish POWs, together with local police in Egersund. The two prisoners 

were arrested.2160 In April 1943, the Stavanger hospital called the police station saying that a Russian 

had escaped in a rather spectacular fashion, by tying together sheets to form a rope and escaping 

through a window wearing slippers, underwear and pants. The duty officer alerted the State Police 

and the Sipo. The State Police issued a telegram to all nearby police stations, ordering them to arrest 

the fugitive. Two days later, the hospital sent a message that the Russian had been found hiding in the 

hospital’s basement. Four men from the regular Stavanger police were dispatched with a car to pick 

him up, and the prisoner was handed over to the Sipo. He was later sent to Grini, and shortly after to 

Germany and an unknown fate.2161 

Summary: a useful but flawed tool 

A few years after the war, Christian Benneche from Stavanger, who had been heavily involved in 

resistance work and led the treason investigation unit in Stavanger after the war, provided his version 

of how he and many of his colleagues had acted during the occupation:  

Externally and officially, the Norwegian police generally had to carry out orders and demands from German 

authorities, particularly from the Sipo. It was generally out of the question to refuse to carry out such orders 

and demands, as that would immediately be considered sabotage and resistance against the Germans. Only very 

rarely were the Norwegian police informed about the purpose and consequences of the orders and demands it 

was requested to execute.  

Internally and in secret, however, the Norwegian police did everything possible to delay and moderate the 

handling of the cases in question, as long as one could assume that the demanded investigations would be 

harmful to Norwegians or Norwegian interests. On numerous occasions the person in question was warned in 

advance or warned before an investigation began. 2162 

Based on my findings, there can be no question that Benneche’s first observation is accurate for the 

vast majority of Norwegian police officers. Open refusals to carry out orders suspected to come from 

the Germans were very rare, with Benneche’s own refusal to arrest local teachers being one of few 

exceptions. How far this went is perhaps best illustrated by the fact that even ardent and brave anti-

Nazis such as Karl Eriksen and Sigurd Refsnæs did not choose to disobey orders to arrest close friends, 

despite the danger they were in. This pattern of apparently loyally carrying out the occupier’s orders 

was, as we have seen, established during the first days after the invasion. From then on, matters grew 

worse. Many old standards and laws were relatively quickly, albeit often under protest, abandoned in 

the face of pressure from radical actors, in particular the Sipo, but also from Norwegian Nazi leaders 

such as State Police leader Karl A. Marthinsen.  

The scope of police work expanded greatly as a consequence of living under the new regime. 

Punishment now awaited people discovered doing hitherto completely innocuous activities such as 

dancing or wearing clothing in the national colours. Travelling to other parts of the country became 
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not a right but a privilege. Police could stop you in the street and control your ID card. These measures 

reflected not only the security needs of a regime trying to keep a resistant population under control, 

but also the desire to transform Norwegian society according to National Socialist ideas.  

As Benneche points out, however, the way these new tasks were carried out could vary, as we have 

seen, sometimes with important consequences for those affected. Even in a system where one 

constantly risked being discovered by more ideologically dedicated colleagues or higher authorities, 

dedicated opponents of the New Order could use their position to render various forms of planned 

or improvised assistance. In some cases, this could even mean the difference between life and death. 

The credit given to several police officers by resistance leaders supports claims that police ‘insiders’ 

were indeed an important part of the overall resistance effort. But, as Nils Johan Ringdal points out, 

accurately measuring the extent and impact of such acts of resistance was extremely difficult, and 

remains so.2163 On the other hand we have seen numerous examples of how ideologically devoted 

officers, particularly in the State Police, could prove extremely dangerous for those deemed enemies 

of the Nazi state. In between these two extremes we find ‘loyal subjects’ carrying out orders without 

attempting to sabotage them, albeit without the dedication and independent drive desired of a police 

officer in a National Socialist state.  

For the regular police, the practical consequences and moral difficulty of this general acceptance of 

performing Nazi orders were tempered somewhat by the clear tendency by Germans to take over the 

most serious cases. Regular Norwegian police officers rarely got involved in the killing, torture or 

imprisonment of political prisoners that became so closely associated with National Socialist rule. And 

although the State Police’s participation in oppressing their countrymen was far greater than that of 

their peers in the regular police, even they did not attain the status of peers with the Germans, as 

Marthinsen had wished. Nor did their brutality, although considerable, quite reach the level of the 

Sipo. The lack of an official right to use torture is particularly notable in this regard.  

All the same, these empirical observations leave fundamental questions unanswered. Given that they 

so often found themselves enforcing and carrying out tasks of an obvious National Socialist character, 

why did most men who were decidedly against the Nazi regime nevertheless remain in their jobs? 

Why were refusals to carry out orders so rare? Why did some choose to resist while others either 

remained passive or wholeheartedly supported the new regime? Such questions are the topic of the 

next chapter.  
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Choices  

It would have been better if [the Germans took over policing] – that would have created clear front lines, and we 

would have avoided the bastard police we later got.  

Christian Rynning-Tønnesen, chief of police in Kristiansand2164 

No one could do as much in the struggle against the Germans as the sensible policeman, who calmly evaluated 

the situation and helped wherever it was needed. At that time there were no differences of opinion about how to 

behave. We ought to remain in the police for as long as possible – until we were sacked or arrested. 

Thorleif Karlsen, Stavanger2165 

With my country at war, I don’t want to die in a sickbed.  

Attributed to Tollef Bakke by Lars Førsund, Stavanger2166 

 

In the illegal newspaper Frihet from May 1942, one could read the following: 

One of the saddest things to witness is how Norwegian police and Norwegian sheriffs are, in violation of 

principles of law and order, again and again forced to arrest Norwegian citizens solely on the basis of orders 

from Germans or Quislings. The Norwegian police now ought to consider its position. If they want to continue 

contributing to illegal arrests, they place themselves outside of the Norwegian collective front. 2167 

Observing Norwegian police officers arresting people they considered heroes or innocents was not easy 

to accept for many ordinary Norwegians. From the outside it was easy to just see a uniform and an act. 

Motivations, dilemmas and attitudes were less visible. According to Bernhard Lund in Stavanger, the 

police thus came to be ‘frowned upon’ by the public, particularly after the introduction of the new 

green uniforms, which erased the outward division between ‘old’ and ‘new’ policemen. Feeling the need 

to defend himself and the police, Lund tried to answer the crucial question of why he and others did 

not simply quit by pointing at other groups and professions. He noted that they too had stayed put 

rather than quit, despite the fact that this meant obeying German commands.2168 Lund’s argument, 

although self-serving, makes an important point: living a life above ground in occupied Norway meant 

obeying and doing business with the occupier. In other words, collaborating in various ways and to 

different degrees. Few, however, were faced with the consequences of their collaboration as police 

officers. Selling eggs to German soldiers was one thing; potentially being ordered to arrest Jewish 

children and women was quite another. 

Why did a clear majority of police officers nevertheless choose to collaborate with the occupier, and 

why did most of them continue to do so by remaining in their positions for as long as possible? What 

arguments and interests favoured such an approach, despite what it came to mean in practice? The 
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questions gain relevance through the fact that both within and outside of the police, some chose not to 

collaborate. The most relevant example is chief of police Christian Rynning-Tønnesen in Kristiansand, 

who, rather than implementing Lie’s demands to cooperate with the Hird, chose to resign in December 

1940, gaining the initial support of almost all of his men.2169 Sometime later, his colleague Gabriel Lund 

in Harstad would also win support from his men for a collective protest against the heedless promotion 

of an NS member, leading to his dismissal.2170 On 12 December 1940 members of the Norwegian 

Supreme Court also resigned after Terboven had made it clear that he would not allow them to judge 

whether his decisions were in accordance with the Hague Conventions. Through this they set a 

powerful example. Chief Judge Paal Berg, later formal head of the Norwegian resistance leadership 

(Hjemmefrontens Ledelse), formulated succinctly their reasons for drawing a line they would not cross:  

If we continue without saying anything, we will one day find ourselves trapped as judges in the authoritarian 

state of Norway. We must answer [Terboven] that we are still subject to the Hague Conventions and that it 

is here the occupier must find the basis for his edicts, even if allowed a certain flexibility. I suggest that we stand 

together and fall together.2171   

Prior to this, another important pillar of Norwegian society and identity had also refused to collaborate: 

the sports associations. In Nazi ideology, sports played an important role through furthering of 

competition and physical strength and through its capability for mass mobilisation. With the onset of 

the attempt to Nazify Norway, strong efforts were made to mobilise also Norwegian athletes for this 

purpose. The leaders of the sports associations, however, proved politically vigilant and capable. On 9 

November 1940 they sent a firm letter to the new Minister of Sports, Axel Stang, stating that they could 

not accept that the Führer principle should govern Norwegian sports associations. Instead, they would 

resign from their posts. It quickly became obvious that they had the support of the vast majority of 

their members, and their subsequent boycott of official sports competitions remained firm for the 

duration of the occupation. Near-empty stadiums demonstrated the success of the ‘sports strike’.2172  

In other words, collaboration was not given. Some chose to leave their previous roles, knowing full 

well that this would leave them fully in the hands of NS, without the moderating influence of non-NS 

members in important positions. If these groups could choose not to collaborate, why did more police 

officers not follow their example and that of their colleague Rynning-Tønnesen?  

In parallel with their everyday collaboration with the occupier, a sizeable group of police officers were 

involved in resistance activity. This is in many ways more difficult to explain than collaboration. Why 

expose yourself to great and even mortal danger when the difference you could make was, in the larger 

picture, usually rather miniscule? As shown earlier, most police officers, like the majority of the 

population, did indeed think along such lines, despite not being in favour of the New Order. Their 

oppositional efforts were limited to small acts of defiance, such as listening to broadcasts from London, 

reading illegal papers or turning a blind eye to illegal activities. But a few chose to go further, some even 

much further. For them, imprisonment and death lurked around the corner. But why? 
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The importance of coercion 

Any serious discussion of the phenomenon of collaboration and resistance must be clear about the role 

of coercion. As social psychologist Fathali M. Moghaddam points out, dictatorships ‘use brute force to 

create conditions that maximize conformity and obedience in a population’. Dissenters are singled out 

and isolated and used to warn others. But even passive citizens can not feel completely safe. Punitive 

measures are regularly applied arbitrarily and with limited focus on individual responsibility, thus 

keeping also those not actively opposing the regime in a state of fear.2173  

As mentioned in the introduction to the thesis, collaboration as a concept is distinct from the concept 

of cooperation through the asymmetrical power relationship between the parties, and collaboration 

with a totalitarian occupier even more so. A totalitarian occupier can at any point demand that the 

collaborator carry out the occupier’s will, potentially threatening to imprison or even kill anyone who 

refused. The collaborator is left with the choice of accepting the ultimatum or rejecting it. The latter 

means suffering the consequences defined by the occupier and accepting the occupier completely 

defining outcomes, without the potentially moderating effects gained from participation.  

Force, however, is also a tricky weapon for an occupier. Resorting to force reveals a lack of legitimacy 

and thus ability to command willing obedience. It moreover risks further alienating the occupied 

population and thus fomenting opposition. Arresting skilled personnel also means reducing the 

efficiency of institutions or organisations needed to keep society functioning. The Germans were of 

course aware of this dilemma. It was in their interest to keep down the cost of administrating the 

country. Many Nazi leaders, particularly in the SS, also had hopes for the eventual self-Nazification of 

the ‘racially equal’ majority populations of the ‘Germanic’ countries. Indeed, as noted in a previous 

chapter, those tasked with the long-term goal of winning the populations for National Socialism were 

often negative to the use of force by actors such as Terboven, who were more focused on short-term 

security needs. In practice, however, the deteriorating security situation led to more widespread and 

brutal forms of coercion against Norwegians over time. 

The willingness to use force against local police forces followed a similar pattern. The Germans and 

after 25 September 1940 also NS leaders were willing and able to react against police officers they 

disliked or suspected of dereliction of duty or involvement in resistance activities. Their punishments, 

however, were initially quite lenient, with sackings, transfers or short stints in prison being the norm. 

Over time, the German reactions grew sharper. Long bouts in prison, deportation to Germany and 

ultimately even death sentences increasingly became possible consequences for opposing the occupier. 

Enhancing the effects of these measures was the sheer arbitrariness shown by the German occupiers 

and the Sipo in particular. Opponents never truly knew what would befall them, thus making risk 

calculations difficult. The extraordinary punishment of Finn Kleppe early in the war provides an 

excellent example of this. As noted previously, he ended up in Sachsenhausen for the remainder of the 

war simply for being the most prominent anti-NS voice among the Stavanger police officers, likely as 

a warning to the others.2174 In his prison diary, Thorleif Karlsen expressed the effect imprisonment 

without charge or sentence had on him: 

My reserves of humour and patience are almost at an end. It looks like the point is to keep us here for months 

as a warning to like-minded people. The investigations are most certainly finished. None of us have been 
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interrogated in the last four weeks. We watch the fine weather outside, sitting here as prisoners without having 

committed any crime. Is there no one willing and able to help us get out? If they had told us we would remain 

here for three months that would have been better. Then we could have counted down the days, but now we can 

only add new ones. Poor Asta – she must be distraught. Day after day passes without her hearing a word. It 

must be a terrible burden for her, particularly given her situation. If I had only been allowed to talk with her 

once – her and the children – but that is impossible here in Oslo.2175 

In October 1941 HSSPF Rediess published a clear message to all Norwegian police officers about what 

fate awaited anyone seen as failing to do their duty. Two prisoners had escaped from a police officer in 

Oslo. Due to his ‘extremely negligent’ behaviour, which represented a ‘grave violation of his duties as 

a police officer’, he had been sent to a concentration camp in Germany.2176 And in August 1943 the 

execution of Gunnar Eilifsen and the launch of Aktion Polarkreis shed any remaining illusion about the 

willingness of the occupier to use force against the police to get their way. 

Norwegian police officers could thus credibly claim to have faced an increasingly coercive situation, 

where acts of resistance such as disobeying an order could have severe but often unknown 

consequences. That this would further compliance and hamper resistance can hardly be surprising. That 

being said, it is clear that force was not employed indiscriminately. As far as possible, the Sipo and the 

new NS leadership tried to influence the greater mass of officers by making examples of selected 

individuals and removing those seen as major negative influences on their colleagues. This reflected the 

dilemma they faced: on one hand the desire to win men over to the Nazi cause, on the other hand the 

problem of efficiency. As Egil Olbjørn, eager to avoid a decimation of the police force, pointed out: It 

was ‘impossible’ to root out all political opponents or lukewarm officers in the police, as this would 

have rendered the police unable to carry out its tasks.2177 Even Aktion Polarkreis, radical as it was, was a 

far cry from a total political cleansing of the police, since many known political opponents remained in 

the ranks.  

While coercion thus must be considered an important variable for explaining why police officers 

collaborated, many observations are left unexplained. The most obvious is why most anti-Nazi police 

officers remained in their jobs despite the orders they were given. While leaving the police certainly was 

frowned upon by leaders faced with acute personnel shortages, you were not forced to remain, 

particularly if you were seen as an open opponent of the New Order. Things were somewhat more 

difficult for men in the State Police or those trained at the new courses, where recruits had to sign up 

for long-term contracts. 2178  But even here avenues existed, such as leaving NS, proving grossly 

incompetent, or in the worst case even leaving the country, as did two men in revulsion after 

participating in the mass arrest of Jews.2179 Nor does the possibility of severe reactions explain why 

some chose to resist despite the potential consequences, while others kept quiet. For answers to these 
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questions, we will need to search further, beginning with what moved people to actively oppose NS 

and the occupier. 

Why resist? 

It was generally acknowledged that the large German force in Norway meant that an indigenous 

resistance movement could never liberate the country on its own. 2180 Moreover, the risks for the 

individual were huge compared to the impact each person could make in the larger picture. 

Unsurprisingly, most Norwegians both inside and outside the police opted for a less dangerous life, 

limiting their opposition to refusing to adopt the occupier’s worldview and to doing nothing more than 

one was ordered to do. But how can we understand those who went beyond this and got involved in 

potentially very dangerous activities?  

Answers to this question have proved somewhat elusive. Many of those who participated kept silent 

about their actions and motivations after the war; they likely did not want to stick their neck out and 

appear more heroic than others. Many seemed to want to forget the war. Sigurd Refsnæs, by any 

measure a hero of the Norwegian resistance movement, put it like this in a newspaper interview in 1975:  

The work of Milorg [in the Ålesund area] has not been described in anything but newspaper articles, and I don’t 

know if there is any purpose [to writing more]. We agreed to say as little as possible. For myself, I am just happy 

I did not experience any reaction afterwards. 2181 

As we have seen, many police officers demonstrated their opposition to the regime in innocuous ways, 

such as using the police station’s radio to listen to the BBC. But such acts, being rather low-risk, are 

not that hard to explain; they reflected both an anti-Nazi attitude and a desire to be part of the anti-

Nazi community in the police force. Becoming involved in more organised forms of resistance, given 

the extreme risks involved, is harder to explain. Looking at the officers who became part of such efforts, 

several factors stand out.  

The first is the most basic. To resist, one had to harbour negative, even strongly negative, emotions or 

possess a more articulated ideological aversion towards the state of occupation, the character of the 

new regime, or some of its policies. To the extent that former resistance fighters in the police spoke 

about their motivations, they were often rather short and emotional, stating things like ‘I for some 

reason could not stand [NS]’2182, felt a ‘duty’ to resist2183, or ‘it was natural to me due to my military 

training’.2184 Indeed, many saw their resistance as a continuation of their military service. In Ålesund 

policemen had taken an active part in the military struggle against the Germans. Among them was the 

resistance pioneer Karl Eriksen, who had fought as a second lieutenant (fenrik) in the Norwegian armed 

forces.2185 Berner Rypdal said that he saw resistance simply as a continuation of the fighting he had 

participated in as a second lieutenant.2186 In Skien, resistance began as assistance to Norwegian forces 

still fighting further inland. In Stavanger, resistance pioneers such as Harald Hansen and Kåre Knudsen 
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were in close contact with former soldiers and officers, with Knudsen being a lieutenant himself.2187 

Historian Sverre Kjelstadli, when trying to describe what led to resistance in Norway, pointed to a 

multitude of emotions and reasons as important paths to resistance involvement: ‘Feelings of defeat, 

humiliation, disappointment, bitterness, wounded sense of righteousness, patriotism, feelings of 

powerlessness, wrath, and lust for revenge along with other factors were some reasons for this will to 

resist’.2188 Victoria Barnett points to the act of resistance as a ‘liberating’ act: 

Bystanders remained paralyzed by their belief that ‘nothing could be done’ – that they were ‘powerless’ and had 

few options. For those who began to resist, resistance was an act of internal liberation. The moment of decision 

has often been described by resistance intellectuals as a private victory, an inner rejection of constraints in defiance 

of the state. 2189 

The second factor is social networks and the influence of peers. A resistance fighter facing dangerous 

opponents and informers needed both courage and people he could trust, with friendship or kinship 

being the most reliable way of getting such support. Role models and leaders made it easier for others 

with less courage or initiative to become involved. Moreover, one can easily imagine it being hard to 

say no to a direct question by a friend to contribute to the fight. Thoralf Walle, when trying to explain 

why there was comparatively high resistance activity in Ålesund, used the metaphor of the football 

team, with Karl Eriksen as the inspiring leader and the police corps as the team players. His arrest and 

subsequent execution spurred on his comrades, angry at their captain’s fate.2190 Berner Rypdal, another 

resistance member in Ålesund, was a friend of Eriksen and had a brother who led a local Milorg group. 

He too pointed to the strong sense of solidarity in the corps as an important reason for resistance 

developing.2191 When recruiting people to his group, Sigurd Refsnæs explicitly went for people he ‘knew 

and could trust’. The man who first urged him to become involved in resistance work, Erling Vestre, 

was not only a colleague but also an old schoolmate.2192 In Skien, Fritz Bohlin was an old friend of the 

resistance pioneers Kjell Batzer and Erling Solberg and got involved in resistance work through 

them.2193 

Third, if you had established a reputation as a capable and dependable opponent of the New Order, 

resistance tasks sometimes ‘came to you.’ Olav Ravndal in Stavanger vividly described how this could 

happen:  

Life in a police corps and life in society is not like a conveyor belt. Situations arose, emergencies. Something 

comes up which you have no clue about how to manage. It can be that you one night get a private call because 

you are a policeman. They don’t know you, but they know they can trust you … The nature of illegal police 

work is often that it is not planned … It is daily life coming towards you. Partly out of anger for being in the 

police, you think you have to do something when a person comes to you and trusts you. That you can’t fail that 

trust. 2194 
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Harald Hansen had a similar experience of one thing leading to another: 

Personally, I glided into illegal work almost unconsciously, and when it began is hard to determine. At least 

by the summer of 1940 I had contacts with different people who needed information of military interest. Then 

the informers entered the scene, as did people in danger of arrest, youths who wanted out of the country to fight, 

sports comrades who came and asked for advice about travel and so on. By autumn 1940 I was involved in 

the entire apparatus. 2195 

For Thorleif Karlsen, one such ‘spontaneous’ request for assistance resulted in his third arrest. During 

the crackdown after the arrest of Otto Olsen, a nervous friend called Karlsen begging for his help. 

Karlsen, who at that time was ‘staying low’ after being arrested twice already, felt that he could not 

refuse. He began contacting people to organise transport for his friend to Britain. The effort was 

successful, but Karlsen was arrested shortly after by the Sipo and State Police and interrogated about 

his escaped friend. He now remained imprisoned until the end of the war.2196  Such requests for 

assistance leading to deeper involvement could also come from more official representatives. Ragnar 

Paulsen was for example approached by the Secret Intelligence Service agent Magne Bakka in autumn 

1943 and asked to provide intelligence, a job he accepted.2197 In 1944, Sigurd Refsnæs was asked by an 

agent sent by the British SOE to expand his recruitment in 1944, which he subsequently did. Weapons 

were also sent to help him and his men.2198 

Ultimately, however, such dangerous resistance work would be something only a brave minority 

became involved in. And for them and their less involved colleagues, collaboration with the occupier 

characterised their daily lives. How this collaboration was justified is our next topic.  

Why collaborate? 

Ideological collaboration 

For a small group within the existing police and many of the new recruits, the decision to collaborate 

was a simple one to make. Believing in National Socialist ideas, they saw many of the new orders as 

legitimate and desirable. The number of police officers sympathising with National Socialism, however, 

was initially small. According to one count based on 2,691 pre-war members of NS, for example, some 

1.4 per cent of them were police officers.2199 Many of them were in Stavanger, where as noted some 25 

per cent of police officers were NS members in the mid-1930s. Stavanger seems to be an anomaly 

though; an observation supported by the lack of pre-war NS members in Ålesund and Skien.  

Their number was nevertheless sufficiently large to make a decisive impact on the course of events, 

particularly in the chaotic year of 1940. Their very existence weakened the possibilities for creating an 

anti-Nazi front, exacerbated by the role some of them played through aggressively recruiting weaker 

colleagues to their cause and informing on opponents. This undermined the trust needed to mobilise 

effective opposition. Edvin Evertsen’s description of his former colleague Olaf Skjæveland neatly 

summarised how destructive this was: 
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He was everywhere, listening to conversations, and if he found something of interest he immediately reported it 

to his superiors … He was thus a very useful tool for NS, who thus easily could find out who were the most 

eager opponents of the New Order. 2200 

The disruptive role of NS members was also observed by Kjetil Simonsen in his study of the Ministry 

of the Police, where they made the creation of a common anti-NS front difficult. In the Ministry of 

Supplies, newly hired NS members damaged the collective trust needed for effective resistance to 

develop, making it more individualised and fragmented.2201 It is noteworthy that it was in the examined 

police district with the weakest Nazi presence, Ålesund, that the most widespread and organised 

resistance developed, a fact which, as noted, one of the participants, Olav Osnes, partly credited to the 

lack of dangerous opponents within the corps.2202 

Given the marginalised position of NS in Norwegian society in the years immediately prior to the war 

and the stigma of treason created by Quisling’s coup attempt on 9 April, wholeheartedly supporting 

NS was a social difficult thing to do. Dedicated support for NS during the war therefore often reflected 

a long history of support for the party or other far-right movements, thus reflecting deep-felt political 

sentiments and identities. Many of the most ideologically dedicated National Socialists in the police 

ranks, including men such as Karl O. Karlsen, Bjarne Karlsen, Olaf Skjæveland, Olav B. Haugland, 

Sverre Haugland and Holger Tou, were all returning pre-war members. The same pattern is found in 

the State Police, where ideological stalwarts such as Hans Skaar Pedersen, Finn Svensen Sveinås, Håkon 

Eeg-Larsen and the Skjæveland and Stensland brothers had been dedicated pre-war members.  

Other eager NS members were not party members before the war. This was the case for Anton Lahlum 

in Stavanger and Kåre Lindheim in Ålesund. If one digs deeper, however, factors often emerge which 

help explain their decision. Lahlum had, as noted, harboured far-right sympathies before the war, 

having been a member of the Fatherland League as well as urging a more radical practice of sterilisation 

of criminals. Lindheim, though allegedly ‘non-political’ before the war, had a younger brother, Egil who, 

had been a radical National Socialist before the war.2203  

Arguments for supporting Nasjonal Samling 

Intellectually, a range of arguments could be used to support NS and its vision of a National Socialist 

Norway. Assessing what truly motivated membership and ideological fervour, however, is very difficult. 

Apart from the fact that people often have problems identifying their own motivations, NS members 

both during and after the war had reasons to emphasise some reasons and downplay or keep quiet 

about others. One starting point could be 483 interviews made in the 1970s of former NS members 

who were asked why they joined NS in the first place. While of course problematic due to their post-

hoc character, the interviews nevertheless illustrate that there were many arguments for supporting NS. 

The arguments ranged from purely ideological reasons, such as liking the NS programme or identifying 

with the party and/or Quisling, to harbouring hostility towards communism or Norwegian democracy. 

Some admitted purely opportunistic reasons, while others mentioned more pragmatic considerations 

such as the standard tale of ‘avoiding German influence in the Norwegian civil administration’.2204 
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These arguments are also frequently found in the statements of police officers who joined NS, who 

often used multiple arguments to defend their choice. Pragmatic arguments combined with a fear of 

communism, a dislike of the Labour government and its policies and performance, party politics or 

even of democracy itself. Such arguments were often intertwined with sympathy for Germany, anti-

Semitism and support for National Socialist ideology in general. A powerful fusion of pragmatism and 

ideology was created: the view that after 25 September, supporting NS was the only way to regain any 

form of Norwegian independence. For Norway to be free, it had to become a National Socialist society. 

Anyone opposing the Nazification project of NS or endangering peace and order through sabotage or 

other acts of resistance could then be cast as traitors to the nation, inviting German reprisals and 

rendering a more independent Norway less likely. 

Terboven’s proclamation thus made it possible for NS members to claim that they, more so than their 

opponents, worked for the nationalist goal of independence, bearing tremendous burdens while doing 

so. According to findings by Sigurd Sørlie from his study of SS volunteers, the fact that it became 

increasingly clear that the Germans were not going to reward NS with any meaningful resemblance of 

Norwegian independence was a major cause of disillusionment among former devoted National 

Socialists. This led them to adopt an apathetic or even hostile attitude towards the Germans or even 

towards Quisling, without necessarily abandoning their support for National Socialist ideas as such.2205 

An example of this comprehensive argument for NS membership is a speech held in September 1940 

by Jonas Lie, defending his own decision to join NS and urging others to do the same. Lie was no 

friend of pre-war Norway and the Labour government and harboured strong sympathies for Germany. 

In his speech, he began by accusing the government of failing to defend Norwegian neutrality and 

ridiculing the Allied aid provided to Norway. The government had committed ‘treason’ against the ‘99 

per cent’ of Norwegians who wished to remain neutral. He then accused the remaining party politicians 

of ‘playing their traditional game’ instead of putting the interests of the country first. He, on the other 

hand, had thrown in his support for ‘the one and last opportunity’ – NS. Only if NS realised its vision 

for a new kind of Norway would the country remain a ‘free and sovereign realm’.2206  

Another example of such multifaceted defence for the decision to support NS can be seen in the post-

war statement of Order Police and later State Police officer Ørnulf Skjæveland. He had joined NS in 

1934 along with his family, seeing democracy as ‘obsolete’ and as noted still saw National Socialism as 

in many ways ‘better than democracy’ in 1945. Given that Germany ‘would win the war’, tight 

cooperation with Germany was necessary to avoid becoming a ‘vassal state’.2207 

Anders Furland, one of the few in Ålesund who chose to join NS, also allegedly had a complex set of 

antipathies explaining his decision. He blamed the democratic government, the Jews and the British for 

Norway’s situation, and was certain of German victory due to its strength and military superiority. The 

National Socialists were the ones with a bright future. He was allegedly very excited when news of the 

German attack on the Soviet Union arrived.2208 Gustav Lyngaas in Skien claimed that he saw NS 

membership as a way of safeguarding ‘Norwegian’ influence over the police. However, several friends 
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and colleagues said that he was obsessed with the dangers of ‘Bolshevism’, showing how pragmatism 

and ideological sentiments worked in concert to further support for NS.2209 

Facing a changing situation 

With the character of the occupation growing more brutal, the war turning against Germany and hopes 

for greater Norwegian independence proving illusory, those who had thrown in their lot with NS in 

1940 and 1941 faced quite a different scenario. Could they continue to support the New Order, despite 

what this meant? They answered this question in different ways, often reflecting different personalities, 

social contexts and previous history which closed certain doors and opened others. One response was 

to escalate involvement, confirming one’s ideological choice and doing the utmost to promote ultimate 

victory for the cause of National Socialism, including using more radical methods against enemies. 

Another was to ‘keep steady’ and maintain one’s current level of involvement. A final way of responding 

was to withdraw from the cause, either by leaving the party outright or by slipping into passiveness or 

even small-scale resistance as a means to better one’s chances during the reckoning to come. 

Going ‘all in’, eagerly carrying out and even going beyond orders, was a tough choice to make. It meant 

being branded as a pariah by the vast majority of one’s countrymen, who now saw you as a dangerous 

and despicable traitor. Karl A. Marthinsen vividly described the daily life of his State Police subordinates: 

‘As a result of today’s situation, the men – as long as they do their duty – necessarily are subjected to 

all kinds of harassment, insults, and even physical violence from our opponents’.2210 A senior State 

Police officer interviewed by Nils Johan Ringdal explained why he stayed in both NS and the State 

Police as follows: ‘I was in a net which I could not escape from. I had lost my old friends, my relatives 

did not dare visit me … It was hell.’2211  

One way of gaining the strength to weather this storm was strong ideological conviction; fully believing 

in the righteousness of National Socialism, exemplified by men such as Bjarne Karlsen and Ørnulf 

Skjæveland. Another was socialisation. If you had burned your bridges to the anti-Nazi community 

though past deeds and were part of a group whose members had done likewise, the cost of betraying 

this group and risking total social isolation could be even higher than staying on the same path. This 

recalls Christopher Browning’s interpretation of the choice facing German Orpo men tasked with 

shooting Jews on the Eastern Front: 

Those who did not shoot risked isolation, rejection, and ostracism — a very uncomfortable prospect within the 

framework of a tight-knit unit abroad among a hostile population, so that the individual had virtually nowhere 

else to turn for support and the social threat of isolation was intensified by the fact that stepping out could also 

have been seen as a form of moral reproach of one's comrades: the nonshooter was potentially indicating that he 

was ‘too good’ to do such things.2212 

Usually, however, ideological commitment and socialisation went hand in hand, reinforcing each other. 

Being a devoted National Socialist in the first place often led you to do things that less committed men 

were unwilling to do, such as volunteering for the Eastern Front, joining the State Police or becoming 
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an active member of Nazi organisations such as the Hird or the GSSN. Here, embedded in units with 

explicit National Socialist purposes and norms, expected or even ordered to carry out transgressive 

orders, surrounded by numerous like-minded people, the incentives to radicalise and fully internalise a 

National Socialist worldview were strong. As one did so, the distance to the jøssings grew, socially and 

ideologically.  

This radicalisation process was aggressively promoted within the State Police. Evaluations of 

subordinates by State Police leaders emphasised the extent to which they showed ideological zeal, 

willingness and ability to act quickly and independently against opponents of the New Order. 

Reluctance and hesitation, however, were frowned upon.2213 Conforming to the radical ideal again led 

to promotion and participation in more radical actions, sucking you further in. Backing out meant 

turning your back on your erstwhile comrades, with uncertain chances of acceptance from anti-Nazis. 

For many of those who had gone furthest in their struggle against their enemies, a miraculous 

turnaround in the war increasingly seemed their only chance for salvation, which meant that doing their 

utmost in this struggle was their best chance. 

Particularly towards the end of the war, reasons for going ‘all in’ and using more radical means could 

even become a question of personal security. In the face of threats or even killings of colleagues, it 

could be a question of neutralising people who represented a deadly threat to you and your comrades, 

which lent considerable urgency to your actions. An excellent illustration of this is the development of 

the Stavanger State Police, which after the assassination of Leonard Wickstrøm intensified its 

cooperation with the Sipo in order to hunt down their dangerous opponents. Several of the men, 

notably Holger Tou, turned to torture to get information from captives which could lead to the arrest 

of the killers. The radicalising effect of physical danger to yourself and your comrades is also well known 

from research on SS volunteers on the Eastern Front. ‘Cowardly’ attacks on comrades confirmed the 

ideological portrayal of the enemy as devious and dangerous, legitimising extreme acts in retaliation.2214  

People employed in units handling less politically sensitive tasks experienced a different dynamic. First, 

radical National Socialists were channelled away from these units and towards more ‘political’ units. 

This changed the ideological and psychological composition of the unit, and with it the tolerance for 

radical methods. For example, whereas violence against prisoners was to some extent accepted in the 

State Police, similar behaviour often faced strong condemnation in the regular police, as the spat in 

Stavanger from 1943 starkly illustrates. Being less radical meant that such ‘regular’ units were less likely 

to be used for politically sensitive tasks and reduced their contact with the Sipo, whose methods 

strongly influenced those working closely with them. In the regular police, not socialised to the same 

extent through the process of radicalisation, it thus remained easier to remain a ‘moderate’ National 

Socialist without this clashing completely with the nature of their daily tasks. 

For some who had nominally or enthusiastically espoused the cause of NS, however, their involvement 

and support waned towards the end of the war. Reasons for this varied. Ideological disappointment 

over political developments was one.2215 Harald Hervik, a veteran NS member in Stavanger, active Hird 

member, member of the NS Reserve Constable Association and a volunteer in the Norwegian Legion, 
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came home from the front ‘very bitter at the Germans’ and now saw the Hird as ‘nonsense’.2216 He 

even allowed many to borrow his radio to listen to broadcasts from London.2217 Another reason for 

rejecting past allegiances was moral or emotional rejection of what the occupation, NS or police service 

came to mean in practice, as was the case with Kåre Grette and Egil Digerås, who both seemingly quit 

the State Police in the wake of the arrests of Jews. In Ålesund, Odd Homb claimed, as mentioned in a 

previous chapter, that it was anger at the fate of teachers and Jews which primarily made him regret 

joining NS during his course at Kongsvinger. Common for all of these individuals, however, was that 

they had less of a notorious reputation, as Homb’s inclusion in the anti-Nazi community despite his 

continued membership can illustrate. Socially and psychologically, bridges still existed to ‘the other side’.  

A reason for abandoning past ideological allegiances sometimes seems simply to be opportunism in the 

face of ever more likely German defeat. Eystein Larsen in Stavanger, for example, was seen by several 

colleagues as a ‘dangerous’ and ‘eager’ NS member during the first years, but towards the end ‘he rowed 

like his life depended on it’ to convince colleagues of his changed point of view.2218 More dedicated NS 

members did not fail to notice this, and his promotion was cancelled in April 1945 after a negative 

report from NSPOT.2219 His colleague Ingvald B. Eikeland, similarly eager to keep on the good side of 

the powerful, was, as noted, also described as walking the same path from enthusiasm for to rejection 

of NS, even going as far as aiding resistance fighters with smuggling weapons.  

The many facets of ideological collaboration 

Ideological collaborators, the vast majority of them NS members, were in other words a varied group, 

a fact readily accepted also by their ideological opponents in the police corps. Some were seen as 

‘dangerous’, willing to inform on colleagues and eagerly cooperate with the State Police and Sipo in 

the fight against resistance. Others were seen as ‘decent’; ideologically devoted, but not to the extent 

that they were willing to sacrifice everything and everyone for the cause. This meant, for example, 

that they might be willing to aid colleagues or even others in trouble. Yet another group was that of 

the ‘ideological opportunists’, those who were willing to adjust their nominally espoused ideological 

views to improve their own position. Others again could be considered ‘passive’ ideological 

collaborators. These were people who, while agreeing with NS, generally did little more than remain 

in the party and in other ways keep to themselves without trying to impose their ideological views on 

anyone else or let their political views unduly influence how they carried out their duties. And finally, 

there were numerous NS members who were not ideological collaborators at all, a phenomenon most 

clearly shown by men such as Ragnar Blekeli in Skien. This mixed picture means that looking at overall 

NS membership rates alone is not enough for judging the depth of ideological Nazification in the 

police. Instead, one must do the hard work of evaluating each individual and from this try to paint an 

overall picture.  

Moreover, while ideology played an important role for greasing the machinery of oppression, the fact 

remains that it often was not crucial. Indeed, in the case of the action for which the Norwegian police 

has been most criticised, the arrests of the Jews, what made you a perpetrator was primarily the fact 

that you were a policeman in the first place, with ideological views playing a secondary role. We now 
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turn to the reasons even those with no sympathy for the New Order had for remaining in the police 

despite the orders they were now given.  

Non-ideological collaboration  

A majority of police officers, particularly among those serving in 1940, did however not see themselves 

as National Socialists. As we have seen, this included many of those who joined NS in 1940 and 1941. 

Despite this, the vast majority of them chose to continue their service in a police force where they were 

expected to promote the New Order to the utmost of their ability. How did they justify their choice in 

the face of what this entailed in practice? How did one square being a member of an important branch 

of the Nazi apparatus of oppression without ideologically supporting the new National Socialist order? 

Political ignorance and naivety 

The first factor one must explore in order to answer this question is the effects of police culture and 

norms. In a previous chapter, we saw how ideals of political neutrality and the view of the police as a 

state tool again and again were emphasised as important police norms. Unsurprisingly, this arguably 

had important effects on how the police reacted to the new situation.  

Successful political mobilisation against something or someone usually requires a clear understanding 

of the nature of one’s opponent as well as political will and capacity for mobilisation. In Norway, the 

sports associations, teachers and the Church proved what this meant in practice. The Norwegian police, 

however, was lacking in all of these aspects. This was partly a consequence of training and culture, and 

partly due to the lack of prominent personalities willing and able to mobilise colleagues for a common 

cause. It must also be underlined that had such individuals even existed, their tasks would have been 

more difficult than in other sectors, given the greater importance of the police and the subsequent lack 

of tolerance for dissent on the part of the new men in power.  

According to Nils Johan Ringdal, the most popular party among Norwegian police officers was the 

Social Liberal Party (Venstre), a party ideologically at odds with National Socialism.2220 Indeed, among 

Norwegian teachers a strong political identification with the party and its liberal and democratic form 

of nationalism helped make them overall highly resistant to Nazi ideas.2221 However, as we have seen 

in a previous chapter, Norwegian police officers were repeatedly urged to abstain from turning political 

sympathies into involvement in party politics. In his memoirs, Thorleif Karlsen claimed that in the pre-

war police ‘it was unforgivable to show political interest. While carefully expressing a solid bourgeois 

attitude likely did not harm your career, you should be very discreet. A policeman ought to be neutral, 

the servant of everyone. That was the official message.’2222 While the NS members in Stavanger show 

that this was not always heeded, it is nevertheless reasonable to believe that this limited political activism. 

After the war, chief of police Kvalsund in Stavanger claimed that the NS involvement of some of his 

subordinates had been so low-key that he had not even noticed the membership of many of them.2223  

As shown in a previous chapter, the police publications not only discouraged involvement in politics, 

but also showed a distinct lack of interest in exposing and criticising the development of the police in 
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Germany. This seems symptomatic of a widespread naivety about the nature of National Socialism and 

the threat it represented to existing police norms. As late as 6 April 1940, Kristian Welhaven, who 

would soon prove so politically intolerable that he was among the first police officers removed by the 

Germans 2224 , declared that the by then totally German-dominated and increasingly Nazified 

Internationale Kriminalpolizeiliche Kommission (IKPK) was ‘totally non-political’, and recommended 

that Norway remain a member.2225 This naivety is also apparent in the attitudes towards the German 

invitation to a study trip in Germany in September 1940, where several men who later became 

oppositional figures took part.2226 In Stavanger, Per Roth, later sent to Sachsenhausen for his resistance 

activities, initially asked to join the trip. He had ‘intimate knowledge of the German police’s organisation’ 

through reading the books of Paul Riege, first BdO in Norway, and spoke German. He therefore 

thought he would ‘benefit greatly’ by attending the trip. Two days later, however, he changed his mind, 

possibly showing a deeper reflection on just what going on the trip entailed.2227  

The strong discouragement of political activism and poor insight into the nature of National Socialism 

meant that political sympathies, antipathies and identities were likely not very developed. In other words, 

they most likely did not have strong identities as anti-Nazis when the war began; this had to be 

developed in response to events. Confronted with the force and speed of the Nazification offensive, 

their meagre ideological defences were quickly overcome. Christian Rynning-Tønnesen put it like this:  

As part of the job I had listened to a number of NS lectures, and my political nose sensed that there was 

‘something rotten’ – not least concerning our – that means the police’s – position in a totalitarian society. I was 

in the lucky position that I was a grown-up and had learned to think independently. I was and am grateful for 

listening to these lectures. It is regrettable that not more of my colleagues did. Then they would still have had 

their jobs today.2228  

Likewise, Thorleif Karlsen, who came from a family of NS supporters and who knew well the lure of 

NS membership, described in his memoirs how a book by the anti-Nazi journalist Ragnar Vold made 

a great impact on him, and credited past involvement in the pacifist and teetotaller organisation IOGT, 

rather than values gained through police service, for making him ‘immune’ to Nazi influence and 

opportunism.2229 

On the other hand, the ideal of the non-political policeman and existing political sympathies also limited 

Nazification, because the National Socialist ideal of the policeman as a ‘political warrior’ fundamentally 

broke with the established norm for the Norwegian police. This was tacitly acknowledged by Lie in his 

circular letter ordering the police to assist the efforts of NS, where he stated that ‘the old view that a 

policeman ought to be neutral and not be part of any political party, has lost its validity.’2230 As noted 

in a previous chapter, knowledge of this ingrained norm initially led Lie to offer a less involving type 

of NS membership to his men in order to make it more palatable for police officers. They were 

promised that they did not have to do party work or show up at party meetings. This could make 
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membership appear a mere formality not requiring political involvement and thus abandonment of the 

old ideal. This allowed Lie to inflate his nominal success, while retaining hope that policemen ‘inside 

the tent’ would over time grow more ideological. Lie’s bet found only limited success, with many such 

nominal members souring on the party over time.  

The same political underdevelopment can also be seen to have characterised attitudes towards Jews. As 

noted in a previous chapter, there is no solid empirical basis for claiming that the average Norwegian 

pre-war policeman was an ideological anti-Semite. Prejudice and alienation, along with a lack of interest 

or involvement in the fate of Jews in Germany, seem to be more common attitudes towards Jews 

among Norwegian police officers. Symptomatic for this is Nils Johan Ringdal’s interview with Erling 

Svenkerud in Skien, who claimed that he and his colleagues, many of them hired before the war, ‘didn’t’ 

see Jews as being like everyone else’.2231 This could again leave them less aware about the dire danger 

Nazi occupation posed to the Jews, and less willing to put themselves in danger to help them.  

In other words, it can be argued that the police in 1940 lacked a firm collective commitment to the 

defence of liberal democratic government and principles, which would entail a rejection of Nazi 

Germany. Too many were either sympathetic to Germany or lacked political awareness of the true 

nature of National Socialism. Moreover, many actively rejected a political role. This was in contrast to, 

for example, the teachers, whose awareness about the fate of German education under National 

Socialist rule seemed far more prevalent and was important for motivating resistance against similar 

efforts in Norway. Moreover, the teachers had long seen themselves as political actors, builders of the 

reasonably liberal and democratic Norwegian nation.2232 The consequence was that it took many police 

officers time to realise the true nature of the occupier and, consequently, the need to mobilise strong 

resistance against it. Instead, an attitude of ‘wait and see’ seems to have prevailed. An editorial of Norsk 

Politiblad from June 1940, when it was still reasonably free from censorship, can be seen as symptomatic 

of this profound political naivety: ‘Adolf Hitler himself has promised that Norwegian laws will be 

respected as far as they are compatible with the purposes of the occupation, and this we will have to 

trust’.2233  

Tools of the state 

The lack of political consciousness was intertwined with another core characteristic of the pre-war 

Norwegian police: the view of themselves as impartial enforcers of law and order, tools of the state. 

This view was clearly defined in the Police Instructions (Politiinstruksen), the most basic official 

definition of the proper role and conduct of a Norwegian police officer. Section 1 stated that the task 

of the police was to ‘protect persons, property and all legal activity’ and to uphold ‘peace and order’. 

Section 4 stated that the police were to enforce laws and other measures but were ‘not to rule over the 

citizens, nor to prescribe rules for their activities or interactions’.  

Moreover, a strict hierarchy of responsibility was specified. For example, section 9 stated that while 

every policeman was responsible for how he performed his duty, it fell to his superiors to evaluate 

whether an order was legal or not.2234 Indeed, as chief of police Kvalsund in Stavanger put it, ‘the 

Norwegian police was organised as a military corps. Discipline, orders, the conduct of superior officers, 
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drill and blind obedience played a far greater role than in more “civilian” institutions.’2235 Thorleif 

Karlsen described what police recruits quickly learned: ‘Those who wished to keep their job in the 

police had only one thing to do: carry out orders, don’t ask … It was risky to have independent 

opinions.’2236 The average Norwegian policeman was thus trained to be a good agent and servant with 

very limited responsibility for his actions rather than an individual acting on the basis of his own moral 

or political convictions.  

This was arguably a poor foundation for principled opposition, as it systematically transferred 

responsibility upwards and away from the individual. Subordinates were used to carrying out 

unpleasant tasks and placing responsibility with their superiors rather than seeing themselves as 

morally responsible individuals. As long as an authority had claim to legitimate authority, it was the 

duty of the police officer to obey. Ola Kvalsund described this vulnerability as follows:  

Police leaders had long underlined and emphasised that the police had to obey any legal government’s orders, 

regardless of whether it ran counter to a policeman’s own convictions and sympathies. It was regularly 

emphasised that this was the key to the police’s standing and prestige in difficult times. Of course, this ought 

not to apply to a political usurper like Jonas Lie, but the accustomed [political] ‘impartiality’ within the police 

was undoubtedly a weakness during the autumn of 1940, and because Jonas Lie and Olbjørn were experienced 

police officers themselves, they understood how to skilfully exploit this weakness.2237 

On the other hand, the police’s view of itself as agents in a hierarchical system with limited personal 

responsibility could also limit Nazification. Respect for hierarchies meant that if strong leaders set a 

firm course, they could rely on support from subordinates as the examples of chiefs of police Christian 

Rynning-Tønnesen and Gabriel Lund show.  

Focus on the importance of laws and other formal rules as the basis for police action could also lead 

to opposition to the arbitrary practices favoured by many National Socialists. For policemen who had 

been taught to honour law and order, arbitrary imprisonment and torture could provoke reactions, even 

from NS members. This is shown perhaps most starkly by the regular Stavanger police’s serious 

investigation of torture of a prisoner by the State Police and its subsequent poor relationship with the 

State Police leadership in the town due to their disregard for law and proper procedures. Similar 

observations were made by historian Kjetil Simonsen, who in his study of the Ministry of the Police 

concluded that ‘measures obviously violating principles of the rule of law produced considerable 

defiance’.2238 This was not inconsequential – as both my findings and those of Simonsen illustrate, such 

opposition led to tasks and power shifting away from individuals and institutions more beholden to 

such ideals and towards those with less regard for principles of the rule of law, such as the Sipo and the 

State Police.  

The lesser evil 

Not having experienced war since 1814, Norway and its police force had not laid thorough plans for 

the case of occupation, nor were there many with first-hand experience or knowledge of how 
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occupation worked in practice. Before fleeing Oslo with the king and his government on 9 April, 

Minister of Justice Terje Wold gave the first improvised orders to the police on how to meet the 

occupier. Chief of police Welhaven was ordered to ‘under all circumstances remain at his post, meet 

the German forces and defend the interests of the people in the best possible manner’.2239 Complicating 

matters further, the Hague Conventions clearly stated that the occupier had a right to make use of local 

state resources and had a duty to maintain law and order.2240 For a police force that cherished formality 

and the will of the ruling government, this meant that abandoning their posts would be considered by 

colleagues and the public as a serious dereliction of duty. Even after the war, former Minister of Justice 

Terje Wold was clear that remaining in their posts had been the right thing for the police to do.2241 

From the first day, however, the police found themselves confronted by an aggressive occupier intent 

on stretching the provisions of the Hague Conventions to their limits and beyond, challenging their 

status as an occupying power acting within their rights.2242 For a police force that was used to following 

clear instructions and orders, the vagueness and pressures of the new situation were difficult to handle. 

This ambiguity, as Lars L’Abée-Lund points out, left it to a policeman’s ‘healthy instincts’ how to ‘solve 

the many tasks put on his shoulders by the occupier’.2243  

Symptomatic of the immediately recognised poor level of preparation was the publication of guides to 

the provisions of the Hague Conventions in police union magazines. Here was potentially something 

to hold on to, arguments to use in the daily negotiations with the German occupation force.2244 In 

Politiembedsmennenes Blad, the desire for instructions was plainly spelled out: ‘We have contemplated and 

slowly come to the right solution, instead of easily finding the answer in a book’.2245 ‘Healthy instincts’ 

and ‘contemplation’ were however highly flexible entities. As Thorleif Karlsen later admitted, many 

decisions made on this basis would prove difficult to defend in hindsight.2246 Indeed, the Germans were 

very satisfied with the initial arrangement, with Terboven stating with satisfaction in October 1940 that 

cooperation with the Norwegian police had been ‘smooth’.2247  

Crucially, however, the police’s decision to collaborate and avoid provoking the Germans was in tune 

with the behaviour and attitude of the vast majority of the Norwegian population and of the remaining 

Norwegian authorities. The Administrative Council, which assumed the position of a reasonably 

legitimate authority in occupied Norway on 15 April with the blessing of the Supreme Court, urged 

everyone to ‘remain calm’, contribute to keeping ‘business and industry working’ and underlined that 

‘sabotage and creating difficulties for civilian activities’ would only bring misery.2248 This message was 

then duly conveyed by Norsk Politiblad, where police officers were strongly urged to remain at their 

posts and assist the population.2249 In June, the editorial of the magazine illustrated perfectly what this 
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came to mean in practice: ‘The work of the police primarily consists of maintaining internal peace and 

order with all means available. When the police therefore accepted the actual situation and everywhere 

initiated a seamless cooperation with the German authorities, it is our opinion that this was the only 

right thing to do.’2250  Indeed, if the police had left their positions it would likely not have been 

understood or supported by the population. The post-war commission tasked with evaluating several 

controversial matters during the war (Undersøkelseskommisjonen av 1945) concluded:  

The alternative to calm, order and work was disorder, chaos and sabotage. There are those who have claimed 

that the Norwegians immediately should have chosen the latter path instead of the policy of cooperation. …. 

However, there can be no doubt that in the spring of 1940 the basis for such an open policy of sabotage was 

totally absent in this country. Everything we know about the attitude of the people … shows convincingly that 

no class or group, no political party or known organisation favoured this line. 2251 

The situation was of course radically changed by Terboven’s proclamation of the New Order on 25 

September. The banning of political parties clearly violated the Hague Conventions’ decree that the 

political system of an occupied country should be retained as far as possible. The result was the 

occupation regime’s loss of the legitimacy bestowed by some continuity of pre-war institutions and 

adherence to the Hague Conventions. It was now clearly defensible to argue that orders from the 

Reichskommissariat and the new commissary ministers were illegitimate, and that the best option was 

to leave the job rather than render aid to a system of government whose ‘legitimacy’ had a wholly 

different basis: belief in the righteousness of the Nazification of Norway. As noted earlier, the judges 

of the Supreme Court concluded that their position now became untenable. Jonas Lie, in a January 

1941 article in Norsk Politiblad, even explicitly urged political opponents to leave the service if they 

opposed the New Order:  

Every police officer must have clearly in mind that it is his right and duty to support the new political order 

with all his might and the authority coming from his position in society. The state that pays you is owed your 

allegiance! If you are unable to admit this, then be honest enough to voluntarily vacate your position. 2252 

To the disappointment of Christian Rynning-Tønnesen, who had hoped that his action in Kristiansand 

could inspire similar reactions elsewhere, very few heeded Lie’s call.2253 The dominant reaction to the 

proclamation of the New Order was to remain. This general tendency reflected a reassessment of 

priorities. First, many of the previous reasons for remaining were still valid and important. Notably, 

there was no clear message from the government in exile deeming police service now illegal or 

unpatriotic. Second, while many new ‘political tasks’ appeared, their number was nevertheless dwarfed 

by normal police tasks, and continuing investigating thefts and maintaining order all clearly benefitted 

the population. Third, resigning risked leaving policing entirely in the hands of less principled colleagues 

unlikely to resign, potentially reinforced by Hird members or even German forces, who could not be 

expected to show leniency or to provide the assistance anti-Nazi police officers were likely to provide. 

Fourth, as we have seen, ‘political’ tasks were increasingly handled by NS members, the State Police or 

the Sipo. This made a mental distinction between ‘clean’ jøssings and ‘dirty’ Nazis in the police easier to 
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maintain and likely made the decision to stay easier. And fifth, as we have seen many examples of, some 

of the most dedicated anti-Nazis in the force – people who could otherwise be expected to be the first 

to quit for ideological or moral reasons and perhaps bring others with them – became involved in 

resistance activity. Their position in the police was a major asset in this work, one they would lose if 

they resigned. 

Consequently, police officers loyal to the king and his government in exile could interpret staying on 

as an act of patriotism, motivated by the desire to aid the population, uphold order and even secretly 

sabotage the orders of the occupier and its Norwegian henchmen. This was seen as outweighing the 

fact that they were carrying out illegitimate orders. Historian Ragnar Ulstein summed up this 

justification well in his description of the Ålesund police force’s contribution to the previously 

mentioned arrest of a wanted maritime pilot: 

What should they do now? They tore at their chains. Many of them wanted to disobey orders, just like the 

pilot! But then what about the boats across the North Sea, weapon smuggling in the police cars, and warnings 

whenever the Gestapo was on the trail of resistance fighters? If they refused, NS members would replace them. 

Well-known arguments used by people in important positions everywhere. 2254 

Fortifying such views was the belief that if the Germans really wanted something done, they had the 

men to do it themselves if necessary. Resigning would thus not save vulnerable people, but instead rob 

them of a possibility of help from within the system. Ragnar Paulsen, a staunch resistance fighter in the 

Stavanger police corps, succinctly formulated this argument: 

It would be completely useless for a policeman to refuse to carry out or assist in the arrest of a named person 

whom the Germans wanted arrested. He would be arrested in any case, if necessary by the Germans themselves, 

and that would hardly help his case. Moreover, such an act would be dangerous for the policeman in question. 

At best he would simply lose his position, and it was hardly in the interest of the Norwegian people to have 

Norwegian-minded police officers removed from the police corps. This view was not mine alone but was shared 

by a large proportion of corps members and by the public. 2255 

Paulsen’s arguments were echoed by Thorleif Karlsen. Commenting on the fact that he and others 

sharing his ideological persuasion helped carry out Nazi orders, he argued the following: 

It would probably look better if I could point to many heroic ‘NJETs’ spoken directly to the Germans and 

NS. In my opinion, that would have been the stupidest thing we could have done. The police had control and 

influence over a number of administrative areas. It was the body the Germans had to cooperate with to solve 

their tasks. It was therefore important that the police corps was not emptied of men like us from the old guard, 

who both knew the profession and could use the police to solve the many other tasks demanded by the situation. 

No one could do as much in the struggle against the Germans as the reasonable policeman, who coolly evaluated 

the situation and helped where it was needed. At that time there were no differences of opinion about how we 

should behave. We ought to remain in the police for as long as possible. 2256 

In his interviews with former policemen, Nils Johan Ringdal often asked the men whether it would 

have been better if the police had resigned rather than stay. Many of them recognised how difficult 
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this question was, yet still ended up defending the decision most of them made to stay on. Erling 

Svenkerud in Skien said that ‘It was good that it was maintained, but it is nevertheless obvious that 

the police corps was abused and pressured’.2257 Thoralf Walle in Ålesund said that ‘Things were best 

as they were’.2258 Olav Ravndal in Stavanger said that while he had nothing to say about the reputation 

of the police in general, he was certain that if the police had disbanded in autumn 1940, ‘many good 

Norwegians would not have gotten the help they received’ during the war.2259 Finn Kleppe was even 

more categorical, stating that it was ‘absolutely’ for the best that those who could, remained. He 

compared the police with the role and behaviour of Sweden during the war: morally compromised by 

collaborating with Nazi Germany, yet critical for saving lives.2260  

The obvious vulnerability of this position was succinctly formulated by Christian Rynning-Tønnesen 

in 1948. The police as a whole had failed to take a stand at an early stage, becoming greatly compromised 

as a consequence. For Rynning-Tønnesen it was ‘an insult to common sense to boast of individual 

efforts in the form of passive resistance or individual actions performed by some police officers’ if one 

did not face this reality.2261  

Crucially, however, the understanding that it was better to stay than to go also had the tacit support of 

the government in exile and the national resistance leadership. They had to choose between unattractive 

choices: should they issue a directive demanding a boycott of illegitimate orders, possibly leading to 

mass incarcerations or even the abolition of the entire police force? Should they urge all loyal police 

officers to quit a compromised service? Or should they follow a line of pragmatic acceptance of the 

police’s compromised role to maintain the assistance provided by insiders in the police?  

In practice, the latter policy was chosen and never abandoned. It was, however, somewhat revised and 

clarified in 1943, coinciding with the general turn of the war against Germany. The first challenge was 

a directive from the leadership of the civil resistance in the spring of 1943 to not apply for positions in 

the police and public service in general. This was primarily a measure against opportunism, aimed at 

limiting the possibilities for the Nazi leadership to sack political enemies and thus further Nazification, 

rather than a judgement of service in the police as such.2262  

The acceptance of the tainted role of the police was more seriously challenged in June 1943, when the 

central illegal police leadership, in agreement with the civil resistance leadership, as previously noted 

issued a directive to police officers calling on them not to arrest people who refused to be conscripted 

for labour. For the first time, they appeared willing to risk the position of loyalists in the police in order 

to thwart the implementation of a Nazi measure. Police prosecutor Gunnar Eilifsen, knowingly or 

unknowingly, acted in accordance with the directive’s demands when he refused to provide men for 

arresting some girls who had failed to report for labour service. As described earlier, he ended up paying 
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the highest price for his actions, and the potential of the death penalty as punishment for disobeying 

orders was thereafter formalised.2263 

Faced with this new reality, the question of whether police officers loyal to the king and government 

in exile should collectively resign was discussed by the national resistance leadership. The result was a 

new directive stating that such police officers were so valuable for shielding the population and aiding 

the resistance effort that they should remain at their posts. Realising what this meant, the directive 

explicitly acknowledged that this meant carrying out illegitimate orders ‘up to a certain degree’. This 

message was distributed as far as possible to police officers across the country.2264 Aware of the dire 

consequences that faced anyone who complied with this directive, the resistance leadership scaled back 

its demands on the police. The price, of course, was accepting the continued participation of loyal 

police officers in oppressing their countrymen.  

The position that it was better to remain than to resign was seemingly not challenged again. Instead, 

loyalists in the police continued to be seen as an important or even essential asset during the coming 

transition of power after ultimate German defeat. In a meeting between resistance leaders and 

representatives of the government in exile in February 1945, those present were very worried about 

‘the diminishing number of loyal policemen’ in the Norwegian police, a fact which would make it hard 

for the new chiefs of police to carry out their tasks during the transition.2265  

The view that it was better to stay than to go was of course highly problematic, as it tacitly legitimised 

participation in acts which, viewed in isolation, were deemed fundamentally illegitimate by the legal 

Norwegian authorities. This had important consequences for the post-war purge. Contributions to the 

arrests of Jews, teachers or resistance fighters – as long as they were the result of direct orders from 

Nazi authorities – were to a large extent accepted as unfortunate realities of life in the police. 

Consequently, they were not in themselves reason enough to be investigated or fired from the police 

after the war. Had they been, it would have meant a near-collective purge that would have encompassed 

many prominent resistance fighters, including a man such as Sigurd Refsnæs.  

Instead, your own initiatives and attitudes became the crucial criterion for how you were judged. If you 

went beyond the letter of an order, informed on people or applied for membership in NS or the State 

Police, you risked being deemed to have left the ‘patriotic community’ and could face post-war 

prosecution. An excellent example of this is the fate of Stavanger police officer Betuel A. Stangeland. 

The final verdict in his appeal case is worth quoting in full for the way it succinctly summarises the 

reasons the post-war purge got the character it did: 

Policemen had to aid the enemy to some extent by, for example, arresting good Norwegians, in order to keep 

their positions, due to it being in the interest of the population to keep the police as intact as possible. This view, 

however, cannot be applied in the case of the convicted person. The convicted person had voluntarily joined the 

political State Police. He had to expect being given such orders, and he had placed himself in a position where 

it would be difficult to oppose them.2266  
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But even for NS members or State Police officers, forgiveness could be found if important services 

were rendered to the resistance movement or if collective or personal weakness had played a sufficiently 

large role, as in the case of collective NS membership in Skien. Perhaps the most extreme example of 

this was the highly controversial acquittal of State Police prosecutor Knut Rød. Rød had administered 

the arrests of Jews in the Oslo area. In Rød’s final acquittal, the court stated that ‘many were in positions 

where they had to carry out acts which in isolation aided the enemy, but which were of lesser importance 

compared to being able to remain in the position to protect Norwegian interests’. In Rød’s case, this 

meant alleged aid to an insider group in the Oslo State Police working closely with prominent resistance 

fighters such as Gunnar Sønsteby.2267 The court also believed that Rød had in fact provided warnings 

to Jews. Given this, and the poor investigation of his more active participation after the main arrests, 

both his NS and State Police membership and his role during the arrests of the Jews were seen as 

relatively less important. To demonstrate how crucial this aid was for his acquittal, Rød’s colleague 

Sverre Dürbeck, who was responsible for administering arrests of Jews outside of Oslo but who had 

no friends in the resistance, was sentenced to six years in prison, with his role during the arrests of the 

Jews featuring prominently in his sentence.2268  

Self-interest and opportunism 

These priorities during the purge had an important side effect: they shielded people whose motivations 

were primarily self-interested or opportunistic, and who had carried out orders to the letter but not 

beyond. Consequently, the post-war police came to include several officers who had been unwilling or 

unable to clearly distance themselves from the Nazi regime. An officer in Stavanger, for example, was 

investigated for his dubious reputation. He saw himself as ‘opposing the occupier’ not openly, but 

‘silently’.2269 Several of his colleagues, however, claimed that they ‘did not know where they had him’ 

and that he had been far too close to the Nazi leadership. He was therefore not included in the ‘patriotic 

community’ sharing news and listening to broadcasts from London.2270 But since he had not committed 

any specific illegal crimes during the war and had never joined NS, he was cleared for duty.  

As we have seen earlier, he was far from the only one to act in this way. It is not particularly difficult 

to explain why people chose to keep low and look after their own narrow interests. Most fundamentally, 

it perhaps mirrored the behaviour of most people in occupied countries, whose priorities were the same 

as always: taking care of themselves and their families was paramount. That meant keeping a steady job, 

staying in the good graces of colleagues, friends and neighbours and avoiding trouble with the 

authorities, Nazi or otherwise. Or as Victoria J. Barnett puts it in her study of bystanders: ‘Most people 

are far more preoccupied with maintaining the normal rhythms of their lives than with the wish to 

become involved – perhaps at some risk – to alleviate the suffering of others’.2271 Faced with a powerful 

Nazi state willing to sack, arrest or even kill opponents on the one hand and with a solid anti-Nazi 

majority in the population on the other, the less dangerous option was to avoid extremes in either 

direction. Leaving the job meant no longer profiting from your police experience and risk being put to 

work in some other area of the economy where you also worked to the benefit of the occupier. 

Psychological solace was sought in the sense of being trapped in a situation where one had little 
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influence or responsibility, and by ‘spiritually’ opposing the occupier. Further comfort could be gained 

from the fact that so many others behaved in the same way, and that the consequences after the war 

would unlikely be harsh; a guess which proved largely correct.  

The feasibility of this pattern of behaviour was further boosted by the fact that, in practice, neither 

radical Nazis nor resistance leaders were willing to present ‘passive’ police officers with an ultimatum: 

either commit to our cause with body and soul or risk being branded a traitor to the cause and face dire 

consequences either during or after the war. Instead, the existence of the politically passive police 

officer was accepted as a fact of life. It was a position so common that it became impossible to condemn 

because to do so would risk losing the assistance of such flawed but nevertheless useful officers to the 

cause. As Olav Osnes described the situation in Ålesund: ‘Most stayed low and did not participate in 

illegal activity. But when those who did had to go away [due to their resistance activities], others were 

willing to take over their shift. In other words, they knew what was going on.’2272 On the other side, 

Egil Olbjørn noted in his speech to the chiefs of police in 1942 that a group of police officers existed 

who were not NS members but who nevertheless ‘loyally’ carried out their duties, and who, 

consequently, were not important to get rid of.2273  

Opportunism and self-interest could in specific contexts lead to NS membership without ideologically 

supporting the party. In his memoirs, Thorleif Karlsen succinctly described this lure: 

We police officers knew that much waited in the horizon if only we signed a piece of paper – the NS membership 

application – and hundreds of solid police officers succumbed to this temptation. Most of them probably thought 

of security for their families through keeping what they had, others of course imagined the advantages they could 

gain, but common for all these solid police officers was a ‘non-political’ attitude.2274  

Ola Kvalsund similarly argued that job security and advancement posed a weak point for many police 

officers. According to him, some of his men had first and foremost applied for positions in the police 

because the service offered a stable and secure job. The new possibilities for firing politically unreliable 

officers threatened this, and joining NS thus seemed like a way of safeguarding one’s economic position. 

The favouring of NS members for promotion also meant that improving your pay and status through 

promotion usually required joining NS.2275 Indeed, as seen many times, particularly in the autumn and 

winter of 1940, as rumours circulated about pending dismissals of non-members, quite a few joined NS 

to safeguard or further their own material position. This should not come as a surprise. Olav Ravndal 

puts it well: ‘For all adults with a sense of responsibility both for themselves and for their family, it was 

not deemed unacceptable to take the party of the strong, which is something people in all countries in 

all ages have done’.2276  

Crucially, however, Norwegian opponents of National Socialism mobilised in 1940 and 1941, and 

through a myriad of small and large acts, often summarised as ‘the struggle for values’ (haldningskampen) 

managed to prevent the development seen in Germany. There, the NSDAP eventually had to limit the 

number of new members due to the number of Märzgefallene who wanted to profit from being a member 
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of the new ruling party. The sheer number of supporters and opportunists espousing the new regime 

in Germany marginalised opposition and shored up the regime. In Norway, however, after an initial 

rush of new members joining NS in 1940 and 1941, it would ultimately be NS members who became 

socially marginalised, thus limiting the number of opportunists joining the party purely for reasons of 

self-interest. As historian Berit Nøkleby puts it:  

Perhaps the most important result of the struggle for values was that people learned where the line had to be 

drawn, that it was important to stand together. Unity provided strength, and unity also forced the weak to stay 

‘on the right side’. Many were grateful for the fact that pressure from the home front had kept them on the 

national line during the occupation.2277 

The ‘opportunist’s calculation’ varied from town to town. In Ålesund, where both the town inhabitants 

and the dominant actors in the corps were decidedly anti-Nazi, being seen to break rank by joining the 

party carried huge costs and few benefits. In Stavanger, however, powerful NS members such as Karl 

O. Karlsen used the promise of jobs and promotions to entice men to join the party. As seen in a 

previous chapter, this worked on some, particularly those in a weak position. One of the best examples 

of opportunistic NS membership was that of the previously mentioned Kristoffer Hinna, who joined 

NS for a short period because he felt slighted by chief of police Kvalsund and because Karl O. Karlsen 

promised him a career in the police if he joined the party. Soon realising that this was perhaps not the 

most prudent decision, Hinna spent the rest of the war atoning for his mistake, ultimately as noted 

barely saving his position after the war due to the help he had provided to wanted persons.2278 The 

situation in Skien is of course even more particular. Here the collective decision to join NS masked 

underlying motives. This, as we have seen, presented investigators looking for ‘impure’ reasons for 

joining the party with major difficulties after the war.  

Perhaps the most important form of wartime opportunism was seeking employment in the police 

during the war in the first place. Due to the desire to expand the size of the corps and the limited 

number of recruits, joining the police became increasingly easy as educational and physical requirements 

were lowered, allowing some who dreamt of a police career a chance. The answers provided by former 

participants in the new training courses or those hired locally often reveal distinctly self-interested 

motives for seeking a position in the police; they found police work interesting or sought alternatives 

to the work they had, often on German building sites.2279 Indeed, as seen previously, far from all new 

police recruits were NS members or sympathisers; they simply saw a job in the police as better than the 

alternatives. But the availability of such men, along with those who joined for ideological reasons, 

allowed for some political cleansing, most prominently in Ålesund, and thus furthered the regime’s goals. 

The role of personality  

Looking at the diversity of choices made by police officers during the war, one is forced to look at 

another explanatory factor: personality. Shortly after the war, it was common to see perceived ‘failure’ 

during the war as a result of poor character. In an angry summary of events during the occupation, 

police officer Tor Haugen painted a bleak picture of many in the ranks of the Norwegian police: ‘Those 
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who were supposed to form the backbone of the corps were not up to the task, and were easy prey for 

NS agents within and outside the corps.’2280 Ola Kvalsund was similarly merciless, decrying the example 

of many police leaders.2281 One of them, August Pedersen, chief of police in Bergen and leader of the 

senior police officers’ union, was described in his sentence as ‘a poor example to other police 

officers’.2282 In his analysis of the police during the war, Hermann Lunde stated that ‘many senior 

officers totally lacked leadership qualities. They failed their profession, their subordinates and their 

country in the time of need. Why? To personally profit from their membership or because they 

supported German victory’.2283 

Complaints about poor character and judgement were, in other words, a common explanation of why 

so many ‘buckled under’ and gave in to the demands and wishes of the new rulers. They mirror a 

broader tendency in the immediate post-war period, when dedicated Nazis or war criminals often were 

ascribed specific and even criminal traits. The most prominent attempt to make this into a coherent 

theory was the idea of an ‘authoritarian personality’, proposed by Theodor Adorno and his colleagues 

in 1950. They tried to create a ‘Fascism scale’ (F scale) showing how likely a given personality was to 

support fascist ideas and parties.2284 However, as Christopher Browning notes, the idea that certain 

personality traits could reliably explain actions and choices during the war ran into trouble in the face 

of findings of how diverse perpetrators during the war in fact were.2285  

Nevertheless, while personality does not sufficiently explain why people acted as they did, this did not 

mean it is irrelevant. As S. Alexander Haslam and Stephen Reicher point out, using Adolf Eichmann 

as an example, certain ‘sleeper’ personality traits can transform a person into a potent actor in a new 

institutional and cultural context.2286 Personality traits are relevant for explaining the actions of people 

along the entire behavioural spectrum. Building on findings by Erwin Staub, Samuel Oliner and Pearl 

Oliner, Victoria J. Barnett notes that ‘rescuers’ tended to feel a responsibility for others, whereas 

‘bystanders’ were ‘centered on themselves and their own needs’.2287 In her study of people who aided 

Jews in Poland, Nechama Tec notes that they were more independent and individualistic than their 

peers, isolating them somewhat from the influence of a rapidly changing social environment, and often 

having a history of charity and aid towards others. When asked, they often downplayed their own 

heroism, seeing their acts as a duty and a ‘natural thing’.2288 Eva Fogelman points out that rescuers ‘were 

neither fools nor suicidal’, but felt that their actions actually could make a difference and that they could 

not live with themselves if they refused to help. And while there is no singular ‘rescuer personality’, 

certain personality traits do seem to increase the odds of being willing to stand up to tyranny, namely 

high levels of tolerance, independence, altruism and empathy.2289 But as Barnett notes, there is no single 
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factor that consistently predicts whether one ends up a rescuer, and to some extent it ‘remains a 

mystery’.2290  

Notable personalities 

Assessing a person’s personality and its effect on behaviour is a highly risky practice, however. Rarely 

is anything approaching a satisfactory source situation available. Nevertheless, for some of the police 

officers, the sources are good enough to support the claim that their personality likely influenced their 

choices.  

One illustration of this is the contrast between the chief of police in Kristiansand, Christian Rynning-

Tønnesen, and his colleague in Stavanger. Ola Kvalsund, like Rynning-Tønnesen, obviously did not 

like the new directives ordering him to support NS and the Hird, shown by the fact that he asked Lie 

for leave from his post after Lie’s new demands. In doing so, he nevertheless went out of his way to 

underline that this in no way should be seen as a protest against the new regime. Both Olav Ravndal 

and Finn Kleppe claimed that Kvalsund had ‘run away’ from his responsibility, with Kleppe stating that 

Kvalsund’s ‘nerves’ were not up to the challenge.2291 Rynning-Tønnesen, however, chose to resign and 

maintain his resignation, even in the face of very strong pressure from Lie and Terboven.2292 There is 

little basis to see his situation as substantially different from that of his colleague. This makes his 

stubborn and non-conformist nature, which was also apparent in his willingness to criticise colleagues 

both before and after the war, a powerful explanatory factor for the unique events in Kristiansand.  

Indeed, personality seems generally to have played a particularly important role during the chaotic phase 

of late 1940 and early 1941. In his interview with Nils Johan Ringdal, Olav Ravndal claimed that he 

‘could have known’ who would join NS based on what he knew about his colleagues. Some, he argued, 

had a personality which predisposed them to sympathise with Nazi ideas.2293 Ola Kvalsund similarly 

states that the rumours and uncertainties of the period could have a powerful effect on ‘anxious men’, 

while those who ‘had a stronger sense of justice, were more independent, oppositional or defiant’ were 

more able to resist pressure to join NS or in other ways accommodate the wishes of NS.2294 An example 

of the former was Trygve Ravndal in Stavanger, who due to personal weakness succumbed to pressure 

from superiors and colleagues, later bitterly regretting his choice.  

Another case where personality clearly seems to have influenced choices in this period is that of police 

prosecutor Anton Lahlum in Stavanger. During interrogation after the war, Lahlum expressed a longing 

for a strong leader to follow in a time of crisis, pointing to national hero Fritjof Nansen as the ideal. 

Since Nansen was long dead, his former deputy Quisling could serve as a replacement.2295 His former 

colleague Olav Ravndal noted that Lahlum was fascinated by order and discipline.2296 Finn Kleppe 
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commented that Lahlum was a ‘tough guy’ who one could easily imagine having sympathies for NS.2297 

Ola Kvalsund described Lahlum as an intellectually rigid man, unable to see things from other sides. 

He was used ‘to obey and to command’, and was a ‘man of action and duty’. Once he committed to a 

path, he would stick to it.2298 Such need for order and rigidity, however, also led to inner conflicts when 

confronted with the realities of Nazi arbitrariness. A former anti-Nazi subordinate during Lahlum’s 

time as chief of police in the Rogaland police district said after the war that Lahlum was ‘far from 

enthusiastic’ about the Sipo’s methods. He even once called them ‘bandits’.2299 His important efforts to 

free colleagues in the aftermath of Aktion Polarkreis must also be seen in this light. His intellectual 

rigidity also helps explain why he stood by his choice to remain in NS and the police. For, as he put it, 

‘I would not abandon a movement I had joined based on a national conviction’.2300 In 1944 he even 

told Ragnar Paulsen that he knew that death or a lifelong prison sentence awaited him after the war, 

but that he was convinced that the position of NS was correct and that he would not abandon a position 

he had committed himself to.2301 

Yet another case where personality traits clearly seem to have influenced choices is that of Holger Tou, 

who turned into a brutal torturer and was executed after the war for his deeds. Unlike most police 

officers, he was professionally evaluated by psychiatrists after the war, making a personality assessment 

more robust. A dyslectic, Tou had struggled in school, was harassed by his comrades and felt 

marginalised and ‘dumb’. Previous bosses from both before and during the war described him as having 

an ‘obedient nature’ and to be ‘easily influenced by his environment’. The psychiatrists described him 

as a person with ‘considerably reduced power of judgement’ and ‘reduced mental capacity’. All of this 

led them to conclude that Tou was easily influenced once he became involved with the Sipo and in 

particular with the forceful Arnold Hölscher. Had it not been for this influence, Tou would not have 

committed such extreme acts. This was not enough to save him, however. The Supreme Court 

sentenced him to death.2302  

Tou was far from the only case where temperament and other psychological traits could play important 

roles in heated situations. This is particularly important for explaining why some ended up using 

violence against prisoners, a practice which officially was banned but which in practice was often 

glossed over by the State Police leadership. In such situations, personality could prove more decisive 

than ideological conviction. The Stensland brothers, for instance, were completely convinced National 

Socialists, but were ‘gentle and considerate’ during investigations. Despite their long service in the State 

Police, they apparently never used violence against people in their charge. Their colleague Sven B. Holst, 

on the other hand, whom no one considered a dedicated National Socialist, was a brutal man, willing 

to use torture and other forms of abuse to produce ‘results’. Similarly, it appears that the transfer to 

Stavanger of Olaf B. Starheim, a man who was willing to use more brutal methods, radicalised men 

such as Leonard Wickstrøm and Håkon Eeg-Larsen, who now showed themselves capable of using 
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violence in order to extract information. By contrast, their long-term colleague Finn Sveinås, a dedicated 

National Socialist with a long service in the State Police, was not found guilty of similar crimes, instead 

being seen by superiors as ‘soft’.2303 Sivert Haugejorden made similar findings in the Bergen State Police, 

with National Socialist fervour not necessarily correlating with a willingness to use violence against 

prisoners.2304 

Personality also appears to have played a role in cases where policemen assumed more passive or 

opportunistic roles. For example, it appears to be important in the case of Betuel Stangeland, who as 

noted was deemed by the court to be ‘too weak’ to get out of the State Police once he realised what he 

had become part of. He was accused of lacking the initiative and will to resign, despite obviously not 

being State Police material. Some of this weakness, the court found, could be ascribed to his long police 

service, which may have dulled his capacity for independent action. Similar personal weakness, 

exacerbated by poor health, seems to have played a role in the case of Ingvald B. Eikeland, who 

modified his behaviour according to prevailing political winds. During the post-war purge, several of 

the ideologically ‘dubious’ men who had been afraid of choosing sides in Stavanger were given 

devastating personality judgements. One was described as ‘smiling, naïve and servile’, with the added 

evaluation that ‘a true man does not let himself be dragged by the nose like this’. Another was deemed 

‘lazy and calculating’.2305 Yet another had ‘no independent political opinion’ and was ‘willing to please 

everyone’.2306  

Personality also helps explain why some men became resistance fighters. Several of them described 

their decision to offer some sort of resistance to be based almost on instinct. Harald Hansen, the 

resistance pioneer in Stavanger, as noted before saw his resistance work as beginning almost 

‘unconsciously’. For Olav Ravndal, who described himself and men like him as ‘not created by the Lord 

to do good or to be heroes’, it was nevertheless ‘impossible’ to turn down someone who came asking 

for help; betraying their trust was for him out of the question. Such claims were reminiscent of 

personality traits found among people defying the New Order elsewhere.2307 

Conformity, obedience and coping with psychological stress 

After the initial post-war focus on personal and cultural traits as explanatory factors, another 

explanation for the events of the war next began to garner interest. This was the effects of situational 

dynamics, conformity and hierarchical structures on the behaviour of individuals.2308 In an experiment, 

Solomon Asch demonstrated that many people – but not all – were willing to abandon their original 

opinion, even if this was obviously correct, if they met massive opposition from peers.2309 In the 1960s, 

Stanley Milgram found that many, but far from all, were willing to administer even deadly amounts of 

electricity to a person if commanded to do so by a person they considered to be in a position of 

authority. Notably, when asked freely to choose punishment, very few were willing to give severe shocks, 

demonstrating that Milgram’s people were not from the outset inclined to do their fellow humans 
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harm.2310 Finally, in the 1970s, Philip Zimbardo conducted his Stanford Prison Experiment in which he 

observed that putting people in the role of prison guard and giving them a free reign led to such abusive 

behaviour by some of them that he had to terminate the experiment early. 2311  Combined, these 

experiments seemed to indicate the importance of situational context for explaining the atrocities 

committed during World War II. The underlying message was that ‘this could happen anywhere’.2312 

Milgram drew this parallel himself, most explicitly by pointing to atrocities committed by American 

soldiers in Vietnam.2313  

Drawing heavily on Milgram, the powerful effect of peer pressure and obedience was Christopher 

Browning’s most striking finding in his Ordinary Men, a study of Orpo men tasked with shooting Jews 

on the Eastern Front. Browning saw this as a real historical variant of Milgram’s experiment. Even 

when asked to kill children at close range, few were willing to oppose the will of the apparent majority. 

Those who did not participate in shootings did not argue that their peers were wrong, but that they 

were too weak themselves, thus not criticising the actions of their colleagues. In other words, their main 

priority was to conform and thus remain part of their collective in the hostile and foreign environment 

of occupied areas of the Soviet Union.2314  

In all three experiments, willingness to conform or obey was as noted not universal, as was the case in 

Browning’s material. Some refused to go along. Moreover, both Asch and Milgram found that 

behaviour could be greatly altered by introducing changes in the experiment. Notably, both found it 

was possible to modify changes in behaviour by introducing a supporting ‘friend’ who opposed the will 

of the majority or the authority figure. Milgram found that introducing others who opposed the orders 

reduced the willingness to administer shocks. In contrast, he found that when the individual was 

relieved of personal responsibility, such as being in the room with someone else administering the 

shocks, only a minority was willing to intervene. Moreover, by weakening the authority of the person 

giving the orders, for example by presenting him as a common man, Milgram saw a marked decrease 

in the willingness to harm the test subject. This led Milgram to point out the importance of believing 

in the legitimacy of an authority, which makes obedience an act in compliance with one’s own desire 

to ‘do the right thing’.2315 Without such legitimacy, the authority figure has to resort to various forms 

of pressure, even the threat of physical force, to have his will done.  

These findings should not be interpreted as people being emotionless ‘robots’. As Browning points out, 

there is considerable evidence showing that carrying out actions at odds with your moral views produces 

considerable psychological stress.2316 This difficulty was also observed by Milgram. Acting contrary to 

your ingrained norms is not easy, as it leads to a split between one’s ethical values and self-image on 
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the one hand and one’s actions on the other, a phenomenon often described as cognitive dissonance.2317 

This discomfort calls for some kind of remedy to lessen psychological stress, which means changing 

either values or actions.  

But for people in a strictly regulated environment such as soldiers or police officers, changing actions 

can be or seem very difficult or even impossible. According to Browning, three distinct psychological 

strategies to deal with psychological stress in such a scenario can often be observed. The first is to 

embrace the situation, to go ‘all in’ and fully identify with the spirit of a task, thus solving the problem 

of cognitive dissonance. A second is to enter an ‘agentic state’, following orders to the letter but not 

going beyond them, and thus thinking of oneself as purely a powerless tool without moral responsibility. 

That rests with those giving the orders. Or as Milgram puts it: a person in such a state sees the action 

as ‘alien to his nature. For this reason, actions performed under command are, from the subject’s 

viewpoint, virtually guiltless, however inhumane they may be’.2318 A third reaction is to try to ameliorate 

the situation by providing aid to victims or by providing participation as far as possible. This allows 

oneself to maintain a self-image as a ‘good guy’ making the best out of a bad situation.2319 In Milgram’s 

words: ‘“doing something”, even if of only token significance, helps preserve his self-image as a benign 

man.’2320  

Milgram also observed a range of ways in which his subjects dealt with the difficulty of carrying out 

acts violating existing norms. Disobedience was the ultimate – and hardest – way to resolve strain. More 

moderate and common mechanisms included public dissent, avoidance of unpleasant situations or 

denial of the consequences of one’s actions. Another reaction was subterfuge: trying by means hidden 

to the authority to lessen the plight of the victim, and thus improving one’s self-image. Yet another is 

the shifting of responsibility, by affirming the lines of authority or blaming the victim for his situation. 

Finally, some subjects even experienced physical reactions resulting from the immense psychological 

strain experienced.2321  

The net result of such psychological adjustments is often a change of attitudes and thus acceptable 

behaviour over time, resulting in fundamental changes to people and communities. Previously 

unthinkable acts are increasingly accepted or tolerated. Social psychologist Ervin Staub argues that every 

act, benevolent or malevolent, makes further steps in the same direction easier.2322 Or, as Milgram puts 

it: every action makes it harder to stop, because that requires acknowledging that previous actions were 

immoral.2323 

The Norwegian context 

Applying these perspectives to observations of police behaviour in Norway shows several similarities. 

Accustomed as they were to conforming and obeying, the police officers initially did what the legitimate 

authorities wanted them to do, which was to stay on the job. Once they did so, it proved hard to change 

this behaviour. After all, once one had begun to walk the path of collaboration, deciding that this order 

was one step too far compared with previous actions was not easy, particularly if others seemingly 

carried on without further ado. After the proclamation of the New Order, ideological position largely 
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decided who was in fact considered a legitimate authority: the king and his government in exile and, 

possibly, resistance leaders, or the new NS regime. In accordance with Milgram’s findings, lack of belief 

in an authority’s legitimacy and the orders it issued led to reduced efficiency and reliability as men either 

sought ways to avoid fully executing orders or more willingly complied if they supported the New 

Order. Complicating matters was the already mentioned lack of clear instructions from the government 

in exile or the resistance leadership about precisely what was considered acceptable behaviour. This left 

much up to the individual’s own judgement and to his view of what patriotic interest was and whether 

he furthered it by continuing in the police.2324  

The powerful peer influence effect, as shown by both Asch and Milgram, was also important. As we 

have seen, strong personalities such as Gunnar Dahl, Karl Eriksen or Karl O. Karlsen could influence 

others in different directions. Aware of this, the occupier made sure that police officers who dared to 

stand up to him, such as Rynning-Tønnesen in Kristiansand were removed, thus silencing voices which 

could have steeled the resolve of others and led to more widespread disobedience. This helped create 

an understanding that remaining in the police meant carrying out orders and keeping your mouth shut 

about politics, or suffer the consequences. Once this understanding was established, weaker police 

officers could observe how even known anti-Nazis among their peers continued to serve. The 

conclusion then quickly became that there was not something fundamentally unpatriotic about 

remaining in the police.  

Psychological reactions to orders at odds with own values like those observed by Milgram can also be 

found among Norwegian police officers. Disobedience did occur, but very rarely. Police officers such 

as Ivar Sundet and Betuel Stangeland protested against what they saw as unjust orders, only to back 

down when faced with heavy pressure. Subtle assistance to victims, whether by warning of coming 

arrests or delivering packages to friends, comrades or family members was, as described, apparently 

quite common. Even physical reactions to disagreeable orders can be observed, such as Kåre Grette’s 

breakdown following his involvement in the arrests of Jews in Rogaland. For some, peace of mind was 

also consciously or unconsciously sought by transferring guilt onto victims. For example, while Kåre 

Grette’s remorse for his role during the arrests of Jews seems genuine, in his post-war statement he 

wrote that the women were given ‘complete freedom’ on board the train and on the train stations. He 

found it ‘curious’ that they did not exploit this opportunity to flee.2325 Thoralf Walle, who saw the fate 

of the local Jews as the ‘worst thing to happen during the war’, nevertheless did not fail to mention that 

the local families had been warned by the Ålesund police already in 1941.2326 No matter the accuracy of 

such claims, simply believing that the Jews had been warned by the police allowed policemen to see the 

work of the police as ‘done’; they had done what they could in their situation and saw themselves as 

powerless to do more. Consequently, ‘they were not to blame’ if someone did not exploit the 

opportunity they had provided. This tendency by policemen to subtly shift blame to the Jews 

themselves was also pointed out by Bjarte Bruland.2327 

Shifting responsibility upwards was also common. This allowed the men to see themselves as passive 

agents in unfortunate circumstances rather than as morally responsible actors. Commenting on his role 
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during the arrests of the Jews and teachers, Olaf Starheim for example stated that while he ‘personally’ 

was against these orders, ‘one’s personal opinion counted for little back then’.2328 And finally, resorting 

to real or believed claims of ignorance offered yet another way of justifying continued execution of 

orders. Kåre Grette, for instance, had a ready explanation for not helping the Jews he escorted to flee: 

‘We all thought they would just remain interned in Oslo until the end of the war’. The claim that they 

‘all’ knew this is made more difficult to accept by the testimony of Ida Ottesen, who stated that Sven 

B. Holst, who arrested her, had told her husband that the Jews would be sent to Poland. Ottesen did 

not specify when Holst said, making it difficult to ascertain exactly what Grette knew or believed at the 

time.2329  

Knut Rød used many of these defences when he tried to defend his important role during the arrests 

of the Jews. He said that he ‘only did what [he] had to’ given his position, which he did with ‘no pleasure’, 

as he was no ‘Jew-hater’. He also claimed to have urged the men performing the arrests to ‘behave 

correctly’, and that ‘none’ had been mistreated. Furthermore, he claimed ignorance of their fate, stating 

that Marthinsen had assured him that ‘the families would not be separated’ and that houses had been 

built for them in Poland. Finally, he also had the tendency to point to Jews not taking warnings seriously, 

claiming that he personally encouraged a Jew to flee, but that he had failed to do so and was 

subsequently arrested.2330 

Crucially, these perceived restrictions on one’s capability to act in accordance with one’s values were, 

as shown many times, far from illusory. This produced a powerful merger of psychological defence 

mechanisms with concrete experiences. The Sipo and other leading actors seemed – either instinctively 

or consciously – well aware of the mechanisms of obedience, and did their utmost to exploit 

psychological tendencies to maximise the usefulness of their Norwegian underlings. First, coercion was 

used to make various forms of opposition dangerous, facilitating obedience. However, this also had 

another effect – one of ‘moral absolution’. Surely people could not be faulted for following orders in 

the face of such threats? And surely most forms of aid provided in such conditions were heroic and 

worthy of praise? Second, they restricted knowledge of the victims’ fate as much as possible. This 

allowed Norwegian police officers to claim ignorance – and thus feel less moral responsibility – for the 

grim fate of some of those they arrested. This spared them psychological grief and lessened the urge to 

undermine orders. And third, attempts were made to minimise the effects of reluctance by using reliable 

men for the most politically sensitive tasks. In line with Staub’s argument, this in turn led to the 

radicalisation of several of those who participated in such actions, making them more invested in the 

National Socialist project and thus more reliable executors in the future. Saving such tasks for reliable 

men also lessened the risk of disobedience or exodus from the police. The less loyal police officers 

could then be retained in order to carry out less sensitive but still important tasks which might otherwise 

risk overburdening more politically reliable units and personnel.  

The participation of the Norwegian police during the Holocaust can help illustrate the effects of this 

German strategy for maximising the usefulness of their Norwegian underlings. Long before they were 

ordered to arrest Jews, they had been given gradually more dubious orders, including arresting 

oppositional people such as the teachers. By late 1942 such arrests seems to have become accepted by 

Norwegian police as an unfortunate part of working in the police. Shortly before the mass arrests of 
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Jews, the death penalty for helping people to flee the country was officially introduced, making the 

gravity of providing substantial aid far greater. Moreover, ordinary Norwegian police officers were not 

ordered to kill Jewish women and children. Instead they were tasked with the less radical parts of the 

process such as registration and arrests, where through small acts of kindness or even attempted aid 

they could maintain the belief that it would have been far worse for the Jews if others less considerate 

had been given the same task. The ultimate fate of those they arrested was kept hidden, allowing men 

such as Grette to psychologically defend not trying to help the prisoners escape. In other words, the 

true radical nature of what they were part of was not conveyed. And finally, as Bjarte Bruland 

emphasises, attempts were made to carry out the operation as quickly as possible, thus not allowing 

much time for reflection and possible counter-mobilisation.2331  

The situation facing the Norwegian police officers tasked with arresting Jews was thus characterised by 

factors seen by psychologist Jerry M. Burger as making it particularly difficult to oppose carrying out a 

task: incremental nature (this was far from the first objectionable order they had been given); a novel 

situation (few could in advance imagine that the Germans were actually going to arrest women and 

children, not to mention ultimately murder them in gas chambers); the lack of challenging normative 

information (they could not observe many peers opposing the orders, nor were they given firm 

directives by resistance leaders or the government in exile at the time); opportunities to deny or diffuse 

responsibility (the arrests were direct orders from superior and – to many – illegitimate authorities); and 

a limited opportunity to ponder decisions.2332 In the Netherlands, as we will see later, the arrests of Jews 

went on for a longer period. Here, Dutch police officers eventually did begin to more forcefully oppose 

this task, which eventually led to it being given to more politically reliable units.  

Summary 

When German forces attacked Norway on 9 April 1940, the Norwegian police was woefully 

unprepared for what they were about to face. Surprised and lacking firm guidelines to follow, but 

trained to obey orders and to protect and assist the population, the police officers both received orders 

and chose independently to begin collaborating with the occupier. This was justified partly by formal 

reference to the Hague Conventions, and more pragmatically by the desire to prevent conflict between 

the population and an occupying force which made very clear its absolute intolerance of anything 

resembling chaos, sabotage or irregular warfare. 

Thus began a journey down a path that became hard to abandon, even after the proclamation of the 

New Order on 25 September 1940 and the onset of systematic Nazification of Norway. The view that 

Norwegian participation in the execution of dubious orders rather than leaving matters to the 

Germans represented the ‘lesser evil’ proved highly flexible and influential. But this logic of pragmatic 

collaboration also made it very difficult to draw a line in the sand. It was almost always possible to 

find justifications for why it was beneficial to have anti-Nazi ‘insiders’ in the police force despite the 

consequences. Even during the darkest episode of the Norwegian police’s wartime history, the arrests 

of the Jews, police officers as we have seen rendered important aid to victims.  

The power of this logic, together with the effects of removing some of the loudest voices of 

opposition and the poor ideological, geographical and social cohesion of the police, led to a situation 

where the only truly effective means of resistance – a collective declaration of the limits of 
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collaboration – became well-nigh impossible to organise. This was due to too few proving willing and 

able to step up and organise something like that, but also to the difficulty of creating a joint platform 

on which to take a stand. Should they threaten to resign, thus abandoning their mission to protect the 

population? Should they refuse to aid NS or the Germans? If so, to what extent? The fact that a small 

but vocal minority supported the New Order and thus undermined oppositional efforts did little to 

help, likewise the increased workload imposed by the new situation. In such a situation, only 

particularly stubborn or principled individuals such as Kristiansand’s chief of police Rynning-

Tønnesen were willing to resign rather than collaborate. His more pragmatic colleagues, on the other 

hand, bowed to the many reasons for keeping their heads down and stay put.  

Having failed to create a common front akin to that of the teachers or the Supreme Court, the options 

for resistance left to police officers were various forms of secret small-scale or even individual acts of 

opposition such as leaking information, creating false papers and doing kind deeds for prisoners. Any 

public act of opposition, such as refusing to carry out orders, would likely be met with dismissal, arrest 

or from late 1943 even a potential death sentence, obviously reducing its appeal.  

Whether or not one became involved in such resistance activity hinged on many factors. Political and 

ethical views, force of personality, social networks, opportunism and coincidence all played a role. 

Even NS members might try to ameliorate persecution of friends or colleagues. A person whose only 

desire was to keep low might find it impossible to turn down a plea for aid from a prisoner, thus 

suddenly finding himself involved in potentially risky activity.  

On the other side, people who publicly supported the New Order might be ordered or asked to 

volunteer for the front or take part in an operation, thus sucking you further in and burning social 

and psychological bridges. Particularly in the State Police, whose members worked in tight 

cooperation with the Sipo and regularly were given new kinds of tasks, such radicalisation could be 

rapid and far-reaching, with people doing things they could never have imagined doing few years 

earlier. 

In conclusion, the choices of Norwegian police officers during the war must be seen as the result of 

multiple considerations, sentiments, personality traits and situational factors working in concert, often 

producing unexpected results. Social psychologist Leonard S. Newman puts it like this:  

(1) How people’s traits affect their behavior will be determined by the nature of the situations they encounter, 

and (2) the effects of situations on people will depend on those people’s unique attributes. In other words, neither 

situations nor personal characteristics have straightforward effects on behavior’.2333 

Or as Christopher Browning argues:  

One of the most important recent insights has been our growing awareness that there are no ‘objective’ situations, 

rather we live in a ‘constructed’ world in which the situations we find ourselves in are perceived, interpreted, 

given meaning, and reacted to according to our differing ‘normative frames of reference,’ cultural assumptions, 
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and ideological tenets, as well as our common behavioral tendencies. Henceforth, any study of perpetrators must 

attempt to find the proper blend and interaction of cultural and situational factors.2334 

Two cases can help illustrate these mechanisms. Ola Kvalsund, commenting on his former 

subordinate Anton Lahlum, said that but for the events of the war, Lahlum would have ‘fulfilled his 

life’s work in the police to full acclaim’.2335 Even more strikingly, just a few progressively brutal years 

of service in the State Police instead of as a mayor transformed Hans Skaar Pedersen – while 

admittedly a declared long-time National Socialist – from a man who behaved ‘agreeably’ towards the 

population of Karmøy, including a local Jewish woman, ‘helping several’ from being arrested, into a 

man who ‘with great zeal’ fought the resistance against NS and the German occupier, and who beat 

a man ‘so powerfully that his ears swelled’.2336 Three years in a radical National Socialist environment 

and facing an increasingly desperate situation made him a person deemed wicked enough after the 

war to become one of few Norwegians executed for his deeds.  
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Others 

The Norwegian police’s difficult position was far from unique. Throughout occupied Europe, local 

police forces were faced with an aggressive German occupier increasingly demanding aid in 

suppressing resistance and persecuting groups deemed hostile to the Nazis. As in Norway, this meant 

that in many areas the local police became important contributors to the Holocaust and to other Nazi 

crimes.  

In this chapter, I will provide context for my findings from Norway by providing insights from 

research into the history of the Dutch and Danish police forces during World War II. The actions of 

Norwegian police officers can thus be put in perspective by comparing them to countries with 

important similarities to Norway; all three countries were invaded in the spring of 1940, had long 

democratic traditions, and had a majority population deemed ‘racially valuable’ by the German 

National Socialist leadership and the SS in particular. The differences – the unique role of Quisling 

and NS in Norway compared to the more limited role of its Dutch counterpart NSB (Nationaal-

Socialistische Beweging in Nederland), and the very different occupation regime in Denmark – are equally 

useful for showing what these differences meant in practice.  

I will begin by providing an overview of the occupation regime in each country before going deeper 

into the occupation regime established and what this meant for the organisation and tasks of the 

police. I will then examine how the local police reacted to their new situation, focusing on the arrests 

of vulnerable groups such as communists and Jews. 

The Dutch police 

The situation in the Netherlands 

Of all the occupied countries in Europe, the occupation regime in the Netherlands had most in 

common with the one established in Norway. As in Norway, a Reichskommissariat was established, led 

by Arthur Seyβ-Inquart. This was in contrast to the military administration that ruled occupied 

Belgium and France. The Norwegian and Dutch populations were both viewed by the German Nazi 

leadership as being of primarily ‘Nordic’ racial stock, thus making them racial brothers to Germans. 

As such, both were presumed biologically predisposed to becoming National Socialists, in contrast to 

‘racially ambiguous’ countries such as Walloon Belgium and France, not to mention the ‘subhuman’ 

populations of Eastern Europe, destined for decimation and slavery under new ‘Germanic’ overlords.  

This racial status had decisive consequences for the overall German policy. It attracted the interest of 

Himmler, who was far more interested in ‘pan-Germanic brothers’ than most others in the Nazi 

regime, including Hitler. From the very beginning, Himmler thus worked hard to expand SS influence 

in the Netherlands, as in Norway. And as in Germany and Norway, the police represented his most 

promising path to increased power. As Gerhard Hirschfeld puts it, the Dutch police was to be a 

‘Trojan horse’ for the SS, its path into Dutch society.2337 To achieve this task, he chose a ruthless and 

formidable man as Höherer SS- und Polizeiführer, the Austrian Hanns-Albin Rauter. He was far from 

powerless: similar to Norway, the Sipo erected several regional offices in 1940, staffed by several 
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hundred employees, and rapidly began acquainting themselves with their new surroundings. This 

included establishing close contact with the Dutch police.2338 

The most crucial difference between the occupation regimes in the two countries was the role of the 

local Nazi party. Whereas NS formally became the ‘state-bearing party’, its Dutch counterpart, NSB, 

never gained this position. Instead, NSB was used as a personnel reserve, with members being 

appointed to various important positions, including inside the police. The top Dutch civilian 

leadership consisted not of NSB ministers but rather the secretaries-general, the top civil servants in 

each ministry. All of them initially continued working despite the occupation, setting a powerful 

example for all their subordinates, including, of course, police officers. They soon faced pressure and 

dilemmas, however. In response, some resigned and others were sacked and replaced by NSB 

members. By end of the war, only three non-NSB members out of eleven remained. By virtue of their 

positions, the secretaries-general became involved in extremely problematic forms of collaboration, 

such as accepting the dismissal of Jewish civil servants, cooperating with the Germans regarding 

labour conscription, and reorganising the local government administration. In October 1941, for 

instance, three secretaries-general issued a proclamation denouncing sabotage and other forms of 

‘lawlessness’. Their justification was the usual argument of the lesser evil: they argued that their 

cooperation reduced harm to the country and produced favours from the Germans.2339 

Nazification of the Dutch police 

Given this overall picture, it is no wonder that the Dutch police would find itself in a difficult position. 

As in Norway, the Dutch police was in a vulnerable state from the very beginning. Questions about 

organisation, the police’s relationship to party politics and how to deal with unrest resulting from the 

economic crisis had been hotly debated. Unlike Norway, however, the police had not been taken over 

by the state by 1940, and the Dutch police had a very complex structure with five different types of 

police whose areas of responsibility and authority often overlapped.2340 This would soon change. 

Rauter implemented a police reform clearly based on the German model, designed to centralise and 

improve the Dutch police. Similar to Norway, plans for a new central Criminal Police division were 

drawn up, and a supervisor position – in many ways acting as overall leader of the police – was created. 

According to historian Cyrille Fijnaut, these reorganisation efforts were ‘acceptable’ for many in the 

police because they were reminiscent of proposals discussed before the war.  

Rauter soon encountered the same objections which previously had prevented police reform. In 

February 1941, in the wake of a general strike in Amsterdam over the treatment of Jews which had to 

be put down by the Germans after the Dutch police proved not up to the task, a frustrated Rauter 

took matters into his own hands. As in Norway, the Dutch police force was to be Nazified along 

German lines, and quickly. Himmler reminded Rauter that the ultimate goal was a police force fully 

thinking and acting ‘Germanic’.2341 Top leaders were sacked and replaced with NSB members. L. 

Broersen, a devoted Dutch Nazi, was put in charge of the reorganisation of the police and later made 

responsible for ‘all matters concerning the Dutch police’. The force was professionalised and 

militarised. Barracked police units, often consisting of demobilised soldiers, were created in the larger 
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cities, similar to developments in Norway.2342 New Criminal Police institutions were established, as 

were Political Intelligence Departments (Inlichtingendienst) tasked with investigating political cases, 

similar to the role of the new Norwegian State Police. In Amsterdam it was led by a fanatical Nazi, 

Douwe Bakker.2343 Like their Norwegian counterparts they worked in close cooperation with the Sipo. 

Unlike Norway, however, no central coordinating Dutch institution was created. Instead, such units 

were established as subunits within the local police corps in the larger cities such as Amsterdam, 

Rotterdam and The Hague. They rapidly proved to be efficient henchmen for the Sipo in their fight 

against Dutch resistance, to the extent that they even threatened the superior position of the Sipo. 

Leader of the Amsterdam Sipo, Lages, therefore successfully lobbied for the transfer of the 

Inlichtingendienst from the Amsterdam police to his service, and succeeded in 1942.2344 However, Bakker 

was for a while allowed to continue his political investigations on a smaller scale in the unit 

Documentatiedienst.2345 

The Inlichtingendienst was not the only new police unit established as part of the Nazification offensive. 

In Amsterdam, Sybren Tulp, an NSB and later Dutch SS member, was appointed chief of the 

Amsterdam police in spring 1941. Although popular with his men, he also actively sought to make 

his corps responsible for carrying out anti-Jewish measures. This was of particular importance because 

a majority of Dutch Jews lived in Amsterdam. As a result, a separate office for Jewish affairs (Bureau 

Joodse Zaken) was created within the Amsterdam police, led by a fanatical anti-Semite.2346 Similar units 

were created in other towns such as Utrecht and Apeldoorn.2347 In the early summer of 1942, Rauter 

created an Auxiliary Police Force (Vrijwillige Hulppolitie), with an expressed allegiance to the occupier 

being a precondition for being hired. The result was that most of the unit’s employees came from the 

NSB’s paramilitary Weerbarheidsafdeling (WA). They were to provide assistance during major operations 

by the German and Dutch police.2348 

In July 1941 a new police academy under German supervision was set up at Schalkhaar. Once they 

completed their six-month training course, recruits were sent to the barracked units, again similar to 

developments in Norway. In the same month, Rauter ordered Broersen to commence ideological 

indoctrination of the Dutch police, to be achieved through training by Dutch Nazis. A propaganda 

campaign also began, along with the active promotion of the Dutch SS in police ranks. In parallel 

with this, political purges directed against the most ardent anti-Nazi members of the Dutch police 

were undertaken. Reorganisation was as good as complete by November 1942. The position of police 

president was now established, and the basic organisation of the police changed to mirror the German 

structure, with a Schutzpolizei in larger cities and a Gendarmerie in more rural areas.2349 The police 

was now more or less completely in the state’s hand, with much of the previous control over local 

police by the mayors circumscribed.  
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Actions and reactions of the Dutch police 

The initiatives taken in the Netherlands to transform the police were thus very similar to those 

implemented in Norway. Attempts were made to systematically Nazify structures and personnel in 

accordance with the German model. The consequences were also similar: a police force with a 

relatively large number of police officers sympathetic to National Socialist ideology and methods. One 

indication of this was the large number of police officers investigated for their wartime conduct after 

the war. According to Cyrille Fijnaut, some 40–45 per cent of Dutch police officers were investigated, 

resulting in some 11–12 per cent being fired and disciplinary measures being taken against 7 per 

cent.2350 Corresponding figures for Norway were some 48 per cent investigated and roughly 22 per 

cent fired.2351   

The response of the Dutch police to the new Nazi orders also largely mirrors that of their Norwegian 

counterparts. As in Norway, during the first phase of the war the Dutch police appeared to the 

Germans as largely reliable, albeit sometimes lacking in National Socialist fervour.2352 Indeed, Guus 

Meershoek’s description of initial developments sounds very similar to tendencies in Norway: ‘The 

relatively rapid flight of the queen and her government to London caused confusion and insecurity 

both in the administration and among the population. The Dutch were surprised by the initially 

correct behaviour of the German forces. For this reason, and due to an ‘ingrained habit of obeying 

orders, apparently irrespective of where they originated’ and an ‘intuitive awareness of the importance 

attached to these measures by the Germans’, the Dutch police and civil servants reluctantly accepted 

and implemented anti-Jewish measures such as the sacking of Jewish civil servants and an ‘Aryan 

declaration’.2353 The fact that the secretaries-general had in 1940 ordered the police to assume a 

‘correct and forthcoming attitude’ towards the occupier and ‘actively uphold law and order’ – very 

similar to directions issued in Norway – surely did not bolster principled opposition within police 

ranks.2354 But as in Norway, force was always available to use against those who did not measure up 

to German standards. When the Amsterdam police failed to put down the February Strike in 1941, 

the chief of police was promptly sacked and replaced by the politically reliable Sybren Tulp.2355 

Like its Norwegian counterpart, the Dutch police thus quickly found itself on a slippery slope, a 

situation created by fear, confusion, resignation, cowardice and support for National Socialism among 

an important minority of police officers. Like their Norwegian counterparts, Dutch police officers 

consequently became heavily involved in the persecution of their fellow citizens. They became eager 

participants in arrests of communists in the wake of the German attack on the Soviet Union.2356 Guus 

Meershoek estimates that from summer 1941, the Dutch police, in particular members of the 

Inlichtingendienst, arrested more resistance fighters than the Sipo.2357 The Dutch police also proved very 

useful in tracking down and arresting downed Allied pilots, a task for which they often received 
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bounties.2358 In spring 1943, some Dutch policemen in the new Nazified special units began using 

violence against prisoners.2359 

The Dutch police also played a key role during the persecution of Jews in the Netherlands. Unlike 

Norway, however, whose Jewish population was very small and thus did not represent such a pressing 

issue to the German leadership, the well over 100,000 Jews in the Netherlands represented a large 

‘problem’ that demanded a response. Moreover, while the German police arrested a considerable 

number of Jews, such as in the aftermath of the February 1941 strike, the sheer size of the group 

meant that it would be harder to handle alone. Consequently, Dutch policemen were expected to carry 

out more orders directed against Jews than were their counterparts in Norway. For instance, hundreds 

of Jews were arrested by the Dutch police and handed over to the Germans in 1941, an action for 

which there is no parallel in Norway. In Amsterdam, Sybren Tulp actively and successfully negotiated 

with Rauter to secure a role for his force in the persecution of the Jews, resulting in tens of thousands 

of Amsterdam Jews being arrested by Dutch police officers, mainly in large raids in the autumn of 

1942.2360  

Despite this, the goal of creating a corps consisting overwhelmingly of dedicated National Socialists 

failed, as it had done in Norway. The police became increasingly hostile towards their German 

overlords as the war turned against them and the orders they issued to their Dutch underlings became 

ever more radical. As in Norway, the tipping point coincides with the main offensive against the 

Jewish minority and the turning of the war against the Germans at Stalingrad. In a striking parallel to 

the views of his counterpart Terboven regarding the Norwegian police, Seyβ-Inquart told Himmler 

in February 1943 that the Dutch police force was ‘hardly usable’ in the event of an emergency. His 

words would prove prophetic in May 1943, as massive protests gripped the country in response to 

mass forced labour conscription. The Dutch police seemingly could only put down protests reliably 

when under the direct oversight of German police forces.2361 Rauter concluded in the summer of 1943 

that the Dutch police force was no longer reliable, with ‘two or three’ going into hiding every day.2362 

This was despite the draconic measures taken against oppositional police officers. Already by the 

summer of 1942, police officers who refused to carry out orders could be sentenced to harsh 

punishments by the SS- und Polizeigericht. Rauter’s view was frank: anyone who refused to carry out 

orders such as arresting Jews would not only be dismissed, but would also receive disciplinary 

punishment.2363 Eventually, over 100 Dutch police officers were killed or died in camps during the 

war, imprisoned for offering various forms of resistance.2364  

To a limited degree, such opposition also included refusing to arrest Jews. In the autumn of 1941 

police officers in Amsterdam were ordered to arrest Jews who appeared in public. While they did tell 

Jews to leave, they largely refused to arrest them. 2365  During the large-scale arrest of Jews in 

Amsterdam in September 1942, two high-ranking officers refused outright to arrest Jews. As 
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punishment, Tulp ordered the two to lead the operation. He also ordered them to telephone their 

wives, a clear attempt to remind them of what the consequences could be. One gave in, but the other 

remained steadfast and was promptly fired. Among those who carried out the orders, there were many 

signs of how distasteful and psychologically stressful they found this task. When Tulp, who had 

personally controlled and pushed for the participation of his men, fell ill the next month, this disgust 

morphed into widespread sabotage among the police officers. Faced with this, the Germans called off 

the operation.2366 In early 1943 police officers in several areas refused to arrest more Jews. This was 

partly prompted by calls from the exile government and the archbishop of Utrecht to no longer 

contribute to arresting Jews or conscripted workers.2367  

The Germans now gave up using regular police for the task of arresting Jews, relying instead on new 

and more politically reliable police units such as the Police Battalions, the special ‘sections for Jewish 

matters’, the Political Intelligence Departments, the Auxiliary Police as well as auxiliary volunteer 

groups, which often were paid ‘blood money’ for hunting down Jews. 2368  But even here, stress 

manifested itself: the commander of the Police Battalion in Amsterdam had severe problems with 

discipline, with men using sick leave and other excuses to avoid anti-Jewish tasks.2369 By now, however, 

such protests were of lesser consequence, as most Jews had already been arrested. A similar shift 

occurred regarding the execution of other politically sensitive missions, such as the fight against the 

strengthening Dutch resistance movement. Increasingly, only the most reliable Dutch police officers 

were entrusted with such tasks.  

As elsewhere, police methods grew more radical as the situation worsened for Germany and its 

sympathisers. In the Netherlands, this included SS members of the Dutch police carrying out murders 

of prominent Dutchmen in response to killings by the resistance. In the final phase of the war, 

however, the Sipo/SD and the Dutch resistance entered into an informal armistice, with the resistance 

largely avoiding attacks on Germans, in turn allowing the Sipo to reduce the number of summary 

executions of resistance fighters.2370 Notably, one of the most consequential attacks by the Dutch 

resistance, an attack on HSSPF Rauter in March 1945, was an accident rather than a planned 

assassination. As we shall see, this contrasted starkly with developments in Denmark, and had a 

decisive impact on the daily lives of Dutch police officers.  

Guus Meershoek points to patterns that are familiar from Norway in order to explain the actions of 

Dutch policemen. The rank and file were ‘accustomed and bound by their membership in the force 

to follow rules and procedures that did not envisage the possibility of refusal’.2371 Moreover, over time 

the police became accustomed to carrying out more radical orders, with Nazis in the force and special 

departments taking the lead. When the order to carry out large-scale arrests of Jews came, ‘potential 

objectors were pressured by their colleagues, and resistance was nipped in the bud’, according to 

Meershoek.2372 Gerhard Hirschfeld points to another crucial point. As he sees it, the failure of the 

secretaries-general, the Supreme Court and other leading civil servants to take a firm stand, for 
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example against a demand to fire Jewish civil servants in 1940, rippled down the ranks of hierarchical 

organisations, making it easier for subordinates to defend their own collaboration with the 

occupier.2373 Notably, when secretary-general Frederiks tried to protest against the arrests of Jews, his 

only request, which was denied by Rauter, was that only the Marechausee and not the municipal police 

should participate.2374 Indeed, it would be reasonable to argue that the Dutch experienced a less clear-

cut situation than did the Norwegians, where the new NS ministers did not possess the legitimacy of 

the Dutch secretaries-general, and where powerful institutions such as the Supreme Court strongly 

condemned the new regime.  

The Danish police 

The situation in Denmark 

Denmark was attacked by Germany on the same day as Norway, 9 April 1940. Understandably, given 

its geographic position, the Danish government chose to accept the German demands after some 

brief fighting. Crucially, this meant that the Danish state and government, including the police, 

remained more or less intact for the first three years of the occupation. The country even held 

reasonably free elections as late as 1943. This resulted in the Nazification of Denmark being put on 

hold. The Danish Nazi party, DNSAP, remained at the political fringe without a role in the 

administration of Denmark. This was done in order to preserve the mutually beneficial spirit of 

cooperation between the occupier and the occupied, which also meant substantial transfers of 

foodstuffs from Denmark to the German Reich and several political concessions by the Danes.2375  

This situation also resulted in a far more difficult situation for the SS and its dreams of a pan-Germanic 

brotherhood. Notably, no HSSPF was initially appointed in Denmark in order to prevent friction with 

the foreign ministry. In Denmark, the supreme German authorities were the Wehrmacht and the 

German foreign ministry’s representative, the Reichsbevollmächtigter. A representative of the SS, Paul 

Kanstein, nevertheless arrived already on 10 April 1940, and became part of the foreign ministry’s 

administration. His tasks were to monitor the Danish administration and police force, combat anti-

German tendencies, and establish an intelligence network. On the surface these tasks were similar to 

those of his SS counterparts in Norway. However, Kanstein had to manoeuvre more carefully in his 

work to further SS influence. Moreover, the Danish population was to be handled gently. This was 

due to the political situation and to the absence of German forces in the country. The SS seemed to 

score an important victory in 1942, when Werner Best was appointed new Reichsbevollmächtigter. Best’s 

important role in the Gestapo has been elaborated in a previous chapter, and despite leaving the 

Gestapo, he remained loyal to Himmler, regardless of the fact that he was now formally working for 

the foreign ministry.2376  

The situation would change radically in August 1943, when the policy of cooperation broke down at 

top level. The tension between increasingly harsh German demands and Danish willingness to accept 

them finally became too great. The turn of the tide against the Germans naturally played an important 

role in the background. The breakdown occurred despite strong efforts by leaders on both sides, 

including Best, to maintain the status quo. The events leading up to the crisis involved a wave of 
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strikes, sabotage and riots in several Danish cities. They were spurred on by the resistance movement, 

in particular by the communists, who had previously been outlawed by the Danish government and 

thus had little reason to support the existing policy of cooperation. The Danish government then 

refused a German ultimatum, demanded by Hitler himself upon being informed of developments in 

Denmark. The ultimatum required the Danish government to proclaim a state of emergency and 

introduce severe measures against political protests, including the death penalty for sabotage and 

possession of arms. The Danish politicians, unwilling to use their own police and military for such 

extreme purposes, declined. The result was the declaration of martial law by the Wehrmacht and 

disarmament of the Danish armed forces. Politically, Denmark now acquired a system more akin to 

that of the Netherlands, with the leaders of the ministries acting as the top Danish authorities.2377  

The breakdown of the previous policy also afforded the SS a significantly expanded presence in 

Denmark. A HSSPF, Günter Pancke, and a BdS, Rudolf Mildner, were appointed, and a sizeable force 

of Sipo and Orpo men joined them.2378 Crucially, the BdS gained an independent position, capable of 

undertaking operations without the approval of the Reichsbevollmächtigter, whose moderate line had 

been discredited by the increasing resistance in Denmark. The expanded role of the executive 

apparatus of the SS led to a significant brutalisation of German policies in Denmark. It would now 

include bombings, hostage taking, summary executions and murders of known anti-Nazis such as the 

poet Kaj Munk. It also meant an operation to arrest the Danish Jews, arrests of ‘antisocials’ and 

deportation of communists to Stutthof. The Danish population responded with increased resistance 

and even a large-scale ‘people’s strike’ erupting in Copenhagen during the summer of 1944 in response 

to the terror.2379  

The role of the Danish police 

As a consequence of the overall occupation policy, the Danish police was not subjected a systematic 

Nazification campaign like their Norwegian and Dutch counterparts. This did not mean, however, 

that the Danish police was free of Nazi elements. Both before and during the war a small minority of 

Danish police officers harboured Nazi sympathies.2380  

While not exposed to the same type of Nazification, the Danish police nevertheless also carried out 

several orders which at the time and later would be considered highly controversial. The Danes also 

had to face some of the stark realities of occupation. First of all, as in the other countries, the 

Wehrmacht reserved the right to investigate and sentence anyone who threatened their vital interests 

through acts such as sabotage, espionage or undermining of German military strength (Zersetzung). 

Danish leaders were well aware of the threat this posed to independent Danish jurisdiction. They 

responded by insisting on keeping as many cases as possible in Danish hands, while at the same time 

repeatedly urging the Danish population to abstain from acts which would invite German intervention. 

Even more importantly, Danish politicians passed several new laws to minimise tension with the 

Germans and make sure that Danes were investigated by the Danes even for actions directed against 

the Germans. Their efforts to keep Danes in the Danish system of justice were initially quite successful. 

Until November 1942, only three Danes had been convicted by German military courts. But from 
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late 1942 German practice began to change. In the period up to 29 August 1943, thirty-nine Danes 

were convicted by the military courts.2381 There was, however, a limit to Danish acquiescence, and this 

was reached when the demand came for saboteurs to be executed by the Danish state. Rejection of 

this demand was a major reason for the breakdown of the policy of cooperation in August 1943.2382  

This general policy on the part of the government had important consequences for the Danish police. 

It fell to them to enforce the will of the Danish government, which meant preventing and investigating 

anti-German activity and enforcing policies implemented to reduce friction with the Germans. How 

important this role was seen is shown by a circular letter from the Ministry of Justice in February 1943. 

The chiefs of police were here urged to do ‘everything possible’ to prevent sabotage, even if it meant 

setting other tasks aside.2383 To help the police maintain peace in a difficult situation, the force was 

numerically strengthened and to some extent militarised.2384 In order to avert German involvement, 

the investigation of sabotage, espionage and undermining of German military strength was placed in 

the hands of the public prosecutor of Copenhagen, with aid from the newly established AS unit within 

the Copenhagen Criminal Police and the German military intelligence, Abwehr.2385 

The orders to investigate such cases proved far from toothless. At least 150 Danes were convicted in 

Danish courts for sabotage, espionage or Zersetzung from April 1940 to September 1944, and a far 

greater number investigated.2386 In their fight against sabotage, the Danish police sometimes stretched 

their allowed methods to their limits and beyond. In February 1943, for instance, the Copenhagen 

Order Police ordered searches of all ‘suspicious-looking young men’ on the lookout for sabotage 

equipment. All who refused to be searched were to be arrested. The Ministry of Justice first concluded 

that this practice was illegal, but quickly reconsidered and made the practice nation-wide. Danish 

police also became involved in armed struggle with agents sent from Britain, resulting in deaths on 

both sides.2387 

As part of their new role, the Danish police would also arrest many people as a consequence of 

German demands. Already in 1940, several German emigrants were arrested, some of them accused 

by the Germans of being spies. Likewise, several citizens of Allied countries were arrested, interned, 

and some later sent to Germany.2388 Far larger was the operation in the wake of the German attack on 

the Soviet Union on 22 June 1941. The Germans now demanded the internment not only of Soviet 

citizens, but also of all leading and ‘dangerous’ Danish communists. Moreover, the Danish communist 

party was to be banned and its assets confiscated. The leaders of the Danish police did not feel 

comfortable carrying this out on their own, and permission was sought from and granted by the 

Danish government. Notably, the Danish police arrested far more than those specifically named on a 

German list of important communists.2389 In August, the Danish parliament went further, accepting 

German demands for a ban on the communist party. They even went so far as to ban the rather 
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abstract category of ‘communist activity’. The tasks related to these twin measures were so numerous 

that a separate unit was created in the Copenhagen police to deal with them.2390Arrested communists 

were brought to an internment camp at Horserød. After the breakdown of the policy of cooperation, 

140 were sent to Stutthof by the Germans. 22 did not survive.2391 The justification for these actions 

perfectly illustrates the mechanisms and dilemmas of pragmatic collaboration. The Danish politicians 

justified their acts by pointing to jus necessitates: if they denied the German demands, the policy of 

cooperation, and thus the lenient conditions for Danes, would be put at risk. Moreover, refusal would 

worsen the situation for Danish communists, who would then be handled by the Germans instead of 

being kept in Danish custody.2392 

Over time, however, and like their Norwegian and Dutch counterparts, the willingness of the Danish 

police to aid the Germans deteriorated. Whereas the dominant view in ruling circles, the population 

at large and the police at the beginning of the occupation had been to emphasise the need to maintain 

peace and order to keep the Germans away as much as possible, support for active resistance gradually 

increased until by 1943 it was likely favoured by a majority. This tendency unsurprisingly influenced 

police behaviour. The ability and willingness to investigate sabotage, for instance, seems to have 

deteriorated sharply.2393 On 28 August 1943, following the German demand for the death penalty for 

Danish saboteurs, the top police leadership, including union representatives, held a meeting. They 

concluded that the Danish police could not be deployed ‘against people who protested against 

circumstances related to the occupation’ nor investigate cases which would end up before a German 

court. The Danish police thus said it was unwilling to accept the German demand.2394 Consequently, 

after the breakdown of the policy of cooperation, the former arrangement whereby the Danes 

themselves investigated sabotage, espionage and Zersetzung was discontinued; now such cases were 

handled by the Germans themselves.2395 The limits of collaboration had been reached. Crucially, the 

Danish police here managed something that their Norwegian and Dutch police did not: they drew a 

collective line in the sand. This was facilitated by the freedom they enjoyed but of course also by the 

war situation by August 1943, when German defeat looked more like a question of when rather than 

if.  

Over the course of the next year, German dissatisfaction with the Danish police grew rapidly, until 

by September 1944 it had reached a level where they were willing to make an extremely radical move: 

to abolish the Danish police force. The move had been approved by Hitler himself. 2396  In an 

announcement to the Danish population, the Danish police was accused of lacking the will to stand 

up to ‘murder, sabotage and crime’, and even to have ‘actively supported’ such activities, a claim 

resulting from the fact that several police officers had been exposed as members of resistance 

networks. This was unacceptable, and the Danish police had therefore ‘temporarily been put out of 

function’. On 19 September, during operation Möwe, policemen were arrested all over the country. 
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Armed struggles arose in some places, causing casualties on both sides. A total of 2,182 Danish 

policemen were later deported to Germany.2397  

The Germans did not plan to permanently put the Danish police out of function. Instead, the goal 

was similar to that of Aktion Polarkreis in Norway: to scare the rest into submission.2398 In the wake of 

Möwe, an attempt to reorganise the Danish police was undertaken, which would have included the 

appointment of a National Socialist as head of the Danish police, as in Norway and the 

Netherlands.2399 The plan failed utterly, however, as the vast majority of the 6–7,000 police officers 

who remained free – spurred on by the resistance leadership and police unions – chose to go 

underground rather than become part of a Nazi-led Danish police. The leaders of the ministries made 

their acceptance for the German plan contingent on the release of arrested policemen, an impossible 

demand for the SS to accept.2400 While the official Danish police thus in practice had ceased to exist, 

there was still a role to be played for Danes in policing. In an attempt to restore some form of order, 

communal citizen guards were established. But more importantly, the events led to the creation of 

new and radical police units. 

As noted, the SS had not been in a position to attempt the same kind of systematic Nazification of 

police personnel as had taken place in Norway and the Netherlands. This did not mean, however, that 

they abstained from recruiting Danes all together. After the attack on the Soviet Union, Danish 

politicians accepted the creation of a Danish ‘Legion’ – Frikorps Danmark – for service on the Eastern 

Front. Despite its supposed ‘non-political’ image, the unit came to be dominated by Danish Nazis 

and the SS.2401 In 1943 the unit’s third leader, dedicated National Socialist Knud B. Martinsen, became 

leader of a new unit, the Schalburg Corps, named after the Frikorps’ fallen second commander. The 

organisation was initially presented as being tasked with educating new recruits for the front but in 

practice it was going to be a Danish SS organisation akin to the existing Germanic SS organisations 

in Norway and the Netherlands. The unit quickly became radicalised, with a feeling of being under 

siege spurred on by ideological zeal, experiences from the Eastern Front and hostility from the vast 

majority of Danes.2402  

In the autumn of 1943 the unit created its own intelligence service –ET – initially tasked with screening 

new members of the corps. From the very beginning, however, this unit also began gathering 

intelligence on political opponents.2403 Among those who supplied such information were a small 

group of National Socialists within the Danish police. Such information was then conveyed to the 

Sipo.2404 One of them, Erik V. Pedersen, became leader of the ET in April 1944.2405 It would not take 

long before intelligence gathering was supplemented by more dangerous tasks: infiltration of 

resistance groups and participation in armed operations against resistance fighters. The corps also 

quickly found itself in a cycle of reciprocal violence; members were assaulted and even killed by 
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resistance members, and responded in kind, sometimes with random terror against people in the 

street.2406 The men and methods of the ET fit well with the new radical policy of the SS in Denmark, 

and in the spring of 1944 the ET was placed directly under HSSPF Pancke, who now used it to supply 

both intelligence and as henchmen for carrying out his policy of terror.2407 

The ET would assume a new and expanded role following the German abolition of the Danish police. 

Men from the unit were part of operation Möwe, providing both intelligence and manpower.2408 

Following the arrests and disappearances of the regular police force, HSSPF Pancke tried to remedy 

the chaotic situation by expanding the ET with a new uniformed auxiliary police force: the Hilfspolizei 

(Hipo) and a Gendarmerie for service in rural areas.2409 Only a few members of the old police force 

would join the new one. Most of the new men thus came from Nazi organisations or had already 

worked as guards for the Germans. Their size showed that they would never be able to take over the 

tasks of the now defunct police. At most 5–600 were employed by the ET in the spring of 1945.2410 

The expanded unit continued the cycle of violence. Most Danes did not consider them a legitimate 

police force. Moreover, Hipo members were under considerable pressure and faced daily threats. 

Their behaviour in public thus came to be characterised by coarseness and a very low threshold for 

using violence in an attempt to gain respect and harm their enemies. Armed with machine pistols, 

they killed many innocent people, women and children among them.2411 Combined with German 

measures, the result was a ‘terrorisation’ of Copenhagen’s population and public spaces.2412 Moreover, 

ET members in several cases used torture against prisoners.2413 Radical elements in the resistance 

movements responded in kind with backing from the top resistance leadership, in practice declaring 

open season on men from the ET. The result was a further escalation of violence and brutality on 

both sides.2414 In October 1944 the ET killed three persons, and in April 1945 close to fifty.2415 Some 

70–80 resistance fighters were killed in combat with the ET, which for their part lost 35 men in 

combat or through liquidations, among them the leader, Erik V. Pedersen.2416  

Compared to Norway and the Netherlands, the developments in Denmark were thus more distinct. 

Above all, Danish policemen initially faced a far easier situation, both morally and practically. The 

particular occupation regime in Denmark, featuring an almost intact democratic government, meant 

that the police’s actions had far greater legitimacy than in the two other countries. It also meant that 

they were not asked to carry out similarly radical tasks. Most notably, Danish police officers were not 

ordered to drag crying Jewish children from their homes, as could happen in Norway and the 

Netherlands. As Henrik Stevnsborg points out, even when carrying out acts such as investigating 

sabotage or interning communists, the Danish police officers could feel that they were acting 

according to the will of the king and the democratically elected government and, by extension, to the 
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will of the Danish people. As popular opinion shifted in favour of a break with the Germans, Danish 

police officers could read the signs of the times, resulting in poor investigation results and a clear 

message that they were on the side of ‘the people’ in August 1943.2417 Once the policy of cooperation 

broke down, however, the Danish situation radicalised rapidly, to the point where the new Nazi police 

units behaved more brutally than the police in Norway and the Netherlands. In fact, Karl A. 

Marthinsen seems to have been against ‘Schalburg methods’ in Norway, even in the face of an 

increasing number of killings of his own men.2418   

Summary 

Norway, Denmark and the Netherlands shared some basic similarities: long democratic traditions and 

small Nazi parties isolated from the political mainstream. In the German view, they also shared 

another important quality: a majority population of ‘valuable racial stock’. Given this, one could 

initially expect similar reactions from the police forces to the occupation. The diverse fates of the 

police forces of Norway, the Netherlands and Denmark thus primarily serve as a powerful illustration 

of the importance of occupation regimes combined with local developments in shaping the outlook 

and behaviour of police in occupied countries. 

First, the importance of the power of the SS and the fact that it became overlord of the local police 

in Norway and the Netherlands already in 1940 can hardly be understated. This allowed the SS to 

implement substantial reforms to reshape the police forces in its image and promote Nazification of 

personnel and organisations at a time when many thought that German dominance was here to stay. 

Importantly, this allowed devoted Nazis such as Karl A. Marthinsen, Douwe Bakker and Sybren Tulp 

to become leaders of important police units. The freedom enjoyed by the SS also allowed it to facilitate 

the creation of new police units dedicated to enforcing Nazi policies and crushing resistance, mostly 

staffed by politically reliable men. Freed from many of the normal institutional constraints and with 

the backing of the German police, these units would render the occupier vital aid in oppressing their 

countrymen, more so than the regular police that existed alongside them.  

In Denmark the SS possessed no such power, so Nazis in the Danish police remained marginal in the 

first three years of the war, and no organisational Nazification took place. Those police officers who 

were sympathetic to Germany were not systematically favoured and promoted, as was the pattern in 

the other two countries. The consequences were profound: by autumn 1943, when the SS in Denmark 

tried to implement similar initiatives as had been carried out in Norway and the Netherlands, it was 

too late: everyone saw which way the wind was blowing, and the police was able to collectively and 

relatively calmly agree on rejecting to become part of the new and more radical occupation regime. 

Instead, completely new units without any formal connections to the existing police force had to be 

created, units which could never hope to enjoy the level of legitimacy the traditional police enjoyed in 

the population. 

Second, members of police forces in all three countries got involved in actions which both during and 

after the war were seen as highly controversial. In all three countries, these were primarily an 

implementation of German demands, tacitly accepted or even supported by some locals. The scope 

and number of fatalities, however, varied according to local conditions and developments. Due to the 
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far larger size of the Jewish population in the Netherlands, the Dutch police became involved in far 

more anti-Jewish actions than their colleagues in Norway, while the Danish police avoided this 

altogether. Communists in all three countries were arrested by the local police, as were, to some extent, 

resistance fighters. In Denmark, however, this did not mean that they were then handed over to the 

Sipo, as was usually the case in the two other countries.  

Third, the Germans were generally happy with the climate of cooperation in all three countries during 

the first two years of the occupation, but grew dissatisfied by early 1943, as knowledge of resistance 

activity and attempts to avoid unpleasant orders increased. This closely follows the trajectory of two 

major macro-political developments. First, the German defeats at Stalingrad and the proclamation of 

‘total war’, signalling the turning point of the war. And second the radicalisation of German 

occupation policy in Western Europe, including the mass arrests of Jews and the introduction of mass 

labour conscription as part of the total war effort. Together, these two developments made the 

situation far worse for local police forces. They were now being asked to arrest people who had not 

even been involved in politics, and on the orders of an occupier that appeared increasingly doomed. 

Reactions from the public showed what kind of danger this could pose to them after the war. For 

opportunists and pragmatists, opposition, not acquiescence, would now increasingly appear as the 

most prudent course of action. Aware of this, the SS as usual turned to violence, arresting and 

deporting police officers in an attempt to bludgeon their comrades into compliance. Things were 

different for those who believed in National Socialism and had acted accordingly: Many of them had 

already burned their bridges and would certainly face punishment after the war. Their best hope now 

lay in a miraculous German victory, towards which they wanted to make their contribution.  
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Conclusion and Perspectives 

From most towns in the country reports came with requests to undertake necessary cleansings of the Order 

Police. They claimed that the Order Police was not only unreliable, but even dangerous to the ruling 

administration. 

Rolf Jørgen Fuglesang, Party Minister of NS2419 

 

It was my opinion that there was no favourable relationship between what I could achieve and what I risked 

by disobeying.  

Sheriff Paul Grøndahl about why he arrested Jews2420 

 

The police as a profession has little to be proud of from this time.  

Olav Ravndal, Stavanger2421 

A Nazified Norwegian Police? 

The goal of this thesis has been to examine the attempt to Nazify the Norwegian police during the 

German occupation from 1940-1945. The main question sought answered has been to what extent 

the new rulers of Norway managed to transform the ideology, organisation and practice of the 

Norwegian police force, turning it into an efficient tool for their purposes. As part of this, I have also 

examined what kind of resistance Norwegian police officers were willing and able to muster. 

Furthermore, I have offered a range of explanations for my findings. A crucial objective for all of this 

has been to provide a wider context for the police’s participation in the arrests of Jews in Norway.  

To some extent, assessing the extent to which the Norwegian police force became ideologically 

Nazified is a matter of perspective. Signals from both German and Norwegian police leaders were 

clear: The goal was a police force united in their belief in National Socialist ideology. From their point 

of view, considerable ‘successes’ were in fact achieved. NS membership rates in the police was by far 

the highest of all state institutions. Such numbers appear particularly striking when comparing police 

officers to other groups in Norwegian society. On 8 May 1945, for example, 4,007 out of 46,971 state-

employed civil servants were NS members, whereas in the police and sheriff’s departments, 2,287 out 

of 5,447 had joined the party.2422 Moreover, some 600 police officers served on the Eastern Front, 

and 400–500 became GSSN members, indicating even deeper support for Nazi ideology. Here it must 

me noted, however, that many of these were new recruits to the police and not old police officers. 

Parallel to their attempt to increase support for Nazi ideology in the police, the new rulers 

implemented far-reaching reforms to make the Norwegian police a better tool for their purposes. 

These included establishing a new education programme and the division of the police into Order 
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Police and Security Police branches. Of the reforms, the establishment of the State Police was 

undoubtedly the most important. Under the leadership of devoted National Socialist Karl A. 

Marthinsen, the State Police attracted many of those who wanted to make a National Socialist Norway 

a reality. Marthinsen came to fully share the SS ethos, urging his men to take radical action against 

designated enemies of the New Order, even if this meant ignoring or abolishing existing laws 

protecting the individual from state arbitrariness.  

Despite such drastic developments, compared to the visions of 1940 and 1941 the outcome was 

unsatisfactory from the point of view of Norway’s new rulers. At no point did the Norwegian police 

come close to the desired ideologically homogenous corps of National Socialist political warriors, 

even after considerable political cleansing had taken place.2423 The recruits from the new education 

programme were undoubtedly on average more positive towards National Socialism than existing 

members of the police corps. But as we have seen, they were not a uniform bloc of ‘political warriors’, 

and the programme failed to achieve its objective: Filling the ranks of the Norwegian police with 

dedicated National Socialists.  

Exacerbating this ‘problem’, many of the new NS members had joined out of opportunistic or even 

pragmatic reasons rather than heartfelt support for Nazi ideology. Only the State Police would ever 

approach the desired ideological dedication, even if there was ‘room for improvement’ from a Nazi 

perspective even there. This however came at the cost of remaining both smaller and less professional 

than desired. The men of the unit remained valued henchmen for the German Sipo until the end of 

the war, providing important support for the Sipo’s fight against the Norwegian resistance movement, 

not to mention their crucial role during the arrests of the Jews.  

The reasons for this picture are broadly similar to why the overall Nazification of Norwegian society 

failed: Grand ambitions crashing with the difficulty of the task and lack of time. This point becomes 

particularly clear when comparing Nazification of the police in occupied countries with the situation 

in Germany. The German police, mirroring wider German societal tendencies, was more susceptible 

to National Socialism in the first place. This, of course, made the task of Nazifying it that much easier, 

as there were fewer who had to be ideologically convinced or removed due to being politically 

unacceptable. Next, the larger number of Nazi sympathisers in Germany made political cleansing 

easier to carry out, as the choice between professionalism and political reliability that plagued similar 

efforts abroad was far less pressing. Finally, German policemen experienced six years of increasingly 

secure peacetime Nazi control, and three more years of seemingly unstoppable German success in 

the war. The chances of the system breaking down must have seemed slim indeed. Remaining a 

German policeman with an anti-Nazi attitude, particularly given the ever more radical tasks the 

German police was given, must thus have seemed a fool’s errand. Better then to either to make peace 

with the regime or find some less compromised occupation than to wallow in self-delusion.  

In Norway and other occupied countries, however, the initial level of Nazi sympathies in society was 

far lower, and the period of relative hopelessness for the anti-Nazi cause far shorter. Anti-Nazi 

attitudes were stoked by the experience of being attacked and occupied. In Norway, Quisling’s coup 

attempt, which quickly made his name synonymous with treason, was so outrageous that it was 

rejected even by many who ideologically stood close to him. The rapidly brutalising occupation further 
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added to anti-Nazi sentiments and undermined ‘softer’ measures aimed at making National Socialism 

more appealing. It also made close collaboration with an occupier now associated with torture and 

deportations steadily more toxic. Ideological collaborators supporting the new regime quickly found 

themselves viewed as despicable traitors to the nation. Opportunists were increasingly considered 

little better. This made recruitment and replacement by politically reliable men increasingly difficult 

due to the shallow pool of available and qualified personnel.  

On the other hand, while the invasion and subsequent occupation certainly did little to further 

sympathy for Nazi Germany, the seemingly invincible German might of 1940–1941 did have 

important effects. In Norway, the Netherlands and Denmark the willingness to accommodate the 

various wishes of the German occupier was considerably greater in the first two years of the 

occupation. The high level of NS membership among Norwegian police officers, for instance, must 

to a large extent be seen as preconditioned by a perception that German victory was almost inevitable. 

Thus, it was better to adjust to the times than cling to illusions. Even so, other groups in Norway such 

as the teachers or judges were due to better organisation and firmer anti-Nazi attitudes better able to 

resist such pressure in the same period. Mass NS membership was in Norway the exception, not the 

rule, with the police representing an inglorious anomaly. As we have seen, even within the police itself 

local developments and dynamics could produce vastly different results. Moreover, once ‘clear 

frontlines’ had been established in Norway and hope re-kindled by Britain’s willingness and capability 

to continue the war, the flood of new membership applications by police officers abated, and some 

even left the party.  

The course of the war would also later influence how police officers acted. As the war turned against 

the Germans and the nature of the occupation grew ever more brutal, willingness to collaborateon 

the part of those not ideologically supportive of the occupier clearly seemed to diminish. This fact 

was not lost on the Germans, who responded with various degrees of force in an attempt to regain 

perceived former levels of compliance. That the war turned against the Germans had another 

important effect: Anti-Nazis in the police could now stay in the justified hope that their trials would 

soon be over, and that their services would be needed in order to achieve an orderly transition between 

war and peace.  

Ideological Nazification of the Norwegian police thus succeeded only partly, both due to the lack of 

available politically reliable men and the fact that no exodus by anti-Nazis from the force occurred. 

Despite this, police officers with different political views would during the occupation arrest resistance 

fighters, Jews, teachers and many others perceived as having opposed the New Order. Resistance 

within the ranks, while certainly heroic and extremely dangerous for those involved, was never strong 

or organised enough to fully undermine the use of the police as a useful and even crucial tool for the 

occupying power. Resistance was, as Kjetil Simonsen and Nils Johan Ringdal also point out, largely 

of an individual, improvised and secret nature rather than an open and collective protest like that of 

the teachers.2424 Historian Bjarte Bruland succinctly describes this overall behavioural pattern in his 

assessment of the role of the Norwegian police in the arrest of the Jews: ‘The arrests were carried out, 

albeit not without the machinery squeaking.’2425  
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That being said, the fact that the Norwegian police never became the ideologically homogenous unit 

envisioned in 1940 was not irrelevant for how they carried out their many new tasks. Through acts 

ranging from blatant sabotage to passiveness, the tool was ‘dulled’ and was even sometimes even 

deemed unsuitable for the occupier’s purpose. After initially seeing their Norwegian underlings as 

quite useful, German distrust towards the regular police in grew due to the discovery of resistance 

within the police.2426 Likely as a consequence, many Norwegian police officers were later in the war 

no longer trusted with carrying out politically sensitive missions unless under the direct supervision 

of politically reliable German or Norwegian personnel. Nothing illustrates this distrust better than 

Aktion Polarkreis, a radical operation which devastated the relationship between the Norwegian and 

German police, but which was still deemed necessary due to the possibility that many in the police 

could form a ‘fifth column’ in the event of Allied invasion, and therefore had to be scared into 

submission. 

I began this thesis with the official apologies for the role Norwegian police officers played during the 

Holocaust, while noting that these apologies did not really touch upon why they played this role. As 

shown in previous chapters, there were many interweaving reasons for why it happened, with ideology, 

coercion, personality, pragmatism, self-interest and situational dynamics all working together to 

produce the end result. Victoria J. Barnett provides a succinct description of how all these factors 

interact, ultimately producing a decision about what to do when faced with the question of whether 

or not to aid a person in danger:  

Confronted with a situation involving someone who has not been our ‘neighbor’ up to now, a long, difficult 

process begins, in which we try to determine exactly what our stake in the matter is. Throughout this process, 

our prejudices about the ‘otherness’ of the victims may have devastating effects on our readiness to help. 

Ideological and moral principles also come into play, as do self-interest and the weighing of possible consequences 

of our actions. We try to establish what is or is not possible. In the end, our decision will be determined not so 

much by whether we actually have the power to change the situation, but whether we have the will to do so. 2427 

Taking this as a starting point, the answer to why Norwegian police officers arrested Jews, teachers 

and many others is simply that the reasons to not do something were regularly perceived by police 

officers to outweigh the reasons to do something. This was particularly the case when it came to the 

most disruptive and therefore most dangerous form of opposition: outright refusal to carry out an 

order.   

Crucial for understanding this calculation is understanding the effects of German coercion on the real 

and perceived possibilities for action. By demonstrating early on that it was willing to use force to 

break opposition, the German occupier managed to create an atmosphere of resignation and fear. 

Ivar Sundet’s desperation and ultimate arrest for his reluctance to aid the Germans in taking hostages 

in Ålesund is a vivid example of how this state came about. The consequence was that brave 

individuals who might be willing to disobey orders they found fundamentally illegitimate were 

confronted with a difficult dilemma: if they openly disobeyed, they risked being sacked or worse. 

Meanwhile, the only way this was likely to make a concrete difference for the wanted person was if 
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there was no one willing to do the job instead. Otherwise, you would only put yourself at risk without 

achieving anything but a symbolic protest. Being sacked or arrested was not a price most anti-Nazi 

police officers were willing to pay.  

The lacking capability to collectively refuse to carry out Nazi orders also needs to be viewed in the 

light of the disjointed nature of the Norwegian police corps. After the war, Stavanger chief of police 

Ola Kvalsund succinctly described the situation facing someone wanting to disobey an order: 

‘solidarity among Norwegian policemen was not strong enough to prevent another Norwegian 

policeman from carrying out the order’.2428 The Norwegian police contained social, ideological and 

geographical divisions that hampered communication and trust in colleagues, making it more difficult 

to formulate and organise a common position vis-à-vis the occupier. The existence of Nazi 

sympathisers and opportunists in the ranks, with the respected Jonas Lie as the most prominent, 

undermined the strong solidarity needed to produce an efficient oppositional strategy in the face of a 

powerful occupier. Instead, one had to continually look over one’s shoulder, wary of betrayal. As 

Hermann Lunde put it after the war: ‘[Those who joined NS] contributed to creating division and 

major difficulties in establishing resistance’.2429 The existence of Nazi sympathisers continued to 

undermine opposition throughout the war. Typical here was Stavanger police officer Betuel 

Stangeland’s reasoning for accepting to administer the arrests of teachers: refusing would lead to the 

task being given to a far more ideological colleague who, Stangeland thought, would provide less aid 

to imprisoned teachers.  

The demoralising effect of Nazi sympathisers in the ranks was exacerbated by the availability of 

politically reliable forces outside the police, such as German police and military forces, and the 

paramilitary Hird and Germanic SS Norway. Their existence undermined the potential efficiency of a 

collective refusal by the police to carry out certain orders, because police officers could suspect that 

the orders would be carried out regardless, and with less consideration for the victims. This again 

pushed police officers hostile to the New Order towards carrying out new orders in order to be able 

to provide at least some aid to the exposed individuals. Events in Denmark, where the Germans 

proved willing to practically abolish the existing police force, show that fears of total marginalisation 

of the regular police and takeover by entirely Nazified units, while unlikely and not something the 

Germans desired, were nevertheless not entirely unfounded.  

Together these factors produced a paralysing feeling of disempowerment, best summarised by 

Stavanger police officer Ragnar Paulsen’s previously mentioned assessment that ‘it would be 

completely useless for a policeman to refuse to carry out or assist in the arrest of a named person 

whom the Germans wanted arrested’. Importantly, this view was not decisively repudiated by national 

resistance leaders or the government in exile. They continued to value the existence of loyal police 

officers and the aid they provided the population and the resistance, despite this entailing Norwegian 

police officers arresting countrymen. Per Ole Johansen argues that this ‘compromise’ – retaining a 

police force which included opponents of National Socialism, at the cost of acceptance for them 

carrying out German orders – certainly had benefits for many Norwegians. But, Johansen argues, it 

was detrimental to the Jews, as the ‘softer’ Norwegian police being the ones to carry out anti-Jewish 
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measures masked the Germans lurking behind them.2430 On the other hand, as examples from the 

towns I have examined and elsewhere show, Jews were also among those who received warnings and 

other forms of aid from policemen, underlining that even here one could justify remaining in the force 

due to the possibilities it offered for aiding people in danger.2431 

Even before the developments of the war, the Norwegian police was arguably from the outset not 

well positioned to offer spirited resistance to the new rulers. Norwegian police officers, particularly 

the junior officers, had before the war been conditioned to not see themselves as morally responsible 

and independent actors, but rather as tools for higher authorities. Becoming active saboteurs of orders 

ran counter to police traditions and training. As Per Ole Johansen puts it in his explanation of why 

the police aided in the arrests of Jews: ‘the “orders are orders” mentality, a consequence of the strict 

tradition for obedience in the history of the Norwegian police, can be gleaned in the background’.2432 

Carrying out orders that you did not agree with was normal, not aberrational, even before the war. 

This could both inhibit willingness to disobey orders and serve as a useful psychological refuge by 

placing blame on superiors.  

The influence of political views and sympathies of police officers on their actions seems to have been 

complex. As Victoria Barnett points out, emotional relationship and distance could play a part when 

deciding whether to aid someone, remain passive or to make their situation worse. The starkest 

example of this is when oppression hit the police itself, a group with which police officers definitely 

could sympathise. Particularly Aktion Polarkreis produced fervent protest and action even from 

dedicated NS members. Kjetil Simonsen notes how the Ministry of Police’s reaction stands in contrast 

to the response to German demands to register Jews, where he sees the role of the ministry as that of 

‘loyal collaborators’.2433 The contrast to the measures planned against Norwegian Romani – a group 

against which, as noted earlier, many police officers were prejudiced or even hostile – is even starker. 

Here the ministry went beyond the role of loyal henchmen to become active promoters and creators 

of anti-Romani policy.2434  

The effect of the potentially indifferent attitude towards the Jews, however, has to be measured against 

the radicalism of the anti-Jewish arrests, which could shock even people with anti-Semitic attitudes or 

strong prejudices against Jews. For someone identifying as an anti-Nazi, the unprecedented actions 

against the Jews could evoke sympathy or even willingness to help, even overriding past antipathies 

towards the group.2435 Locally we have seen examples of both aid to Jews and of zealous dedication 

to the task of arresting them. This, together with the scarcity of sources documenting police attitudes 

towards Jews, further underline the difficulty of assessing how prevalent anti-Semitic attitudes were 

in the Norwegian police force, how they changed during the war, and ultimately what role such 

sentiments played during the police’s participation in anti-Jewish measures.  

Many NS members certainly felt that the political views of police officers influenced their actions. 

Fearing that their cases would not be handled ‘properly’ by police officers they perceived as ideological 
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opponents often led NS members to demand that ‘political’ cases be handled by men sympathetic to 

the New Order. This was also a reason for the State Police taking over many investigations of NS 

members accused of regular crime: they simply did not trust the regular police to handle it in a ‘fair’ 

manner. On the other hand, some NS activists in the police actively sought to make things worse for 

their opponents, exemplified by, for instance, Anton Lahlum’s intervention to make sure his former 

political opponents were conscripted for labour.  

The role of personality on the willingness and capability to act in certain ways must also be considered. 

As Barnett points out, the decision to act was often more about will than ability. In similar situations, 

some tried to help, while others with similar political convictions passively carried out orders or did 

even did their utmost to fulfil them. In the comparison of the three towns we see clearly that 

leadership, personal abilities and character mattered, not least because people setting a powerful 

example could bring weaker personalities ‘into the fold’ in either direction. 

Finally, it is crucial to underline that the actions of the Norwegian police are in many ways unsurprising. 

As psychology experiments like those of Milgram and the comparison with Denmark, the Netherlands 

and to a lesser extent Germany show, people in similar situations are overall likely to display similar 

patterns of obedient behaviour. Notably, the police force in the country most comparable to Norway, 

namely the Netherlands, had a very similar overall behavioural profile. As in Norway, the police was 

unable to muster a collective defence against demands to participate in the oppression of their 

countrymen. Here too, resistance existed, but was the province of a brave minority. As in Norway, 

Nazi sympathisers and opportunists played an important role in undermining unity and capabilities 

for counter-mobilisation. And ultimately, as in Norway, most officers kept a low profile, valuing their 

own safety and that of their loved ones above that of the people they were asked to arrest.  

Alternative scenarios 

In conclusion, it is important to note that the developments seen in Norway were far from ‘inevitable’. 

Particularly in 1940, changes in key variables could have produced an entirely different overall 

outcome. Normally, such counterfactual history is a highly speculative endeavour. In our case, 

however, concrete examples of alternative choices existed, making such an experiment more 

interesting and relevant.  

The Rynning-Tønnesen alternative 

The first scenario to explore is a collective protest like the one initiated by chief of police Christian 

Rynning-Tønnesen in Kristiansand. His basis for resigning was his unwillingness to further the cause 

of NS, thus drawing a clear line in the sand. It remains a very interesting question what a nationwide 

declaration of the limits of collaboration by the police, inspired by Rynning-Tønnesen’s example, 

would have produced. Rynning-Tønnesen claimed after the war that such a protest could have 

achieved ‘much’, but he recognised that this could have resulted in the Germans’ taking over policing. 

Jonas Lie told him outright that this would be the consequence if his ‘action’ spread to other police 

districts, an outcome he greatly feared. Rynning-Tønnesen also assessed that such an effort could 

have ‘cost some of us our lives’.2436 The response to such a systematic action are hard to assess. As 

seen in previous chapters, the Germans acted swiftly against any signs of resistance. In 1940 and the 
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first half of 1941, however, the consequences were usually quite moderate. Rynning-Tønnesen, for 

example, was imprisoned in Germany in April 1941 but released already in August the same year.2437 

Nor was the Supreme Court judges’ collective refusal to collaborate in the same period met with 

systematic arrests.2438  

The most likely chain of events is one of a gradual radicalisation of measures against defiant police 

officers. The first step would have been arrests of presumed ‘spiritual leaders’ of the protest in an 

attempt to make weaker men buckle; which was the tactic used both in Kristiansand and in Stavanger. 

If this proved futile, executions would perhaps have been employed. If the police proved resilient 

even then, the Germans would perhaps be forced to put the majority of the Norwegian police out of 

play and instead lean on the minority of NS sympathisers in the ranks, the NS Hird and its own forces 

for policing. As argued earlier however, events in Kristiansand likely reflected the chief of police’s 

particular and strong personality, a rarity among his peers. Most were neither willing nor able to muster 

a similar protest.  

The Danish scenario 

The second scenario to consider is the ‘Danish path’. This is relevant due to the fact that Norway and 

Denmark received exactly the same ultimatums on 9 April. Had the Norwegian government accepted 

this, as the Danish government did, it is highly likely that similar developments would have come 

about in both countries. Most notably, Nazification of the Norwegian police would not have taken 

place or would have been delayed, and the SS would have had a much weaker position. Police 

participation in the oppression of fellow citizens would, at least initially, have been smaller, but not 

non-existent, as the Danish police’s role shows. Later developments are much harder to assess, as 

local events and developments would inevitably change the course of history. Whether or not the 

Norwegian police would have avoided participation in the arrests of Jews, as their Danish colleagues 

did, is therefore uncertain.  

Another interesting comparison is the ability of the Danish police leaders in August 1943 to meet, 

formulate a common position and win support from police officers for rejecting the German demands 

for more active participation in fighting the resistance, something the Norwegian police never 

managed. This points to the importance of several factors: the overall development of the war 

changing incentives for acquiescing to the occupier’s demands; the importance of organisation and 

leadership and the opportunity to hold such meetings, provided by the occupier’s lack of ability or 

will to use force to prevent them. 

Ultimately, the Danish scenario is a powerful reminder of the immense importance the occupation 

regime established can have on the fate of people and institutions in the occupied countries. As we 

have seen, the Danish police, like its Norwegian counterpart, included Nazi sympathisers before the 

occupation. But since the Danish police force was left more or less intact, their importance was far 

less. When comparing Denmark with Norway, it is tempting to see the nature of what the police 

ended up doing less as a reflection of the internal character of the local police and more as a result of 

the goals and permissible methods of the occupation regime.  
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2438 Graver 2015, 37. 
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The Dutch scenario 

Comparing Norway with the Netherlands, another possible scenario for Norway is particularly 

interesting in one respect: assessing the importance of Nasjonal Samling as a ‘state-bearing party’ 

compared to the role of personnel provider played by its Dutch counterpart NSB. The broadly similar 

fates of the Dutch and Norwegian police would lead us to view the role of NS as being of lesser 

importance than the role of the SS, the availability of local Nazi sympathisers for filling important 

positions in the police and above all the sheer realities of power and the logic of pragmatic 

collaboration which resulted from adjusting to these.  

Where it is likely that the role of NS was more important, however, was in the reorganisation of the 

police. With a more independent position, men such as Jonas Lie were seemingly better able to 

influence the outlook of the police. Notable here was the creation of a national State Police, an 

initiative strongly favoured by Lie, and which never happened in the Netherlands, where political 

police units remained local. But even this should not be exaggerated; the overall reorganisation was 

clearly dominated by German wishes, which Lie painfully had to realise in the summer of 1941.  

Clearer directives 

Yet another question is whether the history of the Norwegian police could have been decisively 

changed by clearer and firmer directives by the government in exile or resistance leaders. The first 

such scenario to consider is a clear directive declaring police service unpatriotic, urging every jøssing to 

quit the police. As we have seen, this was seriously considered at the highest levels of the resistance 

in 1943 after the execution of Gunnar Eilifsen for his decision to disobey an order. In Denmark the 

vast majority of police officers did go underground rather than become part of the new proposed 

Nazified force. In the Netherlands, such calls did seem to lead to a considerable number of police 

officers dropping out of the police.2439 

Another scenario to consider are directives to refuse to carry out illegitimate orders. As noted, such a 

directive was issued against arrests of people conscripted for labour, before de facto being rescinded 

after the execution of Eilifsen. And as mentioned earlier, in the Netherlands, calls to stop participating 

in the arrests of Jews came from the government in exile and the archbishop of Utrecht in spring 

1943, seemingly with some effect.  

Assessing the potential effects of such hypothetical directives is of course highly difficult, but some 

evaluations can still be made. That directives were seen as a powerful and authoritative tool is clear 

from the official directions for the post-war cleansing of the police, which called for the suspension 

of anyone who had joined the police after 1 May 1943. The reason was that one assumed that by then 

the directive about a blockade of public positions had become common knowledge.2440 This would 

have been a completely unreasonable position if the directives were seen as impotent.  

Moreover, there are signs that the directive to not arrest people conscripted for work had at least 

some effect. The press office of the Norwegian legation in Stockholm reported, although likely with 

some exaggeration, that the directive had been ‘heard and understood’ by police officers, with ‘stormy 

protests’ being the result. Whether or not Gunnar Eilifsen’s actions which ultimately cost him his life 
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were the result of knowledge of the directive is unknown, but not unlikely. In a meeting in the police 

ministry in summer 1943 to discuss the matter, it was stated that due to ‘resistance from the police’ 

one had in Oslo mostly used the contingency unit as well as German police to arrest those who did 

not show up for work.2441 This is a pattern familiar from the Netherlands, where such grumbling 

opposition from police officers had led to the task of arresting Jews being given to more reliable units.  

In addition, we have already mentioned complaints in 1940 about the lack of guidelines in case the 

country was occupied, which meant that police officers had to use judgment instead of being able to 

point to written directions. It is not far-fetched to imagine that clearer set of directions could have 

influenced them behaviour of at least some police officers, who then would have to compare their 

own actions with these instructions. This was of course particularly the case if these instructions were 

backed by threats of consequences after the war.  

On the other hand, any directives or guidelines had to compete with the previously discussed complex 

realities of life during the occupation and the established logic of pragmatic collaboration. In the 

Netherlands, guidelines for how civil servants were to behave in the case of occupation actually existed. 

But they were based on the presumption that the occupier would adhere to the Hague Conventions, 

which in the case of the German occupation quickly rendered them obsolete. In fact, it could even 

help legitimise questionable decisions, such as the public denouncement of sabotage in 1941. 

Acknowledging this, a leading resistance member in 1943 wrote a comment to the instructions with 

the blessing of the government in exile. Included was a condemnation of Dutch participation in the 

persecution of the Jews. The comments were then distributed using all available means. The 

consequences, however, were minimal, both due to coming too late and opposition from the 

addressees. One of the secretaries-general saw them even after the war as a ‘stab in the back’ by the 

resistance and the government in exile, who did not understand his difficult position.2442 

As we have seen, even many resistance members in the police were after the war of the opinion that 

remaining in service had been the right call, despite the consequences. A directive calling for men 

such as them to quit would likely run counter to their own judgment of what was best. In a letter from 

Olav Ravndal to the leader of the National Police in June 1945 he argued that many directives, besides 

often being ‘delayed’ and ‘unclear’ also appeared ‘outright foolish’ to ‘those of us who daily waded 

through reality and not were in the position of the anonymous N.N. who pulled the strings from his 

secure jøssing hideout or had an important position abroad.’ Directives, Ravndal said, were far less 

important than a general well-informed ‘patriotic attitude’ for influencing how people acted.2443 Of 

course, men such as these were far from the only ones around – many of their colleagues were far 

more positive towards the New Order or less willing to take the risk following a directive from the 

resistance or the government in exile could entail.  

What this tells us is that directives were difficult tools to use. They could have positive effects. More 

police officers could have left the service. But trying to tell people what to do, especially if following 

such directions was potentially dangerous or deemed useless, meant risking the directives being 
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ignored or even provoking a backlash against the issuers. For resistance leaders, such outcomes were 

highly undesirable, as it weakened the position they sought to establish as leaders of the nation. As 

one of them put it, a directive which was not followed by many enough was worse than not directive 

at all. Leaders for the group where directives had been used most successfully, the teachers, underlined 

their experience: that it was crucial to make sure that a directive had broad support among its intended 

audience before issuing it. 2444  It is likely that such considerations were part of the resistance 

leadership’s thorough discussions after the execution of Eilifsen, which as noted resulted in a directive 

urging ‘patriotic’ police officers to stay put.  

Events in Stutthof 

Finally, a scenario involving Norwegian police officers is worth mentioning: developments in the 

Stutthof camp among the police prisoners sent there after Aktion Polarkreis. Terje Emberland analyses 

how the prisoners managed to achieve what they had not achieved back in Norway: the creation of a 

common collective front against SS demands that they should serve as police officers in occupied 

Europe.2445 The front held despite attempts to undermine it through the use of both stick and carrot. 

Several differences help explain why they in Stutthof managed what they had not managed back in 

Norway. First of all, the group was physically gathered, in contrast to the police in Norway. This made 

deliberation and social control far easier. Men who seemed about to defect were harshly reprimanded 

and risked pariah status. Second, they appointed a three-man group as leaders, all of them with a 

decidedly anti-Nazi attitude. Third, while there were definitely people from the ‘grey zone’, there were 

no NS members among them. The ideological median was thus quite different from what it had been 

in Norway, where NS members often had worked to undermine a collective anti-Nazi attitude. Fourth, 

the leaders managed to formulate a simple position with broad support among police officers which 

could be used against the demands of the SS: accepting them would be a violation of their duties as 

non-political police officers adhering to the Hague Conventions. Fifth, while the SS did apply pressure 

and threats, it did no go to the lengths it had in Norway. Notably, no one was transferred from the 

relative comfort of the internment camp to the neighbouring concentration camp in an attempt to 

make the others buckle. The goal of the SS was to win the men for its cause, not to subjugate them, 

as had increasingly become the de facto tactic used in Norway. And finally, the timing of the events was 

of course crucial: by 1944 most thought that German defeat was merely a matter of time. In 1940 

German victory, or at least long-term dominance, seemed a far more likely outcome.  

The Stutthof experience shows above all that Norwegian police officers were capable of strong 

collective organisation and rejection of German demands, even in the face of pressure. It required, 

however, that certain variables had slightly different values than they had in Norway in the crucial 

year of 1940. 

The findings in a broader perspective 

As noted in the introduction, this thesis has been part of a larger project seeking to explore 

mechanisms of collaboration and resistance in finer detail.2446 It can also be said to be part of a much 
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larger wave of research into Norwegian collaboration and resistance during the war.2447 Crucial for 

these new works has been an emphasis on the broader context for Norwegian collaboration and 

resistance by looking more closely at what the German occupier wanted, what methods it was willing 

to employ, and how Norwegians reacted. 

The occupier’s far-reaching plans for Norway, and the considerable means available and used to 

achieve them, have thus come into the spotlight. A recent study of German personnel in Norway, for 

instance, shows that from September 1940 to the end of the war at least 200,000 Germans were in 

the country at any given time. From mid-1942 to the end of the war, the number was never lower 

than 300,000 in a country with about 3 million people.2448 German building projects far exceeded the 

capacity of the Norwegian economy to provide labour and materials, leading to huge imports of 

both.2449 Renewed focus on this huge German presence serve as a useful reminder to understand why 

Norwegians behaved as they did during the war. The reality of German power was ingrained in those 

had experienced the war; a feeling not intuitively shared by later generations. 

The projects have shown that the consequences of the ambitious German plans varied greatly from 

sector to sector, largely in accordance with the importance placed on an area by the German occupier. 

In the school sector, for instance, German interest and initial willingness to use harsh measures was 

low. Instead, Nasjonal Samling was the driving force, proving to be a far weaker opponent than the 

Germans would have been, thus making the creation of a powerful collective front far easier. Similarly, 

German reluctance to decisively crack down on the protests from church communities was crucial 

for allowing them to become the most vocal opponent of Nazi policies in Norway, including an open 

protest against the persecution of the Jews in November 1942. In the Norwegian police, however, the 

Germans reacted sharply already in 1940 against signs of opposition within the ranks, making 

opposition far more difficult. Here too, as my findings and those of Kjetil Simonsen show, it was far 

easier to deal with pressure from NS than from the Germans.  

Taken together, these new studies help us better understand the wide spectrum of Norwegian 

responses to their new situation. Norwegians faced a complex set of incentives: on the one hand, an 

overwhelming German force that tolerated no serious opposition. On the other hand, Norway was 

not, as Heydrich had underlined to his men in 1940, a ‘hostile country’ bound to be ruthlessly 

exploited and subjugated. Ideally, Norwegians were to be won for the National Socialist cause, and in 

any case treated with the respect due to ‘racial brothers’ of the Germans. Norwegian workers, for 

instance, were treated very differently from workers deemed ‘racially inferior’, even when conscripted. 

The choice given to Norwegian construction firms is a good illustration of the choices available: either 

work for the Germans and earn a healthy profit or see employees and machines taken from you and 

given to others willing to do the job.  
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Ethnic Norwegians could thus to a greater extent than in other countries, particularly in Eastern 

Europe, choose whether to see the new regime as an enemy or an opportunity. Contrary to a Pole or 

a Russian, a Norwegian embracing National Socialism could expect to be treated almost as an equal 

to a German, and opportunistic collaborators could reap substantial personal benefits.2450 In light of 

this, the spontaneous and organised ideological counteroffensive by people hostile to the regime 

shows its importance. Through it, the benefits of embracing the New Order were countered by threats 

of social isolation and promises of harsh judgement should the Germans lose. Support for National 

Socialism and opportunism were subsequently not eliminated, though it halted a development like 

that seen in Germany, where, in the words of Hans Fallada, opponents of the regime ‘died alone’.  

Ideas for further research 

During my work, it became increasingly clear that two major works on the Norwegian police are 

highly desirable. First, a comprehensive history of the Norwegian police from its beginnings to the 

present day, a glaring omission in Norwegian historiography. Second, while Per Ole Johansen’s history 

of the State Police is a good beginning, his work, my own and that of Sivert Haugejorden show that 

a larger work on the history of the wartime State Police would be very interesting and fruitful. Likewise, 

a more thorough examination of the Border Police and its practice than the one done by Nils Johan 

Ringdal could shed new light on what kind of dangers people fleeing to Sweden faced, and how the 

Norwegian police’s handling of escapees compared to that of the Germans.  

Another interesting work would be a book on the post-war purge of the police force, both the treason 

trials and the internal political cleansing of those not sentenced but still deemed unfit for police service. 

Here one could elaborate on the findings of Tore Pryser about what role participation in the arrests 

of Jews and other groups played in these evaluations. Part of this could be to examine the impression 

I am left with after examining this material: that individual initiative was the crucial factor for deciding 

who was sentenced or fired from the police, not the nature of orders one carried out.  

Less directly related, Nasjonal Samling’s Hird remains under-examined. In the context of the police, 

the conflicts in 1940 and 1941 and the fears that the Hird would take over the role of the police would 

be very interesting to look at.  

Finally, during my work it has become clear that too little is known of how the legitimate Norwegian 

government and the resistance leadership viewed the development and role of the police. The role of 

the resistance police leadership and its role in particular is still much in the dark, presenting an 

interesting research project.  

 

 

 

 

                                                

2450 For insights into the German treatment of Norwegians embracing National Socialism, see Emberland and Kott 
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Appendix 

Norwegian police ranks 

Norwegian English Translation 
Politimeister Chief of police 

Politiinspektør Assistant chief of police 

Politifullmektig Police prosecutor 

Hjelpepolitifullmektig Auxiliary police prosecutor 

Politigeneral Police general 

Politioberst Police colonel 

Politimajor Police major 

Politikaptein Police captain 

Politiløytnant Police lieutenant 

Politifenrik Police ensign 

Politioverbetjent Police superintendent 

Politiførstebetjent Police chief inspector 

Politibetjent Police inspector 

Politioverkonstabel Police sergeant 

Politikonstabel Police constable 

Reservekonstabel Reserve constable 

Hjelpekonstabel Auxiliary constable 
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